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PREFACE
rrSffls book, as its title implies, is a history of the War: it

-I- deals neither with its causes remote or immediate, nor

with the so-called settlement which followed. It aims at

presenting the general reader with an accurate, intelli-

gible, and interesting account of the greatest conflict-

between civilized states.

The War is indeed passing rapidly into history. To the

younger generation now growing up it ha;-,l^come_ Ijut

the remotest and vaguest of memories; the m^rity of

undergraduates who will be coming to the Universities

this autumn were born in its third year.

Moreover, the materials now at the disposal of the-

historian are of such a character that he may feel

reasonably confident of being .3.ble to establish the truth,

ifnot in every detail, at feast in the broad putlinerj of his

work. A large proportion ofthe principal actors on either^

side, both pohtical and military, have published accounts

of their stewardship. These naturally have a very varying

value of reliability and ingenuousness, but in almost every

instance they are fortified by officialmemdl-anda and secret

documents, which show the contemporary grounds on

which decisions were taken, -/in the defeated countries

,

(particularly in Germany) commissions of inquiry have

thrown much important light on many points. Though
j

the official histories (with the exception of that of thp

British navy) have not yet been completed, it is improb-

able that any new disclosures of serious importance re-

main to be made.

I have endeavoured to keep a just proportion between

the military, diplomatic, and political aspects, as also

between the different theatres of war, and to prevent

the reader from being lost in a mass of detail. No
tactical analysis ofthe battles has been attempted, expept
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where it illustrates a general principle of high impor-

' tance. .*

It has been necessary ruthlessly to omit much which it

would have been interesting to include. To take a few

instances, no account is given ofthe campaigns in Africa,

of the civil war and foreign interventions in Russia after

,
jhe treaty of Brest-Litovsk, or ofthe Irish rebellion, while

the internal history of the belligerent countries is very

summarily and imperfectly sketched. As I am writing

for English readers, the great ‘side-shows’ have been per-

ha!ps gi>v.u more prominence than their intrinsic impor-

tance deserves. But as the controversy between Easterner

and Westerner, still raging unabated, is mainly of British

origin, it is important to follow the attempts made to

strike al Germany through her weaker allies, and to

estimate whether any opportunities were neglected of

bringing the War to an earlier conclusion.

I have not given a bibliography, partly because I am
not sure that it would be useful to the general reader, but

mainly because I have called attention by footnotes at

the appropriate passages to nearly a hundred and fifty

books. This will probably be sufficient to glut most

appetites.

This book owes much to the late C. R. L. Fletcher, to

whose memory I have ventured to dedicate it. He had
read through it all, with the exception of the naval chap-

ters, when he was seized by his last illness. He was both
the most exacting and kindest of critics, who habitually

devoted to the works of others an enthusiasm and a
laborious accuracy which many authors will hardly ex-

pend on their own creations. I also owe much gratitude

to Mr. G. T. Atkinson, Fellow of Exeter College, who has
read the whole work in proof. His exact and profound
knowledge has saved me from many mistakes. He mtist

not, however, be held m any way responsible for my con-
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elusions, with a number ofwhich he is in hearty disagree-

ment.

The index is due to the skill and diligence ofMr. Charles

Ker, formerly a scholar of Hertford College, who has

generously spent part of his leave from the Indian Ci^il

Service in compiling it.

Finally, I must express my deep gratitude to th^
Clarendon Press, of which I have the honour ^to be a

delegate; to its officials, and craftsmen.

G. R. M. F. G.

September ig34.

NOTE TO SEGOND EDITION

I have inserted a nunjber of corrections which I owe
to the kindness and vigilance of critics,* friends?, ^d
correspondents; and have added as an appendix a.

chronological table of the chief events of the War,
military and political, on all fronts.
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• I

ARMIES AND PLANS

I

The great states ofEurope had never been so powerfully

prepared for war in human and material resources

as in' 1914. And this was a natural result ofthe policy

which they had pursued. In spite of the lip-service

rendered in theory and practice to international law,

each had tended, partly subconsciously,“^0 organiz^ttself

upon a basis of absolute power, and to worship its, own
collective image. The idea ofEuropean solidariPs was no

longer seen with even the deceptive clearness ofa mirage.

Thus the period has been well named by the author ofa

poignant book ‘the international anarchy’. The motive

which inspired this great and increasing military organiza-

tion was not so much^ hatred of other states as,a deter-

mination to be as strong as possible without regard to the

effect which any accession ofstrength might have abroaiil.

It would be wrong to ascribe this determination solely to

a low and material ambition. The scramble for colonies

can indeed be largely set down under this head of con-

demnation. Though in some cases the happiness of the

subject populations may have been increased, no one will

assert that this was the motive which prompted the con-

quest, Further, this sharing out of the world largely

increased the points of envy and hostile contact between

nations.

But the greatest of all problems which called for the

intensive organization of national power was how to use

man’s ever-increasing command over naturein such away
las to provide greater happiness for an ever-increasing

population. In democratic countries this was the direct

result ofthe constitutional pressure ofthe multitude upon
its governors, but even in a despotic state like Russia

the fear of revolution exercised a certain intermittent

influence.

3S«6
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Naturally the ordinary man ,was led insensibly to exalt

the potver of the state, and to demand that it should per-

form more and more {asks for his benefit, without adopt-

ing any such full-blooded theory as Treitschke elaborated

for the Germans. Naturally also he beheved that its '

strength was the only guarantee that he would be able
j

tpreifijoy present and future benefits without interference 1

from strong neighbours similarly organized. Moreover,

the nineteenth century had identified the nation with the

state to a degree hitherto unknown. Thus, on behalf of

the srL&te^ the nSdon as a whole was prepared to make
unprecedented sacrifices which were also in accordance

with the democratic principle of equality. Where on the

other hand the nation was not identified with the state,

as in AusCria-Hungary and Russia, the governing and
best-organized nationalities within it had the sharpest in-

centive to impose no less thorough an organization, lest

f&ilure sljould mean disintegration.^ Moreover, when once
the principle ofuniversal service was firmly established on
the Continent, there was little possibility of its relaxa-

tion. The ex-conscript was unwilling that younger men
should escape his own burden, while to the youth itself

the prospect was as natural and inevitable as going to

school—^in some countries more so. Thus it came about
that the nineteenth century, and in particular its last

three decades, intensified and universalized the principle
ofuniversal service. It is an amazing paradox that, in the
very age when the working class were everywhere gaining
power and increasing in comfort, when commercial com-
petition was becoming keener and keener, they should
have been ready, nay, often anxious, to impose upon
themselves this tremendous servitude and potential risk.

It is impossible to explain except on the principle that
they believed more and more in the power of the state,

and identified the state with themselves. To say that they
were deceived by their rulers is to trifle with words: ‘You
cannot fool all the people all the time.’

Yet the object of these enormous armaments remained
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obscure. The peoples of Europe did not certainly, in so

far as they reflected upon ‘them, believe that their aim,

W9.S to provoke war at a favourable moment, yet because

they felt continually insecure they did not shrink from

the idea of war. It is true to say that the growth of

insecurity corresponded with the growth of armaments.

Therefore, while the peoples did not envisage war, they

did not clearly embrace peace; their desire was rather for*

security, an impossible ideal, given the unrestricted sove-

reignty ofthe state-system. So, realizing something ofthe

delicate poise and unstable equilibrium pf Europe, they

were content to hand over fijreign affairs to the''almost

uncontrolled discretion ofthose in power, ready to aceept

the consequences which might flow from the secret^earch

for security. Thus came about the terms of the great

alliances, while the very atmosphere engendered? by these

‘hidden manoeuvres for position’ still further heightened

the insecurity which it intended to dissipate, 'lienee^

arose the ominous series ofinternatidnal crises in the last

decade before 1914:—more alarming and more frequent

than those which had troubled the uneasy Continent since

1870. And the natural result of these crises was to inten-

sify military preparation and to influence national hatreds.

So the vicious circle went round.
’

My object is not to apportion war-guilt but to write

a history of the war. But it is impossible to write about
the war without trying to explain, however generally and
inadequately, why the peoples of Europe, claiming to be
more reasonable and more civilized than at any time in

history, were prepared to make war on one another*

outrance with all their strength. The only possible explana-

tion seems to be this deep-rooted and ineradicable con-

viction of insecurity. Consequently it was both natural

and inevitable that the war should be regarded every-

where, on its outbreak, with passionate sincerity, as a
sacred duty to defend not merely the national honour
but the national existence. Yet that it was so regarded

is no proofthat the peoples can be exoneratedfrom blame.
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Populus suit decipi, et decipiatur is a pregnant saying. The
enthusiasm which' almost everywhere greeted the advent

ofthe greatest war in history is its own condemnation,

II

if war is rightly defined as ‘the continuation of policy

by other means’, the soldiers of the Central Powers had
•flo reason to thank the diplomatists when they received

from the latter the instructions to organize decisive vio-

lence. The most favourable conditions under which they

might expect tnwage the great war were these: Germany.

j

Austria-Hungary, and Italy, with Rumania as a suh-

I

sidiary ally, were to oppose France and Russia with the

'

probable subsidiary support of Serbia and Montenegro.

'

Great Britain was expected to remain neutral for the

opening ht least of the campaign.
The reality in 1914 was far different. Germany and

[Austria-Hungary stood 'b^~th'eiffls'3ves. Itary~Heclafea'
' that she was ilot bound by the terms of the Triple AUi-
ance which held good only for a defensive war. It is

indeed improbable that the Central Powers expected any
active assistance from her,* for she had been edging to-

wards the Entente ever since 1902. In fact Conrad von
Hotzendorf, the ChiefoftheAustrian Staff, who presented
his master with a proposal for war every spring with the
regularity of an almanac, had more than once suggested
that a first experiment should be made on Italy. But
the unconditional terms in whi^ Italian neutrality was
couched relieved the French of the necessity nfwa trbi'T^g

'’their south-east frontier. Rumania was always torn by
too rivalambitions, to obtain BessaraBia fronTRus'sKTaurd-
Jjansylvaniafrom Hungary, both ofwhichshe’ha^ccbmT
plished since thewar, probablywithoutaddinganything to
the happiness ofthe transferred populations. In 1914 the

• Moltke’s Memorandum of igia (December) states that it was already
ascertained that under no circumstances would the Italians send the five
corps and two cavalry divisions to Alsace which they had undertaken to do
under the Military Conventioqj of the Triple Alliance.
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cry of the Transylvanians sounded more enchantingly in

her ears, and the old Hohen?ollern King Carolwas obliged

with reluctant shame to tellXlzernin, the Austrian ambas-
sador, that his country could not fulfil her obligations. It

is said that his death, which occurred soon afterwardsj

was hastened by the hitter sense of his humiliation. The
importance of Rumania’s neutrality is obvious: it not

only deprived the Central Powers of a shaft at southern
^

Russia, but left the Danubian plain open to a side thrust.

It is true that both these consequences were mitigated

by secret agreements with Turkey and Bulgaria, which,

however, it was recognized would be contingent for their

fulfilment on great and speedy successes by the Central

Powers. j

The participation of Belgium must obviously have

entered into the calculations of both German dipioma*-

tists and soldiers as they had determined to invade the

country. But they held the view, certainly shared by
many Belgians, that any resistance would Ije in thfiformal*

nature of a protest to Ise speedily abandoned before the

enormous superiority of the enemy. In any event they

counted on encircling and destroying the Belgian field

army before it could reach the refuge of the great en-

trenched camp of Antwerp,. >

The entry of Great Britain into the war affected the

statesmen and commercial classes of Germany far more
acutely than the military. Neither of the former really

believed in the short war, irresistibly concluded by a swift

series of overwhelming blows, in which the soldiers put
their trust. The event which moved the Kaiser to wrj^e

the most hysterical and yet the most prophetic of his

minutes, which wrung from Bethmann-Hollweg.the most
penetrating ofself-revelations, and threw Ballin the great

shipowner into the profoundest dejection, was not con-

sidered as affecting in any vital way the plans of the

General Staff. At the worst it would allow the unimpeded
transfer of a small army-corps from Morocco and the use

of French ‘coloured’ resources; it would free a certain
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number of French garrison troo*ps from the necessity of

protecting their northern ports, and would oblige the

•Germans to provide for the Coast defences of Schleswig-

Holstein and Pomerania. Finally, it would add perhaps

100,000 seasoned troops to the French left wing. To this

last consideration little importance was attached, for it

was believed that the blow in contemplation was of so

^overwhelming a nature that such a contingent, however

excellent its quality, could not avert decisive defeat. The
army therefore put no pressure upon the navy to inter-

fere with the shipment of the British Expeditionary

Foive, for if naturally preferred that the latter should be

involved in a common ruin rather than remain intact after

a French dibdcle.
<.p

111
L

The problem to be solved by all the countries at war
except Great Britain was in its general lines the same:

so to (dispose pf the,armed and*’trained manhood with

which mobilization provided them as to strike with the

utmost speed a blow strong enough to destroy their oppo-

nents’ will to resist. All the continental belligerents had
therefore made plans for a short war in which victory

should be decisively achieved by an offensive concentra-

tion. These plans, matured during peace, had to be carried

out on mobilization; any improvisation, except in detail,

was impossible, as it would have destroyed the elaborate

schedule for rail and road transport and thereby created

chaos. Every General Staff was therefore irrevocably
.^rommitted to its own plan ofcampaign until the first gfreat

shock ofarmies brought its own inexorable changes.
Ofall the Powers engaged Germany had the mostcom-

pelling reasons for staking everything on a short war—she
had to face both west and east. The enormous population
ofRussia, which exceeded that ofboth the Central Powers
by nearly half, might be expected to provide an almost
inexhaustible human reservoir. Germany’s ally, Austria-
Hungary, neither believed herself, nor was believed by
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Others, to be capable of a long war, and was in any event

likely to receive a stab in the back from Italy after any^

serious reverse. The control of the seas by Great Britain

would restrict, and perhaps finally bar, the import of all

those commodities by whose means alone modern war
can be waged.

Now it was clear to the German Staff that the only

The ll^sians had almost unlimited means of "parrying

a deal lly blow by retreating and devastating wic e areas

which were always badly provided with comrpuni nations,

and tl e feeling ofwhose inhabitants, mainly Poles ’Lithu-

anian:;, and Jews, they would not be likely to -consider

in the 1

believpi

smallest degree. Moreover, it was very plausibly

;d that Russian finances could not last !if once

Franc : were knocked out. It had therefore beiiji deter-

miner for many years to attack France and t) stand

on the defensive against Russia; then after crushing the

forme to turn rapidly on the latter and strike he? down*
before she had been able to use her slowly gathering

masse i, whose capacity for mischief would me'anwhile

be limited by the opposition of nearly the whole of the

Austn )-Hungarian army.

Thi 3 tremendous plan demanded unprecedented speed

in acl ievement; for it was hoped that ‘the battle with-

out a morrow’ would be concluded in the west within

three weeks. It also demanded a thorough and idevoted

attent ion to detail, without which this great double trans-

portation would be impossible. The German^ prided

then^lvK justly on their superiority in this respect over

any TOi^mnation. But it was^considefed impossible to

pier^i^e powerful French line between Luxembourg
and ^Ulritzerland within the required time-limit. The
grouiM''is naturally strong and had been more heavily

fortifi^ since 1870 than perhaps any other region in

Europ^iThe Vosges, densely wooded, with a steep east-

ward escarpment falling into the Rhine Valley, pro-

tected the French right flank; thrq,e large rivers, Meurthe,
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Moselle, and Meuse, ran at right angles to the German
advance. Farther’ north on either side of Verdun the

lieights of the Meuse rising to 1,300 feet commanded
the road from Metz. The great chain of concrete forts

stretched from Verdun to Belfort with one intentional

gap of thirty miles between fipinal and Toul, called the

gap of Charmes. On the south the gap ofBelfort was far

. too narrow for the deployment ofmodern armies and led

to the fortified region of Langres. Finally, on the north

the passage between Metz and Luxembourg led into

the confused and densely wooded hills of the Argonne.
Moreover, the common frontier between France and
Germany was too short to allow the latter to use fully

her superiority in numbers, and the strategy of envelop-
ment long taught by the General Staff.

Schlieffen, the Chief-of-Stafffrom 1891 to 1906, a typi-

cally iron and secret soldier, had worked out the invasion

of Belgium as the appropriate solution. He was so con-
'temptuous of small nations that 'he included Holland in

his plan of violation.’' He proposed to pass through the
so-called ‘Maestricht appendix’, which juts out south
almost to Liege, in order to have more room for the
deployment from Aix. His successor Moltke, a nephew
of the great organizer of victory of 1870, struck this out,

realizing that a mere military convenience would be too
heavily purchased by the resistance of the Dutch, who
could have thrust continually at an open flank from be-
hind their water defences. Moreover, a neutral Holland
would be invaluable to Germany for the importation of

.»’-.var material and commodities in the event ofa prolonged
war. As Moltke wrote, Tfwe make Holland our enemy,
we shall stop the last air-hole through which we can
breathe He made also another grave alteration,
which many critics believe was responsible for the

' He hoped to force France into violating Belgian neutrality by Ttir.V.;u«ng

on that frontier, which he expected the French armies would then cross in
self-defence. He had the odd optimism to believe that an amicable arrange-
ment could be made with Holland,

® Memorandum of igia (December). -
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failure at the Marne. Schlieffen had staked everything

upon the strength of his encircling right, and had been

content to hold Alsace-Lorraine with a mere cordon; his

last authentic words were apparently, ‘Strengthen the

right wing’. But his successor thought more seriously ofa

French offensive towards the Rhine—^he very probably

had information that it was intended; for political reasons

also an invasion of southern Germany was pafticularly .

dreaded, as history showed that its consequences toight be

incalculable. He therefore made, as we shall see, a very

large addition to the number of troops designed for the

left wing. Schlieffen had intended to consummate vic-

tory entirely by the great sweep of his right to the \yest

of Paris, driving the enemy eastward towards thcj Swiss

frontier. Moltke apparently hoped by a subsidiary offen-

sive through Lorraine to break through the Meuse line'

and isolate the French centre by a double envelopment.

The French knew well that they would have to face an
immediate German attack in full strengths Accosdingly*

their Staff had two kindred tasks. First, to parry it with

their own forces; secondly, to ensure such immediate Rus-
sian action in the east as to diminish its violence. With
regard to the former, they had two main difficulties. First,

inferiority of numbers and a stationary population—^in

1914 about 40 million Frenchmen faced 63 million Ger-

mans. This inferiority, as far as the initial striking force

went, had been partly compensated in 1913, when three

years’ service with the colours was restored. Secondly, the

uncertainty whether they would be able freely to engage
the enemy on favourable ground; for ifthe German blcsw^'

was delivered through Belgium, the gentle undulations of

an open country sloping with the rivers towards Paris

would help the invaders. The Germans had indeed made
little secret of their probable intentions. Enormous de-

training stations, great camps like that ofElsenbom, had
been established on the Belgian frontier. Consequently

the French Staff had taken up and rejected a number of

plans before deciding upon the notorious No. 17, which
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was adoptedin 1913 andput into operation in the succeed-

.ing year.^ The ezCrlier and discarded intention had been

to delay the enemy’s advance by strong advance-guards,

but not to engage the full mass of manoeuvre until his

intentions were clear and his commitment complete. In
thfe years immediately preceding the war, however, the

generation which knew not 1870 was soaked in the doc-
• trine of the immediate and brutal offensive, the efficacy

of which" was preached with almost mythical fervour. It

appears to have been partly inspired by the philosophy of
Bergson, ffien so popular in France, of which the effect

was tcJ exalt instinct and intuition above the intellectual

process of reasoning. It was also supported by the more
matesaal and solid consideration that the French field-

gun, the famous ‘75’, was greatly superior both in rapidity

and acciiracyoffire to anything which the Germans could
produce. Plan 1 7 therefore aimed at stopping the German
attack dead by a great movempt against its supposed
centre^' destined to paralyse the enemycommunications in

Lorraine. It aimed not at envelopment, but at a break-
through, which would fling the two wings asunder. Its

defects both in conception and execution will become clear
when the French dispositions are considered in greater
detail.

Russia on paper disposed of great masses far outnum-
bering any other belligerent, but her prime difficulty, as
always,was to approachWestern standards inorganization
and military communications. It had therefore always
been admitted in conferences between the two Allied

' otaffs that the main Russian offensive could not synchro-
nize with the main clash ofarms in the west. The strategic
railways in Poland had certainlybeen improved, by a large
expenditure of French money, but their completion was
not possible before 1916, by which time it was hoped that

' It was a deliberate rejection of that proposed by Gen. Michel in 1911,
who had divined the German plan almost exactly, and had allotted themam bulk of the French armies to a line from Lille to Rethel to withstand
the attack anticipated by him on both banks of the Meuse. See A. Percin,
les Eneurs du haut conrnmitment, igif (1920).
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the Russian forces would also have completed their re-

organization. But Russia engaged to have about 800,000

men ready to move against either East Prussia or Posen,

'

the" alternative to be decided according to the German
defensive dispositions, by about the eighteenth day of

mobilization. Such a number would enormously out-

weigh the German forces, and it was hoped that their

unexpectedly rapid action would force the enemy to with-,

draw several corps from the West at the very moment of

crisis. Russia, however, was determined also to attack

Austria on a large scale. Galicia was an inviting prize.

Apart from its important oil-wells, its possession would
make impossible an Austrian attack on the south of the

Polish salient, would threaten and perhaps securp the

Hungarian passes, and finally might open a path to Berlin

by way of Silesia. In 1914 these considerations were re-‘

inforced by the intense popular hatred of Austria, whose
ultimatum to Serbia had been both a challenge to Russia

and the direct cause oftKe war. . , •
'

Great Britain stood in an entirely different position from
the other great belligerents. In the first place she entered

the war in defence of her treaty obligations towards Bel-

gium and not under the terms ofanygeneralalliance. ' Her
small professional army, though acting as an independent

force, must necessarily subordinate its strategy entirely to

that dictated by circumstances for the French left wing.

Nor had it been intended that France could rely upon any
considerable British reinforcements, after the expedition-

ary force, of a maximum strength of 150,000 men, had
come into line. The numbers of our regular army were.*

in fact considered as the definite limit ofour military com-
mitments, in accordance with our traditional methods of

waging continental war. It was believed that the British

army, with its training and practical experience outweigh-

ing its smallness, might well turn the scale decisively in

the comparative equipoise of the first great battle. Yet

^ At the outbreak of war ofScial circles in Great Britain had no know-
ledge of the terms of the Franco-Russian alliance or of Plan 17.
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it was also clear that, in the event of a prolonged war,

Great Britain alone would be free to improvise and to

multiply her military strength; in short, to make of the

length of the war g.n enormous asset, provided that her

naval plans fulfilled expectations.

•The essential tasks of the Navy were to protect our

islands from invasion, to cover the safe passage of our

.army overseas, to ensure free communications over all

the trade-routes of the world, and lastly to exercise at will

a strangling grip upon the food and commerce of our

enemies. But, as we shall see, this last weapon was neither

fully used nor indeed fully imderstood until the static war-
fare of the winter took away every prospect of an imme-
diatejend.



. DEFEAT AND VICTORY IN THE WEST

I

The wheels ofmobilization ran smoothly, accompanied

on the Continent by a greater or less degree ofmartial

law. No such preliminary break-down was anywhere ex-

perienced as threw the French army into chaos in July

1870. The figures for France show that between August

2nd and i8th 3,781,000 men were transported in 7,000

trains, which at some periods succeeded each other day
and night every eight minutes. It is probably a true

generalization that throughout the war the problems of

concentration and supply were everywhere, except in

Russia, more efficiently tackled than that of ctrategic'

direction. The Germans brought about 1,500,000 men
into line against France,^divided into seven armies. The
deployment of the two southern armies was simpl&; thef"'

covered very large fronts, and were for the present to stand

defensively upon the line from Metz to Switzerland.

The remaining five were to take part in the great wheel

through northern France and Belgium. A successful ac-

complishment of this task was difficult. The high, wooded
country of the Ardennes and Eiffel does not favour rapid

movement; though the violation of neutral Luxembourg
(August 2) had provided an indispensable centre ofroads

and railways converging from the west. Moreover, the

denser the formation, the narrower was the area allotted

for concentration. Von Kluck’s 1st army, 320,000 strong?^

on whose unimpeded march everything depended, had to

pass first through the bottle-neck ofAix-la-Chapelle, then

through a strip six miles wide between the Dutch frontier

and Liege. The Ilnd army ofvon Biilow of 260,000 men
had likewise to pass through, and immediately south of,

Li^ge before extending its front more comfortably. It is

therefore obvious that the possession of this city, with the

adjacent crossings of the Meuse, jvas absolutely vital to
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theGermanplan. The fortress was considered exceedingly

strong; it had been constructed some twenty years before

by the famous engineer Brialmont. It consisted oftwelve

detached armoured-forts in a ring round the city, eachsup-

Map 2. The Great German Wheel: the arrows show the general direction

followed by the seven German armies.

porting the otherwith fiveheavygunsmountedin cupolas. *

It was decided to penetrate by a surprise night attack

through the girdle of forts and to seize the city with the

bridges over the Meuse. On the night ofAugust 5th-6th

this extremely hardy and dangerous enterprise was carried

through. It would certainly have failed but for the pre-

' The German General Staff expected to find the fortress garrisoned by
only 6,000 men, its peace strength: but the Belgians, who had started

mobilization by August i, had been able to complete it to the full strength of

one division. The modern guns, however, ordered from Krupp’s works had
(probably ofset purpose) not been delivered to Belgiumwhenwax broke out.
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sence of Ludcndorff, who was CJhirf'-of-Staff to the army.

It may almost be said that he took Liege by himself. The
attacking brigades had lost their way and were held up
in blind and violent fighting. Ludendorff himself took

command of one, pushed forward to the heights imme-
diately overlooking the city, planted field-guns upon theih,

seized the bridges, and on the morning of the 7th arrived

at the citadel in a car to receive single-haaded the sur-

render of its garrison Heavy guns were speedily brought

up to reduce the forts, amongst them the famous 1 7-inch

Austrian howitzer from Skoda, the greatest and mb^t effec-

tive surprise of the early days of war. The cupolas were
smashed to pieces and the garrisons buried or poisoned by
the fumes. Though the last fort held out till August 1 7th

the passage to the west was clear for the 1st army by tlje

14th. As this army had not completed its concentration

before the 1 2th and as it reached the line laid down in the

mobilization-schedule on the 20th, it does not seem that

the brave Belgian resistance, though unexpected, inter-

fered with the German plans. It cost them hea\7^ casual-

ties, probably amounting to 40,000 men. German official

accounts, however, shotv that the effect of the demolition

of railway tunnels and bridges was much more serious

than w^as believed at the time. This seriously hampered
the transfer of troops to the right 'wing, and was an
important factor in the victory of the Marne.
The great westward sweep therefore continued to fulfil

its time-tables, though it failed to cut offthe Belgians from
their camp of refuge at Antwerp. On August 20th the

1st army triumphantly entered Brussels in all the magni-
ficence and panoply ofwar. Its progress through Belgium

had been disgraced by a savage and indiscriminate severity

against the civil population. The Germans alleged, doubt-

less with some truth, that a guerrilla warfare was waged
upon them; but even by their admissions the innocent

perished with the guilty. The question of guilt is indeed

wholly inapplicable to a frenzied population of peace-

able folk defending their homes against a brutal attack
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in violation of treaties—treaties which Germany herself

had signed. The real German object was to insure against

the necessity of leaving strong forces to guard tlicir com-
munications by a policy of Schrecklichkeit which burned
whole towns and massacred hundreds of inhabitants as

at' Louvain, Andenne, and Dinant.

Thus the first part of the German plan ^vas complete.

The 1st and Hnd armies had reached their jumping-off

ground in southern Belgium in enormously superior force.

Two French offensives had been held and beaten without

any change of disposition. A foolish dash into Alsace by
weak detachments of the ist French army took Miilhouse

on August 8th, but the frontier was recrossed two days

later under the pressure of superior enemy forces. A
sipiilar advance followed by a more disastrous retreat

occurred a few days later. But the fighting in Alsace was
a mere incident, its only military value being a permanent
French occupation of the eastern foot-hills of the Vosges.
Its main motive, which was political, had unfortunate
results, as the wretched inhabitants who had welcomed
the French' were naturally treated throughout the w'ar

with rigorous suspicion. General Joffre, the French Com-
mander-in-Chief, had himself drawm up Plan 1 7, which
he had now put into execution. It is difficult to associate

such a wild and premature offensive* with this exception-
ally calm, even unperturbable soldier, with his large bene-
ficent face, who allowed nothing to interfere with his sleep,

and who was affectionately known to the mass ofFrench-
men as Le Fere Joffre. Doubtless it reflected the ardent
arrogant spirit of his ambitious young staff, whom the
army had nicknamed ‘les jeunes Turesh But Joffre was
not a man to be led against his wish; jealous of authority
and always able to command obedience, his control was
alw^ays very firm. Foch said of him that though no

* This welcome was by no means universal. See Commandant Breant,
De VAlsace i la Somme (1917), ch. i.

* ^Whatever the circumstances, it is the intention of the Commander-in-
Chief to advance, with all forces united, to the attack of the Carman armies’
(Plan 17: Directions for the Concentration).
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originator he never hesitated in decision, and that ‘he did

not know where France would have been without him’-. .

^His five armies were drawn up on a curved line from

Belfort to the west ofMezieres, with the intention ofmak-
ing a great attack on either side ofMetz which would drive

the Germans away from the fortress and dislocate th'eir

communications on the left bank ofthe Rhine. This con-

centration allowed for a German advance through Bel-*

gium south-east of the Meuse, but left all the frontier to

the north-west practically undefended. The whole array

offortresses between Belgium and Paris, whick had played

so famous a part in former wars, had fallen into complete

obsolescence and had, with the exception of Maubeuge,
been deprived oftheir guns. General Lanrezac, comfnand-
ing the 5th army round Mezieres, was exceedingly and
justlyanxious. He alone divined the intended envelopment

by the first two German armies before it became manifest

about August 1 8th. But,unfortunately this able and clear^,

sighted soldier was not able to make his ‘views ]^revail.

Even after a personal call at General Head-quarters his

fears were dismissed as without foundation. The French
, Intelligence generally was very poor, partly no doubt
owing to their inferiority in aeroplanes, which are said to

have been outnumbered by ten to one, partly also because

the French Staffhad ‘made a picture’, as Napoleon used

to say, of what they expected the enemy would do and
ignored all contrary indications.^ On the 15th, it is true,

Lanrezac at last received permission to move his army
north-west towards Givet, while the region between Mau-
beuge and the sea was watched by three territorial divP
sions. Inadequate as these dispositions proved, it seems

certain that without them the French armies would have
suffered irretrievable disaster.

> Gallieni, Lanrezac’s predecessor incommand ofthe 5th army,who retired

in July 1914 by reason of age, had made many ineffectual representations

before the war on the inadequacy of the forces on the north-east frontier

and of the defences of Maubeuge. Lanrezac had called the attention of

Jofire to the probability that the Germans’ outflanking movement would
extend west of the Meuse in an official letter^ early asJuly 31.

3506 c
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The day before marked the opening of an immense
^battle called by the French that ‘of the frontiers’, which

spread northwards and continued without intermission till

the 85th.* The French were everywhere heavily defeated

with enormous losses of about 300,000 men, or nearly

25 per cent, of the combatants—a rate of wastage never

equalled in all the rest ofthe war—^yet, in spite ofthis, they

maintained cohesion and contact. They fought for the

most part with extraordinary devotion—the action ofthe

cadets from Saint-Cyr, who dressed in their conspicuous

parade un^orms to receive their baptism of fire, was
typical ofthe prevailing spirit—but the tactical training,

particularly of the reservists who formed five-eights ofthe
active- army, was very insufiicient, as Joffre himself noted
at the time.

This battle gave the first of many examples to prove
the sovereign advantage ofa resolute and well-organized
defence against a precipitate atta,ck.

'^''Fhe ist and 2nd French armies advanced with delusive
ease intoLorraine, and stoodroughlyon the line ofthegreat
railway from Strasbourg to Metz about Sarrebourg and
Chateau-Salins. On the i6th the enemy met that ill-

inspired thrust in prepared positions round the lakes of
Dieuze and the thicklywooded hills ofMorhange, counter-
attacked and drove them on the 20th in great disorder^
back to, and behind, the frontier with the loss of 20,000
prisoners and 150 guns. Foch commanded in this battle
the famous 20th corps or Iron Corps, the peace-time
garrison of Nancy, which fought much better than its

'neighbours; for the 15th corps in particular broke com-
pletely and was fired upon by its own artillery.

After Lorraine came Luxembourg. Here again the high,
wooded hills of the Ardennes, rising to nearly 2,000 feet,

intersected with valleys full of blind ground and cover,
were far from favourable to the pell-mell offensive of the

' The most complete and intelligible account of these batties is to be
found in Sewell Tyng, The Campaign of the Mame (1935).

2 This applies rather to the gndarmy (Castelnau) than to the 1st (Dubail).
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3rd and 4th armies, ofwhich it was quitewronglysupposed

that the enemy was in complete ignorance. According to

Fi;ench reports practically no reconnaissance had been

made, particularly on the left, where'each army corps was

given a slice ofground and ordered to attack over it.* The
tactical handling of machine-guns by the Germans,' as

throughout the war, was exceedingly dexterous and reso-

lute. The French 75’s, unequalled as were theii; achieve-'

ments in open country, were imable to search all the nooks

and corners ofdead ground; the German superiority both

in field and heavyhowitzers was decisive. French military

opinion was extraordinarily slow in recognizing the value

ofhigh-angle fire; for we shall find that even in 1917 its

insufficiency was one of the many causes of the faifure at

the Chemin des Dames. Moreover, the telephonic liaisou

both between forward observing officers and between the

infantry and the gunners was very inadequate, and co-

operation was correspondingly ineffective. According

many French writers the artillery entered the w&r in a

spirit ofarrogant superiority over the infantry, and insisted

on choosing its targets at willwithout reference to the latter.

The final climax of the French failure was Lanrezac’s

defeat at Charleroi, which left open the northern frontier

and necessitated the great retreat whict threw back the

armies on the west of Verdun to a maximum distance of

nearly 150 miles in twelve days. Charleroi and to a lesser

extent Mons were encounter battles, where each enemy
was searching for the other, and had not pinned him to

the ground. Kluck, as we saw, had reached Brussels on
the 20th, and as the march of his army regulated the

whole German wheel, the southward movement into

France was now ready to begin. The position of the two
German armies on the map appeared hazardous. Kluck
had to protect the right flank against a combined move

’ Cf. C. L. J. Regnault, Las’ division d'infanUrie, aodt jgi^ (1920). The
2nd corps commander gave no orders to his divisions except to put out two
battalions as advanced guards. He then left in his car. Many other similar

instances of gross carelessness are given.
*
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ofthe British and Belgians fromAntwerp and the adjacent

coast. This he believed probable, as he obstinately main-

tained the hypothesis that the expeditionary force had

landed between Calais and Ostend. Consequently his

inclination was to extend towards the south-west. Such

a movement if accentuated would be certain to leave a

gap between him and Billow’s Ilnd army, advancing

south with Namur on its left. Into this gap Lanrezac

might thrust and drive the two armies north-west and
north-east respectively. German Head-quarters were alive

to this danger and had placed the 1stArmy under Billow’s

orders, much to the annoyance ofthe impetuous and self-

willed Kluck. The fog of war was very thick at this time.

The Allies had no idea ofthe strength of the 1st army and
of the extent of its western encirclement. The Germans
were entirely ignorant of the whereabouts of the B.E.F.

and were in very vague general contact with the outposts

of the 5th (Lanrezac’s) army. ,

It was, however, certain that the key and pivot of the

whole Allied position both for offence and defence was the

great Belgian fortress of Namur in the angle of Sambre
and Meuse, reputed almost impregnable—TAe Times

described it at the moment as a tough nut which might
be expected to take even Prussian jaws six months to

crack. But Namur fell in two days before the blast of the

great howitzers, and the enemy entered on the 23rd.

Lanrezac, it is true, had already been defeated, but the

smashing ofthisgreat corner-stone ofthe frontier destroyed
all chance of a defensive stand and threw an unfettered

initiative into the hands of the Germans, whence only
their own subsequent errors wrested it at the Marne.
The British army had by now come upon the scene.

Contrary to some French statements it appears to have
been just in time to take its place in the Allied alignment,
though neither its commander, Sir John French, nor the

British Government had been acquainted with the French
plan ofcampaign. Sir John’s command was therefore in

the words ofLord Kitchener ‘an entirely independent one
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and . . . you will in no case come in any sense under the

orders ofany Allied General’. The expeditionary force of
four infantry and one cavalry division, amounting to less

than 90,000 men, had crossed in complete secrecy and
security, often without visible escort, from August i ith to

17th, mainly between Southampton and Le Havre, a'nd

concentrated between Le Gateau and Maubeuge. Kluck,

as we saw, was completely ignorant ofits position^and even
sceptical of its arrival in France until a cavalry skirmish

on the 22nd at Castreau north of Mons. French’s inten-

tion was still to take the offensive until late that evening

news arrived that Lanrezac had been driven back from
Charleroi. The British right was not yet uncovered, but
an attackwas clearly impracticable, and the greater assis-

tance possible to the French was to stand in position fof

another twenty-four hours. The 2nd corps (Sir H. Smith-
Dorrien) was hastily entrenched on the line of the canal

from Gond^ to Mons, wifh the ist corps (Sir D. Haig) bent;

back to face south-east and protect its flank.

The battle next day was fought in thickly enclosed min-
ing country, littered with slag heaps often too hot for the

foot, cut up by the narrow winding alleys ofa succession

ofdrab towns. It was a small affair in the scale ofthe next
three years; not more than 30,000 of our men were seri-

ouslyengaged againstnearlythree times as many Germans.
The casualties, 1,650, had been exceeded more than once
in the Boer War. Yet apart from the interest involved

in the first encounter of British troops with a continental

enemy since the Crimea, it was in many respects charac-
teristic. The resolute and repeated attacks in massed for-

mation, and the great superiority both in number and
weight ofthe enemy artillery; the astonishingly rapid and
accurate fire of our infantry, which made the Germans
state that we possessed twenty-eight machine-guns per
battalion instead of two; the skilful tactical handling of
small bodies especiallyin coveringretirement—all became
commonplaces of the campaign. Kluck was greatly im-
pressed by the expeditionary force, and spoke of it to
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British officers after the war in the most generous terms as

,‘an incomparable army’. Mons was neither a victory nor

a defeat, but a delaying actionwhich achieved its purpose.

Though we had been drawn ‘out of the salient formed

by the canals’ northward loop round Mons, the idea of a

general retreat was not contemplated; on the contrary

the two corps expected to stand next day on a straighter

and freer line three miles in rear. But this was quite impos-
sible, as the French 5th army was being attacked not only

from the north but also from the east, and was hastily

retiring. The general retirement, without hope of an
immediate stand, was therefore begun by all the Allied

forces west of Verdun.^

The troops facing Alsace-Lorraine would, it was hoped,
roughly maintain their positions within the great fortified

and hilly region.

German Head-quarters seem now to have been guilty

ofa serious error. Encouraged by his success in Lorraine,

PHiiceRupprecht ofBavaria was allowed to make a costly

and unsuccessful attack upon the French defences round
Nancy. In fact Moltke was modifying his plan; instead of

staking everything upon the strength ofthe right wing, he
regarded an attack in the south as promising an encircle-

ment on either flank, according to the old classical doctrine
of 1870. So confident was he of success that the Kaiser
appeared before Nancy at the beginning of September
to witness the expected break-through. It wouldprobably
have been possible to transfer a force of two or three
corps to Kluck in time for a decisive blow. The rolling-
stock kept in reserve in Lorraine was said to have been
sufficient for the rapid transfer of most of the Vlth and
Vllth armies; while 60 per cent, ofthe Railway Construc-
tion and Operative Companies were working in rear of
the 1st and Ilnd armies.*

‘ No preparations ofany kind had been made, no trenches dug or barbed
wire put up. It may be noted that by August 25 the B.E.F. had tnarfhH
out of the ground covered by the maps originally issued to

See, however, p. 15 for the effect of the demolitions in Belgium on the
problem of tran^ortation. >
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Meanwhile the retreat continued. At first the pressure

was most severe against the British, whom Kluck was try-,

ing to thrust into Maubeuge. As the two British corps

were separated by the great forest ofMormal, a gap of at

least twelve miles existed between them on the morning
of the 26th. On that day Smith-Dorrien, contrary to die

original intention of SirJohn French, fought the famous
delaying action ofLe Gateau. He believed that ms troops

were too tired to extricate themselves from an enemy so

close upon them without standing and fighting it out on
the ground. He showed wonderful courage in his decision,

for he started the battle with both flanks in the air, against

an enemy double in numbers and more than double in

artillery. The long, low spurrunning south ofthe Cafnbrai
—Le Gateau road had already been sited as part of di,

general line, and some feeble trenches dug by fcivilians,:

but it was in no sense a prepared system, and the British

suffered severely from the overwhelming artillery fire to,

which no adequate answer was possible. Early in th% after-

noon the right was enveloped, but the three divisions as a
whole escaped with losses of about 8,000 men and thirty-

eight guns. The enemy were very hard hit and attempted

no pursuit that evening.^ This is a sufficient justification

for this costly battle, the effects ofwhich were still severely

felt by the 2nd corps at the battles ofthe Marne and Aisne.

Unfortunately Sir J. French possessed that mercurial

temperament commonly associated with Irishmen and
cavalry-soldiers

;
his letters to Kitchener show vividly the

extremes of confidence and depression which alternately

possessed him. After Le Gateau he became convinced thst

the B.E.F. must be withdrawn from the line to refit. From
his head-quarters far in rear he exaggerated the condition

of the 2nd corps, which he described as ‘shattered’, and
had entirely lost confidence in his Allies whose ‘present

tactics’, he wrote to Kitchener, ‘are practically to fall back

* The pursuit when undertaken was rendered inefTecdve by Kluck’s

obstinate belief that the B.E.F. was based on the ports between Ostend and
Dunkirk, from which he was determined to dut them off.
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rightand leftofme, usuallywithoutnotice’ .
* Consequently

.by the 29th he had determined to withdraw behind the

Seine west of Paris in order to retain ‘complete indepen-

dence ofaction and power to retire on my base when cir-

cumstances render it necessai^’.^ As the base had been

changed from Le Havre to Saint-Nazaire at the mouth of

the Loire on the 29th, it is clear that the Commander-in-

Chiefconceived that it mightbecome necessary to abandon

his French Allies altogether. Kitchener acted with the

greatest energy—^for he believed that such action would

mean irreparable disaster. Crossing to France, in his field-

marshal’s uniform, he partly persuaded, partly overawed

Sir John into maintaining immediate contact with the

Frendi. This was the more easy as the enemy was now

Jjarely in touch and our numbers were daily increased by

parties ofrejoined stragglers. The total casualtiesdown to

the end of the retreat amounted to less than 15,000 men.

Joffre on the other hand showpd all the calm of great-

ness in face of'his ruined hopes. He prepared steadfastly

for a new great battle of manoeuvre as soon as his armies

could be extricated, regrouped, and aligned. The sur-

render of territory was of merely secondary importance

as long as a swift victorious and decisive return was en-

visaged. It is true that he had hoped at first not to carry

the retreat so far: his intention had been to fight on the

lines of the rivers Somme and Aisne and Ailette, but the

6th army which he was creating on the left by transfer-

ring troops from Alsace could not be ready in time.

In spite ofa real success by Lanrezac on the 29th when
he threw back three ofBulow’s corps behind the Oise near

Guise, the time was not ripe; ‘the smallest check’, Joffre

wrote afterwards, ‘would have run the risk ofbeing turned

into a hopeless rout’. Lanrezac himselfsuffered the com-
mon fate of subordinates who have prophesied and pro-

' To Kitchener, August 31.
= To Kitchener, August 30. French, it is true, had been warned in Kit-

chener’s instructions that he was ‘to be very careful how he used his troops

as he could not expect large reinforcements’. This consideration influenced

his projected action.
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tested without being believed. As soon as he had been
proved right, he was dismissed.^ By September 5th Paris,

deserted by the Government and about 500,000 of its

population, was commanded as a fortress by Gallieni, a

splendid old soldier, whose first proclamation announced
his determination to defend it ‘jusqu’au bout’.^ Mau-
noury’s 6th army had already begun to harass the Ger-

mans’ right flank; the British and the 5th French army
were lying south-east ofthe capital, the former close to the

outermost forts, in contact with the rest of the armies,

which stretched in a shallow crescent to north ofVerdun
and thence southward along the frontier. The barrier of

the fortresses had held splendidly. Prince Rupprecht in

particular had for thirteen days been suffering a' very

bloody defeat before the Grand Gouronne, the great forti-,

fied work which protected Nancy. On this day, Septem-
ber 5th,Joffre issued an order to the effect that the time for

looking backward had passed, and that every effort was to

be used in attacking and driving back the enemy. •

It is now time to see what were the mistakes ofhis enemy
whichJoffre was able to turn to the profit ofFrance at the

Marne.
The capital error ofGerman Head-quarters, from which

almost all others flowed, was that of maintaining itself

too far in the rear, and thereby losing ability to control,

either by sufficientinformation or direction, the army com-
manders. Moltke, after moving from Coblenz to Luxem-
bourg at the end ofAugust, remained at this remote though
central spot, using wireless as his method of communica-
tion, which was delayed by congestion at head-quarters

and suffered serious interference from the French station

in the Eiffel Tower. This deliberate aloofness was pro-

bably adopted with the belief that all information could

' It is fair to Joffre to say that Lanrezac seems to have lost his nerve by the

end of August, and according to eyewitnesses recognized this himself, and
showed great relief at his dismissal (Brig.-Gen. E. L. Spears, Liaison igi4

(1930))-
^ He has described the insufficiency of its armament, garrison, and pro-

visionment in his Memoirs (igso), pp. 19-20,^4-8.
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thus be more thoroughly collected and digested than
,in a more forward position, and that the co-ordination

of the whole plan would therefore be more effective.

The experience of 1870 had shown the difficulties and even
dangers caused by the independence ofan earlier genera-

tion of commanders, Moltice was a very intellectual and
thoughtful soldier with plenty of moral courage, often

shown in his attitude toward the Kaiser, but in wretched
health, whichfurther accentuated his normal lack ofexecu-
tive quickness and decision. Until September 1 1 th neither

Moltke nor. the Chief of the Operations Staff nor the

Quartermaster-General visited any of the armies. Actu-
ally the army commanders either did what they liked, as,

notably, Kluck, or did what they thought best in the

absence of information, like Hausen, The attack in Lor-
raine itfelf seems rather to have been permitted than
ordered by Moltke, if we can believe the statement that

^^.‘Rupprecht raised objections to continuing his retirement
when ‘every one else was advancing. He, too, wanted to

attack, and the Supreme Command allowedhim to do so.’^

As early as August 25th the Chief-of-Staff fell into

a curiously premature optimism, and believing that the
decisive battle in the war had been won, prepared to send
six corps to Russia, ofwhich two were actually dispatched.
They arrived as idle spectators of the overwhelming vic-
tory which Ludendorff had achieved without their aid.

But they had been taken from the find and Illrd^ armies,
where their presence would probably have turned the
scale at the Marne; especially as three reserve corps had
already been detached, two to observe the Belgian army
in Antwerp, one to besiege Maubeuge. As the operations
of the first three armies were so closely linked together
with the immediate object ofdestroying Lanrezac and Sir

J. French by complete envelopment, it would have been
’ W. Forster, Graf Schlieffen und der WelthrUg, (1921).
* Moltke himselfstates that he meant to take them from the Vllth army,

but its losses had been too great to permit further weakening. He adds:
I admit that my action was a mistake, which revenged itselfupon us at the
Marne.’ • '

. v. .

®
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desirable to give them unity ofcommand in a single group,

as was the constant practice later on.* 'Actually Hausen
received very inadequate and tardy information both from

Head-quarters andBiilow, and diverted forces in response

to appeals from the IVth army towards his left. Worse
still, on the 27th, Kluck was given complete independence

ofBillow in which he proceeded to revel with headstrong

obstinacy.
^

It is not indeed right to blame his action on the 30th,

when he threw over his orders to continue marching to

the west ofParis, with his left on the Oise. It w*s perfectly

evident that the scope ofthe original wheel must be modi-
fied or an enormous gap would open between himselfand
the uneasy Ilnd army marching south. His move south-

east that day to help Billow, who had urgently asked for.

assistanceafter beingsobadlyknocked about at GiSise, was
in accordance with the spirit of his instructions to act as

flank-guard, and was acqppted without demur by Moltke.

,

Schlieffen’s plan had been completely jettiSoriSd.

Moltke’s new ideas are by no means clear. But he seems

now to have pinned his chief faith to a break-through in

Lorraine. Rupprecht, who had failed completely to force

the Trouee des Gharmes, the gap between Lpinal and Toul
enticingly left open in the French fortified chain, turned

against Nancy and began his great assault on September
4th. Moltke was getting some information about the 6th

French army, which he placed on the lower Seine, and
probably thought that the Lorraine fronthad been danger-
ously weakened. On the right wing his new aim (com-
municated to army commanders at midnight on Septem-
ber 2nd) was to drive the British and French away from
Paris in a south-easterly direction. If success attended,

the Allied armies would thus be cut into three fragments.

The role of the first two German armies was obviously

dangerous. They were to drive obliquely across the front

of the British and the French 5th army, both of which

‘ Curiously enough this had been done at the outset only in the Russian
army, in most respects so backward in organisation.

.

-
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Moltke wrongly believed to be utterly defeated: the right

flank and even the rear might be exposed to the garrison of

Paris andMaunoury’s army. Moltke naturally realized this

danger and ordered the advance in echelon. Billow lead-

ing, with Kluck as a great flank-guard on the right rear.

Unfortunately Kluck, whose energy and power ofsqueez-

ing the last drop out of his men were admirable, was
already, at least a day’s march ahead of Billow, and
actually straddled across his path with his left corps. He
had reached a line from Chantilly to Ghateau-Thierry, at

its nearest point little more than twenty miles from Paris,

while Billow was merely on the Aisne at Soissons. It might
therefore have been expected that the 1st army would halt

for a't least thirty-six hours in order to be able to perform

,
its flanking duty. But Kluck acted quite otherwise. He
gauged^the condition ofthe B.E.F. and the 5th army much
more accurately than General Head-quarters, and esti-

mated that unless the pursuit was vigorously continued
they ivould reform so strongly that it would be impossible
to drive them from Paris. On the other hand, he was
almost entirely ignorant ofthe growing threat to his right

flank, onwhich he apparently believedJoffre had collected

only two or three territorial divisions and some cavalry.
He therefore persuaded himself that he could best fulfil

the intentions of the Supreme Command by continuing
his south-easterly march with unabated vigour. His army
was still to be the spear-head ofthe advance instead ofact-
ing as a flank-guard.

By the morning ofthe 4th even he began to be nervous.
His two left corps (IX and III) were well south of the
Marne, he was still twelve miles in advance of his col-
league, and had a justified suspicion that all was not well
on the battle-front as a whole. He voiced this uneasiness
in a curiously insolent message to German Head-quarters
asking to be informed ‘ofthe situation ofthe other armies,
whose reports of decisive victories have so far been fre-

quently followed by appeals for support^ . . . Owing to
* Falkenhayn said two taonths later: ‘The lies which these army
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the ever-changing situation, it will not be possible for the

Commander of the 1st army to make further important

decisions unless he is kept continuously informed of

the situation of the other armies, who apparently are

not so far advanced.’ He was quite right; the balance

was now heavily weighted against the invaders. Moltke
at last realized the danger though scarcely its urgency.

His message of September 4th (7.45 p.m.)^ emphasized

the importance of the French forces gathering north of

Paris. He abandoned his intention of driving the French
south-east, and ordered the 1st and Ilnd arr^ies to face

south-west against the expected flank attack between the

Oise and the Seine. He still clung to the hope ofbreaking

the French right and centre with his remaining five armies.

Meanwhile Gallieni, full of confidence and fire, was
_

urging immediate action by Joffre and Sir J, Erench.^

On the 4th the 6th (Maunoury’s) army which was under
his orders had completec^the concentration round Dam-
martin, twenty miles north-east of Paris, but was not yet

in touch with enemy patrols.^ Kluck had begun the

exceedingly difficult task of changing fronts, relying on
the assurance of Lieut.-Colonel Hentsch, an emissary of

German General Head-quarters, who had just reached
•

commanders combine in telling are quite incredible’ (J. von Sturgkh, Im
deutschm Grossen Hauptquartier (1921)).

‘ Received by 1st and Ilnd armies about 6 a.m., September 5.

^ The share of Gallieni in the Marne battle has been much disputed. His

energetic action on Kluck’s flank immediately he had received reliable air

reports made it possible for Joffre to take his decision; the latter would have

delayed it had not Gallieni insisted on the telephone at 8 p.m. on Sept. 4
that ‘the launching of the attack should take place without any change in

the conditions of time and place prescribed’ (Commandant Muller, Joffre

et la Marne (1931)). He seems to have overawed his old subordinate into

immediate compliance. Galli^i has been reproached with developing the

attack of the 6th army too early, but his justification seems valid. If it

had been delayed, Kluck, who was sdll advancing energetically, might have

driven a wedge between the B.E.F. and the 5th army, Joffre tried later

unworthily to minimize GaUi^ni’s role.

^ Its fighting force consisted of six divisions at the commencement of the

battle. The inidadve for its formation seems to have come from M. Briand,

who persuaded the Cabinet to insist that Gallieni should have sufficient

forces to ensure a mobile defence of Paris. •
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him, that ‘the movement could be majie at leisure; no
special haste was necessary’.

On the 5th the battle of the Ourcq, the prelude of the

Marne, began with an encounter between the IVth
German reserve corps which its commander, von Gronau,

had boldly pushed forward to search out the enemy, and
Maunoury’s advanced forces. The Germans advanced

a little during the day, and withdrew from their exposed

positions under cover of darkness. Next day Maunoury
resumed his attack in stronger force. The sting, however,

had been partially drawn by the vigourous and un-

expected initiative of the enemy.

II

Joffre had at last completed his dispositions. He had
prepared his blow in complete secrecy. The enemy had
been deceived by the continued retreat, and felt sure that

it would continue beyond the Seine, as indeed had b^n
contemplated on September 2nd. It was thought impos-

sible that troops so apparently demoralized could turn

and fight without at least several days’ rest out ofcontact

with the enemy. Down to the night of the 4th-5th the

great columns had been seen from the air still retreating

south by every available road. Moltke, it is true, no longer

believed that the French had been overthrown beyond
remedy, for he told Helfferich, the Foreign Secretary, on
September 4th that ‘we must not deceive ourselves. We
have had successes but we have not yet had victory. . . .

The hardest work is still to be done.’ But he had not
the smallest inkling that a general counter-offensive was
about to break upon his footsore armies.

The Marne then was not a ‘miracle’ as it appeared to

amazed contemporaries, but a brilliant advantage rapidly
snatched from the enemy’s errors. Itis therefore necessary

to see more exactly the dispositions of the combatants on
September 6th.

The German armies were still in fairly good coherence.

Kluckwas strengthening his fiank, butmaintained contact
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with Billow through the Illrd and IXth corps, which were
south ofthe Grand Morin between La Ferte-Gaucher and
Esternay, some forty miles south-east ofParis. These were
placed temporarily^ in Billow’s (the Ilnd) army, ofwhich
they formed an advanced right flank. On Billow’s left the

Illrd Saxon army was still advancing well up in line with

its left on Vitry-le-Fran9ois. Thence the Crown Prince’s

army curved sharply back through the Argonne to the

north ofVerdun. He and his colleagues were hammering
bloodily at the great fortified area; while the enjeopardized

German right was outnumbered by four to three, almost

as ifit formed a great bag, thinly stitched at the bottom.

Joffre’s plan was to push in the west side ofthis bag and
smash the bottom; isolate and destroy Kluck; strike Bulow
in his right flank and rear, and thus open an enormous
hole northwards. The danger to its success was the solid

Saxon (the Illrd) army of Hausen, which had neither

marched so far, nor been so heavily engaged as its two
right-hand neighbours. Ifit could break through the weak
opposition, the tables would be turned upon Joffre. The
right flank and rear of his offensive wing would lie open.
Most fortunately the commander was Foch, the most in-

tellectual, magnetic, and unshakable of French generals.

Even when the extravagant legends about the next four
days assiduously fostered by his staffhave been discounted,
he stoutly carried out his famous maxim: ‘A battle lost is

a battle which you think is lost.’

Between the 6th-8th the Allies could gain no decisive

advantage. Kluck showed himself the incarnation of
offensive energy. Not content with warding off Mau-
noury’s thrust, he determined to smash him entirely by
an outflanking movement from the north. He carried
troops with extraordinary rapidity from his left to his

right—apparently his favourite peace-time manoeuvre.^
One corps is said to have covered 108 kilometres in forty
hours, an almost incredible feat. He left Billow to fend for

‘ See Gen. C. J. Dupont, Le Haul Comma/tdemerU allemand en igi^ (1922),
p. 66. -

- .
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himself by withdrawing the IXth and Jllrd corps early

on September 7thj filling the gap with a screen of von
der jMarwitz’s cavalry and Jagers well supplied with

machine-guns. By the evening of the Bth the find army
was almost in extremity; but on the other hand Btilow

and Hausen were still pushing desperately against the

weary and shaken troops under the command of Foch
and Franchet d’Esperey (nowcommanding the 5tb army).

At 8 p.m. the former is said to have sent that legendary

telegram toJoffre: ‘Mon centrecMe; monailedroiteplie

—

Situation excellente. J’attaquedemain.’* But deliverance

was very near at hand. The gap between the 1st and Ilnd

armies hadincreasedbymore than twenty miles. Untilnow
the B.E.F. had not taken adequateadvantage ofthe op*por-

tunity for penetration. This was partly due to a rearward
march ofsome twelve miles on the 5th, which Joffre’s in-

structions had not reached French in time to prevent. But
the advance towards the Marne was not pushed with the

utmost energy, and the use ofthe cavalry was weak.® iTie

ground was certainly difficult, affording plenty ofcover to

rearguards and intersected by the deep valleys oftwo un-
fordable rivers, the Grand and Petit Morin. The opposi-

tion, though weak, was skilfully handled, but the total

British casualties during these three days scarcelyexceeded

1,000. All accounts agree that the advance had put the

men into the most eager and hearty spirits. It seems that

greater resolution on the part of the higher command
would have brought the B.E.F. to the Marne by the night

ofthe 8th.2

' It now seems certain that the German attacks against the Allied left

centre were not aiming at a break-through, but at extricating Biilow’s

Ilnd army and enabling it to wheel westwards to close the gap. See B. H.
Liddell Hart, Foch, the Man of Orleans (1931), ch. ix, for an authoritative

summary of the evidence.
“ This criticism, which is generally and forcibly expressed by French

military writers, especially Huguet, is considered baseless by Gen. Edmonds,
from whose great authority I dissent with hesitation. But it seems that an
earlier start was possible on the 7 th, that the defence of the Grand Morin
was very weak, and that air reports showed that the ground northward was
almost clear by 7 a.m. for several miles. Lord'Ernest Hamilton in his First

3596 D
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Still, the British advance was decisive in bringing about

an uncontestable victory, for on the 9th the 1st and Ilnd

German armies fell into a definite retreat. By the 8th the

still-expected break-through in Lorraine had definitely

failed: the endangered right wing could not therefore be

thus indirectly succoured. Moltke then sent Lieut.-Colonel

Hentsch, a Staff officer, to tour the head-quarters of the

first fiv? armies. His duty was not merely to report but to

use ifnecessary full powers, verbally given, to arrange for

a concerted retreat ‘should rearward movements have

already been initiated’. All seemed reasonably well until

he reached Billow’s head-quarters in the evening (Sept. 8).

The latter, who was very much cast down, considered

retreat unavoidable, and definite orders were given next

morning, when the aviators reported the long British

columns streaming to the Marne. Kluck, still preoccupied

with his own battle, was expecting to gain complete

mastery over Maunoury with^the aid of a brigade just

arrived from Brussels whichwas fastening on his right rear.

Hentsch did not see him, but instructed his Chief-of-Staff,

Kuhl, to order a retreat at least as far as Soissons, for he
realized that the British were on the rear of the 1st army.
Whether or not a victory might have been expected over

Maunoury had not the battle been broken off is impossible

to answer. But the position and fighting strength of the

Ilnd army seemed to Hentsch so poor that his duty was
imperative. It is most probable that his action saved the

German right wing, the concerted action of which was
now better secured by placing the 1st army again under
Billow’s orders.

Seven Divisions (1916) states most frankly, from information supplied by
cavalry officers soon afterwards, that ‘the advance was slow and cautious,

which was perhaps excusable in a tired army to whom anything but retreat

was a new experience’. The British cavalry showed no enterprise compar-
able to that of the French 5th division which almost captured Kluck in his

head-quarters at La Ferte-Milon on the evening of the 8th; and the orders

do not suggest any possibility of their breaking through the opposing screen
into the enemy’s communications, which could easily have been thrown into

confusion, to judge from German accounts of the conditions in rear. The
German cavalry by the lolii was absolutely exhausted. Foch criticized the
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The retreat spread eastwards until on tlje 1 1 th it reached

the Crown Prince, who had been attacking violently west

and south-west of Verdun, where Sarrail conducted a

skilful defence outside the fortified pefimeter. The Ger-

man armies were now on a better alignment, though the

gap between Kluck and Biilow had not been filled. They
retreated stubbornly and in good order; there was no
serious congestion, and no wholesale losses of material.*

Ill

By September 13th the Germans stood and faced their

pursuers. They were upon the north of the Aisne on
its whole course between Compiegne and Berry-au-Bac,

north-west of Rheims. On retrospect, with a full know-
ledge of their dispositions, it is difficult to see how they

could have been driven from this position, exceptjby the

demoralization of the defence, or a panic on the side of

General Head-quarters,* or a wide turning movement
from the west, for which tfie Allies had no forpes available

in time. The Aisne, particularly between Soissons and
Berry-au-Bac has been truly described as the great natural

bastion of northern France. It is flanked on the north-

west by great forests, and on the south-east by the hills of

Rheims, which in turn connect with the naked glacis

of the Champagne pouilleuse, itself joined on to the

tumbled wooded heights ofthe Argonne. The hills on the

north bank not only dominate the country southward, but

throw out such a multitude ofcurving spurs and shoulders

towards the river as to dislocate and throw out of direction

inaction of his cavalry on the same day most severely, declaring that they

could not believe that the enemy was really beaten. This is doubtless the

true explanation of the ineffectiveness of the whole pursuit. The diary of

a British infantry officer published in the Army Quarterly for 1935 strongly

confirms the view that the B.E.F., if called upon, would have been
capable of much greater exertions. Duff Cooper in Haig (1935) reveals

that Haig in his diary strongly criticized the slowness of the advance as

due only to French’s hesitation.

‘ The Germans lost no more than 14000, prisoners and about 40 guns.
^ Which almost occurred on the 14th when permission was given to the

first three German armies to fall back to the line La F^e-Laon-Rheims, if

the 1st could not hold the Aisne position.
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any general attack on the crest. This narrow, nearly level

summit line, famous in thewar by the name ofthe Chemin
des Dames, from the road built by Louis XV for the diver-

sion of his sisters, is only a stage, not a goal. Behind it

lies the Ailette stream, with its own steep northward
banks rising almost as high. Nine miles to the rear is the

great dominating isolated keep of Laon.

Moreover, the enemy, now close to the excellent railway

system ofnorthern France, disposed ofmuch larger forces

to protect his right wing. The Vllth reserve corps after

weary forced marches^ arrived from the fall ofMaubeuge
just in time to fill finally the gap between Kluck and
Billow. Between the 14th and i6th two corps arrived

from Belgium, where they had been engaged in repelling

an important Belgian sortie from Antwerp, which unfor-

tunately was broken offtoo early to be ofserious strategic

assistance. The defeated German left wing had at last

been considerably weakened by transfers, and the forma-
tion of the Vllth army round La Fere gave the Germans
a strategic reserve to maintain stabilization. Finally, the
weather, which had been hot and brilliant, became con-
sistently unfavourable to the attack. A strong and cold
north wind drove rain and sometimes thick mist into the
face of the Allies. The British share in this bloody, pro-
tracted^ and almost stationary battle was both brilliant

and tenacious. Great dash and ingenuity were shown in
crossing the river under heavy fire on the 13th when all

the bridges but one had been wholly or partially destroyed.
The fighting is chiefly notable for the tactical handling and
extreme bravery shown by small units. It has been truly
described as a typical ‘soldier’s battle’. For that very
reason no details will be given, for the scope of this work
necessarily confines it to the larger issues.

The Aisne marks in many ways the end ofa war epoch.
' Forty miles in the last twenty-four hours: it arrived on the 13th two

hours before the British ist corps.

The battle continued almost without intermission on the British front
from September 13 to 25, though its latter stages degenerated into local
conflicts. . ,
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The Marne had put an end to German Jiopes of a quick

‘knock-out’ blow, for it is impossible to suppose that, had
they^ taken the Channel ports in November, they could

have obtained a decision in the bogs bf Flanders at the

approach of winter. The immediate dismissal of Moltke
illustrates the enemy’s disillusionment. On the other hand,

the stabilization was a cruel disappointment to the Allies,

where an optimism had arisen even in the highest ipilitary

circles^ which appears extravagant now, as it then did to

Kitchener. Nearly one-tenth of France remained in the

grip of the enemy, and that perhaps the richest part of

her soil. This was not merely mortifying, but materially of

enormous importance; 80 per cent, ofFrench coal, almost

the whole of the iron resources, together with the gleat

factories of the north had been lost for the whole of the

war. Without this aid it is most improbable that tBe Ger-

mans could have endured for more than four years. On
the other hand, time was ensured for the British Empire
to develop fully its enormous strength, and for Rd's^a,

before her final collapse, to deal the Central Powers many
terrible blows. To use a financial metaphor, capital ap-

preciation must be on the side of the Allies unless both
statesmen and soldiers were criminally spendthrift.

From a military point ofview the Aiisne began the long

period of stationary warfare over two-thirds of the front.

From Compiegne to Belfort for three and a half years

in spite of the most tremendous battles, sometimes thrice

fought, as in Champagne, over the same country, the ebb
and flow ofadvance never reached ten miles.

Trench-warfare it is true was in its merest infancy. A
soldier ofVauban would have despised the deep, narrow,
discontinuous holes and the improvised shelters in which
the combatants lay over against each other in the ever-

lasting posture of cramped gladiators. But the Germans
were already reasonably well equipped with bombs, rifle-

grenades, and illuminating flares, thus holding a great

• See, for example, the extracts from Sir Henry Wilson’s diary given in

Gen. Sir G. E. CaUw^, Life and Diaries ofSir HUtry H. Wilson (1927), vol. i.
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advantage over the Allies. They also led the way in bring-

ing up quantities of heavy howitzers, the immobility of

which made their use impracticable in open wa rfare. The
superiority of high-explosive over shrapnel for blasting a

way through fortified positions was now becoming evident.

Herein the British were extremely short of munitions

as compared either with the Germans or the French.

Another lesson of stationary warfare was being brought

home alike to all the combatants. The enormous amount
ofammunition daily required far exceeded all estimates in

peace-time; and by the end ofSeptember the quantity and
quality of the shells fired on either side was deteriorating.

On the other hand the gunners, with unprecedented
opportunities of finding the range at leisure—the process

was called ‘registration’—on all important tactical features

developed an extreme accuracy. They were powerfully

supported by the liaison ofaeroplanes equipped with wire-

less. In this new tactical contrivance the British seem to

h'cdVe been pioneers.

The war already showed signs of developing that

immense superiority ofmaterial over the individual which
stamped it with its most ruthless and terrifying feature.
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TANNENBERG AND LEMBERG

I

I
N March 1914 an article, generally attributed to Suk-

homlinov, the War Minister, appeared in a Russian

paper saying boastfully: ‘The army is not only Isfl-ge but

excellently equipped. Russia has always fought on foreign

soil and has always been victorious. Russia is no longer on
the defensive, Russia is ready.’ In reality the ^my which
went out to war was more curiously compounded ofgood
and bad elements than even most human products.

Its Commander-in-Chief, the Grand Duke Nicholas,

an uncle of the Tsar, was the austere, reserved and very

capable general whose strategical capacity and iroji deter-

mination have received many tributes ofrespect and even

admiration from his enemies. His great hold over the

army, which he maintained in comparatively striot <dis-

cipline, made him unpopular in Court circles, especially

with thejealous and neurotic Tsarina, who was constantly

moving her husband’s feeble mind against him. Among
the higher command therewere Russkyand Alexeiev,who
were among the most scientific soldiers in Europe,Brussilov

and the Bulgarian Dmitriev, unsurpassed fighting leaders;

there were others, ofwhom we shall see examples in the

East Prussian campaign, ofalmost incredible inefficiency

and carelessness. The Staffs seem on the whole to have
been bad, partly because of the prevalence of social in-

fluence in planting unsuitable young aristocrats, partly

because officers went to the Staff College too young and
had little or no regimental experience.* The technical

• Practically all the higher commands down to and including that of a
regiment were ear-marked for them. This discouraged regimental officers

and increased their natural laziness. A good picture of the slackness and
slovenly organization of the General Staff at Petrograd is given by Sir S. J.
Hoare, The Fourth Seal (1930), pp. 49, 50. During May 1916 there were
fiffeen public holidays during which the office was completely closed. See
also Gen. A. A. Brussilov, A Soldier's J^otebook, egi^-iS (1930), pp. 23-5.
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equipment, as might be expected, was much behind

western standards; the proportion offield-guns to infantry

little more than halfthe German, and the amount ofheavy

artillery negligible. Reserves both of ammunition and
rifles were exceedingly insufficient, and facilities for

their manufacture very poor, especially after the German
agents blew up the Putilov works at Petrograd in 1915.

Finally,' both the civil, and to a less degree the military,

administration were ruined by the grossest corruption and
bypro-Germaninfluences . Sukhomlinov, forexample,was

a shocking,piixture ofcorruption and cynical inefficiency.

Colonel Myasoyadov, a Staffofficer ofthe loth army, was
hanged in April 1915 for systematically betraying all its

secr&ts to the Germans.
Russia could not, therefore, reap the advantage of her

immense population, which in 1914was at least as great as

that ofFrance, Germany,andAustria-Hungary combined.
For a long time the Western Allies pinned their faith to

the^nexhaustible supply ofdumb, lazy, patient, fatalistic-

ally brave peasants, whose supposedly irresistible weight

was popularly described as ‘the Russian steam roller’.

As they could not be brought into the field neither could

they be led. It is supposed that two-thirds of the popula-

tion ofRussiawdre illiterate, and the N.C.O.s, 75 percent,

ofwhomwere short-term conscripts, compared wretchedly
with the magnificent long-service cadre of the Germans.
The enemy’s secrets were soon revealed by the progress

of mobilization. The whole weight of Germany was
against France. In the east she left the minimum offerees

which the Russian Staffhad considered possible, namely,
eleven infantry divisions and one cavalry.

The Russian plans, in the event of this occurrence, had
not provided for any decisive concentration against either

Germany or Austria; it was apparently proposed to con-
duct a leisurely offensive against both. But it was willingly

recognized that something must be done as soon as

possible to help France. It is perhaps a hard saying to

suggest that casual and unbusinesslike persons are very.
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ready with chivalrous gestures, just because they attach

so little value to their own plans. Accordingly the ofTen-

,

sive against Austria was to go on—as we have seen in the

previous chapter, its abandonment would have been very

difficult in face of the intense popular excitement about

Serbia—^while an improvised one was to be vamped up
against Germany. The French wanted the attack to be
made on Posen, the nearest point to Berlin. But this would
have delayed its opening by requiring very extensive

changes in concentration, and would have brought the

Russians against a formidable area ofperman^t fortifica-

tions which they had no heavy guns to reduce. Con-
sequently East Prussia was chosen as the objective. No
important strategical result could be gained until the

line of the Vistula should be forced,^ but it was hoped to

destroy the weak German forces before they co]?ld gain

the security of that great stream. Moreover, the province

was the home of the old^Prussian aristocracy; the Kaiser
^

himselfhad great estates there, and it was regarded- with

peculiar pride as an outpost ofTeutonic culture, captured

in medieval times from the heathen by the Knights ofthe

Sword. The political consequences ofa successful invasion

might therefore be great. In fact the flow of refugees

pouring westward from the invaded territory, many of

whom reached Berlin, powerfully contributed to the

determination of Moltke to reinforce the German troops

in the east on August 25th. The country, as the Russians

knew well, presented many most formidable military

obstacles. In particular a chain of almost continuous lake

and forest, known as the Masurian lake position, extending

for fifty miles north and south, blocked more than halfthe

route ofinvasion from the east. Between this barrier and
the sea a flat and more open country, following the course

ofthe Pregel, was suitable tooperations. But theimportant

‘ Ludendorff, however, points out that, if the Germans had been forced

to retire to that river, they would have been unable to help the Austrians in

September. This might have caused the total collapse of the latter with

fatal consequences for Germany.
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naval fortress ofKonigsberg would menace the right flank

of a force pushing forward towards the Vistula. The

Russians were not, however, forced to rely solely on a

frontal attack, as their position in the Polish salient made

possible an advance from the south, which would take the

Approximate pactions on August Z6th. 1914

Map 4. Tanncnberg.

Masurian lakes in the rear and might hope to join hands
with a successful invasion along the coast route. This con-
centric advance was adopted. It is obvious that success

in war can only be expected if a careful time-table is

drawn up, iftransport and supplies are sufficient to enable
it to be maintained, and ifclose touch is kept between two
converging armies. None ofthese conditions were fulfilled

in the East Prussian campaign.
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The Russian advance began on the 17th. Rennen-
kampf, commanding the ist army ofthree corps, marched

.

westward in the direction ofKonigsberg. The commander
of the German Vlllth army, von Prktwitz, opposed him
with all his available forces except one corps, which
watched the south, where it was believed that nff enemy
offensive would be possible for some days. Three of his

corps were defeated on the 20th, though not he'avily, at •

Gumbinnen, about ten miles within the frontier. The
local situation was awkward, as the best line of defence

(the River Angerapp) was too close to the bjttle-field to

be securely held if the Russians pushed on quickly; but it

was by no means desperate. Rennenkampfhad been hard
hit:* his leftwas entangled in a large forest, roads wei^ few,

and his movements from the 17th did not suggest any

capacity for speed. But at the same time it was reported

that Samsonov with the 2nd Russian army had almost

reached the frontier loojniles to the south-west; the avail-,

able opposition amounted to one corps only. Prittwl^col-

lapsed, and issued orders for a retreat behind the Vistula.

It is perfectly true that Schlieflfcn had constantly prac-

tised such a manoeuvre in war-games with the object of

preserving intact the small German forces until help

could arrive from the west, and for that reason Luden-
dorffhimselftakes a curiously lenient view ofthe projected
retirement. Yet the abandonment of a whole province

by a retreat of more than one hundred miles after one
partial defeat seems unjustified even on military grounds,

apart from political. It seemed so to his Staff, who re-

garded their chief as panic-stricken.^ Prittwitz’s own
report to Moltke expressing doubts whether he could hold

the Vistula itselfowing to the lowness ofthe water suggests

that he had lost his head. His orders were not carried out

and he was dismissed next day.
* Russian casualties on the 30th were 16,000.

^ Max HofTmann in The War of Lost Opportunities (1924) shows the

military objections to such a course very clearly, and points out that the

army while retreating would have been exposed to a deadly flank-blow

froni Samsonov. * '
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II

Mohke now by his happiest inspiration called into their

war-long partnership that famous pair, Hindcnburg and

LudendorfF. The perfect harmony of their collaboration

is not less striking than their apparent contrast—Hinden-

burg, the most loyal, honourable, and unselfish of all

Germany’s great soldiers, was a veteran of noble birth,

called out of retirement to rescue his native province, a

shrewd fighting man with no pretence of intellectual dis-

tinction. LudendorfF, ofmiddle-class origin, nearly twenty

years his junior, harsh and overbearing in temper, con-

sidered nothing outside the province of his restless mind

Hispower ofwork and mastery over detail can rarelyhave

been equalled in history. He was the finest product in all

its excellencies and defects ofa staffwhose technical train-

ing was unrivalled. All would have set down his temper

as unshakable had it not broken suddenly on September

v29th, 1918. The exact relation between the two men is

not ceftain—^Hindenburg himselfcompares it to a happy
marriage—but the directing and creative mind was that

of the young Chief-of-Staff. The two met at Hanover
station for the first time in their lives.

On arrival at tjie head-quarters of the Vlllth army at

Marienburg on the 23rd, LudendorfF, though received

with the most distant chilliness, found conditions less black

than they had been painted. The ingenious and profound

Colonel Hoffmann, head of the Operations Department,

who played one of the most interesting roles in the war,

had already stopped the retreat and actually prepared

a scheme which LudendorfF embodied almost without

alteration in his orders and which secured the most
spectacular victory of the war.
Samsonov commanded an army of five corps, or nearly

200,000 men, which had been hastily improvised and was
rushed to the attack without any proper commissariat.

Its marches over a sandy desert, unfed, in the burning
heat, had already, by the 22nd,' demoralized its fighting

‘ The men had no field-kitchens. They seem—not iinnaturally—^to have
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capacity. Samsonov paid no attention to the orders of the

Commander-in-Chief of the north-west front, Jilinski, a.

fussy and incompetent man who owed his appointment to

his assiduity at Court. But his own deviation is inexcusable,

for instead ofmoving north with his right on the lakes in

such a way as to gain touch with the ist army between

Insterburg and Kbnigsberg, he kept extending his frontage

to the west. This increased the distance between the two *

armies, especially as Rennenkampfhalted for nearly three

days after the 20th. Samsonov’s miserable army, without

reconnaissance, without information, crawled slowly for-

ward towards Allenstein-Osterode, constantly extending

its frontage as its wastage grew greater. On the 26th it

spread over sixty miles, facing north-west, with it? right

thrust forward and isolated in the lake district, its left op
the Russian frontier. t

Ludendorff’s dispositions appear bold to the point of

rashness. He actually jremoved all his forces except a,

cavalry division from facing Rennenkampf, who*’had
covered rather more than halfthe distance between Gum-
binnen and Kbnigsberg by the 26th, and prepared for the

annihilation ofSamsonov.

The Germans could obviously always shift troops far

more quickly than their opponents, as they had the

advantage ofinterior lines admirably served by their rail-

ways. But the Russian movements were known to their

enemy almost completely: they used wireless en clavt^ with

the utmost recklessness, and their cipher was also in

German hands. Moreover, there is strong suspicion that

Rennenkampf was a traitor. In itself no explanation so

plausibly accounts for the transformation from the daring

leader in the Russo-Japanese War to the supine, nay,

paralysedincompetent of 19 14. His German origin and his

desertion of his army next year support this melancholy

committed many outrages in East Prussia, whereas the ist army on hostile

evidence maintained a very strict discipline.

' This practice, due to the inability ofmany stalls to decode ciphers, went
on for more than a year.
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conclusion. It is quite inconceivable that a commander,
who had been himselfa cavalry leader, who had five divi-

sions ofcavalryorfivetimesthetotalforcelefttoopposehjm,

shouldhaveallowedwhole divisions toentrainwithintwenty
miles ofhis main body unless he deliberately held up his

own cavalry. It is true that Jilinski had particularly told

him to deal with Konigsberg, into which he incorrectly

supposed that the bulk oftheGerman forces had retired. It

is also true that the role ofthe Russian cavalry in the war
was most disappointing; theirpower ofreconnaissancewas
extremely limited. But these considerations are wholly
inadequate to explain his prolonged inaction. The only
other possible solution is that given by Hoffmann, who
believes that Rennenkampf deliberately refused to help
Samsonov, because the two had been at bitter enmity
since the Russo-Japanese War, when they had so far

forgotten their dignity as to fight on Mukden station.

If the former assumption is true, Ludendorff deserves no
credit for his justified belief that the ist army would
remain immobile; but it does not minimize the glory of
the splendid manoeuvres against Samsonov. By thus
uniting all his forces, he gained a superiority over the
and Russian army.*

The strategic railways ofEast Prussia allowed this con-
centration to be accomplished within three days. By the
26th Ludendorff was ready for battle. On that day the
Russian right was routed and took no further part in the
fighting. On the 27th it was the turn of the extreme left,

which was bombarded out of a strong defensive position
near Usdau, utterly disorganized and cut off from the
main body. The centre itselffought better in spite of its

famished condition; for Samsonov, who had not yet any
idea of the great forces arrayed against him, was himself
attacking. But the Germans poured through the gaping
left flank. That famous fighter von Franqois for the third
time disobeyed, with the happiest results, the orders ofhis

* Of23 battalions, 82 field- and 116 heavy guns. In cavalry the Germans
were outnumbered by exactly'two to one.
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superiors. Instead of taking his XXth corps northward

as directed, he thrust straight east in the enemy’s rear .

along a good road beyond the forest fringe. By the 30th

the German columns extended southward far beyond the

possible line of their enemy’s retreat. Two whole corps,

enmeshed in the forest, where they were staggering in

blind exhaustion, surrendered. Samsonov crept aside

from his staff in the darkness and shot himself, to be

buried in an unknown grave. Few victories in history

have been so crushingly complete. The number of

prisoners exceeded that taken at Sedan though owing to

the difference in scale between the two wars, the earlier

victory was far more momentous in consequences. Luden-
dorffnamed this masterpiece Tannenberg, to avenge the

medieval overthrow ofthe Teutonic Knights by the Slavs.

But he owed its annihilating completeness entirely to

Francois.

Rennenkampf’s foot-tied army still brooded over the

,

north. The next task was to free German soil comjJSfetely

from the invader, with the aid of the two corps which
Moltke had dispatched from the West. Rennenkampf
occupied a strong defensive position from the sea to the

northern edge ofthe Masurian lakes, covering Insterburg,

his chiefadvanced base.* No double envelopment, there-

fore, could be practised against him. But his weak spot

lay to the south. The Lotzen gap, no more than a mile

wide, between the lakes was still in German hands, as the

Russian lack ofheavy artillery had prevented them from
reducing the little fort which commanded it. This attack

was in charge of Francois, whose ardent and resolute

spirit had led him to be chosen for all the critical flanking

movements in this campaign. He pushed on far to the

east, but Rennenkampfescaped destruction. He hurriedly

left on September gth-ioth his strongly fortified position,

before which the German frontal attack had been repulsed

‘ Sedan about 85,000; Tannenberg about iso,000 including wounded.
^ Russian rolling-stock could not be used on the East Prussian railways

owing to the difference ofgauge. *
•/r
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and which Ludendorffconsiders to have been impregnable

with the forces at his disposal. The Russian ist army fell

into a confused rout, of which the German commander
perhaps failed to take complete advantage. Rennenkampf
himselfleft his troops and fled eighty miles to Kovno with

his staff. ‘News so improbable as to require verification’,

was Jilinski’s comment. It was not a Tannenberg, but it

was bad enough. The ist army had lost 125,000 men; its

moral was shattered. * The Germans pressed on as far as

the lower Niemen and the great forest ofAugustovo, the

last home of the wild bison or Lithuanian aurochs which
was almost exterminated during the war.

Other imperative calls were being made upon the

German troops, for their Austrian allies were being

critically defeated far to the south in Galicia.

Ill

121? Austrian army had some good points. The regi-

mental officers though often too old were as a whole hard-
working and keen on their profession and on good terms
with their men.* The heavy artillery was admirable. But
the Staff work, as the Germans constantly complained,
was loose and untrustworthy, and its members almost as

completely out of touch wi^ regimental officers as were
the Russians. Its chief, Conrad von Hotzendorff, was
a most accomplished strategist, a devoted worker, a
grim disciplinarian, one of the most voluminous minute-
writers ofhis generation, but an incurably political soldier.

Yet the whole body was infected with a mortal disease

’ The Russian losses during the first month in East Prussia amounted to
over 300,000 and 650 guns, or about a quarter of their fighting troops then
mobilized. These figures compare curiously with French losses in the battle
of the Frontiers; but the Russians had little of the astonishing recuperative
capacity of the French.

* They must have often had great difficulties in making themselves under-
stood, as 75 per cent, ofthem are said to have been ofGerman origin, while
the German-speaking soldiers were only about 25 per cent. ‘It often
happened that a platoon-commander could not make himself intelligible to
his motley coDection of men’ (^Austrian Official History).
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when faced with awar against Russia. For at least half* of

the combatants were indifferent or actively hostile to the

causg which they were nominally espousing. The Rus-
sians, it is true, had in their armies a considerable mass of

subject peoples herded in their own regiments, but they

were for the most part too unintelligent and illiterate to

cause trouble, and were moreover united in their hatred

and fear of the Germans. The Slavs of the Dual Empire
were far better organized and expected their deliverance

from a Russian victory, though by no means all regarded

Russia as a liberator. The Poles of Galicia on"the whole
preferred Austria to Russia—^Pilsudski, the dictator of

Poland for many years after the war, had even organized

a legion to fight the Tsar’s armies when hostilities began

—

for Austria had treated her Poles with indulgence during

recent years owing to the decisive position whicfi their

deputies held in the Reichsrath. The proclamation by
the Grand Duke Nicholas«promising a resurrection ofthe

ancient kingdom, autonomously governed under''^e
sceptre of the Tsar, was not unjustly suspected as an in-

sincere snare. This cynicalviewwas confirmed bytheRus-
sian occupation, which favoured the Orthodox Ruthenian
against the Catholic Pole, and provided jn a new Arch-
bishop of Lemberg a most tactless, forcible missionary.

The Poles therefore, though far from enthusiastic soldiers,

caused the rulers ofAustria-Hungary little serious uneasi-

ness. Itwas far otherwise with the Czechs and Slovaks^and
the southern Slavs. The former in particular were univer-

sally and secretly organized from abroad by such great

patriots as Masaryk and Benes. Men ofboth these nation-

alities took every opportunity ofdeserting to the Russians,

often being able by prearranged signals and songs to allow

the latter to know of their presence in the line. That the

Dual Monarchy finally shivered into fragments is no

* The Austrian Official History reckons the German-Mag^ar element at

48 per cent.

^ The unreliability of these soldiers was proved in the first battles against

Serbia, where the XXIst division allowed itselfV) be routed and dispersed.

3596 1?
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marvel. The marvel is rather that it survived the death,

in 1916, of the aged Francis Joseph who had gradually-

gathered to his person some of that shadowy and super-

stitious loyaltywhich clings to a permanent fetish, and that

it endured four and a halfyears ofa war, long considered

hopeless by its more penetrating statesmen. It is no
paradox to say that the army was partially rewelded by
the fresh war which broke out in 1915, for the great

majority ofSlavs hated, feared, and despised the Italians.

It appears that, on the outbreak of war, the German
Staff in justified mistrust would have preferred to see the

Austrians stand defensively on the River San and allow

the Russian waves to break against this natural barrier,

reinforced by the two great fortresses ofjaroslavand Prze-

mysl, until the German armies were in a position to lend

substantial aid. For Moltke was quite unable to fulfil his

pre-war promise ofan immediate offensive on the Narew.
The Austrians complained bitterly of this desertion by
th&.t ally, and not unreasonably. But even so it was
almost impossible for them to agree to such a confession of
weakness for many reasons. Time was presumably on the

Russian side
; herhordes, ifallowed anunruffled concentra-

tion, might prove literally overwhelming. The evacua-
tion ofEast Galiciawould involve the abandonment ofthe
oil-wells and of the great city of Lemberg, an important
centre of communications, and it would endanger the

eastern plain ofHungary. It would have the worst effect

upon the doubtful and calculating attitude of Rumania
and might jeopardize the agreement already signed with
Turkey.

The Austrians employed an obvious but quite good
strategy, provided that they were in a position to carry
it through with relentless energy, which they were not.*

* This plan had been betrayed to the Russians before the war by an
officer. Col. Redl, in the Austrian War Office who on discovery accepted
the choice of suicide. Fifteen divisions besides the ‘minimuni Balkan force
of eleven and a half’ had been assigned to the southern front in the original
mobilization against Serbia, thus seriously weakening the northern offensive.
It was found impossible to transport most of these tb Galicia in time to
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They knew that the Russian concentration was mostly

taking place to the east ofWarsaw behind the screen ofthe

Vistula. Consequently they hoped by an advance from
north-east Galicia between Lublin and Cholm to cut the

railways leading thence toWarsaw and Brest-Litovsk; and,

in the event of a further success, to reach the main line

between the last two places. The Vistula fortresses would
be menaced both from north and east if the Austrians

could maintain their positions until the expected German
attack from the Narew. The danger lay in the possibility

that they might be caught in the advance and «o mauled
as to compromise the security ofthe San, the vital barrier

to Cracow, that double key whence open roads lead north

and south through the Moravian gate to the hearts of

Germany and Austria. And so it came about. The
Austrian forces, organized in three armies often diSrisions

each, made at first good if delusive progress to the north.

Here their enemy was tlynnest, being a flanking force

designed to reach the San and intercept the expected

retirement of the Austrians on Cracow under pressure

from the main advance farther east. The Russians,

whether by accident or design, had placed their best

soldiers in charge of their southern armies. Ivanov,

Russky, Dmitriev, and Brussilov were alf men of power
and energy. Brussilov drove back the Austrian right flank,

outnumbered by nearly three to one, through the broken

country ofeastern Galicia, where river after river, running

north and south into the Dniester, lay athwart his advance.

Lemberg, the capital of Galicia, the fourth city of the

Empire, a great centre of communications, where four

railways meet, was encircled from north and east and fell

on September 3rd. The Austrian left still thrust forward

far into enemyterritorywhen Auffenburg, its commander,
who in ten days’ strenuous battle had narrowly missed

an enormous victory of encirclement, was finally hurried

take part in the battle of Lemberg, while the one corps which was
allowed to remain behind with Fotiorek was quite insufficient to prevent

his defeat by the Serbs.
’
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back. The counter-attack of Dankl, the most resolute of

their generals, in thecentrewasunavailing. OnSeptember

loth the last buttress was broken by a Russian victory at

Rava Russka thirty miles north-west of Lemberg, where

the armies returning hastily from Poland in a last vain

attempt to outflank the Russian masses were themselves

almost pinched out ofexistence. The Austrian retreat did

notstop until the San had been crossed and Russian forces

appeared on the Wisloka, the next tributary ofthe Vistula.

Of the two fortresses Jaroslav fell immediately, and

Przemysl was invested. Its huge garrison of 150,000 men
was to suifer many vicissitudes, including one tempora^

and partial deliverance, during the ensuing siege of six

months. In the south Brussilov overran the Bukovina

(which is, being interpreted, the ‘country of the Beech-

woods’) and took its capital Czernovitz, which was

destined to change masters fifteen times during the war.

His advanced posts had reached the easternmost passes

leading to Hungary through the wooded Carpathians.

The Austrian losses had been very severe, especially in

younger officers and N.G.O.S, who were irreplaceable.

The number ofprisoners claimed on both sides in the east

can seldom be trusted, but probably the Russians collected

about 120,000,'including many wholesale and calculated

surrenders. Yet, though they had outflanked, they had

by no means enveloped their enemies, who were able to

reform during the last half of September behind the

Wisloka, while the Russians were busily employed in

broadening the gauge of the Galician railways.^ It is

obvious that more decisive results could have been

obtained had a Russian army advanced up the Vistula

with the aim of cutting the Austrians from Cracow, but

apparentlythiswas considered too dangerous a manoeuvre.
And so the five cavalry divisions in south-west Poland

‘ The difRculty of bringing up supplies was increased by the scarcity of

railways in the Government of Lublin. This had been a deliberate policy in

order to create a desert of communications—^in case of invasion, for the

Russians had intended to stand on the defensive in this region, as they knew
the Austrian plan of attack.’ -

'
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seem to have frittered away tlieir opportunities in aimless

cavalcades during September, instead of seriously threat-

ening the enemy’s rear in West Galicia.

Meanwhile the Austrians, both by hatred and policy,

felt themselves obliged to carry out the ‘punitive expedi-

tion’ against Serbia, which they had prepared before the

general war had broken out. And they attempted this

with barely half the force ear-marked for the purpose.

Two reserve corps (litde adapted to meet the primitive

bravery of the skilful mountaineers among their native

hills) had, by the end of August, after a number of con-

fused combats, been thrown out ofthe north-west angle of

Serbian territory, which they had so rashly invaded. At
least 40,000 men had been squandered without any result.

No further attempt was made against Serbian territory

for three months.
*

Austria, everywhere defeated, was in sore straits.^ For
the first ofmany occasions«he had to request the immedi-
ate support of her ally. The German Staff responded
at once with that admirable promptitude and superior

arrogance which made the senior partner such a trust-

worthy and unpleasant ally.

The Vlllth army was deprived ofits be^t troops, which
were sent to form a new offensive IXth army to be
concentrated round Breslau in the second half of Sept-

ember. Moreimportant still,Hindenburg and Ludendorff
also came south to take command. Risks had been taken

and sacrifices were exacted, for theweakened forces on the

Niemen could not stand against the Russians. But though
the enemy appeared again in East Prussia in the first week
of October, he was firmly held in the outermost nook of

that province, eastward ofthe lake barrier. The renewed
invasion was grievous to the inhabitants and galling to

national pride, but it had no military importance. There-
fore no attempt at expulsion was made until the whole
eastern front was stabilized. When it came in February it

* The Austrian Official History admits the I(jss of 350,000 men in the

battles against the Russians alone.
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was a typically crushing blow. The forward march for the

first great combined invasion ofPoland began on Septem-

ber 28th. These operations, which form a connected

whole, led to an almost continuous clash of armies until

the end ofthe year.



IV

THE NAVAL SITUATION AT THE
BEGINNING OF WAR

I

I
T seems at first sight far easier to gauge the relative

strength of fleets than of armies. As a satirical writer

put it, each great Power claimed to have the best army
in the world, but its navy was inexorably graded according
to the number of capital ships and big guns which it

possessed.

On such a comparison the strength ofthe Entente, after

the adhesion ofjapan and the neutrality ofItaly, appe&red
absolutely overwhelming. The British fleet alone was con-

siderably superior to that ofthe two Central Powefs com-
bined, while Austrian naval strength was inferior to that

ofFrance orJapan or even Russia.

Yet the sea is far larger than the land, and almost et^ery

part ofit is a highway for ships. And while the conflict on
land must be confined to comparatively small areas within

which the defence could be concentrated almost as rapidly

as the attack, the vital interests ofthe Entente were flung

about and scattered over all the oceans. One error in

strategy, perhaps even a grave tactical mistake, might
expose all these interests to immediate and irretrievable

ruin.

Moreover, the whole conditions ofnaval warfare seemed
to be in the melting-pot of a wholly untested revolution.

‘His (the admiral’s) warfare is almost entirely novel.

Scarcely any one had even had any experience of sea-

fighting. All had to learn the strange, new, unmeasured
and, in times ofpeace, largely immeasurable conditions.’^

Since Admiral Togo had annihilated the Russian fleet

* Quoted from an article by Wiitston Churchill in London Magadne
(September 1916). The violent controversies since 1918 between eminent
professional sailors as to the fundamentals of British war strategy confirm
Churchill’s view.
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in the Straits of Tsushima in 1905, the change had been

astounding. There can be no other decade in naval

history in which technical development progressed with

such giant strides.

The Dreadnought had at a stroke made all earlier war-

ships obsolete. The all-big-gun battleship, with no secon-

dary armament, helped by its flexible gun-mountings

threw a weight of broadside which could utterly over-

whelm any rival ofa former design. In consequence vast

new fleets had to be feverishly built, almost every unit of

which was.itselfan experiment.^ The range ofthe big gun
itselfincreased at a no less revolutionary speed. While in

1904 its limit of effectiveness was placed at about 4,000

yards, the great ships in thewaropened againstone another

at five times that distance. Such a change obviously de-

manded new tactics of guimery and generally a higher

standard of scientific fire control and direction.^

As the battleships towered in progressive majesty over

their predecessors, so also their lesser enemies, who act by
stealth and cunning, increased their power of inflicting a

deadly wound to at least the same degree.

The destroyer steaming at 40 knots could carry five or

six torpedoes capable ofhitting a target at least five miles

away with an ejtplosive power which had been multiplied

threefold in a few years.

The submarine had not indeed attained its full stature

in 1914; but it was already able to cruise continuously for

days over the whole extent of the North Sea, to lie sub-

merged for many hours waiting to discharge a torpedo at

point-blank range, and to sow unsuspected mines where-
ever it went.

To all these new factors must also be added the enor-

mous power which wireless gave the Admiralty or the

admiral of instantly informing, controlling, and concen-

’ Tirpitz says in his Memoirs, with some exaggeration, ‘Every ship became
obsolete by the time it was finished’.

* An excellent description of fire control on a battle-cruiser, the Dellinger,

is given in G. von Has^ KielMd Jutland (1981; snd ed., 1927).
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trating scattered units; whilst airships and aeroplanes

vastly enlarged the area of scouting.’ The value of a

Zeppelin in clear weather was estimated by the British

Coriiimander-in-Chief to be equivalent to that of two
light cruisers.

It is clear therefore that the sea presented far more
unknown hazards than the land in the event of a great

war—and the danger was greatest w'here the wfeight of

responsibility was most heavily borne. For the conduct

ofthe naval war depended absolutely upon Great Britain.

If the British navy were decisively dcfeatec^ the fleets

of the Entente would weigh but as straw in the balance

against that ofvictorious Germany. Her siege would be

raised, and she would regain liberty of action over all the

seas, and carry on the land struggle with the confident

assurance of continually replenishing her suppUes and
denying to her enemies all that they drew by sea. So for

her continental allies thf fleet of Britain was always an

indispensable condition of victory, if their own unaided

military effort failed to force an immediate decision. This

they came very gradually to understand,* though many
Germans had realized it from the beginning.

Even the most uninstructed civilian realized that the

Navy was the one ‘sure shield’ of the British Empire and
its parent island in the North Sea. As long as it was
extended in unshaken defence the war could not merely

be indefinitely prolonged, but nourished on the Continent

in an ever greater degree with men, munitions, and
money. One decisive defeat, however, would doom the

alliance to almost certain ruin, and immediately destroy

‘ The following quotation from Sir H. Wilson’s Life, vol. i, p. 122, shows
the astonishing pre-war misconceptions about sea-power prevalent among
generals of the Entente: ‘My talk with Gastelnau and Joffre was about
Repington’s recent articles in The Times, where he claims that our navy is

worth 500,000 bayonets to the French at the decisive point. I had written

to Fred Oliver that our Navy was not worth 500 bayonets. Gastelnau and
Joi&e did not value it as one bayonet! Except from the moral point.’ For
a far-sighted German point of view, see Adm. A. von Tirpitz, Mj> Memories

(1919), voL ii, App. i: Extractsfrom my War Letters, passim.
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the British Empire. As Churchill said with truth and

point, the Commander-in-Ghief of the British fleet was

the only man ‘who could lose the war in an afternoon’.

The British Isles even without an invasion could be starved

out in a few weeks, as soon as the enemy’s ships had gained

control ofthe trade routes which converge upon our ports.

They would not even have been put to the trouble of

capturej for not a merchantman would have moved out

of harbour to face such a domination. The inevitable

surrender would have been one of the most complete in

history. Gr-eat Britain would have been instantly reduced

to ‘the conscript appendage ofa stronger power’. * It is not

within the scope of this work to sketch the intense Anglo-

German naval rivalry of the pre-war decades. Both sides

thought of this rivalry essentially in terms ofcapital ships.

The British Admiralty therefore acted on three guiding

principles in relation to these units. A superiority of at

least 60 per cent, must be maintained over the total

number possessed by Germany; ship for ship the British

design must be (as far as practicable) swifter and more
powerful; finally, the whole fleet must be capable ofsuch

a rapid concentration as to make its component parts

secure against a surprise attack at the enemy’s selected

moment with his whole strength.

All these three desiderata were obtained at the outbreak

of war, though the concentration upon great ships had
left a comparatively small margin of superiority in light

cruisers and destroyers, while the enemy had the advan-
tage in the number and quality ofhis submarines.

The Grand Fleet included twentydreadnoughts against

the thirteen of Germany, or a proportion of 100 to 65.^

’ The phrase is taken from a speech ofViscount Grey.
® If battle-cruisers are included the British margin is slighdy diminished,

as wc had four to Germany’s three (the battle-cruiser had a similar arma-
ment to that of the battleship but was swifter and less heavily armoured).
The comparison in these figures is between the fleets in the North Sea only,

the decisive point. Thirteen British ships were armed with ig'S guns and
the remainder with 1 2-inch. Nine German ships had la-inch and the

remainder 11 -inch guns. In other areas we had four dreadnoughts against

one German. ‘
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Each of these on paper appeared more formidable than

her contemporary adversary; in fact, however, as will be

shown, battle experience showed this assumption to be

not altogether well founded, though* it was entertained

at the beginning by the enemy as well.

The safe passage to and concentration ofthe fleet in its

war stations on the North Sea was assured by a providen-

tial coincidence. The British Admiralty had arranged as

early as October 1913 that a test mobilization* should take

the place of the normal manoeuvres for the summer of

1914. All the most valuable ships had therefore assembled

at Portland when the Austrian ultimatum to Serbia was
announced. On Churchill’s initiative the fleet was not

dispersed when the allotted time had expired; and dtring

the night ofJuly 29th-30th it steamed secretly through

the Straits of Dover without lights and next day .\vas dis-

tributed in its allotted posts facing Germany.

II

Thus the fleet was in a position to carry out fully its

prearranged strategical plan before the outbreak of war.

It was now able to intercept and engage with its full force

any enterprise by the German High .Seas Fleet, and
possessed a superiority which should be sufficient to inflict

a decisive defeat upon the latter if it offered battle.

If^ on the other hand, the enemy remained in harbour,

our dispositions were well adapted to close the two exits

from the North Sea to the Ocean (the Straits of Dover
21 miles wide, and, 500 miles to the north, the passage

between the Shetlands and Norway 190 miles wide) to

his merchantmen and raiders; to protect Great Britain

* The importance of this scheme lay in the fact that reservists, though

not legally liable, had been invited to join these ships for the period of the

mobilization. The numbers who responded proved to be very large, and
the fleet was therefore fully manned on a war footing. There seems to be no
reason to suppose that the mobilization had been arranged so far in advance
from any fear ofEuropean complications—on the contrary the chiefmotive
was economy (see Winston Churchill, The World Crisis igii-14 (1923),

189-90).
•
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against invasion; and to secure the pasjage of an army to

France.

Though the map shows that geography greatly favoured

the'British strategical position on the North Sea as opposed

to that of Germany, steps had not been taken to develop

this asset. As our naval dispositions had been directed

primarily against France for hundreds ofyears, the south

coast contained an abundance of fortified and 'securely

defended ports. On the east, however, no such advantages

existed. The plans for the new concentration there had
gone far ahead of the provisions for carryiiig them out

safely. Only four naval bases were available along the

whole coastline: Scapa Flow in the Orkneys, Cromarty,

Rosyth on the Firth ofForth, and Harwich (this last being

suitable for light craft only). None of these were sub-

marine-proof; and Scapa and Cromarty were defended

only by improvised detachments with light guns. Docking

facilities, moreover, werg wholly inadequate.

Although, therefore, the fleet had reached its destined

havens, it was to be for several months, paradoxically

enough, far more uneasy w'hen resting in them than when
cruising in open sea. Thus an added burden was placed

upon the Commander-in-Chief, on whom descended

automatically so immense a responsibility.

Sir John Jellicoe entered upon his command only at

the outbreak of war, after opening a sealed letter which

ordered him to supersede his own immediate superior

Sir G. Callaghan, considered too old in years to bear the

strain. Jellicoe was a man ofthe highest character, deeply

religious, modest, and incapable of intrigue. His career

had been that of a pattern officer, distinguished in every

examination, deeply versed in every branch ofthe service.

Ofhis last twelve years more than halfhad been spent in

varied administrative posts, including that ofSecond Sea

Lord. * He had a most orderly, exact, comprehensive mind
with great mastery over detail. His natural caution was

enhanced by the knowledge of the tremendous issues

1 His duties are concerned with the personnel of the fleet.
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always involved in his decisions. Such a personality, as

may be imagined, entirely lacked that burning appeal,

that irresistible magnetism, which since the days of

Nelson had been traditionally expected ofthe ideal naval

leader.

As Sir David Beatty, the commander of his battle-

cruisers and his eventual successor, was in almost every

particular the very reverse ofhis chief, it is natural that a
most bitter controversy has since raged about their respec-

tive theories of war. It is alleged that Jellicoe became so

much preoccupied with the problems of defence as to

emasculate the offensive spirit. His conduct of the battle

of Jutland, which will be later described, is adduced as

the c'ulmination of this fault. The spirit which refused to

engage the enemy except under conditions of assured

superiotity is certainly neither romantic nor inspiring.

Yet its success in maintaining and increasing British super-

iority is undeniable. Its correctness has received many
sour tributes from the enemy, who was forced to admit that

Jellicoe’s inactivity provided for Great Britain almost all

the essentials of ‘a fleet in being’.*

If Beatty had been in supreme command in 1914 and
had adopted a more daring policy he might have short-

ened the war by years through the destruction of the
German fleet, or he might have ruined the British Empire
by incurring a disaster. History has decreed that either

hypothesis must remain unproved. The ultimate responsi-

bility for the strategy pursued rests in any event with
the Admiralty rather than with the Commander-in-Chief;
for the latter was continued in office after he had frankly
explained his pohey early in the war to his political

superiors.

In effect the Admiralty from its great wireless masts in
Whitehall necessarily directed and controlled strategy far

^

^ The exception was the continued German control of the Baltic, which
(i) made it impossible for Prussia to be invaded from the sea; (ii) secured
Germany the transport of iron ore from Sweden—both very important
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more powerfully than in earlier wars. For it had unrivalled

facilities for intercepting and decoding the messages of

the enemy, and thus was able to piece his intentions

together far more completely and quickly than Jellicoe’s

Staff could have done.

The disposition of the fleet in home waters was as

follows. The Grand Fleet underJellicoe’s direct command
consisted of all the dreadnought battleships and battle-

cruisers. The former were based on the lonely Orkney
harbour of Scapa Flow, and on Cromarty; as the most

precious nucleus of indispensable strength ‘they were

placed as far to the northward as possible, always pro-

tected by a strong screen of destroyers. The swift battle-

cruisers had their head-quarters at Rosyth. The*east

coast of England was guarded by flotillas of light craft,

issuing from the main estuaries. Harwich provided the

centre from which destroyers and submarines worked

in the North Sea and against the German coast. The
Channel was protected by the Second Fleet which' was

built up round the most powerful pre-dreadnought battle-

ships, while a number of still more obsolete units were

combined in a reserve Third Fleet.

The main weakness therefore inherent in the British

position was the long line ofcoast to be defended,* and the

scarcity of secure harbours; its main strength lay in its

capacity to deal a swift converging blow from the two

wings at an enemy emerging into the North Sea from his

only exit. For the German fleet was compelled by geo-

graphy to go out and come back by the same road, the

comparatively narrow area bounded on the west by the

Dutch frontier, and on the east by the Danish promontory.

On the other hand, this restricted sea-space was obviously

favourable for defence, and its great geographical advan-

tages had been assiduouslyimproved by art. The so-called

‘wet-triangle’ enclosed an elaborately fortified system.

‘ The constant westward trend of the coasdine, however, made attacks

upon it increasingly hazardous the more northerly the point against which

theywere directed, as a longerjourney was necessaryfrom the Grerman bases.
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Its apex was the island of Heligoland/ which had been
transformed in theyearspreceding 19 14into a greatfortress

armed with long-range guns. Its other extremities were
the island ofSylt off the Schleswig shore, where the channel

was navigable only for light cruisers and destroyers, and
the mouth ofthe Ems adjacent to Holland. The estuaries

(Ems, Weser, Jade, and Elbe) within these confines con-

tained the battle harbours ofthe High Seas Fleet. Lying
within them, it enjoyed an almost absolute immunity.
The approaches are screened by a multitude of islands;

the channels themselves are so shallow as to make im-
possible the unperceived approach of submarines, while

the whole triangle was quicldy converted into a labyrinth

of mines.

All the modern battleships were naturally stationed in

the North Sea ports to guard against the British menace.
Consequently the independent force which operated in

the Baltic (under Prince Henry, the Kaiser’s brother) was
not able to exercise undisputed control ofthat sea over the

Russians, whose ports curved all round its eastern half

from Helsingfors in Finland through Kronstadt to Riga in

Livonia, giving them many sally ports and harbours of
refuge. The German Admiralty, ho\vever, had no need
to be anxious lest powerful British forces should break
unawares into the Baltic, even ifDenmark were induced
to join the Entente.^ For sinceJune 1914 the Kiel Canal,
which joined the two seas, had been sufficiently deepened
to allow the passage of the newest super-dreadnoughts,
and Germany could effect a strategic transfer ofany force

likely to be necessary within a few hours.

* Heligoland was originally a Danish island seized by Great Britain in

1807 as a basis for smuggling goods into the north German rivers in order
to evade Napoleon’s continental system. It was exchanged in 1890 for

Zanzibar. Its great value to Germany was not then in any way recognized
by the British Admii-alty. It is, however, highly improbable that any use
could have been made of it had it remained in British hands in 1914.

* Unless this happened the passage was almost impossible, for Denmark
had mined the Sound. On the other hand, this mine-field also prevented
the German fleet from seeldng refuge in the Baltic if hard pressed in the
North Sea.
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At the beginning of hostilities each side expected and
prepared for the other to come out and offer battle

speedily. This expectation on the paA of the Germans
was 'most natural. The British navy* was superior. Its

unrivalled prestige had been almost unbroken for cen-

turies. Popular tradition at least credited it with the

unvarying intention of seeking out and destroying the

enemy’s fleet. It had continually taken the lead ’in new
inventions, and had compelled its rivals to imitate its

designs. Every detail ofconstruction was supposed to be
undertaken regardless ofcost. Above all, as ma^jy German
writers have admitted, their sailors were involuntarily

impressed by the air of effortless superiority so naturally

assumed by the Englishman at sea. They had seen^his

immense armada safely ensconced in its war stations at

a moment when the German fleet was hurrying home in

a precarious and exposed return from Norwegian waters.

Under this impression,,the enemy kept his battleships

strictly in harbour, improving the defences ofthe Heligo-

land Bight. A minelayer was sent out on the night of

August 4th-5th and sowed its burden off the Thames
estuary before discovery and destruction.* Patrols pene-

trated fruitlessly into the northern part of the North Sea,

and a flotilla ofsubmarines had an unforthnate cruise, for

no damage was inflicted <ind two boats were lost, one by
the ram ofthe cruiser Birmingham.

This extreme caution surprised Jellicoe, who undertook

several extensive sweeps with his whole fleet in the North

Sea in the hope offlnding the enemy. On August 1 6th our

cruisers penetrated to the southward of the Horn Reef
(offJutland) without seeing any hostile vessel except one

submarine.

Expert opinion in Germany was bitterly divided over

the strategy adopted. Tirpitz, whose dogged persever-

ance and indomitable energy as Secretary ofState for the

• This vessel the KSnigin Luise was the first ship destroyed in the war

(morning of August 5); shortly afterwards the British light cruiser Amphion

was blown up by one ofher mines. *

3S96
j, . F
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Navy since 1897 had given him the well-deserved title of

‘Father of the German Navy’, was still in office. He was,

however, completelyignored by the Kaiser and the Chief-

of-Staff, Pohl, and boiled with indignation at what he

believed to be the criminal mishandling of his carefully

forged weapon. The fleet he declared in his vigorous way
was ‘muzzled’ and ‘embalmed’. It is certainly true that

the hands of the commander-in-chief were most vigor-

ously tied. A man ofstronger personality than Ingenohl,

who held that post, would certainly have kicked against

such restr^ptions, as his eventual successor, the gifted

Scheer, did. Ingenohl, however, who was in bad health

(like Moltke, the Chief of the Military General Staff),

proved a willing instrument.

The motives underlying the Kaiser’s decision appear

to have been partly political, partly military. After the

entry ofEngland into the war William foreboded defeat.''

Even ifhe could overthrow his enemies on land he did not

expect victory at sea. He therefore attached the greatest

importance to keeping his fleet intact until the end of

the war. It would thus remain the surest safeguard that

England’s ‘will for annihilation’ could not be carried into

effect; it would weary her ofbolstering up the continental

alliance, and v\>ould ensure at least a tolerable peace.

Strategically itwas hoped through the action ofdestroyers,

submarines, and mines gradually to wear down the Brit-

ish supremacy in capital ships until equality had been
obtained. After such a success it would be time to consider

a change ofstrategy. Jellicoe himselfhas testified that this

plan caused him great anxiety, and that the holding back

• See his famous minute written as early as July 28, 1914: ‘My function is

at an end. Wantonness and weakness are to engulf the world in the most
terrible ofwars, the ultimate aim ofwhich is the ruin ofGermany. For now
I can no longer doubt that England, France, and Russia have conspired to

fight together for our annihilation . . . and so the notorious encirclement of

Germany is at last an accomplished fact. . . . England stands derisive,

brilliantly successful in her long-meditated, purely anti-German policy

—

a superb achievement, stirring to admiration even him whom it will utterly

destroy. The dead Edward is stronger than the living I.’
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was correct as far as the German battleships were con-

eerned. But the use made of the light forces, the natural

weapon of the weaker power, was at first exceedingly

unenterprising. The submarines incfeed maintained a

perpetual menace. Though no capital ship fell to their

torpedoes, a spectacular success was obtained on Sept-

ember 22nd by Commander Weddigen of the U.^g, who
destroyed three old armoured eruisers, Hogue, Cressy, and
Aboukir, with the loss of 1,600 lives off the Dutch coast,

where theAdmiraltyhad foolishly kept them on a leisurely

daily patrol. No other submarine throughoat the war
approached this simultaneous bag.

Three kinds of possible adventure, however, much
dreaded by our Admiralty, were left unattempted.

With the exception ofone liner, Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse,

which slunk through the blockade along the Norwegian
coast on August 5th, no cruisers or armed merchantmen
were dispatched from German ports on an errand of

commerce-destruction.

The surprising failure to interfere in any way with the

transport of the expeditionary force to France must be
chiefly placed to the discredit of the military authorities.

In Moltke’s view the British army was,so small that it

would be convenient to have it all in France to be involved

in the debdcle which he was preparing for its Allies. The
German navy took this view thoroughly to heart, for it

failed to gain any information about the date or the route

ofthe shipment, and did not even get into contact with the

covering forces spread out from Harwich to the Dutch
coast.

Finally, no invasion was ever tried. The British Ad-
miralty had always considered such a scheme practicable,

and had refused to take responsibility for preventing

the transit of 60,000 men across the North Sea. It was
believed that a sufficient number of flat-bottomed boats

eould be secretly collected in the German ports and towed
across without discovery on a moonless night.' By the

* A weQ-known novel. The Biddle of the Semds, by ErskineC^ij^n^^
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end of August 1914 only one regular division was left in

England. The Territorials were as yet a force of small

fighting value, for most of the units had to take in 30 per

cent, ofrecruits to bring their numbers up to war strength

after mobilization. The infantry had not yet fired their

musketry course; the gunners were armed with obsolete

weapons of which they had little experience. The new
armies were still unsupplied with rifles or even uniforms.

The grave shortage of mines made it impossible ade-

quately to defend the approaches to the coast.

No one can tell what would have been the effect of a

landing at any point upon the moral of a population

which was being encouraged with the motto ‘Business

as lijuaP. But there were three areas where a successful

raid would have immediately obtained important mili-

tary re&ults. An attack on the mouth of the Tees would

have secured the blast-fiimaces ofMiddlesbrough and the

Cleveland iron-mines. The capture ofHull and Imming-

ham would have followed a descent on the Humber. A
landing in the Essex estuaries ofthe Blackwater or Crouch

would have immediately threatened London from the

north-east, where nature has interposed no serious obstacle

in the path ofan invader.*

The enemy does not appear even to have seriously

considered the execution of such a scheme, though our

Admiralty still held it to be possible as late as December

1917, and large military forces were retained for home
defence. German writers have been so reticent on the

subject that it is uncertain whether the Naval Staff

vetoed the attempt, or whether the soldiers consistently

refused to risk the necessary three or four divisions. No
doubt such a force must have been written off as an

eventual total loss. Still, the hazard was a comparatively

published some years before the war (1903), giving minute details of such

a hypothetical scheme.
‘ IBlaborate defences were dug to defend London on this quarter, but

were in a very rudimentary state until October 1914. Eventually there were

three trench systems, the outermost running north of Chelmsford byMaldon
and Danbury Hill, and the innermost by Ongar and Epping.
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small one in comparison with the results to be expected

from violating so vaunted and secular an immunity.
J

III

Apart from the great central stage of the North Sea,

another and much swifter drama was immediately played

in European waters. The plans of the Entente in the

Mediterranean ended in a tragic farce. This result was
partly due to the extraordinary uncertaintyofthe political

situation, but mainly to the fumbling oftheAdmiralty and
the indecision and timidity ofthe British comipanders.

Germany had in the Mediterranean a squadron oftwo
modern vessels, the Goeben, a battle-cruiser ofgreat power
and speed (ten ii-inch guns and a speed of 26 knots),

and the Breslau, a light cruiser. The forces of which the

Entente disposed were enormously superior. The french
alone had one dreadnought and fifteen older battleships,^

six armoured cruisers, aqd twenty-four destroyers. The
British force, divided into two squadrons, consisted of

three battle-cruisers, each more powerfully armed than

the Goeben though slower (they had eight 1 2-inch guns and
steamed at 23 knots) under the Commander-in-Ghief, Sir

Berkeley Milne, and four armoured cruisers, four light-

cruisers, and sixteen destroyers under RearAdmiral Trou-
bridge. Such an array might well be considered sufficient

to hunt down two ships without fail.

The position, however, was far from simple. In the first

place the preliminary dispositions of the Entente navies

had to guard against hostile action both by Italy and
Austria-Hungary, though in fact the former declared her

neutrality on August 4th and the latter entered the war
(Aug. 1

1 )
too late to influence the course ofevents directly.

Secondly, the French were involved two days before

their ally. Consequently on August 3rd-4th the British

commander suffered a double disadvantage. He could

shadow the Germans but take no action, and he was
entirely ignorant of the French dispositions.

‘ Six of these were ofan immediate pit-dreadnought class.
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Thirdly, these ^spositions were in fact purely defensive,

their aim being to ensure the immediate convoy of the

Algerian army cdrps to France. This they were quite

competent to do without British aid, though the Gbsim
made a lightning dash from her harbourage at Messina

on August 3rd to bombard Bona and Philippeville. The
German vessels returned next evening to Messina, having

been sighted well within range by two British batde-

cruisers, still precluded from taking action, since our ulti-

matum did not expire till midnight (August 4). There they
remained coaling until the afternoon of the 6th. Milne’s

dispositions for intercepting their exit were strange. The
Admiralty with an excess of unsolicited good nature had
impressed upon him the primary duty of protecting the

French transports. This order seems to have fixed in his

mind the belief that the enemy would come out of the

northern end of the Strait and turn west. Consequently
he kept two battle-cruisers between Sardinia and the west

coast of Sicily. One light cruiser only (the Gloucester)
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watched the southern exit, while the third battle-cruiser

Indomitable was coaling at the Tunisian port of Bizerta.

Adihkai Souchon, the German comi^ander, was intent

only on escape. His secret orders indicated the Darda-

nelles as his refuge, for as is related elsewhere,^ Turkey had
already (August i

)
committed herselfto aGerman alliance.

Yet, knowingwhat overwhelming forces the Entente could

collect against him, he had little hope of a good deliver-

ance when he steamed south from Messina on the after-

noon of August 6th. Fortunate beyond expectation, he
found no enemy to dispute his exit, only the little Gloucester

shadowed him in the offing. She hung on throughout the

night, reporting his false start northwards into the Adriatic

and his subsequent turn south-eastward towards** the

Aegean.

Now Troubridge was lying with his four arihoured

cruisers off Cephalonia, to prevent a passage up the

Adriatic to the Austrian war-harbour of Pola. He could

not intercept the Germans during the hours of darkness,

but could have forced an action early on the morning of

August 7th. He had, however, received the order that he
was not to engage a superior force. His gloss upon these

instructions seems singularly poor-spirited, for he deemed
the Goeben in daylight superior to his four armoured
cruisers with their accompanying escort ofeight destroyers.

The Goeben, he maintained, could have kept out ofrange of

his lighter armament and destroyed each ofhis units piece-

meal. This would indeed, as Churchill writes, have been
‘a prodigious feat’ on the part of the battle-cruiser. Still,

Troubridge was exonerated by the court martial forwhich
hehadasked,thoughhe receivednoothercommand afloat.*

Very different was the conduct of the two brothers,

CaptainsJohn and William Kelly, commanding the light

cruisers Dublin and Gloucester. The former with two
destroyers tried to attack the enemy in the night

' p. i3>-

^ He was subsequently employed in comt^nding the Danube flotilla

and some British heavy guns on the Serbian front.
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(August 6-7) ;
thelatter single-handed dogged hiseastward

voyage until the ev^eningofAugust 7th,apparently escaping

destruction only because Souchon thought such extreme
daring must imply close support by the battle-cruisers.

The latter, however, moved eastward much at leisure and
far behind. There seemed indeed no need ofhaste, for the

Admiralty had not passed on any information about the

attitude of Turkey, and did not itself suspect Constanti-

nople as a possible destination. Nor did the moderate
party in the Turkish capital consent to so glaring a viola-

tion of neutrality without a further struggle. For three

days Souchon had to prowl uneasily about the Archi-

pelago, until the news reached him that the door of his

refuge had been definitely unlocked by the Young Turks.

During this vigil his usual luck held good. He might
well have been searched out and destroyed had not the

Admiralty sent Milne on August 8th a false report that

war had been declared against ^Austria. By prearranged
orders this news implied a concentration at Malta, and the

pursuit was abandoned until a countermanding telegram
arrived too late. Thus at 5 p.m. on August loth the Goeben

and Breslau entered the Dardanelles unmolested, carrying
with them graver destinies than any other vessel in modern
history. ‘

IV

It is now time to cast a rapid and comprehensive eye
over the great expanses of the world seas, where it was
vital for Great Britain to maintain freedom ofcommunica-
tion over the main trade routes.^ At home during the
first few days ofwar there was natural alarm at the shadow
ofso vast and uncertain a menace. Food hoarding began,
and the rates of insurance, if obtainable at all, shot up.^

* The escape ofthe Alabatiui from Liverpool in 1863 is the nearest parallel.
This commerce destroyer prolonged the American Civil War, and brought
the north witliin measurable distance ofwar with England.

® In 1914 64 per cent, of her food supplies came from overseas.
^ The Government on Au^st 4 guaranteed 80 per cent, of war risks and

fixed the premium ofinsurance.
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Almost immediately, however, confidepce was fully re-

stored. Hardly a British merchantman '^as posted as miss-

ing, while scores of enemy vessels, helpless in port, fell

into bur hands. The harbour ofNew York was filled with

German liners not daring to put to sea. Only one con-

verted liner from the North Sea evaded our patrols, and
four others escaped in time from neutral ports. The pro-

blem of the high seas therefore contained no surprises for

the Admiralty. The number and approximate position of

the scattered German cruisers was known. It remained
only to hunt them down and to prevent the es«»ape ofany
successors in order to allow commerce to run a practically

normal course. For in these early months submarine war-
fare against merchantmen, most deadly and secrtft of

weapons, had not yet begun. Obviously the task ofround-

ing up the roaming units of the enemy would be much
simplified ifGermany could be deprived of all her naval

bases overseas, and her worships forced to depend for fuel

and provisions on ships chartered before war started, on
supplies captured from her enemies, or on the precarious

and fleeting hospitality of neutrals. Consequently the

expeditions planned almost at once against the German
colonies were then actuated rather by this motive than by
a lust for conquest.* By the middle ofAugust six expedi-

tions had been put in train, four against the enemy’s

possessions in Africa (Togoland, Cameroons, South-West

and East Africa) and two by Australia and New Zealand
against Samoa and the scattered German islands of

the Pacific. About the same timeJapan, after entering the

war, undertook to reduce the only German base in China,

the strong fortified harbour ofTsingtau or Kiaochau. As

' Later on when the ‘War-map’ in Europe became so unfavourable to the

Entente the acquisition oflarge African territories was regarded as a valuable

make-weight, and a card to play in any peace discussions against claims for

European territory by the Central Powers. One of these ‘side-shows’, the

East African campaign, assumed vast proportions, and was not finally com-
pleted on November 1 1 , ig 1 8. It is said to have cost about ;C75>ooo,ooo. In

the expeditionary force were included British Regulars, Indians, South

Africans, both British and Boer, and natives frodi almost every part ofAfrica.
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all German cables had been cut as soon as war started, the

raiding cruisers had to rely entirely upon wireless, which

they were chary in.using for fear ofdisclosing their where-

abouts to a pursuer.

The enemy himself set no exaggerated store on the

results of cruiser warfare, which history suggested could

exercise a decisive influence only after a successful fleet

action. It would, it was hoped, lower British prestige

among neutrals, cause panic and soaring prices at home,

and force the British Admiralty to detach powerful vessels

from the Grand Fleet, thus paving the way towards an

equalization of strength in the North Sea.

In fact the German forces available were neither very

nun5erous nor very formidable, for the ever-increasing

Navy Budgets had not provided enough money to build

cruisers on a scale commensurate with the new dread-

nought fleet.

When war began the German? had one powerful squad-

ron on the China station, consisting of two armoured
cruisers, Scharnhorst and Gndsenau, crack gunnery ships of

the German navy, each armed with twelve 8-2 guns, to-

gether with three fast light cruisers, Emden, Nurnberg, and

Leipzig. A similar light cruiser, Konigsberg, was off East

Africa, and two more, Dresden and Karlsruhe, were allotted

to the West Indies.' None of these was immediately

rounded up; all were to take part in varied Odysseys of

achievement and ultimate disaster.

The task ofhunting these raiders to death was very com-
plicated. The vast Pacific in particular afforded unlimited

cruising space and its islands innumerable lurking places.

The shortage of fast cruisers made it difficult to seize the

prey even if it were sighted. Moreover, the tasks of the

British Admiralty were varied and exacting. Apart from
the protectionoftrade routes, greattroopmovementshad to

be safeguarded by convoy. By the middle of October five

regular divisions had been brought from India, and three

territorial divisions sent to replace them; two more regular

^ There were also a few gunboats and sloops of almost no military value.
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divisions had been brought home from various outposts of

the Empire; a division from Canada had been convoyed

over the Atlantic, and an army corpsewas beginning to

move from Australia to Egypt. More Than seventy war-

ships were employed in all these duties and in the search

for eight enemy cruisers. In the circumstances it is sur-

prising that the latter, boldly and skilfully handled as they

were, did not work far greater execution. In all they

destroyed less than fifty British merchantmen* (or little

more than i per cent, ofour mercantile marine) and five

men-of-war, including two armoured cruiser^ (the Good

Hope and Monmouth). By the end of the first week in

December the tale oftheir own destruction was complete,

except for one light cruiser, Dresden, which prolonged an

innocuous existence till March 1915 by persistent disre-

gard of the neutrality ofremote Chilean possessions.^ As

sample of their fortunes we may take the Emden, most

famous of single raiders, before describing the exploits of

the China squadron.

The Emden^s resourceful and subtle captain Muller suc-

ceeded in decking out her exploits with a glow ofromance

attractive even to the enemy. He was detached to the

Indian Ocean from the Chinasquadron at hisown request.

His ship was a fast light cruiser ofabout 3,’500 tons, armed

with ten 4-2 guns, with a crew of 361. He hoped not

merely to sink British vessels and to paralyse the Indian

trade, but to stir up unrest among the natives, for which

purpose he carried a store ofpropaganda. With a collier

as consort he passed westwards through the Straits of

Molucca on the night of August 22nd, coaled at Timor

and rigged up a false fourth funnel before proceeding to

the Bay of Bengal. Within this fruitful area the Emden

cruised for a fortnight, and captured thirteen ships. Her
appearance was an unsuspected thunderbolt, all shipping

* As against this loss, 133 German merchantmen were captured by the

British within a few weeks of the outbreak of war.

^ She was finally sunk by the cruiser Kent within a neutral Chilean

harbour in the islands ofJuan Fernandez.
’
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was detained in, port, and the Indian warehouses and
quays were congested with goods heaped up for export.

Before leaving the^bay she bombarded the great oil-tanks

near Madras, setting two on fire with a conflagration

which destroyed 500,000 gallons. Muller refrained from
firing eitheronMadrasor Pondicherryasbeingundefended
towns, and took his leave ofthe bay, sailing south ofCeylon
to the comparatively narrow channel between the Maidive
and Lakadive islands. Here he hoped for a good hunting-

ground against steamers moving on the Aden-Golombo
route, andjCaptured three, including a collier with 4,300
tons ofthe best Welsh steam-coal, a real godsend. Learn-
ing by wireless of the concentration which was being
planned against him, he ran south i,ooo miles to the

remote island of Diego Garcia. Here the simple British

subjects who had not yet heard of the outbreak of war
(October 4) received him gladly and gave him every
facility for coaling and for cleaning his ship. Thence
he daringly returned to his former lair by the Maldives,
and had a good haul of seven large ships, including
another collier, before the scent got too hot (October 20).

Thence passing south of Colombo he took a long course
eastwards, and was next heard ofon October 28th. Very
early that morning he ran quite unsuspected into the
harbour ofPenang in the Malay States. Within it lay the
Russian light cruiser Z^i<^hug, a French gunboat, and two
destroyers. The Russian captain in spite of the counsels
of the British harbour master had consistently refused to

take any precautions.* His ship was twice torpedoed at

point-blank range and disappeared in explosion and
flame. The Emden while emerging stopped to take a
merchant-prize and immediately afterwards saw the
French destroyer Mousquet, who had been on patrol,
coming towards the harbour mouth. She was speedily
shot to pieces, and a number of her crew rescued. They
were afterwards dismissed on parole by Muller in one of

' He was afterwards cashiered by court martial and sentenced to a term
ofimprisonment.
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the vessels which he kept from time to time to take offthe

crews ofother sunken merchantmen. The Emden now ran

right down the west side ofSumatra, ar^d started upon her

last errand to destroy the wireless station and important

cablejunction at Cocos Island, about 500 miles south-west

ofJava. Here she arrived early on November gth, steam-

ing in with her false funnel as usual up. The operators

had, however, been warned ofher activities and noticing

that the funnel was a poorly constructed dummy, sent out

the message ‘Strange ship off entrance’ before the Emden
couldjam it. She then sent a landing party to destroy the

installations and cables, and waited for a collier which had
been given rendezvous at his spot. Now all unknown to

Muller the great Anzac convoy was steaming westv^ard

only fifty-five miles away. The Sydney

,

an Australian light

cruiser, was instantly detached on receipt ofthe nfessage.

When Muller saw the smokeupon the horizon he took it for

that ofthe expected collier, but it was a warship for which

the Emden was no match. The Sydney was 2,000 tons

heavier, three knots faster, and had eight 6-inch guns. The
Emden fought a good fight, shooting at first much more
accurately than her opponent; but was overwhelmed and
driven by her captain a blazing wreck upon the reef.

The success of the Emden in her long cruise was partly

due to luck. Twice she passed the armoured cruiser

Hampshire so close that in clear weather the two ships must
have seen each other; and had she not chanced upon the

two colliers her life could not have lasted so long. But
Muller was very skilful in piecing together the wireless

messages which he took in from India and from British

ships, in the choice ofthe areas visited, and in the arrange-

ments which he made for coaling and for meeting his

supply ships. In dealing with his prizes he scrupulously

regarded international law and invariably treated the

captured crews with politeness and consideration. By
order ofthe Admiralty he and his officers were allowed to

retain their swords as prisoners.
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THE CAMPAIGN IN POLAjND, 1914

I

Hindenburg’s first attack on Warsaw gave the Eastern,-

Front a freedom and wideness of manoeuvre which
had so far been curiously lacking. The battle had been

joined in the extreme north and in the extreme south,

while the great projecting salient ofRussian Poland, west

of the Vistula, had been merely the scene of scyne desul-

tory cavalry skirmishes.

Both Austrians and Russians were lumped together in

a confined and cramped space between the Vistula dnd
the Carpathians. The Austrians had indeed suffered such

enormous losses that they could fit in without much over-

crowding, but the Russianswere far too thickon the ground

and had continual commissariat difficulties. Moreover,

this unnecessary concentration had left the Vistula un-

guarded, and therefore menaced the security of their

occupation of Galicia.

When Hindenburg began to advance on a large front

on September 28th between Cracow and Czenstochowa,

he found at first no opposition before him! The Russians

had abandoned the whole ofwestern Poland. The Grand
Duke had taken his decision to draw no less than twelve

corps from the Galician army, and to transport them
behind the Vistula. He expected to be in position in time

to meet the German forces before they could reach the

river in the rainy autumn which had set in. The Grand
Duke’s magnificent manoeuvre has received high praise

from his opponents. He aimed by his vast transference of

troops not merely at foiling his enemy, but at obtaining an
absolute decision by enveloping Hindenburg’s left flank

with immense forces collected in the angle of the Vistula

between Novo-Georgievsk and Warsaw. The transfer-

ence was effected with greater speed and secrecy than

was usual in Russian operations,’ though the troops
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endured miseries on their march along the few wretched
roads of the Government of Lublin, and the 5th army is

said to have been^ without bread for six days. The Ger-

mans, too, had to contend with the Polish mud, which
Ludendorff tells us was knee deep even on the great main
road from Cracow to Wareaw.^ But large numbers of

pioneers repaired their communications as they advanced.

Meaiiwhile the Austrian advance had begun in Galicia.

This had been discounted by the Grand Duke, who was
perfectly contented to fall back on the San provided that

Dmitriev pould set bounds to the retreat on that line.

On October gth Jaroslav had been taken and Przemysl
relieved, but the Austrians could get no farther. This

arrest was a great blow to the whole strategical concep-

tion of the battle, for it meant that the Russian left flank

was secure.

It was about this time that an order and a map giving

the whole ofthe Russian dispositions were captured on the

body of an officer;^ down to that day the concentration

behind the Vistula had been only partially known through
the wireless messages ofvarious Russian corps giving their

situation. This revealed the danger impending over the

left of the German IXth army. But there was as yet no
intention ofretreat. Mackensen, who commanded it, had
already been deflected to the north, and was within seven
miles ofWarsaw on the 12th. Farther south the Germans
hadjust won the race to the Vistula, and had thrown back
all the Russian forces which had crossed, with one excep-
tion: this was north of Ivangorod where the Caucasian
corps bravely maintained a bridge-head against incessant
attacks in the swamps. Ludendorffsingles out these battles

for their peculiar ferocity and horror.

It was clearly impossible for Mackensen’s dwindling
* The road between Lublin and Krasnik was quite impassable; carts

covered 300 yards ofplough-land on either side, while the infantry plodded
along still farther outside. Compare Napoleon’s saying of Poland, ‘Dieu,
outre 1 eau, Pair, la terre, et le feu, a cree un cinqui&me element, la boue’.

“ October g according to Ludendorff; October 1 1 according to Hoffmann,
who gives more circumstantial details than Hindenburg.
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force to stand any chance unless it could be reinforced.

Moreover, the reinforcements must arrive with speed, or

they would be unavailing. The nearest troops available

were Dankl’s 1st army, which was behind Hindenburg’s

right flank in South Poland. Here a grave difficulty arose.

By order of the Austrian Supreme Command they could

only be employed south ofthe Pilica. Even personal repre-

sentations from the Kaiser to FrancisJoseph were unavail-

ing. This wretchedly short-sighted policy was presumably
dictated by the determination to avoid further invasion of

Austrian territory at all costs. Yet the best security for the

country was the defeat ofthe Grand Duke’s armies. This

was not the only occasion during the campaign on which
the Germans had reason to complain of the uncomradely
attitude of their allies.*

Hindenburg was obliged to accept the altefhative

offered by Conrad of the relief of the German troops

round Ivangorod by the .1st army. This had a double

disadvantage: it would require longer time for its comple-

tion, and it was doubtful whether the Austrians would
hold the positions in face ofthe splendid fighting qualities

revealed by the Caucasian troops. Conrad with light-

hearted optimism affirmed that if the Russians came out

ofIvangorod they would be beaten. The boot was on the

other leg, as Ludendorff feared, for the Austrians were
heavily defeated, in spite of the amount of work which
they had put into entrenching their positions to the

astonishment of the Russians. %.

Mackensen maintained himself uneasily just west of

Warsaw until the i6th, when he swung back about thirty

‘ HofTmaim gives a very characteristic instance. AGermansignal-corporal

intercepted an Austrian message stating that the 1st Austrian army vras to

retire immediately from the region round Ivangorod, but that the German
Guard reserve corps on its left was not to be informed till five hours later.

This corps was actually at the moment under orders to make a relief attack

to support the Austrian left (October 27). Conrad’s feelings towards the

Germans are described in J. von Sturgkh, Im detUsehen Grossen Hauptqmrtier

(igai): ‘He regarded any limitation of bis powers in his own theatre ofwar
as a mortification of his pride and self-respect. That his allies gave him help

in abundance caused no warmer feeling for them to arise in his breast.’

3596 o
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miles. But there was no possibility that any forces would
be withdrawn from the great cloud ofstrength on his left.

On the contrary the Central Powers were faring badly

everywhere to the southward; for, in Galicia as well, the

line ofthe San was forced on the 1 8th, and a retreat began
which this time halted only under the shelter of the Cra-

cow forts.

By the 27th the decision was taken to break off the

battle, which had been raging for the last few days, and
to withdraw the IXth army out of the reach of the Rus-
sians, whomight otherwise have cut it offcompletely from
the German frontier. It was confidently reckoned that no
pursuit could be maintained by the enemy at a greater

distance than 120 kilometres from his railways. Thus it

was believed that the German forces would be able to

stand in complete security well within the borders ofRus-
sian Poland.

Ludendorff’s methodical minil had worked out before-

hand all the details of the necessary destructions, though
he had to abandon a larger quantity of food and warlike

stores than he had foreseen. The Germans claim, not

without justice, that their operations constituted a model
‘strategic retreat’ on a large scale. The railways, roads,

and bridges were thoroughly demolished. But the villages

were left intact and there was little plundering.* There
were none ofthose spiteful and vindictive actions without
military value which were the shame of the withdrawal
to the Hindenburg line in France in March 1917. Here
in Poland the Germans were no doubt partly actuated by
policy: they had no desire to arouse bitter hostility in an
area which they hoped again shortly to traverse, and not
improbably to annex at the conclusion ofthe war.
The forecast ofLudendorffwas singularly accurate, for

the Russians were obliged to halt on the very line which he
had anticipated. Their menacing attempts to penetrate
again into East Prussia from the south were foiled.

* See, for example, the testimony of Gen. Knox and Sir Bernard Pares,
both ofwhom traversed parts of the line of retreat immediately afterwards.
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II

On November ist Hindenburg waS appointed Com-
mander-in-Chief of all the German forces in the east,

handing over the IXth army to Mackensen. He instantly

started preparations for a new and powerful offensive in

North Poland.

Hindenburg and his staff were at grave variance with

Falkenhayn, the new Chief-of-Staff, as to the objects and
scope of the new offensive. Hindenburg was convinced

thata decisive blowwas possible,which wouldknockRussia
out of the war. Both would have agreed that this in itself

would not bring the war to an end. It was firmly held in

all military and political circles in Germany that France
was toomuch in thepower ofGreat Britain to be forced into
peace by the failure of her ezistern Ally. The question at

issue thereforewas simply this : was it possible to destroy the

Russianstrengthbeforethewinter,and then transferenough
troops to France, in order to inflict a crushing blow before

the new British levies had been sufficiently trained to enter

the battle line? Hindenburg based his view on the follow-

ingconsiderations. Itwould be possible atonce to break off

theYser battle and tostand on the defensive in theWest, for

the Allies were far too much exhausted to attempt any seri-

ous counterstroke. Thiswould free forthe Easta large pro-

portion of the new formations amounting to about three

corps, composed ofvolunteers which, as we shall see,* were
mainly in the field round Ypres. It was perfectly true

that apart from their magnificent bravery they lacked ex-

perience and tactical skill; themen were too young and the

.

officers too old. But this was a potent reason for employing

them in the East rather than the West. It had already

been proved that the Landwehr were perfectly capable of

standing against the Russians in the open field; all the

eastern fortresses had been depleted of their Landwehr
garrisons, who had fought with the utmost confidence.

Moreover, a campaign in the east could move with

» Sec p. 98-99.’
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greater swiftness and certainty. It was no gamble in the

dark against an unknown enemy; for the Russian wire-

less continued to broadcast the most valuable informa-

tion with undiminished prodigality day by day. Again,

November was not a bad period for a PoHsh campaign;

the frost set in towards the middle ofthe month, dried the

roads, and made it impossible for the enemy to entrench

himself, while no heavy falls ofsnow were to be expected

until later.'

Falkenhayn, however, was inexorable. He was deter-

mined to finish the Yser battle. His decision was doubtless

influenced by political as well as merely military considera-
tions. The capture of the Channel ports was from both

points ofview a greater prize than could, in hisjudgement,
be won in the East. He would be perfectly satisfied ifthe

threat^to Cracow and Silesia was finally stopped, and a
winter-line securely held in Poland at a sufficient distance

from the German frontier. Coijsequently he refused any
considerable reinforcements to Hindenburg until the

beginning ofDecember, when the lines in France and Bel-

gium had been fruitlessly stabilized. By the time of their

arrival the second attack on Warsaw had lost all the ad-

vantage of surprise.

It has often been stated that Falkenhayn was partly

actuated by jealousy of Hindenburg, The old field-

marshal was already being celebrated in Germany with
almost divine honours, and his name was on the lips of
all classes as the only possible saviour.® But there is no
need to introduce any such unworthy motive. Hinden-
burg himself has frankly confessed that he may not have
viewed the situation in its full proportion, and that he
never understood the situation in the West until his

visits in the autumn of 1916, when he had become Chief

• This was certainly true ofNovember 1914 (see the careful weather notes

kept by Gen. Knox), although during the later years enforced stabilization

seems to have begun early in November. But it must be remembered that

the quality of the troops was by then definitely inferior.
* See, for example, Adm. A. von Tirpitz, My Memories (igig), vol. ii,

passim.
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of the General Staff The campaign of 1915 shows that

Falkenhayn’s views were perfectly ju^t. The Russians

showed great skill in timing and carrying out their retreats;

itwas a type ofstrategy traditional to an ill-equipped army
with infinite elbow-room. They still had comparatively

good supplies of rifle and gun ammunition, drawn it is

true from almost exhausted reserves, but sufficient for a

short winter campaign. If another 100,000 troo’ps had
been sacrificed in Poland by Germany without a deci-

sion, it might have been impossible to last out the next

year. Falkenhayn knew well, what Head-quarters in the

East probably did not consider, that the Central Powers

had to expect new enemies in 1915. Finally, he doubdess

took a more accurate measure of the Tsar’s loyalty to'the

alliance, which would certainly not have been impaired,

even in the improbable event of the destruction^ of his

armies in Poland.

• III

Hindenburg had therefore to start his attack with the

forces already at his disposal. The plan was one of

LudendorflF’s best, strong and simple, with risks calculated

and taken in order to gain a superiority at the critical

point.

It was assumed that the Russians, who were now spread

out over practically the whole of Poland, would not be

able to advance against Silesia in strength for a consider-

able period, owing to the devastations, which extended for

seventy miles in their rear.^ Most of the IXth army* was
consequently transported northwards to the district south

* According to Russian wireless orders it had been intended to pursue

the attack against Silesia on November 14, leaving North Poland very weakly

guarded. General Knox thinks that Mackensen would have been able to

cut them off entirely from Warsaw, and therefore from their supplies, if he
had been held back a week or two longer.

^ It was not found possible to move it all, as the Austrians already con-

sidered it necessary to have a stiffening of German troops. On the other

hand, the Vlllth army in East Prussia was also stripped of two corps.

Mackensen had a strength of about three and a half corps and five cavalry

divisions. . . i. a
'

3
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ofThorn. Such a great troop movement, for which more
than 800 trains were used, could not have passed un-

detected but for the hopeless inferiority of the enemy in

the air.

By November iith everything was ready for the ad-

vance. Mackensen was to keep his left on the Vistula,

and move south-east against the Russian flank. The rail-

ways and roads in the north,though both were scarce, had

not suffered, as they had been outside the range of the

October retreat.

The strategy of this campaign has always been con-

sidered as of peculiar interest by military writers. It also

brought the Russian supply ofammunition to a degree of

exhS,ustion, probably not realized fully by their enemies.

The fighting was almost continuous and of a most deter-

mined* character, for many of their best troops were en-

gaged, as for instance two corps from Siberia. The daily

expenditure of shells by the Russians is said to have been

considerably in excess oftheir monthly production (45,000

against 35,000). The guns of each infantry division had
already been reduced from forty-eight to thirty-six.

The Russian intelligence was badly at fault, and
Mackensen got at least two days’ start before measures

were taken to deal with a situation already seriously com-
promised. Rennenkampf’s ist army was mainly north of

the Vistula facing East Prussia. The solitary corps on the

south bank was speedily smashed by Mackensen, who
moved about fifty miles in four days, a fine performance
considering the roads and the fighting. Touch was com-
pletely broken between the ist and 2nd Russian armies.

The latter hurriedly faced north-east with the object of

covering Lodz and ofdeflecting Mackensen in a southerly

direction, by threatening his flank ifhe moved directly on
Warsaw. Mackensen caught itwhile the movement was in

progress; after a furious batde, in which the Russians lost

about 25,000 prisoners, the 2nd army was thrust back on
Lodz in a confused andjumbled condition,with a different

corps on every side of the town except the south. Now
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began the strangest of all the battles of the war, in which
either combatant in turn was within an ace of suffering a
capital disaster. The Grand Duke was naturally anxious

to save Lodz, a city of 500,000 inhabitants, a valuable

winter-billeting area, and the centre of the cotton in-

dustry. But he was far more concerned with the rescue

ofhis threatened 2nd army. Its position seemed desperate.

It was hemmed in on three sides and isolated to thfe south,

where its neighbour, the 5th army, was still pursuing its

march westward. Plehve, its commander, a little wizened
man, broken in health but full of moral and intellectual

energy, instantly recalled his troops by forced marches to

close up the open flank. ^ Several corps ofRennenkampf’s
army were hurriedly assembled at Lowitsch about ^fty

miles north-east of Lodz. Meanwhile the Germans, hav-

ing intercepted a wireless message from the Grand Duke
ordering the evacuation ofLodz, believed that a general

retreat was in progress zyid thrust two infantry and one
cavalry corps far to the eastward. The battle between
November i8th-25th was exceedingly confused, bloody,

and terrible. Snow and bitter frost held the country so

that the wounded were frozen to death in thousands, and
motor transport was impeded by the freezing ofthe radia-

tors. The Russians held firmly to Lodz: their 5th army
thrust itselfup from the south; the Lowitsch detachment
advanced from the east. Instead ofbeing enveloped them-
selves, with whole corps cramped and twisted, with bat-

teries firing from advanced positions both north and south,

they turned the tables on their enemy. The wound in the

front through which the German spear had pierced was
closed; it seemed as if the head must be broken clean off.

At least 50,000 Germans were fighting in a trap more than
twenty miles from their comrades. The Russian wireless,

naively premature, announced the dispatch of special

trains to carry away the prisoners; an official message was
sent to the army lying before Cracow that 26,000 had been

' Two corps actually inarched seventy miles over the winter roads in forty-

eight hours, and joined battle within a few hoiirs.
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taken. But two things prevented this spectacular victory,

the anticipation ofwhich kept all the belligerent peoples

in the utmost suspense ofjoy or agony for two days. The
wretched Rennenkampfwas late in completely closing the

enemy’s only way ofsalvation by the north. The German
commander, von Scheffer, was master of his emergency.

He broke the resistance of a Siberian division and drew

out his forces in true fighting order, bringing proudly with

them 10,000 prisoners and sixty guns. It is noteworthy

that the chief credit for this splendid feat of arms belongs

to a reserye formation (XXVth reserve corps) formed

since war broke out.

The remainder ofthe campaign seems an anti-climax to

thi#dramatic struggle. The fighting did not die down for

a month, but it could not maintain the same pitch offuri-

ous intensity. The best troops on both sides had been

engaged without intermission and had suffered cruelly.

The Russians began to feel bitterly their lack ofmunitions,

that continual thorn in the flesh, never to be extracted

until, as irony would have it, their hearts broke just when
their stores had been refilled in 1917. Fortunately for

them, the reinforcements from the west reached Hinden-

burg tardily and in driblets at the beginning ofDecember.
Their arrival ensured at length the fall of Lodz (Decem-
ber 6) and an advance of some thirty miles to the lines

of the Rivers Rawka and Bzura. Here the Russians had
strongly entrenched themselves—^it is said that their first

supplies of barbed wire were used for this fortification

—

about thirty-five miles west ofWarsaw. Against this bar-

rier Hindenburg hammered in vain for a miserable fort-

night ofalternate thaw and frost. It was not to be broken
until July 1915. Ludendorff tells us that his soldiers in

the east showed the greatest dislike for trench warfare,

and could only be induced to dig by the continual pres-

sure of their superiors. In France on the contrary the

Germans had set the example, and were already develop-
ing the art with a laborious and unrivalled ingenuity.

This is the best example among many of the profound
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difference in psychology produced by the two ‘theatres

of war’.

IV

While these great events had been passing in Poland,

the Austrians were essaying their desired task of clearing

Galicia, now that the best Russian troops had been at-

tracted to the Germans. In this aim they were fkr from

successful. The Austrian army was suffering from a miser-

able sense ofinferiority and expected to be beaten before

it was engaged. Conrad, as the Germans often com-
plained, had very good ideas but was never able to bring

them to fruition. By the end ofNovember Russian cavalry
detachments were within fifteen miles of Cracow, «.nd

Dmitriev’s Staff spoke optimistically of its investment

within a week. Conrad launched an attack against the

Russian left and hoped, by issuing from Hungary, to drive

Brussilov from the Carpajhian passes, to relieve Przemysl,

and then, striking into the main Russian communications

in central Galicia, to force their armies northwards to-

wards the Vistula. He won indeed some qualified suc-

cesses, and even had, with the help of a German division,

the advantage in the pitched battle ofLimanova. Three
of the passes fell temporarily into his hands, but his

strategic success was confined to the safeguarding of Cra-

cow. The Russiein front was stabilized along the line of

the Dunajec, some thirty-five miles from the fortress, and
thence curved southwardjust below the crest ofthe moun-
tains. For three months the operations were buried in

frost and snow.

Thus by the first war-Christmas the vital ways of enter-

ing into Silesia had been firmly closed, yet it was certain

that with the first approach of spring the Russian armies

would make a determined effort to force theirway into the

Hungarian plain; this was the most important granary of

the Central Powers, whose position in Europe was already

threatening to become that ofa gigantic besieged popula-

tion within a ring of enemies. ’
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The second attempt of Austria to destroy her hated

enemy in the south resulted in a more resounding defeat

than even the first. On both military and political

grounds the annihilation ofSerbia was urgent. To extin-

guish this beacon of hostility in the Balkans was of still

greater importance after the adherence of Turkey to the

Central Powers (November 1). The Danube frontier

would be secure; an Austrian occupation of Serbia might

ensure the neutrality of Rumania, and possibly of Italy;

it would stkrely bring in Bulgaria as an ally and thus open

direct communications with Turkey and the great ex-

panse ofAsia. Greece, too, with her Hohenzollem queen,

might be won over and access to the Aegean secured at

Salonika.

Accordingly a force was collected at the end of October

which appeared adequate for a conquest as opposed to a

mere punitive expedition. More than 200,000 good troops

crossed the frontiers well equipped with artillery. The
Serbs were in extreme straits for munitions; this was
their third war within two years; they had only one arsenal

of an inferior character, and without an outlet to the sea

they could not be supplied from their normal sources in

France. Their capital, Belgrade, so dangerously exposed

on the frontier-edge at the junction of Save and Danube,
was soon in the enemy’s hands. This did not matter, for

the mean little townwas in noway the heart ofthe country,

as are the capitals of more civilized peoples.^ The main
Austrian plan was, however, very dangerous. It was a

great semicircular invasion from the north and west where
the land is comparatively low, with the object ofsmashing
through the Serbian resistance, and gaining Nish, the

nodal point of all communications, where the great rail-

way to Constantinople runs through the Morava Valley.

' According to J. Andrassy, Diplomacy and the War (igsi), the capture of

Belgrade was due to Potiorek’s desire to present it to the Emperor on his

birthday (December a), and the division of forces which it entailed was the

chief cause of the subsequent disaster.
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The whole transport-system of the country would thus be
cleft in two; the Serbs, cut off from their arsenal, Kragu-
jevatz, which lies westward ofthe railway, would be scat-

tered abroad among the mountains to starve or freeze in

Map 8. Serbia. The direction of the arrows refers to the third attack

in conjunction with Bulgaria. September 1915, see Chap. XIV.

the hard Balkan winter. General Potiorek in command of

the invaders had a strong personal incentive for revenge,

as he had been military Governor ofBosnia inJune 1914,

and therefore chiefly responsible for the safety of Franz

Ferdinand, whom he accompanied to his death at Sara-

jevo on the sSth of that month. ' The Austrian Staff,
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however, found the Serbian campaigns very difficult of

comprehension. .They advanced with a foolhardy ease

without any great batde, as far as the ridge which guards

the watershed ofthe Morava. They seem to have believed

that the Serbian army had dispersed into guerrilla bands,

and so Conrad recalled nearly half the troops to the Car-

pathians. He had originally protested vehemently against

the numbers employed, but had been overruled by the

Government for political reasons. Instead of the weah
and dispirited opposition which the Austrians expected

to brush finally aside as they climbed the slopes, they were

faced by the supreme effort ofa desperate counter-attack.

King Peter ‘an old broken man on the edge of the grave’,

as he truly described himself, redeemed the repulsive cir-

cumstances in which he had received the crown.* With a

touching and inspired courage he told the soldiers that he

released them from their military oath, but bade them
remember that other oath without release that they had
taken to their country, with the assurance that whatever

befcl he would remain with the army.

After a three-days’ battle,December 3rd-6th, thewhole

Austrian army was shattered into a headlong rout, and
the remnant which recrossed the frontier was a body of

fugitives rather than soldiers. The Serbs took more
than 40,000 prisoners, and, a far more valuable booty,

quantities of guns and munitions of war. Their country

enjoyed a nine-months’ respite before Bulgaria was lured

in to make its conquest certain.

* In 1903 King Alexander and his consort Draga were murdered in their

palace by army officers with peculiar cruelty. Peter, the Pretender of the

rival Karageorgevich dynasty, was almost certainly an accessory before

the fact. On ascending the throne he promoted and rewarded the principal

murderers.
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THE FIRST BATTLE OF YPRES

I

Neither side in the west had yet cast away the hope of

a speedy decision. There was yet time to improvise

new plans; and room for fresh manoeuvre-battles. The
incompetent had been ruthlessly jettisoned. Joffre had
offered up during the retreat an unexampled sacrifice of

defeated generals. Moltke, whose nerves appear to have

been completely shattered, was secretly replaced by Erich

von Falkenhayn,* the Minister for War. The new Chief

of the General Staffwas only fifty-three years of age rfnd

junior in rank to all the army commanders. But he
possessed tact and attractiveness as well as confidence

and firmness. His tall, handsome figure with his excep-

tionally clear eye and grey curly hair was in pleasant con-

trast with the lumbering awkwardness ofhis predecessor.

His account of his stewardship, though incomplete and
inaccurate, is a model of stately and tranquil dignity.®

Generally speaking, both the French and German
Staffs during the next two months tried to regain the

initiative in the same way, by repeated attempts to

outflank one another in the open and mainly level country

between the Oise and the sea. The Crown Prince, it is

true, again assaulted that pivot and inexpugnable bastion

ofthe whole French line, the fortress ofVerdun. On the

west he succeeded in pushing a little farther into the

Argonne forest, and captured Varennes, where the flight

of Louis XVI had been arrested in 1791. On the south

a German detachment, meeting with singularly feeble

resistance, 3 broke through the fortified barrier on the

Meuse and reached the western bank with a solitary

‘ The greatest pains were taken to conceal this admission ofdefeat, which
was not publicly notified for two months.

^ General Headquarters and its Critical Decisions igi^-igiS.
^ Its total casualties amounted only to lOo.
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bridge-head; but the Saint-Mihiel salient, thus created,

remained a finger pointing in impotent threat to Paris,

until it was cut oflFby the Americans in Scpterriber 1918.*

At present the German position was the more uncom-
fortable and even dangerous. They could not move for-

ward without beingcontinuallyreminded ofan actualand
potential threat to their rear. The whole of the Belgian

field-army, still amounting to at least 65,000 men, was
snugly ensconced within the immense perimeter ofthe for-

tress ofAntwerp.^ Moreover, an English landing might be
expected antheBelgian coast. The adventof2,000 marines
at Ostend earlyin September had already greatlyalarmed
German Head-quarters. It was, indeed, well known
that we had not more than one regular division available

for such a diversion; but the possibility that several terri-

torial divisionsmightbesoemployedcouldnotbe neglected.

Nothing, however, could be accomplished against such a
landing, except by naval action, which was not forth-

coming. Yet an immediate attackagainstAntwerpwas not
only feasible but necessary. Von Beseler, an experienced
engineer, was given this task. Falkenhayn very properly

economized to the utmost with men, for the besieging

force consisted of no more than five divisions of inferior

quality.^ But the artillery was extremely powerful,^

entirely outclassing and outranging the armament of the

fortress. Strictly speaking there was no ‘siege’ ofAntwerp,
for it was obviously impossible for Beseler’s forces to sur-

round a perimeter ofmore than sixty miles. The German
plan was to smash a hole in the defences with shells, and
pour the infantry through. The sector ofassaultwas to the

south-east ofthe city. After a bombardment ofthree days,

to which the Belgian batteries, outranged and firing with

* By cutting the Paris-Nancy railway, however, it hampered any French
concentration in Lorraine. See the plan of Saint-Mihiel (September 1918),

P- 558.
* Which had also its own garrison of about 80,000 second-line troops.
^ The equivalent of another division had to g^ard his communications

and took no part in the siege.

^173 heavy guns, ofwldch thirteen ranged fix>m 16- to is-inch.
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black powder, v^®rq^'tInab^e to reply with any effect, the
' ruined forts and the trenches between them were occupied

;
on October- ist. The city, still beyond the range ofbom-
bardment, possessed two further lines of defence, the

Encircling Nethe, an unfordable river, and its own main
enceinte. But the position was bad. The Belgian Govern-

ment had no intention ofleaving the field-army within the

fortress until it might be in danger of capitulating, or of

being driven over the Dutch frontier, if the enemy, by
an advance across the Scheldt, should threaten its retreat

towards France. But it was well known that the garrison

thus abandoned by the field-army would have neither the

heart nor power to resist unless supported by strong bodies

of the Allies, of whose tardiness they were already com-
plaining. It seems strange that the latter had taken no
thought to succour Antwerp until it was stricken almost to

death. Their own preoccupations and an obstinate belief

in its invulnerability* must be their excuse. Now, how-
ever, they acted with the disconcerted energy of despair.

Winston Churchill, the First Lord of the Admiralty, had
urged Sir Edward Grey as early as September 7th to put

pressure upon the Dutch to open the Scheldt, both banks

of which they controlled, as far as Antwerp, but it was
thoughtimpossible to requestHolland thus to compromise
its neutrality. Help therefore could not come directly up
the river. But the Belgian Government was promised that

Franco-Britishforcesamountingin all to 53,ooomenshould
be immediately dispatched. Churchill himselfon October
3rd arrived and by the strong persuasion ofhis confident

personality confirmed the King in his resolve to ppstpone

the departure of the Government and field-army. The
aid thus offered through the cumbrous machinery of a
coalition came too late, as so often in the later years.

Barely 12,000 British troops were added to the defence,

two-thirds ofwhom had littie fighting value.^ Thiswas not

‘ See the curious leading article in The Times, October i, 1914.
^ One marine brigade of royal marines, who w^pre fairly good troops: two

naval brigades recruited since the war began, imperfectly trained in drill
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the aid to put permanent heart into the Belgians, resis-

ting dismally behind bushes, or in shallow water-logged

trenches, which gave little protection against the incessant

hail ofa superior artillery. The Nethe was lost on the 6th,

and the field-army began to leave. Antwerp became a

spectacle ofpity and terror. About a quarter ofa million

people were flying by way of the sea, into Holland, or

towards France. The bombardment opened on the night

ofthe 7th upon a city without electric light, gas, or water

supplies. Throughout the next day many conflagrations

raged under a canopy of dense, black smoke emitted by
the oil-tanks which the retreating Belgians had fired.

Thirty-eight great steamers lay in the Scheldt with their

machinery hopelessly damaged. Meanwhile the resis-

tance in the perimeter of the main forts had entirely

collapsed. A capitulation was signed on the gth. The
Belgian army escaped safely to the west to win immortal

glory upon the Yser. Owing to confusion and inexperi-

ence 1,000 of the naval brigade were captured, and

1,500 suffered internment in Holland. This small force,

more by moral than material aid,* had delayed the fall of

the fortress by perhaps five days.* The great influence of

this reprieve on the whole Allied plan will shortly become
manifest.

II

The strategy of the next two months has become fami-

liarly known as ‘the race to the sea’. This popular title is

only partially accurate. Certainly a flank which rests on

salt water can no longer be turned from the land. But the

and the use of the rifle, and badly equipped. Most of them went into

Antwerp without water bottles, haversacks, or bandoliers, and had to carry

their ammuiution in their pockets and their bayonets in their garters.
‘ Its battle casualties amounted to less than 200.
* Gen. E. J. Galet [Albert, King of the Belgians, in the Great War (1931))

shows conclusively that Deguise, the fortress commander, made no attempt
to carry out the instructions given him of resistance to the end. All the

north-eastern forts, which had been neither bombarded nor attacked, were
tamely surrendered. Had ^eseler been forced to reduce them piecemeal the

shifting of his siege-train and infantry would alone have taken several days.
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security of his northern flank was not the prime object of

either antagonist. Each in turn extended his line until it

touched the coast, because he had been unable to envelop

and roll up his adversary. The protection oftire water was
welcomed onlywhen the destruction ofthe opposing army
by manoeuvre was proved impossible. Time after time

during those flfty days ofcontinual flghting everyblow was
parried, sometimes at the last possible moment, until

stabilization set in with the commencement of winter in

the middle of November. First, Castelnau commanding
the and French army failed to turn the German flank

between the wooded hills ofLassigny and the chalk slopes

around Bapaume. Northward round Arras in the first

days of October Maud’huy, after the bitterest flghting,

just foiled Falkenhayn’s new plan of pinching out the

northern French forces by a simultaneous attack there

and at Roye with the Vlth German army under Prince

Rupprecht. Yet farther, north great masses of cavalry

under von der Marwitz were directed towards the lower

Somme between Amiens and Abbeville with extremely

ambitious plans ofdestroying the French communications.
But they accomplished nothing worthy ofmention, and by
October gth were being driven back from the neighbour-

hood ofHazebrouck, their farthest point ofpenetration.

Meanwhile the British were beginning to appear in two
new directions. The army on the Aisne, now augmented
to six divisions, was awkwardly wedged in between the

French forces, whereas its natural place both for ease of

communications and for general strategy was obviously on
theextreme left

.Jofffe agreedthatitshould beshiftednorth,

though the move inevitably hampered his own concentra-

tions and had to be carried through piecemeal. This trans-

ference was decided by French without instructions from
his government and was of priceless service to the Allied

cause. In spite of difficulties the 2nd corps was detrained

near Abbeville by October gth in immediate readiness

to move upon Bethune. On the same day the 7th division,

composed ofwell-seasoned troops, inainly collected from
3596 H
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various garrisons within the Empire, was lying at Ostend

with the 3rd cavalry division- This force destined to relieve

Antwerp had been put under the independent command
of Sir H. Rawlinson, much to the annoyance of the Gom-
mander-in-Ghief. But on this same day, its first object

having been frustrated, it became part of the B.E.F.* and

was charged with the duty of protecting the retirement

of the Belgian army. After various adventures with the

German cavalry, which as we saw had been scouring the

country far to its right rear, it occupied a line covering

Ypres, while the Belgians began to fortify the Yser. By
October 14th, therefore, a torn and weary force was in

position to guard the coastwise route to Galais. But a

great gap still existed between Ypres and La Bassee thinly

sprinkled with French cavalry and territorials until the

transfer of the B.E.F. was completed.

The fall of Antwerp was a great and well-deserved

advantage to the Germans. They could now use all their

heavy artillery for offence in the field, and push forward

without regard to their rear. Napoleon once said, T can

give you anything but time’; this imperious need ofhaste

seems to have determined Falkenhayn’s decision. He had
now five reserve corps available, but he resisted the

importunity of Hindenburg for their employment in the

East. They were to win the war in Flanders. They alone

were available for instant action; and were to break

through to Galais betweenMenin and the sea. Falkenhayn
apparently thought that the Franco-British concentration

farther south was more advanced than it really was, for he

kept his Vlth army, unreinforced, partly on the defensive.

He realized that these new formations were largely com-
posed ofuntrained men with indifferent officers.^ But the

' Henceforward it was known as the 4th corps, a 3rd corps had already

been formed under Pulteney.
* The proportion of fully trained men is given by the German Official

History {Der Weltkrieg 1Q14 bis igi8) as 39 per cent. ‘The men were too

young and the ofRcers too old.’ The Allied Intelligence at first rated them
below their actual value; he^ce the attack east ofYpres was Tnaintained even
after it was known that two of them had arrived.
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spirit and devotion of the young volunteers might be
accounted a compensation for their lack of technical

knowledge; and indeed their ecstatic bravery, like that of

our own new armies, was the admiration of their enemies.

Moreover, they would have behind them an unusually

powerful artillery, the Antwerp siege-train; and the

meagre resistance put up by the Belgian army in the

fortress augured an easier victory in the open field. The
German Staff has conclusively shown that these forma-

tions could not have been used anywhere so rapidly as in

the extreme north. Falkenhayn knew that Indian troops

might soon be expected in France; he could not be certain

that some of the British territorial divisions were not

already battle-worthy. Even if complete envelopnfent

were denied him, he was perfectly correct in thinking that

the possession ofDunkirk, Calais, and Boulogne would be
of infinitely greater value than any other territory in

northern France. Hencei his decision seems right, even

though it ended in failure after a long agony for &e Allies.

The battle now about to be joined between Arras and
the s6a lasted for about a month* and was most furious

and desperate. At the outset the offensive was divided,

for whereas the Germans attacked on the coast, and
between Arras and the La Bassee Canal, the Allies were
themselves thrusting forward between Givenchy and
Ypres. But by October 21st the enemy had everywhere

gained the initiative, and spent the next three weeks in

continuous efforts to impose his will with a growing
superiority in men and artillery.

Down to October 20th the Allies had won fair tactical

successes. The miry and blind Flemish plain, so thickly

enclosed and studded with farms and cottages in the

intervals between large villages, was ideal for defence.

Nevertheless the enemy had been pushed beyond those

insignificant hillocks looking down into Ypres from the

east, for the possession ofwhich at least 500,000 men were

' Approximately from October i2 to Novemjjer 1 1, when ^e last atta(^.,

of the Prussian Guard on Ypres was defeated.
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to die during the war; the Lys had been crossed, Armen-
tieres secured, and a line held thence to Givenchy on

another tiny ridge covering Lille.* The defensive flanks

remained substantiallyintact. Falkenhayn was nowready
for a general attack. He has been criticized for extending

it over so large an area; but he had obtained a superiority

at the two points meant to be decisive and by his activities

elsewhere made any transfer of troops by his enemy
impossible.

The assault upon the Belgians had begun on the i8th.

They were, entrenched in a fiat, naked, and oozy country

where the roads and railways are carried on embankments
six to ten feet high. The Yser, merely the largest of the

numerous intersecting dikes, is surely the most insignifi-

cant stream that is assured of an immortality in history.

It flows in a shallow curve from Dixmude to Nieuport, the

two bastion-bridge-heads on the right bank. The attack

on the latter was hampered by the unwearying fire of

British monitors and old battleships, which scourged the

flanks of the columns advancing through the sand dunes.

The former was gloriously held by Admiral Ron’arch’s

6,000 Breton sailors until November loth. During the

last week in October the sluices were opened and the sea-

water slowly flooded all the area between the Yser and
the railway embankment, which runs in a straight line

between the two towns. An inundated zone two miles

wide and three or four feet deep gave rest to the exhausted

army,2 and allowed King Albert to retain throughout

the war a tiny fraction of his kingdom. Falkenhayn’s last

hope ofmanoeuvring freely round an open flank had been
finally foiled.

Before the battle in the centre reached its full intensity

' We were driven off this Aubers ridge two days later.

^ The Belgian casualties amounted to about 20,000 men or 35 per cent,

of their strength. From October 23 they were supported by one French
division besides the marines. Their unswerving resistance is the more
remarkable, as on the evidence of their own historian (Gen. Galet, op. cit.)

the army was a mere disorg|inized mob immediately after the retreat from
Antwerp.
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yet another furious German assault was made upon Arras,

where Maud’huy’s defeat might have isolated the whole

Allied left wing. The enemy had brought up his heavy

guns, including i i-inch mortars, but was foiled, after five

days’ conflict, mainly through the devotion of the Alpine

division. Its historian says that even in the last days of

the war the old soldiers would recall the intensity of the

struggle round Saint-Laurent; ‘c’etait rudement dure’.*

The city with all its exquisite survivals of the old Spanish

sovereignty was laid waste, thus following Rheims in the

long list of historic ruins.

By October 20th the offensive strategy ofthe Allies was

doomed, though their leaders did not realize it. The
optimism which still prevailed was partly due to defe(!!tive

intelligence, hut mainly to the characters ofthe two prin-

cipal commanders. French was now as sanguine? as he

had been disconsolate during the retreat. He had already

launched Rawlinson oa a fruitless advance towards

Menin, and now confidently expected to use the ist corps,

which was just coming up, as a spear-head to thrust right

through the enemy into Ghent. This confidence was by
no means shared by Haig, whose handling of the corps

throughout was a model of cautious resolution. Foch,

whose present mission was to co-ordinate the action ofthe

armies ofthe three nations, was, as ever, ardent and un-

shakable in the doctrine of attack, whether with the hope

of a break-through or as the most powerful weapon of

defence. While it is true that the persistence in large-scale

attacks down to the 29th used up so many men that the

line was in the utmost extremity of exhaustion when the

German wave broke, it is also true that these repeated

onslaughts deceived the enemy as to the forces arrayed

against him. Time after time successes were followed up
with a perplexed hesitation, from fear of hidden reserves

available for a crushing counter-attack. In fact, until long

after the war, German historians asserted that their troops

had been outnumbered throughout the battle. At the

' A. Humbert, La Dieision Barbot (1919}.
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time they probably believed that a large proportion ofour

fourteen territorial divisions were available near at hand

as reserves.

Map 9. Yprcs salient: approximate line October 28th, 1914, before
the loss of Messines ridge.

The 2 1st, therefore, found the British standing defen-

sively from Givenchy to Ypres,* and attacking farther

north in conjunction with the French. The great en-

counter battle which started on that day lasted without
intermission until the 29th with little result except great

* and corps Givenchy-Fromelles; 3rd to ‘ Plugstreet ’ Wood; and, in

succession northwards, Allenby’s cavabry corps and 7th division.
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losses on either side. It was a curious mixture ofopen and
trench warfare. The fighting swayed backwards and for-

wards over the same ground, and allowed little time to

dig, much less to build the elaborate breastworks ofsand-

bags required in a soil where the water wells up within

a foot of the surface. The landscape, in later years a

featureless desert of tormented mud, was still very close.

The leaves were still on the hedges and the frequentwoods,

so that battalions, and sometimes even companies, fought

it out without knowledge ofwhat was happening on their

flanks. Hence arose the odd curves, angles, and salient

projections within the great curve of the famous salient

itself.

Throughout these days French remained exceediagly

confident. On the 22nd he sent a message to Kitchener

that ‘the Germans were vigorously playing their last card’,

and another on the 26th forecasting that they ‘were quite

incapable ofmaking any strong and sustained attack’, and
maintained their positions only by the support of their

very powerful artillery. Even on the night of the 28th he
had so little knowledge of the culminating storm which
was to fall upon him that he was issuing orders for the

renewal of the joint offensive for the morrow.
Meanwhile the Germans were preparing with a secret

rapidity to concentrate such a force on the south-eastern

angle of the salient as to ensure a superiority of at least

three to one at the selected point. ^ Five new divisions

were brought up under the command ofvon Fabek, whose
army-order of October 29th proclaimed that ‘The break-

through will be ofdecisive importance. We must and will

therefore conquer . . . end the war and strike the decisive

blow against our most detested enemy.’

No progress in any way worthy of these great expecta-

tions was made on October 29th-30th. The enemy

* Between Gheluvelt and Messincs the superiority was about six to one in

all arms. See Sir J. E. Edmonds, Military Operations; Fraiue and Belgium,

vol. ii (1925), p. 284. Fabck’s five new divisions were, however, partly new
reserve formations.

*
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hesitated and fumbled and clearly was unaware of the

weakness and weariness of his opponents, who by choice

of ground and controlled rapidity of fire used every art

of concealing their position. The cavalry, it is true,

were thrown back for one and a halfmiles near Hollebeke,

where the southern extremity of the curve straightened

out along the Wytschaete—Messines ridge, and most of

the French reserves were ungrudgingly sent by General

D’Urbal behind the threatened spot. But no serious alarm

was felt. Yet the 3 1 st was to prove one ofthe very few days

ofuniversally recognized crisis which are possible in a war
fought on such an immense scale. None of the required

elements was wanting, the paralysis of the Staffs most

immediately effected, the rupture ofa fluid line in a vital

spot, no reserves, and no prepared rearward line. The pre-

sence ofthe Kaiser himselfin the battle area had specially

been made known to the attacking troops.

Shortly before noon the lin^ of the ist division was
broken at Gheluvelt. This village is on the high road from
Menin to Ypres, nearly five miles south-east of the latter,

towards which the ridge slopes at a very gentle gradient.

Its possession was, therefore, ofgreat tactical importance.

But Gheluvelt was not in itselfnecessary for the defence of

Ypres, for the salient stood fast long after it was taken.

Yet if at that moment the great German reinforcements

available close at hand had been thrust through the gap
and had spread out fanwise, they would have taken the

defenders on either flank in the rear, and broken the

cohesion of the British army to pieces. Already limbers

and guns were streaming back towards Ypres. The im-

pulse of retreat began to be felt. General FitzClarence

commanding the ist brigade, one of those supremely
ardent and inspiring spirits who seem destined to fall

before war has given the full reward to their qualities, got

hold of the 2nd Worcestershires, part of the reserve of the
2nd division on the north, and ordered them to counter-

attack immediately. This movement was scarcely in train

when a shell burst in Hooge Chateau, where the Staff of
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both divisions had assembled for a conference, and practi-

callydestroyed them. Butthe Worcestershires—a tiny force

ofeight officers and 360 men—^swept all before them. They
fellupon theBavarians, dispersed andrelaxed aftervictory,

and drove them back in confusion from the village. The
line was re-established. This was the climax of the battle,

though many moments of desperate anxiety were yet to

follow. On November ist we were driven off the'hill of

Messines, where the London Scottish, the first territorial

infantry battalion to be engaged, received a hard baptism

of fire. Next day with Wytschaete went the whole of the

high ground on the south ofthe salient. By now a certain

inadequate degree ofreinforcement had become possible.

The and corps came up from La Bassee, where the Indies
had arrived to face a wholly strange war in the depressing

advent ofwinter. The French had thrown in every-avail-

able man, and disposed of larger forces than their ally

between Messines and the jea. The defence ofYpres is the

most perfect example of real comradely co-operation in

the west. The troops ofthe two nations were intermingled

even in small detachments, as hard necessity demanded.
Foch, never failing in confidence, loyalty and tact,

exercised a very powerful influence over French, often by
suggestion rather than by direct advice, and won the

hearty affection of all those who were brought into con-

tact with him. The defence ofYpres wiped out all those

feelings ofmutual distrust which had been so prevalent in

the first month ofthe war.

The battle itself died down like a great storm, with

spasmodic threatenings of general renewal and one tre-

mendous clearing shower. On November nth twelve and
a half picked German divisions, including the Guard,
attacked in dense formation on a front ofnine miles from
Messines to north ofthe Menin road, in pouring rain and
wind. Failing completely after great sacrifices in other

sectors, they thrust forward about 1,000 yards on either

side of the road. Here they were met by an improvised

resistance of all the last scraps oftmen who could be
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collected, sappers, cooks, servants, and transport-drivers,

and were driven back through the tangled undergrowth

of the Nun’s Wood by the Oxfordshire Light Infantry.

The winter set in immediately afterwards with snow and
foul weather, and fighting ceased, except for insignificant

local enterprises.

The defence ofYpres is the chiefglory ofour old army,

which in its performance practically ceased to exist. More
than 50,000 British soldiers fell; many battalions were

completely annihilated and the strength of divisions was

reduced Ijy more than half.* The inviolate city became
the symbol ofits invincibility, and its abandonment would
have been felt as an indelible moral disgrace. From the

strictly practical view of military convenience, this was
unfortunate. Ypres itselfwas not a centre ofcommunica-
tions but a bottle-neck, and every movement in the low

ground could be observed by the enemy, whose com-

manding semicircular position enabled him to direct fire

into the flanks and rear of the British positions. Within

the salient bullets and shells flew from all quarters, and
the daily casualties were probably more than twice as

heavy as in any other sector occupied by the British. In

short, had not sentiment forbidden, the natural line to

hold would have been that ofthe canaljust west ofthe city.

The war had now assumed its unique character; for the

flanks had ceased to exist. Trench lines, practically con-

tinuous, stretched from the sea to Switzerland. There was
as yet no such bewildering maze of elaborate and even

comfortable field fortifications, as the industry of years

was to scrawl across the face of the ravaged country. A
narrow, irregular ditch, with holes cut in the sides for

shelter, represented the front line; two or three hundred
yards farther baek the supports were similarly housed.

The only rearward organization would probably consist

of villages organized for defence, with isolated strong

• The 7th division arrived at Zeebrugge on October 6 with 17,948 men. It

was withdrawn from the line on November 5 with 8,711 men; and less

than a third of its infantry'
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points in houses or woods. Rations would be brought up
and reliefs carried out over the open—but only at night.

For the most part the trenches had not been deliberately

sited; they were more often an elaboration ofthe holes into

which the combatants had dug themselves when unable

to advance. As any yielding of ground was foolishly

supposed by the higher commands to be bad for moral,

these positions might possess a good field of fire, or practi-

cally none; they might be thirty or eight hundred yards

from each other. Close proximity to the enemy meant
immunity from artillery fire, but a constant., bickering

with grenades, mortars, and all the paraphernalia of

siege-warfare, in which the Germans possessed for many
months an unchallenged supremacy. At night no-marfs-

land, a hive of wiring activity, was lit up intermittently

with flares* shot from a pistol carried by the officer on
dutyin each company. Co-operation between theinfantry

and artillery changed its character, becoming more
formal and stereotyped. In the earlier fighting the guns

had been mobile, sections or single guns had been con-

stantly brought close up to the infantry to deal point-

blank with local obstacles. Now they were dug in and
fixed two thousand yards at least in rear, restricted to

certain targets, carefully registered. The character ofthe

ammunition required also changed. Against troops in

the open a well-directed burst ofshrapnel is an unequalled
killer, but against trenches, or even a mass ofbarbed wire,

it is practically impotent. Hence arose the ever-increasing

demand for heavier guns, with high-angle fire, to drop
high-explosive shell in the trenches.

Stationary warfare inevitably breeds a sense ofisolation

and ofdisproportionate risk between the troops in the line

and the staffs. The army and corps commanders became
empty and unreal figures living ten or fifteen miles behind

* The first five Verey pistols were issued to the B.E.F. at the close of the

battle of Ypres. Here also the Germans throughout 1915 surpassed the

Allies both in the quantity and quality available, of lights, ‘star-shells’ and
searchlights. ^
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in luxurious and unmolested chdteaux\^ even the divisional

and brigade staffs lost much oftheir intimate significance,

and were often regarded as fussy amateurs when they

visited the trenches. The higher staffs studied the map,
but seldom the ground itself.

In the summer, it is true, life in a quiet sector was very

popular with the troops, who often got far more rest and
sleep than when in reserve, where they were constantly

employed in night-digging. But darkness, cold, and mud
—particularly the last named—were invincible enemies.

While diseases like typhoid, the scourge of all earlier

campaigns, had been entirely conquered by medical

science, new ailments arose, whose very names ‘trench-

fe^er’, ‘trench-foot’, testified that they owed their origin

to the new conditions. After the first winter these dangers

were largely averted, partly by remedies and palliatives,

but mainly because the construction oflarge dug-outs and

the greater number of troops available, enabled hours of

duty to be much shorter and less exhausting.*

From the first French and British methods oftrench war-
fare differed widely. The former held their trenches with

few men, relying at need on their incomparable 75’s,

which seem never to have run short of ammunition.
Moreover, in almost all sectors, unless an attack was

arranged or expected, they encouraged an inactive for-

bearance, with the object ofavoiding casualties. Whereas
the British were very thick on the ground, and the troops

were enjoined to harass the enemy by every possible pin-

prick, such as fighting patrols, and bursts of fire on his

nightly working parties. Yet it was the British and not

the French solders who were the actors in the curious

‘Christmas truce’ of 1914, when fraternizing between the

‘ ‘Head-quarters (except during a battle) are unsuitable targets’ (instruc-

tions to R.A.F., February 16, igi8). Tbbimmunityfrom attackseems tohave
been generally conceded to each other by the higher staffs of the respective

belligerents tluroughout the war.
* During the winter of 1915-16 it was rare for any man to spend more

than forty-eight consecutive hours in the firing-line, and fairly adequate
supplies of tlrigh-boots were available.
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lines, even games offootball and mutual trench visits were

common, and in some sectors lasted for nearly a week.

The Germans being on the defensive naturally con-

formed more or less exactly to the tactics of their respec-

tive enemies. Hence the importance of the role played at

any time by the British armies cannot be judged by the

length ofline held,' but by thenumber ofGerman divisions

which faced them. Few things aroused more ill feeling

between the Allies than the persistence of French poli-

ticians and some soldiers in repeating the false comparison

for purposes ofpropaganda.

The Germans were always able to economize men more
than the Allies, for until 1918 they mainly stood on the

defensive, had a peculiar gift for machine-gun tactifis,

which remained unequalled to the end of the war, and
occupied a hostile country. They were thus able to use its

material and physical resources without stint or considera-

tion for the inhabitants. The elaboration and complete-

ness oftheir fortifications were a revelation to their enemies

when they were first deeply indented at the Somme.
Finally, they possessed complete unity ofcommunications;

and on the whole a better network ofrailways, especially

in the north, where they occupied a level and thickly

populated industrial area.

It is appropriate at this point to give some description

of the line, which until March 1917 never varied by as

much as ten miles in either direction. The Belgians

remained in charge of the sector from the coast to Dix-

mude, where the floods prevented any serious infantry

fighting. A small French enclave followed to about four

miles north of Ypres; this is said to have been kept for

political reasons, in order that the defence of Dunkirk
should not be wholly in foreign hands. The Flemish plain

as far as Givenchy was defended by the British, who had
well behind them the high hills stretching westward from
the wooded hump of Kemmel to town-crowned Cassel

‘ In November ^914 the French held about 430 miles, the British zi, and
the Belgians 15 ; a year later the British share had been increased to about 50.
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(about 500 feet high), but were tactically overlooked both

north and south ofArmentieres by the ridges of Messines

and Aubers. Armentieres itself, an industrial town of

about 25,000 inhabitants, was the social centre of the

fighting troops. Though two miles only behind the front,

it was seldom shelled in 1915; shops, cafes, and hotels

remained open, plays and variety entertainments were

given in the theatre. Theenemywasmoresnuglyensconced
in the great city of Lille. About Givenchy the coal-mines

begin, and except for Lens, just within the German lines,

there are no large towns but a number of drab villages

studded in an undulating country. To these succeed the

chalk uplands ofArtois, where the villages, closelygrouped
round wells, appear as litde woods on the landscape, wifh

their ringed orchards of cider-apples. Here, a few miles

north ofArras, the Germans had maintained a firm grasp

ofthe long plateau ofVimy, which guarded and shrouded

from view their vital communications in the plain of

Douai. From Arras the line ran south for about fifty miles

through the same type of country on both sides of the

Somme, with its wide marshy loops. Here again the

enemy possessed the pick ofthe ground, and was to make
a great fortress of the hills between the Ancre and the

Somme. Towards Lassigny the country becomes more
wooded and diversified. Here the trenches came nearest

to Paris, Every day Clemenceau’s paper UHomme
erwhaine had printed in thick type at the top of the front

^z.gt—LESALLEMAMDSSONTANOrOM. For Noyon
is only sixty miles from the capital. Here also came an
abrupt change ofdirection from south to east. For about

forty miles the French held the north bank of the Aisne

among the beautiful wooded hills, earlier described. East

ofSoissons they maintained a precarious hold on the river

heights, the crest of which they were not to conquer for

another three years. At Berry-au-Bac a southward curve

found the Germans in possession of the fortified heights

which dominate Rheims from the north. Thence suc-

ceeded the naked and almost waterless chalk region ofthe
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Champagne pouilleuse; here the French were over-

looked by a line of downs reaching nearly 1,000 feet in

height, which they assailed in at least four great battles.

Any serious loss ofground here would jeopardize the very

foundations ofthe invaders’ security, for it would uncover

the communications ofBelgium with Germany and leave

the whole ofthe right wing in the air. The Argonne forest

was cut in two by the trenches; it was a notoriously

dangerous area, of almost constant and bloody fighting.

Verdun formed a salient similar to that of Ypres, but

Sarrail had thrust the French defences about nine miles

beyond the fortress, and held all the highest crests of the
abrupt and tangled hills which stand 800 feet above the

right bank of the Meuse; he had even retained a footing

in that level plain, called the Woevre, which stretches to

Metz barely twenty miles away. From Verdun to the

Swiss frontier is very nearly half the whole length of the

line, but owing to the difiiculti,es ofcommunication in the

broken country, most of it was always held by each side

with a mere fraction ofits strength. The French tried more
than once in the spring of 1915 to bite offthe Saint-Mihiel

salient, which was strongly garrisoned and was full ofdead

ground. They also built up immensely strong fortifica-

tions some twelve miles east of Nancy to guard against

another attempt to break through over the Moselle

between Toul and Epinal. But southward both sides

settled down to desultory mountain warfare in the Vosges,

where many of the summits exceed 4,000 feet. Here no

continuous trenches were ever constructed, but lines of

outposts faced each other, generally held by old reservists

or dismounted cavalry, with an occasional stiffening of

Alpine troops. No larger operations were recorded during

the remainder of the war than desperate local struggles

for commanding tactical features, such as the Hartmann-
weilerkopf, or as the French called it ‘Le Vieil Armand’,
which changed hands repeatedly. South ofthe Donon the

French never relaxed their grip on the minute portion of

Alsace which they had conquered during August 1914*
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Theynowhere succeeded in getting right down to the plain,

but blocked the eastern passes at a distance of from six

to eight miles from the crest. Though lacking in military

importance this occupation had some political interest, as

after the Russians were driven out ofMemel and Tilsit in

April 1915 it remained until the end of the war the only

piece of German territory in Europe in the hands of the

Allies. The enemy, on the other hand, possessed hearly

a tenth of France, including the great industrial area of

Lille, Roubaix, and Tourcoing, four-fifths ofher coal and
nine-tenths of her iron resources, as well as aj'ich agri-

cultural district, especially devoted to the cultivation of

beet-sugar, and a number of large forests. All these,

combined with the exploitation of Belgium and Luxem-
bourg, were of capital importance for counteracting the

strangling effects ofthe blockade. •

3596
I
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VII

THE FORTUNES OF ADMIRAL VON SPEE

I

The commander ofthe German squadron on the China
station, Count von Spee, was a fine inspiring sailor

whose example encouraged his crews in high devotion and
efficiency. He found himselfat the outbreak ofwar in the

open sea^^ having left his base at Tsingtau before the period

of strained relations began. He was well supplied with

colliers, and able to take advantage ofthe free hand given

him by his Admiralty to choose his strategical direction's

he thought best. He lay about islands of the Western

Pacific until the news ofithe Japanese declaration of war
(August 2i) determined his course. He then decided to

make for“the western coast of South America, where he

thought it improbable thatJapan would follow him from

fear ofpolitical complications with the United States. This

voyage would also take him out of reach of the battle-

cruiser Australia, stationed in the South Seas, which was
capable by its speed and 12-inch armament ofdestroying

the whole of his squadron single-handed. It could also be

accomplished by easy and secret stages, for the maze of

remote islands offered a series of secluded harbourages.

Except for a fruitless visit to Samoa, already occupied by
a strong New Zealand garrison (September 14), a
bombardment of the French establishments at Papeete

(September 22), and the destruction of the British cable

station atFanning Island, thevoyagewasquiteuneventful.^
At Easter Island the squadron remained a week (October

' He had with him at this time the armoured cruisers Schamhorst and
Gneisenau, the light cruisers Niimberg and Emden (shordy to be detached into

the Indian Ocean), with a fleet of colliers.

* There is something almost ludicrous in the care with which the Admiral
swept up the tiny public till in any small British or French possession at

which he touched. He records a haul of as. 6d. from Farming Island;

Hakapeki yielded 9,862 fr. 20 centimes, and Atuona (Marquesas Islands)

12,000 fr.
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12-18), beingjoined by the light cruisers Dresden from the

West Indies and Leipzig from the Californian coast. News
ofthe war had not penetrated to this wild outpost ofChile,

and ironically enough it was an English overseer who
arranged for the supply of fresh meat so badly needed by

the squadron. On October 26th Spee anchored off the

island,of Mas a Fuera some 500 miles west ofValparaiso,

having thus practically completed in safety a voyage of

more than 10,000 miles across the Pacific. Fresh colliers

had been chartered by telegram from Honolulu, and the

Dresden arid Leipzig had arranged for a news service from

the wireless ofGerman steamers interned in Chilean ports.

,
The British Admiralty had long suspected Spec’s pro-

bable destination. As early as September 14th Admiral

Cradock, commanding the South American station, had
been warned to expect his approach, and ordered, as soon

as he had a superior force, to ‘search the Magellan Straits,

being ready to return and cover'the River Plate, or accord-

ing to information, search north as far as Valparaiso, break

up the German trade and destroy the German cruisers’.*

On October 5th he was given a still more definite order to

concentrate on the west coast in order ‘to search and pro-

tect trade’. Accordingly Cradock collected his squadron

at the Falkland Islands, with the object ofpreventing the

enemy from slipping round the Horn and attacking the

Argentine trade route, so vital for the war-services of the

Entente.^

By October 22nd Cradock had under his command
an old battleship Canopus, armed with 12-inch guns but

limited to a speed of 15 knots; a large armoured cruiser

Good Hope, his flagship with two 9-2 guns; an armoured
cruiser Monmouth, with no larger armament than fourteen

6-inch guns; and a light cruiser Glasgow.

He was placed in the following dilemma. Ifhe kept the

Canopus with him, his squadron would be safe but confined

’ Admiralty telegram sent via British Minister at Rio, September 14, 1914.

- The export of horses, mules, meat, and maize was of extreme military

importance.
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to the defensive. In that case the enemy’s superior speed
might enable him to round the Horn unobserved, and to

pass into the Atlantic where Admiral Stoddart’s squadron
off the east coast of South America was barely strong

enough to deal effectively with the enemy, especially as

Stoddart was distracted by another elusive raider, Karls-

ruhe, working off that coast. If, on the other hand, his

mission was offensive, ‘to search’, it would be madfe ofno
avail ifhe kept the slow Canopus in company; and ifhe left

her behind, his strength would be inferior to that of his

enemy. ^

His instructions were in fact contradictory. He was told

to keep his entire squadron concentrated, but the previous

orders to search, thrice reiterated, had not been cancelltSl.

The real intention of the Admiralty appears to have been
that the Glasgow, which was swifter than any of «Spee’s

vessels, should locate them and draw them down to the

combined British squadroji.*

The choice of the Canopus was most unfortunate. It is

clear that a battle-cruiser should have been sent. IfJel-

licoe’s extreme reluctance to part with any of his capital

ships was held to be an insuperable bar against temporarily
weakening the Grand Fleet, the Australia might well have
been brought from her home waters as soon as Spee’s

destination was reasonably certain (i.e. after September

14), and could have arrived in time to ensure his swift

destruction. The retention of this vessel round Perth was
no doubt determined by Australian public opinion.

In any event Cradock, after requesting the Admiralty
for an armoured cruiser from Stoddart’s squadron, started

* The broadside of either the Scharnhorst and Gneismau exceeded in weight
that ofthe Good Hope by 25 per cent, and that of the Monmouth by more than
too per cent. Moreover, Cradock’s two ships had been manned by reservists

at the beginning ofwar and had had little opportunity ofgunnery instruction

and practice.

* See Winston Churchill, The World Crisis igii-14 (1923), pp. 414 sqq.

If Spee went north his movements would cause much less anxiety, as a
Japanese battleship with two attendant cruisers would be more than a
match for him.
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to cruiseup the west coastwith his existing cruiser strength,

leaving the CanopMJ behind toconvoy colliers (October 22).

Thus apparendy he conceived himselfto be following most

fully the spirit ofthe Admiralty instructions.^

II

The two squadrons were now daily drawing closer to

each other. Spec moved from Mas a Fuera on October

27th towards Valparaiso, where he hoped to find his new
colliers waidng. Disappointed in this, he began to cruise

west ofthat port, keeping fairly close to the land and pick-

ing up at intervals wireless signals from the three British

cruisers. On October 31st the Glasgow put into Coronel

arid Spec moved south to cut her off. At the same time

Cradock, who had taken in very loud signals from the Leip-

zig, wus sweeping north to catch and destroy her in sup-

posed isolation. Thus though both were eagerly seeking

battle, the actual encounter oflf.Coronel on November ist

was a surprise to either adversary.

When the smoke of the opposing squadrons (about 17

miles apart) became visible on the horizon at 4.17 p.m.,

Cradock might almost certainly have avoided an action

and retired on the Canopus 300 miles to the south.^ This,

however, was far from his intention; he turned towards

his enemy. His motive can only be guessed. He can have

had little doubt that he was going to destruction, but pre-

sumably hoped before the end so to damage the German
ships as to cripple their freedom ofaction. Thus with their

stings drawn they would have fallen an easy prey to his

avenger.

‘ See his last message October a6: “With reference to orders contained in

Admiralty telegram received October 7 to search for enemy, and our great

desire for early success, consider it impracticable, on account of Canopus’s

slow speed, to find and destroy enemy squadron. Consequently have

ordered Defence to join me. . . . Canopus will be employed on necessary con-

voying of colliers.’

* He could have done so easily had he abandoned hb aiudliary steamer

Otranto which was limited to about 15 knots. Spec’s squadron when sighted

was only steaming 14 knots, and its maximum combined speed was 20.

There were just under tluree hours of daylight left.
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It was ‘thick and wicked weather’,* with rain squalls, a

strong wind and heavy seas, as the squadrons manoeuvred
for position. Both were steering a course roughly south.

Gradock, being farther from the land, kept the rays of the

declining sun striking from behind him into the eyes ofhis

enemy, and sought to force an action as soon as possible.

Spec on the contrary aimed both at preventing the British

from seeking the shelter ofthe neutral coast, and af delay-

ing battle until after sundown when the British cruisers

would be silhouetted against the flaming horizon, and his

own practically invisible. In this object he was.successful.

His gunners did not belie their reputation; in less than an
hour the GoodHope had been sunk and the Monmouth driven

burning into the darkness, where by ill luck the Niirnb^g

found her. Helpless but grimly determined she refused

surrender and was destroyed. Not a man was saved from

these two ships, as the high seas and the fear lest other

British forces might approach deterred the Germans from

any attempt at rescue. ^

The Glasgow escaped without serious injury from the

very article ofdoom.
The losses as generally in modern naval battles were

enormously disproportionate, for the German ships were
practically undamaged and only two of their crews were
wounded.

Ill

The defeat of Coronel, in itself a heavy strategical

stroke, came at an evil moment in the fortunes of the

Entente. Turkey had just declared war. The first battle

ofYpres was on the last throes ofits protracted crisis. The
great battleship Audacious, one of the most modern super-

dreadnoughts, had just been sunk by a mine off the north

coast of Ireland, as is related elsewhere.^

If Spec moved immediately he might do incalculable

harm. His comparative liberty of choice brooded like an
’ This expressive phrase is that of the British Consul at Valparaiso who

_
sent the British Admiralty the first news of the battle.

^ 1,440 men perished. * See p. 307.
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uncertain thunder-cloud over our scattered and inade-

quate dispositions. It was not probable that he would
recross the Pacific, or that he would go north up the

Californian coast. His most likely alternatives, however,

were the most alarming. A passage through the newly

opened Panama Canal would bring him swiftly* before

the West Indies. But in this event he must at once reveal

the secret of his presence. Most probably therefore he

would round the Horn. The Atlantic would offer him
first the choice ofa dash against Africa, where his presence

would imperil the impending invasion ofGerman South-

West Africa, and might rekindle the sparks of the Boer

r^ellion scarcely quenched. Or he might fall upon the

La Plata route, with the risk of a doubtful battle with

Stoddart’s squadron, ifmet in its full strength. Or finally

he might venture north-eastwards to break through the

blockade and return to German waters.

It so happened that a few days before Coronel, the First

Sea Lord, Prince Louis of Battenbcrg, groundlessly and
cruelly suspected by public opinion for his German origin,

had resigned. His successor was the aged Lord Fisher,

still the most volcanic and furious spirit ofhis generation,

who gloried in the ruthlessness and remorselessness of

conduct demanded by war. Fascinating, repellent, and
terrible, he exacted from his subordinates an intuitive

obedience to his despotic decisions, often charged’ with

an uncanny insight. At this time, though not for long,

Churchill and he acted like two twin thunderbolts ofwar
in the vastness and rapidity of their remedial measures.

Thirty armoured ships in all* were collected at the

threatened points, to ensure that wherever Spee went
he should find a superior adversary. Three battle-cruisers

were taken from the Grand Fleet, one the Princess Royal

to guard the West Indies, two, the Invincible and Inflexible,

‘ It could be swiftly accomplished because three warships were allowed

by American regulations to enter the canal together, and t^ee more could

wait at the entrance.
* Twenty-one of these were British, the remainderJapanese and French.
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to bar the passage round the Horn. They were to be
the spear-head ofAdmiral Sir Doveton Sturdee, sent to

assume the widest command ever entrusted to a British

admiral. Commander-in-Ghief of the Pacific and the

SouthAtlantic, hewas to bringanycommanderinthe latter
ocean under his flag ifhe moved north out ofhis station.

While all these preparations were being made with the

utmost secrecy and dispatch, the German admiralwas con-

suming precious time in inactivity. After spending a night

in Valparaiso, where he put aside the natural vauntings of

the German colony in a mingled spirit of high modesty
and melancholy foreboding, he led his squadron back to

Mas a Fuera, and thence into the St. Quentin bay farth^
south. It was not until November 26th that he resumed
his voyage. Instructions from the German Admiralty had
directed him, if possible, to break back home, and he
apparently believed that one if not several battle-cruisers

from the High Seas Fleet'had evaded the blockade and
would meet him in mid-Atlantic. His immediate task was
therefore to get safely into that ocean. Victory had re-

doubled his desire to inflict another direct military blow.

War on trade, so German accounts tell us, he despised as

being beneath the honour ofhis squadron.

So he decided upon an enterprise against the Falkland

Islands, so important as a defended base, coaling-station,

and centre ofcommunications. We do not know what, if

any, men-of-war he expected to find within the harbour,

though he was probably aware that the Canopus was
moored there as a floating fort.^ Spee’s intention failed

to win the approval of the majority of his captains at a
conference held on the flagship.* It was indeed to take an

‘ The available evidence is given in Der Kritg vtr See rgi^-jgiS: Kreuzer-

Krieg, Band i, pp. 242 sqq.

* The chief-of-stafir and the captain of the Mhnberg were in favour. The
other three captains opposed. Spee’s last recorded signal during the battle

to the captain of the Gneisenau was ‘Sie haben doch recht gehabt’, ‘You were
quite right’. Sir J. S. Corbett, Jfaoal Operations, vol. i (1920), p. 414, is in

error in stating that the captain of the Gneisenau persuaded Spee against his

own better judgement.
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unnecessary risk. The ships might be damaged, much of

theirremaining ammunitionwould probably beshot away,
and any chance ofa return home seriously jeopardized.

Most fortunately for Sturdee, the enemy dawdled in his

oncoming, spending three days in discharging the coal of

a prize into his own colliers.

In the Falkland Islands there was anxiety and eager

preparation. The Canopus was berthed in the mud of the

inner harbour, ready for indirect fire over the little hill

which shielded her from sea-view. The outer entrance

was closed with extemporized mines.

Suddenly Sturdee brought in his great squadron on

December 7th. Besides the battle-cruisers he had one

large armoured cruiser Carnarvon, two smaller ones, Corn-

wall and Kent, and two light cruisers, Glasgow and Bristol.

Next morning at 7.50, while coaling was in progress and

parties of officers were going off for a day’s shooting, the

enemy’s smoke was seen in the offing. It was the Gneisenau

and Mirnberg, advance-guards of the squadron. These

ships soon noticed the great clouds of smoke pouring out

of the harbour, but at first took them for coal and oil

dumps set alight to escape capture. It was not until about

g.30 after they had avoided the fire ofthe Canopus and were

seeking to cut off the British guardship Kent that the dis-

tinctive tripod masts of the battle-cruisers were clearly

seen in the harbour. The sight was equivalent to a sen-

tence of certain death. They returned instantly to the

main squadron which fled to the south-east. Within less

than half an hour Sturdee was bringing his pursuing

vessels through the outer entrance. The day was favour-

able to chase and battle, with calm seas and a brilliant

visibility. Sturdee was in no hurry: he got his squadron

together and ordered the crews to have their dinner before

beginning the action. Spec, being hampered in movement
by the lagging Leipzig, which was encircled by salvoes

from the battle-cruisers before fighting became general,

signalled to his three light cruisers to fall out of line

and scatter at 1.20 p.m. Thus he hoped to save them
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to do future harm, while turning with his two big ships

to a fight of forlorn sacrifice. He received an inadequate

reward for his noble resolve; for, while his own agony
was cruelly drawn out, two of his three small consorts

were run down. The destruction of the Scharnhorst took

three hours, that of the Gneisenau nearly five. This long

delay was partly due to the blinding black smoke emitted

by the battle-cruisers, which interfered with accurate spot-

ting, and partly to the faulty design of the armour-pierc-

ing shells, which burst practically on impact.^ But even so

the end would have come sooner had not Sturdee taken

the utmost precaution to protect his precious ships against

serious damage, so that they might be speedily returned

intact to the Grand Fleet. Consequently he fought at lorig

range and avoided all attempts ofthe enemy to close and
bring his powerful secondary armament to bear.

The Niirnberg, chased by the Kent with such ardour that

the latter exceeded her hitherto maximum speed, was sunk
at 7.30; the Leipzig fell an unequal victim to the Cornwall

and Glasgow at 9 p.m. The Dresden, as already related,

made her solitary escape.

The Germans had fought with the same fury and defi-

ance as Gradock’s men, flying their colours proudly to the

last, while on the Gneisenau the remnants ofthe ship’s com-
pany were assembled to give three cheers for the Kaiser as

the vessel foundered under them, Spee perished with both

his sons and with 1,800 men, only about 200 being saved.

As before the victors were almost unscathed, and suffered

in all some thirty casualties. The honours in so ill-matched

a contest must go to the defeated;* Sturdee was the

* This defect will be noticed later on both at Dogger Bank and Judand.
It meant the eiependiture of a very large amount ofammunidon to sink an
enemy, but caused heavy casualties to personnel, e.g. in this engagement
both batde-cruisers practically used up all their is-inch shells, while the

Gneisenau before sinking lost three-quarters of her personnel.

’ The superiority of the broadside of the two batde-cruisers with the

Carnarvon over the two Germans was 370 per cent. It is a serious reflecdon on
our gunnery that it took i| hours for all three ships combined to sink the

Gneisenau, already seriously damaged in the earlier part of the action.
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fortunate instrument of the great designer at Whitehall

who had so quickly and cunningly forged his plan of

annihilation.

The high seas were again in the sovereign grasp of the

British navy.*

‘ The Konigsherg had been blockaded since October in the Rufigi delta in

East Africa; iioR Karlsruhe (unknown to us) had blown up at sea off the West

Indies (November 4)—next to the Emden she had been the most successful

raider, accounting for sixteen ships with a value of £1,^00,000.
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THE FIRST EFFECTS OF THE WAR ON
BELLIGERENTS AND NEUTRALS

The outbreak ofwar revealed everywhere an astonish-

ing unanimity of enthusiasm. All the continental

nations believed it to be just and necessary; the Father-

land was threatened, and defence was the most sacred of

duties. Hence instead of accentuating party animosities,

it appeased and for the time destroyed them. That often-

repeated threat ofthe International Socialists, the General

Strike, proved the thinnest ofphantoms. Only two merij;-

bers of the German Reichstag voted against the war-
credits; and the Kaiser said with thrilling effect: ‘Hence-

forward I know no parties, I know only German!’ In
France the great Socialist leader Jaures had been mur-
dered by a diseased youngfanatic, but the Socialist groups

joined the other parties in promoting the ‘Union Sacrde’.

The strikes and riots which had been seething in Petro-

grad during July instantly ceased. There was not the

slightest need for any organized repression except in the

creaking Empire of Austria-Hungary among the Czechs

and southern Slavs.

The division ofopinion within Great Britain, so keenly

reflected to the last moment within the bosom of the

Cabinet, had been instantly healed by the invasion of

Belgium. August 4th was the first day on which the

country could have entered the war with a united heart.

For there were millions within the well-guarded island

who, unable to see in the war any clear call to fight for

self-defence, or for allies, were profoundly moved by a
spirit of religious idealism to fight for the sanctity of a

treaty which had protected a small inoffensive nation for

more than two generations. It was mainly this indigna-

tion on behalfofthe weak which quenched on the moment
the impending civil war in Ireland, and led John Red-
mond, the leader of the Nationalist party, to promise
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on behalfof his people that every English soldier could be
removed from the island.

The war created on the Continent a profound trans-

formation of life. Not only were all men of military age

called to the colours, but vast districts under the threat or

experience of invasion were largely withdrawn from the

process and safeguards of ordinary law. The Russian

autocracy took the opportunity to prohibit the sale of

vodka, an example praised but not elsewhere followed.

The position of the British people was very different.

Probably 'not half a million men had been automatically

taken from civil life by the proclamation of mobilization.

Though Lord Kitchener, who had been made Secretary

of State for War, called for an immediate addition of

500,000 men to the regular army,* though volunteers

poured in faster than they could be armed, clothed, or fed,

it was still believed—and the belief was most plausibly

supported by history—that the main British contribution

to the Allied cause, apart from the Navy, would be made
in money and labour. Hence the popularity ofthe catch-

word ‘Business as usual’. This was intended primarily

to restore a commercial confidence, shattered by the un-

paralleled demoralization ofthemoney and stock-markets,

but was sometimes interpreted to mean that life should

seek as far as possible to pursue its normal habits. It is

curious to remember that the county cricket matches were
played with little curtailment until the end of August.

Though this great war of nations only gradually as-

sumed its unique character of grinding and inexorable

remorselessness, though many of its later developments

would have been everywhere repudiated in the first

months, it assumed from the first a grim and impersonal

character unlike its predecessors. Earlier historians,

French as well as British, had united in condemning the

action ofNapoleon when in 1803 he detained as prisoners

all male British subjects found in France. This notorious

‘ He is said to have added with his own hand another cipher to the 50,000

proposed by his staff at the War Office.
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exception was now to be applied as an almost universal

rule, until there were few enemy aliens in any country

—

with the possible exception of Austria-Hungary—^who

were not under a restraint involving considerable dis-

comfort and almost complete lack ofprivacy.

The measures thus taken do not admit of any rational

defence. The numbers involved were far too small to

make any appreciable difference to the fighting strength

of any of the armies; in combination, they would have
been a mere fraction of the casualties incurred in a week
ofthe great opening battles. Nor could it be claimed that

the dangers of espionage or sabotage demanded such a

step. The few professional spies resident at the beginning

ofthe war were, in practically every country, well known
to the police; and in any event the ordinary resident alien

is neither inclined nor adapted to a work so technical and
dangerous as espionage. The remarkable absence ofsabo-

tage at the very moment when its commission would have

been comparatively easy, and its effects on mobilization

deadly, might have suggested the harmlessness ofthe alien

population in belligerent countries. But in fact the treat-

ment meted out to them was the result of the intense

nervous stress imposed by modern war, which made the

ordinary man halfunconsciously find it unbearable to see

the face or hear the name or speech ofenemies about him.

In order to justify this hatred to himself he accepted the

inventions of the press, which set itself to prove how real

and imminent was the danger. To take an instance from
our own country: it was confidently believed that hard
tennis courts and other concrete constructions belonging

to Germans resident near London had been prepared

before the war as gun emplacements to bombard the city.

The power of the press is always greater in war than in

peace, for in war-time a newspaper lives more on sensation,

is more influenced and indeed controlled by the Govern-
ment, and supplies information which is less susceptible of

independent check. Brandes, the Danish Socialist, made
the terrible comment that ‘thewar means the assassination
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of truth’. Consequently in every country, while the press

did much to preserve cheerfulness and even constancy, it

did more to intensify the spirit ofunreasonable and often

petty hatred. Non-combatants were naturally the more
readily infected with this virus, which is spread by feelings

of inactivity and helplessness. Lissauer’s famous Hymn of

Hate was far more popular with civilians than with Ger-

man soldiers. Later on the increasing privations, miseries,

and dangers created still further embitterment. But in the

early months danger was almost non-existent outside the

zones ofthe armies and the invaded regions. Except for a

few insignificant bombs dropped on Paris at the beginning

of September, no organized attempt to break civilian

ftioral by threat of death was made until the Zeppelins

crossed the North Sea for the first time in February 1915
to attack the eastern counties, while a reluctant permission

'

to bomb the industrial quarters of London was not

extracted from the Kaiser until the ensuing summer.
Neither was there any shortage of food or of the other

necessaries oflife. On the contrary, it is probable that the

standard of living was in most countries raised during

the first year of war. The vast armies were well—often

abundantly—^fed
;
almost everyfactory couldbe adapted to

produce materials of nationaJ importance; the amazing
consumption ofmunitions, in particular, created an inex-

haustible demand, while the imperious necessity forspeedy

delivery ensured high prices and wages. The consumption
of food, and above all of meat, tended to increase. The
Germans when in the pinch of the ‘hunger blockade’ bit-

terly repented their wholesale slaughter ofyoung pigs and
calves in the first winter.

The fate of the inhabitants of invaded territory was,

indeed, from the first most wretched. They were faced

with the miserable alternative of remaining under the

military rule of enemies or of abandoning their homes
and possessions to seek an uncertain refuge. Hundreds
of thousands of Belgians fled to Holland and England
to receive a welcome, the warmth of which tended to
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diminish as the struggle was indefinitely prolonged. The
inhabitants of ten French departments were scattered all

over the country. Many Alsatians who had followed

the retreat ofthe unsuccessful French invasion received in

return for their devotion the suspicion which their Ger-
man accent and halting speech made natural in remote

parts of the interior.

Very few in authority in any country believed that a

long war was probable or even possible. Kitchener, with

his wonderful power of brooding intuition, stood almost

alone in significantly enlisting his new recruits ‘for three

years or the duration of the war’, and in so framing his

far-reaching plans that the British army should reach its

maximum strength in the third summer. Statesmen and*

economists held that such a dislocation ofnational life, such

a destruction ofwealth, could not last for more than a few
months. Soldiers, as we have seen, had pinned their faith

to the quick ‘knock-out blow*. Though trench-warfare

had been remarkably developed in the Manchurian War,
where the battle of Mukden lasted for nearly a month,
no soldier had prophesied a Chinese Wall of fortification

which presented no brighter prospect than an intermin-

able flankless battle.

Hence the need for new allies became keener, as soon

as the hopes ofa speedy end had faded.

Montenegro had instantly thrown in her lot with Serbia.

TheJapanese had fulfilled their obligations to our alliance

by demanding on August 15th the restoration of Tsing-
tau in an ultimatum textually recalling the words of the

German note which had forced them to give up Port

Arthur in 1895. But no help was expected or desired from
them in the European theatre ofwar. On September 3rd,

1914, the three great Entente Powerswereunited by treaty

in a common cause, undertaking not to conclude peace
except in common.*

’ Until that date Great Britain was not technically in alliance with
France or Russia, both of whom had naturally acted from the start under
the terms of their Dual Alliance.

3596 K
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It was not, however, until the end of October that the

existing balance offorces was disturbed by the coming of
a new belligerent. Turkeynowjoined the Central Powers,

and it is easy to see why she believed this step to be dictated

byher interests. GreatBritainhadlong sincelost her tradi-

tional role ofstaunch protector, and had in fact, in 1906,

threatened the Porte with war over an Egyptian boundary
dispute, while the Russian entente in the following year

marked the definite reversal of our policy consistently

pursued for nearly a century. For it was perfectly clear

that Russia, in accepting British friendship, had not the

smallest intention of modifying her ancient hostility

towards Turkey. On the contrary the Balkan League of

“Ty 1 2, a ‘veritable instrument ofwar’, as Poincare called it,

had been forged by Russia. The collapse of the Ottoman
armies in 1912 had been a bitter disappointment to the

restless Young Turks, whose unscrupulous leader, Enver
Bey, was athirst for revenge. William II had constantly

expressed his flamboyant sympathy with Mohammedan
ideals, and the spade work ofpatient diplomacy had been
performed at ConstantinoplebyMarschallvonBieberstein,
who gained there, during his fifteen years’ service (1895-
1910), an ascendancy almost comparable with that of the

great Englishman, Stratford de RedclifFe, half a century
before.

The advantages of Turkey as an ally to the Central
Powers were staring. Russia and Great Britain would be
compelled to divert large forces for the defence of Cau-
casia and Egypt. Restlessness, and perhaps open rebel-

lion, might be expected from the divided allegiance ofthe
vast quantities ofMohammedans subject to the Entente.
The military action ofIndia in particular might be para-
lysed. It might be hoped that the eyes of the wavering
Balkan Stateswould be decisively turnedfrom the Entente.
Moreover, Germany cherished vaster ambitions, ofwhich
her financing of the Baghdad railway had been the chief

pre-war manifestation. If Bulgaria could also be drawn
into her net, an unbroken line of railway would connect
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Berlin with the Persian Gulf and provide central Europe
with an outlet to the east. Friederich Naumann in an ex-

ceedingly interesting and ablebook Mittel Europa explained

how this great area, united into an economic federation

under Teutonic supremacy, would provide Germany with

a counterpart to the empires of Great Britain and Russia.

The treaty which provided for the entry of Turkey
was signed secretly by three members of the Turkish

Cabinet as early as August ist, when the casusfoederis, war
between Germany and Russia,* was already accomplished.

The Turks took little trouble to keep it secret, and it was
in fact known to the French Government within a week.

By an unfortunate coincidence the mind of the ordinary

citizen was inflamed against Great Britain by our appro-

priation of two Turkish battleships building in English

yards, which had been paid for by public subscriptioh. In

any event the spectacular entry of the Goeben and Breslau

into the Bosporus, already described, and their ficti-

tious sale to Turkey, left little doubt as to the intended

course. The Entente made little effort to change its direc-

tion. There were indeed many influential moderates who
would gladly have done an advantageous deal on the basis

of firm neutrality or even perhaps alliance. But without

very definite encouragement they would not risk opposi-

tion to the ruthless young men who controlled Turkish

policy.^ Though the British ambassador at the Porte be-

lieved that the Marne had given pause to this forward

party, he was speedily undeceived. On October 28th

Enver, who considered his preparations to be complete,

suddenly, without a declaration of war, made a naval

attack on Odessa.^ Liman von Sanders, the German

' The clause in question reads: ‘If Russia intervenes and takes active

military measures, and the necessity arises for Germany to carry out her

pledges to Austria-Hungary, Turkey is under obligation in such case to carry

out her pledges to Germany.’
* See A. Emin, Twk^ m the World War (1930), pp. 69-75.
3 It seems impossible that the German Admiral Souchon could have

acted thus on his own initiative, as the Turks alleged, without secret orders^
^

from Enver, the most ardent of the war-party.
'''
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military adviser, had prepared plans for an invasion in the

same area, to be followed by an advance into the Ukraine,

where it was expected tliat the numerous German inhabi-

tants would rise at its approach. Enver, however, was set

upon a campaign through Armenia to the Caucasus. His

ill-equipped armies failed miserably in the high, barren,

and bitter country, but not before their onset had so much
alarmed the Russians that they made an official request to

the British Government for a diversion. This was, as we
shall see, the germ ofthe Dardanelles expedition.

The remaining Balkan States were not yet ready to take

the plunge into either stream of war. Public opinion in

Rumania was so strong againstAustria that the aged King
Carol had, as we saw, no alternative at the outset but to

inform the Austrian ambassador that his country would
not perform the terms of the secret treaty of alliance.

After his death in October the chances of intervention

were brighter for the Entente,>but fear ofan attack from
Bulgaria and Turkey, an intention of acting in concert

with Italy, and a deep-rooted suspicion of Russia both in

power and policy, put offthe dehberate choice ofthe most
favourable opportunity for nearly two years, Ferdinand,
the evil and cunning Coburg who ruled Bulgaria, had as

yet received no such encouragement from Austrian action

in Serbia to suppose that his adherence to the Central

Powers would bring him the coveted Macedonia, and con-
tinued to negotiate tortuously with both sides. Until the

Dardanelles expedition there could be no inducement to

Greece to depart from her nervous neutrality.

Italy alone ofthe great European Powers remained out-

side the struggle. It is difficult for any great Power to

stand undisturbed during a general war unless, as seldom
happens, it is perfectly secure that its position cannot be
adversely affected by any changes which ensue in the

balance of power. Italy was far from being in this posi-

tion, Whichever side were to be victorious, her absence
from a peace conference at which the map of Europe
would probably be reconstructed would have been
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insupportable. Her territorial aspirations, which she had
cherished incessantly since 1870, though with a postponed

hope, might be thrown away for ever. The Italian policy

therefore of preparing for war under cover ofimmediate

neutrality was perfectly natural. Salandra expressed this

idea in a repellent and naked form when he spoke of his

country’s sacra egoismo. Yet in fact it represents much the

same point of view as the words with which Viviani

answered the German ultimatum : ‘France will consult

her own interests.’

However, the transition frompeace to war required time

and calculation. For, while Italy was still nominally a

member ofthe Triple Alliance, it was impossible after h^
initial refusal that she should ever intervene on that side.

Italian sympathieswere generallywith the EntentePowers;

few indeed would have been satisfied to attack them'fbr a

contingent bribe of Savoy, Nice, Malta, and perhaps Al-

bania. She had indeed always stipulated in the Triple

Alliance that she should never take the field against Eng-
land, to whose naval supremacy her long coast-line was so

nakedlyexposed. Moreover, her armywas thoroughlyun-

prepared. Its spirit had been impaired by anti-military

propaganda, and its equipment was most defective.

Now, both strategic security and nationality urgently

demanded that the screw should be put upon Austria.

From Lake Garda to the Piave the Austrian frontier

hovered on the edge of the plain, a continuous military

threat to Italian independence. Moreover, in the Tren-

tino and in Istria nearly half a million Italians fixed their

eyes more or less ardently beyond the existing frontier.

Two great and coveted ports, Trieste and Pola, at the

head of the Adriatic, came within Italian views and
coloured their hopes.

If diplomacy could get what was wanted without wai
so much the better. Italian subtlety had already extracted

much from the compliance of Austria during the Triple

Alliance. This instrument itselfgave a legal peg on which
to hang demands for compensation. For one article ofit.
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notoriously and designedly left obscure, had given Italy

the right to compensation in the event ofAustria’s altering

the balance of power in the Balkans by a permanent or

temporary occupation of territory.

Haggling went on for months between the two foreign

offices of Rome and Vienna with ever-increasing acri-

mony as Italian preparations advanced, and Austrian

misfortunes were monotonously multiplied. Berchthold

at first denied that anycompensation was due, as no inten-

tion existed ofdiminishing Serbian territory. Driven from

this point he obstinately refused to admit under any cir-

cumstances that it could come from Austrian territory. He
^as dismissed inJanuary and a new start was made under

the urgent pressure of Germany, who sent the famous ex-

Chancellor Prince Biilow on a special mission to Rome,
where his own seductive manners were reinforced by the

popularity of his Italian wife. Burian, who succeeded at

Vienna, was a better diplomatist than his irresponsible

predecessor, but he had a hopeless task, as he asserts in

his own interesting Memoirs. His antagonist Sonnino, a

patient implacable old realist,* held all the cards. It will

be convenient by forestalling our chronology to trace these

negotiations to their conclusion.

The military position seemed to grow progressively

worse for Austria during the early spring of 1915. The
Russians stood at the gates of Hungary on a wide Car-

pathian front; Przemysl, the great Galician fortress in

their rear, fell in March. German pressure in favour of

wide concessions was urgent, for it was feared that if Italy

declared war, Rumania and Bulgaria would follow suit

and break the cause of the Central Powers to fragments.

Burian’s own offer did not go beyond part ofsouth Tyrol,

which was not to be handed to Italy until the conclusion of

hostilities. He was, however, forced by Germany to the

humiliating necessity ofconsidering much wider demands,
when the pressure of the Entente prevailed. Napoleon

‘ He was of mixed Italian, Jewish, and Scottish descent, ingredients

which should make a perfect recipe for the ‘old diplomacy’.
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III once said ofBismarck: ‘he offered me all sorts ofthings

which did not belong to him’, and the Allies were even

more lavish in their proffers of enemy territory. The
Treaty of London, signed on April 26th, 1915, not only

promised the present Brenner frontier on the north (with

300,000 Germans) and Istria, but also the larger part of

Dalmatia^ with many other advantages.

The Italians had chosen their date most carefully, but

they had chosen it wrong. They do not indeed merit the

bitter French gibe that their sole object was ‘courir au

secours du vainqueur’. For, after all, the struggle was as

yet quite undecided, although the omens for the spring

campaign in April seemed very favourable. Yet within,,

that very month which was allowed by the treaty to lapse

before a declaration ofwar^ fortune, aswe shall see, turned

cruelly against the Entente. Russiahad beenrouted on the
Dunajec; the attacks in Artois had failed; and stalemate

had set in at Gallipoli. -Such are the difficulties of a

calculation in war. Giolitti, the champion of neutrality,

made a spirited effort to avert the plunge. Relying on his

unrivalled influence over the Chamber, where he con-

trolled 300 members, he manipulated the resignation of

Salandra. But the voice of the country was stormily

decisive; the eloquence of Gabriele d’Annunzio, the erotic

poet now turned patriot warrior, produced amazing
enthusiasm. Giolitti’s manoeuvre was brought to naught
by a decisive vote of the Chamber on May 20th. The
Rumanians, who had been within an ace of a similar

committal, managed to back out in time, though they

were nomore fortunate in their final choice ofAugust 1916.

The Entente statesmen have been severely blamed for

the terms ofthis secret treaty. It is indeed a purely realist

* Where the Italian population was probably not more than 2 per cent.;

the area, however, had been for centuries part of the Venetian Empire, and
historically owed much to Italian culture, especially in the coastal region.

* The Treaty ofLondon was technically violated as soon as it was imple-

mented. Italy had engaged to declare war on all the enemies of the Entente

within a month. Actually the declaration against Germany was postponed

for more than a year, principally for financial reasons.
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document, and fits in ill with the respect for small nation-

alities which they had been so fond ofsonorously chanting.

It is therefore to be defended only on grounds of expe(h-

ency, as has been realized by Lord Grey in his book
Twenty-jive Tears. He asserts that the aid of Italy was
necessary for the triumph of the Entente, and that she

would not come in on any less favourable terms. Whether
this is correct or no, we have not at present sufficient evi-

dence tojudge. The comparative moderation ofthe latest

demands addressed to Austria in April by the Italians

had as their price neutrality, not adherence to the Central

Powers. However, if Italian armed support was really

fudged to be essential by the Entente, it is not certain that

its statesmen could have made a better bargain. In any
event it mustbe remembered that the policy ofthe Entente

at th'at time aimed at preserving Austria as a great Power,

though partially emasculated. Consequently the security

which Italy intended to obtain on the Brenner frontier was

much more justifiable than it appears to-day, when forty

millions face an impoverished seven.



IX

THE STRATEGICAL PREPARATIONS
FOR 1915

WINTER had come with the stabilization of tlie fronts to

impose some months ofcomparative inactivity upon
the armies. Statesmen and soldiers had now to consider

their plans for the campaign of1915. All were determined
so to overcome or circumvent the continuous and ever-

growing lines ofopposing fortifications as to gain an abso-

lute decision before the favourable season ended. To the

hopes and fears of the opposed counsels only one new
factor presented itselfas certain, namely, the great increase*

in the fighting strength ofthe British armies. A saying was
current among the soldiers that Kitchener, in reply to a

question as to when the war would end, replied that he

did not know but that it jvould begin in May. It is true

that the maximum weight of British effort would not be

available until the middle of 1916. But it could be antici-

pated with reasonable certaiinty that the fourteen first-

line divisions of the Territorial force would be ready for

battle a year earlier. Except for a few isolated battalions

who, brigaded with regulars, had won high praise from
French during the battle of Ypres, this force of 250,000

men was still intact. Although armed with a semi-obsolete

field artillery and a somewhat inferior rifle, these troops

had a very high spirit and often a higher level of intelli-

gence and general education than the old regulars. The
enlistment of the new regulars, or ‘K’s army’, as they

were familiarly called, had, during the early weeks of the

war, far exceeded the capacity ofthe War Office for arma-
ment or even uniforms. They had drilled in their own
clothing with sticks to represent rifles. But it was antici-

pated that at least ten divisions could be armed and
trained in time to be sent overseas to take part in the

campaign of 1915.*

* Actually twenty-one had been sent abroad before the end of that
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The ‘First Hundred Thousand’^ were the most splendid

material that ever went out to fight from this country. Of
the officers some six or seven in each battalion were

regulars, the remainder being composed of professional

men, and above all of the undergraduates and schoolboys

from the Officers’ Training Corps, without which, as Lord

Haldane had most providently foreseen, it would have

been impossible to build up this great force. The men
drawn from every rank of life, mainly young and very

ardent, created an intense democracy of equal comrade-

ship. Finally, an army corps from Canada and another

from Australia and New Zealand were already in the later

^stages of preparation. These men in physical fitness and

strength excelled all the troops of any of the European
armies. In their ruthless self-confidence, their individual

initiative, their impatience of form, ceremony, and

tradition, they bore upon themselves the unmistakable

mark of the new nations. They had also the defects of

their qualities, inasmuch as they (the Australians in

particular) had the greater difficulty in reconciling then-

independent personalities to that machine-Uke subordina-

tion ofselfwhich modernwar in so manyaspects demands.

Thus an addition ofat least five hundred thousand men
to the British fighting forces during the year 1915 might

be confidently anticipated. But their probable value in

the day of battle was very differently estimated. In Eng-

land the proud beliefin this great voluntary army felt by
the people was generally shared by the higher command,
though there were not lacking soldiers like Sir Henry
Wilson who sneered at the scheme ‘as a crazy idea of

Kitchener’s’. Both French and German experts doubted
whether it was possible to improvise an army of serious

solidity and technique during a war. The experience of

1870 had shown how little value attached to Gambetta’s

year. Eleven took part in serious fighting and about six more held their

own trench-front.

‘ The story of this tide, by Ian Hay (1915), gives a brilliant description

of the training and spirit of one of these divisions (the gth Scotd^).
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improvised levies. It is true that no real parallel could be

drawn, as most of these, badly directed, were thrown into

the furnace with less than three months’ experience under
the shadow of overwhelming defeat. But the continental

theorists held that at leasteighteen months’ trainingunder
experienced officers and N.C.O.s was now necessary to

create an efficient soldier; and the increasing technicality

of warfare during the last generation seemed powerfully

to reinforce their thesis.

However, the surest way to increase the efficiency ofthe

new soldiers was obviously to allow them a gradual and
easy apprenticeship in war. Falkenhayn saw this clearly,

and desired to forestall thenewcampaignwith a great blow^^
in France. Two reasons, a military and a diplomatic, pre-

vented him from doing this. The importunity ofHinden-
burg and Ludendorff, backed by the immense influence

which their victorious prestige had gained with the Kaiser,

forced Falkenhayn to disgorge onJanuary 20th four ofthe

six corps which he had laboriously built up into a General

Reserve. Reinforced by them the German Xth army in

East Prussia performed prodigies ofendurance and cour-

age in clearing the Russians out of that province. The
‘Winter battle of Masuria’, as the Germans call it, was
fought in a continuous blizzard; their troops marching
chest-deep in snow captured nearly 100,000 Russians and
drove them back to the Niemen. This was a brilliant

success, tactically and sentimentally, but in a broad sense

it was wasted effort. For the Russians, in spite ofGerman-
aided attacks in the south, relaxed no whit of their grip

upon Galicia; they were still at the mouths of the Car-
pathian passes, and on March 22nd captured the fortress

of Przemysl with 120,000 men of the enormous garrison

which had been so long fruitlessly shut up in it.

Falkenhayn still hoped to deliver his blow in the west.

He was ingeniously creating another reserve by withdraw-
ing three battalions from each division in France, which
was brought up to the equivalent ofits former strength by
drafts from the depots and by extra machine-guns. By the
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beginning ofApril he had at his disposal a substantial force

of fourteen divisions, and was working out a great plan

for rolling up the British line against the sea by a break-

through on its extreme right flank.

The position ofhis allies, however, was now so desperate

that a dramatic stroke against Russia appeared to be the

only hope of salvation. Turkey, whose ambitious attacks

against the Caucasus and Egypt had been brought to

naught,* was threatened with a combined attack on Con-

stantinople from north and south, the success of which

would almost certainly prove fatal. Rumania and even

Bulgaria were swaying ominously towards the Entente’s

side oftheir precarious fences. Worst ofall the Italians, as

we have seen, were squeezing Austria with a relentlessly

increasing pressure. The hatred inspired in Vienna by
the ‘blackmail’ of the despised ex-ally was so intense that

it was actually proposed to conclude a separate peace with

Russia at the price of Galicia,* rather than agree to put

Trieste and Pola into Italian hands. It may well be

doubted whether the Austrian Government would have
fulfilled its threat. A separate peace would have doomed
Germany to utter defeat, and a broken Germany would
have involved the Hapsburgs in far greater losses than

Galicia, ifnot in the ruin of their dynasty.

Germany, a faithful, if rough and overbearing ally,

recognized the extremity. Falkenhayn’s reserves flowed

eastwards, and within three weeks the two staffs hatched

that great overthrow ofthe Russian armies on the Dunajec,

which is known as the break-through of Gorlice (May 2).

This decision is one ofthe great turning-points ofthe war.

If the new troops had been sent to France, the effects of

a great spring attack, supported by gas, against the British

army, tired and short of men, crippled by the acutest

crisis of the munitions shortage, would have been dis-

astrous.

Meanwhile in theWest the French and British statesmen

and soldiers were revolving their plans. French strategy,

I See ch. xx.
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as always through the war, was determined by a mixture

ofsentiment and logic, or perhaps rather sentiment logic-

ally expounded. France’s passionate desire was for ‘the

liberation of the national territory’, the recovery of the

lost provinces, and the advance to the Rhine. This end,

then, must be achieved by attacking the principal army
of the principal adversary. The more constantly he was
attacked the more necessary it would be for him to expend

his reserves until finally he had none left to avert a decisive

blow. The French therefore believed that 1915 would see

the great day of deliverance prepared through a prelim-

inary series of partial attacks, each one of which would
diminish the resisting power of the enemy. This was the

meaning then attached to the phrase la guerre d'usure.^

Of all the great Powers at war except Austria, France

was the most parochially minded. To her the struggle was
essentially the last and most terrible round of the secular

contest between herselfand Germany. The land forces of

Great Britain were regarded as those ofher most powerful

auxiliary.^

The weakness of the French thesis was that it proposed

to solve a new problem by an intensive application ofthe

old methods. Granted that a frontal attack on field forti-

fications is the most arduous and costly operation in war,

yet it was argued that difficulties can be overcome by an
unprecedented accumulation ofmen and guns. But such

an accumulation itselfmakes surprise almost impossible;

and without surprise the power ofthe defence, even in the

forward areas, is so great as to prevent a break-through

in the first critical twenty-four hours before reinforcements

* One of the favourite phrases attributed to Jof&e was ‘Je les grignote’,

‘I keep nibbling at them’.

^ The opposite opinion of Gen. de Castelnau must, however, be cited.

He said to Gen. Seely, January i, 1915, that the new armies ought not to be

employed in France but at ‘Salonica Drama Dedeagatch The inevitable

result ofan attack ofmagnitude in that region will be the instant co-opera-

tion of the Greeks and the detachment first of Bulgaria, then Turkey, and
finally Austria. Then Germany is doomed. But it is a race with time.’

J. £. B. Seely, Adventure (1930), p. S15. ' '
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are available to the enemy. To gain a strategic success it

was necessary to capture the whole of a trench system

together with the gun-positions, that is to say, to make a

uniform advance of at least four thousand yards on a

front ofat least ten miles. All the accumulated brains and

efforts of all the armies in the west were unable to achieve

this during the next three years.

It is easy in retrospect to condemn this strategy, or

rather lack of strategy, for in reality it consisted merely of

the simplest and most brutal massed tactics, reinforced

by an unprecedented amount of metal. Yet these views

were equally shared by most British generals; in fact

Sir William Robertson, when he became Chief of the

^Imperial General Staff in 1916, was to be the protagonist

of the most deadly and lumbering doctrine of the ‘war

of attrition’.

Every country had the General Staffwhich it deserved.

Senior officers schooled in many years of hierarchical

obedience are lacking in alertness, very unimaginative

and very conservative. A witty French minister said with

cynical discernment: ‘Modern war is too serious a business

to be entrusted to soldiers.’

It was impossible that the French view ofthe war should

commend itselfinstinctively to the statesmen of the unin-

vaded island, whose military traditions were so sharply

opposed to those of continental warfare. At the close of

1914 the British army in France was already at least six

times as numerous as any contingent previously sent by

Great Britain to a continental theatre ofwar. And it was

still fed by voluntary enlistment, which could not be

expected ceaselessly to replace increasing casualties. The
command of the sea, the enormous amount of disposable

transport, as yet undiminished by submarine depredation,

afforded wide prospects of great liberty of action.

It was certain therefore that, before any irretrievable

commitment, the British Cabinet would ask itself two

questions. First, whether it was possible under existing

conditions to break the German line in France. Secondly,
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whether any other project afforded a more alluring hope
ofvictoriously concluding the war within the year.

The name of Winston Churchill is most prominently

associated with both these questions and their suggested

answers—he and Lloyd George were the most vivid,

plastic, and persuasively eloquent members ofthe Cabinet.

But Churchill, unlike his colleague, had real experience

ofmodern war, and had thought and even written at some
length about the subject. He was already becoming con-

vinced that the rupture ofthe western labyrinth needed for

its success not merely the unlimited output of existing

weapons, but the employment of new engines ofwar and
new methods of protection for the attackers. Without
these he believed any further offensive in France to be

waste of blood. He had already fruitlessly pushed upon
the attention oftheWar Office an earlymodel ofthe tank,

which, rejected by its own proper father, was undertaken

by the Naval Construction.Department in March. But it

was obvious that, during the current year, no such revolu-

tion in warfare could bear fruit. The utmost possible was
to develop and perfect thoseancient tactical aids to fortress

warfare, the hand-grenade and trench-mortar. Kitchener
in his heart agreed with this view;* and as his voice in all

military matters was, on the authority of his colleagues

themselves, absolute and unchallenged,^ it is certain that,

if he had insisted upon restricting the British forces in

France to defensive action, he would have carried the

Cabinet with him. But he was torn from a firm resolve by
his age, by his old love for France (which had led him, as a
cadet at Woolwich, to join her defeated armies in 1870),

* See his letter to French, January 2, 1915, quoted in Militaiy Operations,

vol. iii, p. 61: T suppose we must now recognize that the French army
cannot make a sufficient break-through the German lines to bring about
the retreat of the German forces from northern Belgium. If that is so, then
the German lines in France may be looked on as a fortress that cannot be
carried by assault, and also that cannot be completely invested; with the

result that the lines may be held by an invesdng force whilst operations

proceed elsewhere.’ (Cf. also Gen. Sir Ian Hamilton, Gallipoli Diary, vol. i

(1920}, p. 4.

* See Winston Churchill, The World Crisis igis (1923), pp. 172, 173.
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and by the optimism ofthe two Commanders-in-Chiefand
of most of the eminent soldiers. He had never closely

studied the technique of modern warfare between con-

tinental armies; and could only oppose intuition against

dogmatism based on experience. Finally, with a clear

insight into Falkenhayn’s frustrated intention, he believed

until May that the Germans, after a short blow at Russia,

would return with all their power against France. In that

event would all the forces of both the Western Allies be

more than would be required to avert utter disaster? .

From such an oracle proceeded, as may be supposed,

no certain voice. Kitchener never in council advocated

the deposition ofFrance from its position as the primary

'seat of war. To have done so might have broken the

alliance to pieces. But the decision finally reached in the

spring of 1915 shows neither clear thinking nor foresighted

calculation of chances. The Dardanelles Expedition

which emerged is one of the -most striking examples in

history of willing the end without willing the means. If

the campaign in France was to come first, then definite

calculations ought to have been first made of its needs, on

the assumption that it was to be either offensive or de-

fensive. It ought to have been clearly worked out what

proportion of troops could be spared elsewhere before the

campaign in France opened and during its assumed

course, and, further, what number of trained troops it

would be necessary to keep at home to resist a possible

invasion. War cannot be waged without risks, and risks

on exact calculation are less dangerous than those incurred

through haphazard improvisation. Ifno men were avail-

able immediately for the Dardanelles, what could be done

by naval action alone? If unaided naval action failed,

would troops then be available? if so, could the numbers
then available be usefully employed in concert with the

fleet? to what extent would subsequent reinforcements

be possible? All great captains have emphasized and

illustrated by their actions the supreme importance of

time in war. Nothing is such a time-saver as an exact
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balance of ways and means before action. It will be
seen, when the Dardanelles expedition is described, that

the questions here asked were either not put or were
evaded.

The Dardanelles proj'ect was unquestionably the most
fruitful and feasible of all those which flitted through the

brains of the War Office and the War Council Sub-Com-
mittee^ as they passed possibilities in review. The various

schemes trumpeted by Lord Fisher for combined action

on the north German coast (aiming at landings either at

Borkum orin Schleswig-Holstein), or, still more ambitious,

for forcing an entrance to, and commanding the Baltic,

so as to threaten Berlin by putting masses of Russians in

Pomerania, appear exceedingly hazardous, complicated,'

and speculative. An attack on cracking and divided

Austria was also tempting; yet if this were to be delivered

up the Adriatic, a base had first to be conquered in an
area where the Dalmatian shores afford about the snuggest

lairs in Europe for submarines and small craft incessantly

to prey on communications. Ifdelivered through Salonika

on the assumption (probably j’ustified under these con-

ditions) that Greece would be an ally, it would have to

climb over the wall ofthe Balkans right across Serbia with

the aid of only one line (Sailonika—Nish-Belgrade) before

it came into touch with the enemy. A descent on Asiatic

Turkey, as, for example, on Alexandretta or Beyrout,

would almost certainly have succeeded in view of the

miserable character of Tm-kish communications. But it

could have effected nothing more than a showy diversion.

The attack on the Dardanelles alone offered reasonable

conditions for an ampliibious expedition; for a close and
continuous co-operation between fleet and army. This

great advantage was doubled at the moment. The Army,
as we shall see, was desperately short ofguns and shells,

* AppointedJanuary 8 with Messrs. Lloyd George, Churchill, Balfour,and

the Chief of the Imperial General Staff (Lt.-Gen. Sir J. Wolfe Murray) as

members. It had no executive powers but prepared and reported upon
plans to the Cabinet.
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but the Navy was comparatively affluent, and could in

many ways make good the deficiency for the sister service.

It is hardly doubtful, in the light of subsequent enemy

testimony, that a combined expedition at the beginning

ofMarch with a minimum force ofthree corps could have

seized Gallipoli, opened the Dardanelles, and occupied

Constantinople. Turkey, ifshe had continued the war at

all, would have been condemned to a hopeless resistance

in Anatolia without means ofreplenishing her munitions.

Greece, Rumania, and Bulgaria would instantly have
entered the Entente fold. Austria, with Russia clawing at

her northern flank, would have been overwhelmed from

the rear, and the collapse of the Central Powers would
"have been speedy and certain. The conception was indeed
so fertile and obvious that its achievement was likely to

depend upon a rapid and well-organized surprise. As this

was not secured, the British Cabinet was faced during 1915
with the hard task of carrying on two offensives, one in

France, one in Gallipoli, with undefined liabilities which
enabled, or even entitled, either Gommander-in-Chief to

urge insistently his own paramount needs.

It is not my contention that the force at Gallipoli

frustrated the campaign in France, as in my view the
attacks made in the West were not justified on military
grounds,^ as being without hope of strategic success, even
if undertaken with larger forces. As it was the French,
the protagonists ofboth great offensives in the West, could
throw in there their maximum force with the exception
of two weak divisions at Helles. But if better reinforce-
ments had been sent earlier in rather greater numbers to
Hamilton, it is probable that within three months of the
landing a victory could ha.ve beenwon ofvery high impor-
tance, though not the shattering decision which might
have been attainable in March.

It is possible though not probable that Russia might have made a separ-
ate peace with the Central Powers, if all her requests for action in the West
had been refused during 1915; and if Turkey had not been paralysed.



X
THE CAMPAIGN IN FRANCE AND

FLANDERS, 1915

I

No unity ofcommand or direction existed for the French

and British armies. Consequently the plan of cam-
paign had to be worked out through agreement between

the two Staffs. In practice, each army carried out, as was
natural and proper, minor operations independently.

With regard to more important schemes, the object of

which was strategical success, it may be generally said

that the British did not undertake anything to which the
’

French strongly objected, and agreed to everything which
they strongly advocated. This again, though by no m’eans

always desirable, was inevitable as the scene of battie was
French soil, and the French army throughout this year at

least was four times as great as the British.

The clash ofinterest had already manifested itselfbefore

the great lines of action for the year had been discussed.

In January Sir John French proposed an advance along

the coast towards Ostend, which had long been in his mind
and that of the Admiralty. Churchill, its ardent cham-
pion, promised ‘an absolutely devastating support’ from
the sea, and believed that a descent upon Zeebrugge could

be successfully synchronized. Though the submarines had
not yet begun their campaign against merchantmen, and
had sunk no warship ofgreat consequence except the For-

midable (January i), the shadow of their menace was
already cast, and a provident desire was felt to deny them
the use of those Belgian nests from which in future years

they issued so disastrously. The French, however, for this

very reason saw in the proposed operation a predomi-
nantly British interest

;
any such advance, theypointed out,

would be in an excentric strategical direction, which
could not influence the western theatre as a whole, and if

successful would involve a longer trench line. The British
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Government was the more disposed to fall in with these

objections, as theWar Council was then engaged in study-

ing the possibilities ofa campaign elsewhere.'

Joffre meanwhile had committed himself to two great

preliminary local attacks, ]^th of which were complete

failures, and through their costliness appreciably weak-
ened the offensive strength ofhis army. In eastern Cham-
pagne’, though the German Illrd army occupied a
dominating position on the long range ofbleak and naked
chalk-hills, their local communications were unsatisfac-

tory. They depended for their supplies upon a single-line

local railway (from Challerange to Bazancourt) some five

miles behind their front. If this could be reached, the

‘'whole line between Rheims and Verdun might be forced

to retreat. Great quantities ofshells had been collected for

the French attack. The Germans, far inferior in numbers,
experienced for the first time the so-called ‘drum-fire’

{Trommel-feuer) or continuous rain ofshells ofevery caUbre
upon the trenches which it was believed would blast away
all opposition. The battle raged almost continuously
between February i6th and March 30th. But the 4th
French armywon no more than a fewhamlets and trenches
on the forward slope ofthe hills ata cost, estimated by their
own writers, of 240,000 men. This was the first of five
great battles fought for the command ofthis grisly region,
where an examination ofthe map shows that an advance
of fifty miles to Mezicres would have cut the great lateral
railway from Thionville to Valenciennes, on which the
communications ofthe German centre mainly depended.
The second spring failure was at Saint-Mihiel. This

curious loop, apparently the most indefensible contortion
on the whole western line, was particularly obnoxious to

' See Memorandum of the War Council,January 9, 1915, quoted in Vise.
French, rpr^ (1919)5 PP- 3 i 3“'4- The War Council was a Committee of the
Cabinet instituted in Nov. 1914. Its regular members were the Prime
Minister, Secretary of State for War, and First Lord of the Admiralty with
the technical advisers of both services. Other ministers (especially Sir E.
Grey and Mr. Lloyd George) attended intermittently. For the French view,
see Sir G. C. A. Arthur, L^e ofLard Kitchener (1920), vol. iii, p. 898.
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the French, who feared that an enlargement ofthe enemy
territory on the left bank of the Meuse would outflank

their hold upon Verdun, The Germans beat off all

attacks in a tangled country of woods, ravines, and hills,

which favoured the defence. The salient, however, proved
too narrow to be of use for any offensive thrust—^it even

remained in quiescence through all the throes ofthe, battle

of Verdun—and hardly figured in the communiquis until

the French directed the successful American blow in

September 1918.^

This was not a propitious overture, particularly if con-

trasted with the one local attack undertaken by the enemy,
which had proved a model of limited completeness. On -i

January 14th when the Aisne was in flood, and some ofthe

bridges had been carried away, General von Lochow
stormed the French positions on the north bank near
Soissons and captured 5,000 men with thirty-five guns.

British Head-quarters had not embarked upon any
enterprise since the bloody and futile scramble in the mud
before the German trenches near Messines in December,
which it had been hoped would plant us upon the ridge.

This fiasco did nothing to improve the low estimate which
the French Staff had formed of the attacking capacity of

the British army. It was probably a desire to correct this

impression which led SirJohn to undertake the battle of

Neuve-Chapelle (March 10—13).^ The attack had been
planned as part of a combined operation. The British

were to seize the Aubers ridge and threaten Lille, while
Foch took the heights ofVimy, north ofArras, dominating
the plain of Douai. A converging exploitation of victory
was intended so to mangle the enemy’s communications
as to force him to retire from Noyon, his blunt spear-head
pointed at Paris,

The French commitments in Champagne naturally

made it impossible for them to adhere to their side of the

arrangement. Yet Sir John French decided to proceed

* See pp. 557 seqq. * See Sir J. £. Edmonds, MUiUuy Operations:

France and Belgium, vol. iii (1937), p. 73.
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independently. Such a decision could be justified by

nothing but success. Though neither G.H.Q, nor the

Cabinet yet realized how cruelly the shortage ofaininuni-

tion would cripple the main British attacks in May, it was

recognized that stringent economy was necessary. It was

short-sighted extravagance to fire away 100,000 rounds,

or nearly a sixth ofthe total amount available for the entire

B.E.r., in a gamble. The operation can hardly be other-

wise described. It aimed at breaking the enemy’s line on

a very narrow frontage (initially 2,000 yards) at a point

close to Lille, his principal railway junction, by indepen-

dentaction practicallyunsupported bydiversions andwith

-inadequate reserves.^

The actual arrangements by Sir D. Haig and the Staff

ofthe 1st army^were admirably businesslike and thorough.

In fact the main interest ofthe battle lies in the fact that it

provided the army with a kind of preliminary grammar
of offensive trench-war, whidh, though enormously ex-

panded, was never in its principles superseded. Aerial

photographs were taken of the enemy’s defences, models
laid out in the back areas, where the assaulting troops re-

hearsed the details ofthe attack. The familiar large-scale

trench-maps (on a scale of i in 5,000) were issued for the

first time to all officers. Every battery received its time-

table and target for the battle. The first British attack

was also the last to obtain a real surprise through secrecy of
preparation until the break-through of the tanks at Gam-
brai two and a halfyears later.

When March loth arrived, after thirty-five minutes
of hurricane bombardment, fourteen battalions moved
forward to assault three. High hopes were enter-
tained that when the Aubers ridge had been secured

* The only infantry reserve was the 46th (N. Midland territorial division,
which had arrived in France a week previously). The cavalry corps and
Indian cavalry corps would obviously be of value only if a rupture allowed
open warfare to develop.

* The B.E.F. had now been divided into two armies; the first on the right
under Haig, the second on the left under Smith-Dorrien, point of
junction between them being some four miles south of Armenti&res.
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the cavalry could move forward to raid Lille. The
course ofthe battle, however, deceived expectation and in

this respect also it proved the too faithful forerunner of

many weary attacks. The initial success was speedily held

up, every subsequent attempt at exploitation gained less

or no ground at the cost ofprogressively increasing losses.

Practically all the ground won in the three-days’ battle

was won in the first three hours. Even without a close

examination of tactical details the main causes of failure

can be plainly pointed out. In the face ofbrave and very

skilful defenders, however few in number, itwas impossible

to make uniform progress, as some strong points and wire

were certain to have escaped annihilation by the artil-

lery. The mishaps of local commanders, thus held up,

caused unnecessary delay in a general advance. This was
increased by the difficulty of assembling troops quickly,

after gaining one line, for the assault ofa second. More-
over, lateral communication across an unknown debris of

trenches was bad, communication with the rear was hin-

dered by the inevitable destruction oftelephone lines. This

meant that the guns could not be switched quickly on to

the unidentified targets which were delaying the infantry,

and that reinforcements could not be directed at will to

the required positions. The enemy’s artillery, on the other

hand, none ofwhich had been captured, knew every inch

of the ground which he had momentarily lost. Conse-

quently every hour’s delay lessened the disparity between

the opposing forces, and helped towards an equilibrium.

All these problems, inherent in every trench-attack, are

admirably illustrated in miniature by Neuve-Ghapelle.

The British remained in possession of the village with

1,600 prisoners. They had lost about 13,000 men, but

had inflicted nearly equal casualties, a balancing of ac-

counts not attained again until Messines (June 7th, 1917).

II

The preliminaries were now over and the first main act

of 1915 was to begin. French Head-queirters re-staged
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a plan almost exactly identical with that ofwhich Neuve-
Chapelle was tohave been the British contribution, to open
in the beginning ofMay. The enemy, however, with that

forestalling enterprise which was to stand him in good
stead on many later occasions in the war, robbed it of

much of its sting by the gas attack, started on April 22nd,

which developed into the five-week-long struggle known
as the second battle ofYpres.

Smith-Dorrien’s 2nd army had extended its line north-

east ofthat city during the middle ofthe month to release

French troops for the attack farther south, but there were
still two French divisions between it and the Belgians hold-

ing the northern edge ofthe salient from near Poelcapelle

to the Yser Canal. Its southern extremity had been dis-

turbed since April i6th, where ferocious local fighting had
devHoped out of our seizure of Hill 60, a mound of earth
thrown up from a railway cutting. But no one had the
slightest idea that an attack was imminent. Ypres, by no
means yet its later proverbial scene ofdesolation, was still

an animated centre; a band played in the Grande Place
where the civilians maintained a market for the troops.

The surprise, however, of April 22nd was unjustified, as
being due to the neglect ofcircumstantial warnings. The
western staffs did not, it is true, know that this violation
of the conventions of civilized warfare had already been
practised against the Russians in January. Possibly the
latter did not recognize the experiment, and took it for
a protective smoke cloud,^ as German reports state that
the extreme cold made the results ofthe emission unsatis-
factory. More probably, with their habitual unbusiness-
like carelessness, the Russians failed to report it to their
Allies. Still the accounts given by a prisoner captured by
the French on April 14th were most circumstantial; he
gave details ofthe cylinders prepared on the Langemarck

attack at the third battle ofGaza was similarlyso innocuous
that Turkish reports from the field expressed doubt whether gas had been
used. Lord Cavan reported that the Austrian gas shclb on the Asiago
plateau (June 15, 1918) were almost inconceivably feeble.
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front, and, most significant fact of all, had actually had a
respirator in his possession.^ This was followed on the 1 7th

by a lying German accusation that the British had em-
ployed asphyxiating gases in their shells, the object of

which might have been guessed, in conjunction with the

other evidence—^namely, to prepare public opinion for the

German action as being merely retaliatory.

The introduction of gas warfare was received with an
indignation which, though faimed by the newspapers, was
deep and abiding among soldiers. Lord Kitchener was
moved from his usual restraint to a passion ofanger. When,
however, he wrote to French that it was ‘contrary to the

rules and usages ofwar’, his statement was too sweeping

It was certainly contrary to ‘usage’, but it was not expli-

citly condemned, as has often been stated, by the wording
of the Hague Convention of 1899. The passage referred

to forbids ‘the use of projectiles the sole object ofwhich is

the diffusion ofasphyxiating gases’. This prohibition may
have been intended inferentially to condemn the emission

of cloud-gas, but it certainly does not say so. The action

may well be held to be contrary to the spirit, but a legal

document must be interpreted according to the gram-
matical meaning of the text. The effects of chlorine in

those early days when no protection was available were
certainly very cruel, yet perhaps less repulsive than the

burning alive ofmen by liquid fire, another innovation ap-

parently first used by the French.^ In fact there is little to

choose in horror and pain between the injuries inflicted by
modern war. The extent to which a human body can be
mangled by the splinters ofa bomb or shell, without being

deprived ofconsciousness,mustbe seen to be believed. The
re^ explanation of the fury felt by the soldiers, which in-

vested the war with a more savage character, is to be

sought elsewhere. In the face of gas, without protection,

> For further details, see Sir J. E. Edmonds, Military Operations; France and

Belgium, vol. iii (1927), pp. 163, 164.

2 General Dubail states with complaisance that his ist army was the first

to experiment with this weapon in die autumn of 1914 in the Argonne.
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individuality was annihilated; the soldier in the trench

became a mere passive recipient of torture and death. A
final stage seemed to be reached in the whole tendency of

modern scientific warfare to depress and make ofno effect

individual bravery, enterprise, and skill. Again, nearly

every soldier is or becomes a fatalist on active service; it

quietens his nerves to believe that his chance will be favour-

able or the reverse. But his fatalism depends upon the

belief that he has a chance. If the very air which he
breathes is poison, his chance is gone: he is merely a des-

tined victim for the slaughter.* Later on, when gas-masks

became increasingly efficient, this type of warfare was
regarded merely as an unpleasant incident, for suffering

‘ became contingent on carelessness or surprise.

It has often been contended that the Germans threw
away an unrivalled opportunity of victory through their

premature and local use of the new weapon. It is true

that the military mind always*moves slowly and tenta-

tively towards novelties (as witness the tanks), and the
protagonist ofgas warfare has related the suspicion, scep-
ticism, and dislike of the commanders with whom he had
to deal. But ifits use had been postponed till the next year
(for the campaign on Russia made any great attack in
France impossible in 1915), it is most improbable that the
secrecy necessary for unremedied surprise could have been
preserved. Again cloud-gas, which alone was available in
large quantities for the next fifteen months, depends en-
tirely for its efficacy upon the direction ofthe wind. Owing
to the irregularities of the trench-line it would probably
have been impossible to stage an attack on any long front
which could have been continuously supported by cylin-
ders. Finally, winds from between north and east are
neither very common nor regular in northern France,
and the chances of victory might be further impaired by
successive postponements.*

The writer was in the trenches south ofYpres in April 1915, where a gas
attack was constanUy expected though not experienced. He therefore
had opportunities ofjudging of the men’s feelings.

* The origii^ attack was in fact so postponed from Aprfl 15 to April
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In the long run it is probable that the introduction of

gas warfare was disadvantageous to the Germans, as the

blockade tightened and the whole chemical resources of

the world were available against their ever-straitening

supplies.

On April 22nd, a brilliant spring morning, shells of

an unprecedented calibre began to fall upon Ypres; they

weighed a ton, and came from the celebrated 17-inch

howitzers, which had destroyed the great fortresses at the

beginning ofthe war. At 5.30 in the evening the cylinders

which had been placed in the German trenches, some
thirty yards apart, began to emit dense greenish-yellow

clouds of chlorine against the two French divisions in line
^

between Langemarck and the Yser Canal. The French
broke in panic: the Zouaves in particular fled for many
miles. British troops resting near Poperinghe received the

first information that sometliing was amiss from seeing the

Africans still running, who pointed at their throats and
cried out incoherently ‘gaz asphyxiant’.’ By nightfall the

remnants of the French were lining the west bank of the

Yser Canal, leaving Ypres unprotected with a gap offour

and a halfmiles between them and the ist Canadian divi-

sion holding the extreme left ofthe British line. Most for-

tunately German Head-quarters had formed no plans

whatever for immediately exploiting this very promising

tactical success. The attacking IVth army had to rely

entirely upon its local reserves.^ The German troops also

were naturally nervous about the effects of the chlorine,

and were disposed to hang behind the cloud as it rolled

along. They had got within 2,500 yards of the city and
there was nothing in front of them. The confused and
cruel fighting which followed can be divided into three

22 and would have allowed a week’s counter-preparation had the Entente

Stalls accepted the warning offered to them.
’ Information received from an officer of a battalion of the Duke of

Cornwall’s Light Infantry then at Poperinghe.

* Four corps were heavily and two slighdy engaged in the battle. The
British engaged seven infantry and three cavalry divisions, and the French

five infantry divisions.
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phases: (i) the joint Franco-British attempt to restore the

positions; for the salient now resembled an apple with

a great piece bitten out of its side, and seemed to be

utterly untenable (April 22-28)
;

(ii) the preparations for

the evacuation of the outer rim (April 28-May 3) ;
(iii)

the struggle to maintain the new positions, which were
still open to encircling attacks on three sides (May 4-24).

(i) During the nightofthe 2and-3rd the Canadians,who
so far had not suffered severely, threw back and prolonged
tlieir left flank so as to form a string of posts in touch
with the French. The improvised line was very thin, and
had hardly any artillery support, as eight French batteries

covering that area had been captured. The salient had
always been a congested and dangerous region, as all

traffic had on its way forward to cross the canal, pass
through the city and emerge from the ramparts by the
Menin Gate. The enemy had compensated for his com-
parative weakness in infantry by a very powerful concen-
tration ofartillery which completely dominated the Allies.

The defile could be swept by the fire even of field-guns
from both north and south. Troops marching through the
streetswere alreadylosing heavily: onecompanyhadeighty
casualties during the nightfrom falling masonry. A retreat
would obviously become necessary ifthe French could not
in conjunction with the British left push forward from the
canal. But the enemy was already solidly established on
the western bank between Het Sas and Lizerne. The
ground lost had in itselfno value at all; in fact to preserve
the salient meant dooming those who held it to suffer con-
tinually heavier proportional losses than in any other part
of the line. To give up anything, however, ran contrary
to the self-respect of the chiefs, who alleged that any tac-
tical retreat impaired the moral of the troops. This was
often quite untrue, as wasprovedin 19 1 7when theGerman
soldiers fought, if anything, better after the great with-
drawal to the Hindenburg line. Smith-Dorrien under-
stood this, men he saw that the continual appeals ofFoch
(commanding the northern group ofFrench armies) to at-
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tack merely resulted in fruitless and unsupported attempts

by his army—the Canadians in their first battle lost more
than a third of their infantry—^he wished to withdraw to

the ramparts ofYpres. SirJohn French, who had always

disliked him, at once sent him home.
(ii) The cautious, methodical, and imperturbable

Plumer took over the 2nd army. He was the most uni-

formly successful of all the British army-commanders. He
chose his staff admirably, never moved without careful

preparation, and knew the limit of the possible better

than any of his colleagues. His most spectacular success

(Messines 1917) achieved its superb completeness just

because it had been elaborated for more than a year.

He was almost an ideal general for siege-warfare. In his

characteristic way he executed perfectly a half-measure

which satisfied Foch and French and provided amen-
able if unpleasant position two or three miles east of

the city.

(iii) The temptation to carry on a trench-battle beyond
the limits ofthe profitable is always very strong. When the

enemy has been driven out of his strongest lines, when
prisoners and trophies have been collected, it is always

difficult to believe that the impetus of the attack is really

more exhausted than the determination ofthe defence. It

always seems as ifone more effort must produce the deci-

sion. The deadly fascination ofbutting perpetually against

the wall selected for attack seemed to conquer every com-
mander, even one like Nivelle, who, as w^e shall see, had
declaimed most powerfully against it.

The Germans continued for the next three weeks to

lavish their gas, artillery, and infantry assaults, but gained

nothing of serious importance. The salient remained
substantially as Plumer had traced it, until Gough’s army
broke out of it on the sinister 31st July 1917. Still the

enemy could show a good balance sheet, having inflicted

losses nearly double those which he had suffered,* having

' In round numbers the casualties were British 60,000, French 10,000,

Germans 35,000 (these last, however, are not complete).
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reduced the British artillery reserve to its lowest limits,

and emasculated our offensive ofMay gth.

Ill

For the French the new attack on May gth opened with

a transient and deceptive brilliance; for the British it had
failed completely within an hour ofits launch.* In the one
army the artillery preparation was overwhelming; in the

other ludicrously inadequate. The French threw against

the enemy positions 700,000 shells from i ,200 guns,^ almost
all high-explosive, and it was calculated that every yard
of the front line would receive eighteen. At that time the

British had in France only seventy-one guns of a larger

calibre than 5-inch; all the remainder, that is to say, threw
a shell of less than 40 lb. weight. Further, the proportion
of high-explosive was exceedingly low. Consequently on
May gth ourbombardmentlasted for only forty-six minutes
and g2 per cent, was shrapnel. ^Shrapnel is indeed an un-
rivalled man-killer against troops advancing in extended
order: it is also capable, if used in enormous quantities, of
destroying barbed wire. It has also one great advantage
over the high-explosive shell, as it does not cut up and pit
the ground. 5 But it is absolutely incapable of destroying
field-fortifications. Hence the defenders remained safely
in their trenches. They were able to man the parapets in-
stantly, without the delay inseparable from an emergence
from deep dug-outs. Their machine-guns remained intact
in their emplacements. Thus they mowed down without
difficulty the heavily loaded waves of brave men lumber-
ing towards them. In Artois, on the other hand, the 33rd
French corps, commanded by Petain, that calm, tena-
cious soldier who defended Verdun, and who as Gom-
mander-in-Chief was to rescue the army from the slough

’ The British called this battle Fcstubert and the French Souchez,
the names of villages round which the lighting centred.

2 Six-sevenths of the total number possessed by the whole British army in
France. ^

3

^

This was altered in 1917, when a new fuse (No. io6) had been perfected
which burst on graze.
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ofmutiny and despond in May 1917, broke right through.

In ninety minutes they covered three miles. The soldiers

looked down on the plain of Douai. They were passing

over green spring country almost untouched by war; they

picked flowers and put them in their caps as a symbol of

the open warfarewhich they believed was beginning. Then
the same old difficulties occurred once more, the breach
was in the centre, but two-thirds of the attack had been
partially or completely foiled. The enemy had equipped
his communication trenches with fire-step andparapet, and
was able to use them immediately for organized defence.

At each turn he had placed machine-gun posts, which, in

the infancy of the bombing art, were exceedingly difficult

to reduce. This in itselfmight not have been fatal, as the

thrust of the 33rd corps had produced grave disorganiza-

tion. But the French reserves were eight miles in rear. It

was desired to preserve them intact against gun-fire, and
also to keep them in a central position, for the very reason

that unequal progress was expected on the front of attack
(about six miles). So they could not be brought up in

time to fulfil the strategical dream of every attack, to

spread out fanwise over open country in rear of the ad-

jacent trench system. On the contrary the enemy got
there first. The cork was put into the hole. The fighting

degenerated into drawn-out and piecemeal struggles for

fortified villages and strong points. The reverberations of
the storm lasted on until the end ofJune. But the long

level crest ofVimy still barred all observation eastward at

the close ofthe battle. Even had it been won it would have
made no difference, except a tactical improvement of the
French position. It was to be proved over and over again
that a resolute army, well backed by artillery, can defend
itself in almost any position good or bad, if only it digs

hard enough. The French losses were gigantic, apparently
about 400,000 men.
May 9th had other than military consequences, for

it also overthrew the British Cabinet. It was indeed totter-

ing to its fall, when Fisher so petulantly resigned from the
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Admiralty, but it was French’s hand which actually thrust

it over the brink. In its place arose the first Coalition

Ministry in which Liberals and Conservatives enjoyed

an equal share of office under the premiership ofAsquith,

and representatives of Labour joined the Government.

French gave full details of the shell-shortage, and of its

effects upon the battle ofFestubert, to Colonel Repington,

the military correspondent of The Times, in which paper

it was immediately published. He also sent emissaries to

London to stir up public opinion, particularly among
Conservative members of Parliament. The shortage was

indeed inevitable, given the immense expansion of our

army as compared with that of the other belligerents.

Even in France and Germany, where scientific warfare

on a large scale had been so minutely studied, the voracity

of modern battles far exceeded all calculation. But its

calamitous consequences had been increased by the scep-

ticism displayed in the War Office as to the usefulness of

high-explosive against entrenchments, and by the failure

in certain factories loyally to increase output to the maxi-
mum ofcapacity.^ As so often happens in war the penalty

was exacted afterlarge remedialmeasureshad alreadybeen
taken. For the vast improvement already accomplished by
September 1915 the army had to thank the War Office.^

The consuming zeal and imagination shown byMr. Lloyd
George, first at the Committee ofMunitions (April 8) ,

then
at the Ministry (June 9), bore its fruit in the later stages of
the Somme battles in 1916.

The formation of a Coalition Ministry (May 26) made
little or no difference in the position of Sir John French,
or in the policy directed towards the Western Front. The
bill already being presented for Gallipoli made it certain
that some at least of the new divisions would have to go

• The deficiency between contract-numbers and numbers delivered in
i8-pounder shells between January and May 1915 amounted to 960,000 or
rather more than 50 per cent. See Sir W. Robertson, Soldiers and Statesmen
1314.-18 (1926), vol. i, p. 61.

* In October 1915, the last month which represented entirely War Office
orders, production reached i,soo,ooo rounds.
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there. Kitchener’s suspicious attitude towards great at-

tacks in France had naturally not been diminished by the

object-lessons alreadypresented to him. During this period

(June-July) he and SirJohn were in much closer accord

than previously, for the latter had been staggered by the

sacrifice of Festubert. But Joffre kept asking for more.

And ifpolitical considerations had called for the offensive

earlier in the year, their appeal was now far more strident.

The enormous and apparently endless misfortunes of the

Russians, and the entry ofItaly into the conflict, were very

cogent reasons for further hammering in the West.^

In view of the situation of the Alliance as a whole a

‘passive defence’ was entirely ‘out ofthe question’ (report

ofConference ofFranco-British Staff, Chantilly,June 24).

But it seems doubtful whether a constant show ofthreaten-

ing activity, with bombardments, gas-attacks,^ and raids

would not equally have achieved the result ofpinning the

existing German forces to France, and thereby preventing

any alteration of the balance elsewhere.

By the beginning ofJuly the B.E.F. had increased to

twenty-one divisions, and a 3rd army under Monro took

over some fifteen miles between Arras and the Somme,
being separated from its comrades by the loth French
army before Arras. These dispositions remained prac-

tically unchanged to the end of the year.

IV

The French plans this time aimed at a grandiose com-
bination of their former tentative models. Down till this

time they had tried to force the abandonment of the

great Noyon salient by smashing in one of its sides. The
autumn campaign was to burst it by a simultaneous blow
at either flank. A great doorwas to be opened to theMeuse
and Belgium. The Germans were so heavily committed in

Russia, where their victorious armies throughout August
were constantly pursuing an elusive decision in the farthest

‘ See Sir W. Robertson, op. cit., vol. i, pp. 66-7. * The Allies had
gas at their disposal in the field by September, but not earlier.

35*6 M
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corners ofPoland, that no quick transfer oftroops would be

possible. On the whole Western Front they were out-

numbered by about three to two, and it would obviously

be possible to secure a far greater local preponderance for

the attack.

The optimism ofJofFre remained as ever unruffled, but

he found unexpected difficulty in imposing his will upon

Sir John French, who was disposed to limit the British

share to artillery demonstrations unsupported by infantry

attacks. Soon, however, the disasters and disappoint-

ments of August, Warsaw, Suvla, and the Isonzo con-

vinced Kitchener that the common cause demanded an

unrestricted co-operation with the French, ‘even though

by so doing we may suffer very heavy losses’.

The plan was entirely French: an immense effort was to

be made in the plain of Champagne. A subsidiary but

powerful combined attack was to be delivered in Artois,

and Foch was again to assault' the heights ofVimy. With
that brutal lack of consideration for his ally, who was cast

for a subordinate role, which Joffre frequently displayed,

he intimated that the British were to prolong the attacking

line northward from Lens to the La Bassee Canal.

Haig, who was entrusted with the operation, vainly

protested that the ground, a mining area full of villages,^

pits, and slag-heaps, heavily fortified, was exceedingly

unsuitable. The Commander-in-Chief shared his views,

but soon allowed himself to be overpowered by Joffre, to

whom he had been placed in a position of general sub-

ordination by the British Cabinet.

Meanwhile the enemy employed his two months of
respite in ceaselessly strengthening his defences, largely

with the aid of forced civilian labour. The attack was
indeed no secret; it was a common topic ofboth military
and political discussion for a month beforehand. More-

* One of the main considerations which influenced the French choice of
Champagne was precisely the absence of villages, as they had found in
Artois that such fortified localities as Carency, Ablain, and Souchez had
proved the most formidable obstacles. See Gen. P. L. Palat, La Grande Guerre
sur lefront oeeidenUd (1917-27), vol. ix, p. 407.
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over, the preparations, particularly in the bare chalk fields

ofChampagne, were patent. The front ofattack extended

over more than fifteen miles. Thirty-five divisions, per-

haps 500,000 men, were assembled to take part in it. The
great fortresses, like Verdun, had been stripped of their

siege guns. New assaulting trenches were dug, vast com-
munication trenches three miles in length were opened

up to the rear. From their observation-posts on the high

downs the Germans could note every indication of the

devouring activity engaged against them.

The bombardment lasted three days (September 22-4).

Nothing had yet approached this concentrated force of

900 heavy and :,6oo field-guns: ‘This whirlwind of fii-e

and steel let loose’, as Joffre described it in his proclama-

tion to the troops. This document (which, by the way,
fell into the enemy’s hands) aroused tremendous hopes:

‘Votre elan sera irresistible. II vous portera d’un premier

effortjusqu’aux batteries de I’adversaire au dela des lignes

fortifiees qu’il nous oppose. Vous ne lui laisserez ni treve

ni repos jusqu’a I’achevement de la victoire.’ Ten divi-

sions of cavalry were held in readiness to exploit the ex-

pected rout.
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As generally happened when the Allies attacked, the

morning ofSeptember 25th dawned in pouring rain. The
assaulting troops, packed all night in soaking trenches,

were covered with chalky mud. Nevertheless accounts of

eyewitnesses agree that ardour and expectationwere great.

The advance began on the whole front at 9.15 a.m., the

Marseillaise was played, the drums and fifes kept pace with
the attackers. The enemy was outnumbered at the outset

by nearly three to one. His organization was very strong.

He had everywhere the advantage ofhigher ground. His
trench system was linked up with five elaborate field-fort-

resses, nodal centres of resistance. The French hoped to

mask them in the assault, isolate them by penetration

between the intervals, and by rapidly pushing forward to

the battery positions, to make their fall certain. General
de Castelnau in the cheerful confidence of the rear had
prophesied that the guns had done their work so tho-

roughly that the men could go forward with their rifles

at the slope. The French and British infantrymen were
to suffer many more such deceptions at the moment of
ordeal in the next two years. The Higher Staffs studied
maps and not the ground; they could not believe, sitting

in their studies and workshops, that the means of destruc-
tion which they had assembled would prove less annihilat-
ing in practice than in theory.

As usual, a grim unco-ordinated series of local struggles
ensued. Its progress showed characteristically thatrhythm
which came to be inseparably associated with the great
trench battles. First a frantic intensity during the first

twelve hours, never afterwards attained. During this
phase the French bit deeply, though unevenly, into the
enemy s centre. The next ten days were consumed in
gnawing actions, costing much blood, at all the blobs of
resistance still left within the conquered area. Finally, a
jumping-offground ofsome eight miles in length was con-
solidated for attacking the meun second position. This had
been cunningly sited on the reverse slope ofthe downs. The
French g^unners had little direct observation: the required
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angle ofdescent was too steep for anything but howitzers,

of which the supply was quite insufficient. Many of the

assaulting troops had already been through the furnace;

the fresh formations arrived in an atmosphere of antici-

pated failure. The Germans husbanded their reserves

with usurious carefulness, ‘milking’, as the phrase went,

quiet sectors of regiments and even of battalionSj and
throwing them piecemeal into the danger spots at the

last moment. The second line stood substantially intact,

though two French cavalry divisions had been desperately

launched at a momentary gap.

Strategically nothing had been achieved. Tactically

the French had ‘squeezed up’ the higher ground with their

enemy still on the top, both east and west. The trophies

collected were considerable, 25,000 prisoners with 150
guns. The trumpeting forth of these figures in the com-

muniquis partially hid the realization of defeat from the

Allied peoples. The lossel, which were kept rigorously

secret, were about 145,000 men. The Germans in propor-

tion to the numbers engaged lost quite as heavily.

The results in Artois were even more unfortunate. The
British in particular, at enormous cost, succeeded only in

worsening their local situation by the conquest of a nar-

row salient, from which the usual considerations of amour

propre forbade the Higher Command to withdraw. It

proved only less costly to hold than its notorious counter-

part at Ypres. Though Foch commanded the French, a
comradely spirit ofco-operationwas absent. Each side sus-

pected the other, not without reason, of desiring to thrust

off the heavier burden on to the shoulders of its ally.

Haig resolutely refused to launch a serious attack with-

out the support of gas (its use by the Entente being one
of the earlier stages in that competition of ‘frightfulness’

which was to descend to such horrible depths). His deci-

sion had to be deferred to the last moment, owing to un-
certainty as to the wind’s direction. It was not until 5.15
on the morning of the 25th that the line waveringly taken

by the smoke of a cigarette determined Haig to give the
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order for its employment; and, as the event proved, he was

TnistaVen . In Artois Foch, for his part, refused to conform

to the British hour ofattack (6.45 a.m.), as hewished to have

some hours of daylight for his final artillery preparation.

As, moreover. SirJohn French kept his reserves under his

own hand, sixteen miles from the scene ofaction, probably

out of jealousy of his lieutenant (who had protested

strongly against such retention and had been supported

by Foch), the chances of success were slight. Nevertheless

at the moment of assault the British were in a sevenfold

superiority,* for no serious attack was expected by the

Germans north of Lens, as the bombardment had been

comparatively insignificant, about 250,000 shells only

having been expended.

On the right the London Territorials (47th division),

and Scottish New Army (15th), emerging suddenly from

the dense clouds of gas and smoke, overran the large

mining village of Loos, from which the battle is named.
The Highlanders pushed on beyond the face ofthe low hill

fronting them, and reached the north-western suburbs of

Lens, a maze of drab, mean dwellings, housing a popula-

tion of 40,000 in time of peace. This intricate area had
been omitted from the plan offrontal assault ofeither army
but was to be pinched out by flank thrusts. The alarm of
the Germans in Lens atmiddaywas great

;
for, though Foch

had not yet launched his assault, the gun-fire had risen to

a fury which rightly suggested its imminence. The bugle
sounded the ‘Fall in’ in the streets, and the office details,

even the sick, were hurried on parade. In reality there
was little danger. Haig’s forebodings had been amply
justified. No reserves would be available for many hours.
The Highlanders whose ardour had carried them beyond
the crest were a mere handful; they had bent their line to

the south, and with their right unsecured were soon obli-

terated by a counter-attack.* In the centre much patchy

* The whole of our ist division when assaulting was opposed by some
600 Germans of the brave 157th regiment.

* The infantry of this division lost about 60 per cent, of their effectives.
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success was obtained; on the left, on either side ofLa Bas-

see, failure had been complete. Sir John French lost the

battle in the first few hours. Though the cavalry had been
massed in villages so close behind the front as to be visible

to the enemy, whose communique derided this futile parade,

not an infantry reserve was available throughout the day.

It is true that the subsidiary attacks farther north had
completely failed to divert German troops, and that Foch’s

attack south of Lens upon the heights of Vimy proved a

mere disaster. Still, about noon the German local com-
manders were at their wits’ ends: their second and last

line had been reached in three separate places, they were
still outnumbered by four to one, and the arrival of20,000

fresh adversaries might have smashed through their trench

organization and led to such confusion as to make neces-

sary a withdrawal on a wide front. Their transport for

miles in rear was ready to move.* Tf there had been even

one division in reserve closeup we could have walked right

through’ was Haig’s comment to a friend afterwards. The
contemporary opinions expressed by Prince Rupprecht
support this view. Sir John’s whole conduct of the battle

is inexplicable. Fie selected for his head-quarters a place

where he was not in telephonic connexion with Haig. He
did not release his three divisions till i .20 p.m. : two ofthem
(the third being the Guards) were completely untried units

ofthe new army,^ onlyjust landed in France. The conges-

tion in the rear, intensified by the inexperience of the

improvised staffs, was such that their approach-march,

accompanied by unnecessary discomforts, took twice the

scheduled time.

* For evidence of the German preparations for retreat, secJ. E. Edmonds,
Military Operations; France and Belgium, vol. iv (1928), p. 304, note.

* One infantry brigade contained only one officer who had previously

been under fire. The choice of these divisions vv as deliberate, not imposed
by necessity. Regular divisions were used for the subsidiary attacks, others

held quiet sectors on the Somme front. Various territorial divisions, e.g.

North and South Midland and Highland had had four to six months’

efficient service in France. These two in question (21st, 24th) on the con-

trary had received their rifles only in July 1915.
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Consequently they had to march through the night

(25th-26th) in pouring rain, across all the debris of the

two trench systems, in great confusion to their assaulting-

ground.

It is not surprising that their ill-directed attack next day
on the German centre, though in many cases bravely

pushed against enfilade fire from both flanks, ended in a
disorganized retirement.

The battle shouldnowhavebeen stopped dead. Nothing,
however, in warfare demands more moral courage on the

part of a commander than cutting his losses. Time after

time British, French, and German generals fell, through
lack ofwill to stop, into the protracted futility ofa wasting
struggle.

Sir John might have been less anxious to continue had
he known that Joffre was secretly instructing Foch to put
on the brake while ‘taking care to avoid giving the British

the impression that we are leaving them to attack alone’.

The attack ofthe loth French army had been thoroughly
foreseen by the enemy. Placards had been posted in the
German trenches proclaiming: ‘Terrain a vendre mais k
prix cher’; and Souchez brook had been dammed into
an impassable quagmire. The concentration of heavy
German artillery actually surpassed that of the French,
so Joffre’s early discouragement was very natural. And,
although the unneighbourly prohibition was not Fully
obeyed by Foch, on the last two days of concentrated
fighting (October 13-14), the Allied defeat sustained was
rendered more complete by the inaction of the French. It
was obvious to the fighting troops that in the piecemeal
trench struggle, into which the battle inevitably degener-
ated after the 25th, the enemy had every advantage. He
knew every nook of his own labyrinth. His bombs and
mortars were more numerous and of better quality. He
still possessed, and was long to keep, a great superiority in
machine-gun tactics. His batteries had been increased by
55 cent, since September 25th. The Germans in fact
were better organizers, better prepared. In Artois they
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inflicted losses almost double those which they suffered.*

‘La guerre d’usure se fait contre nous.’ This assertion by
a French politician, M. Abel Ferry, sums up in a sentence

the campaign of 1915. Loos proved fatal to Sir John
French. In his dispatch he tried to conceal his respon-

sibility by misdating the hour at which he transferred the

reserves into Haig’s hands.^ His relations witla his senior

armycommanderhad thus become quiteimpossible. After

a decent interval he was relieved of his command
(December 17) and Haig reigned in his stead.

The new Commander-in-Chief was also unfortunately

a cavalryman; but this was his only resemblance to his

predecessor. Haig had always been a model officer,

whether regimental or staff. Even at Sandhurst his

instructors had foreseen for him the highest prizes. Clear-

headed, thorough, and obstinate, with an iron contempt

for anything showy, vague, or insincere, he intensely

disliked politicians, among whom he believed intrigue

was almost universal. Haldane was perhaps the only

one who obtained his real confidence and affection.

Reserved and almost grotesquely inarticulate, he wrote

excellently. His order to the troops in April 1918 is a
perfect example of appealing soldierly eloquence. Reli-

gious to the depth of his Lowland soul, he gradually ac-

quired an almost Cromwellian conviction that God had
marked him out as an instrument for the triumph of the

Allies. Ifadversity as Bacon says is the blessing ofthe New
Testament, Haig grew with disappointment and disaster,

until he stood out in the last four months of the war as a

very great general.

‘ 98,500 (about equally divided between British and French) as against

56,000.
* See Brig.-Gen. J. Charteris, Field Marshal Earl Haig (1929), pp. 173-4;

and Duff Cooper, Haig (1935), p. 276. The latter reveals that Haig wrote
to Kitchener on September 29 commenting severely on the disastrous

effect of French’s generalship upon the course of the battle. T think it

right that you should know how the lessons which have been learnt in the

war at such cost have been neglected. We were in a position to make
this the turning point in the war, and I still hope we may do so, but
naturally I feel annoyed at the lost opportunity.’ .

'





XI

THE RETREAT OF RUSSIA, 1915

By the beginning of 1915 Russia was in a pitiable state

forwagingmodern war. Oflhe greathorde of6,250,000
men nominally with the colours at least a third could not

be supplied with rifles. Of the remainder many were
armed with Japanese, Mexican, or captured Austrian

weapons, the diversity ofwhich seriously complicated the

supply of ammunition. The number of guns per battery

had been reduced by a quarter, but even so shells were
ludicrously insuflicient. Commanders were threatened

with court martial if they used more than three shells per

day per gun. Nor could the situation be remedied for many
months. The careless, sloppy, if not corrupt, methods in

vogue, both with Staff officers and in government depart-

ments, could not be eradicated. The common way ofdeal-

ing with an unpleasant fact was to deny its existence.

General Knox, the British attache, found all his requests

for information met by evasion or lies. It was really unfor-

tunate that their Austrian enemies were themselves so

wretchedly dejected and demoralized. Had they appeared

more formidable, the Russian armies might possibly have

stood on a general defensive during this critical year, and
have avoided great evils. Evenapurelydefensive taskwould
have been hard enough, for they had to guard 800 miles, in

many parts ofwhich no continuous defenceshad been dug.
As we have already shown, it was only the plight of

Austria-Hungary which compelled Falkenhayn most

reluctantly to turn his reinforcements east. Even after

Hindenburg had gained so signal a success in the Masurian
‘Winter battle’, which cost the Russians 200,000 men and,

what was worse, 300 of their precious guns; even after the

Grand Duke had made a last desperate attempt to smash

his way into Silesia in February, Falkenhayn still hoped

to bring back to France sufficient troops to break up the

English by one great blow.
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But on March i8th, 1915, the Grand Duke Nicholas

gave a definite order that all offensive operations should

henceforth be confined to the south. The battle for

the Carpathians broke out again in full blast. The
Russians stood at the head of the principal passes. After

a month’s continual battering they had forced their way
about, a fifth of the distance to the plains at immense

sacrifice.

The political consequences of a break-through here

might indeed prove decisive. Even ifa descent into Hun-
gary did not force the Dual Monarchy to instant peace,

the itching neutrals would rush au secours du vainqueur. Nor
was Austria under any delusions. Neither the mission

of Prince Biilow at Rome, nor the ^30,000 paid monthly

in subsidies to Italian newspapers, could prevent her late

ally from advancing remorselessly her demands and her

military preparations. It was impossible for Germany to

resist the supplication ofher partner, backed as it was with
the threat of a separate peace with Russia.

Help must therefore be given on a scale which would
make any great undertaking in the west impossible. The
two Supreme Commands had now to settle a plan ofcam-
paign against Russia, and its strategic aim. Hindenburg
and Ludendorff passionately urged that she could be
ruined in one campaign, and all forces united against the

West next year. Conrad, with an optimism curious in the

chiefofa constantly defeated army cankered with treason,

agreed. Fertile as usual in vast strategical paper-schemes,
he favoured animmense envelopmentfromnorth and south
to catch the whole Warsaw salient in a net, and bring off

the greatest ‘Cannae’ of history. Falkenhayn, however,
always the statesman-soldier, stood firm against these

allurements. He did not believe in the possibility oftiming
and carrying through successfully two great wheels, which
would have to start 600 miles apart. In any event it was
an unwarrantable risk to plunge deeply into Russia with
indefinite commitments ofmen and time. Under no cir-

cumstances would he thin the West beyond the margin of
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safety. He was also exceedingly anxious about Turkey,

where the Galhpoli landing was weekly expected, and he
was determined to finish wdth Serbia before the end ofthe

year. It was therefore essential that the blow at Russia

should be so limited that it would be possible to break off

operations at will, and transfer large bodies oftroops else-

where. He stated frankly that in his opinion the annihila-

tion of Russia was not a practical aim, but he ho^ed to

achieve ‘the crippling of her strength for an indefinite

period’. As nothing could be done without German aid,

Falkenhayn had his way, but the great eastern twin-

generals never forgave him.

It now remained to fix a spot where the local blow
wouldhave the mostfar-reaching strategical consequences.
Here the two Chiefs-of-Stafffellindependentlyinto accord.

They agreed upon the area north of the Carpathians

between the Vistula and the San, where the enemy front

came nearest to Cracow. A break-through here, exploited

in an easterly direction, might be expected at least to force

a dangerous retirement on all the Russian armies em-
meshed in the wooded defiles of the mountains. Falken-

hayn even suggested that the defenders there should retire

to the southern slopes, in order that their enemy, enticed

forward, might lose all possibility ofextricating himselfin

time. Such a step, however, was vetoed as too dangerous

for the moral ofboth soldiers and civilians.

The great blow was to be delivered by a German army
(the Xlth) of eight divisions brought from France. Mac-
kensen was its commander. His name is specially associ-

ated with enterprises demanding surprise and speed, like

those against Serbia and Rumania. He seems to have

had the secret, so rare in leaders under modern conditions,

ofinspiring his troops to their highest achievements. His

singularly handsome and graceful figure, hiswinning tact,

delighted the impressionable Austrians, who detested

the rude and arrogant Ludendorff. His Chief-of-Staff,

Colonel Seeckt, one of the ablest of those veiled person-

alities who in their secluded offices directed the fate of
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battle, has since gained wide recognition as the creator of

the German post-war army.

German efficiency, Austrian self-respect, and the need

for unitywere happily blended in the method ofcommand.

Mackensen was to be over all the troops ofboth Powers in

Map 14. The break-through on the Dunajcc.

the sphere of attack, was to receive his instructions from
Austrian G.H.Q,, which in turn undertook to communi-
cate with Falkenhayn before any important decision.

Falkenhayn in fact always had the last word.
The transfer of troops from the West began after the

middle of April. So great a multitude passing through
Germany could not be kept secret. The population
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crowded the stations with an enthusiasm rivalling that of

the earliest war-days; to the Austrians their arrival came
as a surprise almost beyond hope. It was feared that this

triumphal transit might be reported to the enemy through

his spies. But no suspicions were aroused, or at least none
percolated to responsible quarters. The Staff, the earliest

arrivals, were dressed in Austrian uniforms when they

came to inspect the positions.

It was not until the detrainment was complete, and
the Austrians relieved on April 27th, that the presence of

Germans was identified, though not their number. The
country inwhich they found themselves was a long, humpy
plateau sinking on the north towards the central Galician

rivers; rising, at points behind the Russian front, to about

2,000 feet. Unlike the wooded Carpathians, it was fairly

open and thickly studded with large villages. Observation

was excellent, and the artillery need waste little time in

picking up their targets. The lines themselves seemed very

odd to western experience. A vast no-man’s-land of 3,000

or 4,000 yards separated the sentries, and within this area

the inhabitants were living and pasturing their cattle with

the mutual consent of both armies. (They were imme-
diately removed, though even this measure does not

appear to have alarmed the Russians.) The area was
well fortified according to low Russian standards, as it

possessed three lines of defences, the front line being con-

tinuous, and the second and third consisting in mutually

supporting tactical points, such as hills and villages. The
whole formed a belt some ten miles deep. Even the front

line, however, must not be conceived as an intricate

system of siege-defences after the western model, but

rather as a shallow girdle of trenches with splinter-proof

shelters. The weight of artillery therefore necessary for

the work of sudden destruction was not estimated at

anything approaching the concentration at Verdun next

year. Mackensen disposed of about 700 guns, or one for

every fifty-seven yards,' together with a great quantity

' At Verdun the total proportion for die front of attack was about three
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of trench-mortars of every calibre. This proved to be
ample.

May I St was a day of brilliant cloudless sunshine. The
visibility was perfect. ‘Our God was again gracious to us’,

to quote from the official monograph a phrase which
sounds strange to us in a publication ofthe General Staff.

The gunners spent the day methodically in registering

on their new targets. During the night the enemy was
restrained by frequent bursts of harassing fire, while the

German infantry crept forward and established themselves

in their assaulting positions within easy reach ofthe oppos-
ing trenches. The bombardment proper began at 6 a.m.
and lasted four hours. All German witnesses agree to

its shattering effect. The enemy scarcely attempted any
reply. For the first time in the war German aircraft, also

almost unopposed, made a massed attack on billets and
communications.

In many instances the infantry had no sooner entered
the trenches than they received the surrender of the
garrison, sometimes masses of ragged, demented figures

ran out to meet them with uplifted arms, their faces dis-

torted into the horrible staring vacuity of shell-shock.

Radko Dmitriev, the Bulgar who commanded this sector,

was reputed a fine fighting general who kept his men well
in spirit, but so crushing a surprise would have over-
whelmed any troops.

The great preoccupation of the Higher Command had
been to keep the battle moving after the first break-
through. The attack had been organized in great depth,
so that detachments in difficulties would everywhere find
local reinforcements athand. The infantrywere instructed
to follow up everywhere with the greatest swiftness the
effects of the artillery, so as to allow the enemy no time to
repair his defences. The minutest liaison was enjoined
between divisions and corps. General lines of advance
were laid down for each day, but ‘any progress beyond

times that at Gorlice, for heavy guns five times; and the preliminary bom-
bardment was one of nine hours instead offour.
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them will be thankfully received’, provided that touch

was maintained between units. Actually the Russians, as

was natural in retreating troops with little confidence in

their leaders and none in their artillery, were so nervous

about their flanks as generally to give way on the least

threat of envelopment.

The advance maintained its momentum splendidly.

After the third day the Germans were in open country;

in a fortnight they had covered ninety-five miles, pivoting

continually on their right. The whole front in Galicia

collapsed. In Dmitriev’s army, divisions were reduced to

1,000 men, the size of battalions. The invaders of the

Carpathians succeeded indeed in avoiding encirclement,

but at the cost of a painful, scrambling retreat.' The task

of reinforcement was difficult. A strong diversion had
been launched in the extreme north, where German
cavalry and landwehr had been sweeping through Cour-

land towards the Dvina, a particularly sensitive spot, as it

contained the main railway-line to Petrograd, while Riga
was the centre of the Russian steel-industry. Troops had
been hurried hither to parry it. Moreover, much delay

was caused at the Galician frontier, where all troops on
arrival had to detrain on account ofthe different width of

the Russian and Austrian railway-gauges. But the Odessa
corps had been brought up from the Black Sea, thereby

freeing the Turks from the danger-cloud hanging over

Constantinople from the north.

Towards the end of May the Russians had found a

temporary refuge behind the San and Dniester, for river

lines formed by far the most effective barrier in the

generally featureless country of the eastern theatre. The
Austrians, on the other hand, were obliged to reinforce

the Italian front, where war had broken out on May 23rd;

and the Allied attacks in Artois made any considerable

fresh transfer from the west impossible. Still, June saw
Galicia cleared of the Russians. Its capital Lemberg had
been retaken on the 22nd. The inhabitants were glad at

I Mackensen’s army alone took in May 153,000 prisoners and laS guns.

3596
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their departing, for the retreating soldiery had committed

wild excesses. Moreover, the proselytizing ofthe Orthodox
archbishop among a population mainly Roman Catholic

or Jewish by faith had been very unfortunate. His activi-

ties, according to a Russian general, were ‘worth four

army corps to the enemy’. The Warsaw salient now pre-

sented a most alarming appearance on the map. It was
obvious that its evacuation could be only a matter oftime.

Would it be possible to deny that time to the enemy by
new attacks? Falkenhayn now determined to strike due
north, from the Galician front towards Lublin and Cholm,
where the Austrian armies had crashed so disastrously in

their first counter-battles. Any further penetration east

had been ruled out on account ofthe legendary reputation
of the great Prijpet marshes, where whole armies, it was
believed, might be bogged.* Mackensen was still to be
the spear-head of the new thrust. But a hot contention
arose between Falkenhayn and the eastern commanders
when they met, under the presidency of the Kaiser at

G.H.Q. in the vast feudal castle of Pless, to determine the
direction ofthe northern prong ofthe pincers to catch the
Warsaw salient. The two easterners returned eagerly
to their far northern designs. If the army already on the
Memcl were reinforced, it could cut Warsaw’s connexion
with Petrograd by a blow at Vilna. Here alone, they pro-
tested, was a strategic decision possible. It is true that the
Russians, partly for political reasons, were very nervous
of such an advance, and that preliminary measures were
already being taken for the evacuation of Petrograd. But
it had no appeal to Falkenhayn. It was a long, uncertain
way round; ifHindenburg once had his way the demand
for reinforcements would be insatiable, the time spent in
the operations indefinite. It was known now that great
Entente attacks might be expected after the middle of

LudendorfF tells us that when the Gennans arrived there later, the
diflicultin were found to be greatly exaggerated, as, except for water-courses,
the marsnes had been drained. The summer of 1915 was also abnormally
dry. . .

'
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September. That, too, was themomentwhen itwas antici-

pated that Bulgaria, her harvest gathered, would throw

off the mask and attack Serbia. But she would do so only

ifimportant German forces were available on the Danube
to take part.

Falkenhayn therefore, supported by Kaiser Wilhelm,

felt constrained to take the shortest and most direct way.

The army ofthe Narew (von Gallwitz) was to strike south-

east from its positions beyond the southern frontier of

East Prussia, so as to arrive right behind the bend of the

Vistula on which Warsaw stood.

While these great events were impending, an attempt

was made, on Falkenhayn’s initiative, to induce the

Russians to conclude a separate peace. It was intimated

that the Central Powers would demand no cession ofterri-

tory. The Tsar rejected this bait and refused with indigna-

tion to desert his Allies, becoming more embittered and
determined against his enemies than before.

Yet the Russians were now in the very depth of afflic-

tion. Their young recruits were sent to the front after four

weeks’ training, generally without having seen a rifle. The
German communiques reported that prisoners were being

captured armed only with oaken clubs. The reserves

waited behind unarmed till they could snatch a rifle from

the dead or wounded. The native carelessness of the

Russians was indeed partly to blame for this dreadful

shortage: they generally failed to collect the precious

weapons after a battle; in one case General Knox saw
head-cover in the trenches constructed out of rifles. Yet
in spite of all things, they put up, as a whole, an admirable

resistance, which cheated the enemy ofhis larger strategic

hopes.

The Grand Duke was now retreating towards shorter

and better railway communications. Though there was
much confusion and incompetence behind his lines, he
could move troops about faster than his enemies. He
buttressed up his flanks in the salient manfully, keeping

onlya screen standing directlybeforeWarsaw. Mackensen
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progressed at a very different rate from his May advance

through Galicia. When he took Lublin and Gholm on

July 31st he had advanced only twenty-five miles in

seventeen days.

Gallwitz began brilliantly by breaking through the

whole fortified zone round Prassnysch, but was held up
for a fortnight by the River Narew. For this delay Falken-

hayn holds eastern head-quarters largely responsible, as

in his opinion another six divisions could have been spared
from other sections of the front.

Warsaw fell on August 4th. The capture of the Polish

capital seemed to fire the German imagination, for even
in the west the trenches were placarded with boards bear-
ing the legend ‘warschau gefallen’. The inhabitants

were so much accustomed to rumours of the enemy’s
approach that they showed no disposition to leave until

the last days. It is recorded that the life ofnightly gaiety
for which the city was famous went on almost unabated
to the end.

For the next three Aveeks the Russians multiplied their

speed in retreat, for they were determined as soon as
possible to present a comparatively straight front running
north and south against the invaders. Contrary to his
usual principle, the Grand Duke actually left a great
garrison of90,000 elderly reservists in the fortress ofNovo-
Georgievsk, which commands a crossing of the Vistula
north-west ofWarsaw, to delay the pursuers. It was the
only point of the whole river-line to offer resistance, but
it was of little avail. The aged conqueror of Antwerp,
von Beseler, took Novo-Georgievsk within three weeks.
Its vast stores oftinned provisions proved very serviceable
to the captors, though in other respects the garrison had
effected a thorough destruction, and had carefully killed
all their horses.

A far heavier blow to the Russian plans was the simul-
taneous faU of Kovno,* far to the north on the road to
Vilna. This might at the eleventh hour open the way for

* Now Kaunas, capital of Lithuania.
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the realization of the Eastern Command’s long-cherished

hopes. This fortress, attacked by small forces with a con-

temptible siege-train, was lost through the ignominious

cowardice of its commander Gregoriev. After immuring
himselfin the only concrete emplacement, he abandoned
the place the day before capitulation, and drove to Vilna,

He was deservedly arrested and sentenced to a long term

of imprisonment.

Meanwhile an enormous exodus ofthe population with

all their belongings accompanied and impeded the retreat-

ing army. Russian writers state that they fled in fear ofthe

German cruelties. But it appears that any who remained
were accused ofsympathy with the enemy, and that their

subsistence was made impossible by the requisitioning of

their catde, horses, bacon, tea, and sugar.^ It is said that

along all the main roads mounds and crosses every hun-

dred yards mark the stages of that hopeless and goalless

exile.

By the end ofAugust the Russians had been thrown out

of the burning ruins of Brest-Litovsk, the fortress which
protected a great railway junction where five lines met,

and so their lateral communications with the north had
been cut. They were already 1 25 miles east ofWarsaw,and
had more than that distance still to go before the line could

be cleared ofembarrassing salients and brought to a halt.

But Falkenhayn had already (August 14) told Hinden-
burg in the most definite terms that the victory which he

had expected had been won. His desire was now to

stabilize the front as soon as possible, whilst time remained

to construct winter-quarters before the weather broke.

Already at the beginning ofSeptember he gave an out-

ward sign of his new intentions. One of Mackensen’s

German divisions was moved to the uttermost extremity

of Hungary, to Orsova on the Danube beyond the Iron

Gates, a symbol of menace to Rumania, and of encour-

agement to the Bulgars. On September 6th the latter

‘ See Maj.-Gen. Sir A. Knox, With the Russian Army igi4-iy (1931), vol. i,

pp. 305 and 33a.
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signed a military convention with the Central Powers, and

within three weeks Mackensen and a German army were

standing over against Belgrade.

On September 5th the Tsar took a step which is gener-

ally considered as an important one in the downfall ofhis

dynasty. Dismissing the Grand Duke, who was relegated

to the distant viceroyalty of the Caucasus, he assumed

personal command ofthe armies. He doubtless persuaded

himself that he was acting from the purest motives of

patriotism and duty. ‘We shall fulfil our sacred duty to

defend our country to the last. We will not dishonour the

Russian land.’

The Duma when it met on August ist had shown a

burning spirit of self-sacrificing devotion, as expressed in

the speech of their President Rodzianko who said, ‘our

duty—^sparing neither strength nor time, nor means—^is to

set to work without delay. Let each ofus give our labour

into the treasury ofpopular might. The Army and Navy
have set each of us an example of duty dauntlessly ful-

filled. They have done all that man can do; our turn has

come.’ This spirit, it may be noted, was ill requited, for

as soon as the Assembly passed to criticism of the adminis-

tration, it was ruthlessly prorogued. Yet undoubtedly its

manifestation encouraged theTsar to take up his residence

at ‘Stavka’.* The moment was also thought opportune in

that no further great reverses might be expected to tarnish

the personal responsibility ofthe autocrat. Mingled, how-
ever, with all these motives was a skein of court intrigue.

The letters of the Tsarina show that she was jealous of
the power and popularity of the Grand Duke and was
determined to make an end of him. In this resolve

she was strengthened by the sinister influence of the
monk Rasputin. Partly by a hypnotic power of sensual

attraction for women ofhigh rank, partly by the soothing
effect which he exercised on her poor miserable son the
Tsarevitch, who suffered from haemophilia,^ he had

• The Russian name for General Head-quarters.
* A disease prevalent among European royalties in which the blood is
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gained an incredible ascendancy over the Tsarina and *

the Imperial Household. The Grand Duke viewed Ras-

putin with contempt and loathing, and is said to have

promised to hang him ifhe visited the front. The Tsar’s

action was therefore popularly regarded as putting the

whole conduct of the war under the control of the most

superstitious and degraded court-circles. Far from re-

assuring the patriotic elements in Russia, the effect was

the contrary; for the Tsarina was regarded as a strong

pro-German.

The new Chief-of-Staff, Alexeiev, a silent and scholarly

man of humble birth was, it is true, an entire stranger to

all such intrigues. He had gained, before the war, a great

reputation as a scientific soldier, and had commanded the

central group ofarmies before his promotion. But he was

not a powerfiil personality. Many complaints were raised

ofhis indecision and prolixity on paper. Fie had little idea

how to delegate work, troubling himselfwith the smallest

details to the great detriment of his health.

The campaign then seemed to be dying down to its

natural autumnal conclusion; but Hindenburg, with his

single-minded obstinacy in persisting upon what he

believed to be right, returned once more to his darling

northern project. The Austrians, too, always nervous for

Lemberg, their great artery, wished for more elbow-room

beyond north-east Galicia. They hoped to take the ‘Vol-

hynian Triangle’, the three fortresses ofLutsk, Dubno, and

Rovno which guarded the entrance to the Ukraine. Thus

the battle was stirred up again on the two wings. Falken-

hayn disliked this recrudescence, but since he regarded the

operations, from which he expected little, as of local im-

portance he raised no objection. On two matters he was

as firm as a rock—the moment at which he would require

his reserves for Serbia and for the West, and theirnumber.

The Austrians certainly accomplished nothing ofmoment
except the capture of Lutsk, and suffered so severely in

incapable ofclotting. Consequently a small cut, or even a scratch or bruise,

has very serious ifnot fatal results. .,y-.
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counter-attacks that two German divisions had to be sent

to stiffen a failing resistance. The Russians remained

firmly fixed in that strip ofeastern Galicia confined by the

Sereth, and in eastern Bukovina. Here they were to stand

undisturbed in enemy territory until the final collapse of

their military strength in August 1917.

Hindenburg, who still believed that, if he could bring

offa successful engagement, he could break Falkenhayn’s

will and retain the divisions which the latter had ear-

marked for dispatch elsewhere, staged an enormous attack.

It extended from the Baltic to below Kovno. On the

extreme north he hoped to force the enemy behind the

great River Dvina, and to tahe Riga and Dvinsk. But his

main ambition was centred, as always, on the break-

through at Vilna, where a deep thrust might get right

behind the communications of the two northern Russian

armies and lead to their destruction. The Russians heldon
to Vilna until the last moment (September 18). A great

mass of30,000 German cavalryhad alreadyswooped from
the north far to their rear, and was swarming over and
round the vital railways, and at the same time collecting

booty, particularly in cattle. This was by far the most
notable exploit of this arm during the war, until it was
easilyeclipsed byAllenby’s converging drive on theJordan
fords in September 1918, which destroyed the Turkish
army. Feeblyopposed by Cossacks, theyhadsweptforward
more than 100 miles, reaching the junction of Molo-
detchna on September 15th. If they could have held this

point till their infantry arrived, the Russian loth army
from Vilna would have had no railway, and, it is said, only
one metalled road open for retreat to Minsk. This, how-
ever, was quite beyond the powers of the cavalry. The
Russians, as we have seen, were always very sensitive to
this area. They drove the cavalry back fifty miles to the
advancing mainguard in an utterly exhausted condition,
with the loss ofmost oftheir horses. Vilna and a few score
thousand prisoners were the only results of the last act.

Riga, Dvinsk, and the river barrier in the north still
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remained unshaken. Hindenburg had finally to recognize

that the enemy had eluded a decision, and behind his

rivers, lakes, forests, and marshes would be able to rest for

the long winter, and then to renew the fighting with a less

overwhelming inferiority of material. He vented his dis-

appointment upon Falkenhayn in a ponderous, dogged
memorandum, impeaching the whole conduct ofthe^am-
paign, with the request that his views should be placed

before the Kaiser. Falkenhayn seized the opportunity to

speak out plainly. ‘Whether Your Excellency agrees with

the view of G.H.Q. does not matter, once a decision has

been made by His Majesty. In this case every portion of

our forces has to adapt itselfunconditionally.’ He reiter-

ated in the clearest words his fundamental view of the

limits of possibility in the East.

‘One cannot hope to strike a comprehensive and deadly blow,

by means of an encircling movement, at an enemy who is

numerically stronger, who will stick at no sacrifices of territory

and population, and in addition has the expanse of Russia and
good railways behind him. But it is indeed possible to indict

quite enough damage . . . for our purposes by keeping up contact

with him along all the front and thus preventing him from shift-

ing his troops; then to take him really by surprise in a well

chosen spot, and with comparatively weak but strongly con-

centrated forces, to thrust deep into his lines.’

This great campaign had been a triumph not ofthe ‘big

battalions—^for the Central Powers were outnumbered by
about 450,000 men*—but of superior organization. The
Russian losses were probably over two million, half con-

sisting ofprisoners whose strong, patient labour proved an
invaluable adjunct to the man-power of the enemy.
The loss ofterritory was in itselfinsignificant when com-

pared with the enormous expanse of Russia. But Poland
was a very valuable political pawn. Governing circles in

Russia attached the greatest importance to this hated and
hating alien territory, as its window to the West. And yet

' The figures given by Falkenhayn for the end ofApril 1915 are in round
numbers, Germans and Austrians 650,000 each, Russians 1,750,000.
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the Central Powers had themselves proved too harsh task-

masters to win the confidence of the Poles or to induce

them to fight their battles by the belated grant ofmuzzled
autonomy next year. Germany also was too stubbornly

bound by pride of conquest to Alsace-Lorraine to agree

in 1917 that its cession to France should be compensated
by her annexation ofthe old Russian ‘Kingdom ofPoland’
with Galicia, Austria’s despairing offer, added thereto.

It will be clear, when the events of 1916 are narrated,

that Falkenhayn had not, as he believed, brought about
‘the indefinite crippling of Russia’s offensive strength’.

The actual results achievedwere in fact accuratelysummed
up by the Kaiser’s flamboyant telegram to his sister Queen
Sophie of Greece, ‘My victorious sword has crushed the
Russians. They will not be able to recover for six months.
Woe to them that yet draw the sword against me! ’

It was indeed by the Germans alone that the Russians
felt themselves to be defeated. More than that, they felt

themselves powerless before German industry, skill, and
organization. They were fascinated before a collective

higher intelligence, employed with such ruthless efficiency.

Knox related that in the autumn of 1915 he heard officers

constantly repeating that ‘the Germans can do anything’.
Next year whenever they attacked parts of the German
line they had no manner of success, and wherever the
Germans arrived to stiffen their crumbling allies, the tide
of their victories was stayed.



XII

THE BRITISH BLOCKADE AND THE FIRST
GERMAN SUBMARINE CAMPAIGN

I

The Napoleonic struggle had familiarized the world

with a war against trade rivalling and sometimes even

transcending in importance the purely military happen-
ings. A century later the duel was refought by Great

Britain against another continental antagonist, who used

even more ruthless weapons in reply to the slowly growing

pressure of an economic strangulation ever more scienti-

fically employed.

It is difficult to over-value the importance of this long-

drawn secret conflict, which knit the war so inextricably

into the fabric of national life. For, without the blockade,

it is at least doubtful whether the Allies could have forced

Germany to a military defeat. On the other hand, the

final reluctant assent of the German Government to use

its submarines without limit or pity rendered that defeat

inevitable. For, though the war on commerce in 1917
brought Great Britainwithin measurable sight ofcapitula-

tion, it alsoraised up a fresh and unconquerable adversary

in America to sustain the weariness of the Allies.

It is obvious that naval, in comparison with land war-
fare, gives almost unlimited opportunities for interference

with a belligerent’s trade with neutrals and consequentiy

for the seizure of private property. As Great Britain had
been the dominant naval power for at least two hundred
years, it was inevitable that her conception of the law at

sea should have been generallyimposedin time ofwarboth
upon belligerents and neutrals, who for their part seldom

ceased to complain of the maritime rights thus asserted.

And the result in the Great War proved to be the same.

In fact there existed no comprehensive code of inter-

national law at sea, comparable with the Hague Conven-
tions to regulate warfare on land. Great Britain had
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indeed generally objected to the discussion of such ques-

tions at peace conferences. The need for such a code had,

however, been recently recognized, and a committee of

jurists had agreed upon the Declaration ofLondon a few

years before the war. But as this instrument had not been
ratified by any of the belligerents it clearly had no
binding force, and Lord Grey has frankly admitted that

its rules 'played little part in the war’. Still, the provisions

of the Declaration of Paris (1856) had never been
abrogated, and remained binding upon its signatories.^

By this instrument privateering was abolished,^ and it

was laid down that a blockade to be legal must be
effective, and that the neutral flag covered enemy goods
except contraband ofwar.

Conditions, however, had changed so vastly since then
that the terms employed had become quite obsolete. An
‘effective’ blockade in 1856 meant a line ofships stationed

outside the enemy’s ports to stop ingress and egress.

When such a cordon was maintained, any ship of any
nation attempting to pass it was liable to seizure and con-
fiscation. But in 1914 such a close blockade was made
utterly impossible by mines, torpedoes, and long-range
guns. That being so, it was obviously unreasonable to
suppose that a power commanding the sea would refrain
from all systematic interference with trade to and from the
enemy, because of a physical incapacity to conform with
an obsolete provision. Further, the strategic deployment
of the British fleet, covering as it did the northern and
southern exits of the North sea, automatically provided
for a distant blockade of the German ports almost as
effective as its earlier prototype.^ Now it would clearly

* All the European Powers engaged inAugust 19 14were signatories except
Belgium.

* Something analogous with privateering was reintroduced by the Hague
Conference in 1907, when it permitted the use of armed merchantmen as
auxiliary cruisers.

* In 1915 ships were intercepted on the northern route and only
19 evaded the patrols. It is believed that not a single ship passed the Straits
of Dover unnoticed. '
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have been an act of unconscionable tyranny to have

barred the North Sea to all vessels, since within its area lay

Holland and the three Scandinavian neutrals. Conse-

quently in technical accuracy there never was a blockade,

but merely a system ofcontrol and examination based on
force. The resort to force was seldom necessary, for the

traffic was almost entirely neutral. Though neutral ships

might resent the interference, they were not disposed in

their own interest to evade it, since the North Sea became
more and more like one vast mine-field; while neither the

vessel, nor, as a rule, the cargo was confiscated in the event

of contraband being discovered.*

At the beginning of the war the British Government,
though desirous of striking as hard a blow at German
economic life as possible, had no intention of preventing

all kinds ofcommodities from reaching the enemy. Such
an attitude would have been desperately foolish, since it

would have roused the United States, the all-important

neutral, if not to actual hostility at least to retaliatory

measures, which might well have proved fatal to the

Alhed cause. ‘The object ofdiplomacy was to secure the

maximum of blockade that could be enforced without a

rupture with the United States.’* The avoidance of such

a rupture was mainly due to the extraordinarily intimate

and harmonious association between Grey and the Ameri-
can ambassador Walter Page. Both men were patterns of

frankness and open dealing, and understood one another

instinctively. Page was described as ‘the best friend whom
England ever had’. He was devoted from the beginning

to the Allied cause, and angered and embarrassed his cold

President by his espousal of it in private letters. He took

infinite pains to smooth down the rough edges ofthe harsh

dispatches which the State Department at Washington
continually sent him for communication to our Foreign

* The usual procedure was to purchase the cargo and return the ship.

See B.J. Hendrick, £(/« and Letters ofW.H. Page (1922), vol. i, p. 380; ii, p. 63.
^ See Vise. Grey of Fallodon, Twenty-Jive Tears, 1393-1916 (igsS), voL ii*

pp. 103 sqq.
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Office. He literally wore himself out by his four years of

intense labour, for he returned home in November 1918

only to die of exhaustion a few weeks later, having just

lived to see the Allied triumph.

The controversies of the first few months centred in

the definition of contraband, and the measures necessary

in order to prevent contraband goods from reaching the

enemy through neutral channels.

America repeatedly urged the Allies to accept the list

ofcontraband articles given in the Declaration ofLondon,

as Germany at once agreed to do. It was obviously in

Germany’s interest that the list should be as short as

possible, while the aim ofthe Allies was the exact opposite.

Now the list given in the Declaration was absurdly inade-

quate. Oil, copper, rubber, and cotton, four of the most
potent auxiliaries of modern warfare, were omitted alto-

gether. Aeroplanes were designated only as conditional

contraband, that is to say, they were liable to seizure only

if destined for the belligerent government or for the use of

its fighting forces.

The British Government therefore, which was the in-

variable spokesman for the Entente in all these matters,

insisted upon drawing up its own list. In deference, how-
ever, to the immense American interests involved, cotton

was excluded for a year.* It was feared that without this

concession the United States would convoy its merchant-
men with warships, which would have meant surrender
or war; or at least put an embargo upon the export of
munitions, which would have placed the Allied armies
in the most cruel straits during 1915.

The second problem was that ofpreventing contraband,
absolute and conditional, from reaching die enemy, if

directed to neutral ports and toneutral firms. The old doc-
trine of ‘continuous voyage’, used so freelyby the Northern
States during the American Civil War, was extended to

‘ After August 1915 when cotton was placed on the list, the British

Government guaranteed a mininaum price for it, and so enormous was
the Alhed consumption that the price kept on rising.
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apply to conditional as well as to absolute contraband.

This meant that ifthe ultimate destination of the goods in

question could be established as anenemy one, their osten-

sible neutral address could not save them from seizure.

Under American pressure, however, conditional con-

traband was practically excepted from this rule in October

1914. Consequently foodstuffs, which came under, this

heading, were for some months imported into Germany
with considerable freedom through neutral ports. It is

therefore important to remember that the first German
submarine campaign which started in February 1915 was
not a retaliation for the ‘hunger blockade’, as was alleged

by theGerman proclamation at the time.' On the contrary

the beginning of the real blockade of Germany in March
1915 was a retaliation for the submarine campaign. It

was then only that an Order in Council abolished all

effective distinction between free goods, conditional

and absolute contraband, and expressed the intention of

‘detaining and taking into port ships carrying goods

of presumed enemy destination, ownership and origin’.

To carry it out effectively meant an immense interfer-

ence with neutral trade, though it involved no danger to

neutral lives or ships from the Allies. There is a good deal

of truth in Colonel House’s remark that ‘the British have
gone as far as theypossibly could inviolatingneutral rights,

though they have done it in the most courteous way’.

It is, however, very far from true to affirm that Germany
was deprived ofimports by the Order in Council. On the

contrary, during the years 1915-16 Holland and the

Scandinavian neutrals supplied her with immense quanti-

ties of goods of every description from explosives to food-

' The best proof of this is the fact that the German Government refused

an American proposal that the submarine campaign should be given up if

England would give up the food blockade. Grey seems to have regarded

such a proposal favourably. See The Inlimatt Papers of Col. E. M. House

(1926), vol. i, pp. 376, 396. It is true that at the beginning of the war food-

stuffs had been declared to be absolute contraband on a false report that the

German Government bad taken over the entire stock. This in fact was not

done till January S5, 1915.
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stuffs,* the vast majority of which were allowed to pass

our blockade.

It was only very gradually that our pressure became
effective. A system of rationing was set up for neutrals in

1916 which was carried through by a central trading

association in each country which dealt direct with the

British Department of War Trade. The German taunt

that the neutrals allowed Great Britain to control their

own internal trade was not unjustified.^

The postal control and censorship established by Great

Britain in conjunction with the blockade gave an immense
amount of information about the character of neutral

firms. Compliance with the regulations was enforced by
the publication of a ‘black list’, containing the names of

those neutrals who were known to trade with the enemy.
Such firms were debarred from trading with Great Britain,

their cargoes forbidden to British vessels, and any neutral

ship which carried them was refused bunker coal at

British ports.

It was not, however, possible hermetically to seal up
Germany until the great American neutral became an
ally in 1917* Then indeed the United States as a belliger-

ent pursued relentlessly all those methods against which
as a neutral they had so often protested. When Balfour
was on his mission atWashington in 1 9 1 7, Polk, Counsellor
ofthe State Department, said to him: ‘Mr. Balfour, it took
Great Britain three years to reach a point where it was
prepared to violate all the laws ofblockade. You will find

‘ See Rear-Adm. M. W. W. P. Consett and Capt. O. H. Daniel, The
Triumph of Unarmed Forces jgi^-iS (1923), passim. The first-named author
was Scandinavian naval attache during the war and gives a most interesting
analysis ofthe trade ofthese countrieswith Germany, illustrated bynumerous
statistics. During 1916 the exports offood to Germany from Scandinavian
countries (together with Holland) was 25 per cent, larger than during 1913.
It should be added that at least during 1915 a large portion of such
neutral trade with Germany was in goods of British origin. ‘Trading
with the enemy’ went on briskly and seems to have been winked at by
the Board of Trade.

* For a description of these various associations sec K. Helfferich, Der
WeWcrieg (igig), pp. 245-6; C. E. Fayle, Seaborne Trade, vol. ii (1923).
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that it will take us only two months to become as great

criminals as you are.’*

‘The Allied Powers in conjunction with the United States now
possessed an almost complete control of many of the principal

commodities, and the combined pressure they exerted was so

tremendous that the goods never got as far as the sea, and the

blockade was practically transformed into an embargo.
‘The final cutting edge of the blockade in 1917 and igtS was

enforced not at sea but on the custom house quays at Boston,

Liverpool, and New York. The Downs and Kirkwall languished

and the control services were transferred to Halifax, Jamaica,

and Sierra Leone.’^

The needs ofthe blockade, so intimately connected with

the ever-increasing war against submarines and mines,

was one of the principal causes for the unprecedented
expansion of the Navy. Already at the close of 1915 the

fleet, still destined to yet greater growth, numbered more
than 3,000 vessels. Every kind ofcraft was pressed into its

all-embracing service. Trawlers, drifters, and motor-boats
formed a great part ofits heterogeneous array. The price

of the command of the sea was indeed eternal vigilance.

While by far the larger share of the work fell to the

Southern Patrol in the Straits ofDover, the task ofthe loth

Cruiser Squadron in the north was beyond comparison
more arduous. The armed liners towhom it was entrusted

had to keep perpetual watch in the bitter and furious

waters between Iceland and the north of Scotland;^ they

had to ensure the safety ofthe vessels which they stopped

and in many cases directed to Kirkwall for examination.

Although the patrol had been pressed back from the

shorter line between the Shetlands and Norway by the

imminent dangers ofsubmarine and mine, these scourges

followed them on their more northern beat. In 1 9 1 5 alone

four ships of the squadron were sunk in these waters.

* See B. J. Hendrick, Life and Letters of W. H. Page (1922), vol. ii, p. 265.

* Quoted from article ‘Blockade’ by Capt. A. G. Dewar, R.N., in Eng>elo~

paedia Britamica, I2tli ed., vol. xxx (1922).
3 The cordon was sometimes drawn between Iceland, the Faroes, and the

Shetlands, sometimes between Iceland and the Hebrides.
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It is undeniable that the blockade was a harsh and
indeed ruthless weapon. It applied the analogy of a

besieged city to the inhabitants of a whole country with

a degree ofcompleteness never yet approached in warfare.

Though the enemy by periodic extension ofhis conquests

mitigated its effects both upon industry and sustenance,

the suffering of the civil population for at least the last

eighteen months of the war were intense. The weakest
fell inevitably the easiest victims. The object of the

‘hunger blockade’ was not to kill old people, women,
and children, but to break the war-will of the German
people. But while it is impossible accurately to assess how
many non-combatants succumbed to its indirect effects,

through under-nourishment and its attendant diseases

such as tuberculosis, the number was undoubtedly very
considerable.*

II

The intention ofthe German Government in launching
its submarine campaign was precisely the same as that of
the British, namely, to compel peace by paralysing the
far more vulnerable economic life of its adversary.^ The
difference in method, however, was enormous. The Brit-

ish blockade caused great inconvenience and delay to
neutral trade, but it did not in any way endanger the lives

of non-combatants, either enemy or neutral, upon the
seas. The essence of the German plan, on the contrary,
was to arrest all shipping by the immediate threat ofdeath.

* The figure commonly given by German writers is 750,000. The civilian
death-rate in 1917 was about three times that of 1913; though, of course,
an accurate comparison between the two years is almost impossible.

To take a comparison of foodstuff alone. In 1913 Germany imported
less than a quarter, and even during the war did not depend wholly upon
sea-borne imports for the deficiency. It must be remembered, however, that
(during the war) German soil was practically cut off from fertilizers, of
which there had been an enormous peace-time import. It therefore became
far less productive. Holland always had an exportable surplus of her own,
and later on Rumama, Ukraine, and NE. Italy could be drawn upon. In

Britain imported about 64 per cent, of foodstufils, every ounce
of which had to be sea-borne.
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This plan was not indeed put into complete and unre-

served application until 1917, in spite of the urgent and
repeated pressure of both naval and military authorities.

The Chancellor, Bethmann-Hollweg, was firm until then

in insisting upon such modifications as would prevent,

though only by a hair’s breadth, the United States from

joining the enemies of Germany- It is therefore true, as

Scheer complains, that the development of the U-boat

campaign was almost entirely a matter of politics. From
the first, however, it was fertile in the destruction ofnon-

combatant lives, both enemy and neutral.

At the beginning of war Germany observed its laws

much better on sea than on land. Except for the

mining of open waters in the North Sea,‘ and for a few

decisions straining the law of contraband, her cruiser

war against trade had been correctly and humanely
waged.

But this power of interference practically ceased with

the destruction of Spec’s squadron. It was exceedingly

galling for the enemy to watch his own trade being

strangled with no method of reply, except the spasmodic

and uncertain scattering ofmines round the eastern and
northern approaches to the British Isles. The position was
the more serious since the failure ofthe first battle ofYpres

made it clear that no swift end to the war could be ex-

pected, and so far little had been done to organize industry

for a prolonged struggle.

It was almost inevitable that the German Admiralty
should throw longing eyes at the submarine as a com-
merce-destroyer. Both sides, as the event proved, had
over-estimated its danger to modern warships. Older and
slower types had indeed fallen its victims and continued

to do so throughout the war, but it was becoming increas-

ingly clear that the desired process of equalizing the two
* This was contrary to the Hague Convention, which allowed mines 10

be laid only in territorial waters, e.g. within a three-mile limit of the coast.

The practice was soon followed by Great Britain, who declared the southern

part of the North Sea a War Area in November 1914. All shipping was
warned that navigation here was perilous.

"
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fleets was not likely to be brought about by its attacks.^

On the other hand, it had unique advantages as a com-

merce-destroyer. It could move secretly to its selected

point; it could wait patiently in invisibility; it betrayed its

presence at the moment of attack only by an inconspicu-

ous periscope, and could then instantly re-submerge into

the depths.

Yet it was equally clear that such a method of warfare

could not possibly be waged under the existing rules. No
men could be spared to take over a prize crew. Every ship

therefore would have to be sunk, instead of being seized.

Again, a submarine on the surface is a helpless creature:

one shell from a small gun is capable of sinking it; in the

populous waters where it would naturally operate the

time required for stopping and examining the papers of

a suspected steamer would be exceedingly dangerous.

The commander therefore would be under the strongest

temptation to sink the ship unexamined. If so, how could

he be sure that he had sunk an enemy and not a neutral,

especially as British merchantmen often hoisted neutral

colours? How could he ensure that the sinking ship would
have time to lower her boats, or that iflowered they would
convey the crew to safety? For all these reasons ofmingled
humanity and policy the British Admiralty had rejected

the possibility of such a method of attack, when Fisher

with his usual prescience in 1913^ had forecasted its

employment by the Germans. Consequently no measures
ofprecaution had been devised against it.

The German proclamation of February 4th, 1915, did
not declare a state of blockade. It followed the analogy
of the ‘War Zone’ established by us in the North Sea in

November 1914, and announced that all the approaches
to the British islands constituted a similar region.* It

' Actually no British or German dreadnought was sunk throughout the
war by a submarine, though three or four were damaged.

® See Winston Churchill, World Crisis 15/5 (1933), pp. 379-80.
^ The analogy is obviously imperfect for (i) the North Sea was actually

the scene ofoperations for the rival fleets^ (ii) its danger was caused by mine-
fields, which had been started by the Germans themselves; (iii) no threat
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Stated that Germany would combat hostile shipping in

those parts with every weapon at her disposal.

‘For this purpose . . . she will seek to destroy every hostile

merchant ship which enters the War Zone and it will not always

be possible to obviate the dangers with which the persons and
goods on board will be threatened. Neutrals are therefore

warned not to risk crews, passengers, and goods on such ships.

Further their attention is drawn to the fact that it is highly

desirable that their own ships should avoid entering this zone.

For although the German Navy has orders to avoid acts of

violence against neutral ships, so far as they are recognizable,

yet in view ofthe misuse ofneutral flags employed by the British

Government, it may not always be possible to preventthem from
falling a victim to an attack directed against an enemy ship.’

In reality the danger to neutrals was even greater than

thus suggested. For the secret instructions to submarine
commanders laid down that:

‘The first consideration is the safety of the U-boat. Conse-

quently rising to the surface in order to examine a ship must
be avoided for the sake of the boat’s safety, because, apart from
the danger of a possible surprise attack by enemy ships, there

is no guarantee that one is not dealing with an enemy ship,

even if it bears the distinguishing marks of a neutral. The fact

that a steamer flies a neutral flag, and even carries the distin-

guishing marks of a neutral, is no guarantee that it is actually a
neutral ship. Its destruction will therefore be justifiable unless

otlier attendant circumstances indicate its neutrality.’

Finally, commanders were informed that they would not

be held answerable for their mistakes.

Yet the results of this onslaught were so small as to con-

stitute almost a complete failure, and this for a variety of

reasons. The enemy fell into the error, so common in the

war, oftrying an experimentwithout waiting for the means
tomake it effective. The sinister secret was given away too

early. Itwas impossible to create a real terror over so large

an area. According to Scheer there were only twenty-four

was made to sink merchantmen within that area. It was merely pointed

out that it was actually dangerous for shipping. '.if.-
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U-boats available, which meant that not more than six

or seven could cruise simultaneously. Tirpitz, the most

ardent apostle of tlie method, had foreseen this difficulty

and had in vain pleaded for a blockade of the Thames

estuary only. Moreover, though some U-boat commanders

appeared to relish the destruction ofnon-combatants, the

large majority did not attack without warning.* This

leniency not only allowed the crew to escape, but obviously

endangered the submarine itselfand restricted her activi-

ties. Moreover, counter-measures were multiplied with

fertile ingenuity. More and more merchantmen were

armed, until by the end of 1916 the numbers thus pro-

tected exceeded 1,400. They were encouraged to ram the

submarine and rewards were offered for its destruction.*

Decoy ships were fitted out by theAdmiralty which behind

the guise of a defenceless battered tramp concealed gun-

fittings. The crew when attacked by a submarine appar-

ently all left the ship in panic. The gun-layers waited until

the enemy had come close up and was engaged in sinking

its quarry with gun-fire.^ Then at the last moment, often

when the ship was on fire, and casualties were reducing

its scanty occupants, the screens would fall, and the secret

gun fire at point-blank range.

The Straits of Dover were closed by a double barrier

of mine and net. So formidable was the obstacle that

from May 1915 onwards all submarines destined for the

Channel were ordered to reach it by the long roundabout
* See Adm. Vise. Jellicoe, Crisis ofike Naval M'ar(i92o), p. 37: ‘Prior to the

month ofJanuary 1917, it was the usual practice of the enemy submarine
... to give some warning before delivering her attack ... in the years 1915
and 19 1 6 only 2 1 and 29 per cent, respectively of the British merchant ships

sunk by enemy submarines were destroyed without warning.’
* Such a posture on the part of the merchantman obviously made it un-

likely that the submarine would give warning before attack. Early in 1916
the United States endeavoured to effect a compromise by which Great
Britain would agree to give up arming merchantmen and Germany to give
up attacks without warning. By now, however, Gteat Britain was too dis-

trustful of the good faith of her enemy to agree.
^ As many ships as possible were sunk by this method or by bombs. Only

a limited number of torpedoes could be carried^ if therefore they were
extravagantly expended the submarine’s tour would be unduly curtailed.
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voyage north of Scotland. Trawlers assiduously worked

all suspected areas with explosive sweeps. After U. 2 1 had
daringly made the passage through the Straits ofGibraltar

in May following hard in the wake of a British transport,

the Mediterranean became the scene ofincreasing activi-

ties. Here the submarines fell also upon their legitimate

prey, working havoc among the old battleships off the

Gallipoli peninsula, and scoring rare successes against the

transports. In home waters the war against commerce
languished more and more, and was practically at a stand-

still by the close of 1915. During the whole of that year

the submarines scarcely sank more tonnage than in one

terrible month of 1917.

The British reply had been on the whole effective,

though grievously handicapped by a lack of sufficient

destroyers for patrol work. So many of these were per-

manently required for the protection of the Grand Fleet

that the devoted service of tihe overworked residue fell far

short of reqvurements. During the year the enemy lost

only nineteen submarines and added fifty-four; he had in

fact more than doubled the available number.
It is clear, therefore, that the relaxed strain was not

primarily due to British effort. It was in fact due to the

determination of the German Government not to break

with the United States.

Ill

President Wilson is reported to have said in 1915 that

the American people demanded energetic words, but
would not endure energetic action. They were above all

things anxious that their immense trade with the Allies in

munitions and every kind ofwar-material should continue
unabated. It was rapidly turning the United States from
a debtor nation into the world’s greatest creditor. But
while a majority—^probably a large majority—^was in

sympathy with the Allied cause, at least 90 per cent, of
the whole eagerly desired to keep out of the war.^ And

’ This estimate may be accepted as approximately accurate as it is given
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indeed at this time this mighty nation was wholly unpre-

pared for war. The regular army numbered less than

100,000 men, a large proportion ofwhom were awaiting

trouble on the Mexican frontier. Until the autumn of

1915, when a great scheme was put into operation, no
additions had been made to the pre-war navy.

The President always hoped that a time might come
when he would be able peacefully to impose his mediation

upon the belligerents, and to induce them to agree to his

conception ofa just settlement. Tfwe come into the war,’

he said more than once to the German ambassador Bern-

storff, ‘there will be no one to help you out.’ But he knew
from the beginning that ifAmerica entered the war at all

it must be on the Allied side. And he was determined to

take no such decisive action without the whole-hearted
support of the people of the United States. In retrospect

it is clear that Wilson steered an extremely clever, if un-
attractive and humiliating, course through the tortuous

waters of negotiation. His notes and phrases were at the
time generally regarded as the self-righteous devices of a
hypocritical puritan to conceal his own impotence and
nakedness. The enemy and Allied press, particularly the
comic papers, vied with each other in shooting shafts of
derision at his pharisaical posturing. The famous defence
of his attitude after the sinking of the Lusitania, ‘There is

such a thing as being too proud to fight’, was long remem-
bered against him.

Yet it is undeniable that he finally extorted from Ger-
many without war the desired recognition of American
rights, and as its sequel the crippling of the submarine
campaign for eighteen months. From the beginning he
refused to discuss the question of these rights with Ger-
many; he merely stated what they were. Nor would he
allow that theycould legitimatelybe endangered in retalia-
tion for breaches of international law by the British,
against which he himself continued to protest.

independendy by House, by Spring Rice the British Ambassador, and by
Bernstorff the German ambassador at Washington.
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In February 1915 he declared that Germany would be

held to a strict accountability for the acts ofher navy. On
May 1st the first American ship, the Gulflight, was attacked

and her master drowned. Five days later the great

British liner Lusitania, homeward bound from New York,

andcrowdedwithpassengers,wastorpedoedwithoutwarn-

ing offthe west coast ofIreland. Therewere i
, 1 98 victims,

including about 100 Americans. This tremendous outrage

wasa deliberate actofpolicy forwhich theGerman Govern-
ment was directly responsible. It had disseminated warn-

ings beforehand in the shipping offices of New York, and
actually allowed a medal to be struck in commemoration.
It was true, as alleged by the enemy, that the Lusitania

carried some small-arm ammunition in her hold. This

fact might justify seizure, but not destruction without

warning. The object ofGermany was patent, to paralyse

all American trade with the Allies by an unexampled act

of inliuman intimidation.

Both Page and House, the President’s unofficial con-

fidant then in London, thought war to be immediate and
certain. Many believed that Germany was deliberately

provoking it to stop the westward flow ofmunitions, which
presumably the United States would retain for their own
requirements as belligerents. This, however, was not so.

Germany was under the impression that 'these idiotic

Yankees’* would stand anything, and that Wilson’s notes,

which though firm in tone avoided any suggestion of an
ultimatum, need not be taken seriously. It required the

sinking ofanother liner, Arabic^ (August 19), with two
American victims, to convince Bemstorff that a rupture

was reaUy imminent. On September ist Wilson secured

his first success with the assurance that ‘liners will not be
sunk without warning and without safety of the lives of
non-combatants, provided the liners do not try to escape

* This is a phrase of Dr. Dumba, the Austrian minister at Washington,
taken from a private letter stolen by a British spy. Dumba was sent home
by Wilson at the end of 1915 for various unneutral activities.

® This ship was western bound and therefore incapable ofcarrying contra-

band.
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or offer resistance’. By degrees he extracted a grudging

apology and promise of compensation for the lives lost in

the Lusitania.

Yet another crisis had to be faced in the spring of 1916.

The German Admiralty, without the knowledge of the

Chancellor and contrary to his instructions, authorized

the torpedoing ofthe Sussex, a cross-Channel steamer, with
eighty casualties among the passengers. This time Wilson
was sufficiently roused to send an ultimatum without a
time-limit declaring that unless the present methods of
submarine warfare against passengers and freight-carry-

ing ships were immediately abandoned, he had no choice

‘but to sever diplomatic relations with the German Empire
altogether’.

This display of vigour produced an undertaking from
Germany ‘to do its utmost to confine the operations ofwar
for the rest of its duration to the fighting forces of the

belligerents’. A definite promise was made that no more
merchantmen would be sunk without warning and with-
out saving human lives. An ominous proviso, however,
stated that ifthe United States could not induce all nations
to follow the laws ofhumanity, ‘the German Government
would then be facing a new situation in which it must
reserve itself complete liberty of decision’. This liberty,

as we shall see, was resumed in February 1917 to the final

exhaustion ofAmerican patience.

Wilson might well write to House in the throes of the
earlier controversy: ‘My chiefpuzzle is to determine when
patience ceases to be a virtue.’* Though so hesitating, he
certainly acted neither from weakness nor in ignorance
of the American character. The old saying that every
nation has the government which it deserves is well illus-
trated by the events of 1915- Wilson undoubtedly owed
his narrow re-election as President in November 1916 to
the conviction that he was ‘the man who has kept us out
of the war’.

' To House, September 15, 1915 {Intimate Papers of Col. E. M. House
(1926)).
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Yet it remains amazing to Europeans that a nation so

touchy, so brave, and so determined as the Americans
should so long have put up with the sinking ofits ships, the

murder of its citizens, and the organization within its

borders ofstrikes and outrages against munition works by
aliens.*

' The German naval and military attach^ at Washington, Boy-icd and
von Papen, the Vice-Chancellor of the German Reich 1933-4, devoted

themselves to these latter acdvities, and were sent home at the end of 1915.

They had an unofficial ally in a German naval officer Rintelin who developed
an ingenious plan of putting bombs in the bunkers of merchantmen, which
exploded in mid-Atlantic, causing the loss of these vessels by fire.
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THE DARDANELLES

I

Turkey on the map resembled* in a generalway a great

Asiatic lying prone, with his head in Europe, his body

in Asia Minor, his right leg in Mesopotamia, and his left

in the Sinai Peninsula. Anatolia is indeed the true heart

of this unwieldy giant, being practically impregnable and

supplying his life-blood in the shape ofits sturdy peasants,

unsurpassed for a dumb enduring courage. Both the legs

required to be secured lest they should give dangerous

kicks. The Turk in the Persian Gulfmight interfere with

the pipe-line ofthe Anglo-Persian Oil Company, on which

the oil-driven ships ofthe Navy depended for their supply.

But a kick from the left leg would be even more dangerous;

nay, possiblyfatal. The Suez Canal was aptly called by our

enemies the ‘Jugular vein of the British Empire’ through

which flowed all the vital traffic between East and West.

Even a temporary interruption of this stream would be

very serious. Further, it was quite impossible to predict

the repercussions upon our Eastern Empire ofthe presence

ofthe Turk in Egypt.

In the far north-east ofAsia Minor the frontiers of the

Turkish and Russian Empires met in a tender spot among
the great mountains of the Caucasus. Here the Russian

was likely to prove the more dangerous invader, for in the

Hne of his advance was placed the province of Armenia,

whose Christian inhabitants had been maltreated, tor-

mented, and massacred for generations by their Moslem
rulers. In 19 1 5 the most savage and wholesale of all these

butcheries was perpetrated, in which it is reckoned that

more than a million Armenians perished.

Finally, the head, Constantinople, though subtly pro-

tected by nature against a direct blow, was joined to the

bodyby the frailest ofconnexions, a bridge across thewater.

* For the map of Turkey see p. 350.
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Thus if the bridge were broken the three great powers
of the Entente would not merely be engaged in a common
cause but would be able to use their resources in common.
Now although this sprawling giant had received many

battering blows in the Italian and Balkan wars imme-
diately preceding 1914 he was still tough and resolute

enough. But his nerves and muscles, the communications
available for war, were dangerously weak and exposed.

Turkey had no common frontier with the Central Powers,

who were powerless to send reinforcements. Even the dis-

patch ofmunitions and stores, so desperately needed, was
dependent upon the precarious goodwill of Rumania,
whose amenities oftransport were entirely determined by
the swing of the pendulum towards victory. Constanti-

nople itself was not connected by rail with the Asiatic

shore. No continuous line linked up Asia Minor with

either Mesopotamia or Palestine; for the necessary tunnel-

ling had not yet been completed to carry it through either

ofthe great obstacles which close the south-eastern corner

of Asia Minor, the mountains of Taurus and Amanus.
From the junction at Aleppo in northern Syria ran two
lines, one east, one south. The former was feeling its way
across the desert to Baghdad. A gap of some 500 miles

separated it from tlie Mesopotamian limb, which was
being slowly extended up the Tigris. One branch of the

latter ended at Nablus, in Palestine north ofJerusalem;

the other crawled precariously as a single line down the

deserts ofArabia to the holy places ofMedina and Mecca.
It is quite evident that Turkey was scarcely knit to-

gether at all in a modern sense. No abundance of good
roads compensated for the absence ofrailways; no abun-
dance ofmotor vehicleswas available for such roads as did

exist. One of the principal theatres of war, the Caucasus,

was actually 500 miles from Konia, its nearest rail-head.

Four campzdgns were in progress against the Turk in

1915; one of the Russians in the Caucasus, three of the

British in Egypt, Mesopotamia, and Gallipoli. The first

three ofthese were to continue with varying intensity until
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the end of the war; the last, the most dramatic and poten-

tially decisive, was alone complete from beginnirig to end

within the year. It will therefore be first taken into con-

sideration here.

II

The Dardanelles campaign, as we have seen, developed

out of a request by the Russians that we should help their

hard-beset forces in the Caucasus by a diversion (January

2, 1915). At that very moment the need had passed, for

thewidelyscattered Turkish forces were being overthrown

in the snowy mountains at Sari Kamish. Yet out of this

grain ofmustard seed developed a tall tree. As the British

Ministers could not make up their minds whether they

would or would not have troops available, it was decided

to try what could be efiected by naval action alone. The

inducement was twofold. First the Admiralty had at its

disposal a large number of battleships and cruisers of ten

years ofage and upwards. These had been rendered obso-

lete for service with the Grand Fleet since the construc-

tion of the dreadnoughts, and were ill suited for patrol

purposes in the Channel or North Sea, as in submarine-

infested waters their comparatively low speed made them
an easy prey. But the number of guns available, from

a calibre of 12-inch downwards, made a very powerful

armament which it was believed could be successfully

employed against the Dardanelles forts. This belief had
been seriously strengthened by the results ofa preliminary

bombardment of the outer forts on November 3rd, which
was an attempt by the Admiralty, unauthorized by
the Cabinet, to discover the range ofthe fortress-artillery.

Within twenty minutes the fort at Sedd-el-Bahr had been
put out of action and all the guns dismounted. The
questionnowto bedecided waswhether thisbombardment
was merelyto be repeated,perhapsmore than once, on a far

larger scale asademonstration. Suchactionmightperhaps
lead to the reinforcement ofthe Gallipoli garrison by two
or three divisions but could not exercise any very serious
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effect on the campaigns either in the Caucasus or Egypt;

far less could it leave its mark on the strategy ofthe war as

a whole. But to do this very thing, to find a decisive way
round the flankless fortified lines, was the most ardent

desire of Churchill and Lloyd George. Desire provided

hope. But hope required to be strengthened by expert

knowledge. Accordingly Vice-Admiral Carden, com-
manding at the Dardanelles, was asked whether he'con-

sidered ‘the forcing of the Dardanelles by ships alone a

practical operation’. His reply was: ‘I do not consider

Dardanelles can be rushed. They might be forced by ex-

tended operations with large numbers of ships.’ The de-

tailed plan which followed made two general assumptions

ofa vital character: (i) that the forts could be destroyed

by indirect, followed by direct fire; (2) that mine-

sweepers would be able to clear a passage for the fleet

right up to the Sea of Marmara. Acting on these, the

admiral anticipated that the operation could be com-
pleted in four stages in about a month. The Admiralty

concurred in these views.* The floating and moving gun-

platform of the warship weis considered to be a match for

the fixed fort; and the low trajectory of the high-velocity

naval gun competent to effectitsdestruction. Onquestions

of general policy experts may be often—the great Lord
Salisbury said always—^wrong, but as technical advisers in

their own craft every government must either trust them
or find new advisers. The enterprise was therefore quite

properly blessed and taken in hand (January 28).

Yet the statesmen who ordered it do not appear to have
thought out the consequences either of success or failure.

The instructions given to the Admiralty were odd to the

point of grotesqueness if a purely naval expedition W£is

envisaged. ‘To bombard and take the Gallipoli penin-

sula with Constantinople as its objective’ is obviously an

‘ Lord Fisher afterwards stated that he had been against the expedition

from the start. This can only mean that he disapproved ofits strategic direc-

tion, as opposed to his own plan for operations in Schleswig-Holstein. He
certainly raised no objection to the technical method proposed.
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impossible task for a fleet actingby itself. Even ifthe mean-

ing ofthis badly drafted sentence was that the fleet should

proceed to Constantinople after subduing the forts on the

peninsula, the effect of its appearance there was doubt-

ful. It is uncertain whether the wavering neutrals would

have been ready to attack Turkey unless an Allied army
appeared on the scene. It is improbable that the mere

presence ofthe warships before the enemy’s capital would

have constrained Turkey tomake peace even had a revolu-

tion broken out there; or that the British Government
would have been prepared to lay Constantinople in ashes

to break their enemy’s will.* Finally, in the opinion of

Liman von Sanders no supplies could have been obtained

as long as both sides of the straits remained in Turkish

hands. If this reasoning be correct, a military force must
in the long run have proved to be necessary. But the War
Office was not consulted at all in the matter. Kitchener in

his majestic and secretive way had constantly neglected

his General Staff, which in fact consisted of inferior men
hastily scraped together when the original personnel had
followed the expeditionary force to France.

What, on the other hand, was to be done in the event of

failure ? One supposed advantage ofthe proposed expedi-

tion was that it could at any stage be broken off at will.

But at what stage was it to be considered a definitive

failure? Carden had been already told that ‘importance
of result would justify severe loss’. Nothing is more diffi-

cult in war than to know when to cut losses. Could an
attempt which aroused such high expectation, which in-

volved so deeply the prestige of the assailants, actually be
broken off after one failure, however disheartening? If

not, it had to be considered whether the same method
could be repeated or whether recourse must be had to a
combined expedition. In fact as early as January 19th

' This is on the assumption that the Turkish army would have retired and
left Constantinople without defence. If so, it would have come under the
category of undefended towns, against whose bombardment the British
Government had raised the most energetic protests.
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the Cabinet was deeply committed by Churchill’s official

letter to the Grand Duke Nicholas, in which he wrote:

‘It is our intention to press the matter to a conclusion.’^

During February the War Council gradually got accus-

tomed to the idea that troops after all were available. The
French Cabinet, against the will ofJofFre, was prepared to

ear-mark two divisions for the Mediterranean; the Com-
mander-in-Ghiefin France was reluctantly squeezed into

an admission that he could do without two of the four

divisions hitherto ear-marked for his own front. The
failure of the Turldsh attack on Egypt made it possible

to cast envious eyes on the great accumulation ofpartially

trained troops there. No definite decision was yet reached

to employ a large military force with the fleet. On the

contrary the alternative preferred was to strengthen the

Serbs, if possible with the co-operation of Greece. It was
generally agreed, therefore, to concentrate all available

spare men somewhere in the Mediterranean and use them
somehow ! Meanwhile naval operations were in course.

But by March gth Carden, who had in three weeks merely

reduced the outer forts with the puissant aid of the 15-

inch guns of the new super-dreadnought Queen Eliz/nbeth,

declared himself to be held up by lack of sea-planes.

Even the preliminaries had so excited the Balkans that

Greece, whose General Staff had carefully studied a
Gallipoli landing in 1912, spontaneously offered three

divisions (March i). Whereupon Russia,who had already

obtained from the Allies the potential gift of Constanti-

nople, absolutely vetoed any such co-operation with the

Greeks; nor was she able to lift a finger to aid this great

enterprise which had been begun mainly to remedy her

own grievous necessities. History in its long record ofthe
short-sighted selfishness shown by individual members of
coalitions, devoted in lip-service to a common cause, can
hardly provide a more fatal example.

* World Crisis igrs (1923), p. i ig; see also Kitchener’s view, p. 183: ‘The
effect of a defeat in the Orient would be very serious. There could be no
going back.’

359S P
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On March loth Kitchener released the 29th division,

the veteran regulars from India, for service in the East.

He had kept tliis unit, which must be the spear-head of

any force composed of new levies, within his fingers for

nearly a month. Two days later Sir Ian Hamilton was
made Commander-in-Chief of the Mediterranean Force.

A considerable army was now to be used against Constan-

tinople. But as yet there was no plan, no staff, and only

the vaguest instructions. Hamilton had been Kitchener’s

favourite subordinate in South Africa, and he was being

sent out to improvise a campaign against the strongest

fortified area in Turkey, just as he had been sent out to

improvise the rounding up of a small party of guerrillas.^

He was to have about 75,000 men, to be employed only
when all had been assembled. Military operations on a
large scale were contemplated only ‘in the event of the

Fleet failing to get through after every effort has been ex-

hausted’. Thus the naval attack still held the field. The
chief duty of the Army presumably would be to occupy
and defend Constantinople. Hamilton arrived without
his army at the Dardanelles at the most dramatic moment.
He was able to witness the great assault of March i8th
upon the Narrows. On that day Admiral de Robeck,
whom the illness of Carden had just placed in command,
brought into action an Allied fleet of eighteen battleships—^for the French had also put a squadron under his orders.

A German flying officer described the spectacle ofthe fleet

steaming in from Tenedos at daybreak as the most mag-
nificent he had ever witnessed. The Straits had been
thoroughly swept and were believed to be clear of mines
within 8,000 yards ofthe Narrows. Within that area there-
fore it was proposed to confine the action ofthe battleships.

* See Gen. Sir Ian Hamilton, CoUipoli Diary (1920), vol. i, pp. 1—3. The
only reasoned warning of the dangers involved in this blind plunge is the
remarkable paper ofSir Maurice Hankey, the Secretary to the War Council,
quoted in Brig.-Gen. C. Aspinall-Oglander’s Military Operations: Gallipoli

PP‘ toi—2. Hankey’s immense services, not merely to the
British Cabinet, but to the whole Alhed cause, are only gradually becoming
known; much ofthe advice which he gave is sdll hidden in secret documents.
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The Turks, or rather their German instructor, Admiral
von Usedom, had greatly improved their defences since

the outbreak of war. The vital forts at the Narrows had
received more modern guns, which were served by a brave

and experienced German personnel. All along either rug-

ged and broken shore towards the entrance mobile bat-

teries were placed to annoy the ships as they passed up the

Straits. Our enemies placed their main confidence in the

mine-field as a shield. They were exceedingly short of

ammunition, and believed that, if our ships could over-

come the water-defences, nothing could prevent us from

reaching the Marmara. And indeed at the end ofthe day
they had fired away more than half their munitions; in

some of the forts there were only about eight shells avail-

able for each gun; and there was a reserve of only twenty

mines. But a small number ofthe latter, undiscovered by
the sweepers, proved a decisive obstacle.

For about three hours the operations proceeded accord-

ing to plan. The four most heavily armed battleships, with

sea-planes ‘spotting’ for them, bombarded the Narrows at

a range of 1 4,000 yards, causing explosions in several ofthe

.

principal forts. Meanwhile the French squadron steamed

up farther into the Straits, to engage them more closely.

The mobile batteries on the banks shot well, and made a

number of hits, but the armour of the warships protected

them against serious damage. About 2 p.m. the French

battleship Bouvet suddenly blew up with nearly all her

crew. This was the first disaster, but it was attributed to a

shell, and the relieving British squadron continued to fire

with little molestation for two hours. It now seemed as if

the forts were finally silenced, that the sweepers could run
up the Narrows, and prepare the way for a triumphal

entry into the Marmara on the morrow. At this very

moment two British ships. Inflexible and Irresistible, struck

mines, and a little later a third. Ocean, while engaged in

rescue work, met the same fate. Thus a third of the

attacking force had been put out ofaction.* These mines
' The was beached and saved.
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had been laid near the Asiatic coast by a Turkish steamer

ten days before. The line had escaped notice mainly

because, instead ofrunning across the Straits, itran parallel

to the shore, on the course followed by the right of the

advancing squadron. This became known only after the

war. At the time it was believed that the mines were
floated down by the Turks with the current from above.

The danger was therefore believed to be far more incalcul-

able and irremediable than it was in reality.

De Robeck at first expressed himself as ready to renew
the attempt, as the enemy anxiously expected. But appa-
rently the presence ofa general at his elbow, the knowledge
that a military force would shortly be available, weakened
a resolution which might have remained constant had the

Navy been the only instrument of salvation. On March
22nd he formally told Hamilton that ‘he was now quite

clear he could not get through without the help of all my
troops’.* And so the position envisaged in London was
reversed. The Army had now to land on and take Galli-

poli in order to open the way for the Navy, whereas its

original role was not to begin until the Straits were cleared.

Hamilton has poignantly depicted with his sensitive

and imaginative pen the difficulties which beset his path.
He had gradually to squeeze an adequate staff out of
Kitchener. He was told at one moment that the enter-
prise must be pushed through at all costs, at another that
France must come first in everything, and in particular
that the 29th division must be regarded as a short-dated
loan. Worst of all, the base chosen for him, in which
12,000 troops were already collected, the great harbour
of Mudros in the island of Lemnos,^ proved quite unsuit-

* See Gallipoli Diafy^ voL i, p, 41, Hamilton had expressed the same view
immediately after witnessing the attack. ‘The Army’s share will not be a
case of landing parties for the destruction offorts etc., but rather a case ofa
deliberate and progressive military operation, carried out in force, in order
to make good the passage of the Navy.*

^ The Entente were using this island by an amicable arrangement with
Greece, The loan might perhaps be considered to lie within the letter of
neutrality, as Turkey had not acknowledged Greek sovoxignty over the
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able. Further, the stores sent from England had been so

packed in the transports that most of them had to be re-

shipped before they could be used for a debarkation on
enemy territory.^ It was only through intense co-opera-

tive labour between the two services that the landing was
actually effected within forty days of Hamilton’s depar-

ture from London.
Unfortunately this short respite was of vital value to

the enemy. The base at Alexandria was a bustling centre

ofintrigue from which enemy agents sent out exact details

of the preparations for a destination which was in the

common mouth ofevery soldier. The Turkish Staffcould

not, it is true, be certain of the point of danger until a
landing was actually attempted; combined expeditions

having command of the sea obviously have great liberty

of action, and can feint down to the last moment. So the

hostile forces guarding the Straits were increased nearly

fivefold between the end of February and April 25th.*

After March i6th Liman von Sanders was given supreme
command of all the troops; for, though the Turks did

not like the Germans, they recognized and trusted an
organizing ability which far exceeded their own. Liman
found his command dotted about in little blobs, wherever

a landing seemed possible, a dissipation of forces without

any adequate reserve which would have played into the

enemy’s hands. The divisions were at once concentrated;

the defensive positions constructed on any likely beaches,

well-wired down to, and sometimeseven below, the water’s
edge. Thus it was hoped to delay the invaders with snugly

ensconced outpost troops, imtil local reserves could come
up. Fortunately for the defence the cliffs fall sheer into the

island, which was taken from her in the war of 1912-13. The disadvantage

of Alexandria, in itself an admirable base, was that it remained throughout

under the orders and control of the Commander-in-Chief in Egypt, SirJ.
Maxwell.

‘ See Brig.-Gen. C. Aspinall-Oglander, MiliUay Operations; Gallipoli, vol. i

(1929), p. 1 17; P. G. Elgood, Egypt and the Army (1924), p. 168.

^ They amounted to six divisions, with a ration strength ofabout 100,000

and a fighting strength of 62,000. .
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sea on most of the Gallipoli coast; the beaches are few

and generally quite narrow. Liman divided his forces into

three main groups ofapproximately equal strength. Two
divisions guarded the Asiatic shore; two the southern half

Map 15. Gallipoli.

of the peninsula, roughly from Suvla Bay to Maidos; the

remainder being concentrated on either side of the lines

of Bulair, where the neck of the isthmus protrudes from
Thrace. The plan was good, for it provided the oppor-
tunity ofspeedy concentration on any one ofthe danger-
points, which would remainin uncertainty until the actual
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moment oflanding. His anxiety about Asia was not, it is

true, justified by the event. He probably exaggerated the

menace ofan attack en revers upon the eastern defences of

the Narrows by an expedition, which was in fact poorly

supplied with artillery, that would be moving beyond
the support of its ships. In any case he could not know
that Hamilton had been forbidden by Kitchener’s express

order to make a permanent landing in Asia.

The essence of the British plan was to keep the Navy
in close co-operation not merely at the landing, but as

long as possible throughout the campaign, and to econo-

mize troops. A landing at Bulair, so obvious a target to

amateur strategists, was unsuitable for both these reasons.

To have advanced through Thrace towards Constanti-

nople, leaving Gallipoli unsubdued, would have been rash-

ness amounting to frenzy. A movement southward down
the peninsula would have turned its back on the Capital,

left an open flank in Thrace, and given the Navy merely

the opportunity of a limited support on the right flank.

The best and most extensive beaches were on the south-

west shore, opposite the Narrows; but these advantages

were not less obvious to the enemy, whose elaborate defen-

sive preparations could be plainly seen from the sea. As
the wide expanse ofSuvla Bay was deemed impracticable

in spring owing to the size of its salt lagoon, the extreme

south point of the peninsula was indicated, by process of

exclusion, as the theatre ofthe main effort. Here its flanks

would be secure and naval co-operation complete. The
five beaches selected were all exceedingly narrow and
pinched, distant from each other from one to three miles.

But it was hoped that the first day’s landing would see

a continuous line drawn across the toe, enclosing the

dominating hill of Achi Baba whence the Turks got all

their observation over the south of the peninsula.

Such a plan was only likely to succeed if the enemy’s

concentration was foiled by a flank attack and by diver-

sions. The Australians were to land in force some ten

miles farther north at Gaba Tepe, and form, by their
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possession ofthe central ridge, at least a threatening wedge

against reinforcements moving south. The French were

to effect a temporary landing at Kum Kale in Asia and to

demonstrate in Besika Bay. And finally a naval feint was

to be directed at Bulair.

Such a division of forces was inevitable given the nar-

rowness and paucity of available beaches, but it was also

desirable. It increased the number ofmen who could be

put on shore simultaneously, and it bewildered the enemy,

who has recorded the consternation at his head-quarters

as message after message described different landings.

On the other hand, Hamilton found it impossible from

the sea to control and shape the tactical destinies of

these isolated forces into a harmonious strategical whole.

April 25th is the most dramatic day of the whole World
War. The doubtful battle ebbed and flowed in a historic

setting, amidst all the sombre magnificence which a fleet

lends to modern war. The diary of the British Comman-
der-in-Chiefhas preserved with a vivid brilliance the tran-

sient emotions, generally concealed or distorted, of the

principal actors.

The first landing at the point of dawn was that of the

Anzacs,* who came for the first time under fire in this most

hazardous venture. The tows which carried the covering

force in open boats were pushed a mile north of their in-

tended destination by the set ofthe current. However, they

struck a serviceable beach free from obstacles, and scat-

tered the handful of surprised defenders. In three hours

8,000 men were ashore with as yet no opposition beyond
500 snipers, but though our numbers were doubled by
the close of the day, the all-important ridge dominating
Maidos and the Narrows was very far from won. The
mistaken landing-place was primarily responsible for this

comparative failure. The invaders were faced with ground
unstudied on the map, and every movement had to be im-
provised. Three successive ridges barred their path, preci-

pitous, scarred, and tangled with dense scrub. Lack of
* The initial letters of Australian and New Zealand Army Corps.
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planes had prevented aerial reconnaissance, while the

wretched old maps provided scarcely marked any ‘under-

feature’. In this blind fighting scramble they were further

impeded by their own loaded bodies (each man carried a
weight of88 lb.)

,
and the lack ofcohesion inevitable among

confident individualists fighting their first battle. Their

own dearth of artillery was by no means compensated by
the fire of the warships, which, on this first ofmany‘occa-

sions, was to prove very limited in aid against scattered

troops in broken cover. Yet in spite of all Chunuk Bair,

the citadel of these hills, might have been won but for

Mustapha Kemal. The present [1934] dictator ofTurkey
then commanded the igth division, collected as a general

reserve north ofMaidos. By a personal reconnaissance he
saw the invaders on the left flank about 9.30 a.m. already

slipping up the main ridge where it is joined directly to

the sea-cliffs by a narrow neck. He instantly launched

against them, on his own responsibility, a whole regiment,

one-third of his total force, and not only held the flank aU
day but created a danger-point for his enemy. The Turks
might well be proud of their stubborn and subtle fight,

for theywere never outnumbered by less than three to one.

Meanwhile all the south tip of the peninsula was being

kindled. It is a commonplace of military history that

battles are generally decided by a right use of the reserve.

SirJohn French at Loos kept it under his ownhand so long

that, when at last he grudgingly unclutched it, the oppor-

tunity had gone. Hamilton, with a more chivalrous liber-

ality, had bestowed it before the battle upon Hunter-

Weston, the local commander ofthe whole southern battle.

As the latter also commanded the veteran 29th division,

destined to make the decisive landing at Helles, it was
probable that he would stake all on a rigid execution of

the programme already arranged. And so it proved; for

an unopposed landing elsewhere with its decisiv^possi-

bilitieswas left entirely without reinforcements by General

Hunter-Weston, whereas the 29th division suffered such

cruel losses in disembarking, particularlyamong its senior
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officers,' as to be incapable of effort during the remainder

of the day. The two warships which harboured Hamilton

and Hunter-Weston^ were constantly intent on their own
tactical duties, consequently the two generals could neither

communicate easily with each other, nor visit and view in

correct perspective the scattered battles.

Y beach was occupied at dawn quite peacefully by two

battalions, for there was not a Turk within a mile. Hamil-

ton had himself insisted upon this flanking thrust, for he

saw correctly that, if pushed forward to Krithia and be-

yond, it wouldjeopardize ifnot destroy the whole Turkish

scheme of defence at Helles. The Staff, however, had
entirely neglected it; no proper orders had been given

and the colonels ofthe two battalions employed had been

left uncertain which ofthem commanded the detachment.

Hunter-Weston seems to have ignored Hamilton’s sugges-

tion that more troops should be diverted to exploit this

unopposed entry. The men were allowed to sit on the

cliffs and do nothing, as they vainly waited for an advance
from Helles tojoin them. They had barely scratched some
trenches when they were attacked at night by an inferior

number of Turks. After losing a third of their numbers
they were taken offnext morning in unnecessary haste and
confusion. It was a most pitiable episode. Similarly a
small infantry force easily landed at S beach and feebly

opposed, was allowed to remain without instructions or

reinforcements at a point where a march oftwo miles west-

ward over level country would have taken in rear the castle

of Sedd-el-Bahr, whose brave handful of defenders pre-

vented any forward movement from the beach all day.

On either side ofCape Helles therewas epic fighting. The
Turks, as wenowknow, were incrediblyfew on theground,
for during the whole of the day they had only 2,000 men
engaged in the whole southern sector. Man for mzm they

' All the brigadiers were killed or wounded, with two brigade-majors
and more than half the battalion commanders.

" The Queen Elizabeth and Eutyalusi the former spent most of the day bom-
barding V beach, the latter lay off Helles.
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were certainly not braver or better trained than the picked

division which assaulted them. But such was their tena-

city, fire-discipline, and use of cover that British Head-
quarters reported the garrison of Sedd-el-Bahr alone as

consisting of the greater part of a division, when its true

strength was a single company. The extreme deadliness of

modern weapons fired from a trench against men n^edly
advancing in the open had been already proved many
times in France. Here the targets huddled in open boats,

or stumbling through wired water were even more pas-

sively offered to the slaughter. Under such conditions the

bare success of landing and clinging to the beaches was
an extraordinary achievement, which indeed paralysed

and exhausted even those tough fighters for the rest of

the day.

At Sedd-el-Bahr (V beach) a striking stage was set. The
shallowhalf-moon ofthe covewas crowned with low, steep

cliffs. On the right, to one approaching from the sea, rose

the solid masonry of the old castle; behind and to the left

huddled the gaping village; trenches along and above the

cliff prolonged the Turkish defences round the curve to

another fort. The effect ofthe naval guns had been little

more than sound and fury, when the expedition moved
against the shore in broad daylight. About 3,000 men
were approaching in tows and on the River Clyde, a con-

verted collier in whose sides sally ports had been cut. The
Turks, with that deliberate patience only possible in the

best soldiers, reserved all fire until the boats had almost

touched shore, and then blasted whole boat-loads of the

Dublin Fusiliers out of existence. The same hail met the

Munsters as they rushed out of the stranded collier over

a bridge oflighters most heroically improvised by seamen
under point-blank fire.*

The utmost effort of the survivors carried them to the

beach, where a sunken bank under the cliffafforded them
cover. The enemy prevented any further lodgement that

day, and half the 2,000 men in the collier’s hold remained
‘ This work was directed by Com. Unwin, R.N., who gained the V.C.
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undischarged. Any attempt at movement instantly drew

a devastating fire.

In spite of the complete success of the demonstrations,

which had pinned every Turk at Bulair^ on the Asiatic

shore to his ground, expectation had been grievously de-

ceived. No continuous line existed, no dominating ground,

no depth to give shelter from shell-fire had been won. But

for Hamilton’s resolution the largest gain would have been

abandoned. The Anzacs fell into great confusion and

despondency at night, expecting an irresistible counter-

attack. Even Birdwood, their cheerful and stout-hearted

commander, was induced to favour immediate evacua-

tion. Hamilton’s reply bears the inspiring stamp of the

true commander, and produced exactly the effect required

on the frayed nerves of brave men. Next day Sedd-el-

Bahr was stormed and the Allied line drawn across the tip

of the peninsula. A general attack on April 28th failed

owing to the arrival of strong Turkish reinforcements

who broke the French on the right wing and foiled the

British advance.

But the pent-up positions of the two separate detach-

ments vitiated the whole plan of campaign for the next

three months. They were squeezed into a trench-warfare,

in which the enemy, now disposing freely ofhis large rein-

forcements, had every advantage. Hamilton had no re-

spite; he had to break out ofhis prison. And his continual

attacks, always foreseen, always uphill, with his reserves

always shelled before they could be used, were, as the

event was to prove, the forlomest ofhopes. It is not within

the province ofthis work to describe all the bitter struggles

in the olive-yards before Krithia, or on the aromatic cliffs

round ‘Anzac Cove’.* The sufferings ofthe force were in-

creased by the coming ofsummer and the withdrawal of
the battleships. The heat ofthe sun was made less endur-

* Here Lt.-Com. Freyberg ofthe Naval division gained a D.S.O.: heswam
ashore by night and lit flares along a mile of coast to simulate a landing. He
bad an amazing career as a fighter, and rose to the command of a brigade
in France, where he won the V.C.

^ By May 31 the British casualties alone exceeded 38,000.
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able by lack ofwater; the plague offlies was such that food

was blackened by them as it was raised to the mouth;
rations were exceedingly monotonous, for fresh meat was
hardly ever seen. Troops had no billets, no proper rest,

since they were incessantly employed on fatigue duties

and remained always under shell-fire except on the very

rare occasions when they were transported to Lemnos or

Imbros. In consequence dysentery was so prevalent that

by July the major part of the force was more or less

seriously affected.

The co-operation of the Navy in all questions of ad-

ministration and supply remained throughout the occupa-
tion exceedingly efficient and harmonious.* But tactical

support had largely to be withdrawn when German sub-

marines appeared in the Mediterranean in May. The
Army was terribly short of guns and munitions even on
the humble scale to which France was then confined. The
flat trajectory ofthe naval guns could not effectively search

trenches and ravines, although it is true that the powerful

weight of metal always available at least kept down the

fire of the enemy’s batteries, denied him freedom ofmove-
ment, and hampered concentration in his back areas. Two
exploits ofthe Qiuen Elizabeth were specially remembered.
With one shrapnel-burst she practically destroyed a half-

battalion advancing to the attack. With her third shot,

firing directly over the Isthmus into the Straits, she sank

a loaded Turkish transport at 16,000 yards.

She was sent home at once when the hostile submarines

arrived (May 1 2) and after several old battleships had been
sunk the fleet was normally retained in Mudros harbour,

though brought out as far as was practicable to help

Hamilton whenever he attacked. The Turks, realizing

the improbability of any naval enterprise against the

Straits, gradually stripped the fortresses ofmuch of their

artiUery, which went to enhance the preponderance of

their field-army. On the other hand, they were seriously

' Hamilton picturesquely wrote ‘the Navy has been our father and our

mother*.
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annoyed by the exploits of the Allied submarines, which

penetrated constantly into the Sea ofMarmara, two actu-

ally cruising there for nearly three weeks during May.*

The supply of hostile munitions, provisions, and even of

troops was thus heavily impeded; for, owing to the lack

ofroads on the peninsula, transport by sea was much the

quicker. This activity ofour submarines was never wholly

subdued, though made excessively dangerous by Turkish

counter-measures, in particular by the stretching of a

great net right across the Straits at Nagara.^

The naval situation was restored to our advantage at

the end ofJuly by the arrival of a number of monitors

armed with 14-inch guns, and cruisers with bulged sides

to protect them against torpedoes.

It was obviously quite impossible to cut losses at Galli-

poli during the summer. No evacuation could have had

a chance of success during the short nights. To remain

merely on the defensive without the dispatch ofreinforce-

ments was almost equally impossible. For the Turks were

steadily increasing their numbers, and a small advance

anywhere must spell disaster to the cramped expedition-

ary force. Moreover, neither military nor public opinion

would yet have dreamed of such an acquiescence in

stalemate.

Great reinforcements were on their way to Hamilton;

by the middle ofAugust five new divisions would be at his

disposal. Their dispatch three weeks earlier (which had
been practicable) would have heightened the chances of

success, for they could have been used immediately after

the bloody failure of repeated Turkish attacks in early

July-

Sir Ian’s new plan was admirable and achieved com-

• E 14 under Com. Boyle, who sank a transport with 6,000 troops,

and E 11 under Com. Nasmyth, who penetrated the harbour of Con-
stantinople and sank a transport lying off the arsenal.

^ Of 13 submarines, which made or attempted the passage, 8 were
destroyed. They sank in all i battleship, i destroyer, 5 gun-boats, 1 1 trans-

ports, 44 steamers, and 148 sailing-ships. Figures quoted from Winston
Churchill, IForld Cruit zprj (1923), pp. 421-2.
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plete surprise at its most vital point. Some three miles

to the north ofAnzac was the deeply indented horseshoe

bay of Suvla, where almost uninterrupted sandy beaches

afforded easy landing-ground for a large force. This area

appeared to be unfortified and practically unoccupied.

After the landing had been effected the fresh divisions, in

conjunction with the Australians at Anzac, were to con-

verge on the great hills ofthe Anafarta range, thus turning

the whole Turkish right and dominating the Narrows.

Meanwhile a strong holding attack at Helles was to pin

the enemy to his ground, and perhaps attract reserves;

while the fleet demonstrated in the Gulf of Enos against

that most sensitive spot Bulair. Secrecy of objective was
excellently maintained. The organization for landing had
been perfected after the lessons of April 25th. The big

covered barges known as ‘beetles’, with their own engines,

each holding 500 men, quadrupled the rate at which
troops could be set on shore. Arrangements for water and
ammunition supply had been greatly improved.

On August 6th' when the battle started Hamilton had
about 1 10,000 effectives;* the enemy perhaps 10,000 less.

The margin by which a decision was missed was very nar-

row. The principal cause ofthe failure lay outside Hamil-
ton’s control—^it lay in the quality of the commanders,
whom he had neither chosen nor desired.

A cynic might plausibly maintain that if Sir Bryan
Mahon had not been such a senior soldier, success would
have been won. For Mahon, who commanded the loth

division, was avery senior Lieutenant-General. Kitchener,

with the traditional pedantry ofmilitary trade-unionism,

rejected Hamilton’s application for a young, energetic

corps commander, such as Byng, and produced Stop-

ford, an elderly and decaying general who had never

’ The date was chosen because the moon on that night rose two hours

after midnight, the landing therefore would be shrouded in darkness but the

advance would be illuminated.

* Ofthe five new divisions, three belonging to the New Army had arrived

and were used on the 6th. The remaining two (territorials) would be avail-

able after August 10.
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commanded troops in war. To this man was entrusted

the decisive landing on an unknown shore by night with

raw troops.

Hamilton’s orders were as usual based on an excessive

optimism, partly psychological, partly due to his ignorance

ofthe ground. The Anzacs were expected to break out to

the north oftheir existing line and to seize the dominating

heights during the first night. Between them stretched a
‘mad-looking country’, a tangled mass of ravines, spurs,

and precipices. Most of the men were suffering from
dysentery, and the task was for many units almost a phy-
sical impossibility. Tremendous struggles raged during

the next four days for the possession of the heights, which
were never completely in British possession. * ToMustapha
Kemal fell the honour of personally leading the success-

ful counter-attack on Ghunuk which swept the last deci-

sive vantage-point from our precarious grasp. The most
cherished scene of all this fighting was the capture of the
famous ‘Lone Pine trench’ by the ist Australian brigade.

The pine-log roofing of this work were torn away by the

attackers, who then leapt down and engaged in a grisly

bayonet struggle along the dark galleries. Seven Victoria

Crosses were awarded for this episode alone.

The Turks just held fast at Anzac. But it would have
availed them nothing if the landing at Suvla had not been
submerged under the timidity and apathy of its leaders.

At daybreak on the 7th our superiority was already nearly
six to one, by sunset nearlyfifteen. Thewretched Stopford
had lost confidence in the plan before it was launched.
During the critical hours immediately following the land-
ing he slept on the vessel, where he remained for twomore
days. The only recorded glimpse of his activity ashore
was the superintendence ofa spUnter-proof shelter for his

head-quarters on the beach. Naturally this same spirit

sapped liis senile subordinates. Counter-orders succeeded

’ The leadership here is open to severe criticism. The attacks on
Chanak were not co-ordinated. Godley who was in command of the
Anzacs spent most of bis time on a destroyer.
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one another; the commanders evaded responsibility by
delay, the brigadiers quarrelled. Numbers ofintact troops

lay along the shore bivouacking or bathing. Forty-eight

hours elapsed without any appreciable addition to the

enemy’s strength; for Liman, solicitous as ever for the

safety of Bulair, had retained two divisions there until the

British plan had been made fully manifest. Hamilton,

always generous in the discretion which he allowed to

subordinates, did not emerge from Imbros until the after-

noon of the 8th. The goad finally applied to the sluggish

Hammersleycommanding the i ith division came too late.

The Turks just won the race for the heights, and the dis-

organized, dispirited army was pent into the plain, never

to emerge. Many excuses were advanced to justify the

failure. The shortage of guns and ammunition was of

secondary importance in an attack on scattered posts,

barely entrenched. The thick scrub doubtless concealed

snipers and impeded progress, but afforded noinsuperable
difficulty to resolute men. The lack of water was partly

due to mismanagement by the Navy, but was aggravated

by the indiscipline of individuals who cut the hose-pipes

with knives, and could have been overcome byan advance
into the hills, where wells were abundant. ‘Young troops

and old generals’, as Hamilton afterwards said, would not

combine. If the Suvla force had been stiffened by the 29th

division, though by now weakened by its losses, and
directed by Hunter-Weston, whose bulldog tenacity re-

jected even palpable defeat, it could scarcely have failed.

Success, as our enemies admit, would have forced the

evacuation of the spine of the peninsula, and brought us

to the Narrows. The Turkish forces, except any portion

which might have escaped to theAsiatic shore,would have
been cooped in the toe, and must have surrendered, unless

reinforcements from Thrace had been able to smash the

barrier. The pohtical consequences in the Balkan States

might well have forced Turkey out ofthe war.

The expedition was now doomed, for the autumn offen-

sive in France devoured all available men; but it had a
3596 O
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long agony. The spirit ofthe troops was low : they believed

that they had been uselessly sacrificed; the Anzacs com-

plained that they had been letdown by the British. Almost

all were distressed by chronic dysentery;* their rations were

dully monotonous, and scarcely any canteen supplies, so

plentiful in France, were available. Parcels from home
often arrived with their contents ground to an unrecogniz-

able powder; mails were erratic.

By the middle of September the Russian armies had
been reduced to impotence, and Falkenhayn was planning
the destruction of Serbia. Bulgaria was mobilizing, and
the imminent threat could not be ignored by the Entente.

On September 25th the decision was taken to send an army
to Salonika. The French had always disliked the Dar-

danelles expedition, largely because it was under British

command. The Government had already appointed

Sarrail to a non-existent army ofthe East. This intriguer,

styled ‘the only Republican General’, had been dismissed

byjoffre in July; but, as he commanded 100 Radical-

Socialist votes in the Chamber, he could not bejettisoned.

Hence the opening forhiminSalonikawasgreedilygrasped.
Evacuationwasnowin the Jiir. Hamilton,who had stigma-

tized it as ‘unthinkable’, was recalled on October i6th. A
fortnight later Monro, the solid, cautious commander ofan
army in France, arrived. His orderly mind was horrified

at the confusion and congestion of the defences. Within
twenty-four hours he sent home an adverse report—of

which Churchill said in a cruelly brilliant phrase, ‘He
came, he saw, he capitulated’. This extreme haste was,

however, due to Kitchener’s peremptory order. The latter

had at first repudiated Monro with indignation, but a visit

to the peninsula swung him reluctantly round to the same
opinion. The Cabinet had by now lost all faith in Galli-

poli
;
theywould not break with the French by abandoning

the great camp springing up at Salonika, though this was
already too late to save the encircled Serbs; they would not

* Of seven battalions of Anzacs examined in September, 5 per cent, had
weak hearts, 78 per cent, dysentery, and 64 per cent, sores on the skin.
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sanction the plan drawn up by the ardent and chivalrous

Commodore Keyes for forcing a sudden entry into the

Marmara, even when it received the approval of the

new naval commander Wemyss (December 10). A final

decision was overdue, for a fidghtful blizzard at the end of

November had laid 1 5,000 men low with frost-bite; and
winter storms might be expected to interfere increasingly

with sea-borne communications at the very time when a

direct passage for German munitions had been opened to

Constantinople by the conquest of Serbia.

That evacuation must cost enormous losses was the

almost universal view; even Monro had estimated it at

30 per cent, of the garrison, or 40,000 men. The Turks,

however, were themselves nearly worn out and were com-
pletely deceived by the cunning co-operation of the two
arms. The unmolested escape of the Helles force, three

weeks after Suvla and Anzac had been cleared, seemed so

inexplicable that rumours freely circulated ofbribes taken

by the Turks. Though enormous stores were abandoned,

almost all the guns were removed and scarcely a casualty

was incurred. The scheme was a masterpiece ofingenuity,

and its details are fascinating.* The news was received

in England and by the army in France with intense relief

and even enthusiasm, being acclaimed like a victory.

* See Brig.-Gen. C. Aspinall-Oglander, Mililaiy Operations; Gallipoli,

vol. i (1929), ch. xxxi.



XIV

THE COLLAPSE OF THE ENTENTE PLANS
IN THE BALKANS IN 1915

Falkenhayn, as we have seen, had long determined to

destroy Serbia in the autumn of 1915. Until the route

to Constantinople should be under German control, the

capacity ofTurkey to remain in the Alliance was doubtful.

In spite of the Russian defeat, Rumania was allowing

only a niggardly ration of ammunition to pass over her

railways. Shells for the heavy howitzers, it is related, were

sometimes smuggled in beer-barrels. Conrad was no less

anxious for a final reckoning, for the Austrians had to

avenge the lamentable loss of prestige incurred by two
complete defeats. Moreover, since Italy had become an

enemy, the threat to Bosnia had a greater strategic signifi-

cance. Ifthe Italians should succeed in breaking through

towards Klagenfiirt, the pressure ofthe Serbs on the east-

ern flanks might be highly dangerous.

But obviously the attack on Serbia required the co-

operation ofBulgaria. All through this year she had been
persistently wooed and cajoled by both sides. It is highly

improbable that anything would have induced her tojoin

the Entente except the capture of Constantinople. Her
people burned with indignation against the Serbs, who
had deprived them in 1913 of that part of Macedonia
which they regarded as their just recompense for their

sacrifices in the Turkish war. Their King Ferdinand, a
Coburg by birth, one of the wickedest and most astute

of European diplomatists, cherished an intense hatred
against Russia, whom he regarded as responsible for the

disaster of 1913. He is reported to have said to Alfonso of
Spain at their meeting in Vienna in December 1913: T
will avenge myself upon Russia, and my vengeance will

be terrible.’ In any case the Entente was quite unable to

induce Serbia and Greece to make such territorial sacri-

fices as might alone pave the way to Balkan unity. The
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Russian Foreign Office, better informed on Balkan ques-

tions, had no illusions about the intentions of Ferdinand

such as Grey cherished down to the very last moment; but

it could do nothing to combat them. The thrifty Bulgars

would not look at promises ofTurkish territory contingent

on a victory, which faded every week into a more blurred

improbability.

The Central Powers, on the other hand, were in a

position to deliver the goods. On September 6th a military

convention was concluded, by which Bulgaria received

at once a strip of Thracian territory on the Maritza from

Turkey, and was given a free hand in Macedonia in return

for her undertaking to declare war on Serbia. A cautious

proviso was inserted by which her entry was to take place

four days later than the combined Austro-German attack

on that country from the north.

The Serbian Government soon got wind ofthis decision,

and begged the Entente to permit an attack upon the

Bulgarians while in the act of mobilization. This, how-
ever, was refused on grounds of political prudence. This

inhibition has been severely criticized, but it is very doubt-

ful whether permission would have benefited Serbia,

whose army now consisted ofbarely 200,000 men, or less

by a quarter than the Bulgarian strength. It is practically

impossible that the latter should have been decisively

defeated in time to allow a shifting of strength against

Mackensen’s array upon the Danube. In any event such

an anticipation of Bulgaria’s action w'ould have made it

impossible for Serbia to invoke the defensive treaty con-

cluded with Greece in 1913 which was held by Venizelos

(the Greek Prime Minister) and the Entente to have now
come into force.

The Staffs of the three attacking armies had to plaster

a good many cracks in their co-operation. Conrad most

tactlessly showed that in his view the Bulgars were auxili-

aries rather than equal allies. Jekoff, their Chief-of-Stafl^

curtly refused to serve under Austrian direction, and made
it clear that his country had confidence only in German
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efficiency. This suited Falkenhayn well. He had already

strengthened his position by boldly making up a deficiency

in the Austrian quota of troops with divisions withdrawn

from the West, even while the great September batdes

were impending. Finally, he got his way on the essential

points. Mackensen was placed in command of all the

invading troops except the Bulgarian southern army and

the Austrian contingent in Bosnia, both ofwhich were to

act independently. The supreme strategical direction was

in effect, though not formally, conceded to the German
Staff.

This time the weight of Teutonic invasion was to be

directed from the north across the two great rivers. Save

and Danube. Such was the parting advice ofthe unfortu-

nate Potiorek, whose two earlier efforts from Bosnia had
died away among the central mountains before reaching

Serbia’s spinal cord, the Morava Valley. ‘Next time’, he

said, ‘go by Belgrade.’ The Bulgars were to move west

in two armies against the railway, the former striking at

Nish, and the latter at Uskub, the southern key to the

kingdom, where the two lines from the north met on the

upper Vardar. Thus the Serbian army, if not already

destroyed, would be cut offfrom an asylum in Greece, and
driven into the inhospitable savagery of the Albanian
mountains.

IfVenizelos had had his way the door to the south might
have remained open. The Greekarmyhad been mobilized
for months and was ready. But as soon as he had given

permission for an Anglo-French landing at Salonika, and
declared that Greece accepted the obligations ofthe Serb-

ian treaty, he was dismissed by King Constantine. The
disembarkation of troops had been arranged with Veni-
zelos, in fulfilment of an Allied promise to send 150,000
men to buttress the Greco-Serbian alliance. A formal pro-
test had been made to safeguard Greek sovereign rights,

and to deceive the Central Powers, but every facility had
been given by the authorities.

The attitude of Constantine was very natural. The
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majority of the population at that time certainly did not

wish to be dragged into a general war. His earlier offer

of military aid to force the Dardanelles had been selfishly

refused by Russia. The obligation towards Serbia was
disputed by lawyers, who asserted that its validity was
confined to a purely Balkan struggle, while Serbia was
quite unable to fulfil one of the terms, which bound her

to maintain 150,000 troops in southern Macedonia. He
regarded Venizelos withjealousy as a dictator, with suspic-

ion as the creature ofthe Entente, and distrusted his excit-

able and enthusiastic temperament. Finally, he believed

in the triumph of Germany, and was confirmed in these

views by his wife, the Kaiser’s sister. Yet to have come out

in open hostility to the Entente was quite impossible, as

the British navy could have speedily reduced Greece to

starvation by a blockade. He aimed therefore at preserv-

ing a neutrality just benevolent enough to avoid serious

trouble with France and England, while protesting to

Germany that his actions were dictated by force majeure.

The action of the Entente has often been compared in

Germany to the violation ofBelgian neutrality, especially

as England, France, and Russia were the guarantors of

Greek independence. It is obvious, however, that the

original landing arranged with the Greek Premier, to

enable his country to fulfil its treaty engagements, is in

a quite different category. It is doubtless true that the

Allied troops would not have been withdrawn after the

fall of Venizelos, even if Constantine had made a formal

demand.^ Actually he did nothing of the sort, and for

some time allowed the co-operation of Greek officials

with those of the Entente. But the later developments of

Allied policy, ranging from the seizure of Corfu (declared

perpetually neutral in 1863) as a recuperating base for

the Serbian army, to the bombardment of Athens and
’ It has been held that the clause in the constitution of the Kingdom of

Greece (1830), by which no one ofthe protecting Powers was to land troops

without the consent of the other two, gave a right to such landing (if^
were agreed) without the consent of Greece. The three protecting Powers

were Great Britain, France, and Russia.
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deposition of Constantine, have no defence in interna-

tional law. They are simply acts of state dictated solely

by the presumed interests of their authors under the same
maxim invoked by Bethmann-Hollweg on August 4th,

1914: ‘Necessity knows no law.’

The Allies could be in no position to bring effective

succour to Serbiaunless a decisionhadbeeninstantly taken,
to evacuate Gallipoli in the latter half of September. The
two divisions which disembarked at Salonika had a com-
bined strength ofonly 13,000. The British contingent had
been rushed from the peninsula in its summer equipment,
and faced the rigours of a Balkan autumn in khaki shorts.

Their presence had no influence upon the course of the

campaign, which was rigorously pushed to its inevitable

conclusion.

The German-Austrian crossing of the rivers was begun
on October 7th. For many months Colonel Hentsch, of
Marne notoriety, had made an elaborate survey of land-
ing-places, assembly-points, and battery-positions, into

which Mackensen’s preparations fitted with extreme pre-

cision. The Danube being connected by canal with the
principal German rivers, it was easy to collect a vast quan-
tity ofsteamers, barges, and lighters for the passage ofthe
army. The fire of massed artillery drove Admiral Trou-
bridge’s launches off the river, where they had been for

long a continual thorn, and overpowered the defenders
on the southern bank, who were weakly strung out and
uncertain as to the points of crossing. Belgrade fell two
days later, and 250,000 men were soon on Serbian soil on
wide fronts on either side of the capital. Bridging opera-
tions were hindered by the storm-wind called Kossovo,
which blew incessantly, so that only two had been com-
pleted by October 21st. Yet the position of the Serbians
was quite hopeless. They had been obliged to divide their
forces and were outnumbered by two to one by both the
invading armies. While their northern forces were being
driven into the centre of the country, the Bulgars were
easily able to close the Vardar Valley. Mackensen had
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hoped to force them to a battle of annihilation, as even

German thoroughness found the difficulties of transport

over the mountains almost insurmountable. A half-com-

pany ofinfantry had sometimes to be harnessed to a gun,

when the native oxen were not obtainable.

By the middle ofNovember the remnants of the Serb-

ian army were in full flight towards the mountains of

Albania, dragging with them 25,000 unhappy Austrians,

the prisoners oftheir earliervictory. In their train followed

a great concourse of the population, escaping from the

savagery of the Bulgars and Austrians. The words Tray
that your flight be not in the winter’ can never have
been more appropriate. The first snow fell heavily on
November 17th. Mackensen desisted from his pursuit of
the dwindling remnant, but the Bulgars pressed on im-
placably. Harried byAlbanian brigands, frozen and deci-

mated by typhus, less than 100,000 fighting men reached

the Albanian coast, whence the British and Italian navies

conveyed them to Corfu, an island which had been com-
mandeered by the Entente for their recuperation. A
party ofBritish nurses organized by the Women’s Suffrage

Society shared all the horrors of the retreat.

The weak Franco-Biitish forces which had advanced
up theVardar were driven back behind the Greek frontier,

the crossing of which by the Bulgars was vetoed by Ger-

many. The Greeks would certainly have opposed their

entry, and the Entente would have seen their desire ful-

filled. Conrad, it is true, vehemently urged an attack on
Salonika, and on Falkenhayn’s refusal reproached him
with betraying the Alliance, A complete breach between
the two followed, until Conrad was induced to write a
letter of qualified apology. Falkenhayn insisted that not

a single German soldier should be left ‘to die ofhunger and
typhus in this inhospitable land’ unless a real strategical

advantage could be obtained, and he wholly denied that

it was possible. The Bulgars could never be induced to

fight on other fronts, whereas the Franco-British force

could be piimed down, marooned one might almost say.
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and unable to affect the decision in the Western Front.

For this reason German satirists derisively nicknamed

Salonika ‘the greatest Allied internment camp’. Such also

was the view ofthe British General Staff, which constantly

urged evacuation upon the Government. The French,

however, under the inspiration of Briand, always power-

fully attracted by the Balkans, treated the question as a
test of the solidarity of the Alliance. Joffre, whose com-
mand had just been extended to this area, actually threat-

ened his resignation ifthe British persisted in withdrawal.

Far from being diminished, the new expedition was im-

mensely swollen during the winter. Within the great

entrenched camp, where the army remained until the

summer of 1916, Sarrail, the unpopular Commander-in-
Chief,* issued orders to the contingents of five different

nations; French, British, Italian, Serbian, and Russian.

Greek sovereignty inevitably sank to an ever lower ebb
in the occupied area. Dangerous friction could be
avoided only by complete submission to the will of the

Allies.

In the light of the Bulgarian collapse in September

1918, German military writers often express the view that

Conrad was right in demanding an immediate assault in

December while the zone was practically unfortified and
its garrison scarcely exceeded 50,000. This could have
been delivered only by the Bulgars—as Mackensen’s troops

would have taken weeks to concentrate—and if it should
be opposed by the Greeks, as was probable, would have
been a rash gamble. Later on, as the experienced von
Seeckt conclusively showed, an offensive would have re-

quired several months intensive preparation for siege-

warfare, on a scale quite beyond the resources of the
Central Powers without endangering their most vital

interests elsewhere.

The Salonika expedition had two constant disadvan-
tages. TheVardar and Struma valleys, through which the

’ He was not oflScially recognized as such, except for the defence of the
entrenched campy until July igi6.

^
<
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advanced lines ran,wereexceedinglyunhealthyin summer.
Malaria and paratyphoid were endemic, and the propor-

tion of sicknesswas higher than in anyother theatre ofwar
except Gallipoli. Secondly, the strain on British shipping

involved in its maintenance grew steadily more serious.

Enemy submarines were now particularly active in the

Mediterranean. Not only were losses heavy, but piuch

time was consumed in the circuitous voyages to circum-

vent the menace. It is amazing that the British navy was
able to guarantee, and the merchant serviceto provide for,

four overseas forces,* numbering in all more than a million

men, besides the B.E.F., at the very peak of shipping

destruction in the spring of 1917, without inflicting cruel

hardship on the population at home.
Though Salonika was unassailable the Austrians reaped

a modest success by subduing Montenegro. This little

mountain nest above the Adriatic had a population of

merely 250,000, but every man was a fighter from youth

to age. King Nicholas, the descendant of the Prince-

Bishops who had always defied the Turk, was a pictur-

esquely appropriate head. He was a poet as well as a
crowned brigand and a subterranean diplomatist, who
had married one daughter to the King of Italy, and two
more to Russian Grand Dukes. He had set the first match
to the Balkan War of 1912 by declaring war on Turkey
before any of his greater partners. Hitherto he had
ardently supported Serbia. But he now clearly thought

that the game was up. The impregnable mountain fort-

ress of Lovchen, which overlooks the Bocche di Cattaro,

one of the Austrian flotilla-bases on the Dalmatian coast,

was surrendered afler a mere show ofresistance. Nicholas

fled to France protesting his loyalty to the Allies, and left

his son Danilo to make his peace with the Austrians. The
old king lived in France for several years after the war on
a small pension. His daughters for some time worked as

dressmakers in Paris. The fate of the Montenegrins after

the war was hard. Their individuality was merged in

> Salonika, Egypt, Mesopotamia, and East Africa.
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Yugoslavia. They kicked against the pricks, and were

repressed by the overmastering Serbswith extreme cruelty.

After the subjection of Montenegro, the Austrians

pushed into the middle ofAlbania in order to circumvent

the Italian ambition to control this most turbulent and
warlike of European nations. The ports of Avlona and
Dura,zzo were already in Italian hands to ensure control

over the mouth of the Adriatic. A little mountain war
of no significance continued until the Armistice. The
Austrians there, under their genial old general Pflanzer-

Balltin, cut off from authentic news, will go down to

history as the last army ofthe ancient empire. A fortnight

afterAe whole fabric had dissolved, the commander cele-

brated the birthday of the Emperor Karl with a cere-

monial parade, the last act ofthe old order.
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VERDUN

The past year had been one ofharsh disappointment for

the Entente: they had enjoyed good success in none of

their undertakings great or small. Unity ofcommand was
impossible; as Lloyd George said in March 1918J any
government which had proposed at an earlier date

that its troops should be commanded by foreigners would
have fallen instantly. Unity ofdirection, hitherto so sadly

lacking, offered no such impossibility of principle. The
difficulty was to unite in a common agreement three great

Powers so widely differing in needs, aims, capacities, and
government, and geographically prevented from com-
bining forces at will. The democratic governments of

England and France had to secure the support ofParlia-

ment, and were sensitive to the supposed breath ofpublic

opinion. The Russian autocracy was riddled with intrigue

and corruption. Italy at present was allowed to wage her

own war, without either let or help; and until she declared

war against Germany her influence on major strategy

must be feeble.

Again, even if unity of direction were nominally

achieved, would its purpose in action be loyally main-

tained against the urgent push ofso many private tempta-

tions assailing each member of the Alliance?

Broadly speaking, the Allied Governments accepted the

principles laid down at the Chantilly Military Conference

in December 1915. The ‘principal fronts’ were defined as

those where the enemy maintained the largest part of his

forces: Eastern (Russia), Western (France), Southern

(Italy). Co-ordinated offensives on these three were to

seek a decision with the available maximum ofmen and
material. Only the minimum of effectives were to be
retained in subsidiary theatres. The expedition to Salon-

ika was to preserve its existing strength, and Egypt was to

be adequately defended. This scheme was powerfully
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supported in England by the new Chief of the Imperial

General Staff, Sir W. Robertson, a massive and dogged

North Countryman who had risen from the ranks. He
both stood up to andworkedharmoniouslywith Kitchener,

whohad treated his predecessors as little more than exalted

clerks.^ Haigwas also in cordialagreementwith them, and

as a result the influence ofthe Cabinet over military policy

in 1 9 1 6was probablyweakerthan atany other period ofthe

war. It was obvious, however, that this grandiose scheme

could not be put into operation for many months. The
equipment ofthe Russian armies could only be gradually

effected by the devious route ofthe White Sea. Archangel

was the only European port connected by rail with

Petrograd, though a line was crawling painfully towards

Murmansk, the building of which through the marshes

cost the lives ofat least 40,000 prisoners ofwar, inhumanly
slave-driven.

Kitchener was also determined that the British effort

this year should not be immaturely squandered, andJuly
was the earliest date which he would allow for its employ-

ment. Voluntary recruiting was drying up, and it was
recognized that compulsion must be adopted, if the exist-

ing formations were to be kept up to strength. No impor-
tant results from conscription, which was voted in March
1916, could be expected till the late summer.
These considerationswere not fullyknown to the Central

Powers. But Falkenhayn, whose influence in directing

their combined strategy was far greater than that of any
single man in the Entente, knew how vital time was
against an enemy in the West who was drawing freely

on the immeasurable material resources of the United
States.

The position ofour enemies was, indeed, momentarily
and superficially brilliant. All its members were geo-

' He obtained from Kitchener the very important concession that the

C.I.G.S. should sign all strategical orders sent to the commanders ofarmies
abroad. Subject to the authority ofthe Cabinet, he thus practically secured
the strategical direction of the war, as waged by Great Britain.
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graphically connected as soon as Serbia had been ground

to powder. Great tracts of fertile territory in northern

France and Poland were available for foodstuffs, nearly

two million Russian prisoners eased the increasing strain

on man-power. The malevolent neutrality of Rumania
had been changed by fear into a complaisance which

resulted in a favourable agreement for the export ofgrziin

and oil, without which Falkenhayn thought it doubtful

whether Germany could have lasted throughout 1916.

The British blockade, though alwaysincreasing in rigidity,

had not prevented enormous imports of cotton, and the

leakage through neutrals,in particular Holland, remained

gratifyingly large.

To await the combined attack of the Entente was too

dangerous. Even ifall its assaults were shattered, Falken-

hayn did not believe that ‘the enormous hold’ which

England had over her allies would be destroyed, ‘For she

is obviously staking everything on a war of exhaustion’;

and exhaustion must come first to the Central Powers.

The only means by which he thought that England might

be brought directly to her knees, unrestricted submarine

warfare, was refused him on political grounds. Now, an

attack on the British armies in France could not be begun

early enough in the year, and would require the unattain-

able figure ofthirty divisions.* England therefore must be •

struck through France, ‘her best sword’, as speedily as

possible; if F^rance went, Russia, already crippled and

almost ripe for revolution, must follow and England would

be left alone amidst incalculable hazards.

Falkenhayn had increased his forces in the West since

the September battles by 400,000 men, and could count

on a reserve of 25^ divisions. Though still outnumbered

by three to two, he believed himself strong enough to

* Prince Rupprecht, however, expressed the opinion that a break-

through against the Britbh had much better chances ofsuccess than against

the French at Verdun. See Mein Kriegstagebtuh, vol. i, p. 420. For it he

demanded ‘at least 12 Army Corps’. South ofArras all three positions could

be bombarded effectively without the necessity of moving the artillery

forward; consequently he desired an attack in that area.
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attack, given his superiority in numbers of heavy guns,

and in the technique of their disposition and handling.

A narrow front was to be chosen against an objective

‘to retain which the French General Staffwould be com-

pelled to throw in every man they have’. A break-through

was not necessary; ifthe battle were kept alive with limited

resources, the French forces would bleed to death.* He
hoped also that the ‘defeatist’ movement in France, of

Map 16. Verdun.

whose existence he was well aware, would meanwhile

gather strength to sap the national spirit; and that the

British armies might waste a raw strength in premature

relief-attacks. For this experiment he selected Verdun.

The famous fortress was already half encircled by the

German lines, their communications were excellent, and
those of the French were wretched. Success would add
prestige to the name of the Grown Prince, within whose
command the battle was to be fought. Verdun was incon-

* The account given by Falkenhayn in his book (General Head-quarters

1Q14-16 (1919)) has been confirmed by the German General Staff, which

proves that his aim was not a strategic break-through. It has been frequendy
affirmed, in particular by French writers (c.g. F6tain), that he untruthfully

minimized his intentions to excuse his failure.
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veniently near the vital railway-centre of Metz, and the

great Briey—Thionville iron basin, the principal source of

German shell production; and, although Falkenhayn did

not regard extensive conquest of territory as his main
object, he naturally hoped to thrust the enemy right off

the Cotes de Meuse on to an improvised line between

Saint-Mihiel and the Argonne.
He was right in believing that Verdun, quite apart from

its military value, would become like Ypres a mystical

symbol oflife for the whole French people.* But he did not

see that for this very reason it would become increasingly

impossible to break offor limit the batde without inflicting

a moral wound, hardly less deep, on his own country. The
Crown Prince was therefore unquestionably correct when
he vainly demanded that the initial operation should be
launched simultaneously on both flanks ofthe Meuse with

the object ofpinching out the fortress by a rapid and irre-

sistible encirclement. In the light ofFrench unprepared-

ness this would almost certainly have succeeded. But
Falkenhayn would not release more than six divisions, and
his blow fell upon the right bank only.

We must now turn our eyes to the defenders of the

threatened fortress. It had been constructed after 1870 by
de Riviere as the most important link in the whole great

chain defending the Meuse and Moselle. It had been
almost surrounded, though not directly attacked, in

September 1914. Though the enemy still clung round
it in a great arc from north-west to south-east, the defend-

ing trenches had been thrust out far beyond the forts about
eight miles from the city. It was therefore in practice held

like any other salient in the West. But until August 1915
it remained technically a fortress, which meant that its

commander was directly responsible to the Generalissimo,

and that the armament and supplies for each fort were
’ Its fall on September i, 1792, had aroused the keenest alarm in revolu-

tionary Paris and had led direedy to the September massacre. It was on
this occasion that Danton roused his countrymen to such a pitch of ardour
with the famous words: ‘De I’audace, encore de I’audace, toujouis de
I’audace, et la France est sauvde.’

3596 R
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maintained at full strength. After that date the French

fortresses were degraded by decree,^ on the ground that

they had proved mere traps and might be written off as

fallen, ifinvested. Moreover, French production ofheavy

guns was still insufficient; and a very large number could

be transferred from the forts to the field-army.^ Verdun,

however, was still recognized as a point of exceptional

importance, and retained a special commander for the

so-called ‘Fortified Region’. His position was one ofcom-

plicated semi-dependence, first on the southern, then on
the central, group of French armies. The change to the

latter, though corresponding to the strategical situation,

was effected only three weeks before the German attack,

and the new head-quarters were almost ignorant of the

local conditions.

The defences of the region had been gravely neglected

during 1915, when an almost uninterrupted calm pre-

vailed there. In December Colonel Driant, a local deputy

who commanded a regiment near Verdun, informed the

Army Commission, of which he was a member, of this

neglect. They verified his information and brought it

before the Government. Gallieni, Joffre’s old superior in

Madagascar, now Minister ofWar, demanded an explana-

tion. The Commander-in-Chief replied in his harshest

and most crushing style that the arrangements were satis-

factory, and that if complaints were laid against him on
information supplied by subordinate officers he would at

once resign. Though ministers were rapidly losing con-

fidence in him, theywere quite unprepared for the effect of

such an action on France and the Entente. His assurances

were accepted, but Castelnau, perhaps the most subtle,

charming, and tactful ofFrench generals, was made Chief-

of-Staff to control him as far as possible (which proved
indeed to be very little).

‘ This was illegal, as constitutionally a law was required. The procedure
adopted was doubdess in order to secure secrecy.

® More than 4,000 guns were taken from the forts, of which 2,300 were
heavy, nearly all of old pattern dating from the 8o’s and 90’s.
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As usually happens when a misleading answer has been

given by one in authority, steps were taken, too late, to

make it true, Joffre certainly believed that Verdun was
impregnable. ‘I ask only one thing,’ he said on January
1 6th, ‘that the Germans should attack and should do so

at Verdun. Tell the Government so.’

This arrogant confidence was, however, far from shared

by the local general, Herr, an artilleryman with a good
record, who took command some six months before the

battle. He complained that his troops were too few and
often ofinferior quality, and that he was not given enough
engineering material to complete the defences. Gastelnau,

who inspected them inJanuary, found many weak points,

but was comparatively well satisfied with those on the

right bank. Herr had expected an attack since December,
for increasing activity was observed on the enemy’s rail-

ways, roads, and billeting centres, but G.Q.G.* preferred

to believe that if an offensive was really intended its

theatre would be Champagne, where exactly the same
symptoms were being reported. Consequently Herr re-

ceived no reinforcements except two territorial divisions,

who were intended to dig rather than to fight. Mercifully

for France, the attack was postponed for a week owing to

bad weather. During this respite the bridges over the

Meuse were increased, and the road from Bar-le-Duc to

Verdun repaired and reserved for exclusive and continu-

ous military motor traffic. This was actually completed

bynoon on February 22nd. WithoutitVerdunwould have
been doomed. For the French railway system here con-

sisted ofonly one narrow-gauge line, the great line to Paris

being under continuous fire in the Argonne. The enemy
concentration on the right bank was on the contrary abun-
dantly supplied by fourteen lines. Fortunately Verdun
and its bridges were entirely shielded from German obser-

vation (except, ofcourse, from the air) . On the right bank
the gaunt hills rise steeply 500 or 600 feet, forming a
plateau five miles wide, deeply scarred by ravines. The

^ Grand-Q.uartier-G6n6ral. The official name for French Head-quarters.
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squat, grey concrete forts marked all the key-features

within five miles of the citadel. The front line was about

eight miles away along a broken and wooded line of

transverse heights, descending sharply east and south-east

ofthe city into the wideWoevre plain towards the Moselle.

On the left bank the trough through which the Meuse runs

in long, shallow loops is confined byno cliff-like wall. The
hills are lower and take rather the form ofsuccessive spurs

from the Argonne, thrusting towards the stream at right

angles. Verdun was barred on the north-west bythree suc-

cessive promontories before the outposts were reached on
the wooded slopes beyond the marshy banks of the Forges

brook. The German preparations could not be entirely

hidden, though the Stafftookeveryconceivable precaution

for secrecy, and French aerial observation was hindered

by the dense woods, the winter weather, and the advent of

the ‘Fokkers’, which soon gained superiority in the air.

But when the attack broke, they were still believed to be

incomplete, as the enemy had dug few extra communica-
tion trenches, and no assaulting trenches in advance ofhis

old lines, though in some cases his infantry would have to

traverse a no-man’s-land of 1,000 yards. The German
plans, however, did not aim at the unloosing of dense

waves of troops. A solution seemed to have been reached
for the vital problem of conquering the ground by the

artillery and then occupying it with infantry. The Entente

generals had erred bymaking theirbombardments too long

and not methodical enough. A bombardment of eight

hours, plentifully interspersed with gas and lachrymatory
shells, should give time to shatter the hostile artillery, and
completely to obliterate the local garrison, and yet not

allow time for reinforcements to arrive within the threat-

ened zone. The Crown Prince disposed of 1,400 guns for

a front ofattack barely eight miles wide; halfofthese were
heavy, and included the famous Austrian 1 5-inch Skoda
howitzer. Massed in the forests, often wheel to wheel,

their numbers astonished the French, whose aviators

found it impossible to count the continuous flashes. On
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February 20thj after a week’s continuous snow-storm, the

wind veered north with a binding frost. Next morning at

4.30 the enemy threw one symbolic 15-inch shell into the

citadel, and three hours later the hurricane bombardment
began. It far exceeded in tempestuous violence anything

yet seen in the world, and two million shells were expended
before the infantiy began to creep forward in the feding

light. Patrols of fifteen to fifty men led by an officer first

emerged, testing any elements ofresistance still left alive;

ifall was found well, dense lines followed with pioneers in

their train to occupyand consolidate the deserted trenches.

If necessary, the guns were signalled to complete their

work. Thus it was hoped methodically to win ground
with theminimum of loss. To French observers this steady

advance through the darkness, heralded by salvoes of

parti-coloured flares, suggested an irresistible power. The
French resistance was uneven, and depended largely on
the spirit of the local leaders. Colonel Driant’s chasseurs

under his splendid inspiration fought like lions, and lost

nine-tenths of their effectives. Until the evening of

February 23rd the Germans had small reason for boast-

ting. They had advanced little more than two miles, and
taken only 3,000 prisoners, in spite ofa sevenfold superior-

ity in guns and threefold in men. Next day the second

main French position, the only continuous line left, was
broken through. The local command thought the evacua-

tion ofthe whole right bank unavoidable, but was deterred

by an express order from Joffre, who threatened any
general giving the order to retreat with a council ofwar.

Castelnau proceeded to Verdun during that night and
found Herr’s head-quarters greatly cast down and con-

fused. He at once sent for Petain to take command. This

officer, a colonel at the beginning ofthe war, had already

risen to command an army. With all the firmness and
calm of Joffre, he had none of his unapproachable-

ness and love of publicity. He was a true soldier of

France, absolutely unspotted by politics, always giving

his real opinion bluntly without respect ofpersons, with a
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wonderful understanding of the poilu in all his moods;

probably no one else would have lifted him out ofthe deep

waters ofmutiny in 1917.

While he was yet on his way, the Germans triumphantly

published to the world a resounding new success, the fall

of ‘the great armoured-fort of Douaumont, the north-

easteirn pillar ofthe defences ofVerdun’.

One ofHerr’s last orders had been to organize a defence

a outrance on the line of the outer forts. The circulation of

this order had been delayed both by the general confusion

and by the pedantry of a staff officer who insisted on
accompanying it with a sketch-map. The troops had con-

stantly been warned that the forts were death-traps; they

had seen them dismantled
;
theynoticed that theyattracted

the hottest bombardment, and kept well away from them.
Yet as a matter of fact, they showed an astonishing resis-

tance to the heaviest shells;* their casemates remained
the surest asylum, even the two remaining gun-turrets in

Douaumont had not been put out of action. After the

catastrophe they were rearmed, permanently garrisoned,

and became, as they should always have been, the nodal
points of the defence. During the afternoon of the 25th
an Algerian division defending the steep slopes of the

ravine which Douaumont crowns, broke hopelessly before

a massed German attack. A certain Lieutenant Brandis,

of the 3rd Brandenburg regiment, saw the great bulk of
the fort looming in the twilight above him. Pushing for-

ward a patrol through the driving snow, he found it, to his

amazement, apparently deserted with the drawbridge
lowered. It proved to contain only a few elderly artillery-

men with a caretaker. Other lost German soldiers trickled

* See the remarkable evidence supplied by Retain, La Bataille de Verdun:
annexe, pp. 143 aqq. and Gin. P. L. Falat, La Grande Guerre sur lefront occi-

dental, vol. X (1925), pp. 460-2. Douaumont received 120,000 shells but the
subterranean worla were intact. A visit to these forts, which are maintained
in the same conditions as during the war, leaves a feeling of astonishment
that they should ever have been evacuated; especially when the defensive
value of an ordinary village with its cellars was a commonplace of trench-
warfare.
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in, until about 300 men had gathered inside. In so casual

a fashion was won this towering position, which, as seen

from the left bank, dominates the whole field of battle.

The way to Verdun was open for a few hours. The French
reserves had been held up to the last moment by G.Q^.G.,

as the Operations Department, in which Joffre reposed

particular confidence, had never believed the prepara-

tions on the Meuse to be more than a blind. Falkenhayn,

however, had been almost equally niggardly. His re-

sources had been preciously husbanded, and he would not

allow the Crown Prince to draw upon them at discretion.

He was, moreover, confidently expecting a British relief-

offensive in the north. And on this very day, in answer

to an urgent appeal fromJoffre, Haig started to relieve the

French loth army on the Arras section, and extended his

own front by about fifteen miles.

Thus ended the first and most critical stage ofthe battle,

retain worked wonders both with the organization and
the spirit ofthe troops. Theyjustified to the letter his first

simple message: ‘Tenez ferme. J’ai confiance en vous.’

The transport problem had been solved with amazing
success by the transformation ofthe road from Bar-le-Duc

into a route gardee reserved solely for an endless chain of

lorries mounting and descending, the route being ‘discip-

lined’ as exactly as is a military rail-road. ‘L’automobile’,

it was justly said, ‘a sauve Verdun’. La Voie sacrie to-day

is flanked by special kilometre-stones adorned with the

laurel of victory. Day and night at intervals of fourteen

seconds the lorries kept up their continuous labour, regu-

lar stations being arranged for the discharge of meiTand
materials, regular crossings for the passage of troops; in

the case of a break-down every lorry which could not be

towed was .thrown into the ditch. Vast bands of terri-

torials and civilians were continuously engaged in road-

repair with materials from local quarries.
^A comparative pause of ten days ensued, while the

Germans painfully moved their artillery forwatd-Over the

slushy and disintegrated crater-field. Meanwhile, as the
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Crown Prince had foreseen, the French artillery, massed

with astonishing speed on the left bank, galled them
incessantly with enfilade fire.

Before renewing the attack Falkenhayn considered

seriously whether it should be broken off. He decided that

it would take too long to stage another offensive, as for

example against the British in their lengthened lines roimd

Arras. The German losses had not as yet been severe, and

the hope of crippling the French remained reasonably

good. The Crowm Prince agreed, on the understanding

that the next phase should be transferred to the left bank.

This move had been foreseen and feared by Petain, who
asked the reporting officer every morning ‘What news of

the left bank?’ The renewal took place under conditions

far more unfavourable for the enemy. The defenders were

no longer outnumbered; they were inspired with the most

devoted spirit of sacrifice, and believed in their com-
mander. No surprise except ofa local tactical nature was
possible. From March 6th to April loth the fighting beat

in alternate pulses on either wing. On the left the French
maintained a desperate hold on the long ridge, world-

famous under its sinister name ofMart Homme, three miles

south of their advanced positions. On the right the fort of

Vaux, on its commanding spur overlooking the whole
Woevre plain, prevented any serious progress towards the

second line of forts, the last refuge of the defenders. The
Germans could no longer economize men; they had to

attack in dense waves which were met by constant counter-
attacks. Their losses in this phase were probably not

inferior to the French; ‘the Hell of Verdun’ became a
by-word among the rank and file. On April loth Petain

published an order to the troops which, after admitting
that the enemy would doubtless attack again, concluded
with the famous words ‘Courage ! On les aura !’ Falken-
hayn was again in a cruel dilemma. Ifhe sought to break
off, he feared that the French forces now 550,000 strong
might themselves take the offensive, a course already being
constantly urged by the optimisticJof&e. If, on the other
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hand, he continued, who could guarantee that the last

stage might not leave him with a confessed and patent

failure. The Cxown Piince maintained that ‘the fate of

the French army would be decided at Verdun’, and its

offensive power broken by the exhaustion of its reserves,

if Falkenhayn would provide sufficient troops for attacks

on the great scale. This, however, was refused, althpugh
Falkenhayn insisted that the piecemeal battles should

continue. The Crown Prince, unsupported by his own
Chief-of-Staff, von Knobelsdorf, had to give way. It was
known that the French divisions were relieved much more
rapidly than the Germans and consequently their losses

were exaggerated, Falkenhayn insisted that a division

should be kept in the line, until absolutely exhausted,

whereas Petain found that moral was best maintained by
a rapid interchange of units on the battle-front,’'

Finally, better results were expected by the Germans
from thenewphosgene gas-shells which would be available

in great quantities during May. On the other hand, all

their 17- and 15-inch batteries had been destroyed, or put
out of action, by the first week in April, ironically enough
by French siege-guns, more than twenty years old.

Meanwhile the French, as they alternately boasted and
complained, were fighting Germany single-handed. For
the relief-attack, to which half-trained Russian masses
were driven during March by Lake Narotch,^ was utterly

mown down, and two German divisions were actually

transferred to the West,

Just before the next phase opened Petain was trans-

ferred to the command of the Central Group of Armies.

Joffre had become increasingly impatient of his demands
for men, and believed him to have lost all sense ofpropor-

tion. NiveUe took his place. His rise had been as rapid

as that of his predecessor. His achievements at Verdun,
‘ By the end of AprE 42 French divisions had been engaged at Verdun

with the losses of 133,000 men. The reserve to be employed on the Somme
having fallen thattime from 40 to 30. The corresponding number ofGerman
divisions was 30, ofwhich several had been engaged three or four times.

s See Chapter xvii, p. 283.
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both in defence and attack, during the next eight months,

broughthim amidst the highestexpectation to the Supreme

Command. His fall was swift and complete beyond that

of any other great commander. Tall and handsome,

young for his years (he was 58), winning in manner, and

lucid and concise in exposition, daring and swift to seize

an opcasion, rivalling Foch as an apostle of the mystical

moral power of the offensive, he gradually drew all eyes

as the lucky general, the predestined liberator of the

national territory. Throughout May an almost uninter-

rupted succession of ferocious local actions left the com-

batants practically on their original positions. Both sides,

by economizing on the quiet sectors, had collected gigantic

masses of guns and ammunition. One of the German
bombardments on the Mort Homme covered the ridge

with a dense cloud ofsmoke and gases which reached the

astonishing height of 2,500 feet. The unfortunate French

assault on Douaumont (May 23) was preceded by a

preparation which cast 1,000 tons per day for a week on

a patch of 150 acres. The number and strength ofFrench

counter-attacks increased, as Joffre had intended, under
the more impetuous leadership ofNivelle. Though seldom
successful, they discouraged the Crown Prince yet more,

who appealed again fruitlessly to Falkenhayn to cut his

losses.

Yet the fifth month, while the shadow ofthe Somme was
lengthening before the enemy’s eyes, and Brussilov was
shattering the Austrian front, was to try the defenders

more hardly than any period since the first February crisis.

After repeated assaults lasting for a week the Germans
succeeded in taking Fort Vaux(June 7). It was heroically

defended by a battalion under Major Raynal, whom the

Crown Prince received with honour as a captive, restoring

his sword. For four days he held the vaults, while the

enemy swarmed over its superstructure. They fired

through the crevices, squirted gas and liquid flame, and
let down baskets of bombs. The defenders could com-
municate only by pigeons. Their water, already putrid.
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failed entirely for the last forty-eight hours; some were
actually reduced to drinking their urine. Their story has

been written in true epic style by Henri Bordeaux, in Les

Demurs Jours du Fort de Vaux.

The tenacity of the French troops showed signs of

crumbling. Many ofthe young reinforcements, especially

from the south, were already becoming infected witji the

defeatistpropaganda, directed by thejoumalistAlmereyda
in the Bonnet rouge, which was to inflict an almost fatal

injury on the war-will ofFrance next year.

June 23rd was a day ofgreat crisis. The enemy thrust

forward with a great weight ofmen, gas, and guns to the

slopes of the last ridge on the right bank surmounted by
the forts ofFroideterre and Souville. Ifthey gained a foot-

ing thereon, Verdun would be untenable, for all the

bridges over the Meuse would be under direct observation.

All the arrangements for evacuation had been made; and
Petain, on whom as commander of the Army Group the

ultimate responsibility lay, now sought permission to

begin the transfer, which could not be completed under
four days. ButJoffre, knowing that the Somme bombard-
ment was to startthat day,gave the order to hold fast. On
being informed that in the event of a further reverse, it

might be necessary to abandon 600 guns and a vast

material, he took the responsibility upon himself saying

with that air of cheerful serenity, wherein his greatness

lay: T have taken many others.’

Joffre was justified, for the danger was past, though the

battle died very hard. It was not until the failure of a
last attack on Souville (July ii) that the Grown Prince

received a definite order henceforth to stand solely on the

defensive.

The French, however, were not prepared to remain
indefinitely quiescent within their confined lines. On
October 24th and December 15th Nivelle launched two
attacks, which were considered as classic models of the

limited offensive. The German position as a defensive

one was very bad, having at its rear a crater-zone some
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eight miles deep,* indescribably glutinous and wretched

under the autumn rains. The troops, as LudendorfF dis-

covered on his first visit, were sadly dejected. Both attacks

were executed by Mangin, a most vehement warrior, the

incarnation of battle, who had built up the black army
in Africa. He was reputed careless ofhuman life and nick-

named ‘the Butcher’. Yet in both these attacks, especially

the latter, the French casualties were low. In the first they

took Douaumont, evacuated by a garrison semi-suffocated

through the fumes of an explosion, and Vaux with 6,000

prisoners. By the second their lines were extended nearly

two miles farther north; 11,000 prisoners and 115 guns
fell into their hands. The French artillery technique had
reached a brilliant pitch, for their gunners had learnt both
from their adversaries and from the long schooling of the
Somme battles.

The French could not fail to be familiar with the salient

points in the trench system which had been so long in their

hands, and every detail had been studied through aerial

photographs. The heavy artillery played principally upon
the dug-outs, whilst a so-called tir d’interdiction smothered
the trench exits and the whole ground behind them, there-

by preventing either the retirement of the garrison or the
arrival of reinforcements. Finally, the infantry were pro-

tected by a creeping barrage, behind which they advanced
at the rate of 100 metres every four minutes. No large

attack had yet exploited so successfully the minute co-

operation between the two arms.

By the end ofthe year the losses ofthe two armies before
Verdun showed small discrepancy, being both in the neigh-
bourhood of 350,000. In the main battle the French cer-

tainly suffered the more severely, probably in the propor-
tion offour to three. Falkenhayn wasjustified in rlaiming
that their offensive power had been enormously reduced,

* It has been calculated that about 23 million shells were fired by the two
sides between February 2 1 andJuly 15. An extraordinary photograph of the
crater-field round TMaumont is reproduced in Gen. H. von Zwehl’s
Matibeuge, Aisne-Verdun (1921).
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for they were able to place on the Somme on July ist

only twelve instead of forty divisions. It has often been
argued that the events ofthat terrible daywould have been
very different, if this great mass had made the principal

thrust south of the river. But neither September 1915 nor
April 1917 give confidence in the French capacity to co-

ordinate attacks on a great offensive front. MorqDver,
Falkenhayn would on this supposition have retained his

own reserve intact to meet the menace.

On a balance then, Falkenhayn’s strategical decision

seems to have been correct. A campaign of annihilation

against the Russians in 1916 would have been a blow
wasted, for the seeds of revolution were already thickly

sown. Conrad’s scheme for an encirclement ofthe Italian

armies by a double attack, firom Tyrol and on the Isonzo,

has received the qualified approval ofa very able German-
military critic. General von Kuhl. If successful it would
certainly have destroyed the Italian army far more effec-

tually than did the blow at Caporetto; and might have
forced Italy into a separate peace. But it would have been
a dangerous gamble, even if sufficient troops had been<

available, which Falkenhayn denied. The Italian army
still retained much fighting spirit; it endured seven more
offensives on the Isonzo before its collapse. The weather,

as Falkenhayn points out, would not have allowed opera-

tions in the high Trentino mountains to begin until May.
The Austrian lines in Volhynia might have been so weak-
ened that Brussilov would have driven an irremediable

wedge through them. Finally, it is exceedingly doubtful

whether even the annihilation of Italy would have had
any decisive effect upon the Entente.

On the assumption therefore that the Central Powers

had the highest inducement to seize the initiative in 1916
(the year of decision as both sides confidently believed),

Falkenhayn had no alternative left but to attack in the

West as he did.

But he made two great errors. Like other directors of

the German Supreme Command, he dictated too minutely
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to those immediatelyresponsible forcarrying out his orders.

The Crown Prince was forced, against his better judge-

ment, to start the isolated operation on the right bank of

the Meuse, which seems even at the time to have been con-

demned by German military opinion in the West,^ Even
so a more liberal allowance ofreserves would have ensured

the f^ll ofVerdun after that ofFort Douaumont. Secondly,

he under-estimated the capacity ofthe French to maintain

a long defensive battle. This was indeed a most natural

error, probably shared by all students of French psycho-

logy, who have been far too apt to judge Paris as if it

typified the temper of provincial France; yet the whole
course ofFrench military history seemed to prove that the

strength of their armies lay in the offensive, and that re-

peated hammer-blows would cause demoralization. The
amazing toughness and self-sacrifice of the French resis-

tance before Verdun is perhaps the most wonderful of

‘toutes les gloires dc la France’,* just because it ran so

counter to the ordinary stream ofnational temperament.

• e.g. see Prince Ruppreefat ofBavaria, vol. i, pp. 429, 435.
^ The inscription on the Palace of Versailles is X totjtes les clokes

DB LA FRANCE.
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THE SOMME

The military chiefs in France were given an exceed-

ingly free hand for the campaign of 1916. Haig had
the confidence ofthe Cabinet in much fuller measure{han
his predecessor, and worked hand in hand with Robert-

son the protagonist of the supreme importance of the

Western Front; while the relations ofboth with Kitchener

were harmonious. The instructions which the new Com-
mander-in-Chief received on his appointment made it

clear that ‘the closestco-operation between the French and
British as a united army must be the governing policy’.

The independence of his command was vaguely but
materially qualified by a statement that he would ‘in no
case come under the orders of any Allied General further

than the necessary co-operation with our Allies above
referred to’.

This in effect meant a further extension of the powers
ofJoffre, who, with the support of the French Premier
Briand, had just weathered a formidable internal crisis.

An order for close co-operation does not necessarily in-

volve cordial relationships. Haig, indeed, in the course of
his command, had many serious and well-founded causes

ofcomplaint which are believed to be the principal theme
ofhis hitherto unpublished memoirs. But the many differ-

ences ofopinion which arose in the first halfof 1916 were
solved without arousing any such bitterness of feeling as

was to be created later.

Even before Verdun it had been settled that a great

Franco-British finale of attack should be staged about

July I St; the Russians and Italians, it was hoped, would
biust into activity about a fortnight earlier. Mounted on
a front ofmore than thirty miles, this finale was to be pre-

dominantly French (forty divisions against twenty-five

British) . But the gay beliefinthe easyand complete brezik-

through had fled from the minds of the French leaders.
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Not even Foch, Poincare noted in his Memoirs, still kept

that faith. Joffre then envisaged a long wearying battle of
exhaustion, and held that even this grim type of struggle

would offer good prospects only ifthe British engaged pre-

viously in important preliminary attacks to grind down
the effectives and spirit ofthe enemy. It was their turn, he
urged, to undertake this forbidding task. Itwasundeniable
that, by the end of 1915, the French casualties had been
about four times as large as those of their Ally,^ though
their population was smaller. They still held four-fifths of
the total trench line (this fact, so admirable for propa-
gandawhen nakedly stated, was ofcourse fallacious, for the

British sector, being such a vital one, compelled a dense

concentration and attracted nearly a third of the enemy’s
strength). Haig had no intention of blunting the bright

spear of his new armies in this way, and by adroit tempo-
rizing contrived that his strength was kept intact forJuly.

Besides, it must be noted that his rearward preparations
took longer than those of the French. He had no terri-

torials or gangs of civilians to work in the back areas; for

the Labour corps, which subsequently embraced hordes
of Chinese and other Orientals, had scarcely come into

existence. The railways within this area were still run by
Frenchmen. The British could not direct or command,
but only request.

Even now it is by no means clear why the Somme area
was chosen as the theatre ofattack. Probably the decisive

inducement was simply the crude fact that the two armies
could here advance shoulder to shoulder. Haig had ex-

pressed a strong preference for the Flemish area, where an
advance oftwenty miles mighthave rolled a German army
up against the sea and Dutch territory; such an attack
was, ifpossible, to be combined with a naval landing. He
did actually prepare an offensive here, to which he in-

tended to divert his weight if the Somme should prove a
complete failure.

The Somme offered no such strategical advantage as
* Roughly 8,000,000 as against 500,000.
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Belgium. JofFre’s ‘directive’ on the subject is mere ver-

biage of technical jargon. Robertson, indeed, saw an
advantage in the fact that the line here approached
nearest to Busigny, one of the most important junctions

on the enemy’s lateral system of communications. As,

however, this point was sixty miles away, it seems a poor
reason for a siege assault upon one of the mightiest oppos-

ing bastions. So indeed the German positions must be
described, and so indeed was Haig later to describe them
in his dispatch, dwelling so naively upon their manifold

and labyrinthine subtleties as to provoke the simplest

reader to ask, ‘Ifthey were known to be so strong, why did

you attack them?’

There had been no serious fighting of any kind here

since 1914; another desirable reason, according to Joffre,

for the choice made. But the Germans had tziken master-

ful advantage of the quiescence. They dug better and
harder than their opponents and they kept on digging.

The chalk soil was peculiarly favourable for the excava-

tion of elaborate dug-outs, some of which were thirty or

even forty feet deep, were furnished with electric light and
washing apparatus, and would maintain a whole company
in perfect security during the heaviest bombardment. The
Allied soldiers were astonished when they entered these

enormous subterranean strongholds.

The Somme running alternately north to Peronne and
then west towards Amiens, meanders in many loops and
streams through a wide vzdley of rushes and low willows,

above which chalky uplands rise to a maximum of 300
feet in successive undulations. The country is of a type

familiar to southern England. The downs are less im-
posing, there are very few steep escarpments (the bluff at

Thiepval, round which the Ancre flows, is an almost

solitary example of these) ; the villages are more concen-

trated and are generally shrouded by an orchard-ring of

thecommunal cider-apple trees. Manylarge beech-woods
relieve the monotony of the bare, cultivated slopes; in fact

the Hampshire hills north and east of Winchester showa
3S96
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very similar English landscape. The woods and villages

formed the hard knots of the system, for their defences

were secret, whereas the trench lines on the open hill-sides

were clearly writ in chalk. Observation was generally

good; frommany points, evenin first-line trenches, theview

ranged over 4,000 or 5,000 yards. The great advantage of

the defenders was that their works rose tier upon tier along

the ridges, up which the attack must laboriously crawl

with a more limited horizon as each new stage was gained.

The front ofthe attack was finally fixed at about twenty-

five miles, ofwhich the French share, so great had been the

ravages ofVerdun, was less than a third. It extended from

just north ofthe wooded fortress ofGommecourt to a point

some five miles south of the Somme. The preparations

seemed so obvious to those who took part in them that it

was difficult to suppose that the enemy had not been cer-

tain ofour intentions for months beforehand. The Allies,

however, had obtained by May a strong mastery in the

air, and German reconnaissance was largely blinded.*

Von Below, the exceedingly able commander ofthe Ilnd

army, tells us indeed that as early as February the building

of additional hutments w£is noticed behind the front, but

it was not until the middle ofJune that indications became
so numerous and precise as to leave no doubt. Prince Rup-
prechtjotted down in his diary the evidence as it came in.

It includes reports from The Hague and Madrid, where
our military attaches seem to have spoken unguardedly,

and the report ofa speech by a Cabinet Minister, Hender-
son, to munition workers explaining (or rather, refusing

to explain) why theWhitsuntide holidays were being post-

poned until the end ofjuly. The French participation was
guessed when their distinctive steel helmets were seen in

the trenches on cither side ofthe Somme, and regarded as

certain when the famous ‘Iron’ corps, the 20th, was identi-

fied in the line.

* The Fokker by this date had been out-classed by the French Nieuport

and the British De Haviland Scout machines. At the commencement of the

battle the Germans were outnumbered in the air by two to one.
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The plan of attack presented no important tactical

novelty. It aimed at putting greater force and greater

efficiency into the methods pursued in 1915, which the

unimaginative minds at G.H,Q. still believed to be
sound. The vastness of the material and mechanical

power available in modern war seemed to produce a kind

of dull megalomania in which the ingenuity of execution

was sacrificed to the immensity and elaboration of the

preparation. The task divided itself under three great

overlapping heads: the organization of the rear as an
offensive theatre; the accumulation ofmasses ofguns and
ammunitions; and the co-operation between the three

great arms, infantry, artillery, and air force.

Three broad-gauge railways were built, roads were
created, widened, and improved (though, owing to the

expectation ofa rapid advance, no supplies ofroad-metal
had been included in the railway-programme, and in con-

sequence ofthis omission the surface was entirely destroyed

after the first fortnight of the battle). The water supply
had to be largely augmented, for the chalk is very barren
of springs and wells. Hutments, stables, engineering-

dumps, field-hospitals had to be provided for a military

population of400,000 men and 100,000 horses. The civil

population remained as a rule undisturbed within two or
three miles ofthe trenches, and reaped an enormous har-
vest, every other house in any village setting up as a shop
or estaminet.

The artillery concentration seemed enormous to the
British troops, who saw, each time they came back from
the trenches to rest, new emplacements in every orchard,

copse and hollow way, already camouflaged by protective

colouring, canvas screens, and garnished netting. Great
howitzers were noted in increasing quantities, the 9-2

became common, pieces of 12- and even 15-inch were
reported. Yet, formidable and terrible as this array ap-
peared, it was far less weighty than the French concentra-
tion. On his eight miles of attack Foch disposed of 850
heavy guns and was able to lend the British 40. Eyen so.
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Sir Henry Rawlinson had only 460 to cover more than

twice the same frontage. The number of shells collected

completely fulfilled the requirements of the Staff, except

for the howitzers of the highest calibre. 1,738,000 were

fired offin the preliminary bombardment. But during the

latter stages ofthe battle, stocks were very seriously dimin-

ished, for the expenditure had not been calculated on the

basis ofa four-months’ siege battle. The new trench-artil-

lery proved a very valuable auxiliary. The old trench-

mortars of 1915 had been wretched improvisations, and
the unfortunate officer in charge had often had the great-

est difficulty in finding a commanding officer who would
allow them to be used in his sector. But the new Stokes

mortar, which threw a high-explosive shell with great

speed and accuracy, was welcomed by the infantry for its

powers of concentrated trench-destruction.

In the early days ofthe war the Air Force played more
or less a lone hand. But by now (and generally speaking

these remarks apply to all the combatants) it was multi-

plying its tentacles of liaison. The indiscriminate bom-
bardment ofgreat cities for the express purpose of killing

non-combatants was still in its infancy, though all the

belligerents soon took it up with a horrible gusto. But the

organization of great raids on centres of communication

and dumps had grown greatly in efficiency, and sometimes
produced sensational results.*

The development of aerial photography enabled the

artillery to see exactly the nature of the strong points

which they were required to demolish. It also marked
out clearly tracks invisible from the ground, so that a

hidden battery was often located by the recognition in a

photograph ofa beaten path leading to it. The improve-

ment in wireless made it possible for the observer to ‘spot’

more accurately for the batterywhose fire he was directing.

' e.g. the destruction of 9,000 tons of high-explosive shell at Andniicq
(July 20) by a German bomb. It is generally supposed that this occurrence

finally determined the postponement of the Messines attack until 1917. The
great explosion at Spincourt near Verdun in May of450,000 heavy German
shells is believed to have been caused, not by a bomb, but by gun-fire.
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The infantry were helped in two ways. The photo-

graphs, when pieced together, provided a bird’s-eye view

of the ground to be attacked. They were eagerly studied

by officers, and often it was possible to construct a replica

in the back-areas, and to rehearse the attack before-

hand.* Such experiments were intensely disliked by the

French peasants, whose landwas thus requisitioned. Their

Government, moreover, charged the British army with

rent and compensation for damage in all cases where

trenches were not actually required for defensive pur-

poses. The Germans, who had obviously no occasion to

consider the susceptibilities of the civil population, em-
ployed these rehearsals on a large scale—for instance,

before the opening of the assault on Verdun. Secondly,

a number of ‘contact’ aeroplanes were employed in battle

to keep in close touch with the infantry, to locate and
report their progress, and tocarry theirrequests to theguns.

They flew low and indicated their presence by Klaxon
horns, while the infantry signalled to them by flares and
shutters, which reproduced the Morse code. The direct

method of attacking hostile infantry, particularly when
marching in fours, by swooping upon them with bursts of

machine-gun fire had not yet come into fashion, though
the writer recollects an unsuccessful attempt to enfilade

his trench by a hostile machine early in 1916.

The understanding between artillery and infantry was
still far from perfect. The programme for the Somme was
ofan exceedingly rigid nature; the local commanders had
no power to switch guns on to particular targets even in

such a plain question oflife and death as wire-cutting. The
orders forJuly ist were that the advance was to take place

everywhere, whether the wire was reported as destroyed

or not. During the attack the guns lifted according to a
prearranged time-table from one line ofhostile trenches to

another, often getting far ahead ofthe infantry, who were

’ Gen. Edmonds relates that a German aeroplane flew right over the

troops who were practising the ill-£ited Gommecourt attack a few days

beforehand.
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mown down by the unmolested fire of machine-guns.

The best friend ofinfantryin attack, the creeping barrage,

had as yet been merely sketched by the enterprising staffs

of one or two corps. In its perfected form it meant a

tremendous curtain offire,composed ofeverykind ofshell,

moving slowly forwards about fifty yards in advance ofthe

infantry at a rate previously agreed upon. It is, indeed, a

most delicate operation, for it demands three essential con-

ditions: that the infantry should be able to maintain a

uniform rate ofprogress, that the gunners should shootwith

extreme precision, and that the shells should burst exactly

asintended. These conditions could not possibly have

been fulfilled by July ist. It takes longer to improvise a
scientific gunner than an efficient foot-soldier; the quality

of the shells which the Ministry ofMunitions was turning

out so feverishly was not good, and that ofthe large

American supplies was even worse. Premature bursts not

unfrequently destroyed the gun and its crew, many shells

bursting shortcaused casualtiesand demoralizationamong
the infantry, and still more failed to explode at all. The
French encouraged a greater elasticity ofprogramme, and
assaultswere often postponed until the trench garrison was
satisfied that the opposing obstacle had been destroyed.

The character and conduct of the attack ofJuly ist

provided a keen controversy between Haig and the 4th

army commander, Rawlinson, who was entrusted with its

execution. The latter, a very clever and ambitious general,

desired a limited operation, methodically carried out, stage
by stage. No such advance, he thought, should exceed in

depth the belt ofabout a mile which his guns could make
uninhabitable. Haig, however, oddly enough, became
more optimistic as the Germans stuck more and more
before Verdun. He may have thought that the long trial

was demoralizing their army, although his chief ground
for confidence seems to have been an exaggerated belief

in the destructive powers ofhis artillery at long range. The
British, it must be remembered, had never experienced a
large-scale intensive bombardment covering the second
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line and the back-areas, and consequently expected too

much from it.

A study of the map shows that their attack was to start

on Gommecourt and extend as far as Maricourt; at this

point the French took over, with a battle-front astride the

Somme. Southward from the Ancre a long ridge, the

dominating feature of the landscape, formed the German
battle-zone. Haig insisted that the objective for the first

day should include an advance of some 4,000 yards, in-

cluding the German second line, on the whole centre of

attack. A defensive flank was to be formed north of the

Ancre on Serre ridge, in case the 3rd army failed in a

subsidiary assault on Gommecourt. Having thus bitten

into the second position, he hoped, in liaison with the

French, to squeeze out the remainder and break through

the last and incomplete trench system which covered

Bapaume. The larger vision then opened of massed

cavalry in open country, and the main British strength

wheeling north towards Douai to take the enemy in the

rear or compel his instant retreat.

The advantages of so considerable an initial advance
are indeed obvious. If ten miles of the second line had
fallen within twelve hours, the Germans would have lost

practically all their field-artillery within that area; and
ifconfronted by fresh reserves would probably have fallen

back on a wide front. Yet all analogy with later battles

forbids the belief that open warfare would have resulted.

An impressive total of prisoners and booty would have
been collected, but the line would have been re-established

in the familiar bulge.

Still, even such a result would have been a resounding
success and would have strained Gferman man-power
cruelly, for the new line would have been at least twice

the length ofthe old. Was it feasible ? Rawlinson confided

* These expectations were not shared by the Intelligence Section at

G.H.Q_. Its head, Brig.-Gen. Charteris, who enjoyed Haig’s closest con-
fidence, expressed a very definite beliefin a long, wearing battle: see bis book
At which consists apparendy of genuine contemporary jottings.
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his doubts to his diary and described it as ‘a gamble’. So it

undoubtedlywas. It asked toomuch ofthegunners,whose

most delicate work of wire-cutting was thus doubled.*

The assurance of a satisfactory result was impossible at

such a distance. It was asking too much of the infantry,

who were expected to conquer and consolidate, not two

separate trenches, but two elaborate systems ofwhich the

defenders could dispute every yard with machine-gun

and bomb. It is true that a hopeful presumption assumed

that practically all the defenders in the first line would
have been put out of action, but no one supposed that

similar havoc could be wrought in the second.

However, the tactical methods employed by Rawlinson
and his commanders effectivelydestroyed any existing pos-

sibility ofsuccess. Let us turn to the scene onJuly ist. The
seven-days’ bombardment had reached its final climax.

The infantry had watched it with exultation; many of

them, waiting behind, went out in the evenings to the

high ground to see the enemy positions pricked out with

coundess points of fire. Few were aware that repeated

raids had proved his resistance to be still active and strong.

The great successes ofthe Russians in Galicia quickened

the confidence that the final time ofdecision was at hand.

It was the supreme day ofthe new armies ofGreat Britain

and Ireland, the Newfoundlanders being the only overseas

troops who shared in it. Their epitaph has been written

by Churchill in noble and poignant words.*

The assaulting hour was fixed at 7.30 a.m., Foch having

insisted upon several hours’ daylight for observing the final

effects of the bombardment. A blazing sun was high in

the heavens. At this moment the guns lifted from the front

enemy trench to prevent reinforcement of the garrison.

Eleven mines were exploded. The officers blew their

whistles and the crowded trenches began to empty. In

‘ The wire was very formidable both in quantity and quality. The belts

were at least 20-30 yards deep, the barbs often as thick as a man’s thumb,

and the posts of iron.
» See Winston Churchill, The WorldCrisis xgi6-i8, part i (1927), pp. 195-6.
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some places concealed by clouds ofsmoke, but more often

in broad view they filed through the prepared gaps in

the wire, and straightened out into long lines advancing

shoulder to shoulder. But the advance was painfully slow,

for the men were laden like beasts of burden. Each stag-

gered under a weight of 66 lb., more than was borne in

full marching order. They carried 220 rounds ofammuni-
tion, two bombs, and two sand-bags; a proportion were

further encumbered with picks and shovels, boxes con-

taining carrier-pigeons and telephone apparatus. In some
places where no-man’s-land was wide, four of these lines

were out together in the open, stumbling over the shell-

pocked ground. Thus it has been said with some justifica-

tion that ‘the battle was lost by three minutes’, for such a

saving in speed would have allowed the machine-gunners

no time to man their weapons before their enemy was
among them. This statement, however, cannot be fully

accepted. We know from German accounts that their fire

was sometimes deliberately kept back until the advancing

wave was within 100 yards. Before Beaumont-Hamel the

relieving troops buried long lines ofcorpses immediatelyin

front of the British wire, which proved the readiness of the

enemy at the very moment of zero. At La Boiselle also,

where a telephone message had been overheard, which
indicated the time ofattack, all the machine-guns were in

full blast immediately after the guns lifted. Here, too, and
farther north by Hebuterne the enemy’s batteries, unsub-
dued and in unsuspected force, made access over no-

man’s-Iand almost impossible throughout the day.

The slowness and denseness of the advance certainly

contributed to the failure. Haig himselffavoured an initial

exploration by patrols of active men, taking advantage of

natural features, as the Germans had done at Verdun,
and as Foch’s troops also did on July ist. But the main
causes appear to the writer to be; first the comparative
failure ofthe bombardment, owing largely to the wretched
qualityoftheammunition, for onlyroundMontaubanwere
die great dug-outs found to be smashed; and the inability
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to use gas-shells—not yet manufactured by the Allies

—

which partially blind an enemy and make his move-

ments slow and clumsy. Secondly, the hour of assault,

forced on the British who had strongly favoured the misty

dawn. Thirdly, the simultaneityofthe attackin practically

equal strength on the whole front. It seems, in retrospect,

as ifa series ofpunches at chosen sectors, not all delivered

at the same moment, with the strong reserves, which

would then have been available, in readiness for ex-

ploitation, would have been a more hopeful method.

The French attributed their own complete success south

of the river largely to the fact that their attack took place

two hours later than on the other bank. The Germans
had, in consequence, relaxed their vigilance and were

overrun with ease.

Colonel Boraston, in his unpleasing book Sir D. Haig's

Command, has suggested that the principal cause offailure

was the inexperience of the troops themselves. It is true,

as the Official History points out, that the Staff had given

little pains to producing any useful manual of detailed

tactical instruction. (This omission, it is fair to say, was

remedied shordy afterwards, when well-written and tho-

roughly practical hints on trench-warfare became freely

available.) It is also true that, here and there, notably in

the ardent advance of the heroic Ulster division at Thiep-

val, the ‘mopping up’, or clearing the conquered ground

of lurking enemies, was imperfectly done, so that the at-

tackers were taken in the rear. Experience was to prove

that the capacious dug-outs had to be treated with large

explosive charges and incendiary phosphorus bombs, in

order to ensure that no living beings were waiting an

opportunity to emerge. The German accounts, while ex-

tolling the bravery of their adversaries, also constantly

criticize them as unhandy in the more specialized tech-

nique oftrench-warfare, compared with the French. The
proportion of fully trained regular officers and N.C.O.s

in the German ranks was still very much higher than in

our own. '

.

•
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But the Official History proves to demonstration that the

methods prescribed by the directing staff made any con-

siderable success impossible.

By the evening the British had been utterly repulsed

from Gommecourt to the great Bapaume road; a perfect

chain of inter-connecting machine-guns, often secretly

sited in armoured emplacements, had swept them away
like chaff. On the other hand, on either side of Mon-
tauban, the projecting spurs of the ridge had been bitten

off according to plan, and the whole French attack had
met with almost complete success. The British losses

were stupendous, and never approached on any other

single day of the war. They amounted to nearly 60,000,

or 60 per cent, of the officers and 40 per cent, of the men
engaged, probably the highest proportion in any great

battle recorded in history.* They were increased both by
the extraordinary bravery and obstinacy ofthe troops and
by the persistence with which the Higher Command re-

newed useless assaults. Telephonic communication had
broken down, air reconnaissance proved almost useless

for accurate and detailed information. In consequence of

this, all favourable reports, however misleading, seem to

have been passed back, whilst the others were suppressed

or minimized.*

The situation was depressing. There was evidently no
possibilityofemploying Gough’s ambitiouslynamed ‘army
of pursuit’ with its masses of cavalry, who had waited all

day, a few miles behind, in hollow lanes and farm build-

ings.

Rawlinson with a kind of dull fatalism proposed to re-

new the attack immediately all along the front. The 48th
division was actually assembled that night to advance
on Thiepval, which loomed before them like a dark

' Fourteen divisions were engaged, or about 140,000 infantry; the losses

of other arms were not heavy. The Germans employed four and a half
divisions—including the seven-days’ bombardment they may have lost

20,000-25,000; the exact figures are not ascertainable.
* See Brig.-Gen. Sir J. E. Edmonds, MiliUsiy Operations; France and Bel-

gium, vol. V (1932}, pp, 478-81.
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cloud flickering with lights. Haig took a prompt deci-

sion. He vetoed Rawlinson’s proposal, in spite ofJoffre’s

strong remonstrance. But he did not adopt the alterna-

tive which had been in his mind (in the event ofcomplete

failure on the Somme), to move all his power northwards

against Messines; and, indeed, the French success would
have made such action practically impossible. Therefore

he determined to limit the battle to the area where the

German defences had been rudely dislocated. It had been

calculated by the Intelligence, with great accuracy as the

event proved, that for the next six days no formidable*

array of enemy reserves need be expected.* Falkenhayn

persisted in believing that Prince Rupprecht farther north

would have to face the main attack; and therefore impor-

tant forces were kept behind the German Vlth army, in

spite ofthe protests ofits chief-of-staffthat he did notwant
them. No serious results could be expected from continu-

ing the attack south of the Somme, where the river, soon

reached, formed an almost impassable dike against further

progress. Therefore the area for further penetration was
little more than six miles wide, and the intention was
to creep up the plateau from the south, so as to take

Thiepval, that mighty hinge,* in the rear.

So the battle pursued its deadlyway. The Germans now
began to suffer more heavily, as by the express orders of

Falkenhayn not a yard of ground was to be voluntarily

ceded. Their defence of every village and wood was of

unsurpassed doggedness. A Guards battalion, called the

Cockchafers from their crest, surrounded in La Boiselle,

held out in the ruins for nearly a week. It is said that

arms were presented to them when theyfinallyemerged as

starving prisoners. A great wood like Delville (obviously

nicknamed Devil’s Wood) was for weeks a cauldron of

‘ Thirty-four battalions were in line on July i, and fifty-four more had
arrived by July 6.

* The extraordinary value, in trench-warfare, of such a hinge in cramp-

ing the attack and keeping the bulge of penetration narrow, wiU be illu-

strated again in the defence of Givenchy by the 55tb division against all

German attacks in April igiB. ' -
'

'
. . - . . -«g^.
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contest. Its capturedevoured six divisions; and it enshrines

to-day the memorial of the South Africans. On July 14th

Rawlinson attempted a bold strokewhich almostproduced

a great success. It was one of the very few large night

attacks ofthe war. The preliminary advance through the

darkness of 1,400 yards, marked out by white tapes, went

perfectly. The second German line (their last completed

system) was overrun for five miles, where it ran through

the twin Bazentins. In the late afternoon the 7th division

passed through High Wood to the eastern edge of the

plateau. On the farther side a squadron ofcavalry rode

among the ripening corn, spearing or cutting down stray

fugitives. Eyewitnesses cherished memories of the broad

evening view over unviolated country, of transport guns

and limbers being driven to the rear. But the sight ofthat

promised land was short, for counter-attacks next day re-

gained a mile ofthat vital territory. Two months were to

pass before it came into indisputed British possession. Dur-
ing that time nothing more than a little elbow-room on
both flanks was clawed piecemeal out of the enemy’s

tenacious clutch.

On September 15th the Germans were confronted with

a surprise, which was finally to have a far more decisive

influence on the war than their own secret weapons, the

great howitzers and poison gas. For the tanks, which now
made their first appearance, were to be universally named
after the Armistice, not without good reason, as ‘Deutsch-

lands Tod’ (‘Germany’s Death’).

The idea which lay behind their construction was a

fairly obvious one, bound to occur as it did to many minds
independently. Thirteenyears before.Wellsinashortstory
had imagined a fleet of irresistible land-ships spreading

terror and devastation. The tank is not really the descen-

dant of the ancient scythed chariot, for the latter’s object

was to cut lanes through masses in the open. Rather it has

inherited the virtue of the battering ram and the Roman
testudo in destroying fortifications which defied the assault

of other devices. The armoured car, very valuable on
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roads and in open warfare, had become quite obsolete on
the Western Front.

The first problem, therefore, was to create a mechani-

cally propelled vehicle which could go practically any-

where, and, itself immune against machine-guns, could

destroy them together with trench-obstacles. The second

was to determine how these engines, once created, could

be used to the best tactical advantage.

Major-General Sir E. S. Swinton, a Royal Engineer,

who had shown remarkable imaginative distinction in his.

pre-war writings, was the first to suggest the imitation of
the existingAmerican caterpillar tractor. The War Office,

whose single eye was long directed towards guns and
shells, shelved the idea, which received its gestation in the

womb ofthe Admiralty. Churchill, on his own authority,

illegally diverted ,^75,000 to D’Eyncourt, the Director of

Naval Construction, to experiment in the creation of a
model. The first ‘land-ship’ therefore was designed by
the Navy. The cruel failure at Loos induced G.H.Q, to

nibble cautiously, when they saw the performances ofthe

completed machine in January 1916. They went so far

as to order forty. ^ Manufactured and exercised in secret

during that year, they survived even an exhibition for the

benefit ofmembers ofParliament without the disclosure of

their existence to the enemy. Tanks they were christened,

because they were labelled as such and, it was hoped,

looked as such when travelling by rail; and ‘tanks’ they

remained. This homely nickname contrasts as character-

isticallywith theromanticsoundingFrench ‘char-d’assaut’

as with the ponderously accurate German ‘Sturm-pan-

zerkrafiwagen’.

The originalweighed about 27 tons, had a speed ofthree

miles per hour, and could surmount a trench 8^ feet wide
and 5 feet high. The design was of two types, named
‘male’ and ‘female’, each sex manned by a crew of seven,

but whereas the former carried two 6-pounder guns, the

latter was restricted to four heavy machine-guns.

t
^ This number was increased to 100 by the War Office.
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By the end ofAugust sixty machines were ready, com-
plete with crews. A great tactical controversy arose

—

were these precious virgins to be handed over to the tender

mercies of G.H.Q, to be employed as it thought fit, or

were they to be maintained intact as a nucleus of a great

multitude? Swinton, with penetrating insight, had laid

down in a memorandum the lines for a massed surprise-

attack later on, such as that actually followed in minute

detail in the famous battle of Gambrai, which will be

described later. In this he was supported by Asquith and
Lloyd George, now Minister of War.* However, Haig
had his way and the machines were shipped to France.

It is easy to be wise after the event and to deplore this

premature disclosure. But it must be remembered tliat

the Germans did not retaliate by counter-building until

the great surprise had actually been launched, with com-
plete success, fourteen months later, and that they had not

even at the close ofthe war discovered any efficient remedy
against tanks. Secondly, manoeuvres, however realistic

and arduous, can never take the place ofordeal by battie,

and the Staff not unnaturally refused to give carte blanche

for the use of an untried arm. By using them in small

groups, it was hoped to protect and hearten as many of

the sorely tried infantry as possible. The correct tactical

use of a new weapon is difficult to determine without ex-

perience. The French in 1870 largely neutralized the

effect of their new mitrailleuse by turning it into a kind

of subordinate artillery. Finally, at this moment the

Germans were believed to be (and we now know were) in

very hard straits. It seemed logical to bring up instantly

against them any invention which might help to break a
will strained to Ae utmost by the entry of Rumania into

the field against them.

In fact the events of September 15th showed that the

tanks were still in a very experimental stage, for out ofthe

' The French Government was of the same opinion, and received a

promise from the British that they should be used only en masse. It is said

that the liaisono^er at G.H.Q,. released his government from this promise.
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forty-nine used, fifteen failed to reach the place of as-

sembly, and only eighteen in all did any service in the field.

The crews were unable to steer the machines through the

intricate and gaping crater-field, of which they had no
experience. A few, however, enjoyed spectacular successes,

which were hymned to the world by the practised pens of

the correspondents, writing to order. One took a vil-

lage practically single-handed; another wiped up a whole

trench with more than 300 prisoners. While they did not

sow among the enemy the terror with which their succes-

sors were regarded in the latest months of the war, they

afforded another proof of the inexhaustible superiority of

the Entente in the Materialienschlacht, as the Somme battle

was generally named.
This attack, and its sequel ten days later, caused the

greatest anxiety to the German Command. Both were
delivered on wide fronts of 15,000 yards, by seven divi-

sions; the co-ordination between infantry and artilleryhad
ripened greatiy in efiiciency, and each time an advance of

about one and a half miles was made. This was the most
dangerous crisis through which the Germans passed before

August 1918. Their fortified zone was growing very thin;

only by incessant mole-like operations was it possible just

to keep pace with the successive losses ofterritory. Several

divisions had been diverted to the east to stem the Ru-
manians, who were pouring into Transylvania. At one
moment the total number of reserves in the west was
diminished to five divisions, a low record never again

reached till October 1918.

Such was the position which faced Hindenburg and
Ludendorff after the dismissal of Falkenhayn on August
28th.* The famous pair had foughtmany battleswith their

late superior, whom they both accused ofhaving neglected
the opportunity of forcing a decision against Russia in

1915. But they have both frankly acknowledged that they

had no conception ofthe state of their armies in the West.

In the East the German soldier was justly proud of an
* See p. aSg.

•p3596
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efficiency which raised him almost as much above his

allies as above his enemies. His superiority in every kind

of technique and weapon more than compensated for his

great inferiority in numbers. But in France the new chiefs

found great and general despondency. The resources of

the whole world were being remorselessly poured out

against them.* The harrowed infantry felt that they were

deserted by the other arms. They hated their air force

for allowing the sky to be perpetually filled with enemy
planes, and often actually cheered when one of their own
machines was shot down.

Ludendorff, who was a supreme organizer, did what
was possible to alleviate the lot ofthe troops. In particular

he modified the iron rule by which divisions were kept in

the line to the point ofutter exhaustion. In future the con-

tinuous spell was never to exceed fourteen days. Again he

no longer insisted upon the retention of all ground, even

ifofno tactical importance, forhe saw that nothing sapped

the moral of his men more than continual little counter-

attacks, hastily improvised, and quickly broken up.

By the end ofSeptember he believed correctly that the

situation was just in hand. The Allies had by now at last

won the whole of the tortured ridge, for the redoubtable

Thiepval, so stoutly held by its Wiirttemberg garrison,

had fallen on the 27th. But he calculated that they would
not be able to advance over the intervening valley quickly

enough to seize the last ridge, guarding Bapaume, three

miles away, before winter set in. Nor was it likely that the

French, who had been continually increasing the area of

battle south of the river in the level plain of Santerre,

famous for its corn, could jeopardize the general strate-

gical position. In spite of many half-successes they had
nowhere crossed the river, and had reached it only on
the short stretch before Peronne, the little walled city of

ancient memories, which theywere being forced gradually
to lay in ruins.

‘ Nothing is more striking in German accounts of the Somme than the

monotonous reiteration of the word Vberlegaiheit, ‘superiority’.
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October is generally the wettest month of the year in

northern France, though 1915 had been abnormally dry.

Consequently the Allies could not complain of bad luck

(though of course they did so complain) when the rain

became incessant. The mud of the Somme was not to be

compared with the mud ofYpres next year, but it was bad
enough. The vast area of devastation, six miles deep,

could not possibly be ‘organized’ to allow any more great

attacks. The battle degenerated into a series ofdesperate

nibbles at a medley of shell-holes hastily strung together

and called a trench. Yet, before the stagnation of winter

finally settled down upon the great waste, one more set

piece was staged. On either side ofthe Ancre the ground
was still passable; an advance there would broaden and
make more comfortable the great salient now thrust into

the German lines. And so the struggle, begun under the

blazing heat of the July sun, finished in fog and snow.

.

Except on the left, where the sinister ruins of Serre still

defied all attacks, the operation was completely successful,

more than 7,000 prisoners being taken. During the cap-

ture ofGrandcourt by the Royal Naval Division, Colonel

Freyberg, the famous swimmer ofBulair, one ofthe legen-

dary fighting men of the war, was wounded eight times

before he relinquished the command ofhis battalion. This

victorycame as a mortifyingsurprise to the enemy; Luden-
dorfffrankly admits that hehad not thought it possible, the

season being so advanced. It had been planned by Haig’s

especial favourite Gough, by far the youngest army com-
mander (he was only 44 years old), another cavalryman,

long esteemed a lucky general, dashing and supremely
self-confident, but bearing the reputation, shared by his

staff, of being inexact in detail and slipshod in method.

Thus the Somme ended, and it is necessary to make an
estimate ofits results. The actual gain ofterritory was not

in itself important; a strip some thirty miles long with a
maximum depth of seven miles had been conquered,

which yet threatened no important artery. But the new
enemy line was longer and much weaker than the old.
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and would require to be held by more troops at greater

sacrifice. The retreat ofthe Germans next spring showed

that they felt unable to face the abundant risk.

Again, the total ofcaptures, amounting to about 75,000

men and 300 guns, does not look very impressive in relation

to the vast numerical scales ofthe war. And these must be

weighed against the total losses incurred by both sides. The
Entente had to pay the enormous price of600,000 casual-

ties (roughly, British 410,000, French 190,000). It is not

easy to assess accurately the German figures, over which

an acute controversy has raged, notably between Chur-

chill and his critics. The latest reasoned estimate in the

Official History suggests that they were very little less than

those of the Allies.^ The round figure generallyadopted in

German histories is half a million. But whatever may be

the exact numbers, it is undeniable that in the later stages

ofthe battle the German losses kept mounting, while those

of the Allies diminished. This was an ominous sign, and
told its tale in declining moral. For the first time a steady

trickle of deserters came across the lines. Voluntary sur-

renders, almost unknown before except under the pressure

of absolute necessity, became comparatively common.
The number collected by the French in their December
attack at Verdun far exceeded their expectations.^ By
November two-tliirds ofthe German divisions in the west

had passed through the ‘blood-bath’. Man for man the

German soldier remained the equal of any in the world,

but he was now experiencing the same conviction, which
he had so long and so sternly taught the Russians, that

whatever he might do he would never meet with a fair

field ofbattle. The German airmy, perhaps more than any

* See Brig.-Gen. Sir J. E. Edmonds, Militcay Operations: France and Bel-

gium, vol. V (1932), note ii, pp. 496-7. The diificulty in computing German
figures mainly arises from the double method of assessment; the lists pub-
lished during the war excluded all the lighdy wounded remaining in the

corps area.

^ The officer-prisoners complained to Gen. Mangin of their cramped
quarters. He gave the characteristic answer: ‘I beg your pardon, gentle-

men, but we did not expect so many of youi’
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other, relied upon the skill and experience of its officers

and N.C.O.s. Their military writers agree that the enor-

mous vacancies caused in their ranks by Verdun and the

Somme were absolutely irreplaceable. Prince Rupprecht,

in an interesting note written before the Somme, observed

that British prisoners always spoke enthusiastically oftheir

officers as ‘real gentlemen’, even ifthey admitted that they

did not know much. But the Germans, he said, are prone

to envy and carp at the privileges of their officers, in

particular their better food; already the men’s rations

were inferior, both in quality and variety, to those of

the Entente, the daily allowance of meat in particular

being about half. Moreover, these could not be really

supplemented from home, for the ‘hunger blockade*

was already creating a scarcity which made the soldier

anxious, lest a wife, child, or dependant should be suffer-

ing from hunger.

In short, it is impossible to deny that the German army
had seriously deteriorated. Ludendorff actually says that

at the end of the year it was ‘absolutely exhausted’. His

testimony may not be accepted as trustworthy, for he cer-

tainly had a motive in painting as black a picture as pos-

sible ofthe legacy ofhis predecessor, whose strategy he had
so strongly combated. Also, when he wrote his book, as

an exile in Sweden in 1919, he was in the grip ofextreme

nervous and physical exhaustion, from which he has never

recovered. But regimental histories, memoirs, and novels

all write ofthe Somme as having imprinted upon its actors

a frightful and ineffaceable impression, though we may
allow that German writers generally show more sensibility

and less reticence than our own.
The Somme, therefore, in spite of the grave tactical

mistakes which opened it, rendered, unlike the offensive

of 1915, a serious service to the Allies. In spite of the

slaughter, the British army gained experience rather than

discouragement, as the attack before Arras was to show
in the coming spring. It is astonishing that the supply of

suitable officers was on the whole so well maintained, ifit
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is realized that during 1916 the British suffered at least

three times the officer casualties which they inflicted.^ The
maintenance of so high a standard in an improvised

army was due to two causes. First, to the cadet-corps

in the Public Schools and Universities, fostered by Lord
Haldane, whom Haig described as ‘the greatest War
Minister that England had ever possessed’. This tribute

was paid in the dedication of a copy of his dispatches,

which with a beautiful thoughtfulness he brought himself

to the house ofhis neglected and maligned old chiefon the

night that the Treaty of Versailles was signed. Secondly,

to the Officer-Cadet-Battalions, which were first estab-

lished in the spring of 1 9 r 6 ;
these were gradually expanded

to receive, for a period of three months’ training, prac-

tically all candidates for commissions except permanent
ones in the regular army. The instructors, officers, and
sergeants were as a rule carefully chosen from those who
had seen service abroad. The overseas contingents had
such belief in their efficiency that they sent their own
candidates to be trained side by side with the British,

The French had every reason to be proud ofthe exploits

of their army in 1916, but by the close of the year it was,

taken as a whole, more fought out and infected by war-

weariness than its opponent. It had lost nearly another

million. Its reserves were very low; without encroach-

ment on the last capital ofyouth, barely 700,000 remained.

It was freely stated both by soldiers and civilians that

next spring would see ‘the last army of France’ in the

field, and that if it should not be successful, peace would
become a necessity. The defeatists, headed by the fertile

and unscrupulous Gaillaux, were coming out into the

open.

The moment therefore called either for a more ruth-

less vigour and decision, or for the frank recognition of a

’ The figures given in Statistics of the Military Effort of the British Empire

during the (^eat JVar, igi^-igzo (1922) are British 27,482, Germans 6,152.

A proportion of say 25 per cent, should be added to the latter for lightly

wounded not rqported.
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peace of compromise. So it was not surprising that the

same month, which saw the rejection by the Entente ofthe

peace notes both ofGermany and the United States, saw

also a change of government and a change of supreme

command.
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EVENTS IN THE EAST IN 1916

I

The winter lull lasted for more than five months (Octo-

ber 1915-March 1916) unbroken except for a futile

Russian attack at Czernowitz in the Bukovina, where it

was perhaps hoped that a success might incline the waver-

ing Rumanian balance. In both camps it was a time of

intense preparations. The Russians had pledged them-

selves at the Chantilly Conference (December 1915) to

attack with all their strength not later than June 15th.

Their position had in almost every respect improved and
was still improving. In spite of their gigantic losses they

had asyetmobilized a smallerproportionoftheirmanhood
than any ofthe great Powers at war, with the exception of

Great Britain.* They would be able to open the new cam-
paign with a reserve of at least a million men, who now
received the reasonable amount ofthree months’ training

before being drafted to the front. Even the great rifle

.shortage had been overcome, mainly by importations, but

their own factories had risen to an output of 100,000 per

month. Though still undergunned and undershelled, they

could look forward with reasonable confidence to a supply

sufficient for the summer offensive, provided that they

passed quickly from trench to open warfare. Regiments
were now supplied with two or three times as many
machine-guns as had figured in their pre-war establish-

ment. The situation in the air alone remained thoroughly

unsatisfactory. Their machines were very few and inferior

in quality compared with those of the enemy. Through-
out 1916 the system of spotting for artillery, which wzis

being developed to an exact science in the West, was in an
embryonic stage in the East. Their defence against the air

was absurdlyinadequate. Aslate asAugust 1916 Knox tells

’ The Russian proportion was lo per cent, against the French 14 per
cent., the highest of all the combatanti.
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US that there was only one anti-aircraft battery in Russia,

which was generally employed to protect Tsarskoe Selo,

the Imperial residence near Petrograd, but was allowed

for a few weeks to practise at the front. In view ofthe long
agony of the preceding year, the spirit of the patient,

enduring peasant remained wonderfully constant, though
here and there an increase in desertion was noticed. At
one point in the northern group of armies 300 absentees

were collected in one canteen. The new class of officer

consisted mainly of village schoolmasters who were well

suited to instruct the moujik with sympathy and under-

standing. Yet already signs were multiplying of the

political reaction which had been prophesied as a conse-

quence of the Tsar’s assumption of the Supreme Com-
mand. Stiirmer, a mean intriguer ofGerman extraction,

a creature of the Court, was exalted to the premiership

in February. A sinister result of his methods was seen in

the dismissal ofPolivanov (March 1916), the only efficient

Minister ofWar Russia had during the whole war, for the

reason that he was too closely connected with Liberal

associations. His successor was a typical general ofthe old

school who said; T know nothing about the work, but my
devotion to the Emperor is such that if the door were to

open and His Majesty was to come into the room and ask

me to throw myself out of the window, I would do so at

once.’^

The Central Powers under-estimated the power of re-

covery inherent in the Russians. Falkenhayn, it is true,

was careful to retain the minimum defensive force which

the Eastern Command thought necessary, though he took

awaymuch heavy artillery for his concentration atVerdun.

Conrad for his part was obsessed with hatred for Italy.

Years before the war he had pressed upon his master

schemes for a preventive war against the ally of whose
faithlessness he was convinced long before it was proved.

He now poured into Falkenhayn’s unsympathetic ear the

* Maj.-Gen. Sir A. Knox, With the Russian Army (igar), vol. ii,

p. 416.
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proposal for a great set-piece in the Trentino, for which he
hoped to obtain the loan of nine German divisions. On
meeting with a refusal, he still determined to go his own
way. With his own resources he could scarcely expect to

deal a decisive blow, but prepared the so-called Strafe-

expedition, or ‘punishment-campaign’, which made large

dema.nds on his reserves in Galicia and Volhynia. Though
he undertook that his front should not be unduly weak-
ened, he did not keep his promise. As a result his country
most narrowly escaped complete collapse in June. Nor
were conditions at, and behind, large parts of his front

such as tojustify the expectation ofany intense or sustained
effort. Treasonable propaganda was growing daily.

Among the Czechs in particular it was organized with the
greatest skill by the powerful exiles Masaryk and Benes.
Regiments were instructed when in the line to whistle

tunes which would be recognized by the Russians. Whole
formations awaited only the opportunity, which occurred
in the summer, to give themselves up. In some of the
Staffs a light-hearted frivolity reigned which took all the
pleasures traditionally associated with armies in winter-
quarters. Nowak tells us that the head-quarters of the
Archduke Joseph Ferdinand at Lutsk were the scene of
incessant revelries, relieved only by shooting expeditions.

Such habits were borrowed from the life of the capital.

Czernin relates that a neutral observer, contrastingVienna
with the other war capitals, said to him: ‘G’est une ville

sans ame.’

Life in the conquered area of German occupation was
strangely different. Under the iron organizing hand of
Ludendorff every kind of problem, military, adminis-
trative, economic, and political, was being tackled with
true German seriousness and efficiency. Only the British

army could compare with the German in the care spent
on the comfort ofthe troops in back-areas. We specialized

in provision of sport and amusements, the Germans in

educational and library facilities.

The German Command in the East hadwithin its power
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a great heterogeneous collection ofdiscordant nationali-

ties,embracing in all perhaps 15,000,000 souls ; Poles, Letts,

Lithuanians, Baltic Germans, White Russians, and Jews.
Within the cage of the exact and minute regulations that

enclosed them all, they were treated with different degrees

of favour for political reasons. The Lithuanians were
encouraged at the expense ofthe Poles; the German,land-
owners in the Duchy of Gourland were confirmed in the

supremacy which they had long exercised, for itwas hoped
that this district at least might be permanently added to

the Reich; but pains were also taken to conciliate the Letts,

who had been seething with unrest against their Russian

masters ever since the revolution of 1905. TheJews were
everywhere both submissive and useful, as they knew
German and were able to act as intermediaries between
the occupying authority and the local population. Luden-
dorff in his interesting account prides himself on the ex-

treme justice of the administration. But he admits that

(as indeed was inevitable under the increasing rigour of

the blockade) these countries were ransacked and ex-

ploited for German needs. The levies of cattle and horses

pressed most hardly upon the farmers and peasants,

although Ludendorff claims that their contributions in

taxes were made lower than before the war. Otherwise

the great forests, particularly in Lithuania, proved the

most valuable asset; for, though seed was distributed to

the peasants, the land proved unproductive and the

harvest of igi6 was very disappointing.

Order seems to have been maintained with little diffi-

culty, except for the presence of armed bandits in the

forests and marshes. Later on Austria’s own province of

Galicia became almost masterless through the activities

offar more formidable gangs, whose number in igi8 was
estimated at 40,000, mainly deserters.

II

The winter calm was broken by the battie of Lake
Narotch in the middle of March. The Russian High
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Command showed its usual extraordinary complaisance

towards the requests ofthe Allies for relief-offensives. This

time the call was to relieve Verdun. The Russian reply

was quixotic rather than chivalrous. Ill conceived and
ill conducted, it did no good to France, and much harm
to the Russian army. Subordinate officers loudly com-
plained ofthe useless sacrifice. The choice was apparently

determined by the fascination which the Vilna district

exercised over the Staffs ofboth sides. But nothing could

excuse the choice at a moment when the thaw might be

normally expected. The thaw came and the attack was
smothered, as the Germans said, ‘in mud and blood’. As
the battle was concluding the frost reappeared, and
swallowed up whole companies in the stiffened swamps.
The Russians are believed to have lost 1 20,000 and to have
attracted nothing but the enemy’s local reserves. One
symptom disquieted Ludendorff: the weight of fire em-
ployed, particularly in heavy guns. Such an artillery

effort had not yet been experienced from the Russians. It

was on this occasion also that a German gunner-officer,

Lieutenant-Colonel Bruchmuller, first came into promi-
nence. In March 1918 he was to organize the whole
artilleryprogramme against the British front, and was well

named ‘Durch-bruch Miiller’ (Break-through Muller).

Russian head-quarters resumed its preparations for the

main summer blow. Faithful to its original intention, the

Vilna sector was again selected for the principal effort,

whilst subsidiary attacks were to be launched by the

northern and southern groups ofarmies on very extended
fronts. The Germans knew well what was being staged

against them both by observation and through spies.

Such were the intentions of the Russians when in the

middle ofMay Conrad unloosed his forces in the Trentino.

The Italians had come to believe that they would never
be attacked. Now they saw with dismay Austrian armies
making rapid progress towards the Lombard plain, thus

threatening to place themselves in the rear of the main
Italian forces which were battering at the Isonzo. A tre-
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mendous disaster was possible, and Italy set up an exceed-

ing bitter cry. The appeal went naturally to Russia, for

the weight of Austrian men and guns in the mountains

was such that important transfers must obviously have
taken place from Galicia. The King of Italy personally

invoked the Tsar by a telegram. Now the Russian offen-

sive, as we have seen, had been fixed forJune 15th. Evert,

who commanded the central army group, was quite’clear

that the date for his operation against Vilna, in the success

of which he seems anyhow to have had little confidence,

could not be advanced. But matters were different on the

south-western front, where Brussilov was in charge. This

general had supreme energy and self-confidence. Heknew
the ground thoroughly, for he had fought over areas of it

in 1915 as an army commander, and had visited the front

assiduously since he had been promoted to that army
group. Unlike so many Russians, he realized the value of

minute organization, and saw to it that his orders were

actually carried out. He knew that his advancement
was due to merit, for he was disliked by the Court. His

memoirs show that he despised the Tsar and detested his

wife; and that his own disposition was hot-tempered, sensi-

tive, andjealous. His adherence to the Bolsheviks after the

Revolution was ascribed by many to his resentment at the

lack ofsupport which he received during the campaign of

1916. He certainly believed that the Tsarina had done
her best to ruin Russia.

Brussilov had got everything ready by May 23rd; and,

when questioned by Alexeiev, the new Chief of the

General Staff, emphatically declared that the sooner he
moved the better. For he was confident that by his

unorthodox methods he had gained the secret of surprise.

He had prepared for an advance all along the 300-mile

fhjnt ofhis four armies. Assaulting trenches had been dug
everywhere. He had not been reinforced, and in numbers
was almost exactly equal to his enemy; but he made no
attempt to create a special concentration at any one point.

He had indeed settied in his own mind the two areas
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where he hoped for a deep penetration, at Lutsk, to

threaten Lemberg, and in Bukovina, on the flanks of

Rumania, whose oscillation towards the Entente was
now growing more pronounced. But his first task is best

described in a metaphor much quoted at the time: ‘He

is like a man tapping on a wall to find out what part of

it is splid stone and what is only lath and plaster.’

Alexeiev deeply distrusted this method, and did not

finally sanction it till June 3rd, the evening before the

appointed date, when he broke offa telephonic conversa-

tion by saying: ‘Well, God be with you. Have it your own
way.’

Thebombardment next dayproduced surprising results,

ifit be remembered that the shells had simply been accu-

mulated out of the daily ration for the normal amount
of artillery. It is certain, however, that the resistance of

German troops would not have been so lightly overcome.

The majority ofAustrians had little stomach for so unsus-

pected an onslaught. The taps inflicted by this immense
reconnaissance indicated the soundness of Brussilov’s

judgement, for the wall fell down most completely on the

two fronts which he had previously indicated as vital. The
Austrian collapse in the direction of Lutsk was most
startling. Von Cramon, the German representative, has

vividly described the consternation at Head-quarters. The
ArchdukeJoseph Ferdinand reaped the just reward ofhis

frivolity. But he was dismissed only after the storm had
burst. Curiously enough he was celebrating his birthday

on the very day that his front was broken through. His

conqueror, Kaledin, advanced forty miles with little oppo-
sition, and devoted his energies to widening the great

bulge already created. Kovel was within twenty-five

miles; if it fell into his hands, the railway northwards to

Brest-Litovsk would be cut, and German help must be

long delayed. Ludendorff was already putting into the

task ofreliefall his tremendous energy, and sending every

unit to the threatened spot as soon as it could be scraped

together. „ , - . . . •
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Meanwhile, on the extreme southern wing, the Russian

7th army was bursting through Bukovina, and before

the month was out was among the wooded Carpathians,

thereby covering a considerable stretch of the Rumanian
frontier. The centre alone remained firm where Count
Bothmer, the staunch Bavarian, maintained his positions

near Tarnopol, with only one German division to sjtiffen

his nine Austrian. Without his steadfastness there would
have been a complete rout. As it was the Russians had
captured more than 200,000 prisoners in the first three

weeks.

No one at Russian Head-quarters had dreamed ofsuch

a success. It was in some ways a serious embarrassment.

It was so promising that it must be exploited, but it could

not be exploited without large reinforcements ofmen and
munitions. These could come only from the central army
group, where they had been accumulated for the main
attack; yet it was obviously possible that, while they were
in transit, the Volhynian hole might be permanently
plugged. Hoffmann, Ludendorff’s deputy, has expressed

his opinion that the Russians made a grievous error in not

adhering to their original programme, although he also

gravely apprehended that the Russian masses might over-

power the German defence, which was being constantly

drained to help its ally. Alexeiev, however, decided on
the whole to make the south-western theatre decisive,

although he compromised to some extent by persevering

in an attack by the central group starting much farther

south. Baranovitchi, one of the two main links between
Brest-Litovsk and Vilna, just north ofthe Prijpet marshes,

was only a few miles behind the enemy’s line. This was
the immediate objective of an ill-prepared assault by
Evert on July 2nd. His great numerical superiority was
dashed to pieces against the German rock.

Brussilov, for his part, kept on attacking with terrible

persistence until the end of September, although he met
with no strategic success. He finally raised his score of
prisoners to450,000, andhadmadeinevitable the break-up
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of the Austrian Empire. Yet the price paid by Russia,

since June, in over a million men had broken the spirit of

her army also. Whenwinter came the number ofdeserters,

most of whom lived quiedy at home unmolested by the

authorities, was estimated at the astonishing total of

1,000,000. This campaign did not cause the Revolution,

for that was far more profoundly rooted in political and
economic soil, but it ensured that, after the Revolution,

the army would no longer fight for the Entente.

The failure to achieve decisive victory after so bright a
dawn must be attributed primarily to the German rein-

forcements. With a rare courage, based on the exact

calculation of risks, Falkenhayn transferred eastwards

fifteen divisions from the west between June 4th and
September 1 5th. As a price for this invaluable succour, he
exacted the creation ofunity ofcommand under German
direction for the whole eastern front. The Russian muni-
tion-supply gradually faded during the summer, partly

owing to a real shortage, partly because of the incom-
petence of the railway administration. It has often been
hinted that Stiirmer, the hated German reactionary now
established as Premier,* whose inefination towards the

Central Powers was notorious, gave order to ensure that

no sufficient supplies should reach Brussilov’s southern

armies. This charge, though quite credible, has not been
established. In any event the human material was also

failing. The men were becoming worn out; they were con-
tinuallybeing driven toimprovised attacks,where they had
to tear down the barbed wire with their bare hands. One
unit is said to have been launched seven times unsuccess-

fully at the same positions within a month. Moreover, the

plain-bred moujik was very unhandy at mountain fight-

ing, and the cavalry more useless than ever.

Yet the influence of the campaign upon the general
* In July he took over the portfolio of Foreign Affairs, on the dismissal

of Sazonov, who had held it since the beginning of the war and had the
confidence of the Allied ambassadors. Paleologue, the French representa-
tive, was so horrified at the change that he noted in his diary his ftist appre-
hensions that Russia might desert the Alliance.
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situation was striking and diverse. Eighty-three divisions

ofthe Central Powers had been actually engaged, includ-

ing a Turkish corps sent by Enver into Galicia. By the

close ofthe year their forces in the east had been increased

by 535 battalions. Yet the Austrian menace in Trentino

had been stopped dead: Rumania had been induced to

taie the plunge. Falkenhayn had been dismissed: and
all these results were directly due to Brussilov’s ‘tap’ of

June 4th.

Ill

Although his position had been erumbling ever since the

failure at Verdun became patent, the immediate occasion

of Falkenhayn’s fall was the Rumanian declaration of

war on August 28th, when his resignation was forced

by the Kaiser’s decision to call Hindenburg into confer-

ence on the general situation ofthe war. The opposition of

the Eastern Command had never been appeased, and had
broken out with renewed vigour with the recrudescence

of the Russian peril. Falkenhayn was accused of having
lost his nerve, and of having brought Germany to the

verge ofdefeat by cautious and half-hearted methods. It

is perfectly true that after the failure at Ypres in 1914, he
never expected decisive victory. His guiding principle

was to avoid ‘any overstraining ofGermany’s power either

within or without’. If this was done, he believed that the

‘war-will’ of the Entente would be broken before that of
the Central Powers, and that a satisfactory peace could

be obtained. It was for that reason that he had pressed

so strongly but unsuccessfully for the launching of unre-

stricted submarine warfare at the beginning of 1916. His

successors (for Ludendorff was associated with Hinden-
burg in equal power and responsibility as First Quarter-
master-General) commanded the reverential trust of the

whole country in a quite unrivalled degree. The massive,

religious, and kindly Hindenburg was adored almost as a
god. His wooden statue was set up in the principal places

of the German towns, and large sums were collected for

3596 jj
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war-charities by the nails which admirers were allowed

for a fee to drive into the figure. He seemed the embodi-

ment of the ideal expressed in Bismarck’s famous phrase:

‘We Germans fear God and nothing else in the world.’

From this time forward he became, even more than before,

a noble and comforting symbol of Germany’s greatness.

Ludendorff’s devouring and restless activity now found

a fresh scope: ‘nil actum credens, dum quid superesset

agendum.’ It is he who presses for and takes decisions,

who strives to bring the political and economic fabric of

Germany, even the whole mass of the Central Alliance,

within his controlling grasp.

One ofthe first-fruits ofthe new regimewas the creation

of unity of command in the person of the Kaiser, whose
orders on the general course of operations, enunciated

through the Chief-of-Staff, were to be binding on all his

allies; although before important decisions were taken,

the military chiefs of the respective countries had a right

to be heard. Yet harmony between the two principal

partners became increasingly difficult to maintain after

the death of the aged Francis Joseph in December 1916.

His reign ofsixty-eight years began and ended with public

calamity, and had been attended with so many domestic

tragedies as to suggest his entanglement in a net of fate.

His young successor Karljibbed under the German bridle,

was strongly influenced by his Bourbon wife, who had
many connexions with the Entente, and desired above all

immediate peace to save his crumbling heritage.

No less important for the further prosecution ofthe war
was the adoption in Germany ofthe so-called ‘Hindenburg
programme’, by which the output ofmunitions was to be

enormously increased. It was made effective by the pass-

ing in November 1 91 6 ofan Auxiliary Services Law, which
enabled the human resources of the country to be more
fully exploited. Ludendorff pressed hard for a system of

industrial conscription for all civilians between the ages of

15 and 60, but this he was never able fully to obtain,

although the employment ofwomen in munition factories
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was perhaps carried further in Germany than in any other
country. They finally amounted to more than half the

total number ofworkers.

The programme was expedited by the creation at the

same time of a Supreme War Office {Kriegs-Amt), which
centralized and directed all Germany’s economic re-

sources for the prosecution of the war. In each of the

districts into which Prussia and the other States of the

Reich were divided, there was established a departmental

administration for the maintenance and supply of a
particular army corps; and each of these administrations

was, in fact, a local dictatorship under the central control

of the new Kriegs-Amt. By the end of the year, under
Ludendorff’s impulsion, the efficiency and extent of

German production had reached its maximum.

IV

The most immediate and pressing concern of the two
chiefs on assuming power was the actual military situa-

tion of the Central Powers, which seemed to be most
grievously jeopardized by the Rumanian declaration of

war.

Rumanian egotism had based its action on the most
careful, the most anxious calculation. The example of

Italy had been an object lesson in the extreme difficulty

of finding the right moment for intervention. Yet when
fifteen months later Bratianu, the Premier, played his last

cardwith theutmost deliberation, themomenthad already
gone by. The grasping hand had scarcely been stretched

towards its prey before it was cut off, and the whole body
received a series ofcatastrophic blows.

Opinion in the Entente had been long divided as to the

value of Rumania as an ally. The Western Powers were
becoming more and more zinxious to obtain her interven-

tion at almost any price. Therewas a traditionalsympathy
in France for the so-called ‘Latin Sister’ in the Balkans.

Briand, still Premier, had always regarded the Salonika

expedition, hisowncreation, with a particularlyauspicious
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eye. He firmly believed that, in conjunction with a

Rumanian invasion of Transylvania, it might deal a

death-blow to the Danubian Empire. But in Russia very

different views were held. The memory of 1877 had not

been forgotten. Russia had most shabbily requited the aid

of the Rumanian armies against the Turk in that year;

for she had annexed Bessarabia and given her ally in ex-

change the undesired and barren Dobrudja. Rumania
in return had become almost a vassal ofAustria-Hungary,

and for many years Bessarabia figured as her chief terra

irredenta. Proud of her Roman origin, she could not figure

in the Pan-Slav picture so dear to Russian imagination.

There was therefore no tie, no sympathy, between the two
countries. Moreover, expert Russian opinion, convinced

of her military weakness, disliked and despised her ex-

treme importunity of demand. Territorially Rumania
demanded the Bukovina, the whole of Transylvania as

far as the Theiss, and the Banat ofTemesvar, a province

north ofthe Danube principally inhabited by Serbs. The
last-named claim was particxilarly distasteful, as a free

hand was claimed to ‘Rumanianize’ the population. It

was only the French insistence upon a speedy conclusion

‘because the offensive on the Somme was not producing

the desired results’, which led to the reluctant assent of

Russia.

Bratianu’s military requirements were rejected as quite

excessive. He had to cut down his origineJ figure of

250,000 men to three divisions, whom the Russians pro-

mised to send into the Dobrudja as a defence against Bul-

garia. The stipulations about munition-supply could not

in fact be carried out.^ Nor did Sarrail in Salonika fulfil

This was the fault of the Russians. See Sir W. Robertson, Soldiers and

Statesmen 1914-18 (1926), vol. ii, p. 127. ‘Rumania was badly, ifnot treacher-

ously treated with respect to consignments of anununition sent to her from

Western Europe, which were deliberately side-tracked on Russian railways,

and there delayed by orders, civilian not military, from Petrograd.’ The
Russians complained bitterly of the hostility shown to them by the Ru-
manian railway persotuielj see Gen. B. Gourko, Russia in igi4-iy (1918),

who says that ofiBcers affirmed that ‘there was a real manifestation of ill-

will by the railway-men, who exhibited an actual pro-German tendency’*
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his obligation to begin a general olFensive a fortnight before

the Rumanian declaration. The final date was preci-

pitated byaRussian ultimatum, which actually threatened
an invasion if Rumania did not take immediate action

on the terms already concluded. A little more decision

and less haggling would have served her turn far better, for

German writers agree that ifshe hadjoined forces with the

first tide of Brussilov’s successes, Austria-Hungary would
probably have been lost. But the need for more munitions,

and the usual desire ofan agricultural population to garner

its harvest, kept her inactive till both the summer and the

Galician offensive were far spent.

Even as it was, she entered the field pitiably equipped.

The human material, 500,000 sturdy peasants, was fairly

good in itself, but atrociously led. Eyewitnesses state that

all through the campaign crowds ofofficers were strolling

about Bucharest with painted faces, soliciting prostitutes

or one another. They had no air force, their lack of tele-

phone-equipment and its antiquated character moved
the derision even of the Russians. German agents had
just blown up the principzd arsenal at the capital with

9,000,000 shells in it. But confidence was grounded on the

belief that a sudden onslaught into Transylvania would
shatter Austria-Hungary and compel the fulfilment ofthe

Rumanian demands.
No country in Europe was worse fitted by nature for

defence. Its configuration at that time resembled a high

boot with a swollen foot. The whole ofthe western curve

was bounded by the Carpathians, the Danube formed the

rim of the sole, while the heel stuck out south-eastwards

into the Dobrudja. On the east alone the frontier was
secure, as it followed the Black Sea, and thence the Pruth,

coterminously with Russian Bessarabia. Unfortunately,

owing to the uneasy relations between the two countries,

the rail-heads had been established at some distance from
the frontier, so that speedy assistance, even if sincerely

intended, could scarcely be sent. The whole of Walla-

chia, the largest and richest province, the district of the
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great oil-fields, lay sprawlingly open to a converging

attack.

The Rumanian Government had hoped that Bulgaria

would not declare war;' a vain illusion, in view of the

events of 1913, when Bulgaria, at death grips with Serbia
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and Greece, was compelled to cede Silistria to her nor-

thern neighbour by actual armed intervention. Alter-

natively, it was expected that Sarrail’s promised offensive

would prevent any diversion ofhostile troops to the Lower
Danube.

Military prudence would have suggested an advance

beyond the Dobrudja to the Balkans, in order to secure

the dangerous back-door against a sudden irruption, be-

fore risking any decisive commitments in Transylvania.

The character of the Rumanian intervention made this

impossible, for the only appeal understood by the people

was to free their brothers from the Hungarian yoke. More-
over, Transylvania was defended merely by a few posts of

gendarmerie. Austria, in the hope of placating her neigh-

bour, had built no fortresses there and few strategic rail-

‘ This notion seems to have been encouraged by Radoslavoff, the Bul-

garian Premier, for his own ends.
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ways. The advance, however, was ofa most fumbling and
hesitating character, partly because of the incompetence

ofthe Staff, partly because ofthe frigidity of the Russians.

Alexeiev washed his hands of the whole campaign. He
had sent the minimum force agreed upon into the Do-
brudja. That was enough; let the Rumanians play their

own game ofgrab. Later on, he expressed his bitterness

in these words: ‘Such are my feelings, that ifHis Majesty

ordered me to send fifteen wounded soldiers to Rumania,
I would on no account send a sixteenth.’

Meanwhile Ludendorffwas not losing a moment. While
the Rumanians were vaunting the cheap successes of a

military promenade which had penetrated fifty miles be-

yond their mountain frontier, the terrible Mackensen,who
had remained in the Balkans since the conquest ofSerbia,

was hammering at the gates of Dobrudja with a mixed
army of Germans, Bulgars, and Turks. As early as Sep-

tember 26th, Turturkai, the Danubian fortress, fell with

25,000 prisoners. The front crumbled and Mackensen
pushed on towards the mouth ofthe Danube. It had been
hoped that Bulgarians would refuse to fight against Rus-
sian soldiers, their traditional protectors, but with cynical

levity Alexeiev had put in the forefront of the battle a
division composed of Serb prisoners captured from the

Austrian army.

Scarcely had the defensive front in the Dobrudja been
reinforced before Falkenhayn, now in command of a
Transylvanian army against the enemy whose advent had
caused his fall, encircled the central group ofinvaders at

Hermannstadt (September 27-9). The German Alpine

Corpsjust failed to occupy the passes behind the retreating

enemy, but even so the victory was decisive for compelling

the abandonment of Transylvania. October found the

Rumanians standing everywhere on a desperate defen-

sive; on the 23rd Gonstanza, the chiefBlack Sea port, fell

into Mackensen’s hand, farther west he reached Cema-
voda, where an immense girder-bridge carried the Bucha-
rest railway over the thousand-yard-wide Danube. The
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defenders were thrust back another twenty-five miles into

the desolate and railless region near the Danube mouth.

The decisive act was now to begin.

It was essential that the passes should be forced before

the end of November, before deep snow made them im-

practicable. The Rumanians fought gallantly, and the

first week of that month found them still intact. Falken-

hayn had no time to lose. Strategically it is clear that the

farther north the mountain chain was pierced, the greater

the catastrophe would be for the defenders. Averescu, the

Rumanian Commander-in-Ghief, therefore kept his prin-

cipal reserves in this area. Falkenhayn fixed upon the

Vulcan Pass about fifty miles north-east of Orsova for his

principal effort. This was the shortest passage through the

mountains; the Rumanian rail-head might be reached in

one day’s hard march. On the other hand, a success here

would cut off only the detachments in the angle between

the Danube and the Carpathians. Yet to get through

somewhere and somehow speedily was of prime urgency.

Falkenhaynjustlyprides himselfon the passage ofthis defile
(November ii) where the narrow road was cramped
between a precipice and the Jiu torrent. Sixty thousand

men with their full complement of artillery were speedily

thrust into the Wallachian plain. It was now time for

Mackensen to play his part. Most of his army had
been withdrawn from the Dobrudja, and lay near the

southern bank of the Danube over against Bucharest. In

a thick fog the river was bridged and a surprise crossing

effected (November 23). By December ist the stage was
set for the supreme battle. The Rumanian armies were
standing in a great curve before Bucharest, assailed

from the north, the west, and the south. Their situation

was so dangerous that their enemies did not expect

them to make a serious stand even to save the capital.

But a gap still existed between Mackensen’s left wing
and Falkenhayn’s army which was moving down the

Arges. Averescu counter-attacked into this gap with

a speed and energy ofwhich he had appeared incapable.
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Open warfare had brought again the same tactical danger

which had led to the defeat ofthe Marne—^von Kuhl, who
had been Kluck’s chief-of-staffat the latter battle, contrasts

the firmness and daring of Falkenhayn’s action with the

timidity ofMoltke. Thrusting out both his wings to north

and south, Falkenhayn aimed at annihilating the forward-

pressing Rumanian divisions by rear and flank attacks;

and then at squeezing the northern group between his own
left and Krafft’sarmyon the upperArges, and the southern

between his right and Mackensen. The whole of his aim
wasnot achieved. After a three-days’ battle the Rumanian
army was in full retirement, completely defeated, but

still a fighting force, in spite of losing 70,000 prisoners.

Bucharest was one of Brialmont’s most famous ring-for-

tresses. Heavy artillery was in readiness to batter down its

cupolas. Falkenhayn’s patrols, however, were greeted not

with fire but with a deputation from the Mayor, to state

that the capital was an open town, entirely evacuated

(December 6). The exhaustion of the troops and a tor-

rential rainfall slackened thepursuit ofthe Central Powers.

Their commander relates that even on the main metalled

road horses were daily engulfed. The Rumanians, now at

last powerfully reinforced by the Russian command (in

fear for the safety ofOdessa), escaped to the fortified line of

the Sereth, which runs from theborders ofBukovina to the

Danube. This was successfully held against all attacks. A
large part of the Rumanian army was just saved. At the

beginning ofJanuary 1917, according to Gourko, it could

hold only thirty kilometres offront; but it was immensely

improved in the next six months by the French general

Berthelot. Three-quarters of the country had been lost,

with all the fertile corn-bearing plains and the oil-fields,

by far the most extensive in Europe. Happily the latter

were to yield nothing to the enemy for several months, for

Colonel Norton Griffiths, an English member of Parlia-

ment, went round in a car systematically destroying them.

Sometimes he barely escaped from enemy patrols, and had
often to face the not unnatural hostility ofthe population;
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where time was lacking for him to set them on fire, they

were put out ofaction by throwing obstructions down the

pipes.

The Rumanian catastrophe completed the tale of un-

relieved failure for the Entente in the Balkans. It contri-

buted to the fall ofthe Asquith Ministry, for Lloyd George
had foreseen the danger and had sent urgent warnings to

the Premier early in September. Economically the Central

Powers benefited greatly, but politically little; for serious

quarrels ensued between Bulgaria and Turkey about the

division of the Dobrudja. From a military standpoint,

as Ludendorff confesses, it left the position weaker than

before. The Eastern Front had been lengthened by 250
miles, and it now absorbed, as has been already shown,
much larger forces thanwereneeded sixmonths previously.

V
The long-expected oflTensive of the Salonika army was

postponed by every kind of difficulty, personal, political,

and military. Sarrail was certainly a bold and able

soldier,* but he everywhere enveloped himselfin an atmo-
sphere of distrust and dislike. Joffre never forgave the

Government for creating so important a new command
for a man whom he had dismissed from an army in France.

When the Salonika force was placed under his general re-

sponsibility he inflicted such petty annoyances as he could
upon Sarrail, and constantly complained of him to the

Cabinet. Sarrail retaliated by numerous anonymous pam-
phlets attacking the method pursued by G.Q.G. in France,
and aired his views continually in the Radical-Socialist

press, even descending so low as the Bonnet rouge, edited by
an adventurer named Almereyda in German pay.
The British Cabinet, which had been imbued with an

extreme dislike ofthe whole expedition by Robertson, the

Chief-of-Staff, naturally hesitated long before confiding
their troops to a foreign commander who was believed to

have screened a military incompetence by discreditable

' As he had shown in the 5nt defence ofVerdun in 1914.
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political connexions. Nor were the reports from the spot

encouraging. The Allied officers complained of Sarrail’s

arrogant manner and violent temper. British opinion was
particularly offended by his luxurious life in Salonika, and
the mistress with whom he openly lived. Consequently it

was not until July 1916 that a limited authority as Gom-
mander-in-Ghief in the field was accorded him by the

governments whose contingents were assembled in that

theatre.

The difficulties with Greece increased in a vicious circle.

New interferences with Constantine’s sovereignty were the

logical result of the growing size of the expedition. The
king therefore harboured an increasing ill will towards the

Allies, which disposed him towards a more intimate con-

nexion with Germany. The Entente, suspecting and some-
times obtaining proof of this, became still sharper and
more peremptory. As the Greek army was still mobilized,

its intentions were suspected, and fears were entertained

that it was destined to act against the flanks and rear of

the expedition, in conjunction with a Bulgar attack. Such
fears seemed fully justified when a Greek garrison con-

nived at the Bulgar occupation ofFort Rupel, a dominat-

ing frontier post. It is now known that this invasion had
indeed been invited by Constantine. In retaliation, the

British navy instituted a partial blockade, which forced

the king to demobilize his army, though he evaded com-
pliance with the Allied demands for a general election and
a non-party government.* With the Greek army out ofthe

way, the weightiest obstacle to an offensive was removed.
Sarrail, however, was anxious to get Salonika entirely

under his own control, and fomented a military rising of

the partisans of Venizelos: its leaders on September ist

renounced allegiance to Constantine and declared Greece
to be an ally ofthe Entente.

‘ Here again a legal justification for this interference with internal affairs

has been adduced. The three protecting Powers guaranteed Greece in 1863
as an hereditary constitutional monarchy and were therefore entitled to see

that the king acted constitutionally. -
- 7:^
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Now, Rumania, as we saw, had stipulated for a power-

ful diversion from Salonika at least a fortnight before her

declaration of war. Joffre gave the order to start on

August loth. Sarrail can scarcely be blamed for non-

compliance, for Robertson had instructed the British com-
mander, Milne, to make no move until the mistrusted

Rumanians had actually declared war.

In the interim the Bulgars themselves made the first

move, advancing deeply into Greek territory in order to

shorten their line. Some Greek detachments now obeyed

Constantine’s order to offer no resistance. A curious

comedy was staged at Kavalla, where the garrison was
disarmed and sent to Germany as the Kaiser’s ‘honoured

guests’, to quote the official language. Actually they were

interned in a style scarcely distinguishable from captivity.

Profiting by the humiliation which many Greeks felt at

this incident, Sarrail carried through a Venizelist revo-

lution at Salonika (August 30). He then finally launched

his attack, the delay ofwhichhad been severely criticised in

the French press by articles appearing with the connivance

ofthe military censor. Its details need not concern us. The
most notable feature was the fighting spirit shown by the

reconstituted Serb army, which, in co-operation with the

French, reconquered a little strip of its national territory,

including the city of Monastir, the capital of Macedonia.
The British had been assigned the Struma front together

with the thankless task ofholdingtheenemy, whose position

on the mountain cliffs beyond Doiran proved impregnable
throughout the campaign. The fighting had no effect

either upon the Somme or the Rumanian campaigns, and
attracted no reinforcements from Germany except a few
detachments. But there is evidence to the effect that these

Germans, who fought heroically and suffered cruelly,

alone prevented a complete Bulgarian collapse. There is

no reason to think that Sarrail’s military direction was
incompetent. Many of his troops were not of high
quality, having indeed been sent to this subordinate

theatre for that very reason. But as usual his personality
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created the maximum of personal friction. The worst

impression was produced by the violent abuse which he
showered upon his own French subordinate Cordonnicr,

for alleged lack of vigour, in the presence of numerous
Allied officers. In spite ofhis powerful political protectors

his days in command were numbered. Meanwhile the

Allied relations with Greece had slipped still farther down
the path of violence. Constantine had to bow before a
naval demonstration outside Peiraeus on September ist,

which exacted the expulsion of the German agents (who
had remained in constant communication with the Court
at Athens), and an Allied control of railways and tele-

graphs. Venizelos found a hearty welcome in his native

Crete, which as a young man he had stirred to insurrec-

tion against the Turks in 1897. After fomenting his sepa-

ratist movement in the islands, he returned to Salonika.

On the mainland, and particularly in Athens, the Veni-

zelists were beaten and killed; a sporadic civil war had
begun. The French suspected their allies ofshielding Con-
stantine: Russia and England for dynastic reasons in-

spired by their respective Courts, Italy because a Venizelist

Greece, if it became a partner in victory, would lay claims

to territory in Asia Minor already ear-marked for Italian

ambitions.

They therefore shelved diplomatic methods by putting

the negotiations in the hands oftheir Admiral Dartige du
Fournet, Commander-in-Chief of Allied naval forces in

the Mediterranean. This honourable and sensitive officer

had now to carryouta series oforders which, as his account

shows, he thought harsh and even unconscionable. The
light craft of the Greek navy were seized. Demands were
made for a surrender to the Entente of a quantity of

war-material equivalent to that recently abandoned to the

Bulgars. In conversation with a French deputy Constan-

tine had agreed to the last proposal, but soon shifted his

ground. Franco-Britishlanding-partieswere then(Decem-
ber i) detailed to seize the key positions in Athens on the

understanding that they \vould not be opposed. Greek
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troops, with a treachery natural to the weak convinced of

the unjust constraint ofthe stronger, ambushed them and
killed many. Shells had to be fired on the royal palace

before our landing-parties could be extricated. The de-

thronement ofConstantinewaspostponed until theUnited

States had declared war; this hesitation was out ofregard

for the supposed susceptibility ofAmerica for the rights of

small states. But a strict blockade was maintained over the

Greek coast. In June 1917 Thessaly was occupied after

some slight resistance, and the Greek troops found therein

were made prisoners. The rear of the Salonika force was
thus completely secured. A French commissioner arrived

at Athens and, backed by a large force, declared, in the

name of the protecting Powers, the deposition of Con-
stantine. His second son Alexander, believed to be docile,

was placed in hisroom (June 6, 1 9 1 7) . Venizelos returned

triumphantly as Premier and Greece joined the Allies.

It is obvious that the treatment of Greece was entirely

incompatible with the ordinary rights of neutrals, nor in

the writer’s opinion can it bejustified by the special inter-

national position of the protecting Powers. There is no
ground for imputing to the Entente a settled policy of

coercing Greece into a declaration of war when their

troops first landed. But the position was in fact an impos-

sible one. IfConstantine had been determined to uphold
a real neutrality he should have dismissed Venizelos before

the latter had made any kind ofpledge. But, though auto-

cratic and firmly convinced of his divine right (a trait

which naturally increased his family sympathy with the

Kaiser), he was shifty and evasive. He had that kind of

weak obstinacy which digs itself in only at the eleventh

hour, after a long show ofapparent complaisance. To dis-

miss Venizelos and promise in the same breath ‘a most

benevolent neutrality’ towards the Entente was totally in-

consistent. The former actionrenderedhim deeply suspect;

the latter declaration led the Allies to think they had a

right to ask for anything which they thought necessary.

Any refusal was treated as showing a deliberate ill will
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founded on an understandingwith the Central Powers and
compliance was extorted by force or its threat. It is pro-

bable that the majority of Greeks in 1916 were neither

pro-Ally nor pro-German but wanted to be left alone. Yet
the course ofthe war proved that a small nation could only

maintain neutrality (or its own ideas ofneutrality), ifsuch

conduct was compatible with the vital interests ofboth the

great alliances. If not, the maxim ‘He that is not for us,

is against us’ was speedily applied.



XVIII

THE WAR IN THE NORTH SEA UNTIL
JUTLAND

The principal theatre ofnaval war presented a very sin-

gular contrast with its military counterpart in France.

In the latter contact was close and incessant, fighting acti-

vity seldom quenched, many consecutive months con-

sumed in the inexorable development of gigantic battles.

In the North Sea, which is slightly larger in extent than

the British Isles, as many months might elapse without an

enemy’s smoke appearing upon the waste of waters. In

more than four years only three considerable cruiser

actions occurred. Even in the one great general en-

counter, the battleships of the Grand Fleet, apart from

the swift squadron detached with Beatty, were engaged

for a bare half-hour. During this period their crews suf-

fered the only casualties incurred throughout the war in

battieship action against German gun-fire, two killed and

four wounded. The total casualties ofthe Navy, ofwhich

perhaps three-quarters were in the North Sea, amounted
to 39,812, or two-thirds those inflicted upon the British

army on July ist, igi6.‘ The maintenance ofsecurity at

sea, ofwhich the Grand Fleet bore the prime burden, was

thus achieved with an extraordinary economy of life.

The passive policy adopted by the High Seas Fleet on

the outbreak of war has been already described. It was
illustrated and intensified by the enterprising incursion

into the Heligoland Bight on August 28th of our light

forces, with battle-cruiser support. The scheme was con-

ceived and its execution aided by Commodore Keyes of

the Harwich force, whom we shall constantly see originat-

ing deeds ofdaring and surprise. His submarines regularly

on watch off Heligoland had reported the routine by

* 640,000 men served in the Navy during the war. The strength at the

Armistice was 407,000. The total military casualties in France were about

8,750,000. • y::
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which the Germans relieved their protective cordon. The
British destroyer flotillas under Commodore Tyrwhitt

broke in at 8 a.m. from north of Heligoland, upon the

morning watch oftorpedo-boats, with the object ofsweep-

ing them westward away from their harbours. The enemy
was surprised, as the vigilant expectancy of the first few
days ofwar had been gradually relaxed; but managed to

elude our flotilla with the loss ofone boat sunk. The sound
ofguns could be plainly heard on the German coast. The
battle-cruisers were lying inJade harbour, and could not

cross the bar before i p.m. owing to the state of the tide.

This was an unforeseen piece of luck for the British enter-

prise. The enemy’s light cruisers, on the other hand, came
out singly as soon as each had raised steam. Their captains

were ardent to engage and to avenge so insultingapenetra-

tion into these sealed and preserved waters. Such unsup-
ported and isolated exits were a grave imprudence. The
Commander-in-Ghief, however, had no suspicion that

Beatty was lurking only forty miles away from the British

flotilla. Nor had wireless informed him that the visibility,

which was good in harbour, was rapidly deteriorating in

the Bight.

In all six light cruisers came out and made for positions

north and west of the British to cut them off from home.
From 10.30 onwards a confused and indecisive action was
in progress, some twenty-five miles south-west of Heligo-

land. The two British light cruisers, Arethusa and Fearless,

which led the destroyers, were hard pressed; the former

indeed was practically crippled both in speed and arma-
ment: on the other hand, the Mainz, a most persistent and
accurate enemy, which had brilliantly repelled a destroyer

attack by shattering four assailants in succession, was
finallyput out ofactionby twotorpedoes. British reinforce-

ments arrived in the nick oftime. First Commodore Good-
enough with four light cruisers,whocompleted thedestruc-
tion ofthe Mainz', then about i p.m., racing from the west

and looming enormous in the gathering mist, Beatty’s five

battle-cruisers. The hardihood and swift decision their
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admiral were thus dramatically justified by the first ap-

pearance of these monsters in battle. He had brought

them straight to the call ofdistress through waters in which

the enemy’s submarines might be expected to be waidng.

His squadron speedily dispatched two more light cruisers,

the Koln and Ariadne, before turning back for fear ofmines. ^

Thus the battle ended with good success. No British ship

was lost, though the Arethusa was towed home with

difficulty. All the four German ships sunk fought to the

last with great determination. Every possible survivor

was picked up by the victors, who ran considerable risks in

accomplishing the rescue. The German losses amounted
to 1,242; the British were no more than 75.

This defeat had for a time a serious effect upon German
moral. The confidence of the navy in the defensive

organization ofthe Bight was severely shaken. The crews

ofthe light cruisers bitterly complained that theyhad been

sent unsupported to so unequal a fight while the British

battle-cruisers roamed unmolested through the Bight. The
traditional prestige of the British navy seemed to be tho-

roughly justified by the first ordeal of battle. Tt was a

considerable time before this psychological sequel to the

fight was overcome.

The pessimistic impression made upon the High Com-
mand was even more important and lasting. It was appre-

hended that another similar attack might force the whole
High Seas Fleet to engage piecemeal in a general action

dictatedby the enemy, whichcould not be broken offbefore

the consummation of defeat. Accordingly the triple cor-

don of submarines and destroyers was withdrawn from
the Bight, armed trawlers and the invisible sentinel of a
great mine-field took its place. This measure deprived

* According to German reports the floating mines which were reported

by British destroyers were really empty munition-boxes, which had been
thrown overboard. The German submarines were all kept round Heligo-

land. Beatty was in much greater danger from British ones which had not
been informed by the Admiralty that the battle-cruisers were out.

^ Der Krieg zur See, igi4-igi8: Nordsee, Band i, p. si6. The German
OfEcial History is very frank in making these admissions.
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the fleet ofany general or sudden access at will to the North

Sea, but released a number of light craft for offensive

excursions.^

The ‘muzzling order’ was more formally and rigidly

enforced. The Commander-in-Chief was warned that

the loss ofships must be avoided, and that all fleet sallies,

all considerable enterprises, must be approved in advance

by the Emperor.
In vain Tirpitz, whose opinion had not been sought,

protested in the strongest prophetic terms: ‘As time goes

on our chance of success will grow worse, not better, as

the English fleet receives a substantially greater increase

by new building than we do, and keeps in full practice.

In addition, the spirit of our men, which was admirable

at the start, is bound to deteriorate ifthere are no prospects,

ofa fight.’ He was allowed to rage in complete neglect.

Meanwhile for different reasons the Grand Fleet was
hanging uneasily back. The submarines were getting

upon its nerves. Twice a U-boat was erroneously re-

ported within the very sanctuary of Scapa. AH the great

ships in harbour instantly put to sea. In October the base

was shifted round Scotland to Lough Swilly and even to

Galway Bay; remote posts indeed from which to claim

command over the North Sea. Even here a new peril

overtook them, A large liner, the Berlin, fitted as a mine-

carrier, evaded our patrols. Several times she avoided

detection by the slenderest margin, before successfully

laying her cargo off Tory Island on the northern Irish

coast (October 22) . Her quarry was not warships but mer-
chantmen sailing on the main route from Liverpool to

America. The good luck which had favoured her per-

sistence attended also its consummation. The super-

dreadnought Audacious,^ proceeding peacefully with its

' Within little more than a month German submarines sank the armoured
cruisers Hawke, Cressy, Aboukir, Hogue, and the light cruiser Pathfinder’, and
a Russian battleship and light cruiser in the Baltic. On the other hand, the

German armoured cruiser Torek was destroyed in the Jade mine-field when
returning from bombarding Ysu'mouth, November 3.

^ Launched 1912; displacement 23,000 tons; armament ten I3‘5 guns.
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squadron to battle practice on October 27th, struck one of

these mines, and though taken in tow by the liner Olympic,

snapped her line in the heavy weather and blew up.

In view of the desperate military situation in Flanders,

and ofTurkish neutrality yet hanging precariously in the

balance, the Cabinet agreed to keep the loss secret. This

reluctant decision was surprisingly justified. Although

many passengers on the Olympic had seen and even photo-

graphed the sinking vessel, although the disaster was the

subject ofcommon gossip, not even a rumour appears to

have reached Germany for at least five weeks.

In general the enemy’s system ofnaval intelligence was
very imperfect as compared with the British. Our sub-

marines kept a perpetual vigil in the Heligoland Bight,

reporting the movements ofsliips and position ofthe mine-

free channels. Our directional wireless stations were able

by a combination of bearings to give the position of a

ship sending messages, an advantage which the German
Admiralty did not possess until much later. Finally, all

unknown to the enemy, by a singular chance, the signal

and cipher books of the German navy had fallen into our

hands, together with a secretmap ofthe North Sea divided

into numbered squares. On August 27th the light cruiser

Magdeburg had been lost in the Baltic. The body of a
petty officer had been washed ashore with this precious

freight. It was handed over by the Russians to the British

Admiralty, which was thus able swiftly to decode all

enemy orders until the cipher had been changed.

Had the enemy known this, it is probable that the ban
against fleet enterprises would have been extended to the

battle-cruiser squadron as well as to the battleships. As
it was the long hours of winter darkness offered op-

portunities for a swift dash across to the English coast,

which could be reached at dawn and bombarded safely

before withdrawal. As the Grand Fleet was known to have
been driven by the submarines far to the north, it was

* The writer finds from his diary that the news was brought to his mess
at Chelmsford on i November by an officer who had been in London.
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thought unhkely that the raiders could be intercepted

before their return. Their objects were to lay mines round

the coast, to shake the spirit of the civil population, and
to cause an outcry for measures ofcoast-protection which

would involve a dangerous strategic dispersion ofour fleet.

Three times the battle-cruisers essayed this policy of‘tip

and run’ as it was popularly called in England, before

meeting with defeat onJanuary 24th, 1915. Thesquadron
was fortunate in its commander Hipper, a grand sailor.

This bluflf, shrewd, unassuming Bavarian was intensely

beloved by his men. They recognized the broad, human
sympathy which underlay his strictness, and admired his

outspoken independence towards superiors. No subor-

dinate who did his duty was ever let down or forgotten

by the Admiral. Hipper was a real executive seaman; he

neither possessed nor desired any staff training. He de-

spised long written orders and everything that the French

called paperasserie. ‘According to the regulations !’ he once

said to an anxious navigating officer in his flagship, ‘You

needn’t worry about them; they’re only for those who need
them.’ This ‘great improvised leader’, hardly ever set pen
to paper, and consistently shunned both publicity and
controversy. One sheet of paper contained his bald re-

port to Scheer of the great deeds of the battle-cruisers at

Jutland.*

His opponent Beatty has had perhaps the most meteoric,

intriguing, and provocative career of any great leader of

modern times. Completely undistinguished in his quali-

fying examinations, with singularly little sea-going experi-

ence, mainlyconspicuous for land service in the Sudan and
China, he had yet gained the unexampled promotion to

Rear-Admiral at the age of38. It is said that he was then

junior in age to at least nine-tenths of the captains in the

Navy List. Within four years he obtained the prize ofthe

battle-cruiser squadron. He owed this great command to

Churchill, who after choosing him as Naval Secretary had

‘ There is a pleasant life of Hipper by Capt. von Waldeyer-Hartz,

translated into English (1933).
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been deeply impressed by his untrammelled and vehement
personality. It was indeed a personality towards which no
one could feel indifference. After the Dogger Bank action

we hear of a sailor clapping him on the back and calling

out ‘Good old David’, of Admiral Pakenham reverently

whispering to Churchill ‘Nelson has come again’. On the

other hand, detractors bitterly alleged that his advance-

ment was principally due to social connexions, to skill at

hunting and polo; that he was inexperienced, ignorant of

tactics, incapable of controlling a fleet, profligate in wel-

coming a gambler’s risk. All agree that he exulted in

battle, and found complete self-realization in the exercise

ofcommand amidst the bursting ofshells.

Kipper’s first raid on Yarmouth (November 3) proved
equally unsatisfactory to both sides. The British were
taken by surprise, and the improvised arrangements for

intercepting his return proved quite abortive. TheGerman
squadron, however, achieved practically nothing. It sank

no ships, it did no military damage, the mine-field which
it laid was observed and immediately swept, while on re-

entry oftheJade the large cruiser Torek struck a mine and
was lost with half its crew.

The main interest to the historian in Kipper’s next ven-

ture on December i6th lies not in what actually hap-
pened, but in what might so easily have happened. Early
that morning the German strategic dispositions offered

a better chance of inflicting a disastrous blow upon our
naval superiority than on any other day in the war; while

on returning the German squadron came within an ace of
destruction. The enemy had for some time contemplated
an attack on Kartlepool, and submarine reconnaissance
had made it clear that the entrance was mine-free. On
December loth the publication of Spec’s destruction

showed that the British fleet in home waters was short of
two battle-cruisers. The moment was therefore favourable
for a raid. The preparations were on the grand scale. The
High Seas Fleet offourteen dreadnoughts and eight older

battleships advanced towards the eastern edge ofthe Dog-
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ger Bank during the night ofDecember I5th-i6th to sup-

port Hipper’s squadron, itselfcovered with light cruisers

and destroyers, in its advarfce against the English coast.

The British Admiralty knew all about the proposed

battle-cruiser operation, but was quite ignorant that the

main German fleet was out. Consequentiy it sent Beatty

with four battle-cruisers, and Warrender with six dread-

noughts ofthe 2nd battle squadron, to intercept Hipper’s

return, a force overwhelming for that purpose, but en-

tirely insufficient to fight the High Seas Fleet.

Now it came about that the destroyers covering the

British force and the screen of the High Seas Fleet came
into contact in the darkness and engaged in a confused

running fight between 5 and 6.30 a.m. Ingenohl, the Ger-
man Commander-in-Chief, on receiving this news fell into

serious alarm. He feared that a concentrated destroyer

attack against him was imminent. He had already strained

his muzzling order by bringing the fleet out beyond the

limits ofthe Bight. Ifit was caught in such a position and
suffered serious damage from torpedo, he might expect

to be visited with the Kaiser’s heaviest displeasure. Thus
reasoning, he turned his fleet in the darkness, and, without

informing Hipper, retired into the Bight.

His rendezvous had been only fifty miles from that

assigned by the Admiralty to Warrender and Beatty. Had
he remained cruising in the vicinity during the morning, it

is probable that he would have gained touch with the two
British squadrons. The superior speed ofthe latter might
indeed have enabled them to evade him, but had they

been brought to battle, they could hardly have escaped

heavy defeat if not annihilation. The British margin of

superiority in capital ships might thus have been practic-

ally obliterated at a stroke. Tirpitz indeed exaggerates

in his bitter outburst: Tngenohl had thefateofGermany in

the palm of his hand, I boil with inward emotion when-
ever I think of it.’ Yet no other such opportunity was
vouchsafed to the German fleet during the war.

Meanwhile this collision with the German screen had
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naturally confused the appreciation ofthe situation by the

British admirals, who hunted about for something to

destroy until the news ofthe bombardment ofthe English

coast brought them westward at full speed.

Hipper reached his objective about 8 o’clock, and, divid-

ing his forces into two, sent part to attack Scarborough and
Whitby, and appeared ofFHartlepool with the remainder.

The two Yorkshire ports were undefended and the

enemy enjoyed an inglorious triumph in killing civilians

at close range. Hartlepool was a legitimate objective, and
the territorial gunners stood manfully to their three 6-inch

guns. German accounts praise their practice, for they

scored several serious hits on the Blucher and drove her
off. The bombardment, however, wrought havoc in the

town, and more than 500 civilians were its victims.

The Admiralty now, in correct anticipation, warned the

two British squadrons to expect Hipper’s return due east

through the fifteen-mile gap known to exist in the mine-
fields sown round the coast. About sixty miles from the

coast dead in line with his route lay the south-west patch
ofthe Dogger Bank, known to be impracticable for battle-

cruisers in the stormy weather which had set in since dawn.
Beatty therefore went to the north, and Warrender to the

south, being thus separated by fifteen miles. Each kept his

screen extended on either side of the Bank to sight the

enemy ifhe made a detour either north or south.

With reason the hope wzis confident that Hipper must
be brought to bay. The storm, however, proved his salva-

tion. For his light cruisers and destroyers were labouring
so heavily in the rough seas that, with the exception ofone
mine-layer, he sentthemhome before reaching the English
coast. So it happened that they acted as long-distance
scouts for him, some fifty miles ahead ofhis return.

They first fell in with Beatty, who lost touch with them,
owing to confusion in his signals to our light cruisers.*

’ The signalling in the batde-cruiser squadron docs not seem to have
been very efiScient. A mote glaring example of confusion wi4 be noticed
in the Dogger Bank Batd&
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They then doubled south and ran straight into Warren-
der’s squadron. With extreme presence ofmind they made
the British recognition signal*which they had noticed when
in contact with Beatty and disappeared into a thick squall

before Warrender realized them as enemy. Thus they

were able to warn Hipper of the battle squadron towards

which he was steaming. He then turned north, and gave

the patch a wide berth before resuming his direct course

for home. He did not see Beatty. The British admiral,

however, deserves no blame for his failure in this compli-

cated game ofhide-and-seek. Warrender’s report led him
to believe that the whole squadron was passing to the

south. Consequently he steered to the east to bar their

return, keeping obstinately to a fruitless chase on a diver-

gent course until dusk. The last chance ofcatching Hipper
was spoilt by the Admiralty, which did not order Keyes’s

submarines to proceed to Heligoland to molest his return

until five hours after the eager commodore had first ex-

pected it. December i6th was a veritable day of dupes.

The great chess-board of the North Sea had been elabor-

ately filled with pieces, and either side had been distracted

by pawns into making the wrong moves. The issue was
humiliating for us. The enemy could at least boast of'

violating our coastal immunity, in the most spectacular

way since the Dutch fleet sailed up the Medway. His

more valuable though less-acclaimed success was the

laying of a new mine-field of obscure limits north of

Scarborough, which remained for many weeks a serious

danger to shipping. The Admiralty naturally could not

show how narrowly its dispositions had failed to bring the

enemy to action, and public opinionwas much exasperated

by the unavenged insult.

Next time the enemy was brought to bay and heavily

mauled, yet escaped almost certain annihilation through

confusion in the British squadron. Hipper’s intentions

when he set out on the night ofJanuary 28th, 1915, were
modest. His destination was the Dogger Bank, where he
hoped to destroy British fishing-vessels, suspected of
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conveying information to our fleet, and perhaps any light

forces in his way. He was not supported by the High Seas

Fleet. As the Grand Fleet had been in the Bight only four

days previously, itwas expected now to be in harbour. The
enemy still had no suspicion that we were deciphering his

signals, and believed the intended enterprise to be entirely

secret. The Admiralty, however, knew all about it. A
great concentric movement against Hipper’s rendezvous

was put in train. Beatty came from the north and the

Harwich forces from the south. The mistake of Decem-
ber 1 6th was not repeated, for the Grand Fleet put to sea

and remained in discreet readiness some 150 miles behind
Beatty. Day was scarcely breaking when the opposing

screens fell in with each other at the expected place. At
8.50 the two battle-cruiser squadrons came into distant

view. Beatty had five ships, including the newly commis-
sioned Tiger

^

against Hipper’s four, of which the oldest,

Bliicher, was scarcely fit to take her place in the line. She
was slower and inferior both in armour and armament.''

Hipper, outnumbered and believing that a British battle-
squadron was also in the offing, made offat once for home.
With an envious alarm he saw the British squadron coming
up behind him at the tremendous speed of28 knots. Beatty
was running on a parallel course south-west of his adver-
sary, having gained the lee station in the hope that the

north-east wind would confuse the German aim; for the
dense smoke from their funnels drifting south-west would
make our ships difficult to pick out clearly.

The Lion carrying Beatty’s flag at the head of our line

opened fire at more than 20,000 yards. The running battle

was fought at a range and speed quite unprecedented.
Beatty seldom closed to less than 1 7,000 yards, hoping thus
to reap the advantage of his heavier armament. In this

aim, however, his success was very partial. His order that

' She had taken the place of the Von der Tann, at that time in dock. The
Britishsquadron had a broadside oftwenty-four 1 3-s-inch and sixteen 1 2-inch
guns; against eight 1 2-inch, twenty i i-inch, and twelve g-inch. The weight
of Briti^ metal was superior by about 75 per cent.
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each ship should take its corresponding enemy was not

obeyed by the Tiger, next in line to the Lion. Both ofthese

subsequently concentrated bn the enemy’s van, the flag-

ship Seydlitz, leaving the Moltke next in line undisturbed.

The shooting of the Tiger, newly commissioned with an
unexperienced crew, was also very bad, and she probably

never hit the mark at all. Practically throughout the battle

all the German ships except the Bliicher concentrated on
the Lion, partly in the hope ofknocking out the Admiral,

but mainly because she alone was often distinguishable

through the smoke clouds. Consequently the Lion received

repeated hits, but her speed remained nearly unimpaired
after fighting for ninety minutes. The Bliicher had been
badly smashed, and was being left astern. The Seydlitz

narrowly escaped destruction from one ofthe Lion's shells.

Piercing her deck it exploded close to the after turrets,

wrecking both of them and killing 159 men. The cordite

charges lying in the working chambers were set on fire and
the flames leapt as high as the masts. The magazine was
protected from explosion bya steel door closing theammu-
nition hoist. Otherwise the ship would have been instantly

blown to pieces. Though presenting a fearful appearance

with the fire wreathing for along while about her stern, she

had suffered no engine damage and kept her speed.

Just before 1 1 a.m., however, the whole course of the

action was changed to our disadvantage. The Lion re-

ceived a terrific blow, which smashed her feed-tank and
damaged her engines beyond remedy. About the same
time her look-out. reported a submarine to starboard.*

Beatty immediately signalled to his squadron to turn at

right angles to the north, thus moving away from the

enemy who was retreating south-east. The Lion now be-

came unmanageable and fell out of the line. The signals

made by the Admiral to ‘Attack the enemy’s rear’ and
‘ No submarine was in fact present. The German official account sug-

gests that the wake ofa torpedo Bred at extreme range byaGerman destroyer

was responsible for the mistake. Beatty’s action has been severely criticized

on the ground that the proper procedure is to turn towards a submarme,
and away from a destroyer.

’
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‘to keep closer to the enemy’ were either misunderstood or

not taken in by the rest ofthe squadron. There was more-

over for some minutes uncertainty as to whether Beatty

had given over the command. The next senior officer

Admiral Moore had been appointed only a few days be-

fore, apparently against Beatty’s desire. He was an ultra-

cautious disciple ofthe Jellicoe school. Possibly he would

have continued the pursuit if Beatty had at once relin-

quished the command without any further signal. But the

garbled version which he had taken in was construed not as

an incitement to attack but as a counsel ofstrict prudence.

He conceived his instructions to read ‘Attack the enemy’s

rear bearing north-east’. In that direction lay the unhappy

Blacker^ now fought to a standstill, but savagely defending

herselfagainst the light cruisersand destroyers, who sought

to give her the coup de grace. Accordingly he led the whole

ofthe squadron to finish offthe dying vessel, which fought

to the last with the most glowing courage. Moore believed

that his orders forbade him to proceed farther east into

perilous waters (his position was now some 80 miles west

of Heligoland) and made no motion of pursuit. When
Beatty appeared in the destroyer to which he had trans-

ferred his anger and disappointment were great. He
ordered a resumption, but Hipper had got clean away;

for with a heavy heart he had followed the correct prin-

ciple ofabandoning the BlUchr to her fate. The wounded
Lion, taken in tow and surrounded by light cruisers and
destroyers, made a most perilous return to Rosyth.

The victory was trumpeted abroad; its importance being

exaggerated by the genuine though mistaken impression

that two ofHipper’s ships had fled in a practically sinking

condition. Both Fisher and Beatty, however, were exceed-

ingly sore over the wasted chance. The latter wrote to

Keyes saying; ‘We ought to have had all four.’ The un-

fortunate Moore was speedily removed.

The Admiralty was convinced that the superiority of

our battle-cruisers had been completely vindicated. The
immense range at which the action was fought aroused
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extravagant belief in the superiority of our guns. The
frightful effect oftwo hits upon the Seydlitz and the Bliicher

suggested a greater explosiv^power in our shells than they

actually possessed. These two, owing to the steep angle of

descent at long range, had penetrated the deck and found

an exceptionally vulnerable target. But no British shell

succeeded in riving the armour ofa German battle-cruiser.

The thinner plates of the Lion, on the other hand, were
completely pierced by the smaller ii-inch enemy shells.

Moreover, the German aim had been the more accurate,

judged by the percentage ofhits secured by either side.*

In Germany the accuracy ofour Intelligence provoked
profounder misgivings than the result of the action. To
raid an enemy, who knew beforehand exactly what to

expect, was to tempt Providence. Ingenohl, who had so

exactly obeyed the muzzling policy which his professional

instincts disapproved, was dismissed, Pohl, the Chiefofthe

Naval Staff, reigned for a year uneasily and inefficiently

in his stead. The great ships were most rigidly confined in

harbour, and Germany’s main naval hopes were trans-

ferred to the U-boats and Zeppelins. In January igr6

Pohl, a broken and dying man, suffered the unexampled
humiliation ofbeing ceremoniously informed by the Chief
of the Operations Department that the Corps of Officers

had lost all confidence in his leadership.

In his successor, Scheer, the German navy at last found

a leader worthy of its high devotion and technical effi-

ciency. A hard, strong, confident man with a happy ad-

mixture of daring and prudence, he at once began that

more active and enterprising policy which was to lead on
May 31st, 1916, to the one great fleet action ofthe war.

‘ Tbds was mainly due to the system of director-firing of turrets already

completed in practically all the modern German ships. The Tiger alone was
thus fitted on the British side. It may be described as ‘a device by which all

the gtms can be trained laid and fired simultaneously and accurately from
one central position, generally on the foremast’ (Filson Young, IVitA tiu

Battle Cruisers (igsi)). Its effect was to make the salvoes more concentrated

and deadly. The extreme efficiency of the German battle-cruisers ^t

,

land in utilizing this method will be noticed later.



XIX

JUTLAND^

I

This great battle was neither deliberately foreseen, nor

was it the result of a purely chance collision. It

was brought about naturally by the aggressive tactics of
Scheer. The new German Commander, like his prede-

cessors, hoped so to compel a strategic division of the

Grand Fleet, as to catch it at a disadvantage; but unlike

them he strove actively to achieve this end. As a result

of the bombardment ofYarmouth and Lowestoft with his

battle-cruisers on April 24th, the day on which the Irish

Rebellion broke out in Dublin, the British Admiralty
moved the 5th battle squadron of swift Qiieen Elizabeths

from Scapa to reinforce Beatty at Rosyth. In May Scheer’s

mind was set upon a more ambitious enterprise. The sur-

render of his government to the Sussex note enabled him
to recall a number of submarines from trade destruction

to fleet duties. Sixteen of them were sent to lie off the
Scottish harbours, Rosyth being particularly menaced.
He then intended to bombard Sunderland, with the High
Seas Fleet in close support and extensive Zeppelin recon-
naissance. This port is so near the Firth ofForth that there

seemed a good hope that Beatty, after toll had been taken
ofhis fleet by the submarines as he put out, might be over-
whelmed before help could reach him from Scapa. This
plan, however, proved unrealizable as the weather con-
tinued unkind and one of the battle-cruisers, the Seydlitz,

had been delayed in dock for repairs after striking a mine
on April 24th. He was determined, however, to attempt
something before his submarines returned from their sta-

tions onJune ist.^ On May 30th therefore he sent Hipper
‘ The German name for the battle is Skagcrack: it was fought over an

enormous area but mostly some seventy miles west of the North Jutland
coast.

* Submarines made an abordve attack on Beatty, leaving Rosyth, but
otherwise, like the Zeppelins, played no part in the battle on either side.
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out to show himself next day off the Norwegian coast,

wagingwar against commerce as opportunity offered. The
British Admiralty could notiftdeed now read their enemy’s

intentions so clearly as in the earlier days of the war, but
it was known that an unusual activity animated the Ger-

man ports . Accordingly Beatty received the order to make
a sweep in the eastern area ofthe North Sea. The Grand
Fleet, now increased to the majestic strength of twenty-

four dreadnoughts and three battle-cruisers, steamed to

the north of him out of visual touch at about the usual

distance of seventy miles.

At 2 p.m. onMay 3 ist Beattyhad reached his prescribed

limit and was about to turn north to closeJellicoe, when his

light cruiser Galatea, screening his eastward flank, sighted

smoke far to port. This was a Danish trader, which unwit-

tingly became the magnet to draw the opposing battle-

cruisers together. For Hipper, on his northerly course

some forty-five miles eastward from Beatty, had also seen

the same smoke and sent his cruiser Elbing to examine it.

The light forces on either side were thus drawn into

collision, and the two admirals set their squadrons on con-

verging courses. It was a piece ofgood fortune for Hipper
that the meeting came so early. He had not an idea that

the Grand Fleet was out, and might well have been lured

into a fatal trap, if he had fallen in with Beatty an hour
later with both squadrons running on parallel lines to the

north.*

As soon as Beatty recognized his adversary, he made off

at full speed in a south-easterly direction to intercept him
from his base. The omens seemed very good. The High
Seas Fleet had been reported by the British Admiralty to

be still within theJade at 1 1 a.m.* He had four fast battle-

ships armed with 15-inch guns to reinforce his six batUe-

‘ It is possible but improbable that he might have escaped notice

altogether, as at this period of the day the visibility was unusually good for

the North Sea.

* Our directional wireless had reported the German flagship as signalling

from harbour at that hour. This, however, proved to be a successful attempt

to mislead our Intelligence.
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cruisers, themselves apparently more than a match for

Hipper’s less heavily-gunned five. Yet the results of the

long running action which ensued were in Jellicoe’s deli-

cate phrase ‘unpalatable’, and fell scarcely short of disas-

trous. Beatty’s exercise of command has been severely

criticized for a failure to concentrate his forces, and for

lack of tactical cohesion.

The position in which he had placed his four Qy£en

Elizabeths on a bearing five miles north-west of the Lion

was obviously ill adapted for a speedy intervention by that

squadron against an enemy appearing from the expected

direction, south or east. Further, its commander Evan
Thomas held on his original course for ten minutes after

Beatty had dashed off after his prey, and did not fire a

gun until the battle-cruisers had been engaged for twenty

minutes. This grievous misunderstanding was due to the

usual inefficiency of the Lion's signalling system.

Much to the astonishment and jubilation of the Ger-

mans, who feared the longer range of our guns, Beatty

allowed the two squadrons to close within 16,000 yards

before fire opened.* Then the first salvoes were fired by
German guns. Incredible as it seems, the same mistake as

at the Dogger Bank in arranging the distribution of fire

against enemy vessels again occurred. Signals were missed

by two of our ships with the result that the De'^inger, the

marksman ofHipper’s squadron, was left out and ‘free to

engage our enemy with complete calm, as at gun practice’

in the words ofher first gunnery officer.

It is not surprising that in these circumstances the enemy
had the mastery. One British ship, the Indefatigable, blew
up within a quarter ofan hour, and the Lion was only saved
from a similar fate by the dying heroism of a marine.

Major Harvey, who ordered the magazine doors to be
closed in the nick of time, after his turret had been
destroyed by a shell. The German gunners during this

phase sent over their salvoes with deadly accuracy every

' The distance is stated to have been much over-estimated by the British

g^unnery ofiSceis. Our range-finders were very inferior to the German.
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twenty seconds, while themselves almost immune from

punishment. The advent ofthe Queen Elizabeths within ex-

treme range relieved for a while Beatty’s mauled squadron.

Firing at 1 9,000 yards theymade indeed few hits but threw

their shells so rapidly and precisely all round Hipper’s

ships that the great fountains of water cast up obscured

the aim of his gunners. Before long, however, our battle-

cruisers received an even heavier blow. The Queen Mary
had found her range and was doing great execution upon
the Von der Tann, when at 4.26 she was caught simul-

taneously by two salvoes from the Derfflinger and Seydlitz-

She blew up in the twinkling ofan eye, and within thirty

seconds nothing was left ofher except fragments ofdebris

cast upon the Tiger's deck. Over her grave ascended ‘a

dark pillar ofsmoke rising stemlike till it spread hundreds
of feet high in the likeness of a vast palm-tree’.* Beatty,

who is said to have remarked to his flag-captain, ‘Chat-

field, there seems to be something wrong with our damned
ships to-day’, remained unflinching in pursuit. Mean-
while the destroyer flotillas, seeking an opening to launch

torpedoes against the great combatants, were bickering

furiously between the lines.

II

It was now 4.33, when Commodore Goodenough, who
rendered invaluable service throughout the day as an
accurate gatherer and swift transmitter of information,

scouting in the light cruiser Southampton sighted the entire

German High Seas Fleet in line ahead. Sixteen modern
dreadnoughts and six older battleships were deployed in

battle array. Scheer had first intended to steer north-west

to cut off Beatty from his base, but upon hearing of the

presence of the 5th battle squadron he ran strziight to

Hipper’s assistance. This mighty apparition was entirely

unexpected. Beatty, however, was in no serious danger.

He was not within range, and the speed ofthe enemy, as

* Sir J. S. Corbett, Naval Operations, vol. iii (1923), p. 337. German eye-

witnesses estimate the height of the cloud as over 700 metres (2,300 feet).
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regulated by the pre-dreadnoughts, should not exceed

1 7 knots, whereas his squadron could do 28 and the Queen

Elizabeths 25. He turned and ran to the north, sending

the momentous discovery to Jellicoe by wireless. Hipper
followed him within gun-fire. But the disengagement of

the 5th battle squadron was not accomplished without

great peril. For by yet another confusion ofsignals Evan
Thomas did not at once take in the order ofrecall and held

on his southerly course until he had passed Beatty’s turn-

ing-point. His ships had to putaboutunder heavy fire from
the German van at long range, and for halfan hour could

not shake oflf their pursuers.^ The enemy had the advan-
tage of the eastern station, for the sun was beginning to

pick out the silhouettes of the British ships, while the

Germans lay in a gathering murk. This second stage of

the battle was fitful and"inconclusive. For while the 5th
battle squadron was repeatedly hit and suffered consider-

able casualties^ its fighting power was scarcely impaired;
on the other hand, the Seydlitz was lightly struck in the

bows by a torpedo.

Pursuers and pursued followed the long northerly course
until 5.56, when at last Beatty made contact with Jellicoe.

It was of little consequence that he had suffered heavy
losses, for he had brought an entirely unsuspecting enemy
almost under the guns of the overwhelming Grand Fleet.

Ill

For the last three hours Jellicoe had been steaming
south with all speed. He had been fifteen miles short of
his agreed position when Beatty first reported the enemy
in sight, ashe wished to economize the fuel ofhis destroyers
for so long a cruise.^ The Grand Fleet with its screen

* The leading German battleships ofnewest design worked up to 23 knots
for a short time, or at least 2 more than had been credited to them. They
had been specially keyed up for this premeditated enterprise, whereas the
British ships, being constantly at sea, could never be relied upon to be iii

their best condition. * About too killed and 50 wounded.
’ Destroyers had several times stopped to examine merchantmen and the

fleet had slackened speed in order to allow them to regain station.
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spread before it in a great crescent was disposed in its

usual cruising formation of divisions in line ahead. This

may be described as six parallel columns of four ships;

the distance between each column being 2,000 yards and

between each ship in the column 500 yards. The Iron

Duke, the fleet flagship, was the leading ship of the third

column from the left.

(ron Duke

u k i i11*1
1 I I ft

ft I 1 ft

This formation was obviously unsuited for action since

many ofthe ships must mask each other’s fire, but was less

vulnerable to torpedo attack than the long line of battle.

It was therefore most desirable not to deploy prematurely,

but absolutely necessary not to delay the deployment until

too late. So to complete this manoeuvre at the right

moment and in the right way, it was essential for Jellicoe

to know not only when to expect the enemy but also from

what direction. After receiving the message from Good-
enough that the High Seas Fleet had been sighted, he
telegraphed to the Admiralty ‘Fleet action imminent’,

thereby setting in motion a devouring activity in all dock-

yards and hospitals, and held on his course in eager expec-

tation. It so happened that errors in plotting their respec-

tive positions had been made both by the Iron Duke and the

Lion, so that when the latter ship came into visual con-

tact just before 6 p.m., she was about eleven miles more
to the west than had been expected. This must mean that

Scheer’s fleet, which was supposed to he approaching the

British centre, would appear well to the south-west ofthe

starboard division. The moment for deployment must be
almost due if it had not already come. Before committing

himselfto a decision ofsuch paramount importance as the

direction in which to form line of battle, Jellicoe tried to

get the specific information, which his own scouts were not

able to provide. Twice he signalled urgently to Beatty
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‘Where is the enemy’s battle-fleet?’ But Beatty had him-

self lost sight of it. The precious minutes passed in the

tensest anxiety, until at 6. 14 Beatty signalled ‘Have sighted

the enemy’s battle-fleet bearing S.S.W.’ Thus the pre-

vious impression was definitely confirmed—Scheer was

approaching the right flank ofthe Grand Fleet.

The object ofdeployment is to form a line ofships paral-

lel to or slightly converging towards the enemy. Scheer’s

direction was such that the speediest method of deploy-

ment—turning the guide ofeach division simultaneously

at right angles—^was impracticable.^

i

1

•

• —

Depto^menb to port to starboard i

1

1

— •

Deployment on guides of divisions

1- ••

1 « 1 1 1 1

• 1 1 1 • 1

1 1 1 1 1 1

- - - - -

thus fanning onejino

. -

ConsequentlyJellicoe considered that only two alterna-

tives were available,^ to make the deployment on either

his right or left wing. The time required was in either

case eighteen minutes.

To form the battle-line to starboard would obviously

bring the Grand Fleet closer to the enemy. In view ofthe
late afternoon hour and of the ever-dwindling visibility

' This manoeuvre took only four minutes for oompletion.
* A third deployment from the centre on the Iron Duke is not mentioned

by Jellicoe as being present in his mind, and seems to be generally con-
demned by expert opinion as not offering any tactical advantage to com-
pensate for its elaboration and slovmess. It is, however, strongly supported
by Churchill as the proper coiuse for Jellicoe to have taken. World Crisis,

1916-18 (1927), pt. i, p. 148.
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such a plan might seem to offer the best chance ofwinning

a decisive victory before darjcness fell. Towards it Jel-

licoe’s mind inclined at the first moment. But in his con-

sidered judgement, which is fully confirmed by German
narratives,^ the countervailipg objections and dangers

were insuperable. The starboard division, consisting of

the oldest dreadnoughts, would have been for several

minutes exposed without support to the concentrated fire

of the enemy’s van and to destroyer attack. Finally, the

line thus formed would either be enveloped by the enemy,
or compelled to turn away at comparatively low speed

under easy range ofhis guns.^

On the other hand, deployment to port, though some
10,000 yards farther from the enemy, possessed decisive

advantages. It could be completed without risk ofserious

interruption from shells. It would enable the battle to be
fought at the desired range ofat least 15,000 yards. This

Jellicoe had always considered to be ofcapital importance.

His guns were heavier, and he had an almost obsessing

fear of the dangers to be expected from a massed attack

by destroyers.3 Further, as the enemy was coming up
from the south-west, the line thus formed would ‘cross

his T’, would interpose itself between the return

route to the German harbours, and would compel
Scheer to fight with the westward glow illuminating his

battleships. Thus Jellicoe had good hope that even ifthe

‘ See, e.g., DerKrieg zurSee, igi^—igid: Nordsee, Band v,p. 284: ‘It mustbe

allowed to the British Commander-in-Ghief that ^ N

such a decision in the circumstances would have ^
brought his fleet into the very position desired by

the German fleet’ (welche der dcutschen nur er-

wiinscht sein koimte).

^ It is clear that if Scheer got toB by the time

that the leading British ship had reached A, the

British ‘T would be crossed’, i.e. the leading ships

would be subjected to enfilade Are from either side.

This is traditionally the most dangerous tactical

position possible in a fleet action.

® The German torpedo actually had an effective range of about io,oao

yards, and its track proved to be far more visible than had been feared.

%

^ ^Schej'r

S
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short span of daylight denied a decision that afternoon,

it would be within his power to force Scheer far to the

westward, and to stand next morning with annihilating

prospects in the path of his return.

Tactically the deployment was hampered by the neces-

sity for Beatty to pass right across the path of the battle-

ships in order to take up his allotted station in the van.

This passage both caused a good deal ofbunching among
the rear ships ofthe Grand Fleet, and also masked the fire

of successive parts of the deploying line.

Itwas, moreover, most unfortunate that the Queen Eliza-

beths, also intended to operate on the van as an indepen-

dent squadron, were behind Beatty and had not time to

follow him across, but took station at the rear of the line

of battleships. Thus all the advantages of their superior

speed were squandered, and they played a negligible part

in the main battle. Jellicoe has been often criticized for

not improvising with them a harassing movement on the

enemy’s west flank. However, the rigid precise centraliz-

ing mind of the Commander-in-Chief was not apt in

improvisation, admirably as it worked in coolly unfolding
a preconceived plan.

Leaving this mighty line, some 15,000 yards in length,

to straighten itselfout on a south-easterly course, we must
return to the fortunes ofthe approaching enemy.

IV

The latter stages of his advance had not been without
dramatic incidents ofsudden combat, both disturbing and
gratifying. About 5.30 fighting developed between the
light cruisers scouting on Hipper’s east flank and the
Chester, a similar British vessel. She was the forerunner
of three Invincibles, a detached battle-cruiser squadron,
coming hotfoot from the Cattegat to Beatty’s succour.
They had originally been sent to close the Baltic on first

news ofcontact with the enemy. Emerging suddenly from
a fitful mist, they wrecked one cruiser, the Wiesbaden, and
damaged the remainder and put them to flight. This
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advent on so unsuspected a quarter, upon a flank believed

to be free, caused grave concern. Were they the heralds

ofthe Grand Fleet approaching against expectation from

the north-east? The question remained unanswered for

the present, as the Invincibles passed out of sight, and all

remained quiet on the eastern wing. Soon afterwards,

however, Hipper, now on an eastward course and in re-

newed battle-contact with Beatty, saw the flaming Wies-

baden the target ofa concentrated fire. Her assailants were

two old armoured cruisers Warrior and Defence, part of a

squadron which for some unexplained reasonJellicoe had
kept three miles in advance ofhis battleships. Their slow-

ness made them useless as scouts; their armament left

them an easy prey to battle-cruisers. The Germans could

scarcely believe their eyes at the vision of these old ships

so wantonly exposed. Four minutes at less than 6,000

yards sufficed to blow up the Defence and to batter the

PFhmorinto helplessness* (6.20p.m.). She also wouldhave
been sunk forthwith had not the Warspite, one of Evan
Thomas’s squadron, involuntarily protected her. The
latter’s steering-gear had been put out of control and she

went round the Warrior in a wide circle, while all the

enemy’s battle van rained shells upon her. Fortunate

beyond measure to escape destruction, she limped for

good out ofthe fight.

On the balance of losses so far Scheer could show an
overwhelming credit account. He had destroyed or put
out of action three capital ships and two large armoured
cruisers against a loss of one light cruiser.* Until the

British deployment had begun he was quite ignorant of

the proximity ofthe Grand Fleet, and was concerned only

with the problem ofwhether the pursuit should be broken
off owing to the late hour. Scarcely had his light forces

informed him of more than twenty battleships moving
south-east than great shells began to fall around his van

‘ This ship sank in the North Sea next day when being towed home. The
tonnage of these cruisers was 14,600.

* Of destroyers the British had lost three, and the Germans two.
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division (6.24). The whole horizon from north-west to

north-east was terribly illuminated by the flash ofa great

crescent ofinvisible enemies towardswhich he was heading.

V
The fleet action therefore was opened for Scheer in most

hazardous circumstances, demanding an instant decision.

To continue on the same course was to court destruc-

tion. He must disengage as soon as possible his battle-

ships and the battle-cruisers at their head. Each ship was

ordered to turn away independently to the south, a favour-

ite manoeuvre practised to perfection. It was a difficult

moment. Fortunately for Scheer the smoke clouds and

bad light allowed the Grand Fleet no more than inter-

mittent targets. Yet the leading German battleship, the

Konig, was so often hit that her end seemed near. Mean-
while Hipper’s long-enduring squadron was powerfully

assailed by Beatty, now well in station at the Grand Fleet’s

van. Still farther ahead were the Invincibles with ‘Rear-

Admiral Hood bringing his squadron into action in the

most inspiring way, worthy of his great naval ancestors’.*

At this stage the German batde-cruisers, a clearer mark
than their opponents, suffered heavily for the first time.

The Derfflinger was rocked by repeated blows, the Lutzow
constrained to fall out ofthe line.

Yet these two contrived to inflict another instant cata-

strophe upon their leading and most hard-hitting adver-

sary, the flagship Invincible, ‘the mother of all battle-

cruisers’. She too blew up and was riven asunder. Her
two extremities stood straight up above the water for some
minutes, a terrible seamark to her passing consorts {6.35).

Within five minutes the whole German fleet, having com-
pleted its turn draped in smoke screens, was fading into

complete invisibility on a south-westerly course. Jellicoe’s

battle had been broken oflf before it had been fairly

opened. Faithful to those principles of caution which he
had enunciated with the full approval of the Admiralty

‘ Qiioted from Beatty’s dispatch.
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early in the war,* he declined to follow his enemy into

waters probably infested with submarines and mines.^ He
lost touch, but continued ih steam south, secure in the

knowledge that his course barred the enemy’s return.

About 7 o’clock Goodenough, ‘never in the way nor out

ofthe way’, signalled the surprising news that Scheer was
in sight again steering east. His motive in thus returning

to the very peril from which he had so recently fled has

been much questioned. To the question put shortly after

the battle ‘What was in your mind?’ he is said to have re-

plied ‘Nothing’; and often declared that had he used such
a movement in peace-manoeuvres he would have been
relieved ofhis command forthwith. In his book he asserts

that he feared to be brought to battle again before sun-

down on a retreating course and hoped by this manoeuvre
‘to surprise the enemy, to upset his plans for the rest ofthe
day, and, ifthe blow fell heavily, to facilitate the breaking
loose by night’. This explanation has appeared so incred-

ible to British writers that his real intention has been com-
monly assumed to have been to make a passage direct back
to his ports by escaping to the east astern of the Grand
Fleet, the position ofwhich he had mistaken. It is difficult,

however, to disregard his own emphatic statement. What-
ever his motives, he obviously fell into a hotter place than
he had intended. He was running straight for the centre

of the Grand Fleet now disposed in divisions in echelon
(see diagram overleaf), and all firing furiously at his

leading ships from 11,000 to 8,000 yards. Splendidly as

the German ships bore up against the punishment, a
few more minutes of such hammering would almost

certainly have brought grave disaster.

‘ Sea Jutland Despatches, 'p.Qoi. Tbe main portions ofJellicoe’s memoran-
dum ofOctober 14, ig 14, are quoted in Winston Churchill, World Crisis igi6-
18 (1927), pt. i, pp. 114-16. The British margin of superiority in dread-
noughts was then considerably smaller.

^ Actually no submarine was present with either side. Mines he feared

would be thrown overboard by Ac retreating fleet in its wake. These tac-

tics were not used by the Germans, who carried no mines on their battle-

fleet.
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This, says the German official account, was ‘the most

critical moment of the whole battle’, for Scheer’s ‘T’ was

completely crossed. The Gelman fire was very wild, and

only one British battleship, the Colossus, received a hit.

To extricate himself the German Commander again

ordered each ship to turn about independently. To cover

so perilous a manoeuvre in the very j‘aws of the enemy he

I

«
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launched an attack by destroyers emitting a dense smoke
screen (7.12). Now followed the famous exploit by which
eleven destroyers firing fourteen torpedoes^ forced twenty-

seven battleships to turn away four points or forty-five

degrees from the enemy. No battleship was hit, but the

distance between the fleets was increased by about a mile.

In thus flinchingJellicoe carried out his invariable routine

movement, just as his opponent hoped and anticipated.

This decision is counted by hostile critics as a capital error

which deprived the Grand Fleet ofgarnering a great vic-

tory before night. It is generally admitted that the tracks

of the torpedoes were plainly visible and their impact
easily avoided. Consequently it is claimed that had the

Grand Fleet held on, it would probably have suffered no
loss; that in any case the risk of losing two or three ships

ought to have been taken in order to keep close to the

enemy.2 In view of the acknowledged efficiency of the

‘ The number has been variously estimated. That given in the text is

taken from the German official account.
^ Against a fleet in line ahead, each ship 500 yards apart, the chances
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hostile smoke screen and of the fading light, it is a bold

assumption that the High Seas Fleet could not have
escaped without irremediable damage from an enemy
one mile nearer.

Still Scheer undoubtedly considered the need ofdeliver-

ance to be so pressing as to demand a far more desperate

expedient. A dramatic signal bade the battle-cruisers to

‘charge the enemy; make straight for him’.* For five

minutes the battered squadron gloriously fulfilled their

mission until recalled. At that moment Hipper, who
had left the disabled Lutzow in a destroyer, was about to

board the Moltke^ the leastdamaged ofhis ships. She could

not stay for the Admiral, who was thus left as a spectator of

the ‘death ride’ in his little craft. The battie-cruisers were
half-crippled when they started—^not one had shipped less

than a thousand tons ofwater—^and their escapefrom utter

destruction must be put down to their marvellous strength

of design. They emerged from the charge ruinous yet sea-

worthy. Three of the Derfflingefs four heavy turrets had
been destroyed, with more than 150 men; the poisonous

fumes spread so thickly that the survivors had to grope
in gas-masks.

The turn-away of the battleships was not executed this

time in such parade order. There was confusion and
danger of collision as each tried to avoid the salvoes

thundering at it. Still, it was accomplished without the

loss of a ship. Within a few minutes the two main fleets

had again lost touch.

Beatty now showed the greatest energy in searching out
the enemy. Pushing far ahead of the Grand Fleet he
begged Jellicoe at 7.50 to send his van division under
AdmiralJerram to follow and to cut oflF the hostile battle-

fleet. The signal was slowly taken in and the response was
half-hearted. There was, however, not the least chance of
have been mathematically calculated as giving two hits to five torpedoes

given accuracy ofaim and favourable conditions. With divisions in echelbn
the chances of success must be materially less; while the visibility made
the German attack difficult. •• ««(

‘ ’Ran an den Feind, voU einsetzen. --
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this conjectural cutting off the High Seas Fleet being

accomplished, as can be seen from the plan. At the most

it might have been forced farther west. Nor could Jerrarn

have pushed sufficiently far forward to have helped the

N
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battle-cruisers, when they unexpectedly fell in again with

Hipper about 8.25. Fixed in the western glow the enemy
received a last hammering from invisible adversaries. The
Derfflinger flamed fiercely in the twilight, the Seydlitz fell

listing out of the line. The pre-dreadnoughts, however,

proud of this first opportunity to show their antiquated

metal, fired a few salvoes, which induced Beatty to with-

draw into the gloom. His presence so far south had deeply

disquieted Scheer, who altered course more to westward.

VI

Thus night descended upon the vast battle-field, merely
postponing, as all believed, the inevitable event. The two
fleets were then steering on roughly parallel courses, only

six miles apart.

Jellicoe was determined to refiise a blind batde, where
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numbers would play no advantage, which would de-

generate into a crude hugger-mugger melee, in which the

enemy’s superior torpedo armament, his stronger search-

lights, his wealth of star shells would be potent instru-

ments of victory. He believed that Scheer’s way home
was barred. He held it for certain that his enemy would
make for a harbour ofrefuge by dawn rather than face a

renewed battle in the North Sea far from his base. Now
therewereknown to be onlythree mine-free lanes ofreturn

:

by the Frisian coast to the Ems, by Heligoland, or byHoms
reef off the Judand coast. By steering south Jellicoe was
obviously well placed for closing the two former, which he
considered the more likely routes to be taken, on the evi-

dence ofthe course ofthe High Seas Fleet as last observed.

Homs reef, however, was nearer, and might well be the

goal. Against this event he guarded by detaching a mine-

layer to drop her load in the swept channel there, and
placed his destroyers five miles astern ofthe fleet to prolong

his line northwards. He thought with reason that an at-

tempt by Scheer to break through in that direction must
crash into the flotillas, and that the information would
reach him betimes. So he held on south throughout the

night in close cruising formation.

Scheer’s general intention had been correctly divined.

He was determined neither to be driven farther west, nor
ifpossible to be brought to battle anywhere at dawn. At
9. lohe altered course direct forHoms reefin line ofbattle.

He was steadfastly prepared to crash into the Grand Fleet,

if and where he found it.* Such boldness deserved its

reward. At 11.30 his leading battleships ran into our
destroyers, and broke through safely after foiling a massed
onslaught at close range. Less than three miles away
two of our battleships saw and identified the enemy,
illuminated by an explosion, but failed by astonishing

' Corbett, voL iii, p. 395, seems mistaken in affirming that Scheer had
received (from German wireless) Jellicoe’s intercepted order stationing his

destroyers astern in time to act upon it. German narratives agree in stat-

ing that he did not know what he was likely to meet when he struck thp
British line.
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negligence to report tojellicoe.* The Commander-in-Chief
had, however, already received other evidence. The Ad-
miralty had senthim an intercept ofScheer’s order to steer

south-south-east. Unfortunately the German position as

given in it was manifestly incorrect. Relying also on
certain misleading reports ofthe enemy’s movements from
his light cruisers, he therefore rejected entirely the authen-

ticity of the information. He could scarcely have main-

tained this scepticism had the Admiralty deigned to send

him the most definite news which it had received. Scheer

had asked for an airship to reconnoitre Horns reefat day-

light. By suppressing this vital fact the Admiralty must
sharewith the two battleshipsthegrievous responsibilityfor

Jellicoe’s persistence on the wrong course. Nothing less

would have changed his determination, for he seems in

Napoleon’s phrase ‘to have made a picture’ of the enemy.
Mere indications made no impression upon him. The
firing in the north he interpreted as an attack ofdestroyers

against destroyers. Nor was his confidence shaken by the

intermittent rekindling of battle ever moving eastward
through the late hours of the night. First the Germans
destroyed the Black Prince, an armoured cruiser which had
lost touch with the Grand Fleet and strayed tragically into

the enemy’s midst; then they brushed by the skirts of

another flotilla, finally shedcfing an old battleship, the

Pommern, to an eastward roaming division ofdestroyers in

the first grey of dawn. Two light cruisers were Scheer’s

only other losses in the night. The failure ofour destroyers

had surprised even their enemies, who while paying high
tribute to their bravery and persistence condemned their

tactics as primitive. That night gave colour to the charges

levelled against their traiining, as concentrated rather on
the protection of our battleships than on attacking the

enemy. By 3.30 a.m. the High Seas Fleet had reached
waters ofrefuge by the Horns reeflight.

* The two ships were the Valiant and Malaya. Their subsequent reports

show how detailed their observation had been. The Malaya stated with great

accuracy ‘The leading ship— had two masts, two funnels, and a conspicu-

ous crane (apparently Westfalen class)’.
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VII

The desired dawn showed Jellicoe an empty sea. He
held doggedly on his course li'ntil at 4. 1 5 a.m. the receipt of

an Admiralty intercept giving Scheer’s position killed such

dying hopes as the strengthening day had left. Not even

the consolation of picking up wounded enemy stragglers

wasvouchsafed tohim. The Grand Fleethadamelancholy
home-coming. The Germans got their news out first, and
faith in their announcement of victory was strengthened

by the clumsy truthfulness of our communique. British

officers interned in Holland have related that the Dutch
spoke to them with the hushed and condescending kind-

ness which might be shown to a son left bankrupt by the

death ofa reputedly wealthy father. Within a week, how-
ever, publication by the Germans oflosses, until then kept

secret,^ swung the opinion of the world to a surprising

degree against their claims.

In few battles of history has the palm of victory been

so long and bitterly disputed. The German claims were
entirely supported by purely material considerations.

Against their own losses, they could set the destruction

of nearly twice the tonnage and more than twice the

personnel oftheir enemies.^ In technique their superiority

was clear. Whereas no German ship was sunk by the un-

aided effects of gun-fire, the British battle-cruisers had
proved most tragically vulnerable. Two at least were
destroyed by the flash of explosion in a turret passing

straight down the ammunition hoist to the magazine.

The German armour-piercing shells with their delayed-

action fuses wrought greater havoc than our own heavier

projectiles. Their ships were more heavily armoured,

especially on the upper decks where many of our earlier

dreadnoughts were devoid of protection against the

‘ The battle-cruiser ImUsow and the light cruiser Rostock. They had be-

come unmanageable and had been sunk after the battle, out of sight of the

British. In concealment the Germans followed the precedent of the Auda-

cious, but without the same fortunate results.

^ 1 15,025 tons against 61,180; casualdes 6,945 agamst 3,058.
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plunging shells in a long-range action, and better secured

by their greater width against torpedoes, as the protective

bulkheads were placed farther inside the ship. In range-

finding, fire-direction, and the apparatus ofnight fighting^

they had a definite advantage. All these lessons, so hardly

learnt, were vigorously applied to the Grand Fleet after

the battle.

Ifthe cruiser action had stood alone, it would have been

beyond dispute one ofthe severest defeats recorded in the

annals of the British navy. It cannot, however, be sepa-

rated from its sequel. The High Seas Fleet proved im-

potent in offensive power when confronted with its over-

mastering adversary. It registered only two hits upon one

ofJellicoe’s twenty-five battleships.^ Its escape was brilli-

antly carried through, but it was a deliberate escape.

Within a month Scheer’s report to the Kaiser frankly

acknowledged that ‘there can be no doubt that even the

most successful result from a high sea battle will not com-

pel England to make peace. ... A victorious end to the war
at not too distant a date can only be looked for by the

crushing ofEnglish economic life through U-boat action

against English commerce.’ Jutland therefore while con-

firming the general thesis ofGerman naval strategy gave
it a definite bias towards submarine war. The High Seas

Fleet did not remain passively in harbour as British propa-

ganda falsely asserted. In August and October 1916 it

made two bold and extensive sallies; even as late as April

1 9 1 8 it issued as far as the Norwegian coast. Yet it gradu-
ally deteriorated in spirit, as more and more of the best

officers and petty officers were taken for the U-boats; and
from the mutiny in July 1917 it moved downhill on an
inclined plane.

It is futile to blame Jellicoe for fighting a battle on the

very principles which he had frankly laid down long

' e. g., the German searchlights and star shells were immensely superior

to our own.
2 During the same period four German battleships received in all twenty-

live hits from heavy shells.
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before, though it may be held that the rigid centralization

ofhis control fettered the initiative ofhis subordinates be-

yond expectation. If he warj wrong, the Admiralty must
bear the responsibility for maintaining a commander
whose mind had been so fuUy disclosed to it.

While the comparative fziilure at Jutland did nothing
to impair British supremacy in the North Sea, it ruined

all hope ofopening the Baltic to Russia. Naval opinion in

that country had always chafed at our policy of blockade,

which it was pointed out was scarcely less injurious to

Russia than to Germany; it had held that a great naval
battlewas long overdue.* Disappointment at the resultwas
bitter and was intensified by the death ofLord Kitchener
only a week later, when the Hampshire^ carrying him to his

Russian mission, struck a mine recently laid by a sub-

marine in the stormy seas west ofthe Orkneys.

Thus Jutland may be reckoned among the many con-

verging causes which brought the March Revolution of

1917 to birth.

VIII

The remainder of the weu- at sea entailed mere outpost

actions. The two fleets were more and more hemmed in

by ever-increasing barriers and counter-barriers ofmines.
The overmastering necessity of combating the deadly
menace of the submarine deprived the Grand Fleet ofan
increasing number oflight craft. The Navy accepted the

direct responsibility for the safety ofmerchantmen by con-

voy with great reluctance, as is elsewhere related,* but the

light cruisers and destroyers, detailed for this task, carried

it through with unwearying devotion and astonishing

success.

On the change in supreme command (November 1916)
the mande ofJellicoe fell upon Beatty, however unwilling.

Only a month before his succession, the Admiralty had

‘ See the interesting remarks ofthe Russian naval attach^ with the Grand
Fleet, Com. von Schoultze, in With the British Battle Fleet (1935}.

» See pp. 385-7.
*

3596 z
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decided that ifGermany attacked Denmark we could give

the latter hardly any assistance. In the face ofsubmarine

attacks it would be impossible for our battleships to secure

the passage of an expeditionary force within 200 miles of

the enemy’s main base. The same recognition of the ex-

ceedingly narrow limits to which command ofthe sea had
now shrunk was forced upon our naval command for the

remainder of the war.

It is singularly ironic to hear the voice ofBeatty himself

informing a naval conference atWhitehall inJanuary 1918

that ‘it was in his opinion no longer desirable to provoke a

fleet action even ifthe opportunity should occur’; that the

German battle-cruiser squadron must now be considered

definitely superior to our own, and that the new armour-

piercing shells ordered after Jutland would not be ready

till the summer of 19 1 8. The sombre conclusion was drawn
that if trade were to be adequately protected ‘the correct

strategy of the Grand Fleet is no longer to endeavour to

bring the enemy to action atany cost, but rather to contain

him in his bases until the general situation becomes more
favourable to us’. And these words were written only a
month after he had received the reinforcement ofsix most
powerful American super-dreadnoughts.

The Navy in fact had become and remained the gigantic

and indispensable instrument for pumping the blood of

commerce into the arteries ofthe Entente, and for the slow
strangulation of its enemies.



XX
MESOPdTAMIA

EGYPT AND PALESTINE, 1914-1917

I

MESOPOTAMIA

The Mesopotamian campaign had the humblest origin

of all the great ‘side-shows’ of the war, yet finally it

yielded to scarcely any in magnitude,* and to none in

calamities and horrors. The little expedition ofa brigade

originally dispatched by the Indian Government at the

instance of the British Cabinet aimed simply at securing

the Shatt-al-Arab, the name given to the united streams of

the Tigris and Euphrates flowing into the Persian Gulf
below Basra. We had for some years exercised a protec-

torate over the local rulers, the Sultans of Kuwait and
Mohammerah. This influence it became the more vital to

maintain when the Anglo-Persian oil pipe-line ran down
to the river some thirty miles above its mouth. Our navy
depended for its supplies on this great company, in which
the Government had secured a controlling interest just

before the war—an investment rivalling, for the enormous
subsequent profit realized by its holder, our shares in

the Suez Canal Company.
Adequately to protect the line through its long and wild

journey into the Persian mountains would have been far

beyond the military capacity of India in 1914. But it was
believed that if the Turks could be driven out of Basra,

where they were visibly planning an offensive against the

head of the Gulf, the Arabs would be disposed in our
favour, or at least be turned aside from any enterprise

against us. They were in many cases restive under the

cruel and inefficient government of the Turk, and might
be expected, in accordance with their tradition of shifty

time-serving, to incline towards the victors. Now British

policy was not free from an unpleasing Machiavellism,
‘Its ration-strength at the maximum was nearly half a million men.
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for while the Arabs were urged to throw off Turkish alle-

giance, no pledge was given against their ultimate return

to the vengeance of their ferocious masters. Doubtless,

however, our action was regarded as a fair counter to

Map ig. Mesopotamia and Persia.

Turko-German intrigues in India, forwhichMesopotamia
formed a useful base; and to the threat, afterwards ful-

filled, of a Jehad—or ‘Holy War’.^ It had not, however,

the advantage ofsuccess.

The occupation of Basra was effected alrnost by the

sound of the trumpet. Two brigades of the Indian
' See General Barrow’s appreciation: MiliUay Operations: Mesepotamia,

vol. i, pp. 86-7.
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army,* with a few sloops-of-war, outmanoeuvred the Turks

into disorderly reheat, and reached their objective within

three weeks ofthe opening ofhostilities. The original aim

of the expedition had, in fact, been accomplished. It

would have been well indeed ifa permanent halt had been

made at the nearest points from which Basra could be

securely defended. The Government ofIndia was ill fitted

both in organization and military resources to manage
any considerable war outside its borders, as will become
clear from this narrative. Expert military opinion before

the war had recognized that no deadly blow could be dealt

at Turkey by an advance up the rivers; in fact no plan for

the invasion of Mesopotamia had ever been worked out.

The climate is one of the most extreme in the world,*

the country being mainly inundated during the less

extreme heat and therefore in parts impassable, while

almost every noxious disease is endemic. But Vappitit

vient en mangeant', too often the capacity to advance is

identified with the desirability ofadvancing. Already Sir

Percy Cox, the greatest living authority on these regions,

who had just resigned the Foreign Secretaryship to the

Viceroy to become Political Officer to the expedition, was

throwing the great weight ofhis authority in favour ofan

advanceonBaghdad—^scarcelyany opposition,he thought,

would be encountered, so sweeping were his deductions

drawn from the rout ofa vanguard ofabout 4,500 Turks.

One thing alone was quite certain. India, after the dis-

patch of another brigade,® had no more troops to send

for some months. Every available man—military opinion

thought more than was consistentwith safety—^had gone to

France, Egypt, and East Afiica.+ The territorial divisions

‘ Each brigade contained one British and three Indian battalions.

* The extreme temperatures were about 122° and 20° Fahrenheit (each

month showing a range of from 60 to 70 degrees).

> This completed the famous 6th division which, after performing prodi-

gies under Gen. Townshend, finally surrendered at Kut, April 1916.

During 1914 there were dispatched from India two cavalry divisions;

three complete and two incomplete infantry divisions together with four

infantry brigades.
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which had partially replaced these were by no means fit,

eitherintraining orequipment, to take the field. Within the

past few months a threat to Aden, trouble on the frontier,

and disaffection in the Punjab, added to the anxieties

of the Government. But if Baghdad was impracticable,

could not the victorious force go a little farther, ‘advancing

by bounds’ within the limits of the possible? Plausible

arguments, both military and political, could always be
advanced at every stage for occupying a little more
territory, without clearly defining the end and the means.

Cromwell’s maxim ‘No man goes so far as he who knows
not whither he is going’ can bejustly applied to the Meso-
potamian adventure. There was a longish halt at Qurna,
another fifty miles up the Tigris, at its junction with the

old bed ofthe Euphrates, where Lord Hardinge the Vice-

roy visited the troops in February 1915, and returned with
the optimism generally associated with the flying visits of

such great potentates.

By the end of March enough additional infantry had
been scraped together to form an incomplete corps, com-
manded bySirJohnNixon. It was terriblyunder-gunned,
short ofauxiliary troops and ofmedical stores, and almost
entirely without aircraft. Nixon’s instructions were to

occupy the whole of the vilayeP of Basra and to prepare
a scheme for advancing on Baghdad. Even the first of
these steps implied an immediate advance of sixty or
seventy miles up both Euphrates and Tigris, and occupa-
tion of Nasiriya and Amara, towns lying 100 miles apart
from each other. It was calculated that the imminent
assault on the Dardanelles would prevent the diversion of
any Turkish reinforcements; and that a Russian advance
in Armenia might facilitate the task.

Nixon had first to beat offa determined Turkish offen-
sive, launched almost at the western gates of Basra and
supported by hordes ofArabs. Its utter dispersal, after a
hard three-days’ battle (April 1 1-13), left his base secure.
Meanwhile the Arabs to the east ofthe Shatt were proving

* The Turkish name for a province.
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equally hostile to their deliverers; and, at the insistence of

the Admiralty, a severe chastisement had to be inflicted

upon some wreckers of theopipe-line, 100 miles up the

Karun, before the road upstream could be securely taken.

Amara fell with absurd ease after a battle which, at least

in retrospect, is singularly romantic. Townshend, a most
flamboyant and dashing soldier, whose cheerful vanity

endeared him to the troops in good times, launched his

6th division against the Turkish defences in a fleet of ‘hel-

iums’, the native coracle, many of which were shielded

with iron plates. The Turks fell into a wild panic, and
were pursued relentlessly by a naval miscellany of sloops

and launches. The littie Shaitan with a crew ofeight took

250 prisoners and routed great bodies of the enemy.
Amara, a considerable Arab town, was actually occupied

for a night by a tiny British party of forty-eight. Nasiriya

was cracked with much greater difficulty, but fell into our

hands by July 22nd. The success had been brilliant, the

leaders and troops seemed invincible. Yet there were
already evident signs of growing strain on the limited

organization ofthe force. The miserably inadequate field-

hospitals could scarcely deal with those afflicted by sun-

stroke or disease;* the 450 wounded of Nasiriya suffered

a foretaste of the indescribable horrors later to be associ-

ated with the evacuation ofcasualties after Ctesiphon. The
improvised river-transport (on which alone the force de-

pended) was being drawn out perilously thin. ‘Beyond

Amara our transport difficulties became greater than those

ofthe Turk.’^

SirJohn Nixon, however, cared for none ofthese things.

His cheerful audacity never seems to have allowed him to

see any cloud upon his horizon. Kut-el-Amara at once
became as indispensable as any ofhis previous conquests.

The ageing and harassed Gommander-in-Chief in India,

Sir Beauchamp Duff, was ill suited to stand up against

’ The I /14th Hants before going into action at Nasiriya had been
reduced by these causes to 140 men.

* Sir A. Wilson, Loyalties: Mesopotemia 1914-17 (1930), p. 49.
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his robust arguments. The Government of India finally

overbore the Secretary of State, Austen Chamberlain,

whose cautious common sense was persuaded against his

will. Moreover, both by Nixon and the Viceroy Kut was
regarded as, though not formally avowed to be, the last

stage towards Baghdad, whose occupation. Sir Percy Cox
said, would be almost as important as that of Constan-

tinople. Townshend staged another clever battle—^he

points out its Napoleonic quality in the amazing vein of

naive megalomania which runs through his book. The
ground had been well reconnoitred by newly arrived aero-

planes; the Turks were cheated out ofa powerful position

astride the Tigris by a manoeuvre which, if completely

successful, would have destroyed them. But the mirage,

even more baffling that day than usual, and lack of

water for the cavalry, allowed two-thirds of their force*

to escape in good order. Another 150 miles of river had
been opened up, for they were fruitlessly pursued beyond

Kut to Aziziya, about half-way from Kut to Baghdad
(October 2).

The advance on Baghdad is perhaps the most remark-

able example of an enormous military risk being taken,

after full deliberation, for no definite or concrete military

advantage.

The ultimate responsibility for this capital sin must lie

with the British Cabinet, which sanctioned it, and indeed

pressed it on a hesitating Viceroy. Had it not been for

Nixon’s distinctly expressed confidence, no such sanction

could have been given. On the two most vital points he
differed (and was proved wrong) from the considered

opinion of his chief lieutenzint. Townshend asserted that

two divisions were necessary for the attack: Nixon told

Chamberlain T am confident that I can beat Nur-ud-Din
and occupy Baghdad without any addition to my present

force’ (October 8). Townshend estimated the enemy at

20,000; Nixon halved that number. Further, he stated

’ British casualties 1,300, Turkish 3,000, out of totals of about 11,000 on
each side.
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that the transport difficulties, ofwhich he had himselfcom-
plained, hadbeen overcome,whichwas incorrect. * Finally,

he allowed provision for 0 the treatment by the field-

ambulances of no more than 400 wounded, and lightly

assumed that, after any engagement, the majoritycould be

directly housed in Baghdad. The Government of India

was uneasy about the internal situation which ‘was slowly

deteriorating’; Afghanistan was wobbling; Persia, worked
upon by the intrigues ofthe enterprising German emissary

Wassmuss, was believed to be on the point of entering

the war. Suchwere the political dangerswhich itwashoped
to avert. At home the failure at Suvla, the imminent de-

struction of Serbia, and the collapse of the great offensive

in France presented a picture of unrelieved gloom.

In London an Inter-departmental Committee sat on
the problem, and the General Staff wrote a paper on it.

Every argument was put. Probably on this evil day the

Cabinet had subconsciouslymade up theirminds in favour

of the venture as soon as they had read the unqualified

confidence of the soldier on the spot. Sanction was given

on October 24th, though Kitchener dissented. Two divi-

sions were to be sent as reinforcements ‘as soon as pos-

sible’. No precise date for their arrival was given, though

a period of two months had been suggested in the previ-

ous correspondence. The Government of India hoped to

comb up two brigades in case of earlier emergency. So
the little band of 12,000 veterans moved out on their last

forwardjourney (November 20). Twenty thousand Turks

were awaiting them at Ctesiphon, sixteen miles from Bagh-
dad, in a prepared position known for months past to our

Staff. A new Anatolian division ofhigh value was among
them, whose presence would have been reported to Town-
shend had not the aviator, who was bearing the informa-

tion, been shot down and captured.

' Nixon’s attitude is difficult to understand. The statement referred to

was made on October 6. During the remainder of the month he constantly

asked for more river-craA, but did not state his incapacity to move without

receiving them.
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On the field stood the desolate memorials ofold glories,

the broken arch and ruined wall ofthe palace ofChosroes,

Justinian’s great adversary, c.

The battle was fought with the greatest determination

and ferocity. Townshend threw all his stakes upon the

table, and kept no reserve in hand. The Turks, as at Kut,

straddled the Tigris; their left was turned and shattered,

but theymade good a second line against every assault. At
the close of this terrible day (November 22) the comba-
tants were utterlyexhausted: the British had lost 4,500 men
and the Turks about 9,000. Fierce enemy counter-attacks

nextdaywerebroken to pieces. So greatly did Nur-ud-Din

fear this unconquerable remnant that he actually with-

drew his whole force six miles behind the Diyala, his last

line of refuge. But Townshend was in grievous straits:

40 per cent, of his infantry were casualties, and half his

white officers. Ifhe were pinned to the ground in such a

state, annihilation was certain. So on the 24th he resolved

to begin the retreat next day. Snapping back at its pur-

suers, the 6th division, very weary but almost intact,

reached Kut on December 3rd. The opinions of eye-

witnesses differ on the question whether exhaustion would
have prevented further withdrawal before the enemy ap-

peared in force three days later. But Townshend, who was
very vain of his previous defence of Chitral on the Indian
frontier in 1895, determined to stand. Weighty reasons

justify his decision, for the Turks could not proceed far

downstream with such an obstacle to bar their river traffic,

and great stores had been accumulated in Kut which time

would not have permitted Townshend to remove or burn.

In any case he was himself responsible for the failure

ofrelief; for (i) he retained within the enceinte a population
of 6,000 Arabs, useless and treacherous mouths; (ii) he
took no steps systematically to search for food, or to reduce
rations until nearly two months had elapsed; (iii) by the

incorrect statement that he could hold out at the most for

only two months, and by his constant, querulous, and
almost hysterical appeals, he forced the hands of the
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relieving force to attack in January under conditions

which invited disaster.

For the next five montjjs this filthy little Arab mud-
heap, ‘the most insanitary place the British had occupied

in Mesopotamia’,* shared with Verdun the gaze of the

world. After the bloody failure ofan assault on Christmas

Eve the siege slipped into a more or less passive blockade.

The relieving force, deficient in medical equipment and
in boats, with only one effective aeroplane, without a
single motor vehicle, with improvised and untrained staffs,

hampered by the low moral inevitable from such patent

disorganization,^ and constantly exposed to cold and rain,

was thrice heavily defeated in January, some twenty to

thirty miles below Kut. Immediately afterwards Town-
shend, who had done nothing, by way of sortie, to assist

the relieving forces, sent word that he could hold out for

three more months.

The highest official posts in India were ransacked to

find new commanders; the expedition was put under the

direct control of the British War Office; reinforcements

were poured in, only to stick helplessly for weeks in the

Basra bottle-neck.^ Fresh Turks, released by our evacua-

tion of the Dardanelles, dribbled in sufficient numbers
over the enormous road to help their best allies, rain, flood,

and mud to bar the path.

Therewas the shadow ofa Russian threat—for theTsar’s

troops had captured Erzerum (February 15) and were
roaming aboutin north-westPersia—but it grew no longer.

By far the most promising chance was flung away on
March 8th when 20,000 troops had been collected at dawn
by a wide flank march within two miles of the key of the

final position of the Turkish right, the Dujaila redoubt,

only seven miles from Kut. The enemy was utterly

* The words are those of Townshend’s Senior Medical OfHcer.

^ It may be noticed here that neither the Commander-in-Chief in India,

nor any of his staff, ever visited Mesopotamia before the fall of Kut.
3 As early as January si there were 10,000 men and 12 guns there, who

might have turned the scale of battle. It must be remembered, however,

that the floods made any enveloping movement almost impossible.
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surprised, for there were only 200 within striking distance.

The redoubt itselfwas empty, for Leachman, the famous

political officer, had entered it in Arab disguise, and
returned with the precious information. But, in spite

of the remonstrances of his subordinates, Kemball, the

commanding general, with a diseased pedantry, waited

three hours in order to deploy his troops for the full-

dress attack prescribed by his orders on the assumption

that the positions were fully manned. In consequence

the infantry were mown down in thousands on the naked

desert, the cavalry did nothing, and Townshend, who
could see the flashes ofthe guns, sat still.

Now, as happened every year with the melting of Ar-

menian snows, the Tigris rose in high flood. For the first

three weeks ofApril frontal attacks first on one bank then

on the other were beaten back. Men were drowned and
stifled in the mud; and their numbers were so much dimin-

ished that battalions had to be amalgamated, to the great

detriment ofmoral.

Within the fortress starvation grew near, augmented
by the refusal ofmany Indians on religious grounds to eat

horse-flesh. It was found impossible to drop sufficient

food from aeroplanes. An attempt instigated by Town-
shend to bribe the Turks with ^^2,000,000 to allow the

garrison free on parole was refused. The Government who
sanctioned it would have done well to remember the old

Roman maxim ‘Non cauponantes bellum sed bellige-

rantes’, for this hucksteringwas held in derision throughout

enemy and neutral countries.

The unconditional surrender took place on April 29th

after all guns and ammunition had been destroyed. Ten
thousand combatants wentinto captivity;Townshend into

an honourable and almost luxurious internment, the

officers into endurable prison-camps. The men were
herded like animals across the desert, flogged, kicked,

raped, tortured, andmurdered. Though theGermansgave
them tokens of humanity and kindness almost wherever
they met them, more than two-thirds of the British rank
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and filewere dead before thewar ended. Halil the Turkish

commanderhad cynicallypromised that theywould be ‘the

honoured guests of his government’. The relieving force

had suffered 23jOOO casualties. Mainly composed ofyoung
barely trained troops, it had nobly endured every kind

ofavoidable and unavoidable hardship and suffering. No
troops—not even those before Passchendaelein 1 9 1

7—^were

so sorely tried by their commanders and by physical con-

ditions. The Anatolian Turk once again, as in Gallipoli,

showed the rock-like solidarity of his defensive endurance.

II. EGYPT AND PALESTINE

Egypt, though not a British possession, was of vital

importance to our Imperial strategy and sea-borne com-
munications. Without control ofthe Suez Canal the trans-

port ofIndianand Australian troopswould have beenren-
dered very slow and hazardous. The volume ofmerchant
shipping passing through became so great as the war pro-
gressed that vessels were moored for fifteen to twenty miles

up the canal.* As itwas feared that the Germans would try

some enterprise against its safety, such as sinking vessels in

the fairway, the canal was closed to enemy shipping and
its banks were occupied by British troops. This was con-
trary to the convention which protected its neutrality

and provided for free passage under all circumstances,

and to which Great Britain had given her assent in 1904.
Turkey’s declaration ofwar changed the international

status ofEgypt, which now became a British protectorate.

The Khedive, a disreputable ruler, who had elected to

stay in Constantinople after August 4th, was deposed and
his uncle Hussein elevated to the rank of Sultan. The
Egyptians, though sullen and mainly desirous ofa German
victory which might bring them independence, took these

changes quietly, andshowedno dispositiontorespondtothe
Turkish manifesto ofa Holy War. No one, however, could
calculate the effect of a hostile army appearing before

Egypt.* This was an event which seemed probable, for it

‘ Lt.-Col. P. G. Elgood, Egypt and the Army (1924), p. 66.
* As a matter offact the Egyptians showed no desire whatever to exchange
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had been reported long before Turkey declared war that

troops and supplies were being collected in south Palestine.

Three divisions and a numlper ofwarships were available

for defence. These were drawn up along the canal to

await an attack, so that it was satirically said that instead

ofthe army defending the canal, the canal defended the

army. It was indeed a formidable obstacle, with a depth
of34 feet and a minimum width of 190. Its length of 100

miles would have made continuous defence impossible,

but more than one-third was protected by lakes and inun-

dations, on which the Allied warships rode. A light rail-

way running close behind facilitated the transfer oftroops.

The enemy rejected the traditional path of so many con-

querors, the northern road by the sea, for reasons of

secrecy and security. About 20,000 men were admirably
conveyed over the centre of the Sinai desert under the

leadership ofDjemal Pasha, and arrived in the neighbour-
hood of the canal at the end of January 1915. Their
assault was unworthy of these preliminaries; very few of

the pontoons or bridges (brought all the way from Ger-
many) were used, only one platoon managed to cross the

canal except as prisoners.

The Turks, however, were allowed, after losing 2,000
men, to make their way back unmolested. Maxwell, the

British commander, though an admirable administrator,

was a very cautious soldier, and was hampered by Kitch-
ener’s instructions that a reverse, which might endanger
our prestige over the Moslem world, must be avoided.

Now, the ease with which so considerable a hostile force

had been transported across the desert had falsified the

views ofour Intelligence, and, in consequence, the security
ofEgypt was held to demand the presence oflarge bodies

of troops throughout 1915.* Kress von Kressenstein, the

British for Turkish masters. No disturbances or acts of sabotage were sig-

nalled during the battles for the canal; and the enemy seems strangely to
have neglected his opportunities for propaganda.

* On July 9 there were 70,000 troops in Egypt exclusive of sick and
wounded; by November the numbers had decreas^ to 60,000 ofwhom the
majority were drafts, rising again to 100,000 by December 7.
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ingeniousBavarian colonelwho now commanded in Sinai,

did his best to stimulate anxiety by sending continually

little parties ofraiders to dropmines in the canal or explo-

sives on the lateral railway. But nothing except the tiniest

ofminor operations took place in the canal zone this year.

An odd little war, however, broke out on the extreme

western frontier of Egypt, which exercised the mind of

Kitchener to an absurd degree. A roaming sect called the

Senussi had been a thorn in the Italian side at Tripoli.

They proved almost the only recruits to the Holy War,
which excited their Sheikh the more, because he aspired to

gain the spiritual rank recently forfeited by Hussein, the

Shereef of Mecca, now in full revolt against Turkey.

Prowling German submarines landed Turkish officers and
modern weapons near the site of the ancient Gyrene, till

constant provocation forced the unwilling Maxwell to

take up the challenge in November X915, and the elusive

tribesmen evaded final defeat for the next eighteen months.

Two curious episodes are worth remembering: first, the

rescue of the starving crew of the Tara, who had been
seized after the torpedoing of their vessel near shore; this

was effected by the armoured cars of the Duke of West-

minster, which sped to the rescue over the desert at forty

miles an hour: secondly, the capture, in a cavalry melee,

ofJa'far Pasha, a Mesopotamian Arab, sent by Turkey to

organize the Senussian resistance, which he did admirably.
He became a most loyal and hearty friend ofGreat Britain,

fought against the Turk in Palestine, 'and has since been
Prime Minister ofIraq.

By the end of 1 9 1 5 an enormous host had been collected

in Egypt.* Gallipoli had been evacuated; Salonika was
demanding reinforcements; Townshend was crying out

for the immediate relief of his beleaguered forces in Kut.
The most extravagant estimates were made ofthe Turkish
power. The Staff actually asserted that 300,000 Turks

• Fourteen complete divisions as well as numbers of drafts, probably
nearly 300,000 men. The majority of these had been dispatched to other
destinations by June.
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might be launched against the canal in February 1916,

now that German enterprise had extended the railway

southwards to Beersheba on the edge of the desert. In

point of fact the Turks never found it possible to feed

adequately one-sixth of that number of combatants in

their defensive lines in the south of Palestine the next

year. Still, assuming this nervousness, a concentration in

Egypt was admirably adapted for the ‘Imperial Strategic

reserve’.* At first a singular division ofauthority existed.

Maxwell was responsible for governing Egypt and for the

western frontier; Sir Archibald Murray^ for the canal

defences with the greater mass of the troops; whilst the

War Office maintained direct control over the Levant
base, to co-ordinate the transport and supply for the

various expeditionary forces fed from the Delta. By March,
however, Murray had succeeded to sole power.
The area immediately east of the canal had by now

been converted into an immense fortified system, partly

constructed by the forced labour ofEgyptians. But with its

completion the role of Murray’s forces began gradually,

almost imperceptibly, to change from that ofdefenders of

Egypt to that ofinvaders of Palestine. It became increas-

ingly clear that the Turks could not mass any great force

against Egypt. Although they were known to have large

reserves in Thrace, the heavyblowwhich theyhad suffered

by the invasion of Armenia and capture of Erzerum by
the Russians (February 15) was likely to swallow up any
available reinforcements. At this very moment Murray
was already proposing to sweep the frontier across the

desert by establishing an ‘active defence’ round El Arish.®

The advance kept pace with the progress of its two

‘ The expression of Sir W. Robertson, the new Chief of the Imperial

General Staff. For his instructions to Murray, see Militmy Operations:

Palestine, vol i, p. too.

^ He had also a power of supervision over Salonika until the autocratic

Gen. Sarrail shook himself completely free.

3 See his able paper quoted in Military Operations: Palestine, i. 170. £1
Arish, where there is abundant water, b about twenty-five miles south-west

of the Palestine frontier.
'

3596 A a
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indispensable auxiliaries, a railway and a pipe-line,

conveying the water ofthe Nile. Our last purely defensive

action was that fought at Ro^iani some twenty miles east

of the canal in August. Von Kressenstein made an

imprudent attack with a mere 16,000 men, in the repulse

ofwhich he lost nearly half. His defeat delivered the desert

into the power ofthe British. The Anzac mounted troops,

thoroughly in their element, scoured the whole area.

The enemy was overthrown and dispersed in many
minor engagements. El Arish fell on December 2 ist; and

the Sinai Peninsula had been wholly cleared. A consider-

able army was standing before the gate ofSyria. Murray,

now affecting the proconsul rather than the soldier in the

elaborate state of his head-quarters in Cairo, had every

cause for satisfaction. The army was bound to its base

by a triple chain, the railway, the pipe-line, and even an

odd kind of road;* the desert, if not blossoming like the

rose, pullulated with the vast semi-permanent parapher-

nalia ofmodern armies. The elaborate precautions taken

for the success of the defence seemed to invite a change

ofplan towards an offensive.

It so happened that this opportunity or temptation

coincided with the advent ofLloyd George to power, for

the War Cabinet came into existence on December 9th,

1916. The new Premier had a position of uncontrolled

and centralized power, only rivalled in modern English

history by that held by Cromwell and Chatham. The
military situation was dark. The enormous sacrifices of

the Somme had apparently been brought to no effect by
the winter mud. The German strategic reserve had over-

thrown the Rumanians. The arrogant peace-offer of the

Central Powers sorely needed an Allied reply in the shape

ofsome tangible success in order to prove that the enemy’s

assumption ofa ‘victorious defensive’ was unjustified. It

must not be supposed, however, that Lloyd George at this

moment was se^ng a decisive ‘way round’, or hoping to

‘ Consisting ofpegged-down strips ofwire-netting to make a surface prac-

ticable for motors.
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win the war in Palestine. Murray was clearly informed

that his ‘primary mission remains unchanged, that is to

say, it is the defence ofEgypi’.* But he was urged to make
his ‘maximum possible effort during the winter’.* The
main objectwas really political, to obtain such a success as

‘would look well in the Gazette’, as Dundas used to urge

on Pitt. The fall of the Holy City would, it was thought,

hearten our allies and impress the world. Any advance

into southern Palestine might induce more Arabs to

rebel against the Turk, and if pushed to the Hejaz

railway, might prove decisive in favour of Hussein’s in-

dependence.

Murray cautiously replied that he required two more
divisions for a serious offensive, but though recognizing

that no such reinforcement could reach him at present,

undertook to do what he could.

The greatest naval power in the world elected by a
curious paradox to take the narrow land-route into Pales-

tine (although this involved a frontal attack upon Gaza)
which Napoleon had been driven to use only because of

the destruction ofhis fleet. The transference ofthe expedi-

tion by sea, even if practicable, would now have been
beyond our powers in view of our already enormous and
most perilous commitments.

At first all went well; the frontier was crossed and Rafah
occupied after a brilliant little fight (January 9, 1917),
in which 1,400 prisoners were captured for less than 500
casualties. By March the army was situated in a pleasant

grassy land before Gaza. But Murray, far from receiving

reinforcements, had been obliged to part with one of his

divisions for the next campaign in France; and so he could

no longer expect to captureJerusalem, but merely to take

his part in that converging onslaught against the Central

Powers which was confidently expected to shatter them
that spring. His army was tied by its communications to

the neighbourhood ofthe coast. Iftherefore it was to deal

* Robertson to Murray, December 15, igi6, No. 26624.
‘ Ibid., December 12, igi6. No. 26289.
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a blow, it must be against Gaza, the historic gate ofentry

into Palestine.

Murray had one great asset in his cavalry, which, com-
posed mainly of Anzacs, was more numerous, better

mounted, and far superior in quality to his enemy’s, and
had before it an admirable manoeuvre ground. He could

also rely on a flanking and rearward fire from the navy
during the assault. On the other hand, surprise would be

difficult, for the enemy’s aircraft, mostiy German machines
well piloted, at the moment held superiority, and was able

constantly to reconnoitre the position of our troops. The
attack on Gaza was launched on March 26th. It had been
admirably planned by Sir G. Dobell, who commanded
the Palestine force. Murray had moved from Cairo to El

Arish, which he called his advanced head-quarters, a
mere fifty miles from the scene of action. The intention

was for the cavalry, under Chetwode’s command, to throw

a wide net round the town from the east and north, with

one infantry division lying ready to protect the eastern

flank against enemy reinforcements. This done, another

division (53rd) was to assault the ridge of Ali Muntar,
protecting Gaza from the south, and having won that

commanding eminence to rush the town. The Turkish
garrison amounted to less than 4,000 men, but was con-

cealed and protected, not only by the houses, but by the

circumjacent olive-yards and bristling hedges ofcactus.

A dense sea-fog at dawn somewhat hindered these

sweeping movements over unfamiliar country, but by
noon the cavalry cordon had been successfully drawn right

across to the sea.

The 53rd division had a desperate day, its advance being
delayed for hours by unco-ordinated staffwork (for while

Murray’s enormous establishment at Cairo was the envy
of soldiers and the butt of civilians, Dobell had been
allowed barely half the normal number of staff officers

for such a big command to plan his battle) . Yet at night-

fall they had finally driven the Turks through all the

gardens and hedges into the town itself, and the morrow
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seemed to contain a certain promise of complete victory.

For the Anzacs on their part had also broken widely into

the northern suburbs. j

Now, time lost in war is seldom retrieved. The reports

ofthe progress of the 53rd division were naturally slow in

reaching Head-quarters. The Turkish messages picked up
in Cairo, decoded instantly (as we possessed the enemy’s

cipher), and telephoned to Rafah, were by some culpable

muddle held up there for several hours. And so it came
about that at this very hour of sunset, when the garrison

was in utter despair, the mounted troops were withdrawn,

and so a wide gap was left open, beyond anything the

enemy could have hoped, for Turkish reinforcements.

Chetwode was on the field and might have shown more
vigour of personal investigation, but on the information

before him the decision can be justified. He believed the

infantry attack to have failed; there was httle or no water

for his horses; three Turkish divisions might attack him
at dawn and drive him into the enclosed and hostile en-

virons of Gaza, where his cavalry would be useless.

The retreat by night brought confusion. The whole of

that hard-won ridge south of Gaza was abandoned by
mistake, reoccupied at dawn, then recaptured by new
Turkish troops. The British forces, exhausted and tor-

mented by thirst, were withdrawn some six miles to the

great ravine, the Wadi-Ghazze.
Murray’s confidential report on the battle was more

misleading than the communiques commonly issued in

London for general consumption. Even the official his-

torian allows a note of discreet and muffled censure to

creep into his narrative. Murray was hoist with his own
petard. For Robertson, naturally believing him to have
won a great victory, with casualties less than halfofthose

inflicted (actually they were nearly double),* immediately
ordered him to capture Jerusalem. Murray temporized,

with a not unreasonable request for more heavy artillery,

‘ Murray estimated Lis casualties at 3,500 and the Turkish at least 8,000.

The actual numbers were 4,000 to 3,450.
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but could scarcely admit an inability to do anything.

Consequently, within three weeks, he staged a second

battle ofGaza in far more unfavourable circumstances. It

is true that a French warship was available to bombard
the coast; there were a few tanks and some gas shells (the

last-named proving so ineflFective that the Turks were in

doubt whether they had been used). These were but

straws in the balance against the necessity of attacking

frontally a strong commanding prepared position, with

insufficient artillery, and an infantry force little superior

to its stubborn and confident defenders. The role of the

cavalry was unambitiously restricted to forming a defen-

sive right flank. The three infantry divisions were there-

fore set an impossible task, and spent the whole day in

being slaughtered without avail on the southern slopes of

the bare ridge ofAli Muntar. The repulse was complete,

and our casualties more than threefold those of the Turk.*

The first battle was a daring venture, robbed of success

only by faults in execution. The second was quite unjusti-

fiable. No urgent reasons, military or political, com-
manded an immediate attack. Time and patience, as

events were to show, would make it easy to turn the Turk-
ish flank by way of Beersheba. Though Murray acted

under the orders of the Home Government, it is difficult

to believe that those orders would have been given had the
facts been put clearly before them. Though responsibility

is divided, Murray must bear the heavier share for his lack
ofcandour. His recall inJune was just and wise; and the
choice of Allenby as his successor even happier than the
expectations ofthose who made it.

* 6,400 against 2,000.
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ATTEMPTS TO I^EGOTIATE PEACE
1916-1917

I

Modern war resembles the infernal gods of Greece of

whom it was written ‘they are better at catching than

at letting go’.^ When the life of nations is so profoundly

affected and transformed, when the vast sacrifices arouse

the bitterest hatreds and demand the fulfilment of great

expectations, the efforts of kings and statesmen, even

if sincere, can avail little against the floods let loose.

Inasmuch as war is not now waged for limited objects,

nothing but absolute victory seems ajustification for break-

ing it off; and until it has been gained a compromised

peace is regarded as an unwarranted defeat by all the belli-

gerents. It follows inevitably that the pacific influence of

neutrals, never very great, was by this time, in the greatest

of all wars, reduced almost to nothing. Each belligerent,

confident of being in the right, regarded neutrality as

a denial of moral principles, adopted merely for selfish

interests.

The only great neutral Power, America, was parti-

cularly open to these shafts. The Central Powers pointed

to the loans and ammunition which flowed across the

Atlantic as a proof ofher cautious malevolence. The En-
tente considered her hypocrisy to be patent because she

had refused to protest against the violation ofBelgium, and
her honour to be compromised by her acceptance of the

sinking of the Lusitania without an immediate declara-

tion ofwar. President Wilson was widely accepted as the

embodiment and director ofthis sordid ideal. No phrase

was quoted with more contemptuous bitterness than his

statement that the American people ‘were too proud to

fight*. Nevertheless the President,who had been anxiously

I oI KcScTu OeoI Xo^sTv &|J[€{vous eIcHv peOiIvoci.

—

Euripides.
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watching since the beginning for an opportunity, made
two determined attempts to secure peace in 1916, one

secret and one public.

The former was initiated by the dispatch of Colonel

House to Europe in January 1916. The Colonel is per-

haps the most remarkable unofficial diplomatist ofmodem
times. He held no office. He was responsible only to the

President and his own conscience, but it was recognized

in every capital that he visited that his power far exceeded

that ofthe resident ambassador. Wilson was a cold, secret,

autocratic man; he gave his confidence to no other man.
But to House he gave more than confidence. He not only

handed him decisions and plans for criticism; he en-

couraged him also to analyse and mould his own unformed
ideas. A comparison of the President’s speeches with

House’s rough drafts shows the extraordinary extent of

the man’s influence. No one kept secrets better than

House, and no man extracted so many out of war-time

Europe. He combined great directness of speech with a
peculiarly winning manner, and did his business best at

meals or in the smoking-room.

His mission was to bring about, if possible, the armed
mediation of America. The President believed that the

war had now reached a deadlock, which might be pro-

longed indefinitely. So interminable a struggle would put
the whole of civilization in danger. Wilson therefore re-

garded himself as a mediator on behalfofhumanity. His

sympathies, though restrained and qualified, had always
been on the side ofthe Allies. He expected that his media-
tion would be rejected by the Central Powers, but hoped
it would be accepted by the Entente. In that event

America would throw in her lot with the latter and en-

force a just peace. Consequently House’s visit to Berlin

did no more than explore the ground, and no indication

was given as to the President’s actual proposals. The atti-

tude ofEngland was regarded as decisive: she alone could

exercise the required pressure on the other members of

the Alliance, and House put more trust in his intimate
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friend Grey’' than in any other European statesman. House
laid his cards on the table before the War Committee. He
gave, on behalfofthe President, a virtual promise that, if

the terms which he outlined were accepted by the Entente

and rejected by the Central Powers, America would enter

the war. The most important conditions were the restora-

tion ofBelgium and Serbia, the cession ofAlsace-Lorraine

to France and ofConstantinople to Russia, with the forma-

tion ofan independent Poland. Germany was to be com-
pensated by colonial acquisitions. Competitive arma-
ments were to be abolished, and guarantees secured

against military aggression.

Grey communicated these terms to Briand through the

French ambassador, but they were neither recommended
to the Allies nor approved by the»War Committee. The
latter were still confident of a complete victory, which
alone, in their opinion, could destroy ‘Prussian militar-

ism’. They were fortified in this view by the opposition

of Page, the American ambassador in London, to the

House plan. America it was thought would soon be com-
pelled to join the Allies without conditions. Her military

power was then rated very low. It seemed unjust that an
overdue action, taken in her own interest, which could not

affect the general situation materially for at least a year,

should thus tie the hands ofthe Allies. They had borne the

burden and heat ofthe day, and intended to remain free.

Finally, Grey’s personal view, characteristic of his chival-

rous nature, was that Great Britain, whose sacrifice had as

yet been comparatively small, could not honourably take

the initiative in recommending peace to her Allies.

Germany would obviously have rejected the proposed
conditions with scorn, for she was still hoping to control

Belgium and to annex the mining districts of north-east

France. The American proposal did not exactly lapse, as

it was understood that the Allies could take it up again,

though they were warned that America would not come

‘ House was allowed the use of the Foreign Office cipher, and is said to

be the only foreigner who has been given this privilege.
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into the war to save them from imminent defeat. Grey
himself looked upon it more kindly, with the eye of dis-

illusionment, in November igi6
,
and prepared a memo-

randum for his colleagues. Lansdowne at the same time

prepared a Cabinet memorandum in favour of a peace of

compromise, expressing much the same view as in his

famous letter to the Daily Telegraph a year later, shortly

to be described. But the overthrow of the Cabinet inter-

vened. The increased willingness ofsome ofhis colleagues

to negotiate was indeed one of Lloyd George’s principal

reasons for securing power. He became the public cham-
pion ofthe ‘knock-out blow’.*

The stage therefore was not well set for Wilson’s second

attempt, though he spoke with the immense authority ofa

President just re-elected to a second period of office. Any
faint chances of usefulness which it might still have

possessed had already been destroyed by the publication,

a week previously, of a peace offer by the Central Powers
(December 12). The German Chancellor knew that a

date was being considered by Wilson, but he got tired of

waiting for it. The momentseemed propitious. The ‘war-

map’, indeed, was better than ever, for Bucharest had just

been taken; although, as we have seen, the military and
economic situation had never been so bad. The German
move therefore was intended to conciliate two opposing

types ofopinion. Moderate men like Helfferich, the Sec-

retary of State, who originally suggested it, believed that

publication would gather together and hearten all similar

elements in enemy countries, and would stir up a de-

mand which could not be denied. On the other hand the

military and Pan-German party saw in it either an oppor-
tunity to divide their enemies and to secure a separate

peace, or, in the more probable event of its rejection, the

justification for immediately beginning an unrestricted

submarine war. Speed and victory were inseparable.

Only the U-boats could provide them both in certain

combination.

* See pp. 398-4*
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The wording of the note made it perfectly clear which
party had won. Couched in terms of magnanimous yet

threatening condescension, ,it emphasized ‘the indestruc-

tible strength’ ofGermany and her allies in their victorious

defensive. While proposing negotiations, it omitted to out-

line conditions even in the most general way. This had
been contrary to the Austrian wish. As a matter of fact

the war-aims ofthe two opposing groups were so unrecon-

cilably opposed that any statement by the Central Powers
would have been denounced by the Entente as unrepen-

tant militarism. The only effective way of embarrassing

their enemies would have been a simple, unqualified assur-

ance that Belgium would be restored and compensated.
Nothing would have been so well calculated to affect the

whole of Liberal opinion in England.
The advance, then, was a very clumsy one, and it was

summarily rejected by the Entente almost without dis-

cussion.

The President’s move (December 18) was almost

equally unwelcome to both belligerents—disclaiming any
office ofmediation, he proposed that‘soundings be taken’.

He pointed out that their intentions, as stated by them-
selves, were virtually the same, and suggested that each
side should publicly and authoritatively state the precise

objects which the security of their peoples demanded.
This, as we saw, was the very point which Germany was
resolute in refusing. Hence any further negotiation could

be regarded only as a waste ofmost precious time.

Public opinion in the Entente was exceedingly unfavour-
able. In spite ofWilson’s disclaimer, most people believed

in a connexion between two proposals launched within

a week. The statement that the objects ofboth sides were
virtually the same aroused, as House had predicted, the

keenestindignation. TheForeign Office withheld publica-
tion forsome hours in order toinfluence theLondon editors

towards moderation ofcomment.
But the Allied statesmen had the courage of their con-

victions. They returned an answer to Wilson giving their
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war-aims in one of the most interesting and important

diplomatic documents ofthe war. Their terms were stated

to imply ‘necessarily and fi^t of all, the restoration of

Belgium, Serbia, and Montenegro, with the compensa-

tion due to them; the evacuation ofthe invaded territories

in France, in Russia, in Rumania, withjust reparation; the

reorganization of Europe guaranteed by a stable regime

and based at once on respect for nationalities, and on the

right to full security and liberty ofeconomic development

possessed by all peoples, small and great; and, at the same
time, upon territorial conventions and international settle-

ments such as to guarantee land and sea frontiers against

unjustified attack; the restoration of provinces formerly

torn from the Allies by force or against the wish oftheir in-

habitants; the liberation ofthe Italians, as also ofthe Slavs,

Rumanians, and Czechoslovaks from foreign domination;

the setting free of the populations subject to the bloody

tyranny of the Turks; and the turning out of Europe of

the Ottoman Empire as decidedly foreign to Western

Civilization.’

The manifesto is obviously inspired by an unshakable

confidence in complete victory. Within the veil of ideal-

istic language, it contains nearly all the principles em-
bodied in the peace treaties. No direct specific reference

is made to Alsace-Lorraine, doubtless in deference to Eng-
lish opinion, which would not have been prepared at that

time to see its return to France stated as a sine qua non of

peace. The independence ofPoland is completely slurred

over in order to conciliate Russia. The language dealing

with the Austro-Hungarian Empire naturally suggests its

complete disruption, though formally consistent with its

reorganization as a federal state. Any reference to the

German colonies is deliberately omitted. The Central

Powers were confirmed in their beliefthat a ‘war ofanni-
hilation’ wasbeingruthlesslypursued againstthem, and the
way was thus prepared for public opinion to welcome un-

restricted submarine warfare. Wilson was not impressed

by the note, which he described to House as ‘bluff’. In
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fact it had the curious effect ofimproving American rela-

tions with Germany at the very moment when a rupture

seemed imminent. »

In the same note which communicated the decision of

the German Government to begin the submarine block-

ade, Bernstorff, the ambassador at Washington, privately

informed the President ofthe German peace terms. They
included restoration ofBelgium ‘under special guarantees

for the safety ofGermany’: restitution ofoccupied French
territory ‘under reservation of strategical and economic
changes of the frontier and financial compensations’.

France was to receive the small portion of upper Alsace

still occupied by her troops. In the east Germany and
Poland were to receive a frontier to protect them eco-

nomically and strategically against*Russia. Colonies were
to be returned, German firms and individuals to be com-
pensated for war damage, and the freedom of the seas to

be established.

The result ofthese parleys proved that the two sides were
poles apart.

II

A curious page of ‘secret diplomacy’ now followed,

which might have been torn out ofan eighteenth-century

dynastic book. The young Emperor Karl had declared on
his accession tliat he would bring peace to his subjects as

speedily as possible. He lostno time about it. His brother-

in-law, Prince Sixtifs ofBourbon, * was serving in the Bel-

gian army, owing to the good offices ofKarl himself, who
had chivalrously obtained permission for him to leave

Austria at the outbreak of war. He had influential rela-

tionships in France and was encouraged to sound the

French President. Karl informed his Foreign Minister,

Czemin, ofwhat was in train, knowing that the latter was
passionately desirous of peace. He seems, however, to

have acted with some duplicity. Czernin believed that the

' He was descended from the Parma Bourbons, who lost their Duchy in

the reunion with Italy in 1859, ^ Bourbon he was debarred by law from
serving in the French army.
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object of the negotiations was to secure a general peace

for the Central Powers. But Karl was aiming at a separate

peace for Austria, hoping thereby to preserve his empire

practically intact.

The terms demanded by Poincare were the restora-

tion to France ofAlsace-Lorraine with the frontier of 1 8
1
4,*

the restoration ofBelgium and Serbia, the latter acquiring

a port on the Adriatic, and the cession of Constantinople

to Russia. Karl replied on March 20th, 1 91 7, in an auto-

graph letter to his brother-in-law, in which he promised

‘to support, by all means and by the use ofall my personal

influence with our allies, thejust French claims to Alsace-

Lorraine’. His only reservation was on the question of

Constantinople, whereon he suspended judgement until

a legal government had been established in Russia.

So far the affair had been known only to Poincare and
Ribot, now Premier. Its progress was so promising that

it was divulged first to Lloyd George, with whose long-

cherished wish ofdetaching Austria it harmonized exactly.

King Alfonso of Spain also joined in recommending the

plan. But no definite step could be taken without bearding

the lion in the way, Italy. This Power was a signatory to

the Pact ofLondon by which the great Entente Powers had
pledged themselves never to conclude a separate peace.*

It so happened that a meeting of British, French, and
Italian statesmen was fixed on April i8th at Saint-Jean

de Maurienne for the purpose of candng up Asia Minor
between them. Sonnino, the astute and stubborn Italian

Foreign Minister, held stoutly to the terms of the Treaty
ofLondon. He said frankly that Italy had entered the war
to destroy Austria as a great Power, and could not be
expected to support her. It was in vain that suggestions

were made that Italy might exchange Somaliland or her

• This meant the inclusion of the Saar territory and Landau in France.
France had just (February 1917) concluded a secret treaty with Russia,

unknown to England, by which she was to receive this frontier, and an in-

dependent buffer-state was to be set up on the left bank of the Rhine.
* Russia was abo a partner, but was not informed of the proposal. Pre-

sumably the provbional government was not thought trustworthy.
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interest in Smyrna for a full satisfaction ofher guaranteed

claims on the Trentino, Tyrol, and Istria. Karl had been

ready enough to barter Gemian territory, but could not be

induced to concede the Italian demands. Though ready

to make a separate peace, he could not bring himself to

declare war upon Germany and take Silesia in compensa-

tion, a suggestion which was apparently made by France.

Meanwhile Czernin, who had no idea of the extent to

which his Emperor had committed himselfin writing, was
paving the way for an understanding with Germany. He
arranged a meeting between the Kaiser and Karl, having

primed the latter with a memorandum in which the posi-

tion of the Central Powers was painted in the blackest

colours. It asserted that another winter-campaign was
absolutely impossible for Austria, jvho was at the end of

her strength, and hinted that conditions in Germany were
little better. As a conclusion it stated that peace must be

procured before the autumn even at heavy sacrifices, or

it might be anticipated that the monarchs would be swept

away by a wave of revolution. Czernin’s object was to

induce Germany to cede Alsace-Lorraine, in which event

Austria would hand over Galicia to a Polish kingdom con-

trolled by Germany. * He hoped that Austria might obtain
some compensation in Rumania. Czernin has stated that

he never believed in the possibility ofa separate peace, and
his faithfulness to the Alliance has received testimonials

from both Hindenburg and LudendorfF. But there is

reason to believe that he would have been ready to con-

clude one ifGermanyhad definitely refused to cede Alsace-

Lorraine, and ifthe Entente had been ready to guarantee

the integrity ofthe Austrian Empire.^

That Germany should ever give up these provinces

except under the goad of a final defeat was unthinkable.

‘ Karl, on the other hand, had theeSronteryat this meeting to press on the

Kaiser the so-called ‘Austro-Folish Solution’, which meant that the Polish

Kingdom set up by the Central Powers on November 5, igi6, should be
united with Galicia under an Austrian archduke.

* See his memorandum of May g handed to Poincar6 by Sixtus. The
text is given in Mermeix, Les Negoeialions secriks (1921), pp. 86-7.
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They were the symbol of blood shed in common by all

Germans to cement the Empire. ‘The Reich’, as Delbrtick

had said, ‘would grow out of the Reichsland.’* At the

moment the danger of defeat was receding. The attacks

in the west were beaten off, Russia was quiescent, while

the U-boats in April sank the unprecedented total ofnearly
a million tons ofshipping.

The German Government therefore looked unfavour-

ably on Prince Sixtus’s activities. The Emperor Karl’s

compromising letters remained entirely secret until April

1918, when their existence and contents were revealed

to the world by Glemenceau, the French Premier. Karl
was reduced to the degrading expedient of denying their

authenticity through Czernin’s reluctant mouth; he had
promised only to support the French claims ‘if they were
just, which they are not’. As his brother-in-law was
exonerated, the world was asked to believe that Poincare

had been guilty ofa fabrication. Karl was in the unfortu-

nate position of a liar whom nobody believed. No doubt
was felt in German military circles that he was false to the

Alliance, and would get out of it ifhe could.

Ill

The Gzernin memorandum, though abortive in its in-

tended result, was not without an important sequel. Erz-

berger, a busy and ambitious leader of the Centre party
of the Reichstag, himself a strong Catholic, was intimate

with the ladies at the court of Karl’s Empress, Zita. By
some means he procured a copy of the memorandum,
with which he was deeply impressed. He imparted a
general summary ofits contents to a secret meeting ofhis
committee at Frankfurt: doubtless he acted from patriotic

motives, though not unwilling to embarrass the Kaiser,

who had always treated him with rudeness, and vulgarly

recalled his humble origin by the nickname ‘Postman’. He
also probablyknew that theviews ofthe Grown Prince and

* This was the name officially given to the two provinces after their in-

corporation in the German Empire in 1871.
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of Rupprecht of Bavaria coincided with his own. The
former wrote a letter to his father in July in which he

expressed himself in much the same terms as Gzernin.

Among the phrases were these TfGermany does not obtain

peace before the end ofthe year, the danger ofa revolution

will be imminent The hopes founded on the submarine

warfare are groundless. . . . We must renounce all annexa-

tions even in the East, and start negotiations with our

enemies.’ In thus attacking the aims of the Supreme
Gommand, Erzberger was influenced by what Hoffmann
(Ghief-of-Staff in the East) had told him of the effect of

Russian propaganda upon German moral. He was also

aware that the naval calculations upon the effect of the

submarine campaign had been completely falsified. Any
time-limit for British endurance had been abandoned and
it was assumed that the war must last over the next winter.

Finally, he knew that the Pope was contemplating media-

tion, and hoped to prepare his way. Gonsequently the

Reichstag was induced to vote onJuly i gth, 1917, the cele-

brated Peace Resolution, which emphasized the defensive

character ofthe war and called for a peace ‘ofunderstand-

ing and the permanent reconciliation ofthe peoples with-

out forcible acquisitions ofterritory and without political

economic or financial measures ofcoercion’.* This phrase

recalled one ofWilson’s speeches (January 1917) in which

he envisaged ‘a peace without victory’. It resembled the

peace ‘without annexations and indemnities’ of the Rus-

sian revolutionists, and the adoption ofsuch similar terms

by the Reichstag hastened the growing dissolution of the

Russian army. Otherwise its results were far from fortu-

nate for Germany. Erzberger and his friend desired the

dismissal of Bethmann-Hollweg, but hoped to set up
Billow in his stead, whom they believed clever and
powerful enough to conclude a speedy peace.

But the military party, even before the voting of the

' The resolution went on to condemn economic blockades; it demanded
the ‘freedom ofthe seas’ and expressed a willingness to promote the organiza-

tion of international law.

3596 B 5
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resolution, had put in an obscure Prussian bureaucrat

named Michaelis. The new Chancellor contented himself

with accepting the Peace Resolution ‘as I understand it’,

thereby underlining its ambiguity ofwording. Even Erz-

berger, its author, had confided to Prince Max of Baden
that with it he expected to get Briey and Longwy at the

Congress-table. And the Kaiser went so far as to deride

it before a meeting of the party leaders; pretending to

believe that they had asked for a ‘guaranteed peace’, he

said ‘Guarantee is a splendid word, it means taking money,

raw materials, metals and oil from the enemy and putting

them into our own pockets’: ‘the war,’ he continued,

‘would be over in two or three months, as all English ships

had been driven from the sea. Germany would make a

close agreement with France, and finally all Europe under
myleadership would begin the real war against England

—

the Second Punic War.’ This speech did the Kaiser enor-

mous harm, and was one ofthe principal steps on his road

to abdication. He had flattered himself at the time that

he had avoided a step towards parliamentary control;*

actually he became the prisoner of Ludendorff and
henceforth counted for less and less. Though the Reichs-

tag relapsed into insignificance, the union of the Centre,

the Progressives and the ‘Majority Socialists’ against the

Conservatives (who had still, however, the whole strength

of the military and nobility behind them), was a portent

of the changing order. ‘The foundation-stone was laid . .

.

of the middle-class German Republic.'^

Among Germany’s enemies the resolution, preceded as

it was by Erzberger’s gloomy forebodings, was hailed with

satisfaction as a proof of weakness. As Helfferich points

out, the language of British and French ministers imme-
diately became sharper and more confident.* A speech by

* One of the main reasons for his desire to get rid ofBethmann-HoUweg
was that the latter was pressing for the immediate establishment of equal
voting rights for all, classes in Prussia, which would have resulted in the

domination of the Socialists.

* Rosenberg, Birtk of the German Republic i8yz-igi8 (1931), p. 168.
* See K. Hdiferich, Der Weltkrieg (igig), pp. 464-5.
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Balfour set for the first time unqualified official approval

on the French claim to Alsace-Lorraine.

*IV

The papal move which immediately followed suflFered

in the Entente’s eyes, like Wilson’s December note, from
the conviction, this time well grounded, that it had been
prepared in consultation with the Central Powers. The
Vatican was very well informed abeut the situation in

Austria. Nothing could be a heavier blow to its diplomacy

than the collapse in revolution ofthe only great Power in

Europe still officially Catholic; for this might well involve

in its fall the equally devout populations ofsouthern Ger-

many. The example of Russia showed how seriously the

prolonged war was sapping the foundations ofreligion and
authority. The Papal Nuncio Pacelli sounded Bethmann-
Hollweg at the end ofJune, receiving private assurances

that Belgium would be restored, and that the Alsatian

question might be compromised ‘by mutual rectifications

offrontier’. The note, however, was not presented to the

Powers until August ist. It suggested methods by which
the rule oflaw could take the place offorce after the war.

As a basis ofpeace it put forward the renunciation ofin-

demnities and the restoration of occupied territory. Bel-

gium was in particular to receive restitution ‘with guaran-

tees ofher independence ageiinst every other Power’. With
regard to the other disputed questions, no concrete pro-

posals were made. They should be handled in a concilia-

tory spirit having regard to the desires of the populations

concerned. A special word of ambiguous sympathy was
given to Poland. The Vatican saw quite correctly that

the only chance ofpeace was to bring Great Britain and
Germany as closely into touch with each other as possible.

It thought that the dispatch sent to our representative at

the Vatican, Count de Salis, provided hope ofa rapproche-

menty inasmuch as specific reference was made to Belgium
alone.* In reality the Belgian question was regarded by

' ‘Though the Central Powera have admitted their guilt in r^aid to
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the British Government as only one among many ques-

tions; a careful reading ofthe whole text would have made
this clear, for the Pope was askpd to refer to the exhaustive

Allied answer to Wilson ofJanuary 1917. De Sails him-

selfwas careful to point this out. The British Government
did not really desire to carry matters any farther, partly

no doubt because Italy had been promised (by the Treaty

of London) that the Pope should take no part in a Peace

Conference. But Cardinal Gasparri, the Papal Secretary

ofState, took a copy ofthis dispatch, which was in fact the

only answer from Great Britain and France, and presented

it hopefully to Michaehs in such a way as to suggest a

definite advance towards negotiations.

In consequence, a Crown Council was held (September

I o) todecidethe German intentions withregard toBelgium.

The German Admiralty wanted the Flemish coast, and
Ludendorffwanted Liege, with a long military occupation

ofBelgium, but the Kaiser decided that these advantages

must be given up in return for compensation elsewhere.

The new Foreign Secretary, Kiihlmann, who knew Eng-
land well after spending several years in the London Em-
bassy, was in favour ofunconditional return, but refused

to make any public announcement. When pressed to do
so he replied: ‘Who told you that I want to sell this parti-

cular horse? He is the finest animal in my stable.’ He
meant to use Belgium as a trump card after negotiations

with the British Government had been begun; and in

September he made abortive attempts to gain contact

through the agency of the Spanish Minister in Brussels.

And so the German reply to the Pope was an entirely

featureless document, which merely referred His Holi-

ness back to the discredited Peace Resolution. The Reichs-

tag leaders must also share the responsibility for the omis-

sion of the declaration about Belgium. A Committee of

Seven had been set up, with representatives from each of

Belgium, they have never definitely intimated that they intend either to

restore her to her former state of entire independence, or to make good the

damage she has sufiTered’ (Balfour to de Sails, August 21, 1917).
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the principal parties, to advise the Chancellor on questions

offoreign policy. The answer was approved by the Com-
mittee in the form in which it was dispatched. Only the

Social Democrats wished for the reference to Belgium. The
omission was the more unwise as Asquith, now leader of

the Opposition, had publicly challenged in the House
of Commons the German Chancellor to make an un-

equivocal statement. Had he responded, the stock Ger-

man argument that Europe was being turned into a rub-

bish-heap to gratify the French lust for Alsace-Lorraine

would have sounded more plausible in English ears. Such

a response would also have prepared the ground for the

famous Lansdowne letter of November 29th,* which

created agreat sensation but had little effect. Itwas indeed

surprising that an ex-Foreign Ministerwho had negotiated

the Entente with France, who hadjoined with other Con-

servative leaders in pressing immediate British interven-

tion upon the Government two days before the violation

ofBelgium had taken place, should now plead for a nego-

tiated peace. But now, though he put the restoration of

Belgium in the foremost place he proposed that the British

Government should make it clear that the annihilation of

Germany, or the forcible imposition upon her ofany kind

of government, was not desired; and that the freedom of

the seas would be open to discussion. The core ofthe letter

is composed of these sentences: ‘We are not going to lose

this war, but its prolongation will spell ruin for the civilized

world. . . . What will be the value ofthe blessings ofpeace

to nations so exhausted that they can scarcely stretch out

an arm with which to grasp them ? In my belief, ifthe war
is to be brought to a close in time to avert a world-wide

catastrophe, it will be brought to a close because on both

sides the peoples of the countries involved realize that it

has already lasted too long.’ Lansdowne wrote as a dis-

illusioned Conservative who saw the old order falling

headlong into ruin. His words recall the prophetic

' It ,was published in the Daily Telegraph, having been refused by The

Times.
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remarks ofGrey at the moment when war broke out; ‘The
lamps are going out all over Europe, we shall not see them
lit again in our life-time’; and ‘It is the greatest step to-

wards Socialism that could possibly have been made. We
shall have Labour Governments in every country after

this.’^

Lansdowne was not the man to appeal successfully to

the peoples over the heads of their rulers. It was easy to

representhim as a worn-out aristocrat broken by the death

of his son in battle. Attempts made in Germany by Solf,

the Colonial Secretary, and Prince Max of Baden to ex-

ploit his letter fell on stony ground. The Russian armies

had broken up, and an armistice was about to be con-

cluded in the east. Italy was on her knees after the fright-

ful blow of Caporetto. The air was beginning to be alive

with rumours ofa great spring offensive in theWest, which
would finish the war victoriously for the Central Powers.

But the distinguishing mark of this, as opposed to the

preceding war-years, is that the filaments of negotiation,
however secret and frail, are never out of the hands of

statesmen. Apart from those already mentioned, attempts

were made by Lancken, the Head ofthe Political Depart-
ment in Brussels, to get into personal touch with Briand,
and twice again by Austria, whose agents prolonged inter-

views with representatives ofthe Entente until the begin-

ning of 1918.2

The fear lurking everywhere in the minds of the rulers

was ofrevolution through war-weariness. As Czernin had
put it, ‘the bow was being strung too tight’. The signal

of Russia was plain for the world to read. France herself

had suffered her mutinies. A large part of the Italian

army had been guilty ofwhat Gadorna bluntly described
as ‘naked treason’. Even the German fleet had been the

' Vise. Grey, Twmty-fioe Tears i8g2-igi6 (1928), vol. ii, pp. qo, 234.
* For the ^mand-Revertera negotiations authorized by French G.H.Q.,

see hlermeix, Les ^egodations secretes, N^othing authentic has been published
on the conversations in Switzerland between the South Airican General
Smuts, then a member of the War Cabinet and Count Mensdorfi^ formerly
Austrian ambassador in London.
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scene of a serious outbreak (July-August 1917) which is

described elsewhere.

The great International ^Socialist Conference at Stock-

holm in June 1917, for which German but not French or

British delegates w.ere given passports, showed by its pro-

ceedings how great had been the effect of the Russian

Revolution among the working classes of neutral coun-

tries. The internationalism ofLabour, whichhad received

so heavy a blow at the beginning of the war, was raising

its head again more powerfully than ever.



XXII

THE GREAT SUBMARINE CAMPAIGN AND
THE ENTRY OF AMERICA INTO THE WAR

I

The political and military situation at the end of 1916

has already been described. The reply of the Entente

to Wilson’s peace note naturally convinced the German
Chancellor Bethmann-Hollweg that the two sides stood

in absolute divergence, and that no prospect existed of

ending the war by negotiation. At the same time General

Head-quarters were equally clear that the war could not

be won by military action alone. The Chancellor was
categorically informed of this conviction.

It was inevitable that the naval and military authori-

ties should again press with the utmost vehemence for the

adoption of a ruthless submarine war, which the Chan-
cellor had so energetically and successfully combated in

February 1916. This time Bethmann-Hollweg surren-

dered, though with the deepest forebodings and search-

ing of heart. The evidence given before the Committee
of Inquiry after the war reveals in the fullest and most
interesting way the arguments brought forward and the

motives actuating those who were responsible for this most
fatal decision. * Feeling in Germany had been whipped up
to such a pitch ofintensity that the decision was practically

inevitable. Its consequences were bound to be a matter
ofspeculation, and it was generally agreed that Germany
was playing her last card. Tf’, said Helfferich, the Secre-

tary of State, ‘it is not trumps, Germany is lost for cen-

turies.’ Moreover, it was urged that the decision could not
possibly be postponed since the detailed memoranda
brought forward insisted that barely sufficient time re-

mained to bring England to her knees before the next

' Sec Official Centum Documents relating to the World War, vols. i and ii, pub-
lished by the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace.
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harvest. Consequently it would have been considered

impossible to refrain in the hope ofan imminent Russian

revolution, though, curiou^y enough, such a possibility

occupies a most fleeting and subservient place in the

discussions.

The problems involved were of transcendent impor-
tance. First and foremost, could an unrestricted war upon
commerce be expected to force Great Britain to make
peace after a maximum period of six months? Secondly,

would war with the United States result? Thirdly, if so

what would be its consequences for Germany? The case

of the German Admiralty was presented in a long and
detailed memorandum, which sought to show statistically

that a success was mathematically certain.* It reckoned

that out of a British total of soms 20,000,000 tons only

8.500.000 remained for cargo-space after deduction for

military and other allied requirements. An outside figure

of 2,000,000 might be added for neutral shipping. If the

monthly sinkings were placed at the conservative figure of

600.000 tons, then after five months Great Britain would
have lost 39 per cent, of her available total.* Moreover,
owing to the failure ofthe American harvest in 1916 it was
calculated that the proportion of wheat imported into

Great Britain from that continentwould dropfrom 92 to 64
per cent, ofthe total required. The remainder would have
tocomefrom the far-distant sources ofIndia,Australia, and
Argentine. Consequently the number of ships employed
in the wheat trade during 1917 might be reckoned at least

as double that of the preceding year. In addition it was
anticipated that the submarines would almost entirely cut

off the supplies of butter and fats from Denmark and

‘ This memorandum was afterwards criticized on the ground that it was
almost entirely the work of financiers, and that no economist or representa-

tive of Germany’s ocean trade had any share in it. Ballin, for example,

Germany’s greatest ship-owner, was not consulted.

^ The percentage is reckoned on the assumption that owing to repairs, &c.,

the entire mercantile marine would never be capable of being employed at

any given time. In fact about 100,000 tons ofBritish shipping were damaged
monthly by submarines. The average time for repairs was five months.
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Holland, which normally amounted to at least 50 per cent,

ofthe total British consumption. All these things taken in

conjunction with the assumed impossibility of any serious

remedial counter-measures appeared to the German
Admiralty to furnish conclusive proof that Great Britain

would be incapable ofwaging war after August ist, 1917,

as an extreme date. The claim was never officially made
that she would be starved out by then, but that she would

be forced to recognize her position as hopeless. It will be

seen shortly how very nearly this prediction was fulfilled.

The mistake ofthe German Admiralty did not lie in over-

estimating the achievements ofthe submarines, for in fact

the computed monthly average of destruction was (after

February) consistently and sometimes greatly exceeded

during the six-monthsf period. Moreover, the toll exacted

of the U-boats was for some time lighter than was

expected, and barely a quarter of the rate of new
production. It lay in under-estimating the determina-

tion of the British people and the possibilities of pro-

tection, organization and adjustment which existed with

regard to tonnage and supplies. Neither the Chan-
cellor nor his principal economic adviser Helfferich was
convinced of the infallibility of this statistical demonstra-

tion. In particular they agreed that no exact tinie-limit

could reasonably be given for the destruction of the war-

will of their principal adversary. Yet they could see no
other possibility of achieving a reasonable peace. Beth-

mann-Hollweg had indeed for long nourished the secret

conviction that Germany could expect no better issue than

to end the war with undiminished territory. If the En-
tente had ever been so reduced as to offer peace on such

terms he would certainly have done his best to gain accep-

tance. Yet in spite of this it was only the brutal insistence

of the combined naval and military chiefs which forced

him to consent to this desperate throw. An intimate friend

has related that on the evening after the decision was
taken he found the Chancellor in a state ofutter collapse,

declaring that he had signed the ruin of Germany. Only
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his extreme conscientiousness prevented him from a

resignation which would have been welcomed by the

protagonists of the plan; for he felt that to leave office

at such a crisis would have seriously weakened the faith

of the German people in the possibility of success.

II

As regards America, Bernstorff, who had served his

country at Washington with great ability and candour,

under tremendous difficulties, had consistendy reported

that she would declare war and that her resources were
inexhaustible. The peril seemed to him so vast that he put
Germany’s only hope in the acceptance of a peace medi-

ated by Wilson. This no doubt was impossible, given the

state of public opinion at home, of which he was very

imperfecdy informed.

The risk ofwar was, however, fully accepted, when the

decision was made to begin unrestricted war against com-
merce on February ist. A faint hope was indeed enter-

tained, and was encouraged by Gerard, the American
ambassador at Berlin, that the President would confine

himself to a diplomatic rupture. But in any event it was
natural that neither the soldiers nor sailors attached any
serious importance to the entry ofthe United States, since

theypinned their faith to the five or six months’ time-limit.

Within that space it was manifestly impossible for a nation

still so unprepared, still menaced with a war in Mexico,

to weight the European balance appreciably against the

Central Powers. For the Chancellor so easy and definite

a forecast was impossible. Yet he also failed entirely to

envisage the possibility ofany great military effort. There
would doubtless be a considerable increase in the number
of American volunteers serving with the Allied armies.^

Perhaps shipping might be found to transport at grave

risk a contingent of 100,000 men to France. The Ameri-

can navy might be expected to send some cruisers and
light craft to European waters. Such were the delusive

' Their number was estimated at about s8,ooo at the beginning of 1917.
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forecasts recorded in the memoranda and discussions of

January 1917.^

On February ist Germany proclaimed all the ap-

proaches to the British Isles^ the western coast of France,

and the Mediterranean to be in a state of blockade, and
expressed her intention ofsinking at sight any vessel ofany

description found within the prohibited waters.

Bernstorffimmediately received his passports, but Wil-

son waited to declare war until ‘an overt act’ had taken

place. At first it seemed as though he would not take the

plunge. Congress was so unwilling as to refuse himpower
to arm merchantmen, which step he consequendy took

in virtue of his executive authority. In March, however,

events moved rapidly. During that month five American
vessels were sunk with loss of life. More important still,

the British Admiralty decoded a cipher message from the

German Foreign Office to Mexico offering an alliance,

and engaging to restore Texas, New Mexico, and Arizona,

which had been conquered by the United States in the

middle of the nineteenth century. Mexico was further

requested to get into touch with Japan in order to

secure her adhesion as well. The publication of this

imprudence turned the hearts of the southern and
western states bitterly against Germany, to whom they

had hitherto been indifferent or in some instances mildly

favourable.

On April and the President came to the Capitol and
demanded war with Germany. With the grave and
measured eloquence of which he was so consummate a

master he said: ‘To such a task we can dedicate our lives

and our fortunes, everything that we are and everything

that we have, with the pride of those who know that the

day has come when America is privileged to spend her

blood and her might for the principles that gave her birth

* The question of Holland and Denmark also entering the war was con-

sidered. That they would do so was considered possible rather than pro-

bable. Ludendorff engaged that he could transfer sufficient troops from

Rumania to deal with them.
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and happiness and the peace which she has treasured. God
helping her, she can do no other.’

Thus the United States entered the war pledged to use

‘force to the uttermost, force without stint or limit’.

Ill

For some months before February ist, 1917, the British

Government had been exceedingly uneasy at the depreda-

tions of the submarines. Though they had been moder-
ately careful to spare American susceptibilities, their

success in the autumn of 1916 had been startling. The
average amount of tonnage sunk monthly from October
to December had been over 300,000. The Mediterranean

was continually infested, and a particular onslaught had
also been directed against Norwegian ships,* principally

engaged in bringing timber for pit-props, a vital import.®

Jellicoe in October gave the serious warning that if such

wastage continued Great Britain might be compelled in

the summer of 1917 to conclude a peace very different

from what she had a right to expect. Shortly afterwards

he was transferred from the Grand Fleet to Whitehall as

First Sea Lord, and was therefore responsible for anti-

submarine policy during the critical year of 1917. In
December a Shipping Controller was appointed to co-

ordinate all the diverse conflicting claims upon tonnage,

and to be responsible for new construction. The German
memorandum had s|ated with approximate accuracy the

state of British shipping. On paper the situation seemed
fairly favourable. After two and a half years of war the

total tonnage was only 5 per cent, less than at its outbreak.

This, however, was far from representing the true facts.

The immense deductions to be made for war services and
for the Allieshave alreadybeen noticed. The total included

* In the course of the war over 3,000 Norwegian sailors lost their lives

through submarine and mine; and just over 50 per cent, of their mercantile

marine was destroyed.

^ About 40 million tons ofcoal were required for export, the large majority

ofwhich was absolutely necessary for France and Italy to continue the war.

Home consumption was about soo millions.
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an important non-recurrent item, the million or so tons

captured or seized in port from the enemy. Further, mer-
cantile ship-building, partly from prior naval require-

ments, partly from lack of foresight, had declined during

1916 to the miserable figure of539,000 tons. At the close

of the year there were exceptionally few vessels on the

stocks. Again, while the submarines became more power-
ful and their commanders more skilful, the mercantile

marine was bound to decline in efficiency, for many ofthe

best masters and officers had been transferred to the Navy
or had been killed by the enemy. Finally, there was the

haunting dread that the spirit ofthe British seamen might

be crushed by the ceaseless and ever-increasing dangers, or

at least that most neutral shipping would remain fearfully

in port.^ The enemy’s redoubled onslaught was therefore

awaited with very serious and justified apprehension.

The German Admiralty had now at least five times as

many U-boats as in 1915.^ They were naturally far more
formidable; a few, the so-called cruisers, were armed with

6-inch guns instead of the old 12-pounder; the most
modern had a cruising capacity ofsome 10,000 miles and
could remain out for four months. The numbers actually

at sea at a given moment ranged from 21 on February ist

to over 60 in June, when the short nights and long, bright

days were so favourable to their marauding.
The task of defence was complicated by the habit now

generally adopted by the enemy ofusing torpedoes. The
guns carried by so many British merchantmen became
practically useless against an invisible assailant. ^ Though
every ship was given a route by the Admiralty, from which
no deviation was allowed, though the western approaches

• During February-March 1917 neutral entrances and clearances were in

fact little more than 25 per cent, of the previous year’s total.

^
The figure for 1915 was 24; for 1917 Scheer gives 134, Koch 120,

Michelsen 1 1 1 . The exact number was difficult to calculate as there were
so many different kinds ofU-boats some ofwhich, e.g. mine-layers, were not
generally suitable for the war against commerce. Jellicoe, Crisis of the Naval
War (1920), pp. 35-8, gives a clear description of the various types.

^ Thirty armed merchantmen were sunk off Queenstown in six weeks
during the spring of 1917 without one of them having seen a submarine.
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were divided into four distinct patrolled areas to prevent

overcrowding, it was clear that these measures were mere
palliatives, continually losing efficiency as the number of

enemies increased. It was impossible to maintain an ade-

quate force of patrolling destroyers, as two-fifths of the

whole available number were permanendy required for

the protection of the Grand Fleet. During the spring of

1917 the maximum number allotted to the infested waters

west and south of Ireland was 15, or about one for each

submarine operating there. To root out the peril by an
attack upon the fortified harbours ofGermany was mani-

festiy impossible. To destroy the lairs of Zeebrugge and
Ostend whence many of the smaller craft issued, was left

unattempted, except by unsuccessful bombardments from
the sea, until more than a year hac^ passed. Manyjunior

officers chafed at the refusal of the Admiralty to sanction

such an expedition. It was left to the Army to fling away
300,000 men in a forlorn hope ofreaching them through

the Flemish mud (August-November 1917).

Nor again was it yet possible to seal up the exits with

mines. Mining had always been despised by the British

navy as the weapon of the weaker power. For reasons of

economy a cheap pattern had been selected before the

war;* its explosive power was weak, and it frequentiy

escaped from its moorings and floated on the surface. The
submarine-commanders were reported to laugh at it. The
supply,too, was exceedingly limited, and early in 1 9 1 7 only

1,500 were availabld ofa suitable anti-submarine type.

Broadly speaking, the British navy at this crisis was still

relying on an expansion ofthe same methods ofprotection

which had been evolved two years before. Many new ideas

were being investigated but had not yet been brought to

practical fruition. Necessity it is true was finally to prove

the mother ofinvention, but she did not deliver her child

until the last moment.

‘ The Russian pattern was much the best and had been adopted by Ger-
many. Each mine, however, cost ,£300, which was supposed to be more

^

than we could afford. , .

'
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In April Admiral Sims, the American naval com-
mander-in-chief, arrived in England, having been secretly

dispatched before war was declared to consult with the

British Admiralty. Sims oh meeting Jellicoe heard with

horror and astonishment of the extreme jeopardy into

which the Allied cause had fallen. In the first ten days

alone of that month 250,000 tons had been sunk. He has

vividly recorded the dialogue that took place. ^ ‘I was
fairly astounded; for I had never imagined anything so

terrible. I expressed my consternation to Admiral Jelli-

coe. “Yes,” he said, as quietly as though he was discussing

the weather and not the future of the British Empire, “it

is impossible for us to go on with the war, iflosses like this

continue.”

“What are you doing about it?” I asked.

“Everything that we can. We are increasing our anti-

submarine forces in every possible way. . . . But the situa-

tion is very serious, and we shall need all the assistance we
can get.”

“It looks as though the Germans were winning the war,”
I remarked.

“They will win, unless we can stop these losses—and
stop them soon,” the Admiral replied.

“Is there no solution for the problem?” I asked.

“Absolutely none that we can see now,” Jellicoe an-

nounced.’

By the end of the month the tonnage lost had risen to

875,000. Only six weeks’ supply ofcbrn remained within

the country. In official circles November ist was given

as the uttermost limit of British endurance. Yet public

opinion, at least in England, was cheerful, buoyed-up by
America’s entry and the victory of Arras. There was
scarcely a glimmer ofsuspicion* that this was the blackest

• W. S. Sims and B. J. Hendrick, Tht Victoiy at Sea (igao), pp. 6-7.

This is by far the most attractive book written by any great protagonist

during the war.
* The Government had ceased to publish the tonnage sunk, giving only

the number of British vessels above and below 1,600 tons (ignoring Allied

and neutral losses). It cleverly allowed the German lists to appear, thus
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hour for the Entente. For now the peril seemed to the few

who knew it to be without remedy; whereas in March and
April 1918, though patent and pressing, it could be trans-

formed by endurance into salvation.

IV

Painfully and by degrees the position was improved,

until at the close of the year, though straitened and gall-

ing, it was no longer an imminent menace.
The measures taken had three main aims: first to pro-

tect the merchantman on its voyage from attack, secondly

to deal offensive blows against the submarine, and lasdy

to provide more cargo-space and to increase production

at home.
Protection was finally secured to an astonishing degree

by the ancient and traditional method of convoy. It was
in fact the only anti-submarine device which proved im-
mediately and consistently successful. The story of its

adoption is illuminating. The official hierarchy at the

Admiralty fought against it with all the obstinacy of en-

trenched experts. Nor can it be denied that their formid-

able array of technical arguments had an extremely

conclusive ring.

Figures were adduced to show that the required number
of escorting warships was totally unprocurable. Indis-

pensable time would be lost in organizing the convoys,

so that the volume of imports must soon fall below the

margin ofexistence. Losses would be greater with so im-
posing a target for the torpedo. The speed ofeach convoy
would be reduced to that of the lamest duck. The dis-

cipline required would be unattainable. The masters had

inducing the public to think that they were wildly inaccurate. In reality they

gave a considerably exaggerated picture of the tonnage put out of action

during any given period. The amount of tonnage actually sunk was exag-

gerated by from 35 to 40 per cent. Submarine-commanders were apt

(i) to exaggerate the size of vessels sunk, (ii) to claim as a loss a damaged
ship, of which they had not time to observe the fate. On the other hand,

Germany was often ignorant of losses caused by mines.

3S96 QQ
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neither the skill nor the delicate instruments necessary for

keeping station. There would be collisions and there

would be straggling. A conference of masters at the

Admiralty emphatically admitted their inefficiency in

these respects and advised against the proposal. Even in

the disastrous April days the experts continued to chant

their reasoned non possumus, while confessing that the

country was heading straight for disaster.

Lloyd George had been for months profoundly uneasy at

this attitude. His own eager inquiring mind was naturally

inclined towards experiment. He was reinforced by the

views ofjunior naval officers, towhom he gave private and
confidential access, and by one ofHankey’s most prescient

memoranda.* Moreover, in the western Channel the

system was already operating with almost complete suc-

cess to protect the coal trade with France. The Admiralty

just saved its face by professing a tardy conversion on
April 26th, but the credit for this life-bringing change
belongs almost entirely to the Premier.

The ships for escort were found with the help ofAmerica,
who sent eighteen destroyers to Queenstown within a
month of her declaration of war,* and of Japan, who
maintained fourteen of high efficiency in the Mediter-
ranean. The escort kept the enemy at a distance and
forced him to discharge his torpedoes at long range with
uncertain aim. Twenty or thirty ships elaborately camou-
flaged with streaks and blotches of violently contrasting

colours, all zigzagging in formation; presented an un-
certain and bewildering target. These concentrations,

moreover, proved much more difficult to find than single

ships; for the same number of individuals dispersed over
separate routes would have been visible over a much larger

sea space. Tn theory [the convoy] should have been a

' See Hon. J. M. Kenworthy, Sailors, Statesmen—md Others (1933)—the

author gives a verbatim report of his conversation with the Premier; and for

the Hankey memorandum. Sir H. J. Newbolt, Naval Operations, vol. v
(1931), ch. i.

* The total number ofAmerican destroyers in European waters rose to 79
in 1918.
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bigger and more convenifent target: in practice it was a

will-o-the-wisp

^

It was of course a long time before the system could be

generally applied to Allied ships, and finally extended to

neutrals. 2 But for last quarter of 1917 the destruction

of tonnage was little more than half that of April-June,

and throughout 1918 the curve ofdecline though slow was
steady.3 No submarine ever succeeded in bagging a large

proportion of any convoy. The only striking successes

were won on two occasions by raids of light cruisers and
destroyers in the North Sea. It is significant that the

last great sortie of the High Seas Fleet in April 1918 was
with the unfulfilled intention ofintercepting a convoy off

the Norwegian coast. The Navy triumphantly carried

through a gigantic enterprise. By the time of the Armi-
stice more than 88,000 vessels had been convoyed with a
loss of436.
The measures of offence devised against the submarine

were manifold and ingenious. Though each one taken by
itselfproved a comparative failure, the cumulative effect

was great. Annoyance and danger met the unseen enemy
at every turn. Life in a submarine under the best condi-

tions is harsh, cramped, and uncomfortable; the ever-

increasing strain ofwar-risks gradually reduced the spirit

and enterprise of the surviving commanders and crews,

themselves the picked material of the German fleet. In

all the enemy lost throughout the war 50 per cent, of his

boats, about 180 out of 360.

The U-boat was detected and located by the hydro-

phone, a device for picking up the noise ofits motors under
water. It was assailed by depth-charges, 300-lb. bombs
dropped by destroyers and motor-chasers to explode far

* Naval Operations, vol. v, p. a8i.

^ The credit for starting it so promptly after the decision had been taken

must be mainly given to Capt. Henderson of the Admiralty staff, who had
worked out all the details of the scheme when it was being rejected by his

superiors.

® In April-June 2,050,000 tons were lost; in October-December 1,050,000

tons; the total lost in 1918 (January^November) was 2,666,942 tons.
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beneath the surface; it was spotted and attacked by air-

craft; it was stalked and torpedoed by Allied submarines.

The supply ofeffective mines was now taken up in earnest.

America embarked upon a gigantic programme for the

speedy production of 100,000 in the autumn of 191 7. The
approaches to the German Bight and to the Belgian har-

bours were densely strewn.

In 1918 deadly girdles were laid across the chief defiles

through which the U-boat had to pass in order to reach

its main theatres ofdestruction. The Straits ofDover were
completely obstructed byJanuary. ByJuly a net-barrage

had been drawn across the Straits ofOtranto. All through

the summer and autumn the Americans with British assis-

tance worked assiduously at the stupendous task ofmining

the stretch of 250 miles between Orkney and the Nor-

wegian coast.^ The unhappy enemy had to grope his way
through a zone fifteen to thirty-five miles deep bristling

with unseen death . 1 1 is said that members ofa crew which
safely emerged often went mad under the prolonged in-

tensity of the strain.

Finally, in the spring of 1918 an attempt was made to

seal up the Flemish lairs by the famous though mainly

unsuccessful enterprises against Zeebrugge and Ostend,

which will be separately described.

Many devices were employed to find more cargo-room,

and use it more economically. All imports for the civilian

population, beyond the bare necessities of life, were cut

down with a ruthless hand; meat, sugar, and butter were
strictly rationed. Every available article was brought to

British ports by the short North Atlantic route. Neutrals

were constrained by every kind of pressure to charter a
larger proportion of their shipping for Allied service. In
the spring of 1918 we actually requisitioned all Dutch
vessels lying in British ports under threat ofwar. The im-
pulse of America provoked declarations of war against

* The Americans laid 56,571 mines and the British 13,546. For a descrip-

tion of the work, see Adm. W. S. Sims, The Victory at Sea, ch. ix. The mines
were of a peculiarly sensitive type, and were laid at varying dq>ths.
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Germany from the Soufli American states, and from
such remote regions as China and Siam. Everywhere
the enemy’s ships which haji been lying in harbour since

1914 were seized, though their employment was generally

delayed for months by the timely damage effected by
their crews.

Great and increasing fleets of standard ships were
rapidly laid down in British and American yards. Already
by the end ofMay 1918 these combined sources gave the

Allies for the first time a modest increase in tonnage over

that available in the previous month. From that time for-

ward new construction alone easily outsped the rate of

destruction.

Such in bare outline were the ways and stages by which
Great Britain and the Allied cause were saved from the

extremity of danger.

Yet all would have been ofno avail without the stolid

and unwearying courage of the British seamen, ‘Injour-

neyings often, in perils of waters; in weariness and pain-

fulness, in watchings often, in hunger and thirst, in fastings

often, in cold and nakedness’ they steadfastly pursued
their calling. Of the mercantile marine there perished

during thewar more than 15,000 persons, or nearly three-

quarters ofthe total death-roll of the Roy'^al Navy.^

‘ Deaths in British merchant and fishing vessels 15,313: killed and died of

wounds in the Royal Navy 22,811. The percentage of deaths to personnel

was higher in the mercantile marine (about 5^ per cent, against 4 per cent,

in the Royal Navy),
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CHANGES IN THE.POLITICAL AND
MILITARY DIRECTION OF THE ENTENTE

c

I

December 1916 is one ofthe most crucial months ofthe

war. It marks definitely the beginning ofa new stage.

In Austria-Hungary the young Emperor Karl was bend-

ing his energies towards the attainment ofa speedy peace,

which alone could secure the maintenance of the Haps-

burg dynasty and of his impaired inheritance. The Ger-

man Chancellor disclosed to the world the German offer

of peace, described elsewhere.

In England the Coalition Government fell after a life of

eighteen months. Its head, Asquith, had been Prime

Minister for nearly nine years, a continuous period only

thrice exceeded in British parliamentary history. Its suc-

cess, regarded simply as a coalition, was mainly due to the

great loyalty, open dealing, and conciliationwhich he had
shown towards colleagues differing so widely from himself

and from each other in outlook and opinion. But its

defects as a war ministry were also widely believed to have
been largely due to his equable presidency. Kitchener

testified to the unshaken calm with which Asquith had
faced the worst news. It was contended, however, that his

judicial mind allowed too much latitude to debate, and
that decisions were deferred until the hour oftheir useful-

ness had gone by. The Cabinet was too large and respon-

sibility was too much divided. In the often quoted words
of Lloyd George: ‘You cannot conduct a war with a
Sanhedrim.’ In each of the two autumns since the Coali-

tion was formed the Central Powers had destroyed a small

nation which Great Britain as the principal pillar of the

Entente was bound in honour to protect. It is true that it

was not within our power directly to assist Rumania,
but the warning note sounded early in September by
Lloyd George does not appear to have been taken very
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seriously. At any rate the impression left upon the public

was that the Government might appropriately be given as

its motto the words ‘Too la^e’. The recrudescence of the

submarine menace, which many people believed to have

been mastered, caused a general rise ofprices and thereby

called attention to the alarming decline in mercantile ship-

building, and to the lack of any comprehensive plan for

meeting the growing scarcity offood and other necessaries."

In the eyes of the public the Cabinet had lost much
by the death of Lord Kitchener onJune 5th. He was a
weary man. The disasters of 19 1 5 had stripped him ofthe

awe and majesty which surrounded his earher relations

with his Cabinet colleagues. They had been embarrassed

and annoyed when he returned from Gallipoli to the War
Office. He could not throw off»the habits of secrecy,

which had been his garment during the long sojourn in

the East, and felt lonely and ill at ease among civilians,

whose judgement he distrusted but to whose arguments

he could not extemporize a convincing reply. ‘This is the

first Christmas which I have spent athome for forty years,’

he said to a friend who found him crouching over an enor-

mous fire in the War Office on December 25th, 1914.

Yet his services to the Allied cause, as both friends and
enemies admit, were literally incomparable. He alone

could have created as by a magical wand those vast armies

of devoted volunteers; the last division of which sailed

from England on the very day ofhis death. He had now
accomplished the task of expanding six battle-worthy

divisions into seventy within twenty-two months. This is

the most famous instance ofhis intuitive foresight piercing

the future. Lloyd George in a noble simile compared such

flashes to the beams ofa great revolving lighthouse which
shine the more intensely because ofthe intervening periods

ofgross darkness.

Happy in the opportunity of his death, he remains a
figure of real heroic mould, preserving even to the last

that rugged simplicity which is the hall-mark of true

greatness. .
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Lloyd George, who succeedfcd him at the War Office

(June 6, 1916), was constantly questioning the correctness

of the whole conduct of the war on the part of the Allies.

The Somme had confirmedhimin his view that the soldiers

had been given too free a hand, and fhat they had used

it relentlessly, even to the breaking of the sword of the

Allied armies against an impenetrable wall of enemies.

He asserted that the division maintained between policy

and strategy by the Coalition had practically placed the

former in the hands of G.H.Q, He was therefore deter-

mined to secure greater concentration of power, greater

secrecy, and greater dispatch in the British Cabinet. He
set about his task with a characteristic mixture ofsubtlety

and impetuosity. His interview with an Americanjourna-

list, shortly before the presidential election in November,
had asserted the doctrine of the ‘knock-out blow’. Its

wisdom was doubted by Grey, and it provoked a rejoinder

from Lord Lansdowne in the form of a Cabinet minute
calling in question the capacity of the Entente to win the

war, and suggesting the wisdom ofopening peace-negotia-

tions. This minute foreshadowed in secret those forebod-

ings which he, Lansdowne, delivered to the public a year

later in his famous letter to the Daily Telegraph.

Towards the end of November Lloyd George was
brought into close touch with Carson, the most implacable
and effective critic of Asquith’s conduct of the war, and
the Conservative leader Bonar Law. The meetings were
arranged by an intermediary. Lord Beaverbrook, who
enjoyed Bonar Law’s absolute confidence. They agreed

to demand that the Cabinet should be reconstructed in

such a way as to place executive responsibility for the war
practically in the hands of a small War Council of

three or four members, ofwhich Lloyd George was to be
Chairman. The Prime Minister was not to be a member of
this body. It was not, however, proposed to replace As-
quith in that office, as he was known to exercise a para-

mount influence over almost all his colleagues, including

the Conservatives, and retained great prestige in the
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Commons owing to his unrivalled power ofmanaging the

House. The strength of Lloyd George and his associates

lay mainly in the growing feeling of dissatisfaction in the

country, which was now voiced by a sudden and vehement
press campaign principally inspired by Beaverbrook.

When the Conservative ministers learnt ofwhat was afoot,

they all showed hostility to Lloyd George’s scheme, but de-

manded the resignation ofthe Prime Minister in order that

the Government might be so reconstructed as to prosecute

the war more effectively. Asquith, uneasy at this develop-

ment, seemed at first inclined to agree with his adversary

quickly and accepted Lloyd George’s proposal (Decem-

berg). Under the arrangements thenagreed uponAsquith
wouldhave been no mere roifaineantor yLzLyor ofthe Palace,

for ‘The Prime Minister [is] to hav§ supreme and effective

control ofwar policy. The agenda ofthe War Committee
will be submitted to him; its chairman will report to him
daily; he can direct it to consider particular topics or pro-

posals; and all its conclusions will be subject to his ap-

proval or veto. He can, of course, at his own discretion

attend meetings of the Committee.’* Within two days,

however, the Premier hardened his heart and went back

upon his acceptance, determined by the arguments of

Liberal colleagues who detested Lloyd George, and by the

apparently unfounded belief that the latter was organiz-

ing the peremptory voice of the newspapers, and intended

as soon as possible to seize the first place for himself. The
crisis was instandy in full blast. The resignation of Lloyd

Georgewas followed by thatofAsquith. Mistakenly confi-

dent in his indispensability as Premier the latter refused to

serve under either Balfour or Bonar Law, whom the King
sought as alternatives. He demanded with unpleasing

arrogance: ‘What is the proposal? That I who have held

first place for eight years should be asked to take a
• Asquith to Lloyd George, December 4, 1916. The arrangement was

confirmed by Lloyd George in letters to Asquith ofDecember 4 and 5, 1916.

The correspondence is quoted in Beaverbrook, Politicians and ike War (1932),

vol. ii, pp. 252 sqq., and in War Memories of D. Lloyd George (1933), vol.

ii, pp. 987 sqq.
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secondary position.’ To his friendshepredicted confidently

ofthe dissidents: ‘They will have to come in on my terms.’

He was profoundly misLake^i. Lloyd George formed a

Cabinet, thanks to the abnegation of Bonar Law and
the unexpected support of Balfour.* [Though the Liberal

ministers stood by Asquith, the Conservatives, in spite

ofa pledge to the contrarywhich several had given, became
members of the new administration.

Thus the War Cabinet was set up. Its nucleus was the

small committee of four or five dominated and inspired

by Lloyd George and possessing almost dictatorial powers.

Such was the flexibility of the British constitution that

without any statutory change the new body included from
time to time such great representatives of the Dominions
as General Smuts from South Africa and Sir R. Borden
from Canada. It proved undoubtedly the most effective

instrument for waging war forged by any of the belliger-

ents, except perhaps the popular autocracy conferred

upon the President of a belligerent United States of

America.

II

That the French Cabinet did not also fall was due to the

personality ofBriand. His extraordinary personal ‘charm’,

his persuasiveness in smoothing an opposition into accept-

ing an agreed formula, were unique. No one else could
satisfy, and yet evade, the curiosity ofthe various commis-
sions of the French Chamber; and these, we know, had
exercised a continuous and harassing criticism of the

Ministry which had no counterpart across the Channel.
It is probably true that, in consequence of these gifts,

Briand actually exercised his real power in consider-

able independence of the Chamber, as his opponents
asserted.

The Ministry therefore survived, but at a double price.

First it was reconstructed in a ‘concentrated’ form, sup-

• Balfour’s action was the more surprising as he knew that Lloyd George
had been urging Asquith to get rid of him from the Admiralty.
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posed to be modelled on the new British War Cabinet, to

which it bore a very faint resemblance. Second, and of

capital importance, Joffre \^as compelled to resign. The
Gommander-in-Chief suffered from having been so long

in office. As he expressed it himself, when relieving Foch
ofhis army-group a few days before his own fall :

‘Vous etes

limoge,' moi, je serai limoge; nous serons tous limoges.’

Two years ofthe war ofattrition had obscured the laurels

of the Marne and had convinced most Frenchmen that

some other method must befound ofwinning the war. The
deputies grew more and more to distrust and dislike his

operation officers, ‘the young Turks’, who constantly dis-

played an insolent disdain for politicians. Moreover, they

believed that they had found the new Messiah in Nivelle.

This general found himself famous after the model re-

covery ofDouaumont. The perambulating deputies who
flocked to Verdun found him courteous and forthcoming,

ready to explain his plans with a confident lucidity which
delighted them. His juniority proved an actual asset, for

nothing was known against him. Foch could be set aside

as worn out and excitable, Gastelnau as a clerical reac-

tionary, ‘le capucin botte’, Petain as too harsh in manner,
able to rebuff inquiries with an icy phrase of uncom-
promising rudeness.

Briand hoped, while elevating Nivelle to the chiefcom-
mand in France, to be able to retain the counsel ofJoffre

as titular Gommander-in-Ghiefofall the armies ofFrance.
This he might have succeeded in doing, but for the new
War Ministerwhom he hadjust appointed, Lyautey. This

magnificent proconsul had been brought back very un-

willingly from Morocco. He had pacified, and was civiliz-

ing, this turbulent province. Since the outbreak of war,

the success ofhis administration, under the prestige ofhis

name, had been such that he had been able to disregard

the advice of the Government to retire to the coast when
the majority of his troops had been withdrawn. On the

I Limoges is the head-quarters of an army-corps in the centre of France

to which discredited generals were traditionally sent.
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contrary, he had even enlarged French influence, parti-

cularly by holding great fairs in the principal towns,

which excited the interest and admiration of the tribes-

men, and inclined them towards peace.

Lyautey maintained that he was the constitutional head

of the army, and would have no such intermediary as a

‘reconstructed’ Joffre between him and his undivided re-

sponsibility. The dignity of Marshal of France, in abey-

ance since the disaster of1870, was thereupon revived, and

Joffre was thus delicately hoisted into complete retire-

ment. Lyautey had indeed no intention of being used as

an imposing parliamentary figurehead to strengthen the

Ministiy, to which role he feared that he might be almost

reduced by the encroachment made upon the powers of

his office, since war began, both by the Chamber and
G.Q.G. He obtained some satisfaction in both respects.

In particular, he recovered the right of approving the

appointments to the higher commands made by the Com-
mander-in-Ghief.

It was unfortunate for Nivelle that he was thus placed

in a relation towards the Minister inferior to that which
had been held by his predecessor, and had no authority

over theatres ofwar other than France; his position with
regard to the army was difficult enough. Even at the out-

break ofwarJoffre had been for three years its designated

commander, and his authority had been incontestable.

Nivelle, on the contrary, when thus exalted, was almost

thejunior army commander. His experience in high com-
mand had been confined to Verdun. In these circum-
stances he strove to impose a supremacy which he could
not assume to exist naturally. He was to exemplify in a
striking way the truth of the Greek proverb dpXTi d:v2^pa

: ‘command will show the man’. All accounts agree

that he became a changed man. He did not, it is true, lose

confidence in himselfor in his infallible receipt for victory,

but he lost his serenity and grew anxious and fussy. His
courtesy and accessibility, maintained indeed for his per-

sonal staff, were exchanged for an imperious and dicta-
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tonal manner towards his“ immediate lieutenants. The
acute divisions which arose between him and them were

to have an unhappy effect upon the fortunes of France

in 1917.

Ill

We must now turn to the plans for that year, ofwhich

Nivelle was the principal and ardent exponent. It had
already been settled before his elevation that the Central

Powers should be attacked on every front by a strategically

simultaneous offensive. This did not mean that the army
ofeach Power would move on the same day, but that the

interval between each attack would be too short to allow

the enemy to transfer and retransfer his troops. The
Franco-British effort had been timeji to begin on February

I St. The principal blow, in the scheme prepared by
Joffre, was to fall on an immense front from Loos to the

Oise, with a subsidiary operation east of Rheims. The
underlying idea was the same which had inspired the

September battles of 1915: to cut off the great salient,

now so heavily dented on its western front. British

Head-quarters regarded this as a preliminary to a great

summer attack in Belgium which should wrest the

submarine bases from the enemy. The Admiralty urged

it as vital and was prepared in certain conditions to

co-operate.

It has been claimed that Joffre’s plan would have con-

summated the enemy’s defeat. It would certainly have

caught him at a most awkward moment, when his definite

preparations for retreating to the Hindenburg line had

scarcely begun. But for various reasons the early date

arranged would have been impracticable. None of the

other allies were able to move till the late spring. The rail-

ways behind the British front were in such a state ofchaos

as to cause Haig serious anxiety until the end of March.

Finally, the exceptional cold of the severest winter for

twenty years would have made arduous and prolonged

exertions almost impossible for the troops. For several
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nights at the beginning ofFebruary the thermometer fell

below zero Fahrenheit.

Nivcllc changed all this. He proposed that the British

should extend their line south of the Somme, and confine

their attacks to a smaller area on eith^ side ofArras. The
French share was correspondingly increased. Joffre had
decided to leave untouched the great plateau stretching

for thirty miles along the north bank ofthe Aisne, ofwhich
Laon is the centre and citadel. But Nivelle intended to

place here the principal mass of his reserves, and to rive

the whole German line apart by an overwhelming frontal

attack. While his predecessor had envisaged a series of

methodical bounds, each of which would carry the ad-

vance about three miles forward into the enemy’s battery-

positions, Nivelle spoke with astounding confidence of ‘la

percee en vingt-quatre heures’, and then ofa limitless pur-

suit. The motto of every commander must be ‘violence,

brutalite, rapidite’, and with such a spirit he guaranteed

to break the German front whenever he wished. Thus
coldly described, his proposal sounds like a crude return

to the insensate spirit of the offensive a outrance ofAugust

1914. So indeed it really was.

But such was the magnetism of Nivelle’s supreme con-

fidence, such was the apparently flawless logical lucidity

of his exposition, that it appears at first to have gained
almost universal approval, except from that canny, dour,

and unemotional pair, Petain and Robertson. Lloyd

George was enchanted with the new chief, who had in-

herited a perfect command of our language from his

English mother. The Prime Minister had just been re-

turning with renewed zeal to his earlier project ofa great

transference of troops from France to the Isonzo front to

knock out Austria. Nivelle, however, converted him:
‘Here at last,’ he said, ‘is a General whose plan I can
understand.’ He agreed to the French demand that his

decisive attempt ‘to destroy the principal mass of the

enemy’* logically implied unity of command upon the

* NiveUe’i words.
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whole front, and secretly promised to ensure the subor-

dination of Haig. This undertaking was concealed from
both Haig and Robertson, who werejustifiably astonished

and infuriated when it was sprung on them at the Calais

Conference (February 26), the sole ostensible reason for

which had been to discuss the state ofthe French northern

railways . In consequence oftheir objections theagreement

was so far modified as to be confined to the proposed spring

operations, and Haig was given the right to appeal to his

Government, if, in his opinion, the orders received from
G.QjG. endangered the safety of his army. But even so,

relations were still further strained between the two chiefs

by the peremptory and inquisitorial ‘directives’ which
were now sent to Haig, as if he were merely the recal-

citrant commander of one of the ^French army-groups.

The real spirit ofcomradeship which Joffre and Haig had
been steadily fostering throughout the Somme batdes was
desperately endangered.

The omens therefore were already far from propitious,

but a succession of more grievous blows was to strike the

plan before it could be executed.

IV

German Head-quarters viewed the situation at the end
of 1916 as profoundly depressing. For the first time

signs ofinternal unrest were noticeable in Germany. The
food shortage was becoming serious. Compulsory ration-

ing had begun, but the food-stocks found in Rumania
had fallen far below expectation, and it was clear that

great hardships would be endured before the next harvest.

The military revival ofRussia, even though by now some-

what dimmed, made it impossible to reinforce the West to

the required extent consistent with safety in the East.*

LudendorfF placed on record his opinion that, if the war
should be prolonged without the collapse of one of the

Allies, the defeat ofGermany was inevitable. At the same

’ Seventeen divisions had actually been transferred before the Allied

attacks bq'an in April. ;

- >4^
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time Hindenburg told the Chancellor that ‘the military

position could hardly beworse than it is’ . The effects ofthe

Somme on German moral have already been indicated. At
present nothing more than a strict defensive could be
demanded ofthe troops. Local comnianders were ordered
to abstain even from minor undertakings, which they

themselves were confident could be carried through.

But on the whole Somme sector even a successful defence

was problematical. For the improvised lines in which the

German soldier found himselfat the advent ofwinter were
both bad in themselves and lacking in depth. Renewed
attacks on the Verdun model might well break clean

through the last organized defences.

This possibility had long been exercising the mind of
Ludendorff. Ever since September, he had been building

the enormous system of well-sited fortifications at an
average depth ofsome twenty-five miles in rear, called by
the Germans the ‘Siegfried’, and by the Allies the ‘Hinden-

burg’ line. Droves ofprisoners and ofcivilians were being

ceaselessly employed at its construction. It was not yet

completed but was expected to be ready by the end of

March.
Ludendorff had no such tenacious objection to the

abandonment ofany territory in the West as had charac-

terized Falkcnhayn. But he realized that so considerable

a retreat was bound to raise the spirits ofhis enemies and
to depress his own people. It could be justified only

by clear military necessity. The full plans of the Entente
were not yet known when the Kaiser gave his consent to

the retirement on February 5th, 1917. But the immense
congestion of material behind the whole Somme front,

and the beginning ofBritish activity on the Ancre, left no
doubt that the battle would be renewed there at the

earliest possible hour.

The retirement was a master-stroke both in conception
and execution. It ruined, as we shall see, the whole
strategical conception ofthe Entente. Itexchanged a bad,

haphazard^ bulging line for another well-sited, bristling
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with every device ofthe mdst up-to-date defensive art, and
much shorter. It was calculated that thirteen fewer divi-

sions were required as trench-garrison. The retirement

could not be hurried: at least five weeks were required

before the new works could be complete, and the same
time was also necessary for those ruthless devastations by
which Ludendorff hoped to turn the intermediate terri-

tory into an impracticable glacis.

The eyes of the Entente commanders were curiously

blind. Though British G.H.Q, admitted the probability

of the retirement before the end of February, and feared

an attack in Flanders as its sequel, it was too busy with the

preparations before Arras to interfere seriously. A con-

stant series of successful little attacks on the Ancre racked

the local enemy garrisons, but tha>t was all. The French
commander farther south, Franchet d’Esperey, entreated

his chief to allow him to attack in force. Nivelle, misled

by his ‘Operations-branch’, which scoffed at the idea of

a German withdrawal, refused to allow him to act ‘on so

remote a hypothesis’. ‘To retreat,’ he said, ‘is to renounce
victory, ofwhich no soldier is capable.*

On March 15th the last German posts were withdrawn
and the Allies cautiously felt their way forward. A great

desert was spread before them. Though a few towns like

Noyon and Ham had been spared, practically every other

building was in ruins.* Shell-craters had been blown in at

all cross-roads, and the tall poplars, which line so many
road-sides, had been felled as obstructions. The wells had
been contaminated or poisoned. The cutting down of the

apple-orchards caused the greatest indignation among
plain homely folk everywhere.* History repeats itself in

curious little ways. Two thousand three hundred years

before, the Greek conscience had condemned as barbarous

• The few that were left were mined. Two French deputies were blown
up in the Town Hall of Bapaumc, and part of an English divisional staff

suffered the same fate. Afterwards the higher commands were careful to

bivouac.
* As a punitive measure British troops in India were accustomed to

destroy the orchards of recalcitrant tribes on the NW. fiontier.

3596 JJ d
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the destruction of the Athenian olive-yards by the Spar-

tans when they invaded Attica.

Prince Rupprecht had protested strongly to Luden-
dorffagainst the extreme rigour ofthese devastations, but

had been forced to comply. An unknown fatalistic philo-

sopher hoisted a great board across the main street of

Peronne with the legend ‘Nicht argern, nur wundern’ (‘Do

not be angry, only wonder’). It expressed admirably the

growing feelings ofvery many that the war had them in a

grip of necessity, excluding all exercise of will.

V
While the Entente peoples were deluded into the belief

that this retreat was the beginning of the end, and their

soldiers skirmished briskly forward in the transient ex-

citement of open warfare, there were great searchings

ofheart in responsible circles. Obviously no attack could

be launched against the Hindenburg line. The offensive

was reduced to two sectors, out of direct relation to each

other strategically, Arras and the Chemin des Dames. The
only object of the former could be to draw off the enemy’s

now strengthened reserves. But Nivelle was quite un-

dismayed; he proposed to change nothing. He pointed

to the 1,200,000 men and 7,000 guns concentrating on
a front of forty miles. The break-through, he repeated,

was certain: ‘Laon in twenty-four hours and then the

pursuit.’ This confidence was not shared by Micheler,

commanding the group of three attacking armies. He
was at odds with his immediate lieutenant, Mangin,
Nivelle’s favourite, who, he alleged, disregarded all his

orders. It was also notorious that the great chiefs, Petain,

Gastelnau, and D’Esperey, were sceptical ofsuccess. They
were convinced that Nivellewas making a mostdangerous
generalization from his limited experience at Verdun. An
advance of three miles by a few picked divisions over a

crater-field, against a dispirited enemy, offered no analogy

to the proposal to take at a bound four fortified lines and
ten miles ofwooded hills.
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These rumbles of discdntent reached the ears of the

Ministry, where Nivelle had lost his strongest support.

Briand had fallen (March 17). His Cabinet had been
destroyed by Lyautey, who roused the fury ofthe Chamber
by refusing to give^it, even in secret session, any technical

details concerning aviation, on the ground that to do so

‘would expose the national defence to the most perilous

risks’.* Ribot became Premier in Briand’s stead, an aged

and respectable bourgeois, who had been first elected to

the Chamber in 1878. But the ruling spirit was Painleve,

the new Minister ofWar. He had formed many acquain-

tances in the higher ranks ofthearmy, as MinisterofInven-

tions. He had resigned that post in December 1916 rather

than consent to the passing over ofPetain, in whosejudge-
ment he had absolute confidence He did not believe in

Nivelle, whom he viewed as a gambler staking the last

armyofFrance. The statements ofmobilized deputiesand

other emissaries from the army increased his anxiety. The
responsibility either way was a terrible one, whether to

stop the offensive or let it continue. He multiplied expedi-

ents, consulting the army-group commanders, and spend-

ing a day with Haig. On April 3rd Nivelle was cross-

questioned at a Cabinet Council, but finally given leave to

proceed. Even that was not the end. Messimy, Minister of

War in 1 9 1 4, now commanding a division under Micheler,

handed to the Premier a note vibrating with a passionate

and reasoned pessimism. It ended thus: ‘Conclusion la

plus urgente : donner toute de suite, sans perdre une heure,

I’ordre d’attendre les beauxjours pour entamer les opera-

tions offensives en France.’ The last refuge of indecision

was taken. A Council ofWar was held in the presence of

the President of the Republic (April 6). Nivelle was on
the defensive, cold and haughty. After his generals had
again expressed their doubts he handed in his resignation.

This caused general consternation. What would be the

effect upon France, upon her allies and upon her enemies,

• He was fullyjustified. Among the deputies was one Turmel, afteiwards

convicted ofhaving sold information to the enemy for 175,000 francs.
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of discarding a commander, undefeated, untried, on the

eve ofa great battle? It was too late to draw back, as the

othergeneralspointed out. The British had already started

their bombardment at Arras; they could not be deserted.

The enemy would feel that the initiative had been handed
to him. He would probably seize the occasion to over-

throw the Italians, already shrilly demanding reinforce-

ments from the West. Finally, Nivelle promised in the

most formal manner that if the prophesied success was
wanting, the battle should be broken off in two days at

latest: ‘Under no circumstances’, he asserted, ‘will I

engage upon another Somme.’
The unhappy Gommander-in-Chief had therefore to

wage a battle in whose issue, he knew well, no one had any
confidence except Mapgin, his own personal staff, and
himself.

THE CONSEQUENCES OF NIVELLE

VI

The battle of Arras began on April 9th, a week before

Nivelle’s great effort. It was much the most successful

Stroke yet delivered by the British armies. Allenby, who
directed it as commander of the 3rd army, was shortly

afterwards to leave France to gather greater renown by his

triumphs in Palestine. The German retreatandAmerica’s
declaration of war had keyed up the troops to a high

level of expectation. Painleve, who visited our front just

before, has recounted thevivid impression that he received

ofassured confidence in victory.

Allenby had, as an immediate tactical objective, the

complete conquest ofthe heights ofVimy; as a strategical

possibility the rupture ofthe switch line, now almost com-
pleted, by which the Hindenburg line linked itself with

the old system north ofLens. To reach this an advance of

about eight miles would be necessary. The initial point

of attack and the force employed were little smaller than
those on the Somme,* but there was no intention of

' 25,000 yards as against 27,000, I2 divisions against 14. Casualties for

the first thrM days were 32,000 i^;ainst 70,000.
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maintaining the same c6ntinuous weight of pressure.

Arras was a relatively short battle, and would have

been broken olf earlier but for the misfortune of the

French.

The bombardment, contrary to Allenby’s wish, fol-

lowed the old model ofa week’s duration. It was heavier,^

composed of far better shells (there was little complaint

of ‘prematures’ and ‘duds’), and better directed. A new
kind of fuse, the famous ‘106’, was now used for high-

explosive shells. As it burst on graze, it cut wire more
efficiendy, did not make such deep craters, and had in-

creased man-killing power. Another effective innovation

had been found in the gas-projector, which lobbed large

canisters ofpoison-gas into the enemy’s trenches. Accord-

ing to Prince Rupprecht, the continuous wearing of gas-

masks interfered greatly with his troops’ efficiency, and so

many horses were killed at the batteries that they could

neither change their positions nor replenish their ammuni-
tion. The enemy had not been surprised, although, until

the end of March, the character of the concentration

observed by him had suggested rather fear of being at-

tacked than any intention ofattacking. Detailed informa-

tion was then extracted from a Canadian prisoner, which
left no doubt.2 The German line was actually held by
eight divisions, an unusually high figure. The British suc-

cess exceeded Rupprecht’s worst forebodings. He made
the following entry in his diary that day: ‘The further

question arises. Is it of any use to pursue the war further

under such conditions? Only if a peace with Russia is

speedily concluded. If not ... we must admit ourselves

to be conquered. For ifwe delay longer, the peace-terms

ofour enemies will only grow harder.’*

The German Vlth army contributed to its defeat by
carrying out imperfectly the new defensive organization

‘ 88,000 tons as against 52,000 on the Somme.
* Kronprinz Rupprecht, Mein KrUgstagebuch (1929), vol. ii, p. 127.
3 Ibid., p. 136. Ludendorif confirms this statement by saying that if the

Russians had won only slight successes in April and May the war could not

have been continued.
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prescribed by Ludendorff, which was to prove so success-

ful on the Chemin des Dames, and will be described in

connexion with that battle. But the main cause ofvictory

was the immense improvement in the tactical handling of

the British troops. The town of Arras had been made a

vast underground repository for reserves. Its cellars had
been interconnected and lit with electricity. The troops

emerged from them into the communication trenches.

The approaches had been largely freed from congestion

by the laying down ofa large number ofconverging plank-
roads. Thus fresh divisions were readily available to pass

through the original attacking troops, and to continue the
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advance without interruption by the manoeuvre known as

‘leap-frogging’. On Easter Monday, April 9, the infantry

progress fulfilled all reasonable expectation. Though held

up in places by strong points, they overran a large number
of batteries, taking 200 guns and 13,000 prisoners on the

first day. In spite of continuous snow-storihs, the creep-

ing barrage and aeroplane liaison* worked admirably.

The Canadians took the Vimy ridge, and due east ofArras

the 4th division gained a footing in the enemy’s last line

at Fampoux. The way to the Hindenburg switch-line was
open here on a narrow front. Experience showed that

after a long bombardment, the state of the ground, and
the probable readiness of enemy reserves, forbade an in-

fantry advance of more than three or four miles at the

utmost. The secret offurther exploitation ofsuch a tactical

success had not yet been found. Only sixty tanks were

available, a number little superior to that of September

1916—and they were still distributed in driblets to the

infantry to help them to deal with strong points. Their

role was to make uniform penetration easier, not to exploit

it. Thus used, they were sometimes a curse rather than a
blessing, as the troops bunched round them and suffered

more heavily from the artillery fire which they inevitably

drew. The only arm therefore which remained was that

which Allenby adorned, the cavalry. Arras is the last

battle in which mounted troops were used in a crater-

field. To seize the flying opportunity, a whole corps had
actually been brouglat into Arras on the night of the 8th,

but only a few squadrons ever got ahead ofthe infantry on
either side of the Scarpe, and one of them captured a
battery. Farther south cavalry charges on the flanks of

Monchy-le-Preux, a village on a commanding hill, which
defied capture, were shattered in mud and against wire.

Great mounds ofdead horses remained for days to testify

to their failure. It is probable, indeed, that the concentra-

tion of cavalry in an area so far forward actually impeded

’ The losses of personnel in the Air Force during this month were the

heaviest of the war, amoundng to 316. .
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the infantry, as by the evening of the gth they caused

great congestion in and about Arras.

Very early on April I2th an interesting attempt was

made to cut off the Germans in the southern sector of

attack. It has been described as ‘a miniature Cambrai’.

At Bullecouft, where the Hindenburg line bends west to

rejoin the old Arras front, an Australian division made a

sudden irruption, preceded by eleven tanks, which were

thus used for the first time, after Swinton’s formula, as

a substitute for artillery in the task of wire and trench

destruction. The thrust bit deep, and went right through

the defences with the ultimate object ofjoining Allenby’s

troops fighting round Wancourt on the Cojeul. But it was

far too narrow. The deep galleries of the Hindenburg
line disgorged unsuspected bodies of troops. The Austra-

lians taken in the flank and rear were badly cut up. This

was the only occasion in the war when they lost any con-

siderable number of prisoners.

The remaining stages ofthe battle brought unimportant

gains and severe losses.* It was prolonged, entirely

against Haig’s original intention, until May 23rd to help

the French, who were falling, as we shall see, into a state

of utter calamity.

The capture of the Vimy heights had fully justified

this offensive. As Colonel Boraston justly points out,

their possession was of supreme importance in March
1918. The German assault on Arras (March 28, 1918)

would certainly have been successful if that commanding
point had still been in the enemy’s hand; and Amiens
could then scarcely have been saved. Haig had resolutely

refused to omit the attack on Vimy from his programme,
in spite ofthe reiterated opposition ofNiveUe, who desired

the battle-front to be extended farther south.

* Casualties for the whole battle up toMay 3 are oSicially given as 84,000;

those of the enemy are estimated at 75,000. Thirty-two German divisions

had been engaged, or double the number ofthose engaged on the Somme for

the same period.
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•VII

Nivelle’splan had been broadcastfrommouth to mouth
in the most reckless manner. Copies ofhis original memo-
randum were, according to Robertson’s personal know-
ledge, handed to teji persons in London before the end of

December 1916. The General himselfheld forth at length

to a luncheon party of both sexes. By the beginning of

February his intentions were said to be common talk in

Allied and even in neutral countries. Worse still, the actual

operations-orders were made out months in advance and
freely issued to subordinate officers. As early as February

1 5th a German attack in Champagne captured a divisional

order giving details ofa great attack on the Aisne arranged

for April. On March 3rd the original memorandum itself

was captured, in a raid, from a Staff'officer who happened
to be touring the trenches and was caught. Most fatal of

all, the whole detailed plan ofthe 5th French army,* with

every unit and objective named, fell into the enemy’s

hands on April 6th. Nivelle knew at the time at least of

the latest disclosure, but neither informed his Government
nor thought it feasible to make any important change
in the order of battle.

G.QjG. had moved up from their remote station at

Beauvais to Compiegne, little more than twenty miles

behind the front. Pierrefeu has given one of his brilliant

ironic sketches of the tension, now vibrating rather with

foreboding than confidence, which prevailed in the beauti-

ful chateau with its Napoleonic memories. All through

the last week tlie signs of the weather were disastrous.

Every morning the barometer was fixed at ‘Stormy’. A
cold rain fell in torrents. The attack, originally settled

for the 1 2th, was inexorably postponed from day to day.

These delayshampered the artillerypreparationwhich had
begun on the 5th and had been timed for a week; as the

stock ofshells could not be increased, it lacked concentra-

tion towards the close. Reports of its insufficiency on the
* On the right flank of attack immediately west ofRheims; see Gen. F. L.

Palat, La Grande Guerre sur lefront oeeidmtal (1917-1937), vol. xii, p. 314.
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was far too small. Plunging fire ofextreme intensity alone

could hope to deal with the ravines, caves, tunnels, and re-

verse-slopes with which the enemy’s position was studded.

Further, the French aircraft were almost impotent. With

inconceivable folly, between 400 and >500 pilots had been

sent to Le Bourget to pick up new machines; they took

their own time to return andwere not back until the second

day of the attack.

The new German defensive organization had ground

for which it was admirably adapted, and proved its great

merit. It was not an entirely fresh system, but had been

evolved out ofthe experience ofthe Somme. It was alto-

gether more elastic in character. It aimed not at defend-

ing every foot of ground, but at creating zones beyond

which the enemy could not pass. The front trenches were
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therefore lightly held as outposts. Behind them were

generally three systems, to a total depth of about 8,000

yards, each complete in itself. Each again was divided

into more or less self-contained sectors. The communica-
tion-trenches were furnished with numerous concrete

machine-gun emplacements, and the whole sfector broken

up by strong points, each sharing the command of the

intervening ground with its neighbour. The problem of

providing both protection and rapid lateral movement for

the garrison was solved by building tunnels, with their

mouths parallel to the trench-line, so that they could be

blocked up onlyby enfilade fire. One ofthese was one and a
halfmiles long, and possessed a light railway. It was only

thirty yards behind the front line, and had been com-
pleted without the knowledge of the French who were
barely 200 yards away.

Finally, the greatest pains were taken in the organiza-

tion of counter-attacks. Special ‘storm troops’ were held

in readiness near the vital points, to be used with the ut-

most energy and speed at the right moment. Only small

local tasks of restoring the line were, as a rule, to be en-

trusted to the supports ofthe trench-garrison; the ‘counter-

attack in depth’ generally being launched when the assail-

ants were trying to reorganize at the second position.

Such were the carefully worked out plans of the Ger-

mans. Nivelle’s scheme, as his subordinates complained,

treated the enemy as a mere abstraction. When his con-

fidant and military secretary. Colonel d’Alenson, a gaunt
and haggard fanatic, already dying ofconsumption, waved
his hand casually over several fortified lines on the map
saying ‘On passe par la et par la’, the officer who received

his instructions muttered sombrely, ‘Ou on ne passe pas’.

The schedule for the artillery-barrage arranged a uni-

form progress throughout the day of roughly one kilo-

metre per hour, with periodic halts often minutes, as in a
field exercise. ‘After zero hour,’ Nivelle said, ‘the infantry

will have no need of their watches, but the artillery will

have to consult theirs most carefully.’ The morning ofthe
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1 6th arrived still in the grip of the belated winter, with

interminable snow-showers.

The poor blacks, Mangin’s speciality, employed in large

quantities as usual for ‘attack fodder’, were so numbed
that they could not fix bayonets or throw their grenades.

They groped along miserably with their rifles under their

arms, and soon fled in disorder. The great majority of

French troops, in spite of the rumours which circulated

later, seem to have fought with a devoted bravery. But
the result was much the same everywhere. The second

position had been reached in a few places, but the general

failure was glaring. The German communiqui, which the

French public was not allowed to read, proclaimed the

defeatinhigh-sounding rhapsodical sentences, proportion-

ate to the relief experi^ced. Nivelle would not admit it.

He extended the battle to the chalk-hills east of Rheims
and conquered the Moronvillers heights. In spite of his

professed determination not to recommence ‘a Somme
battle’, he renewed every few days partial attacks between
Soissons and Rheims, until by the end of the month he

could claim a general command ofthe Chemin des Dames.
Justified alarm for the security ofhis own position led him
to the most ignoble expedients. He threw over his Ghief-

of-Staff, who heard no word ofhis dismissal until his suc-

cessor arrived to take over. He got rid of Mangin, the

most ardent and faithful interpreter of his methods.

Micheler was forearmed: on the news that Nivelle pro-

posed to visit his head-quarters, he threw all the windows
open and assembled his officers on the lawn. After the

interview had proceeded for a while, Micheler’s voice was
heard declaiming: ‘General, your intentions are infamous,

cowardly, dastardly!’ The Commander-in-Chief is said

to have emerged staggering like a drunken man, and dared
notproceed to the dismissal ofhis terrible subordinate. But
he could not save himself. All and far more than all about
the disaster was circulating at Paris. In sober truth the

offensive compared rather favourably either with Joffre’s

efforte in 1915 or with the British opening on the Somme,
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More than 20,000 prisoners and 150 guns had been taken

at a cost of 1 18,000 casualties.^ But such a result was not

either what Nivelle promised or France expected. Pain-

levehad his way: Nivelle wzis ‘limoge’, and Petain wasmade
Commander-in-Ch^ef. Thelatterhadnotmerelyto retrieve

a defeat but to prevent the disintegration of the army.

VIII

Widespread mutinies were breaking out which, if not

speedily repressed, would destroy the French power of

resistance. It might be supposed that these disorders,

which followed so closely after the Russian Revolution,

were essentially political in character. It is true that the

Russian brigades fighting in France had formed ‘soldiers’

councils’ even before April i6th, had actually discussed

the question whether they would take part in the attack,

and, after suffering heavy losses, had broken up their

discipline.*

It is also true that agitators and emissaries, some in Ger-

man pay, but the majority of them socialists, anarchists,

and pacificists, had forlongbeen trying to seduce theFrench
poilus from their allegiance. They haunted the railway

stations, distributing seditious pamphlets and newspapers.

Nivelle had made a detailed complaint to the Minister

of the Interior in February, naming several of the ring-

leaders; Malvy, that sinister figure, who managed to

hold this key position whatever ministry was in power,

spoke of it as ‘a stab in the back’ and refused all satisfac-

' A great controversy has raged about those figures. These seem to be
correct for the period April 16-30.

* These troops had been sent to France in igi6 at the urgent request of

the French Government. They were of bad quality: one regiment sig-

nalized its arrival in France by murdering its colonel at Marseilles. Their

favourite paper was for some time edited by Trotsky until he was expelled

from France. They had finally to be reduced by a three-days’ bombardment
in the camp ofLa Courtine at Limoges, and were sent to Algeria, where they

remained till long afler the Armistice. Even their manifesto is not primarily

political in character. It complained that they were sent to France to pay
for munitions for Russia, were treated ‘as things and not as men’, and that

their wounded, bemg useless for war, were inhumanly neglected.
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tion. Some ofthe leaders no dbubt were in such high posi-

tions of influence among the trades-unions that even

Clemenceau did not venture to touch them. But Malvy
was in close relation with Caillaux, who was widely-

believed to be planning to make himself master ofFrance

by a military coup d'etat—and to conclude an alliance with

Germany against England. Malvy probably therefore

encouraged the ‘defeatist’ organizations with this object.

His policy was certainly deliberate—as he gave 8,000

francs a month of government money to Almereyda,

whose violent paper, Le Bonnet rouge^ was also subsidized

by the enemy.
All these subversive elements found their occasion and

made the most of it in 1917, but the poilu as a rule broke

into rebellion without accepting the programme of these

instigators, and often by thatkind ofspontaneity ofinstinct,

so common among great armies, particularly those com-
posed of conscripts. The awful disillusionment of April,

with all those obvious signs ofvacillation and feebleness in

the higher command which succeeded, brought to a head
every kind ofgrievance and sense ofinjustice. One of the

favourite cries was: ‘We will go into the trenches but we
will not attack.’ The determination not tobe led anylonger
to useless slaughter by incompetent commanders was the

strongest ofall motives. But there were many other causes

for bitterness. The fighting man, living like an animal,

was indignant with ‘les embusques’—the young munition-

workers, living in luxury on 20 francs a day, remote from
danger, hoping that the war would continue indefinitely.

Leave was very irregular and seems not to have been
granted at all since February ist, the original date of the

constantly postponed offensive. Thus, entirely cut off

from home, the men fell ready victims to the wild stories

which circulated to the effect that Paris was in revolution,

and crowds were being shot down in the streets. It was
this belief, rather than any deliberate intention to compel
peace by a military coup d'etat, which impelled so many of

the mutinous formations to march on the capital.
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All through May and June the troubles multiplied.

Outbreaks were reported from sixteen ofthe French army
corps. At one time it was reported that only two divisions

were wholly trustworthy on the whole front between Sois-

sons and Rheims. Though so many units refused to fight,

there were two reassuring signs. Not a single officer was
murdered, and very few suffered violence. Moreover,

there were many examples of men who, in response to

exhortations and appeals, returned to their duty. It is

related that one regiment, encamped obstinately for three

nights in a wood round which pickets of loyal troops had
been set, was won over by a force of bearded territorials,

whom somebody’s happy imagination had sent to reason

with them. As a French writer has truly said it was rather

‘une greve professionnelle’ than an outbreak of lawless

violence. Yet the result would have been ruin for France

if the ‘strikers’ had won, for the line could not have been
held for lack ofmen.

retain was the ideal restorer of order and confidence.

His marble calm was never shaken. Of all the great chiefs

of the war, he understood the common man best. His

massive simplicity, so sincere, so completely unselfcon-

scious, above all his justice, made him a true soldier’s

friend. Within a month he had visited ninety divisions.

The old soldiers were encouraged to speak their mind
freely. The promises which he made to remedy their

grievances were promptly kept. He even wrote an article

on the causes of the’ war for the trench magazine. In a

short time the politicians began to fear lest he should be-

come too popular. The hand of severity was wisely re-

stricted to a few ringleaders; only twenty-three in all were
put to death. By the end ofJuly the general spirit had
remarkably improved. The enemy had never realized

how low it had fallen, for the secret of the mutinies was
kept with extraordinary success. But he knew that the

French were fighting very feebly, and therefore he multi-

plied partial attacks on the Chemin des Dames, with many
small successes.
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Petain was quite prepared to remain generally on the

defensive. His answer to inquiries was always: ‘We must

wait for the Americans and tlie tanks.’ The wastage in his

army had been such that only one-third of the infantry

consisted of men between 20 and 32. He confined his

activity during the remainder ofthe year to two consider-

able local operations, one at Verdun, the other at the

western angle of the Chemin des Dames. Both were pre-

pared with the minutest care, with the utmost economy of

infantry. In one army corps the artillery outnumbered

them by 50 per cent. The specialization of the infantry

itselfwas carried to greater lengths. The aim in 1917 was

to make each platoon a self-supporting group, the sections

being divided into riflemen, light machine-gunners, hand-

and rifle-bombers, although to carry this fully into effect

made too high a demand on the intelligence ofthe average

soldier and on the time available for such intensive train-

ing. Both attacks, however, were completely successful.

By the former in August the French recovered almost all

their original line at Verdun. By the latter in October

the German salient north-east of Soissons was completely

cut off, their hold on the Aisne heights was turned, and
they were compelled to fall back behind the Ailette,

leaving the Chemin des Dames at last securely in French

hands. More than 20,000 prisoners were taken at small

cost.

Thus the main weight ofthe war fell for the first time on

the British. The French were inactive, and the Russians

rapidly crumbling into dissolution. Moreover, the sub-

marine warfare had reached its zenith of destruction.

Nearly a million tons ofshipping had been sunk in April.

The Entente was faced with the gravest crisis ofthe whole

war. How the U-boats were gradually mastered has been

told elsewhere. Lloyd George and Haig (although neither

of them had great confidence in the other) faced the

political and military situation with dauntless courage.

French writers admit that the address of the former at the

Paris Conference (May 4) put new life into the French
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ministers and confirmed their feeble knees. He insisted

that the offensive must be continued and no respite allowed

to the enemy. Ribot and Pajnleve agreed, but, as we have

seen, their army could play only a distinctly minor role.

Haig and Robertsqp took up the military burden. The
remainder of the year is a mere record of the most stub-

born British persistence. Whether this persistence was
wisely applied, or the campaign as a whole wisely con-

ducted, may well be doubted, but no one can question

the unstinted sacrifices made by the British for the good
of the Alliance.



XXIV

THE RUSSIAN -REVOLUTION

There is a saying of Aristotle in the Politics, often

and deservedly quoted, that revolutions have small

occasions but not small causes.

Russia by the end of 1916 was in such a condition that

the smallest incident might light an unquenchable flame.

The Imperial tyranny had now no friends (except those

whose safety or interest was directly bound up with its

continuance) and a multitude of enemies. Even with a

popular government in power the situation would have

been dark. An interminable prospect ofwar was ahead.

The Russian armies
,
were everywhere pinned down.

Rumania had become an impotent and detested lia-

bility. The national pride had been cruelly wounded
by the establishment of a puppet independence of Poland

(November 5, 1916) under the direction of the two Ger-

manic Powers. Yet from a purely military standpoint the

coming year offered greater promise, for the stocks of

munitions from the West transported over the Murmansk
railway were calculated to suffice for all the needs of at

least one more campaign.

The Tsar, however, was now even more than before

in the hands of an obscure and corrupt camarilla, which
typified what were known as ‘the dark forces’^ ofreaction

and superstition. Sazonov, the last minister whose name
inspired any confidence either athome or abroad, hadbeen
dismissed from the Foreign Secretaryship in August.

The first blow was struck not by revolutionaries but by
Conservatives from within the Imperial circle, including

in their number a cousin of the Tsar, the Grand Duke
Dmitri. These men killed the monk Rasputin in circum-

• This phrase comes from the secret manifesto of th.e Union of Towns
and Zemstvos which said ‘the government, now become the instrument of

the dark forces, is driving Russia to her ruin and is shattering the Imperial

throne. In this grave hour the country requires a government worthy of a
great people. . . . There is not a day to lose.*
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stances which recall the ctudest ‘Grand Guignol’ melo-

drama (December 29th). The favourite was enticed to a

luxurious apartment by the irresistible lure of a beautiful

woman’s presence, poisonedf, shot, and thrown under the

ice of the frozen Neya. The perpetrators hoped to^ terrify

the Tsar into taking such remedial measures as would pre-

serve the ancien regime in its essentials. But on the contrary,

Nicholas hardened his heart, banished the murderers,

and continued on his own way. Most singular stories are

told how the Imperial couple spent many hours in seances

trying to raise the spirit ofRasputin with the aid ofProto-

popov. Minister of the Interior, and Madame Viribova,

the Tsarina’s confidante, a mixture of courtier, devote,

and witch. It is not surprising that aristocratic gossip was
_

openly suggesting the assassination or deposition of the

Tsar. Both British and French ambassadors ventured

upon formal remonstrances, which were turned aside

with haughty frigidity. To Buchanan the Tsar said: ‘My
ministers are chosen by me alone; and it is for my people

to deserve my confidence.’

I Nicholas had indeed done everything in his power to

destroy the long-suffering confidence of the loyal, liberal

middle classes. The Duma was not allowed to meet, the

Congress of the Union of the Towns and Zemstvos^ was
banned. The censorship ofthe press was more rigorously

enforced by the secret police. At this ominous moment a

great combined deputation arrived (January 29, 1917)
from the three western Allies to concert final plans for

victory. Amidst the last festivities ofthe Imperial Court,

the French contrived, without the knowledge of their

allies, to conclude a convention by which France was
authorized to take the frontiers of 1814,^ and to set up
an independent Rhineland state, in return for allowing

Russia a free hand on her western frontier. The foreigners

• The local committees of self-government in the rural areas.

® This included, besides Alsace-Lorraine, the Saar territory, and one or

two isolated fortresses. The British Government expressly dissociated itself

from this document when it was later published by the Bolsheviks.
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seem to have departed withoilt any suspicion that they

had been assisting at the last prelude to revolution. Their

impressions were on the whole favourable; though the

greatest soldier, Castelnau, rated the army low, putting

its ratio of efficiency as less than half that of the French,

and the greatest statesman, Milner, was very much dis-

turbed and anxious in mind. Paleologue, the French am-
bassador, relates that he had often wearily said: ‘We are

wasting time.’

The winter was now far spent, and the extreme cold had
passed. Though supplies had been badly organized in the

great towns, and long food-queues had been standing

almost daily in the snow, there had been no serious riot or

disturbance for about three months. It may be that the

obscure revolutionaries who pullulated in the capital held

their hand until the Duma had at last assembled at the

end ofFebruary. At the beginning ofMarch the problem
ofsupplying Petrograd with food became more acute. The
exceptionally heavy snow-falls ofthe winter had damaged
or blocked many railway-engines and trucks, and had
resulted in a great shortage of fuel. The goods traffic,

therefore, for the first fortnight ofthe month was by order

practically restricted to coal. As a result, hardly any
wheaten flour was to be found in the capital, though there

were considerable quantities ofrye. This scarcity was in-

creased by the bad arrangements for distribution, and by
shop-keepers holding up their supplies for a higher price.

Sporadic riots began on March 8th, with sacking ofbakers’

shops. Yet so little attention was directed towards them
that Nicholas left that day for G.H.Q. Perhaps he would
have achieved nothing had he stayed; still, in such a case,

/the presence ofthe master is the eye ofthe house’.

; The bright, frosty weather favoured the fermentation

? in the streets, which for several days seemed less a revolt

I
than a peaceful demonstration by vast numbers of be-

swildered folk, communicating to each other shocks of an
iintense excitement.
’ On the nth, however, the Government set to work in
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earnest to clear the streets.* Police appeared in large quan-
tities, some ofwhom directed fire upon the crowd from the

house-tops. But the enorir^ous garrison of the city, some
190,000 strong, including many units of the pampered
Imperial Guard, n,ot only refused to fire on the people,

but began to go over to their side. The Volhynian regi-

ment of the Guard was the first to kill its officers and to

join the mob.
On the 1 2th a revolution was in full swing, accompanied

by all the traditional and symbolic signs ofpopular victory.

The Winter Palace was invaded, public buildings were
burned, the prisons were entered—^in particular the Rus-
sian Bastille, the notorious fortress ofSt. Peter and St. Paul

—and their inmates released.

'

Twice within the last forty-eight hours Rodzianko, the

President of the Duma, had telegraphed to the Tsar to the

effect that a new government possessing the confidence of

the country must be instantly formed. ‘The final hour has
come when the fate of the country and the dynasty must
be decided.’ The Duma itselfignored a decree for its pro-

rogation issued on the 12th by the Premier, Golitzin, and
established a temporary committee for preserving order,

on which all parties except the extreme Right were repre-

sented. Petrograd was triumphant. The chances of the

Tsar depended upon the reception of the news by the

country and the army. The rest of Russia followed its

capital, not with a resentful or divided voice, but with
unanimous alacrity. Lockhart, the British Consul-General

atMoscow, has described ‘the compelling, almost infectious

enthusiasm’ with which the news was bloodlessly greeted.

It was the same in the army. ‘The whole armywasready
for a revolution. . . . Even the officers were wavering, and
were as a body highly dissatisfied with the situation.’*

Doubtless the views ofthe officers and ofthe rank and file

on the possible consequence were, as the event proved,

widely opposed. But no one thought oflaunching a mili-

tary counter-blow to restore absolutism. All the troops

‘ Gen. A. A. Bnissilov, A Soldier’s Notebook (1930), p. 300.
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which theTsar successivelydisjiatched to Petrograd merely

swelled the revolutionary tide as soon as they detrained.

Except for the hireling police^ who fought with a despera-

tion inspired by the knowledge that they could expect no
mercy, Nicholas had no defenders.

He himselfcould not reach the capital, for the peasants

tore up the line before his train. On March 1 5th at Pskov

he abdicated on behalfofhimselfand his son. His brother

Michael, whom he nominated as his successor, was given

no opportunity oftaking up the bankrupt inheritance.

‘Russia is a big country and can wage a war and manage
a revolution at the same time’, said Rodzianko to the

British military attache.^ This was the great and capital

delusion. The RussianLiberals firmlybelieved that when
a Constituent Assembly had met to create a constitution,

a regenerated Russia would prosecute the war with all the

more resolution because the purifying breath of idealism

had passed over the land. Deeply convinced ofthe justice

of their struggle, they stood fast in fidelity to the Alliance.

It was for this reason that the western democracies hailed

the overthrow ofTsardom so rapturously. As a matter of

fact, to argue thus was to beg the whole question. The
Revolution and the war were not two separate problems

to be settled concurrently. For the Revolution was itself

pointed against the war, though not with the same direct

and undivided aim with which it had struck down the

autocracy.

This was made manifest from the beginning. The Pro-

visional Government, mainly composed of Liberal mem-
bers ofthe Duma with one ‘Social Revolutionary’, Keren-
sky, continued to reassure its alhes, and to prepare the

way for a bourgeois republic on a parliamentary basis.

But side by side with it stood another self-constituted

body, exercising an aggressive and irresponsible author-

ity, the Council or Soviet^ of Workmen and Soldiers’

‘ Maj-Gen. Sir A. Knox, With the Russian Army 1914-17 (1921), vol. ii,

p. 569.
* The word Soviet as here used does not imply adherence to the Bolshevik
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representatives. It retained within its own hands the

post offices, State bank, treasury, and railway stations of

Petrograd.

Its primary aim was to destroy the existing system of

discipline in the army. Order No. i published on March
1 7th enjoined that in all units elected representatives ofthe

rank and file were to be chosen, who were to refuse to hand
over any arms to their officers. Soldiers were placed com-
pletely under control of the Soviet in all political matters.

Its representatives were sent to all the armies and to the

fleets to ensure that these orders were put into general

operation. The result was to divide the men from their

officers; they often began to regard them as enemies, to

depose and even kill them. Thus a demoralization was
introduced which made it easy for,further propaganda to

be effective. The war was represented as an imperialistic

struggle, waged only for the benefit ofthe class which had
just been overthrown. The soldiers were told that it would
be easy to obtain peace by adherence to the formula of

‘No annexations or indemnities’, which had been gradu-

ally becoming the stock formula of the International

Socialists.* To attack would be to betray their own cause;

their utmost duty would be to defend themselves against

the enemy. The Germans were quick to see that the

demoralization, which wzis obviously spreading in the

Russian trenches, would grow by inaction; whereas to

fight a defensive battle might prove the cement of dis-

cipline. Orders were therefore given not to attack at pre-

sent on the eastern front. In many areas fraternization

was allowed and even encouraged, for it was expected

that the educated, intelligent German would be able by
conversation still further to warp the war-will ofhis simple
adversary.

party, as it was to do later. Similar Soviets had been set up during the

ephemeral success of the 1905 revolution. It was therefore the natural

revolutionary term.

* It appears to have been first adopted at the Zimmerwald International

Socialist Conference in Switzerland in 1915, which included representatives

of France, Italy, Russia, and-Germany, as well as the neutral States.
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The Russian spldier had received from the Revolution

another incentive to desert. To the peasant revolution

meant land. Every man feared that ifhe remained stead-

fast with the colours, he would be forestalled by his neigh-

bour. Even before the March days over a million men had
disappeared from the army, many of whom were living

unmolested in their homes. Now the stream began to flow

openly from front to rear. The army was reverting to its

peasant origin.

While it was thus crumbling to pieces, the Provisional

Government was wrestling with its enormous tasks in the

capital. As usually happens, the men nominally in power
were not those who had actually made the Revolution.

Broadly speaking, the former meant by the Revolution

a wide extension of those political principles ofliberalism

which theyhad formulated, when in constitutional opposi-

tion to the autocracy; or, like Kerensky, the Socialist

Minister of Justice, burned with enthusiasm to create

somehow a new brotherhood for all Russians. But the

‘intellectuar revolutionary by vocation, the member of

Secret Societies, the organizer of 1905, however he
might interpret in detail the whole bible of Marx, held it

as an elementary maxim that the only true revolution

must be social and international.

Moreover, the grim army of exiles was returning to

strengthen the hands and fix the views of the extremists.

Stalin and Kamenev came from Siberia, Trotsky from
America, suffering imprisonment en route at the hands of

the British. But the master ofthem all came from Switzer-

land. Lenin, as he called himself,* was now forty-seven

years old, and had been absent from Russia for ten years,

when he had fled the country from fear of arrest for his

share in the abortive revolution of 1905. He came of a
family of revolutionaries, and his elder brother had been

' His real name was Vladimir Ulianov, the son ofa school-inspector from
the Middle Volga. He had for many years signed his articles in the press

with the pseudonym M. Lenin. Singularly enough he came from the same
village as Kerendcy.
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hanged in 1887 for complicity in a plot for the assassina-

tion of Alexander III. It was said of him by one of his

earlier comrades that ‘there is no other man who is ab-

sorbed by the revolution twenty-four hours a day . .

.

who,

even when he sleeps, dreams of nothing but the revolu-

tion’. This extraordinary power ofunwavering concentra-

tion was not merely applied to the idealization ofMarxian
materialism, but to thinking out all the appropriate means
for achieving the desired practical end. The uniqueness

of Lenin among revolutionaries lay in his brilliant com-
bination ofthe roles offanatic and staffofficer. Bolshevism

has often been compared to a new militant religion, and
Lenin’s closest parallel can probably be found among the

great organizing captains of religion such as Mahomet,
or (a more exact parallel) Ignatius Loyola. His accurate

knowledge, his orderly method, his pitiless logic, helped to

secure him ascendancy over his countrymen, amongwhom
such qualities were rare. Though Lenin is revered by the

followers ofMarx all over the world as the greatest modern
Internationalist, he had made little mark and few disciples

during the many years of his prowls about western and
central Europe. Yet, though he had lived in European
Russia for less than two years out of the last twenty, he
understood the Russian people, or at least how to use

them, amazingly well. The German Staff, which allowed

him to pass through their country in a sealed railway-

carriage, thought of him indeed as a dangerous microbe,

but had no idea ofthe infection which he would spread in

Russia to their own ultimate detriment and danger.*

He came to give direction and coherence to the activities

ofthe Petrograd Soviet. This body had not aimed at tak-

ing the Government into its own hands, but at forcing it

by a kind of semi-official control to do what it wanted.

The situation closely resembled that in Paris between

* Ludendorffand HofTmann have both protested that, ifthey had known
more o( his character, they would not have let him through. He was re-

garded hierely as one among a number of exiles who would serve as good
living propaganda for destroying the war-will of Russia.
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February and June 1848, when Lamartine and his bour-

geois government were being continually harried and
threatened by the extremists, who relied upon the work-
men of the capital. From *the moment that the war
started, Lenin had described it as an imperialistic struggle

in which the duty ofSocialists everywhere must be to work
for the defeat of their own country. Only through defeat

would it be possible to overthrow the capitalistic govern-

ments. The autocracy had now been destroyed in Russia,

but the character ofthe war remained unchanged. As the

Provisional Government accepted the war as its own, it

was denounced by Lenin as being in open treachery to the

proletariat. Therefore it must be deposed. Then Russia

would be able to give a lead to the world by starting the

real revolution, the ciyil war of the proletariat against

capitalism. To achieve success two things were necessary.

First, the peasants must be united with the industrial

workers by the expropriation of all landowners. Secondly,

a dictatorial government must be set up, which alone

could enable the proletariat to realize its own real will.

Lenin had urged for many years that the workers could

not carry out their own salvation. The intellectuals must
stand at their head, not at their tail. This was the so-

called Bolshevik* programme which was finally put upon
its trial six months later.

Meanwhile Lenin was methodically and patiently pre-

paring with the extremists, a considerable number of
whom like Trotsky wereJews, for the decisive insurrection

by which he intended to seize power. ‘The death of a re-

volution’, he constantly proclaimed, ‘is the defensive.’ But
the Western Powers were striving by every means to hold
the Provisional Government to the rigour ofthe Alliance.

• The word Bolshevik means ‘majority’. It draws its origin from the
majority programme of which Lenin secured the adoption in 1903 at a
conference in London. Its opponente were known as Mensheviks and dif-

fered mainly in a greater readiness to co-operate with all Liberal elements in
preparing a revolution, and in the belief that the revolutionaries ought to

act ‘from below’ rather than ‘from above’, i.e. that they should force their

programme upon the Government without themselves assuming power.
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Miliukov, indeed, the Fofeign Secretary, a former pro-

fessor of history, was wholeheartedly striving to maintain

complete continuity offoreign policy. He even hoped that

the victorious Revolution would achieve the prime ideal

ofTsardom by annejjdng Constantinople. So deputations

ofprominent Socialists were sent to Petrograd. The solid

trades-unionists who came from England regarded their

Russian comrades with uncomprehending amazement as

a set ofimpractical lunatics. Socialist Cabinet ministers,

Thomas from France, Henderson from England, arrived

with instructions to override and ifnecessarysupersede the

existing ambassadors.

The position of the Provisional Government was really

hopeless. The only way to have stabilized and closed the

Revolution was through immediate peace. But it stead-

fastly refused to make the separate peace, which could

probably have been secured by relinquishing Poland, and
was quite unable to enforce peace by waging war.

It did indeed try heroicaUy to create a great national

outburst of democratic patriotism, such as had carried

revolutionary France triumphantly through her extreme
peril in 1 792-3. InMay the coalition was extended further

to the Left by the inclusion of several ‘Mensheviks’, while

the annexionist Miliukov wasjettisoned. The burning and
romantic Kerensky, who ‘thanked God for all the idealists

in the world’, exchanged the Ministry ofJustice for that

of War. He became the animating soul of the Govern-
ment. Modelling himself upon the great orators of the

French Revolution, he toured round the front, haranguing

vast bodies of men, talking individually to the discon-

tented. His own exhausted body, his dead-white and
drawn face, inspired conviction as he proclaimed his

gospel ofsalvation through suffering and self-denial. But
the effect of his eloquence was only fleeting, though he
himself, not staying long enough to recognize its evanes-

cence, grew strangely optimistic. Without the restoration

of discipline, and in particular of the death penalty

for desertion and cowardice, no army can fight. The
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commissaries who were sent rt»und the armies, and even

the new Commander-in-Chief himself, Brussilov, recog-

nized that any such restoration was in fact quite imprac-

ticable. Even if death sentences were imposed, no firing

squads could be found to put them in^o execution. A more
dangerous state of active mutiny than already existed

would be the only result.

With great difficulty a striking force of about 200,000

men was collected in Galicia to attack a front mainly held

by Austrians. For the first time the infantry were sup-

ported by a number of guns superior to that disposed

ofby the enemy. It required the most circumstantial evi-

dence from deserters to convince the opposing staffthat an
attack was either seriously intended or practicable.

On July I St the Russians launched their last offensive

ofthe war. On that same evening General Knox noted in

his diary ‘There will be no success’.

After a few spasmodic and quarter-hearted efforts, the

last state ofthe Galician army was far worse than the first.

Quantities ofthe most capable officers had sacrificed them-
selves in a vain attempt to encourage their men forward
by example. The Germans had in readiness a counter-

attack, timed to coincide with the Bolshevik rising in Petro-

grad, ofwhich they were well informed. They cut through
their disorganized opponents hke a knife through butter.

The Russians became a demoralized mob, and their retreat

through Galicia was marked by most revolting outrages

upon the population. Had troops been available, the ad-

vance might have been thrust forward to Odessa. As it

was, a halt was called on the Galician boundary. Thus the

Rumanian army, in far better heart and efficiency after

its reorganization by the French General Berthelot, was
still able to cling victoriously to its refuge on the banks of

the Sereth.

Meanwhile the militant forces had shown their heads in

Petrograd. As generally happens in the course ofa revolu-

tion which it is impossible to stabilize, all the propertied

classes tended to move towards the Right and tie artisans
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and landless peasants to the Left. The Bolsheviks, under

the instruction of Lenin, whose motto was ‘Patiently ex-

plain’, were growing daily in the Soviets, and preparing

for a complete breach with the Menshevikswhom they con-

temptuously denounced as ‘Compromisers’. The execu-

tive committees, however, were still mainly under Men-
shevik majorities. Therefore the Bolshevik masses in the

capital, inspired by the workmen from the great factories,

became increasingly eager to seize the power which they

believed was ripe to fall into their hands. They were
further encouraged by the numerous reports from the pro-

vinces of land-seizure by the peasants. The news of the

‘Kerensky offensive’ created strong nervous tension in the

population. Hearts were distracted by the extreme poig-

nancy ofhope and fear. The speay-head of the insurrec-

tion was to be the ist machine-gun regiment, which dur-

ing its long residence in the capital had thrown in its

lot completely with the extremists. Lenin and Trot-

sky endeavoured to prevent the blaze which their doctrines

,

had kindled; for they regarded it as a prime principle

of strategy that insurrection must be delayed until the

moment when its success would automatically place an

unchallenged dictatorship in their own hands. That time

they rightly held had not yet come. Nevertheless they felt

bound tojoin in the movement which they could not con-

trol, and appear to have done their best to give it the

character rather of an armed demonstration than of an

unequivocal rising. This was the easier as the leading men
of the Soviets were exceedingly unwilling to have direct

power thrust into their hands. ‘Take the power, you son

of a bitch, when it is given you’, cried out a workman to

one ofthem.

Consequently theJuly days wear a vague irresolute hue

very different from the ruthlessness with which organized

force was to be pushed home in November. Many of the

troops in the capital declared themselves neutral. Even

the ferocious sailors who marched in from Kronstadt, fed

with the blood oftheir officers, showed litde enei:gy. The
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small bands of Cossacks who remained loyal to Kerensky
kept, bywell-timed sallies, the vast mobs in indecisive play,

until the arrival of selected detachments from the front

restored the authority ofthe ^Provisional Government. So
half-hearted had been this great effervescence that the

victims on both sides amounted to only 29 killed and 1 14
wounded. The victory of Kerensky in fact was not due
primarily to force but to what Trotsky calls ‘The Great
Slander’. Lenin and his associates were denounced as

German spies. The rumour, broadcast by the Govern-
ment, ran like fire through the city. There were, it is true,

many enemy agents in the capital, but neither Lenin nor
Trotsky was among their number. Many believed and
still more doubted. The chiefBolsheviks had their head-
quarters in the garisK house which had belonged to a
famous ballet-dancer, the rapacious idol of the young
nobles of the arwien regime. Lenin slipped away into Fin-

land, where he spent months in close hiding, but Trotsky
and his associates were arrested and thrown into jail. No
blood was shed in retribution, for Kerensky was a revolu-
tionary ofthe emotional transitionary type, like the Giron-
din orators, who regarded eloquence as a substitute for

decisive action. Nevertheless his regime, not through its

ownstrength butby the discredit ofitsprincipal adversaries,
enjoyed a transient flicker ofdeceptive revival. The Ger-
man offensive coincided with the July days—the coin-
cidence seemed too sinister to be accidental—and the
Government purposely published details which showed
up the demoralization of the Galician army in all its

nakedness. Kerensky received almost dictatorial powers;
Kornilov became Gommander-in-Chief, a Gossack ofpea-
sant extraction, the hero of a legendary escape from an
Austrian prison, a hearty fighting general, the last magnet
to draw out the dying military spirit. He became the man
of destiny for the counter-revolutionaries, who regarded
Kerensky and most of his ministers as a noxious tempor-
ary makeshift. In the provinces landowners and profes-

sional men allied with the clergy in an attempt to recreate
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through fear anational revival directed againstthe Capital.

Almost everywhere the more timid withdrew from mem-
bership of the Bolshevik par^r. Kerensky was determined

neither to serve as the tool of counter-revolutionaries nor

to permit a military rival. Both the Allied ambassadors

and the workers of Petrograd noted with ciistaste how
much he had altered for the worse from the simplicity of

his earliest epiphany. Vanity, display, and the exaggera-

tion of the outward and visible signs of power, coupled

with a brusque tactlessness, began to be commonly im-

puted to him. At the great Moscow Congress in August,

to which representatives of every branch of Russian life

had been summoned, his manner ofindispensable autho-

rity did not save him from many oblique criticisms.

Yet it is possible that the Bolsheviks might never have
been given their second opportunity had the Germans kept
quiet. Now, however, they struck at the most sensitive

nerve of the capital. For two years the Russian line run-

ning through marshes and sandhills had warded oflfevery

direct assault upon the great city ofRiga, while a firm grip

was maintained upon the River Dvina to prevent envelop-

ment from the south. Ludendorffhad no troops available

for a great blow at the Capital, for his strategic reserve had
already been ear-marked for the Isonzo. But he calculated

that even a limited stroke in this direction would suffice to

shake the trembling weapons finally from palsied Russian

hands. At the very^least he would rescue a large German
population, linked up to the Fatherland by the traditional

ties ofthe old Hanseatic League; would provide his troops

with spacious winter billets; and secure for the navy the

use of the port and gulf ofRiga.

Moreover, his mind was already turning to a decisive

spring campaign in France, which would require a perfec-

tion of offensive organization tried out and matured by
battle-experiment. Therefore the operation was entrusted

to von Hutier, the chief apostle of the surprise attack.

Bruchmiiller, the incomparable conductor ofthe artillery

orchestra, was provided as his assistant. The experiment
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proved highly successful, though the ‘vile body’ of Rus-

sian indiscipline was not a very searching test. Kornilov

has been accused of treacherously abetting the break-

through in order that Petrograd might be overwhelmed

by a flood of indignant counter-reyolution directed by
himself as saviour. He had indeed, at the Moscow Con-
gress, prophesied the loss ofRiga, and had determined to

use it for the benefit of Russia and himself But there

is no evidence which justifies the imputation of so base

an action to the Gommander-in-Ghief On the contrary,

German accounts agree that the resistance which they

encountered exceeded that on the Galician front in July,

though the later operation was the more brilliantly

planned; while the retreat was carried through without

disorder. Meanwhile Kerensky, fearful ofthe effect ofthe

loss of Riga upon the temper of the Capital, felt his own
head loose on his shoulders, and was negotiating with

Kornilov for the dispatch of a cavalry corps to Petrograd,

and for the proclamation of martial law in the surround-

ing military district. The Bolsheviks were not in fact pre-

paring another insurrection, but the Premier believed that

they would take advantage ofthe general consternation to

do so.

Kornilov, however, had no intention of using his force

to bolster up such a man ofstraw. Surrounded at Head-
quarters by unintelligent miUtary reactionaries, he con-

vinced himself that the hour had struck for his dictator-

ship. He was to be the chosen instrument to save Russia.

He determined to get the Capital within his grasp, and
sent forward his most trusty troops, the so-called ‘Savage

Division’, composed of Caucasians who could not speak

Russian, ofwhom it was said ‘these mountaineers do not

mind whom they slaughter’, under an equally ‘trusty’

commander.
Kornilov was naturally anxious to lull Kerensky’s suspi-

cions until these troops had reached their objective, but
could find no better emissary than a half-witted royalist

named Lvov, who naively tried to entrap Kerensky into a
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visit to Head-quarters to pat himselfunder Kornilov’s pro-

tection. Kerensky, now fully enlightened, paid the Com-
maiider-iii-Gliief with his own coin by tricking him in a

famous conversation over the telephone—and so, at the

very moment when the latter believed that the gates of

Petrograd were open to his Caucasians, his rival, swinging

to the left, deposed him and called upon the Soviets and

the garrison to defend the sacred cause of revolution.

Kerensky won a last victory. The organization of Korni-

lov’s head-quarterswas pitiable. The tide ofhis advancing

army broke harmlessly and bloodlessly on the outer sub-

urbs. The concerted movement planned by commanders
on other frontswas a complete fiasco. Kerensky appointed

himself Commander-in-Chief in Kornilov’s room.

And now the Provisional Government found that it had
been mortally wounded through its own victory. The
extremists believed that it had acted in collusion with the

leaders of the insurrection, the exceedingly lenient treat-

ment ofwhom confirmed that view. The danger to Petro-

grad spread visibly like a thundercloud. The Germans,

anxious to restore the spirit of their navy, lately cankered

by mutiny, equipped an amphibious expedition, which

seized the islands at the mouth ofthe GulfofRiga. Thus
the enemy stood over against the arsenals of Kronstadt

and Helsingfors, whose sailors were the most ardent and
ruthless instruments in Bolshevik hands. Mere naked

danger drove men by fear to the Left, and the Petrograd

Soviet passed into the hands of the extremists; Moscow
followed its example almost at once. The Bolshevik leaders

were liberated on bail. The Jew Braunstein, famous in

history as Trotsky, was let loose for agitation and devour-

ingpropaganda, forwhichhehad a genius seldomequalled.

While Lenin was the intellectual begetter of the October

Revolution, Trotsky was its tactical organizer. He has

described these events in the finest work written by a

revolutionary, full of a penetrating power of sardonic

analysis.

The weary Kerenskywas no match for this terrible pair,

3596 p f
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no longer working in the shadows. He kept shuffling his

ministers and could not abide in any one stay. Fits of

feverish activity alternated with periods of almost cata-

leptic listlessness.

Unrest became uglier and more general as production

grew feebler and distribution more irregular throughout

the enormous land. Trotsky agrees that in many parts the

so-called support of the Bolshevik programme dissolved

itself into a simple determination to have ‘Peace, Land,

and Bread’. The Entente Powers had by now written off

Russia, and scarcely concealed their contemptuous in-

difference to Kerensky. The Russian ambassador at Paris

has recorded the harsh rating which he received from

Poincare, the President of the Republic, generally so cold

and impassive, in his odicial interviews.

Ever since the middle of September Lenin had pro-

claimed that the hour was ripe, and believed that delay

might be fatal if insurrection were delayed until the dis-

integration of the country had proceeded much farther

towards chaos. Curiously enough it was the more emo-
tional Trotsky, now President of the Petrograd Soviet,

who counselled and obtained delay until support from the

provinces had been more fully organized, and the support

of the Petrograd garrison more carefully secured. Nearly

all the men ofthis garrison now agreed to take their orders

only from the military Revolutionary Committee of the

Soviet, and not from the Government. It was therefore

certain that, even if they did not actively assist the insur-

rection, they would not impede its vital moves. Revolu-
tion was not only in the thoughts but on the lips of the

inhabitants, who moved about their daily tasks in a kind

ofwaking fantasy. Three successive days, which had been

confidently assigned by common rumour, passed without

incident. The chosen date was November 7th, on which
the Congress ofRussian Soviets was to meet at Petrograd.

Trotsky and his fellow conspirators reaped the reward
of their minute preparation. The post offices, telephone-

* October 25 old style: hence the name of ‘October Revolution’.
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exchanges, railway-statiohs, bridges, and banks were
swooped upon with an almost bloodless speed. The Pro-

visional Government was isolated in the vast Winter
Palace, which its defenders were not numerous enough
to fill. Amongst th,e faithful few was part pf one of the

Women’s ‘Battalions of Death’, formed after March to

shame the men into a continuance of the war. Kerensky
fled to the army in an American motor-car before the cor-

don was completed. The Bolshevik cruiser Aurora steamed
eagerly up the Neva from Kronstadt, and a few ofits shells

induced a speedy capitulation. The triumph of the Bol-

sheviks was easy and complete. It was carried through,

said an observer, ‘like a piece ofmusic played from notes’.

A far more bitter conflict endured for eight days in Mos-
cow, where the fortified inner city of the Kremlin found
resolute defenders who were finally betrayed fi'om within.

The Congress of Soviets acting as provisional sovereign

gave executive power to a Committee of Bolsheviks with
Lenin as President. Each member held the title ofKomis-
sar, to which they gave world-wide notoriety. Decrees

were passed to confiscate all land, except that held by poor
peasants and Cossacks; to socialize all industry; and to

begin immediate negotiations for peace.

Events were soon to show that the Bolsheviks did not

indeed represent Russia; but that they were able to main-
tain that dictatorship which, as they declared, represented

its real will. During November the long-delayed elections

to the Constituent Assembly were held. While the indus-

trial towns and much of the army returned Bolsheviks,

the peasant vote secured a large majority of Social Revo-
lutionaries. Lenin allowed it to assemble at Petrograd

in January, where it was at once forcibly dissolved and
its members dispersed or arrested. The alleged reasons

can have convinced few. It was clear that parliamentary

government was incompatible with the ruthless trans-

forming absolutism of the new scientific Marxists, whose
terrorism was already manifesting itself in wholesale

butcheries.



XXV
THE CAMPAIGN IN FLANDERS, 1917

MESSINES AND PASSCHENDAELE

The deterioration of the French army made it essential

that the British should engage in a vigorous, and as

far as possible an uninterrupted, summer campaign. The
extreme danger of the submarine campaign dictated its

direction against the Belgian ports, the closest and most
infested ‘nests of destruction’.^ Yet it was impossible to

break out coastwards from the Ypres salient until the

right had been secured. South-west ofthe city the German
defences were thrust forward on the Wytschaete—Messines

ridge. The good obseiv^ation gained therefrom enabled

the British lines to be enfiladed, and even taken from the

rear, for several miles to the north. The ridge extends for

about eight miles, and is nowhere more than 200 feet high,

but has, in places, an abrupt and dominating face towards

the west. By the end of April the German command
realized that an attack here was imminent; and if Rup-
precht had had his way the position would have been
evacuated. The Arras batde had taught him that com-
manding positions,where the defences can be easily picked

up, were much more difficult to maintain against a

superior artillery than inconspicuous lines carefully drawn
in featureless country. Moreover, hi? guns were incon-

veniently crowded in forward positions round Messines,

and he correctly anticipated that a large proportion would
be disabled in the preliminary bombardment. Faced,

however, by a unanimous protest from the local com-
manders, he lacked the strength of will to persist.

The battle of Messines proved in effect one of the most
complete local victories of the war. It was the kind of

victory that required immense and lengthy preparation.

Its most essential and devastating feature, the mine-
‘ Actually the Germans relied much less on these ports than was believed

at the time.
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explosions, had been in train for eighteen months. The
mines indeed would probablyhave been fired in July 1916

to divert attention from the Somme, had not the destruc-

tion of the great shell-dump at Audruicq rendered the

enterprise inadvisable. The long delay seems to have

lulled German sus'^icion, for the explosion of 500 tons

ofammonal took them entirely by surprise. The perfect

harmoniousness between preparation and performance

which marked Messines is characteristic of its author,

Sir Herbert Plumer, whom Haig justly called ‘the most

reliable of his army commanders’. Plumer had so much
the appearance of the comic music-hall general that it

was almost impossible to caricature him. His round face

with its puffed-out rubicund cheeks and bulging eyes

resembled, it was said, that of ‘an elderly cupid’. But he

had a remarkable gift of choosing and knowing men, of

being exact in detail yet never hurried, and of inspiring

the confidence which he felt. Both officers and men knew
that they were better looked after in his army than else-

where; his staff had rather the air ofhelpful collaborators

than of imperious and inconsiderate dictators. Plumer
made a point of seeing every division immediately it

entered his area, and had the unaffected simplicity

of direct approach which wins the soldier’s heart.* His

partnership with his Chief-of-Staff, Harington, whose
steady diplomacy in 1921 was later to prevent war with

Mustapha Kemal’s advancing troops at Chanak, was so

singularly fortunate as to be best described in Hinden-
burg’s phrase of a ‘happy marriage’.

The battle itself achieved in desired harmony the co-

operation of all arms. The bombardment was of un-

precedented length, seventeen days, and was directed by
an air force which had almost undisputed mastery of the

sky. As the objective was so strictly limited it mattered

* Orpen tells how, when he was painting a portrait of the general, his

soldier-servant came and directed his master thus:
‘
’Ere you just sit up

proper—not all ’unched up the way you are. What would Her Ladyship

say if I let you be painted that way?’ ‘ •
' ’3
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little ifthe ground was churned to pieces; while the nerves

of the defenders were the more cruelly tried. At dawn on
June 7th the nineteen mines were simultaneouslyexploded,
blowing the top ofthe hill into the air and in places entirely

altering its contour. The demoralization of the Germans
was increased by the employment of two horrible new
engines ofwar, the projection ofboiling oil-cans and con-

tainers ofgas into the hostile trenches. The British advance
was in some places so rapid that tanks were unable to keep
up with their allotted infantry. Success was complete, and
the enemy was too much exhausted to make any effective

counter-attack. This seems to have been the first con-

siderable battle in which the British losses were less than
those of the Germans.*

This action naturally confirmed the German Staffin its

belief that the main campaign would now be launched in

Belgium. Haig maintained a show ofactivity round Lens,

but the densely populated mining area there was so un-
suitable for a serious offensive that no deception was
achieved. And, unhappily, a delay ofseven weeks before

the Flemish attack opened gave time for the new system
of German defence to be completed.
The third battle of Ypres was, indeed, dogged by mis-

fortune from the beginning. As originally planned in

April it can bejustified as a counsel ofextremity to prevent
our losing the war rather than to help in winning it. But
even so, it is extraordinary that the Admiralty, before
calling upon the Army to conduct a campaign in an area
so far away from the enemy’s main communications, in

order to help the Navy, refused to sanction a blocking
expedition, strongly urged by such bold and capable
officers as Keyes. The plan when submitted to the War
Cabinet aroused Mr. Lloyd George’s strong distrust.

' The British casualties were 17,000 or just over 1,000 per division
engaged, a proportion three times lighter than that ofJuly i, 1916. The
Germans lost about 25,000, including 7,500 prisoners and 67 guns. These
statistics do not make it clear whether the losses in thepreliminary bombard-
ment are included or not.
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His Memoirs vividly relate how insistently he urged its

dangers and difficulties on the Commander-in-Chief,
both by word of mouth and by memoranda.

In any event by July, ?vhen Haig was irretrievably

committing himself, the tardy adoption of the convoy
system for merchantmen had taken away the immediate

danger ofEngland’s beingstarvedinto submission. Again,

an amphibious scheme forlanding a force with tanks behind

the Germanlineswest ofOstendwas never tried. Ifsuccess-

ful, it would have given a true strategical direction to the

whole operation, unattainable by a mere frontal attack.

The troops had been trained in a secret area in France,

and everything was ready. The reasons for abandoning
this plan have never been fully given. Apparently the

risks were considered too great, as. the enemy had at least

an inkling of it, though it was expected rather to descend

on the Dutch coast.* Further delay of at least a fortnight

was caused by the insistence of the French upon their

participation. It was not easy for them that summer to

collect an army capable of sustained offensive action,

though it is true that the force which fought on the British

left under General Anthoine acquitted itself excellently.

Finally, on the eve ofthe attack a Welsh sergeant deserted,

taking with him valuable information which included the

position ofvarious head-quarters and the assembly-points

of the tanks.

The preparations were ofthe most grandiose character.

It was the last attempt to blast a way by the overwhelming
concentration of mechanical force, without any vital

element of surprise. The area chosen was particularly

unsuitable for two reasons. In the first place the dead-

level Flemish plain, extending rearwards for twenty miles,

displayed all the British preparations as on a map. The

* For a detailed description of this scheme, see Adm. Sir R. Bacon, "Tht

Dover Patrol igis-igty (
ig i g) , vol. i, cb. ix. Pontoons 560 feet long were to be

pushed against the sea-wall by two monitors lashed together. About 14,000

troops were to be employed. Apparently Haig made the attempt conditional

upon the occupation ofRoulets by the main attack.
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enemy airmen, who were bold and accomplished night-

flyers, did great execution upon the dumps ofammunition

and stores, on the railway-stations and the reserve hut-

ments. After the battle had started and the guns moved up,

they were pitiably exposed as targets, being stuck almost

wheel to wheel in an open morass. Secondly, the ten-days’

bombardment, during which some 65,000 tons of metal

were discharged, destroyed all the surface drainage and
created not merely the usual crater-field but an irre-

mediable slough. British Head-quarters had been warned
of such a result by the Belgians, but obstinately dis-

regarded the local knowledge born oflong experience. It

is true that the weather was exceptionally unkind, for the

August rainfall was more than twice the average,* but in

any event the conditions would have made tanks practi-

cally useless, and seriously hampered the mobility of

artillery.

The Germans adopted a system ofelastic defence, which
proved highly successful, and was copied in its essentials

by the Entente in the following year, when it fell to their

turn to be attacked. The credit for working this out is

mainly due to LudendorlF, who was probably the best all-

round tactician thrown up by the war, and who lost no
opportunities of picking up the experience of regimental

officers through personal interviews. The main object of

a defensive battle was not to preserve every inch ofground
intact, but to prevent a break-through, while inflicting the

maximum amount of loss. Accordingly, the foremost

resistance was organized as an outpost line, strong enough
to repel patrols, but destined merely to disorganize an
attack in force. There were no connected trenches but a
series ofstrong points, each ofwhich might hold anything

from a platoon to a company, in mutual support with the

aid of flanking fire from numbers ofmachine-guns.
Many of these posts were housed in small concrete

structures, nicknamed, from their appearance, ‘pill-

boxes’, which were both inconspicuous and solid enough
* 6*76 against 3<8o inches.
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to resist direct hits from field-guns and field-howitzers.

They often took advantage of the flooded country, being

surrounded on three sides by water, with only one strip

of solid earth communicating with a door in rear. Their

capture by unaided infantry was, as may be imagined,

exceedingly difficult; one desperate method was for

bombers to crawl forward and throw their missiles through

the machine-gun slit.

About a kilometre behind these outposts the battle-zone

was organized in about three lines oftrench. The garrisons

of these supplied their own reserves for local counter-

thrusts; and as far as possible one reserve division was kept

behind each trench-division for counter-attack on a large

scale, should the enemy break seriously into the battle-

system. Nevertheless the German defences were tested to

the uttermost, particularly in the latter half of this pro-

tracted struggle, which lasted for about a hundred days.

Ludendorffspeakswith admirationofthe stubborn bravery

ofhisopponentswho ‘chargedour lines, time after time, like

a mad bull’. During this phase the Germans suffered very

heavily. There had not been time to furnish the new out-

post-lines with pill-boxes on the same scale, so that much
larger garrisons had to be maintained there in the inferior

shelters of shell-holes. In consequence the numbers lost

by shell-fire or as prisoners mounted up alarmingly. More-
over, the British staff-work grewmuch more efficientwhen
the main burden of the attack was taken on by Plumer.

The original execution had been entrusted almost entirely

to Gough, the dashing favourite of the Commander-in-
Chief, who had been promoted to command the 5th army
at the exceptionally early age of 44. He had justified his

promotion at the Somme, where he secured the biggest

gains at the lightest cost. But he acquired the reputation

of setting his troops impossible tasks and ofbeing careless

of their lives and comfort. He was unfairly blamed for

the useless prolongation of the battle, for which Haig and
Robertson were responsible, but he lost the confidence of

the men, who dreaded being sent to the 5th army.
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Passchendaele/ to use the familiar soldiers’ name, was

by no means as expensive as the Somme. It cost us about

300,000 men as against 400,000. Yet all the com-

batants engaged on either sidfe regarded it as the culmina-

tion ofhorror. German writers have called it ‘the supreme

martyrdom ofthe war’. The rain was pitiless, the ubiqui-

tous mud speedily engulfed man and beast if a step was
taken astray from the narrow duckboards, upon which

descended a perpetual storm of shells and gas. Some of

the pictures in the Imperial War Museum preserve an

aspect of the macabre grotesqueness of this blasted and
mangled land. Long-distance gun-fire and the art of

night-bombing had developed so much during the last

year that reserves and resting troops were kept in a fever

of perpetual apprehension. Men’s nerves were badly

frayed before they took part in the fighting, and had little

chance ofhealing when they were withdrawn from it.

The British also suffered from the new mustard gas.

Although seldom fatal, it inflicted painful burns and
caused great blisters over all the body, which were long

in healing. It possessed the insidious quality ofremaining

in the soil for days after its discharge, so that any chance

resting-place might unexpectedly spread the poison. The
German High Command hesitated much before using this

invention. For while their chemists promised that the

Entente could not produce it in less than a year, they also

predicted that the capacity of their factories would be so

great that practically unlimited quantities could be used

with overwhelming eflfect against the original authors. It

was, in fact, first employed against the Germans in July
1918 by the French.

Strategically nothing whatever had been effected. On
the contrary, Ae enlarged sjilient, with its tip at Passchen-

daele, where an advance of about five miles had been

* See map 9, p. 102. This village was actually the farthest eastward point

on the ridge beyond Ypres attained. Its capture on November 6 by the

Canadians practically marked the close of the battle. The official tide for

this batde is “Third Ypies.”
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made, was even more unwieldy than the old All our
gains here had to be voluntarily evacuated at a stroke

next April, wlien the second great German thrust took

the enemy forward beyond Bailleul.

Haig’s official apologists cite as a justification the state-

ments afterwards rnade by Ludendorff as ’to the great

deterioration in the German soldier produced by this

ordeal. But, as has been pointed out before, the conditions

under which Ludendorff’s book was written make him a
suspect witness. Moreover, neither the contemporary
diary ofRupprecht, nor the evidence of his Chief-of-Staff,

von Kuhl, bears him out. Such an experience must un-
doubtedly lower the moral ofany army which has under-

gone it, but there is no reason to believe that the Germans
were more intensely or more perijianently affected than

the British. The latter were the heavier losers, and their

casualties in officers were actually three times as high as

the German.
Two serious consequences followed for the Allied cause.

First, the reserves had been eaten up, which might have
given to the bold stroke ofGambrai a success worthy ofits

conception. Secondly, it completed the distrust which had
long been growing up in the mind ofthe Premier towards

Haig and Robertson. It is generally supposed that the

openness with which he displayed this feeling was due to

the hope that the Commander-in-Chiefmight be induced
to resign, as, indeed, he seriously thought ofdoing. It led

Lloyd George to take up again, at the most inopportune

moment, his favourite idea ofwinning the war in Palestine;

and to keep in England until March 1918, 300,000 fit men,
who should have been instantly available to stop the holes

caused by the great German offensive of that fateful

month.
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XXVI
THE ITALIAN ^CAMPAIGN TO

CAPORETTO
I

The Italians had done prudently in delaying their

military action. In 1914, according to their Com-
mander-in-Chief, the army was morally and materially

unprepared for war, and could have offered no effective

resistance to an Austrian attack; morally, because no
country was more affected by a kind of easy-going anti-

militarism, which had its roots in the individualism and
volatility of the national character; materially, because

the army had been meagrely fed in the annual budgets,

and its technical equipment lagged far behind that of the

great European armies.

Much was quietly done during the nine-months’ interval

to remedy the more glaring deficiencies, but even so Italy

took the field terribly short ofheavy guns, machine-guns,

trench-mortars, and aeroplanes, and had to pay a grie-

vous price for her neglect.

A striking force had been gradually collected by a pro-

cess which was described as ‘secret mobilization’, and it

was understood that the declaration ofwar would be im-

mediately followed by preliminary operations of offence.

It had been hoped that these, by effecting a surprise, would
gain important success before the Austrians had reinforced

their thin covering line. However, the denunciation ofthe

Triple Alliance (May 3, 1915), and the publication by
a French newspaper of the conclusion of the Treaty of

London, gave the enemy three weeks’ warning, ofwHch
he took clever advantage.

It was evident from the terms under which Italy entered

the war that her action must be offensive. Not merely the

calculation of politicians but the intense idealistic out-

burst of national emotion in those May days pointed the

immediate way to the ‘unredeemed* territories.
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But the direction of attack‘was by no means easy to

determine, since only a single direction could be chosen in

view of the limited resources^available. The frontier was
almost everywhere drawn among the high mountains,

except for a short space on the extreme east where the

plain of Friuli touches Istria at the head of the Adriatic.

Its total length was nearly400 miles, stretchingfrom north-

west to south-east in a double curve hke the letter S. More-
over this curved line strongly favoured Austria, whose
boundaries in the Alpine regions stretched far down the

southern slopes, with pillar upon pillar of ascending rock

behind them, menacing the Italian plains. Hence it had
been said that geography made it necessary for the two
Powers to be ‘either allies or enemies’, and history has

proved the truth ofthat saying.

On the extreme north-west no possible openings existed

in the wall, but on either side ofLake Garda the Trentino,

Provimia Italianissima, thrust a great prong down towards

the Venetian plain. Here also the enemy’s communica-
tions were good, for the double line from Innsbruck ran

down over the Brenner pass, that traditional high road of

the Imperialists into Italy, whose summit is only 4,000 feet

above the sea. A very important side valley, the Puster-

thal, with its railway, led to the Drave and secured con-

nexion with Vienna and Hungary, while from Trent the

Val Sugana pointed a side-door of irruption towards
Venice.

Many strategists therefore favoured the chief advance
here, both to remove the brooding menace ofan Austrian
descent, which if successful would cut the vital arteries of
communication in rear ofan army fighting in Friuli; and
to release the inhabitants from ahen rule. Trent was the

chief magnet for Italian aspirations. Not many years

before the inhabitants had put up in the square a great
statue ofDante pointing prophetically south.

But the Supreme Command was opposed to this plan.

It pointed out that the belt of mountain country to be
conquered was immensely deep, that the area was studded
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with the most modern fortifications. Finally, a success

here would be in a direction eccentric to co-operation with

the Allies, and would completely isolate the Italian effort.

Farther east, on the otherhand, any advance would con-

verge towards the distant objectives of the Russians and
Serbians on the lower Danube. Consequently the whole
offensive effort of the Italians was concentrated for the

next twenty-seven months on the short strip of sixty

miles where the frontier leaves the Carnic Alps and turns

sharply south, roughly following the course of the River

Isonzo, which cleaves its way through the Julian Alps to

the Adriatic. On the north of this sector the Italians

threatened the great valleys ofthe Drave and Save (whose

waters mingle with the Danube by Belgrade), and the

key junctions of Villach and Laibach (Lubljana). By
way ofthe coast they were within twenty-five miles ofthat

coveted port Trieste, Austria’s main outlet to the Mediter-

ranean. This plan, so stubbornly pursued, originated with

Cadorna, the Chief of the General Staff,' who probably
had a unique knowledge of the whole frontier. He was

65 years of age, ofan old noble Piedmontese family, with

secular military traditions. With great theoretical and
organizing ability he combined many of the defects of

a Staff-College, pedant. Autocratic and centralizing,

he tended to make his orders over elaborate, too much
based on rigid a priori conceptions, neglectful ofthe human
element. As one ofhis subordinates caustically remarked:
‘This is not manoeuvre, it is algebra.’ His own austere

sense of duty, based on formulae of the most rigid con-'

servatism, put him in little sympathy with the impression-

able and mercurial Italian soldier. His notion ofdiscipline

was exacting and hierarchical in the extreme (he quotes

with favour the old Piedmontese maxim, ‘The superior

is always right, especicdly when he is wrong’) he
* The King, Victor Emmanuel III, was the nominal Commander-in-

Chief.

* T1 superiore ha sempre ragione, specialmente quando ha torto.’ The
circular to commanders on May 19, 1915, dealing with discipline, begins

with the words: ‘The supreme command desires that in all times and, in all
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overworked his army and took no care to provide it with

comforts, relaxation, or amusement in its rare periods of

rest. But though part of this instrument broke in his hand
at the shameful rout ofCaporetto, it mustbeacknowledged
that, during the two previous years, its capacity for reiter-

ated attack was without even remofe parallel in Italian

military history.

II

When war broke out half the whole army of thirty-five

divisions was concentrated on theJulian front, and the 350
miles ofAlpine line were relegated to an active and enter-

prising defensive. These tactics were particularly successful
in the Trentino, where a depth of several most valuable

miles of mountain territory was won nearly everywhere.

Thus the eastern armies could attack with a less imminent
dread of being stabbed in the bade if Austria were able

to augment her forces. In June these were comparatively

scanty, about twenty-one divisions, but mainly of high

quality and united in a burning hatred of the Italians.

Against Russia the Slavs fought languidly or even treacher-

ously, but they were ardent against the Italians who were
stretching out their hands towards Fiume and Dalmatia.

Moreover, they had the advantage ofnine months’ fight-

ing experience, while their adversaries had painfully to

buy a familiarity with the technique of trench-warfare.

The Isonzo front invited attack only in comparison with
the grim Alpine regions. The higher, reaches of the river

were surmounted by peaks 8,000 feet high. Even on the

narrow strip of twenty miles by the sea, the eastern bank
exhibited a naked and barren limestone plateau called the

Carso, rising in places to over 1,000 feet to bar the road to

Trieste. Almost everywhere trenches and dug-outs had
to be hewn or drilled out ofthe rock with immense labour.

The flying splinters dislodged by shells inflicted frightful

wounds, and blinded far more men than in any other

theatre of war.

places an iron discipline should reign throughout the army.’ The remainder
ofthe circular amplifies this remark in the severest manner..!
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The Austrians, generally speaking, based tlieir defen-

sive system on the east bank, but maintained two bridge-

heads transformed by nature and art into great fortresses,

Gorizia and Tolmino, the former shutting off access to

the Carso from the north, and the latter twenty-five miles

farther upstream. 'I'he curve of the river efiabled these

to fit in with the general configuration of the line without

forming exposed salients. The stout defence ofthe south-

ern buttress ruined the Italian strategy for fifteen months;

the retention of Tolmino until October 1917 gave the

Germans an open sally-port for their deadly thrust at

Caporetto.

Thus it came about that the Italian strategy was con-

fined to a monotonous series of bloody assaults against a
line which they could never entirelypenetrate. In twenty-

seven months eleven distinct Isonzo battles were reckoned,
most ofwhich had their centre between Gorizia and the

sea. Cadorna seemed more and more to be fascinated by
the lure ofTrieste, the nearest spectacular objective which
might, he hoped, satisfy the ever-increasing restlessness

of public opinion. But this concentration upon a purely

national objective did much to turn the eyes ofthe Entente

away from the campaign, and to strengthen its military

leaders in their determination not to send Italy any assis-

tance in men from theWest. The Ententehad expected far

too great results from the Italian declaration ofwar; when
these faded, a contemptuous indifference, equally unjusti-

fied, succeeded.

At the end of this offensive period the Italians had
advanced less than half-way towards Trieste, at the cost

ofnearly a million casualties.

Ill

The one great pause in this continual hammering at

the gates of Istria was due to Austrian initiative in the

spring of 1916. Conrad’s hatred of his new enemies was
fanatical. It was noticed by his associates that he never

uttered thename It^y without coupling with it the epithet
SS96 O g
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‘perfidious’. In December he endeavoured to win over

Falkenhayn to his grandiose scheme for utterly overthrow-

ing the Italians by a swift stroke from the Trentino, which
should reach the Po before cheir armies could be with-

drawn from Friuli and the Carnic Alps. This having been
done, a giant attack was to follow against the west, both

on the existing front and by way of the Alps towards

Lyons. Nine German divisions were demanded for the

former operation.

Falkenhayn multiplied objections. To secure success in

theTrentino twenty-five divisionswere requisite, and could

not possibly be collected. Italy in any event was so much
in the grip ofthe Entente that, however heavily defeated,

she would not go out of the war. Her exposed coasts and
lack ofraw material bound her irremediably to England.

Moreover,Germanyand Italywere not yetofiiciallyatwar.

The great commercial and financial interests of the two

countries were still to delay its outbreak until August 1916.

It suited Germany to keep another window open to the

world, even ifit was halfclosed by the suspension ofdiplo-

matic relationships. Moreover, the continual and impor-

tant negotiations between the Central Powers and the

Holy See were facilitated by this arrangement.

Falkenhayn had no objection to giving his allies limited

and unostentatious help in their campaign (actually an
Alpine division ofGerman troops had been concentrated

in the Trentino in May 1915); but he had no intention

of diverting large forces thither until it was absolutely

necessaryr'That necessity had not arisen, for he was set

upon his attack at Verdun. This project he kept secret

from his Austrian colleague, who retaliated by telling him
nothing ofthe single-handedenterprisewhich he was none
the less determined to carry through in the Trentino.

For this Conrad collected sixteen divisions, six of them
good fighters from the Galician front,* a gamble for which
Brussilov cruelly punishedhim inJune.

* When Falkenhayn finally beard of this project, he obtained a general

assurance that the eastern front was not being unduly weakened. Conrad,
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Throughout that winter Ifor the first time in history the

outposts oftwo great armies had faced one another on the

Alpine peaks, with barbed ^Aure across the glaciers, their

needs marvellously supplied by aerial railways and other

cunning engineerings devices.

With a strangely optimistic assumption that the normal

course of the weather would be altered to suit his plans,

Conrad had completed his concentration by the beginning

ofApril. Then the snows descended, and the troops even

in the valleys were stuck for weeks with no possibility of

movement. This delay gave Cadorna plenty of notice, for

the Austrian concentration had been definitely known to

his staffbyMarch 22nd. He did not, however, believe that

Conrad would be so imprudent as to venture an attack on
a really grand scale; and the precautions which he took

to reinforce the threatened sector seem to have been

reasonably sufficient. For their failure he blames, with

apparent justice, the commander of the ist army, who
had shown a consistently insubordinate spirit. He had
always chafed at the subordinate role for which his forces

had been cast; he had neglected to work out a defensive

organization to the requisite depth; and the dispositions

of his artillery and of part of his infantry still remained
more suited for offence.

When therefore the attack opened on May 15th, 1916,

supported by an artillery of crushing superiority,* the

Austrians made alarming progress in the centre. Within

a few days they were standing on the Plateau ofIThe Seven

Communes’^ (that curious little fragmentofGerman blood

and speech which had remained, perhaps from the Middle
Ages, as an outpost ofTeutonism, far south of the water-

shed), and menaced the last hills which overlook the utter-

most limits ofthe vital plain ofVicenza.

Cadorna now showed his best qualities ofresolution and
however, knew of the risk which he was taking, and the intimation merely

meant that he was determined to go on his own way.
‘ The Austrians had about 2,000 guns against 850, and in heavy calibres

were more than three to one.
* Otherwise known as the Asiago Plateau.
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technical capacity. He gave preliminary and contingent

orders for the retreat ofhis Isonzo armies to the Piave, and
brusquely refused the Primp Minister’s suggestion of a
council ofwar, threatening instant resignation should his

responsibility be in any way impaired. At the same time

he rapidly collected a large, new striking force to meet the

heads ofthe Austrian columns if they debouched into the

plain. He had, naturally, a far better network of roads

and railways than his enemy in the high mountains.* By
•June 2nd nearly half a million men were duly concen-

trated in their new strategic positions. On this same day
Cadorna could assure himself that they would not be
required, for the attack which had been gradually losing

vivacity was now definitely held.

The Italians are thereforejustified in the claim that they

were not saved by Brussilov’s relief-offensive, which started

two days later.

Thus ended Conrad’s ‘Strafe-Expedition’ or punitive

attack, on which such high hopes had been built. The
heir to the throne, the Archduke Karl, had been brought

down in titular command of the armies, and the soldiers

had been advertised, quite in the Napoleonic style, of the

abundance of good things which they would find in the

rich Venetian plain. The Italians were even able to re-

conquer, though with hesitating steps, nearly half the

ground from which they had been thrust.

The Austrian StaflFhoped that at least the Italian losses,*

the dislccation oftheir strategy, and the surrender ofsuch

important outworks in the Trentino, would combine to

shatter their offensive intentions for the year. But Ca-

dorna, again making skilful and rapid use of his rail-

ways and fleets ofFiat cars, overran the surprised enemy
at the bridge-head of Gorizia in August, thus obtaining

the first notable success ofthe war. The pursuit, however,

' The Aiistrian attack was served by only two railways, of which one

was a single line. They had also to move round the arc of which Cadorna

possessed the chord.

‘ 147,000 men with 394 guns. The Austrian lasses were 80,000.
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was feebly pushed and was held up indefinitely by the

commanding hills which overlook the eastern suburbs of

the city. The autumn was consumed in bloody grapplings

on the Carso, which brought no signal advantage to

either side, but leng^ened the enemy’s line and devoured

so many of his reserves that Ludendorff’s' request for

Austrian reinforcements against Rumania had to be

refused.

IV

During the winter Italian hopes ofassistance from their

alliesweredoomed to disappointment. At a Conference in

Rome (January 1917) Lloyd George, fresh in his suprem-

acy, vigorously supported his old project of smashing

Austria by a great advance on the Danube in which the

Western Allies should participate. But the whole plan of

coordinate offensives in every theatre had already been

agreed upon by the Staffs at Chantilly a month before.

The deceptive glamour of Nivelle’s boundless hopes was
beginning to have its effect. Consequently the French,

with their eyes on the West, expressed the strongest objec-

tion to the diversion of ten divisions and 400 guns (the

numbers suggested by Cadorna) and did not conceal their

unwillingness to entrust their men to Italian command.
In the light of future events it is clear that the dispatch

of a substantial force to Italy would have been a prudent

insurance. But the gradual decay of the Italian fighting

spirit seems then to have been unsuspected by the respon-

sible leaders themselves.
' '

In effect, the only results of these discussions were the

gradual dole ofabout 100 heavy guns, mainly British, and
the working out ofplans for improving the swift transport

of troops between France and Italy. This latter measme
proved invaluable when the Franco-British armies had to

be hurried into Lombardy after Caporetto.

Cadorna was much piqued at the unceremonious shelv-

ing ofhis desires. After the Russian Revolution broke out,

he professed again to fear an onslaught firom the Trentino,
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but finally resumed his attacks in the middle of May,
striking alternately north and south, winning ground but

achieving little of solid value. It was of ominous signifi-

cance that in this series ofacrdons the attackers lost more
prisoners than the defenders. In on^ sector three whole

regiments delivered themselves up to a counter-attack

without a blow. Cadorna protested to the Ministry against

the contagion ‘of the poisonous propaganda of the sedi-

tious parties’. But Orlando, then Minister ofthe Interior,

played the same passive and blinkered role as his counter-

part Malvy had done in France. Both apparently thought

that measures ofrepression would be more dangerous than

a closed ofiicial eye.

In August the Italian guns thundered offensively for the

eleventh and last time on the Isonzo. This was the greatest

of all the attacks staged, and was undertaken partly to

rouse the nation from the pit ofwar-weariness into which

itwas rapidly falling.* Thearmywasby nowvery ‘patchy’.

But it was still possible to assemble a great mass ofoffence.

The Italian command had gone farther than those of

other armies in creating special bodies of ‘storm troops’,

who were obtained by denuding other units of their best

elements. Prominent among them were the arditi, or ‘men
of daring’, who had to pass exacting tests of courage

and agility before admission, such as running through a

machine-gun barrage in which wounds were actually

inflicted

!

G

The scale of the new operation was very great; fifty-two

divisions'arid over 5,000 guns were concentrated between
Tolmino and the sea.

Above Gorizia the Isonzo was crossed on a broad front,

and the Austrians were thrust back six miles on the Bain-

sizza plateau, a tangle oflow mountains, which form the

outer bastions of Laibach. Fires and explosions marked
the course of the enemy’s retreat. The Austrians, as was
afterwards confessed, were pushed to an extremity. But

* This condition will be described in the next chapter, dealing with the

causes of Caporetto.
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as happened so constantly in this war, the forward impulse

died awayjust when the supreme effort was needed. Tired

troops, even in victory, will not advance without the sup-

port of their guns. The roads on the plateau were scanty

and bad, and the Italians never learnt the lesson oftraffic-

management. The new lines were precariously held. So
the battle ended in the beginning ofSeptember. The new
Italian positions were exceedingly awkward, for the Tol-

mino bridge-head outflanked them very sharply on the

north. The troops who had been detailed to take it had
failed, according to their army commander, to do their

duty at all. The Italians had lost enormously, 165,000

men. The enemy had also been grievously shaken; the

army commanders reported to the Chief-of-Staff, Arz,

that their men could not stand up to another onslaught.

It was therefore as a measure ofdesperate self-preservation

that the decision was taken to make an attack which had
results so astonishing and unforeseen even to its contrivers.



XXVII

CAPORETTO AND ^THE DEFENCE OF
THE PIAVE

f

I

WHEN the Austrian Staff first decided upon an attack

it was proposed to deal with the ‘hereditary enemy’

without German assistance, except that of some heavy

artillery. It was hoped to induce Ludendorff to relieve a

Map 24. Caporetto.

sufficient number ofAustrian divisions in the East. That,
however, was far from Ludendorff’s intention. He was not

enthusiastic about attacking the Italians, and would have
preferred tofinishRumania, afterbringingoffhis hurricane
coupat Riga. But ifthe generalmilitaryposition demanded
it so peremptorily, hewas determined,whetherKarl asked
for it or no, that a picked German force should do the

lion’s work. He rightly mistrusted the organizing power of
his allies, and knew them to be incapable ofusing his own
new method ofrapidlypenetrating an enemy’s firont bythe
careful co-operation of specialists of all arms. Conse-
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quently the Kaiser adroifly replied to Karl’s request by
intimating that German troops could not be kept inde-

finitely in the East by relieving an equivalent Austrian

force, but offered his strategic reserve of seven divisions

for an autumn blovvjat Italy, provided that they should be
quicklyreturned to him.* Afamous German general, Otto
von Below, was put in charge of the mixed army destined

to play the decisive part, and his chiefstaff officer, Krafft

von Delmensingen, went at once to reconnoitre the chosen

area. It was in the northern reaches ofthe Isonzo between
Plezzo and Tolmino. At Plezzo a valley running in from
the east gave some space for the concentration of troops,

but the river had to be crossed at points where it was com-
manded by great mountains before success could be won.
The opportunities ofthe Tolmino bridge-head for offence

have been already exhibited. This was a very sensitive

place for the whole Italian scheme ofdefence. The system

of communications followed the valleys in Friuli from
north to south. Consequently, if the prepared lines were
overrun, the attackers would pour down into Cividale and
Udine, cities of the plain, right in the rear of the forces

still standing on the lower Isonzo.*

Though Krafft and some of the subordinate leaders

nourished vaster hopes, the official plan aimed merely at

hustling the Italians in confusion behind the Tagliamento.

This river was more highly appraised for defence than it

was worth, since the Austrians were unaware that the forts

upon it had been dismantled oftheir heavy gUTi-s for service

with the field-armies. Nor did they suspect the demoraliza-

tion of the Italian units who were in front of them. Con-
sequently the provision of cavalry, lorries, and so forth

- ' The exchange of letters between the two emperors is characteristic and
interesting. The text will be found in Arz, ^ur Gesehkhte des Grossen Krieges

igi4-igi8 (1924), pp. 171-4. Karl’s secret reason for deprecating German
help w'as probably that he foresaw the dispatch ofFranco-Britbh contingents

to Italy, which would make it more difHcult for him to conclude a separate

peace with the Entente.

^ The rear Italian defences in Friuli faced east and west, and no
systematic attempt had been made to bar the lower courses of the valleys.
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was merely adapted to the scale'ofa limited objective. Von
Below had at his disposal sixteen infantry divisions, of

which seven were German, all experienced and rehearsed

in mountain warfare. Thougn he had a slight superiority

at the point ofrupture, his actual strategic resources in men
were less than those ofhis immediate antagonist, Capello,

commanding the and Italian army.^

The Italians had at least six weeks’ warning of the

impending blow, and forty-eight hours beforehand the

detailed plans of the operation were delivered into their

hands by two Rumanian officer-deserters.

The causes of their discomfiture were partly military

and partly moral. The arrangements made by the 2nd
army were so bad that they would probably have suffered

a serious defeat however brave their resistance, but it was
the refusal to fight which turned defeat into overwhelming
rout.

Cadorna was an autocrat and a bully; such men are

seldom well served, unless they have a remarkable capacity

for themselves acquiring all the information needful to

keep their subordinates efficient. He seems to have been
often on bad terms with most of his army commanders,
with the exception ofthe Duke ofAosta. Consequently his

orders were seldom carried out ifthey conflicted with the

views of the executant.

In the middle of September he issued orders for the

whole Julian front to be defensively organized. The rear

lines werf to be strengthened, and the positions of both
men and guns were to be arranged in greater depth to

secure more elasticity. Capello, who was both obstinate

and ill, took little or no pains to obey these instructions.

He intended to strike into the flank ofthe Tolmino attack

by a great counterblow from the Bainsizza and thus to

stop it abruptly. On the actual sector ofassault he placed
* The estimates of the exact figures vary slightly. Cadorna estimates the

and army at 353 battalions against 339, and 2,430 gfuns against 2,485. The
German battalions were no doubt considerably stronger than the Italian.

The superiority in the front line on October 24 was greater, i8g Italian

battalions against 143 German-Austiian.
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what must have been notoriously his worst troops. North-
ward from Tolmino there had been little fighting. The
men were reputed to make bets on when ‘they would
declare war on Austria’ . ArAong them were large numbers
of munition-worke^ from Turin, who had been drafted

into the ranks as a punishment for their revolutionary

strike in August 1917. Certzdnly some among them were
not merely unwilling to fight, but anxious to betray. It

seems inconceivable that the High Command could have
been ignorant ofthis serious infection. But the gulfbetween
the Staff and the regimental officers was so great that

apparently this was true.^

It must not be supposed that most ofthe men who broke
had any intention of ‘naked treachery’, to use the harsh
terms of Cadorna’s uncensored dispatches. Some were
simply terrified of the Germans, whom they held to be
invincible; as it was said ‘one glance at thtpickelhauhe com-
ing over the hill was enough’. The majority were simply
representing the intense war-weariness ofthe nation. Many
ofthe symptoms were identical with those already analysed
in the description ofthe Frenchmutinies, otherswere pecu-
liarly Italian. Sacro egoismo which aims at getting the

desired objects as quickly and cheaply as possible is not
a good basis for^ cruel and stationarywar. Themenwere
always growling about ‘the maximum of effort and the

minimum ofresults’. It was obvious that the Allies cared
little what happened to Italy, so long as she kept on

• The self-complacency of generals is often surprising. Neither Cadorna
nor Capello in their published works blame themselves in the slightest for

the moral condition of their men, or for being ignorant of it. On the eve of

Caporetto, the former sent round staff officers to report on the spirit of the

two corps at Plezzo and Tolmino, and these pronounced it excellent. Col.

Calcagno’s report of the 37th corps, which ran as follows, is truly comic:
‘His Excellency (the Corps Commander) told me that yesterday he met a
company on the march and having stopped them said : “I am your Corps
Commander. We are going to be attacked byAustrians and Germans. Have
no fear, boys. I have enough guns to smash them up as soon as they reach

our lines.” A corporal replied : "Sir, we shall not want all that artillery.

We shall be enough for them with out machine-guns.” His Excellency told

me this as an indication of the spirit of the troops.’
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fighting. ‘You English are keeping it on’, said a sergeant

to G. M. Trevelyan.* The Revolution in Russia confirmed

the opinion that the Government, the upper classes, and
the Staffofficerswere conspiiifigwith the Entente to sacri-

fice the workers. The cry ‘This wintejf.not one man in the

trenches’ had loud and wide reverberations. The propor-

tion of illiterates in the army was very high, which gave

an added importance to the breath ofrumour. Moreover,

the Vatican was opposed to the war, and subtly spread its

opposition through the mouths and influence of many
parish priests and some army chaplains. Its peace note

ofAugust 1917 had condemned ‘the useless slaughter’ and
hinted that a compromise could be easily found on terri-

torial questions with a little goodwill. As Italian territory

was not invaded there* could be no appeal to the most
sacred source of patriotism, tlie defence of the soil. This

was to come after Caporetto and to transfigure the nation

most surprisingly.

Finally, the men themselves were callously neglected.

They found none ofthe consolations for their dangers and
suffering in the amusement canteens and other remedial
provisions so amply provided for the British or German
soldier. Their time in the rear was largely spent in grumb-
ling, conspiring, and cursing their officers^ Visits on leave

to their families often excited a more burning resentment.

The separation allowances were meagre and, unlike the

wages of the munition-worker, showqd no upward curve
to overtake or overleap the increased cost of living.

Such in outline was the complicated malady which had
conquered the and army, and was beginning to ooze into

the whole military structure in October 1917.

II

The attack, delayed by foul weather, took place on
the morning of October a4th. The scene was swept by

* G. M. Trevelyan, Scenes from Italy’s War (igig), ch. vii, gives a vivid

and sympathetic analysis of the process of disint^ration in the mind of the
peasant soldier.
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driving rain and snow on tijc heights, which were veiled in

low cloud. Tlicse conditions aflccted the bombardment,
which was of the short, concentrated type, perfected next

March in France. Indescribable confusion rioted among
the Italians when tke infantry advanced. Their guns had
made no attempt at counter-preparation. The heights

being blinded, the machine-guns could make no use of

their commanding positions, which overlooked the river

crossings. The enemy round Plezzo were across almost

unnoticed. The trench-garrisons for the most part either

surrendered without a blow, or made off immediately,

drawing the reserves with them in their flight. The corps

commanders had been living in a fool’s paradise. No
arrangements had been made for mutual co-operation

in the event of an attack about v^ich they seem in their

hearts to have been sceptical. When telephonic com-
munication broke down, the head-quarters were left in

a state of blank ignorance. The commander of the 27th

corps was still unaware at ii a.m. that the battle had
started, though his men had covered several miles in full

flight. By that evening the attacks from Plezzo and Tol-

mino had advanced ten or twelve miles, and had by en-

circlement annihilated two corps with many of their

reserves. Next-day Cadorna decided upon a general re-

treat to the Tagliamento, while he vainly tried to delay

the enemy’s advance southward through the hills towards

Cividale in order to gain precious time for the escape ofthe

3rd army, still deeply involved in its trench system on the

Carso. And the panic in the north grew with an irresistible

contagion; the great masses ofdeserters pouring down the

valleys swept away any reinforcements, both physically

and morally.

German eyewitnesses have told of their astonishment

at the way in which all the great pillars ofthe plain (preci-

pitous mountains nearly 6,000 feet high) fell before the

first patrols. In three days the entire hill-system had fallen.

Cadorna himself left his head-quarters, Udine, only

twenty hours before the enemy entered. TTie plains were
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encumbered with animmense nfultitude—400,000 soldiers

were going home, with the determination that for them at

least the war was ended. The reports of their behaviour

are most curious. Having broken contact with the enemy,

they were in, no hurry: they stopped to eat, drink, and
pillage. One observer notes their air of ‘tranquil indif-

ference’, another that while they had all thrown away
their rifles, they kept their gas-masks; nearly as many
civilians were fleeing, more wildly, from the face of the

enemy, blocking what remained ofroad space with their

carts and household goods.^

It was clear to Cadorna that the question was not

whether he could stand upon the Tagliamento, but

whether he could preserve the vestige of an army to

stand anywhere. He at* least never lost his head, and con-

ducted the retreat with fine calmness and skill. His diffi-

culties were increased by the flooding ofthe Tagliamento,

a capricious torrent, all the fords of which soon became
impassable. ‘Ira deorum in rem Romanam.’* All hope of

safety depended upon the race for the lower Tagliamento,

whither the Duke of Aosta was leading back the 300,000
men of the 3rd army, a well-knit fighting body, along a
narrow corridor twenty miles wide, closely shepherded by
the pursuing Boroevic. If Below’s army could forestall

them from the north at the crossing ofthe river, they would
be hemmed in with the Adriatic barring their left flank.

Light naval craft had indeed taken off some heavy guns
at Monfalcone, but no large measure of succour could be
expected from that quarter. How extreme the peril was
may be judged by the fact that the 2nd army had begun
to cross the Tagliamento before the 3rd had completed
its withdrawal over the Isonzo.

German officers, notably Krafft, maintain that ifBoroe-
vic had allowed detachments ofthe German XIVth army
to use some ofthe roads in his area, the catastrophe might
have been completed. Such recriminations between rival

* E. Hemingway in the novel, A Farewell to Arms (1929), gives a wonderfiil

description of the retreat. * The words arc from Tacitus.
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staffs are common, and theirsubstance is almost impossible

to determine. Undoubtedly, ifa few cavalry divisions and
armoured cars had been available, the Italianswould have
been lost. Their own cava:Ay and aeroplanes did splen-

didly in stemming the enemy’s advance-guards.

Though a premature order for bridge-demolition at

Codroipo had left stranded 50,000 men and many heavy
batteries, a remnant ofthe and army which had come right

back from the Bainsizza in tolerable trim, the remaining
Italians were all behind the protection of the stream on
November ist. Here some reorganization was possible;

units were sorted out; as the deserters crossed the bridges

they were collected by military police, some were shot out
of hand, and many more drafted back to the rear. The
men began then to realize that they could not get peace
by casting away their arms; they had merely abandoned
an Italian province to the enemy.
But there was no continuing refuge on the Tagliamento.

The flood had fallen, and high up on the river the enemy
pushed some detachments across on the night ofNovem-
ber 2nd-3rd.

Still the retreat to the Piave was orderly and methodical,
except in the mountains, where several Italian units de-

layed too long in swinging back the extreme left and were
caught. Fortunately for Cadoma, whose continual night-

mare had been of a break-through in the Trentino, the

enemy had not sufficient forces to bring this off. Conrad,*
now in command there, had been sent two divisions from
Friuli and was hammering away to the best ofhis limited

strength, but his perseverance throughout November was
rewarded with very small success.

Ill

The line ofthe Piave, so justly celebrated in Italian his-

tory, had been partially prepared by Cadorna’s foresight

‘ He had been deposed from the position ofChief-of-Staffsoon afterKarl’s
accession, and was succeeded by the more pliable and pleasant-mannered
Aiz.
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in 1916. It had two prime, advantages. It covered

Venice, although with only some fifteen miles to spare.

Without the use of that port the Italian navy would have

been thrown back 500 miles to Brindisi, and the Adriatic

would have passed into Austrian mastery. Moreover, it

is a very short river, so that the whole front had now been

reduced by nearly two-thirds, a considerable compensa-
tion for enormous losses.

The lower reaches of the Piave wander tlirough wide
lagoons and marshes, being virtually unassailable; higher

up it is a strong and unstable torrent, running in many
channels through a deep, stonybed often a mile and a half

wide. The whole river line to be guarded was less than

fifty miles. Hereafter the defence curved westward to

the Brenta, relying on.,the great hinge of Monte Grappa
between the two streams, before it reached the compara-
tive security of the old mountain positions. Cadorna had
not failed to recognize the cardinal importance of the

Grappa. Gun-emplacements, dug-outs, and cisterns for

water had been providently prepared; without these it

must have fallen to the repeated assaults prolonged against

it until the close of the year.

To Cadorna also belonp the honour of having fixed

upon the Piave as the neplus ultra ofItalian resistance, and
of having rightly trusted in the army’s power of recovery,
although public opinion, both at home and abroad, anti-

cipated a further retirement to the Adige, ‘the best defen-

sive line in Italy’ as Napoleon had called it. Cadorna’s
last order, published on the morning of his dismissal,

November gth, ran: ‘We have taken the inflexible decision

to defend here the honour and life of Italy. Every soldier

must know what is the cry and command issuing from the

conscience of the whole Italian people: to die and not to

yield.’ The army nobly fulfilled this duty. The battle for

the river was won before the Anglo-French contingents*

had left their reserve positions. History can scarcely

* Six French and five British divisions under Focb and Plumer respeo
lively had been hurried into Italy.
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record a more wonderful transfiguration. The character

of the rout is made abundantly clear by the official list of

casualties. While 10,000 were killed and 30,000 wounded,
the number of prisoners w;;s 293,000 and of deserters

400,000. Yet this stricken army, apparently on the verge

ofdissolution, maintained for a month a steadfast and reso-

lute front against great odds.*

The change ofheart in the country was no less remark-

able. The invasion in which so few believed had come,
and was but precariously stayed, almost against hope, by
the fragile barrier of a small stream. Nothing else could

so concentrate and unify the will and emotions ofthewhole
people. ‘Are there in Italy other living waters—I will not

think of them. . . . Forget all else for the moment and
remember only that this water is for us the water of life,

regenerative like that of baptism. ... It runs beside the

walls, and past the doors, and through the streets of all

the cities ofItaly; it runs past the thresholdofall ourdwell-

ings; it safeguards from the destroyer all our altars and all

our hearts.’^ Thus D’Annunzio wrote, expressing and in-

tensifying the inmost thoughts of his countrymen, as he
had done also in May 1915. Orlando, the supine Home
Secretary, transformed into Premier by a curious re-

shuffle, when the Cabinet, like the Commander-in-Chief,

fell in the storm, was galvanized into an activity worthy
ofthe crisis. Italy, he declared, would continue to fight, if

the retreat had to be carried as far as Sicily. A vast work
ofreorganization was carried through during the winter;

adequate attention was at last given to the welfare and
comfort of the soldier. Caporetto had opened the eyes of

the Entente to the essential unity of the whole western

frontfrom theNorth Sea to theAdriatic. Theyhad speedily

dispatched a large force ofgood troops under famous com-
manders. The soldiers of the two nations were the best

' According to Italian figures of uncertain authority on November 13,

423 Italian battalions and 3,500 g^m^s were facing 736 with 7,000 guns.

The inferiority of the Italians by the close of the battle was negligible.

They lost 3,200 guns in the retreat.

^ Quoted in J. Buchan, HisUny of ths Great War (1921), vol. iv, p. 62.

3596 H h
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ambassadors ofthe common cause, hitherto so insincerely

invoked and so wretchedly unrealized. Moreover, out of

the Rapallo Conference between the heads of the three

States arose the SupremeWanCouncil, which was itselfthe

fore-runner oftrue unity ofcommand. Henceforward the

Italian front was never denuded ofa Franco-British con-

tingent, though it was reduced in the spring crisis to five

divisions; while, fromJuly 1918 onwards, an Italiancorps

played a worthy part in the decisive victories in France.
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CAMBRAI

The battle which so dramatically concluded this weary
year ofdeferred hope was the most original and inter-

esting of the war, and had ultimately by far the most im-
portant consequences. In the first place it regained the

seemingly lost art ofsurprise, and both sides hereafter clung

desperately to this secret ofdecision.* Secondly, it signal-

ized the correct tactical employment of the new arm,

which till now had been so pitiably wasted contrary to

the direct advice ofits chiefbegetter, Swinton. The trium-

phant power ofa massed onslaught oftanks, suddenly at a

stroke without artillery assistance, to break clean through

the strongest field fortifications, profoundly changed the

character of trench-warfare. It was no longer possible to

afiix the label ‘active’ or ‘quiet’ to different parts of the

front. Tired or inferior divisions could no longerbe sent to

a ‘safe’ area with any comfortable certaintythatample time
would be available for their relief before an attack could

be mounted. The mystery of the new tactics was indeed

most improvidently revealed at a moment when, as Haig
himself admits, the means at his disposal in November
1917 permitted no more than a gambler’s blow. Yet for-

tune proved unusually forgiving. Labour shortage and
the prior demands for other kinds of war-material made
it impossible for the enemy to exploit this weapon for his

own attacks in 1918.^ Moreover, immediately after this

battle the initiative passed to the Germans. The whole
energy of their best minds was concentrated on a peace-

compelling offensive with the old weapons. In con-

sequence, no counter-measures against the tanks were
* See thememorandum ofDecember 14, circulated by Prince Rupprecht’s

Staff, which contains the phrase ‘Misslingt die tlberraschung, so misslingt

auch der Durchbruch’, as the principal lesson to be learnt from Cambrai
(Kronprinz Rupprecht, Mein Kriegstagebuch (1929), vol. iii, p. 193).

* See H. von Kuhl, Weltkrieg (1930), vol. ii, p. 235. In igi8 the Germans
used 90 tanks, 75 of which were captured from their enemy, while only 15
were of home construction.
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systematically thought out. When the wheel turned, and
the opportunity ofthe Entente came, the German soldiers

were just as helpless against these armoured masses on

July 1 8th and August 8th, *1918, as they had been on
November 20th, 1917. Had it not been so the war must

have been prolonged over another season with incalcul-

able results.

The tactical scheme ofthe battle originated in Swinton’s

imaginative insight into the proper use ofthe new arm, as

Elies, the commander of the tank-corps, generously ack-

nowledged in a telegramsentin the flush ofinitial triumph.^

His staff officer Fuller, the well-known writer on war, had
urged the enterprise on the Higher Command since the

beginning ofAugust, for he foresaw that tanks would be

worse than useless in the Flemish morasses. It was, how-
ever delayed until any hope ofa decision in the north had
been abandoned. In consequence, when the belated day
came on November 20th, the infantry available was for

the most part war-worn, and few reserves were available

or even drafts to replace battle casualties.

Fuller had envisaged a raid on a gigantic scale, which
would destroy a whole section of the ‘Hindenburg line’,

and capture its defenders after a surprise occupation ofa
few hours. Haig’s dispatch envisages a far more ambitious

but still definitely limited programme of rolling up a
twenty-mile stretch of the German defences between
Gambrai and Arras by a northward wheel, after penetra-

tion should be complete at the point ofattack. According

to him, the occupation ofGambrai was merely a subsidiary

aim to secure a strong supporting place for the defensive

right flank. There is, however, reason to believe that

Byng, the commander of the 3rd army, which was en-

gaged, hoped to rive the whole opposing front asunder

by thrusting deeply beyond Gambrai to Valenciennes with

a great irruption of cavalry. Such a success, even if not

long medntained, would have created chaos in the enemy’s

chief lateral communications, and wotild perhaps have
I ‘All ranks thank you. Your show.’—Elies.
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forced him to retire between Lille and Rheims. The large

bodies ofcavalry available, though not used, the consider-

able force held in readiness by the French, and the course of

events on the 20th itself, all suggest the more ambitious aim.

Map 25. Cambrai.

The area selected for this experiment wzis highly favour-

able. The country round Cambrai is good, hard, rolling

down-land, now yielding a rich harvest ofcom. Since the

German retreat the sector had been completely inactive,

the ground was scarcely marked by shell-holes, the great

wood ofHavrincourt just behind our lines was still so un-

damaged as to afford an excellent lurking-place for the

tanks.
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The battle-field, unlike so many of the vast, featureless

arenas of the war, was well defined and could be easily

taken in at a single view. An observer looking north-east-

ward from British terrain would note that a section of

the enemy’s line, and his rearward communications, were

confined within two artificial obstacles some 10,000 or

12,000 yards apart, the Canals de I’Escaut and du Nord
respectively, from north to south. The attack was to be

bounded by these two limits. Within this frame two

features dominated the gentle undulations: the hill ofFles-

quieres in the middle foreground, beyond which the land

dips into a cup studded with villages, as far as Cambrai
seven miles away, and secondly the wood-crowned ridge

ofBourlon swelling on the north-east horizon like a great

bastion flanking the city. Both of these played a decisive

part in the coming struggle. For, as will be seen, if Fles-

quieres had been overrun according to plan in the first few

hours, Bourlon, that insurmountable rock of offence,

would probably have been taken in the afternoon, and a

fair field opened for victory.

The efficient secrecy of the complicated preparations

merits all possible praise; no such utter surprise was again

effected until the enemy overran the Chemin des Dames
at a stroke on May 27th next year. The inevitable noise

of the tank assembly was masked by accustoming the

enemy to the drone oflow-flying aeroplanes over his lines

several nights before the landships, painted in the fantastic

colour-stripes ofthe new camouflage, moved into position.

Nearly 600 additional guns were slipped unsuspectingly

into place; an unprecedented test of efficiency was de-

manded of the gunners, for they were denied any pre-

liminary registration on their targets. And they passed

this test with flying colours.*

The rank and file of the six attacking divisions knew

* The German artillery was never able completely to dispense with pre-
liminary registration until May ayth, 1918 (Chemin des Dames). That the

British could do it earlier must largely be attributed to the excellence of the
work done by the survey-companies.
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nothing of what was impending until forty-eight hours
before the event. Even then the vital role ofthe tanks was
hidden from them, so that prisoners captured on the 18th,

though induced to disclose tjiat an attack was impending,
failed to alarm Rupprecht’sHead-
quarters, It was Acpected that

ample warning would as usual be
given by a prolonged bombard-
ment.

At 6.20 a,m. onNovember 20th,

the twilight limiting visibility to

200 yards, and all being quiet

upon the scene ofaction, 381 tanks

moved forward from their last

assembly points, which had been
indicated by broad white tapes

and occupiedduring the night. As
they passed the British trenches,

the unsuspected barrage clanged

out upon the astonished enemy.
Distributed over thewhole front

of attack, the four sections ofeach

company moved in triangular A tank section working with

formation, with two platoons of
infantry,

infantry in file a'hundred yards behind. Each tank-com-

pany oftwelve machines was supported by two infantry

companies (of eight platoons). General Elies went into

action, flying his flag on one of the leading machines in

the true style of a ‘land-admiral’. The wide belts offor-

midable wire were completely flattened out. As they

entered the broad Hindenburg line great fascines ofbrush-

wood, protruding from the front of each machine, were

dropped. On these improvised bridges they heaved

themselves over the vast excavation. Scarcely a shot or

shell was fired at the supporting infantry who swarmed in

through the lanes, and occupied the system, ‘mopping

up’, as the phrase went, by searching out, and if neces-

sary bombing, all the dug-outs.
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The oven-unning of the front lines was everywhere a

triumphant and almost bloodless progress. Battalions

found themselves in undisputed possession of trenches

deemed wellnigh impregnable at the cost of five or six

casualties.

On the right progress was for a long time uninterrupted.

The troops advanced through villages, still occupied by

tlie French inhabitants who, released from their captivity,

were sent back through our lines. But the intention of

widening the flank of attack and of encircling Cambrai
from the south-east was frustrated. The first tank which

tried to cross the Scheldt Canal at Masnieres, over a

partially wrecked bridge, toppled over into the water.

The enemy kept up a brisk machine-gun fire from the

houses on the steep hfll opposite, and gave time for their

last trench position, the incomplete Masnieres-Beau-

revoir line, to be manned.
On the left wing also a fine advance was made. The

enemy had been distracted by sham attacks farther north,

where, amidst clouds ofgas and smoke, dummy infantry-

men were displayed on the parapet to simulate the act of

assault. But in the centre the most famous ofthe attacking

divisions, the 51st Highland Territorial, which the Ger-

mans rated as the most formidable in the British army,
failed unaccountably before the hill of Flesquieres.

General Harper, its commander, who was adored by his

men, had the defects ofhis excellent qualities. He had an
old-fashioned disbeliefin the tanks, and had openly shown
his distrust of the new tactics at the conferences which
preceded the attack. He insisted on his tanks going

farther ahead of the infantry than elsewhere, touch was
veryimperfectly maintained, and so the German machine-
gunners were given time to emerge. Also three batteries

hidden in the orchards ofthe village, which stands back a
few hundred yards from the crest ofthe hill, picked off the

machines as they appeared on the skyline. When all but
one gun had been silenced an officer, Lieut. Muller ofthe

io8th regiment, single-handed, scored several final hits.
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He earned the unique Jionour of being mentioned in

Haig’s dispatch, who wrote: ‘The great bravery of this

officer aroused the admiration of all ranks.’ Even so, it is

difficult to explain the lapk of enterprise shown by the

infantry, who continued throughout the day a futile

frontal attack upon the isolated eminence. Tt is true that

no general reserve was available, but a glance at the map,
which shows that our troops in the afternoon were beyond
Graincourt and Noyelles, suggests that there should have

been little difficultyin pinching out the protruding salient.^

The inaction of the two cavalry divisions has never yet

been intelligibly explained. They had been brought close

up on the morning ofthe battle but, to the satirical derision

ofthe foot-soldiers, stood all the day idle. One Canadian
squadron alone roamed about in the dusk round Rumilly.

Doubtless it was a grave risk to use cavalry in the west at

all; yet if the risk was not to be taken on a favourable

opportunity, why thrust them ostentatiously forward as

the only ‘reserve ofexploitation* ? The infantry were con-

stantly pushed remorselessly on the forlornest of hopes.

The cavalry were kept back for the impossible event of

every detail of the schedule being performed with clock-

like exactness. Haig’s dispatch throws no light on this

question; his silence is perhaps explained on the assump-

tion that immediate orders from G.H.Q, were responsible

for their inaction.

The failure to seize opportunity is the more striking since

Haig himselfemphasized its fleeting character. He staked

practically everything on the first forty-eight hours, during

which he calculated that no considerable reserves could

reach the enemy. It was against his betterjudgement that

he continued to fight this battle for another week until

his superiority had completely crumbled away, and his

* Maj.-Gen. de Free, who was Brigadier-General General Staff, to Byng,

gives it as his opinion that ‘a well-organized attack of infantry and tanks

working from the north-west would probably have captured it any time’

(Joumalofltoyal Artilleo', yoL Iv, No, 2, July igsS). The 51st division them-

selves had one brigade available as local reserve; it was not used at all

on the soth. 'y:
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battle-weary men were faced with the extreme danger ofa

powerful counter-attack on either exposed flank.

The German commander, von der Marwitz, kept his

head manfully and diverted hi,s exiguous reserves correctly

to the vital points. He had one stroke of luck, which his

enemy could not have divined; for ofi November i8th a

division from Russia, rested and freshly equipped, began

to detrain at Cambrai. Several of its units were available

to stop urgent gaps on the 20th. British eyewitnesses

admired the vigour and initiative shown by isolated

battalions, thrown piecemeal into the fray; they seemed

in no way disheartened by the misfortune of their com-

rades. Still, der Marwitz had been very hard hit: two of

his divisions had been destroyed. The British had taken

7,500 prisoners and 120 guns, and had lost less than 4,000

men. In some places the penetration was 7,000 yards

deep—a ‘record’ since any continuous trench-lines had
been dug on the Western Front.

Flesquieres was evacuated that morning, and by the

evening of the 21st Haig had to decide whether to con-

tinue a battle which he had hoped would be decisivelywon
within forty-eight hours. He had either to go on or to go
back, for his protruding salient, dangerous enough under

any circumstances, was quite untenable while Bourlon

remained in the enemy’s hands. The tanks had all been

put into the original attack; their battle casualties had not

been severe, but many had suffered minor damage, and
the strain on the crews, if used day by day, was terrible

to the point of exhaustion. Moreover, the end of the

campaigning season was at hand, and Haig had now
only three reserve divisions. Yet, loath to acknowledge
failure by a voluntary retirement, he pursued a limited

battle. All British efforts were now concentrated on
Bourlon. The wood could not be encircled from the north

except by capturing Fontaine-Notre-Dame. For a week
this sordid little village on the great highway from
Bapaume was the constant scene of ferocious fighting.

The tanks broke in repeatedly. The Germans installed
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machine-guns and 6-pounders in the top stories of the

houses; their infantry showed much spirit, swarming over

the tanks, shooting, and dropping strings ofgrenades tied

togetherthrough the loop-h4)Ies. To the west a fluctuating

struggle swayed irj the wood, its dense undergrowth,

further confused by the splintered trunks and branches,

made progress a labour for pioneers, whife its recesses har-

boured the gas freely flung upon it by both artilleries.

The British were therefore held in their awkward
contorted salient as in a vice. They invited the encircling

counter-attack which Rupprecht’s Staffbegan to prepare

with concentrated energy. It was on an ambitious scale

—

eleven divisions in all were to attack, southward from
Bourlon, and westward from the Scheldt Canal. The
local command had intended the two assaults to be simul-

taneous. Ludendorff, however, overrode this decision.

According to Rupprecht he had been ‘very nervous,

telephoning on a thousand matters a day’. His interven-

tion was based on the correct assumption that the attack

from the east offered the better chances of success. He
hoped to dent in the salient some four miles deep in the

first three hours; after which the Bourlon attack was to

cut offa demoralized enemy, whose reserves had all been
engaged. At Igast 150,000 prisoners and an immense
material would have been the trophies ofsuch a victory.

In spite of warnings from the tired troops holding the

eastern face of the salient, the British Higher Command
was insistent in its beliefthat the main danger would come
from Bourlon.

On November 30th at 7 o’clock a very short bombard-
ment was followed by a massed attack oflow-flying aero-

planes pouring machine-gun bullets on the we^ and
weary British divisions, who had attacked on November
aoth and had been kept in the line without rest ever since.

Meanwhile the German infantry in small parties trickled

up the numerous little ravines on the western bank ofthe
Scheldt Canal. All was confusion. The Germans pushed
straightoninto Gouzeaucourt, three miles behind the line.
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They came so quickly that General de Lisle, commanding
the 29th division, scarcely escaped in his pyjamas. One of

their divisions, however, got out ofhand and dispersed to

loot the vast supply depot. This was the first occasion

—

there were to be many next year—on which the discipline

of the pinched German solder cracked before the sight

ofBritish abundance. An infuriated quartermaster, Cap-
tain Gee, performed the legendary feat of killing six

pillagers with a loaded stick and escaped to win a V.C.
Even here the advance was not stayed; the enemy pushed
into the wood behind Gouzeaucourt, which was stiff

with abandoned batteries and disabled tanks. A party of

American Civil Engineers manfully assailed them with

pick and shovel, thus coming to blows with the Germans
before any of their comrades of their regular army. The
Guards’ division moving to counter-attack found a dis-

organization almost amounting to panic. Their calm,

parade-like advance through the village and up the east-

ward slope was long remembered. The situation was
restored to an uneasy equilibrium.

Meanwhile von Moser’s unfortunate troops round Bour-
lon endeavoured to break out at eleven under an inade-

quate smoke cloud. The British were thoroughly prepared
for them, and put up a magnificently sturdy resistance.

The London Territorials (47th division) fought one ofthe
best oftheir many distinguished fights. The enemy waves
succeeded each other in futile attempts to surge down the

bare slopes until the close ofthe day. Well-sited machine-
guns took enormous toll ofthem: one companyalone fired

100,000 rounds at close range. Thus Byng had escaped
disaster, but had now perforce to straighten his line. He
withdrew to a splayed but quite defensible semicircle,

which in fact resisted all the most violent efforts of the

enemy to cut it offon March 2ist ofthe following year.

Thus at the close of this hurricane battle honours were
about even. Each side had lost much the same quantity of
prisoners and guns. The Germans, however, according
to the testimony of their leaders, gained gready in mor^
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from the success of the first important offensive action

carried out in the West since Verdun. They felt, as was

indeed true, that the initiative was passing into their

hands, and looked eagerly to the spring to impose de-

cisively their victorious will.

A comparison 0/ dates shows conclusively that Haig’s

claim to have diverted hostile reinforcements from Italy,

and to have given the defenders of the Piave a fortnight’s

respite, is unfounded. The Austro-German staffs had
already on November loth decided to break off serious

operations owing to the lateness ofthe season. This know-
ledge, however, was not available when the dispatch was
written, and Haig must be allowed the credit of an
attempt to help further an ally in adversity. The five fine

divisions which had already been sent to Italy might

well have consummated a great victory had they been

available at Gambrai.



xxix
PEACE IN THE EAST

The peace proposal of the Bolsheviks was addressed to

all countries. It called for an immediate armistice,

and for a generfil settlement on the basis of the familiar

formula ‘without annexations or indemnities’. Lenin did

not indeed expect that the Entente Governments would
agree, but by broadcasting his terms he hoped to induce

‘the more advanced’ democracies ofEngland and France
to rise against their rulers. From this point ofview there-

fore his manifesto was a move in the great game ofereating

universal civil war, out ofwhich the new internationalist

order should be born.

It was none the less Essential that Russia should obtain

an immediate, even if an ‘indecent’, peace from her own
enemies now at her own gates. For without such a result

Bolshevism would be speedily doomed. So while Lenin
based some hopes on the subterranean activity ofGerman
and Austrian Socialists (which indeed bore a very meagre
fruit in the strikes ofJanuary 1918) he was quite prepared
to treat with the existing imperialists. It was obvious that

Germany’s attitude would be decisive. The war-weariness
of her three lesser allies would certainly not decline a
proffered chance ofpeace. The Germans hesitated before

agreeing to a preliminary armistice. Nothing could have
been more repellent to their stiff, hierarchical minds than
intercourse with the Bolsheviks. Moreover, it might be
expected that to treatwith them officiallywould strengthen
their precarious hold on the Russian people.

Germany, however, was in bitter need of an eastern

peace and could not afford to be particular as to the in-

struments of its achievement. It was a ‘bread peace’, for

without the foodstuffs from the Ukraine the civil popula-
tion of the Central Powers would have been vanquished
by famine before the harvest of 1918 could be gathered.*

I See the statistics given in Graf O. Czemin. /n the World War (1919),
pp. 251-7.
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Moreover, it was the only condition of a decisive spring

victory in the West. Ludendorff had providently given

orders to transfer thither almost all his available divisiojis

before the Peace Conference met. Hence he was able to

agree without difficplty to the Bolshevik request, dictated

by a last prick ofcompunction, that no more troops should

be moved while the session continued.

There have been few stranger gatherings in history than

that of Brest-Litovsk. The delegates of all the warring

nations represented at the conference fed at the same table.

Among the elegant diplomatists and the grimly correct

staff officers of the Central Powers sat the unkempt,

bearded peasants and workers of the Russian delegation.

Their admirals and generals, who attended as mere tech-

nical advisers without a vote, were relegated to a lower

room. Prince Ernest Hohenlohe, a connexion of the

Imperial House, found himself next a murderess, Mme
Byzenko, who had escaped from a life sentence in Siberia

for shooting the Minister ofWar twelve years before. The
Central Powers and their allies had much difficulty in

agreeing upon their tactics. The faded, subtle, amiable

Czernin had received an order from Karl under no cir-

cumstances to return without peace in his pocket, and was
terrified lest too stiff an attitude might cause the rupture

ofthe negotiations. Kiihlmann, the German Secretary of

State, on the other hand, while pliant and able to appear

at least as conciliatory as he really was, a gift rare among
Germans, intended that peace, ifmade, should, fully repre-

sent the realities of the situation. The Turks and Bulgars

were only anxious to tear offas much as possible from the

Russian carcass. The reply finally approved to the Bol-

shevik invitation was adroit, if dishonest. The Central

Powers declared that they would agree to a peace without

annexations and indemnities which should ‘safeguard the

self-determination ofpeoples’, ifthe Entente would signify

their assent to the same within ten days. The Bulgars,

who proclaimed their annexationist aims with a blunt

crudeness, were only persuaded to concur with the worst
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grace by the assurance that this hypothetical ‘principle

with a time limit’ would never be applied. In any

case, as the Russians soon realized, to tiieir horror, this

phrase was held to be compatible with an immense
diminution oftheir pre-war territory. ^Poland, Lithuania,

and Courland had, under the prompting of their occupy-

ing masters, declared themselves, through their repre-

sentatives, to be independent states. Their destiny there-

fore must be settled by the Central Powers to the exclusion

ofRussia. The Bolsheviks had indeed fallen into a trap set

by themselves; for their own declaration ofself-determina-

tion had been specifically held to extend to all nationali-

ties forcibly annexed by any great Power before the out-

break ofwar. Even since they had seized power they had
nominally recognized the independence of Finland and
the Ukraine.

During the interval ofwaiting for an unexpected answer
from the Entente, the heads ofthe delegations repaired for

consultation to their respective capitals. When the con-

ference reassembled on January 4th, the Russians were
reinforced by the dominating and strident personality of

Trotsky, who kept his nominal colleagues, as the Germans
noticed, in a state of terrorized subjection. No more com-
mon meals, no more private intercourse, were permitted;

the Bolsheviks kept themselves hermetically sealed within

their lodgings. During theenormousdebateswhich ensued,

both sides still mouthed hypocritically the shibboleths of

‘self-determjnation’. The Germans in fact intended to

annex about two million Poles, whose absorption Luden-
dorff had urged on the reluctant Kaiser as necessary to

secure the military integrity of East Prussia. Courland
and Lithuania they hoped to unite with the Reich by a
personal union. Austria, on the other hand, cherished the

aspiration ofattaching this new Poland to the Dual Mon-
archy. While no doubt these border populations would
have preferred any fate to subjection by the Bolshevik

tyraimy, the Gentr^ Powers had no intention ofgenuinely

consulting their freely expressed national desires. Mean-
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while the Bolshevikswere forcibly flouting theirown newly
elected national assembly, and were sowing the seeds ofa

pitiless civil war in Finland and Ukraine.

Trotsky was an unrivalled propagandist. Day by day
with passion and sublime assurance he poured out his

rhetorical appeals to the proletariat of all countries. He
even received several effusive messages* from President

Wilson. Finally Hoffmann, the German Chief-of-Staff,

introduced a note of military realism. Russia, he quietly

pointed out, was utterly defeated and at the mercy of

her enemies. Her present rulers at that moment were
engaged in destroying by violence and murder those very
rights of nationalities which they invoked as their own
sacrosanct shield. At his suggestion, the flank of the Bol-

sheviks was then pierced at a most sensitive point. Among
the delegates at Brest were some young men claiming to

represent the Ukraine as an independent state. Nothing
could suit the Central Powers better than to detach these

great granaries of the south from the Soviet, and to pre-

serve them intact as a source of supply. So terms of a
separate peace were arranged with the Ukrainians, whose
country was being swept by a Bolshevik storm, and seemed
likely to succumb. Yet so imperious was the call ofhunger
that Kiihlmann^and Czernin were ready to stir up bitter

hatred in Poland by consenting to transfer its south-

eastern districts of Lublin and Cholm to the infant state.

Wholesale starvation in Vienna had in fact been most
narrowly averted.*

Trotsky was left in a desperate position; but he main-
tained the courage ofdespair. After issuing an incitement

to German soldiers to murder their officers, he played a
final hand of bluff on February loth. While refusing to

sign the German terms he proclaimed a state of ‘neither

peace nor war’, and the demobilization of the Russian
* See Graf O. Czernin, In the World War (igig), pp. 240-1. As it was,

Austria had been compelled to entreat supplies from Germany. These
were sent, and the obligation under which Austria was placed made it neces-

sary for her to renounce any independence of action in dealing with the
Russians.
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armies. He calculated that it would be impossible again

to set in motion the military machine; and that the

Central Powers, remaining in possession ofwhat they had
won, would be glad to leave Russia alone. Such was

indeed the desire ofthe politicians, but military logic, per-

suasively presented by Hoffmann, prevailed. The only

object ofan arniistice was to make peace; ifthat were not

made, the only alternative was renewed war. The Ger-

mans advanced inexorably through Livonia and Esthonia.

No resistance was offered, for the disorganized rabble fled

at their approach. Thousands ofguns and vast quantities

ofsupplies fell into their hands. They had been delivered

by the Entente, and were soon to be used against their

original owners in the West. The enemy was within 100

miles of Petrograd when Lenin finally prevailed over the

opposition of the Central Bolshevik Committee. He had
always been in favour ofpeace, however harsh the terms,

provided that the deposition ofthe Bolsheviks was not one
ofthem. To him it was infinitely more important to main-
tain the Russian Revolution than the integrity of Russia.

The terms were indeed harsh. In addition to the terri-

tories formerly demanded, Finland, Livonia, and Esthonia
were severed from Russia; and in Asia, Turkey acquired

the Caucasus. The Germans were to remain in occupa-
tion of their present line ofdemarcation until the conclu-

sion of a general peace. The Russian delegates ostenta-

tiously refused the offer to discuss the treaty clause by
clause, and so they signed en bloc to emphasize its dictated

character as a ‘peace of violence’. The character of this

treaty has often been adduced as a precedent to justify

the rigour of Versailles. But the Russians were entirely

defenceless and were not induced to surrender their

arms, while still capable of resistance, by promises which
were afterwards broken. Moreover, the Germans hated

and mistrusted the Bolsheviks, and would have given

better terms to a more congenial government. In any
case the new states which emerged in European Russia

as a consequence of the treaty were recognized and



Map 26. Terms of Brest-Litovsk. The dotted line gives the boundaries
presented to Russia in the original draft of the treaty. By the treaty of

3 Marchj Russia further renounced the provinces of Livonia, Esthonia,
and Finland.
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welcomed by the Entente, presumably as just national

creations.

German military responsibilities were little lessened by

the so-called conclusion ofpejee. They dispatched an ex-

pedition to Finland, which rescued the ‘Whites’ from a

most savage civil war, where even ‘Bby Scouts’ took part

in a competition*of atrocities. Theypurged the Ukraine of

its Bolshevik invaders, and extended their occupation to

Odessa and the Sea of Azov. Considerable forces were

needed to squeeze supplies of food out of the hoarding

peasants, and to administer and to pohee the vast areas

which they had taken under their control. Even at the

time of their bitterest need in France, in the following

October, forty divisions (most ofthem, it is true, ofmiser-

ably inferior quality) vvere detained in the East.

It was now the turn of Rumania. That unfortunate

country was not indeed defenceless; for its army, re-

equipped and retrained by General Berthelot and his

clever French Staff, was as efficient as a Rumanian army
is ever likely to be. But its defences could be turned and
the inviolate fragment of Moldavia overwhelmed at a

stroke. Nevertheless the alternative ofpeace was likely to

be only less painful than the ordeal of conquest. The
Central Powers viewed this enemy with a hatred and con-

tempt even more bitter than that which they harboured
against Italy. Her cold and calculated entry into the war
was not likely to be forgiven because it had proved
unsuccessful. Serious thoughts were entertained of de-

throning King Ferdinand, but it was decided that such a
blow at the monarchical principle would be a dangerous
precedent for Conservative victors to adopt. He was, how-
ever, forced to meet Gzernin, formerly Austrian Minister

at Bucharest, and to hear such outspoken reproaches as

seldom fall to the lot of sovereigns. The territorial clauses

were comparatively mild and unimportant. Hungary
took various strategic points on the eastern slope of the

Transylvanian mountains, and the Bulgars acquired most
ofthe Dobrudja. But from Russia Rumaniawas to acquire
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Bessarabia, the fertile district between the Danube and
the Pruth, and would therefore remain undiminished in

extent. She was, however, destined for economic servi-

tude; for she was cut off from the Black Sea, and merely
given the use of Ccjpstanza as a free port, Ifer oil-wells

were leased to Germany for a term ofninety years, and her

agricultural products ear-marked for the Central Powers,

who also gained a controlling interest in many of her
principal companies. The far-reaching provisions of this

treaty show both the powerful influence exercised by the

German industrialists and the supreme confidence in ulti-

mate victory felt and expressed by the soldiers in March
1918.

The Rumanians knew that, as they were making this

separate peace, the provisions of the Treaty of Bucharest
ofAugust I g 1 6 had ceased to have any binding force upon
the Entente. And, with characteristic cunning, they again

declared war on Germany a few hours before the conclu-

sion of the armistice on November iith. Their calcula-

tion served them well, for the territory of their state has

been more than doubled. Rumania now possesses Tran-
sylvania with a frontier so generously drawn as to include

at least 1,500,000 Magyars, together with Bessarabia. She
is the most corrupt of the succession states, and does not

fall short ofany in her intolerance of minorities.
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PREPARATION AND COUNTER-PREPARATION
FOR THE GREAT ATTACK IN THE WEST

I

ON November nth, 1917, at Mons (a time and place

surely chosen by the ironic Spirit ofHardy’s Dynasts),

Ludendorff, in consultation with his chief staff officers,

decided in principle upon an attack in France for the

ensuing spring.

This decision was, as the Quartermaster-General well

knew, not merely a strategical one; it would determine not

merely the issue ofthe campaign but of the war. For this

reason Ludendorff has been reproached as the arch-

gambler who staked the fate of his country upon one des-

perate throw. The responsibility is indeed his, and can

be shared only in a subordinate degree by the so-called

political rulers of Germany. Whereas in England and
France, and even in Austria, the civilians had gradually

curbed the soldiers with a stricter bridle, Ludendorff’s

tremendous, tireless, insatiable personality had completely

cast into the shade not merely the Kaiser but the ‘transient

and embarrassed’ succession of Chancellors. The ripe

experience and the high character of Herding, the aged
Bavarian, who had now followed Michaelis, could not

compensate for his lack ofvigour. Germans bitterly con-

trasted his laboured orations, decked but with quotations

from Saints Paul and Augustine, with the marvellous

popular appeal of Lloyd George’s eloquence and the

laconic fire of Clemenceau. He merely accepted the

blunt proposals dictatorially presented to his Government
by Ludendorff.

Yet ifthe latter was a gambler, he considered every alter-

native and weighed everychance before making his throw.

The decisive offensive, inwhich he later told the Reichs-

tag he was prepared to lose a million men, was, as he held,

forced upon him by every consideration ffiplomatic, poli-
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tical, economic, and military. The general condition of

the Alliance was such that peace must be unfailingly pro-

cured before the end of the next year. Contrary to Czcr-

nin’s prediction, Austria was still struggling on. But she

was on her last legs. Only the arrival ofcorn from Ukraine

in the nick of timeVas to carry her through the winter.

In 1918 she showed only one spark of olfensive capacity

in her futile June attack on the Italians. Turkey’s man-
power was rapidly collapsing, and what little remained
was soon to be dissipated in wild Caucasian adventures.

Bulgaria’s war-weariness was patent and natural, for she

had conquered all that she coveted and longed only to

secure it. The American minister who remained in Sofia

was pulling many influential persons towards the Entente

by subtle strings. The crumbling alliance ofour enemies

could not therefore afford to wait on events.

In Germany itself signs of disintegration were scarcely

visible on the surface. The people as a whole were facing

the fourth war-winter with the same patient endurance,

though the rigour of the blockade made food more and
more difficult to obtain and less palatable, deprived the

young of milk and fats, and enormously increased the

deaths of infants and tuberculous persons. The whole

country was growing out-at-elbows. Almost every article

that could be bought was a dingy or repellent substitute

for the original.* It is surprising, not that the Independent

Socialists made some subterranean headway, but that

visible unrest was not general. InJanuary, it is true, great

strikes broke out, which involved some 500,000 workmen,
principally at Berlin. Their object was perhaps mainly

political, to protest against the treatment of the Russians

at Brest-Litovsk, but they collapsed speedily before the

resolution of the authorities. Ludendorff, however, was
so much disturbed that he sent a secret order to each army
commander instructing him to keep two battalions ready

for use against the civilian population.

If then a speedy end to the war was so imperatively

* A selection of these can still be seen at the Imperial War Museum.
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necessary, could it be obtained Ibywaiting in an attitude of

defence? Clearly not. Noresponsible personnow believed

thatthe submarines could bring England to her knees. On
the contrary it was tacitly adijnitted in all calculations of

chances that the late summer would see a great army of

Americans in France; though a year back German naval

officershadcontemptuouslyremarkedthat theironlymeans
of crossing the Atlantic was to swim or fly. It was imposs-

ible to suppose that the Entente would dissipate their en-

feebled armies in disastrous attacks, when so puissant a re-

inforcementwould buildup an ever-increasing superiority.

There remained therefore but two alternatives; either

so to use the favourable military moment as to display an
attitude ofconciliation, which would bring an acceptable

peace, or to attack as soon as possible with the uttermost

vehemence. The former course was pressed upon Luden-
dorffby Prince Max ofBaden, and had the secret support

both of the German and Bavarian Crown Princes. In
particular it was urged that Germany should uncom-
promisingly renounce any pretensions direct or indirect

upon the independence of Belgium. Such a declaration

would undoubtedly have done much to divide at least

British opinion, as giving real evidence of the desired

‘change of heart’ on the part of Germany’s rulers, which
had been so often laid down as a necessary preliminary
of negotiations. But even apart from the soldiers, the
statesmen could not bring themselves to give up what they
believed to be their best bargaining counter. Even inJuly,
when Kiihlmann, the Secretary of State, had renounced
all hope ofultimate victory, he excused himselffrom mak-
ing any public statement on the subject.

While the voice ofofficial Germany remained dumb on
this subject, it would have been of small avail to start a
‘peace offensive’ against the Entente peoples over the
heads of their rulers. The Governments of England and
France were indeed deeply anxious, but they maintained
an unwavering front against Germany. Broad hints of
conciliation and of the revision ofwar-aims were thrown
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out to the allies of the Kajser, in accordance with Lloyd

George’s policy of ‘knocking down the props’. But the

only detailed list ofconditions, Wilson’s famous Fourteen

Points,* enunciated in Jani’ary, was then scorned by the

enemy as another proof, expressed in more general terms,

of the old ‘Vernichi:ungs-\^1’ (‘desire for annihilation’)

on the part of the Entente. If anything was lacking to

harden the hearts of the Entente peoples to brave the

uttermost perils, it was supplied by the harsh terms of the

dictated treaty of Brest-Litovsk.

Thus Ludendorff considered his only alternative to be
that ofimmediate battle. Though he dwells on the num-
ber of deserters living unmolested at home, or escaped to

Holland, where a regular bureau for assisting them across

the frontier had been established, he allows that the

general spirit of the army was sound, and even that it

was now raised to a pitch of enthusiasm long unknown
at the prospect of the offensive. For the moment he had
troops enough; with the divisions set free from the East he
had a superiority ofabout 10 per cent, in men, but a much
larger proportion offresh divisions. His real danger would
lie in the question of reinforcements. Though about a
million fit men were engaged in the munitions industry, it

was found impossible to ‘comb out’ more than 30,000.

Such serious encroachments had been made on the capital

ofyouth that very few new conscripts could be available

in the field before the end ofthe year. Lack ofman-power
therefore made it imperative that ‘the gambler’s blow*

should be as swift and terrible as possible.

Ludendorff himself approached his task in no boastful

spirit. He told the Kaiser that ‘it was the greatest military

task ever imposed upon an army. I believe that I . .

.

am
more than any one impressed by the immensity of the

operation. . . . We must not imagine that this offensive will

be like those in Galicia or Italy; it will be an immense
struggle that will begin at one point, continue at another,

and take a long time; it is difficult, but it will bevictorious.’
* The teart is given on pp. 574-576.
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His aim, then, was by a series of terrific blows to break

the enemy’s continuous entrenched position in pieces; to

make it impossible for them, through lack of reserves, to

hold together in open warf^ire; to deal defeat to their

separate armies; and, if not to reduce them to complete

military impotence, at least so to bteak the war-will of

their peoples as* to make it impossible for them to await

the long and doubtful process ofrebuilding their shattered

fortune with tardy American aid.

He proposed to accomplish the first act as follows. His

attack was to be delivered on the British army, both

because Great Britain was now the mainspring of the

Alliance, and because he considered its soldiers less

tactically skilful than the French.* It was long debated

whether the blow should fall in Flanders on either side of

Armentieres, or farther south between Arras and La Fere.

In favour of the former it was pointed out that the main
British reserves were here crowded together in a small

room with the sea at their back and on their left flank.

Communication and distance made it difficult for the

French to come quickly to their aid in force. Incidentally

the ports on the Channel might fall; the Channel mouth,
and that of the Thames, would be closed to traffic; long-

range bombardments would annoy the Kentish coast. As
against these advantages the time-factorwas held decisive.

The ground could not be ready before the middle ofApril;
even then the oozy valleys of the Lys and Lawes might
be impassable. The blow must fall sooner. So, while

preparations for this attack (code name ‘Saint George’)

went on, it was relegated to dipis aller, to be employed only
in the event of ill success farther south. Here the harder

’ See von Hindenburg, Out ofmy Life (1920), p. 330: ‘The Englishman did
not understand how to control rapid changes in the situation. EUs methods
were too rigid. . . . These phenomena are due to the lack of appropriate
training in peace-time. Even a war that lasts for years cannot wholly make
good the effects of his inefficient preparation. But what the Englishman
lacked in skill he made up, at any rate partially, by his obstinacy in sticking

to his task and his objective.’ To judge, however, from German reminis-

cences and novels, these criticisms were rather the view of the General
Staff than of the rank and file.
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soil would normally allow great troop-movements after

the beginning ofMarch. The date was fixed for the 21st,

as eight weeks’ preparation was necessary, and the posi-

tion in the East remained tao obscure for Ludendorff to

give his final definite orders until January 20th. The

entire front to be attacked, nowwholly held by the British,

from Vimy to B'arisis on the Oise near La Fere, measured

about seventy miles. Behind the northern two-thirds lay

the great crater-fields of the last two years, partially

repaired and covered with good roads, but still a formid-

able obstacle. They might well delay the advent ofreaUy

openwarfare, at attaining which the newGerman training

above all things aimed.

Moreover, the direction of the line, which ran from

north-west to south-east, did not favour the main strategic

object, which was a deep north-westerly thrust, in order

to roll up the bulk of the British armies against the sea.

Finally, mighty as the German resources were, they did

not permit a simultaneous attack on the whole front. The
northern limit on the 2 1 stwas to be Croisilles, some twelve

miles south ofArras. The British would therefore have the

advantage of an immovable flank, based on the bastions

of Monchy and Vimy, with a well-fortified city between

them. This area was indeed to be assailed as soon as the

heavy artillery could be moved north, but, as will be seen,

the delay of a week made the defence impregnable, and

went far to ruin the whole German plan. Even so the

operation was the vastest of the war. Three armies were

to be employed with sixty-three divisions in line or in close

reserve. The two on the right, the XVIIth and the Ilnd,

the principal blade of attack, belonged to Rupprecht’s

group; on the left the famousvon Hutier, the hero ofRiga,

commanded the XVIIIth, which was placed under the

Grown Prince. This was done partly for political reasons,

but mainly because, as Ludendorff confided to a friend,

if all three armies depended upon the same group, the

influence ofGeneral Head-quarters in directing the battle

would be unduly diminished.
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Hutier’s role was at fii^t to be merely defensive; his

advance was to be limited to the Saint-Crozat Canal and
the Somme, in order to forma resolute flank guard against

the expected French counter-attacks from the south-west.

A few days before the 2 ist he was encouraged, in the event

of good success, to aim at the more ambitious objective

of Peronne. The subordinate part cast for this brilliant

general is very curious, and has never been adequately

explained. A glance at the map will show that a north-

westerly wheel by his army would have the double advan-

tage of dividing the French and British armies, and of

outflanking the Somme crater-field from the south.

LudendorfF does not seem to have known how weak the

opposition was; probably, like his enemies, he over-

estimated the difficulties ofcrossing,the Oise marshes which
lay for nine miles in front ofhis left flank. Further, he was
unaware of the completeness with which he had deluded

theFrench Head-quarters, and thought that large reserves

would be available round Compi^gne to strike this army
dangerously in flank ifit made rapid progress.

Actually, as we shall see, Hutier ran through all organ-

ized oppositionwith embarrassing swiftness, but though he
put the Allied armies for a few days into the imminent
danger of disruption, it was already too late for German
Head-quarters to use his success to any serious strategical

advantage. This failure is themore surprisingwhen Luden-
dorflF tells us that he was primarily influenced by tactical

considerations, ‘first among them being the weakness of

the enemy’. Yet, though the British forces south ofArras

were much weaker than those in Flanders, he attacked the

strongest portion of them with his own greatest strength,

and persisted in the effort, even when its failure was mani-
fest. Here he seems false to his own doctrine that ‘a strate-

gical plan which ignores the tactical factor is doomed to

failure’. But apart from the choice of locality, the whole
tactical framework was admirable, and was mainly due
to Ludendorff’s own inexhaustible mastery over de-

tail. He relied on three principles, surprise, speed, and
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continuity of action. These three all dovetail into one
another, and in their harmonious blending he found the

solution of his great problem.

Surprise is obviously twofold. A man can be surprised

when he is not expecting a blow at all. This Byng achieved

at Cambrai, and Ludendorffon the Chemin des Dames in

May 1918. Or again a blow may be expected, but the

method of its delivery may be such that no effective parry

is possible. This was the result obtained on March 21st.

The British knew where and when the stroke would fall.

But at the same time the lack ofmilitaryunitystill inherent

in the Alliance enabled Ludendorff to obtain part of the

effects of a complete strategic surprise. Until the last few
days his reserves were massed far behind the front and
in so central a position that they could be used no less

readily against the French on either side of Rheims or

even at Verdun. Petain was so convinced that his army
was the prospective victim that he made his own rearward
arrangements accordingly, thereby making any battle-

co-operation with Haig tardy and ineffective.

Ludendorff’s initial success is chiefly due to the way in

which he turned his best infantry, elaborately trained as

storm troops, into specialists. The ideawas not a new one;
all the armies had been working at it in 1917, but no such
degree of realization had yet been won. Small detach-
ments, not in line, but working together in small groups,
were practised in ‘infiltration’. These picked men pushed
through gaps in the outpostline (nownowhere continuous)

,

taking advantage of such natural features as a valley or
sunken road, limited by no fixed objective, ignoring strong
points, which they could circumvent and which could be
left to be encircled by those following behind. Their rate

ofprogress was limited for the first few miles by their own
barrage, which moved forward at a kilometre per hour.
But their prime object was to keep the battle constantly
alive and rolling. Composed in about equal proportions
of riflemen and light machine-gunners, they had in the
closest support under their local commands detachments
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of heavy machine-guns, light trench-mortars, and even

field-guns, with a few pioneers and sappers. They were
thus tiny mixed forces of all arms, light and mobile, in-

finitely different from the h^avy waves ofhuman beasts of

burden such as had been broken on the Somme. The whole
of the zone whence* the attack was to be delivered was
organized in immense depth; from the moment when the

foremost infantry advanced, the answering tremor ran

back through all the waiting masses from the battle-

front. Most important of all, the foremost divisions were
to control those next behind them. Thus it was hoped
to anticipate the reinforcements which might be required

against centres of resistance before the attack had been
brought to a standstill. ‘When once the cry for assistance

has gone up, it is for that very reason already too late’,

wrote Ludendorffin one ofhis memoranda.
Such in general were the most original features ofthe plan

which proposed to win, at the earliest moment, open war-
fare with its incalculable opportunities for rapid manoeuvre.

II

We must now consider the position in the Entente

countries, and see what steps were being taken to combat
this enormous nienace. The year had progressed towards

its close into a climax ofsupreme disillusionment, Russia

knocked out, Italy dangerously reeling, and the hope of

Cambrai promptly extinguished.

Yet it is true that these disappointments and the return-

ing shadow of the drawn German sword in the West pro-

duced a quickened criticism ofthe conduct ofthe war, but

in no way a weakening ofwill. On the contrary the spirit

of France had been strongly raised up. In Clemenceau,
who became Premier in November, the country found
the incarnation of that realistic spirit of impassioned yet

stoical heroism which had made revolutionary France the

wonder of the world. This tough fighter of 76, compact
with energy, who had been in public life for nearly fifty

years, who had witnessed the siege ofParis, who as Mayor
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of Montmartre had tried to intercede in the fratricidal

savagery of the Commune, had at last come to his own.

His time till now had mainly been spent in opposition; his

nicknames ‘The Tiger’ and ‘Jhe Destroyer of Ministries’

aptly suggest his qualities. Throughout the war his grimly

outspoken criticisms had brought him into many conflicts

with the censorship. He had ironically changed the name
of his paper from UHomme libre to UHomme enchaine.

Now finally set in power, he enunciated and lived up to

one simple policy of direction ‘Je fais la guerre’, a motto

which he was to follow not less consistently throughout

the course ofthe peace negotiations.

With avigoroushandhe sorted out the traitors, intriguers,

and pacificists. Malvy, late Minister ofthe Interior, Cail-

laux, that sinister deputy, were thrown into prison, to be

impeached next year for intelligence with the enemy.
The French were by now reaping the full advantage of

one great war asset to set off against their cruel losses and
their invaded territory. The fertility of their soil and the

proverbial industry ofits tillers rendered the country more
nearly self-sufficient than any ofthe European belligerents.

There was indeed a great lack ofcoal, but food, and fats in

particular, were relatively plentiful. The crawling hours

of discomfort spent in queues, the nerve-strain and phy-
sical deterioration which foUow persistent under-nourish-

ment, never loomed large in the French war-experience.

In England the economic situation, while in nowaycom-
parable to that of Germany, was yet far more straitened

than that of France. But the curve of improvement was
creeping up with a steady slowness since its lowest point

in May 1917. The convoyswere holding the submarines in

check, and the drastic reorganizationofshipping suggested

by Chiozza Money had improved food-supply. Lord
Rhondda, the Food Controller, to whom the civilian

population owed an immense debt, gradually perfected a

rationing system, mainly confined to meat, sugar, and
butter, which worked more smoothly and fairly tiian any
of its counterparts in other countries. In most industries.
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and notably in those connected with the prosecution of

the war, wages had risen more rapidly than prices (the

latter being officially controlled for nearly all articles of

common consumption), artd in many great towns and
mining areas a flamboyancy of expenditure moved the

anger or envy of soldiers on leave.

One great weapon by which Germany had hoped to

break what was called ‘the home front’ had crumbled in

her hands. The Zeppelin raids, which had been inter-

mittent since 1915, came finally to an end in the autumn
of 1917. Aeroplanes had gradually mastered the tech-

nique ofdestroying them by tracer bullets when they had
been seized and held by the converging beams ofsearch-

lights, and several had been shot down in flames round the

outskirts ofLondon, their crews pejishing miserably with

them. Their lastappearanceover the Capital in November
1917 ended in complete catastrophe. A fleet ofthem, hav-

ing shutofftheir engines in order to float over theobjective

unperceived, was caught by a fierce northerly wind, and
driven down in various French localities, one actually

making its forced descent in Algeria.

The casualties which they inflicted were singularly

small,* and the military importance of their considerable

damage to property was almost completely negligible. On
the other hand, large numbers of trained gunners and
pilots had to be kept at home awayfrom serviceinFrance.^

The transport of munitions was constantly stopped for

some hours, as experience showed that it was safest to keep
all trains within a threatened area motionless until ‘all

clear’ was signalled. Finally, reports from munition fac-

tories were apt to show that efficiency and output showed
a drop ofabout 6o per cent, on the day after a raid in the

neighbourhood. The Zeppelins were therefore more effec-

tive in interfering with the war than in intimidating

‘ Fifty-two raids killed and wounded 1,806 people, ofwhom seventy were
military.

^ The largest number of German machines employed in a single raid

was 41. More than 600 British aeroplanes were kept for Home Defence,

of which 400 were of first-rate quality.

3596 K k
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civilians. But the opposite efFed;was aimed at and achieved
by the new mass attack by fleets of hostile aeroplanes.^

Folkestone, Margate, and London were first bombed in

broad daylight, then, as the defences grew more effective,

by moonlight. For a week at the end of September,

lighted by a brilliant hunter’s moon, relays of enemy
machines kept London under fire for several hours almost

every night. If these visitations could have been con-

tinued for a full month, they might have caused complete

moral collapse. As it was some sections ofthe population

were reduced to panic, especially the poor aliens of the

East End. The Tubes were packed solid with a shuddering

crowd; while many less indigent people travelled west-

wards by train on clear evenings to camp out in fields

round Slough or Reading. Though London had enjoyed

a five-months’ respite at the time of the Armistice, it was
noticed that when the maroon proclaimed its signature,

many people fled from the street into basements or sta-

tions, as at the sound ofthat official warning ofa raid.^

Curiously enough Paris, though so much nearer the

front, suffered less. German public opinion was parti-

cularly clamorous for the attacks on London, mainly

because Great Britain alone of the belligerents had pre-

served her territory inviolate against invasion. Moreover,

to reach Paris a pilot would have to fly over the defences

of the zone behind the lines, every kilometre of it alive

with guns and aeroplanes. Finally, a dummy Paris was
constructed, where such prominent features as the Place

de la Concorde were simulated by the side ofa loop in the

Marne similar to that ofthe Seine through the real Paris.

This decoy, it was claimed, enticed away many would-be
raiders. Paris, however, was to endure her own peculiar

trial in 1918 in the shelling from the long-range gun.'

But neither in London nor in Paris did the fear of un-
‘ The German machines called Gothas were improved copies of the first

English Handley-Page, which was sent over to France in charge of an in-

experienced pilot. He landed it intact on the German aerodrome at Lille.

s Casualties fix>m aeroplane raids amounted to 3,469, ofwhom 400 were
military.
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organized and helpless secdons of the population embar-
rass the governments in prosecuting the war.

The growing distrust of British strategy in France, so

long felt by the British Premier, was fanned to flame by
the Italian disaster.. Were these prodigal frontal attacks

always to be followed by the autumnal destruction of
another member of the Entente? After Serbia and
Rumania, Italy? The event had been utterly unforeseen

even in the best-informed quarters. Colonel Repington,

reputed as one of the shrewdest critics in Europe, had
written in The Times: ‘General Cadoma will no doubt
welcome this oflfensive.’ It had seemed impossible either

that the Germans could spare seven divisions from France,

or that they could accomplish such great things with so

small a spear. Lloyd George no-longer refrained from
attacking Haig (by implication) in public. He contrasted

the British victories ‘taJdng a few hundred ofthe enemies’

soldiers, and wresting a ruined village from his cruel grip’

with the enormous results of Caporetto. He personally

insisted upon the dismissal of the Chief-of-Staff, Kiggell,

and the Chief Intelligence Officer at G.H.Q,, Charteris,

and hoped that the Commander-in-Chief would resign.

This, however, the latter was never prepared to do, un-

less he was convinced that an order given to him by a
civilian minister would endanger the British army.

Having thus failed to gain the desired end by the method
ofpin-pricks, the Premier devised a plan both for securing

greater unity of command, and for limiting ffie strategic

independence of Haig. A Supreme War Council was set

up, consisting of the Prime ^nisters of each of the prin-

cipal Allied Powers, each to be attended by another

minister of Cabinet rank. This step merely regularized

and made official the habit of intermittent Inter-Allied

Conferences. Its importance lay in what it was intended

to do. No British minister was as yet prepared to support

a single commander-in-chief. The theoretical arguments

against such a course were indeed unassailable, and
the Nivelle experiment had been most unfortunate in
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practice. But thestatesmen wei:e to be aided by a technical

military committee offour members. Lloyd George aimed
at enlarging this body into a strategical executive, and
here he received the warm support of Clemenceau, who
foresaw that, with Foch as its agreed chairman, French

influence would be paramount. Its first duty was to create

and control an Inter-Allied general reserve of thirty divi-

sions. Haig, however, wrecked this plan by refusing to

contribute the British quota. He acted on the principle,

which he was loyally to follow after accepting Foch as

Generalissimo, ‘I can deal with a man but not with a

Committee’. He had only eight divisions in general

reserve, under his own control, and he was asked to

contribute seven to this experimental ‘pool’. It is diffi-

cult to quarrel with his contention that he would have

been robbed of any effective guarantee that his responsi-

bility for the safety ofhis army could thus be maintained.

It is true that his arrangement with Petain for mutual suc-

cour worked very badly in the day of trial, and that the

Committee might have sent him larger and readier help.

This, however, reflects rather on Haig’s ability as a nego-

tiator than on the soundness of the principle upon which
he based his decision.

The War Council paid polite lip-service to Lloyd
George’s scheme for knocking out Turkey, but emas-
culated it by the proviso that no troops were to be with-

drawn from France for the purpose. Its importance in

directing the war was never great, and became steadily

less after the appointment of Foch as Generalissimo. Its

principal usefulness lay in the co-ordination of Allied

transport ofmunitions and supplies by a permanent body
sitting at Versailles.

Though the plan in effect achieved scarcely any of

Lloyd George’s desires, it brought about the resignation

of Robertson, whose dogged persistence in ‘killing Ger-
mans’ on the Western Front had created a complete in-

compatibility between two naturally disharmonious tem-
peraments. He was succeeded by Sir Henry Wilson, the
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most lucid, supple, and ambitious of British generals, of

whom a military colleague cruelly said tliat he got into a
state ofsexual excitement whenever he saw a politician.

Meanwhile the British an ay was preparing for the blow
which as G.H.Q. ^orrectly surmised was about to be
directed against it. The question of m^n-power was a

difficult one. Five divisions had gone to Italy. The losses

of the past year—about 760,000 in France alone—had
been only partially replaced, with the result that divi-

sions had been reduced from twelve to nine battalions.

This reduction seriously interfered with the existing

organization of every ^vision, and with the tactical

handling of every brigade, while the breaking up of

battalions was often bitterly resented by officers and
men and tended to lower moral. Lloyd George, however,

considered the West to be ‘over-insured’ as a defensive

front, and Haig was not allowed to receive any of the

760,000 grouped in the different eastern theatres, or of

the 300,000 ‘general service men’ retained in England.*

He was also obliged by political pressure to take over

some fourteen ad^tional miles of line south of Saint-

Quentin. This obviously diminished the British reserves,

but proportionately increased those of the French. It

proved in effect a blow to the Allied cause, but only

because the French reserves were not available when and

where they were required.

The British order of battle, as Ludendorffforesaw, was

always strategically conditional on the amount of room
available for retreat. Men must stand thickest in the

cramped corridors of Flanders, where a recoil of twenty

miles would be fatal. It was only south of Arras that so

much ground could be yielded without endangering any

vital centre. Moreover, it might be argued that here the

* 1 1 should be mentioned that inJanuary ig 18 the Admiralty still regarded

it as not improbable that an invading force of 70,000 Germans could be

transported across the North Sea (see Sir W. Robertson, Soldiers and Statesmen

igi^—i8 (1926), vol. ii, p. 284). The actual decrease of the British army in

France in March igi8 was 180,000 men, if compared with the same date

in the previous year.
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old crater-fields and the line of the Somme would impose
powerful obstacles to an attack which was likely to dimin-

ish in impetus as it progressed in distance. Hence the

British strength declined progressively towards the south,

so that while Byng disposed ofseventeen infantry divisions

for a front of twenty-six miles, Gough on the right had
only fourteen infantry and three cavalry divisions to pro-

tect forty-two miles. This extreme weakness, which was
to prove so disastrous, was justified by G.H.Q, on the

grounds that the Oise marshes would prevent an attack

south ofSaint-Quentin and that French reserves would be
speedily available at need.^ Haig was not convinced
that the 5th army would be heavily engaged, in spite of

Gough’s confident assertions when he found that Hutier
was commanding against him. In fact, the Secret Sum-
mary at G.H.Q, stated as late as March i6th: ‘No serious

attack is to be expected south of the Bapaume-Gambrai
road.’

It is therefore clear that the violent abuse levelled

against Gough after the virtual destruction of his army is

undeserved. He was given an impossible task. Still, it

was unfortunate that he should have been maintained in

command ofthis army. His conduct ofPasschendaele had
destroyed the confidence of most regimental ofiicers and
the rank and file in the efficiency of his staff. It is well

known that most units hailed with relief a transfer to

Plumer. It is probable that Rawlinson, who was at the

moment atVersailles, would have kept afirmer grip on the

battle, and by co-ordinating the retirement of the various

units more effectively, would have minimized an inevit-

able defeat. As no inquiry has ever been held into its

causes, in spite of the promise made to Gough on his dis-

missal, such evidence as is yet available on many points is

insufficient to allow the historian to dogmatize. For in-

stance, we cannot be sure that everything possible was

* Haig certainly had a right to count on this. Elaborate arrangements
had been made on paper with Petain; see G. A. B. Dewar andJ. H. Boraston,
Sir Douglas Haig’s Command (igas), vd. ii, pp. 40-z.
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done to improve the rearward defences, which the French
admittedlyhad handed over in a state ofshocking neglect.

There was much bitter contemporary criticism on this

score. Gough defends hii^self in detail in his book.*

But some of his justifying figures are very strange. It

seems impossible thdft, out of at least 200,000' soldiers and
35,000 civilians, only 2,400 should havd been available

for digging trenches and other defence-work in the middle
ofFebruary. Gough had won all his fame as an attacking

general : hehad not the temperament of the exact organizer
ofmethodical retreat.

The system ofdefence employed was closely copied from^

the German methods elaborated at Passchendaele, and
needs no detailed description. It consisted of an outpost

line ofmutually supporting posts and redoubts protected

by continuous wire. Rather less than a third of the

whole strength served as its garrison, with a number of

field-guns in close support. Its object was to delay and
disorganize an attack, until the batde-zone about a mile

farther back could be fully manned and ready. The latter

was a complicated system, from 2,000 to 4,000 yards deep,

the various trenches being connected by diagonal switches

to divert any partial break-through into blind alleys swept

by enfilade fire. Upon this reef it v/as hoped that the

German assault would break, as all such attacks of the

Entente had broken. For while the front was everywhere

reasonably complete, the rearward defenceswere generally

mere scratches in the ground thinly guarded by wire.

The trench garrisons had all been in a state of vigilant

expectation for at least a fortnight before Ludendorff

struck. The enemy had made preparations for attack on
so many sectors that he was at no great pains to conceal

the visible signs. Round Saint-Quentin observers noticed

mounds like great beehives, at intervals of 100 yards, run-

ning north and south for several miles. It was correctly

conjectured that these were forward ammunition-

dumps. The British Staffknew the day forty-eight hours

* Sir H. de la Pocr Gough, The Fifth Amy (1931)1 PP- 223 sqq.
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beforehand. But they had no idea that so great a flood

ofstrength was about to be unloosed. During the last six

nights the great concentration marches ofthe enemy were

being stealthily accomplishefi,* though LudendorfF, that

grim realist, complains that the men would sing en route.

Our aeroplanes had not yet perfected the technique of

scouring roads at night by flying low and dropping lights.

German thoroughness and forethought had won the

first victory of preparation, and was now to attempt the

supreme hazard of decisive battle.

‘ In many cases troops were kept on the move till the last moment. One
division marched thirty-two kilometres on the night of soth-aist, taking

part in the attack on the following mm-ning.
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For the next fous months after March 21st, 1918, the

enemy imposed his will by battle. Hg: made five great

attacks, in the first of which alone he used half his entire

strength in the west. Thrice his tactics proved to be a
master-key to unlock the great fortified system and to open
the path to freedom ofmanoeuvre. In extent of territory

he won ten times more than the obliterated scraps wrested

piecemeal by the Entente during the course of 1917. He
advanced his line within forty miles of Paris. He took

225,000 prisoners and 2,500 guns, and inflicted nearly a
million casualties. Yet this great achievement proved to

be not merely a victory without a morrow, but one which
had sown behind it the quick seeds ofirremediable defeat.

The initiative had scarcely dropped from Ludendorff’s

hand before Foch seized it, and in less than another four

months Germany was thankfully accepting an armistice,

scarcely distinguishable in its terms from a capitulation.

The causes of this reversal of fortune—^perhaps the swift-

est and most dramatic in history—^have, paradoxically

enough, to be sought in the analysis of a series of striking

successes. In fact, it was of momentous consequence for

the Entente that the first blow was tactically so encourag-

ing—^had it been Jtopped dead, the Germans might in

discouragement have reverted to defence. In that event

their line, far shorter and straighter, and held by a far

stronger and less exhausted garrison, would almost cer-

tainly have carried them in comparative safety through

the campaigning season of the year. In 1919 it is im-

probable that defeat would have involved the terms

dictated at Versailles, for a victory mainly achieved

by American arms would have given President Wilson

the power of imposing his ‘Fourteen Points’ in his own
way.
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II .

On March 20th, 1918, LudendorfF, his preparations

being now complete, anxiously interviewed his meteoro-

logical expert, for it was running and the wind was

unfavourable for gas. Partially reagsured, he sent the

signal to carry out the next day’s programme.
At 4.30 next morning 6,000 guns started the bombard-

ment in unison. The high-velocity guns attacked distant

railway-stations; Saint-Pol, twenty-five miles away, re-

ceived many hits. All the British batteries were drenched

with gas; cross-roads and every tactical point in the whole

trench system were subjected to an uninterrupted hail;

trench-mortars aided in obliterating the wire and the

redoubts of the outpost-line. All this terrific activity

was completely blind. A dense, white mist blanketed the

whole great battle-field. It was said to be the thickest of

the whole winter, and visibility was restricted to twenty or

forty yards. It had not lifted at all when the infantry

came over about 9.45, nor did the sun pierce it until close

on noon. Similar fogs preluded each ofthe cloudless days

which followed. Much controversy has been expended
over it. Some English writers affirm that without its aid

the attack would have been shattered; and they are able

to point to the great defeat ofthe ‘Mars’ onslaught before

Arras on March 28th, where, under a clear sky, artillery

and machine-guns wrecked the enemy’s attempt with

great slaughter as it reached our outposts. On the other

hand, LudendorfFwrites; ‘Fog impeded and retarded our
movements, and prevented our superior training and
leadership from reaping its full reward. This was the pre-

dominant opinion, but a few thought it an advantage.’

Gough, with a generous candour towards his opponents,

expressed the opinion that ‘On the whole the fog favoured
our Fifth Army’,* on the ground that, though the initial

losses of the enemy in breaking through would have been
* W. S. Sparrow, The Fifth Army in March igi8 (1920), letter from Gough

quoted pp. 59-60. In Gough’s own book. The Fifth Army, published eleven

years later, he seems to have changed his opinion, see pp. 261-3.
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greatly increased by cleai' weather, he would have been
able to develop his success with greater rapidity. The
writer’s own opinion is thaton the balance the fog favoured
the attack. In the first place the bombardment was
entirely upon fixed objects determined beforehand. For
this no observatioh was necessary; the knowledge of
ballistics and atmospherics had now reduced firing from
the map to an exact science. Moreover, the fog made the

gas hang about and increased its effectiveness beyond
expectation.* The defence, on the other hand, could not

fire at the moving targets of assembling troops, which
could have been spotted only by our infantry or aero-

planes. Hence our counter-preparation was singularly

weak.^ The isolation ofour advanced posts was absolute;

many small bodies found themselves surrounded before

they knew that any attack had begun. Telephonic com-
munication had been almost completely destroyed by the

bombardment, and runners found the greatest difficulty

in finding their way to report-centres. The enemy, on the

other hand, carried his ownwireswith him as he advanced.

The German subordinate commanders had studied their

trench-maps so minutely and so intelligently that the

quickness of their infiltration seems hardly to have
suffered. There is much remarkable evidence to this effect

from survivors of the 5th army. In several places practic-

ally the whole day’s advance had been achieved before the

sky cleared at noon. For instance, Ronssoy in the north,

three miles behind the line, had by then been lost; in the

south the battle-zone had been penetrated between

Essigny and Benay.

The results of the first day did not satisfy Ludendorff’s

expectation. Though he had laid down nofixed objectives,

he had hoped to overrun the bulk of the British artillery,

and so leave its infantry practically without support. But
• Kronprinz Rupprecht, Mein Kriegstagebueh (igsg), vol. ii, p. 344.
^ Ibid., p. 344. Constantly confirmed in German regimental histories.

On parts of the 3rd army front, where it was sufficiently clear for aeroplanes

to go up at once, the British barrage was effective and the enemy was held:

see Jones, War in the Air, 1934, vol. iv, pp. 293-5.
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thenumber ofcapturedguns barely reached 1 50. Further,

his converging assaults at the base of the Cambrai salient

had failed to cut off the garrison of three divisions lodged
therein.* But the strain on the- thin British line made itself

manifest during the night, when Gough withdrew his

extreme right some seven miles behind the Crozat Canal.
This was done precipitately, and many of the bridges

remained passable by the enemy.
This wing remained in a state ofdismal flux, and on the

22nd the enemy broke right through into open country
north-west of Saint-Quentin. This catastrophe, rein-

forced by the false news that the Crozat Canal had been
forced, induced Gough to order a general retirement
behind the Somme on the 23rd. It proved a bad mistake.

In the hurry and conflision of the evacuation enormous
quantities ofwounded, stores, and material were lost. Nor
did the river prove effective as a barrier. The railway
bridges, which the French were responsible for destroying,

remained practically intact; the long drought had so

diminished the stream that it was fordable at many points,

and there was no prepared line on the left bank. Gough
had indeed been sorely tried. Only one division from
G.H.Q, reserve reached him on the 22nd, nor did any
French help arrive till next morning, whe^ a single regi-

ment, with only thirty rounds of ammunition per man,
was decanted out of lorries.

Meanwhile this swift sagging on the ;right increased the
difficulties ofthe 3rd British army. Byng’s left was indeed
holdingvon Below in check by a most stubborn resistance,

which never faltered throughout the battle and reduced
its^ enemies to impotence. But the Ilnd German army,
driving onwards north ofPeronne, forced a dangerous gap
between the two British armies, which is described in the
oflScial dispatch as ‘critical’. It was a day ofhigh hopes for
Ludendorff. He believed that the whole British front was

' Very great importance was attached to its swift reduction, as the heavy
guns employed there were necessary for the ‘Mars’ attack at Arras, which
would have to be held up until they could be dispatched north.
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on the point of disintegration. His original plan was en-

larged. VonBelowwas stifl to thrust at Saint-Pol, with the

object ofrolling the northern armies against the Channel.
Marwitz was to push strai^t on to Amiens. If that great

railway-junction fell into his hands the French and British

could no longer kficp touch. Hutier was 'to make his

principal effort south-west, smashing die French rein-

forcements piecemeal and threatening the approaches to

Paris.^ Petain was still most miserly in his help. He could

not shake off the nightmare belief that the enemy was on
the point of dealing him an equally heavy blow between
Soissons and Rheims; and would not draw seriously

upon the reserves which he had placed to foil it. Nor were
matters improved on the 24th when a French army-group
became responsible for the whole Ijne south ofthe Somme,
Gough being placed under its orders. The French divi-

sions on the right retreated continuously, edging away in

a south-westerly direction. Meanwhile the 3rd army was
being rapidly hustled across the old battle-fields of 1916,

although Byng’s cavalry, finding in retreat a brilliant

scope for that usefulness continually denied them in attack,

did just make it possible to maintain a cordon across the

gaps, cutting down the advance-guards and keeping

touch. It seemed as if a broad way must be opened to

Amiens. That evening Haig and Petain met at Dury. The
British Commander came away with the conviction that

he was to be left to his fate, while the French armies con-

centrated to cover JFaris.^ Throughout all this crisis Haig

• See Rupprecht’s account of the orders (ibid., vol. ii, p. 351): even he was

convinced that a strategic victory was on the point of achievement.

* This was certainly Petain’s intention, apparently acting upon instruc-

tions from his Goveriunent. Whether formal orders to this effect were given

is disputed. For the evidence see G. A. B. Dewar and J. H. Boraston, Sir

Douglas Haig's Command (1922), vol. ii, p. 115; Recouly, La Bataille de Foch

( 1 920) , p. 8. Gen. Mangin, CommentJinit la guerre ( 1
92 1 ) , p. 1 7 1 ,

professes to

give an actual ‘Directive’ of Petain dated MareJr 24, which runs: ‘Avant tout,

maintenir solide I’armature des armies frangaises. Ensuite, si possible, con-

server la liaison avec les forces britanniques.’ Poincare, Au service de la France,

vol.x(i933),p.88,also states that Foch showed him the order ofretreat given

by P6tain. On the other hand F. Fainlevi, Comsnentj'ai twmmi Foch et Pitedn
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maintained a profound calm of spirit. His inherited Cal-

vinism, so profoundly ingrained in his personality, gave

him an unshaken inward conviction ofvictory. To ensure

it, he determined to subordhiate his own independence,

and to bring about unity ofcommand. He telegraphed to

the War Minister, Lord Milner, and- to the Chief of the

Imperial General Staff, urgingthem to cross immediately.

On the 26th at the little town ofDoullens, with its memo-
ries of old French conquests in the great citadel on the

hill built by Vauban, took place the famous conference

which elevated Foch.* So uncertain was the outlook that

tanks were stationed at the eastern exits, lest hostile

cavalry might break in. Poincare presided as representa-

tive ofFrance. The tension between the two Commanders-

in-Chief was manifest. When Haig came into the room

Petain whispered: ‘There is a man who will be forced to

see his army capitulate in the open field.’ Petain’s address

to the conference created a bad impression. His scheme

for bringing up reserves suggested a deliberation which

might be fatal. For it was agreed that Amiens must be

protected at all costs. Foch, who was present, was

unanimously appointed ‘to co-ordinate the operations of

the Allies on the whole Western Front’.* With his usual

sly, searching cynicism Clemenceau turned to the new
man of destiny saying: ‘Maintenant vous etes content.’

Nor can it be doubted that this ardent, magnetic soldier

welcomed the responsibility, though his first imminent

task was to prevent a lost battle from becoming a por-

(1924), p. 293, professes to give Petain’s own words at the interview, in which

the latter pointed out that the separation of the two armies would be the

inevitable result of the methods ofconducting the retreat, which were then

in force. He denied, however, that he had given any orders to that effect.

< Clemenceau said to Milner on meeting him that day: ‘C’est aujourd’hui

une journee historique. Le sort de la guerre va se fixer’ (Poincare, vol. x,

P- 89).

* His powers were more exactly defined on April 3rd, when it was agreed

that full tactical freedom should be left to the commanders of the national

armies, and that each should have a right of appeal to his Government, if

he considered that the orders given him endangered the security ofhis army.

The actual title ofCommander-In-Chiefwasnot given Foch untilApril 24th.
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tentous disaster. Though his immediate orders against

any further retreat proved impracticable, the new direc-

tion with its energy and confidence was soon to have its

effect not only on the armies but among the population

of the Allies.

Meanwhile crisis'succeeded crisis in the' battle. The
3rd army finally pinned itselfsecurely to*the upper Ancre
on the 26th, but not before the enemy, flooding through

a deep gap farther north, had threatened to turn it by
occupying Colincamps. Here the Anzacs, just arrived

from the north, drove them back with the aid of the new
‘whippet’ tanks, which thus received an auspiciousbaptism

of fire. This action ended all serious anxiety north of the

Somme. Rupprecht noted on that day that the German
XVIIth army was completely exhausted. Yet Ludendorff

would not desist—he still hoped to break down the strong

pillar of Arras. On the 28th the ‘Mars’ attack was
launched; it was a disastrous defeat. The 3rd army there

was composed of some of our best troops, including the

Guards. They were standing on carefully selected ground,

having voluntarily retired from any weak spots or danger-

ous salients. The enemy, crippled by the losses among
his storm troops, reverted to more primitive tactics. His

men advanced with great resolution, but in some places

shoulder to shoulder six lines deep. Artillery and machine-
guns swept them away. At the close of the day eleven

divisions had not made the slightest impression upon our

battle-zone. Any faded hope of reaching Saint-Pol was
completely extinguished.

But in the south a protracted battle was still swaying

dangerously westward. On the 27th Montdidier, the

principal detraining centre of the French reinforcements,

was taken. Debeney put up a cry of despair to the com-
mander of his group of armies: ‘There is a gap of 15 kilo-

metres between our two armies, in which there is nobody
at all.’ The enemy, however, had no cavalry to exploit the

situation. Lack of fodder was so great that nearly all the

fit horses had been attached for transport to the shock
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infantry divisions. Directly in the way to Amiens a sin-

gular scratch force was resisting heroically in the disused

tumbled-down French trenches of 1914. Its organization

stands to Gough’s credit, and it became famous under the

name of its second commander as ‘Carey’s force’. It was
composed of ‘details, stragglers, schools’ personnel, tunnel-

ling companies,* Army troops companies, field-survey

companies, and Canadian and American engineers’.^

But from the 28th the battle-flame burnt lower and
lower. The problem ofadding fresh fuel, to which Luden-
dorffhad given such thought, proved insoluble. To vary

the metaphor, by employing that constantly used by Foch,

the circles in the pond, disturbed by the cast of a stone,

grew smaller and smaller until they died away. The
enemy was held at Villers-Bretonneux, about ten miles

from Amiens, though he pushed so near the main railway-

line to Paris as to make it practieally useless. His trophies

amounted to 70,000 prisoners and 1,100 guns, with stores

innumerable (it is said that the British army lost two
million bottles ofwhisky !). But the extent of his line had
been increased by more than a third. It bulged out in a
most repelling protuberance, with dangerously exposed
flanks. Already on April 3rd the indomitable Foch was
planning to batter it in and to free Amiens. Pershing had
placed the Americans unreservedly at his disposal, writing

generously: ‘Everything that we have is at your disposal,

to use as you like—we are here to be killed.’ The day of
recovery was not yet, but Foch was continually planning
to be in readiness for its arrival; and, as we shall see, he
economized the defence in men almost to breaking-point
in order to build up a sufficient reserve. Ludendorff’s first

and greatest effort had proved a brilliant failure. He him-
self does little to analyse its causes, and contents himself

\vith the candid admission: ‘It was an established fact that

the enemy’s resistance was beyond our strength. We must
not get drawn into a battle of exhaustion.’ He himself

contributed considerably towards it by stubbornly pinning
‘ Quoted from Haig’s dispatch.
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faith in a decisive effort by Below, until too late. The root-

cause seems to have lain in' difficulties oftransport. It has

been already shown how the imperative claims of the

infantry for fit horses had robbed the cavalry ofits effective-

ness. Lorries and petrol were short, but there was a still

greater scarcity ofrubber, oil, and grease. Their own past

deeds arose to make difficulties for tha Germans: the

desolated battle-fields of 1916, the devastations of the fol-

lowing year. Increasing congestion gave unrivalled oppor-
tunities to the Allied aircraft, of which they took full ad-

vantage. Already on the 23rd, when Humbert explained

apologetically to Gough that, in place of troops, he had
‘only the flag on his car’, the French machines were in full

blast of activity. On the previous night Petain had given

the order: ‘Toutcequevous avezd’aviation de bombarde-
ment sur TAllemand.’ In the latet' stages ofthe battle the

pursuers were at least as exhausted as their enemies. It was
often noticed that if the British lay down to rest, the Ger-

mans followed suit, too weary to fire a rifle.

That pillaging of British food and supply depots, with
dispersal and drunkenness as its sequel, was a serious factor

in stopping this advance seems, generally speaking, to be
a legend. No doubt such excesses occurred in isolation,

like the examples quoted from RudolfBinding by Captain
Liddell Hart.* * Yet even in this particular instance

Kuhl, after careful investigation, convinced himself that

the troops in question were already in a state of such

exhaustion as to be incapable of any forward movement.
Ludendorffhimself, who was quite ready ifoccasion arose

toblame hisown troops,^pointed out the feeble evidence for

such charges in answering an obscure work by a Lutheran

pastor, which brought them wholesale. On the other

hand, both Ludendorffand Rupprechtadmit that thepro-
gress oftheVItharmynextmonthin Flanders was in many

• The Real War jgi4-igi8 (1930), pp. 427-9.
* See, for example, his account of August 8, vol. ii, p. 683, and of the Lys,

p. 608. Cf. also Reic^arcniv, ScMachten des Weltkrieges, Band 32, pp. z I2 sqq.,

for accounts ofdrunkeimess in Fismes, Soissons, and Braisne in May.
3596 1,1
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places seriously impeded by wild scenes of drunkenness.

The young officers lost all authority over their troops.

The decline in German discipline was progressive. In

March the Germans were foiled by the blockade* and

the resistance of their opponents, which, though naturally

unequal, was often heroic and enduring beyond words.

The Kaiser told, captured officers of the gth division that

ifall the British had fought as they did he would have had
no army left. Though the enemy had lost very heavily (he

had in fact suffered about as many casualties as he had
infficted), Ludendorff now had 199 divisions in the West
and he was prepared to go on. The second act began less

than a week after the battle for Amiens had flickered

out round Villers-Bretonneux, Hangard, and Moreuil.

Ill

In comparison with what Kuhl described as ‘the ace of

trumps’ Ludendorff’snewleadwears averyhalting aspect.

He attacked in Flanders because he hoped to shatter the

British by another blow (they had now engaged 46 divi-

sions out of 58), and because the sector had already been

prepared for offence, the now diminished effort being

coded, with an unconsciously humorous exactitude, as

‘Georgette’ instead of ‘Saint George’. A moderate ad-

vance would give excellent tactical results. The only con-

siderable coal-mines left for the French in northern France

might be captured. Hazebrouck, with its junction of five

railway-lines, might fall or be rendered useless. Finally,

there loomed again, distantly but distinctly, the lure ofthe

Channel ports. In short Ludendorffwas not clear what he
expected or hoped to do, nor what means he would be pre-

pared to employ. There is something experimental in the

whole affair.

The selected area presented a nice balance of features

‘ After the war the writer asked a friend who had been captured in this

battle what were his first impressions. He replied at once that he was con-

vinced that we had won the war, so astonishing was the contrast between the

German and British equipment^ transport^ &c.
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good and bad. Lille is the natural centre to which the

railways in the north converge. Concentration would be

swift and easy and could be completed with equal con-

venience and secrecy within the great city, only some nine

miles behind the line. The communications of his enemy
on the otherhand were poor, especially towards the south

whence help mii'st mainly come.

The whole sector as far north as Messines had seen no
serious fighting since the tragic fiasco at Festubert three

years before. Consequently there were none ofthe sinister

crater areas to be crossed, while the continued drought

had hardened the spongy soil of the level plain. On the

other hand, the landscape was perhaps the closest and
blindest in the west. Flanders is a country of frequent

villages, with outlying farms and cottages densely dotted

between them; hedges, moats, and dikes cut up every few

acres; while there is no lack ofthe more showy ifnot more
formidable obstacles ofrivers and canals. Such a country,

as the event proved, was ideal for murderous delaying-

actions by small bodies of resolute men, who understood

machine-gun tactics.

The British front was held with extreme weakness, each

division being strung out over some 7,500 yards, a good
half mile more than that allotted to units ofthe 5th army

' on March 21st. But whereas Gough’s men were fresh,

almost the whole of Horne’s ist army was composed of

divisions which had been cut to pieces during the last

fortnight. Sometimes three-fourths oftheir effectives con-

sisted of drafts just arrived. As a climax one Portuguese

division, pending relief, was holding as a double front the

sector just given up by the other. These troops were un-

doubtedly the worst of any nation in the West, and had
always been regarded as practically worthless. The staff

blunder which made one of them responsible for holding

six important miles in an avowedly threatened area is one
of the most grotesque of the war.

But the German army also was much less impressive

both in nmnber and quality. Tired divisions or mere
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trench-troops mainly took the place of the corps d’elite\

several ofthem lacked 500' or 600 horses to complete their

tale of transport. The artillery though powerful was not

overwhelming, and Rupprecht complains that much time

was lost in shifting it hitheP and thither over the battle-

field to deal with stiibborn centres of resistance.

Nevertheless the events ofthe first day Were spectacular.

The Portuguese towards the left ofthe attack rushed to the

rear; some seized signallers’ bicycles and were shot down
in mistake for Germans by British reinforcements hurrying

up the road from miles behind. In three hours the enemy
had passed through this hole beyond the whole trench

organization. Fortunately the breach was firmly closed

on the left, and was shallower on the right. The 55th

West Lancashire Territorial division,* ensconced in the

strong keep of Givenchy, drove back repeated assaults,

and when relieved five days later handed over this vital

flank-bulwark intact. Their wonderful defence taught the

double lesson of exact organization both of ground and
men. The whole fortified village had been turned into

a labyrinth of converging tunnels, while the garrison had
so perfectly rehearsed their separate parts that the per-

formance worked without a hitch on the day of trial.

On the left King Edward’s Horse held their ground in-

domitably in an epic struggle against immense odds.

Next day the battle was extended to the north beyond
Armentieres. Plumer was driven from Messines and
Wytschaete, his model conquests ofthe year before.

By the 12th the British armywas confronted with a crisis

more intense than anything which it had faced since the

day of Gheluvelt (October 31, 1914). The enemy had
advanced more than half-way to Hazebrouck, eleven

miles out of nineteen. One last obstacle lay before him,

the forest of Nieppe, where in the earlier days of the war
soldiers employed in wood-cutting had seen startled wild

> This division had been under a cloud for failing to stop the surprise

counter-attack at Gambrai (November 30), supported by low-flying

aeroplanes.
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boars rushing through the undergrowth. Its fringe was

lined, or rather dotted, with exhausted men; divisions and

even brigades were mixed up with one another. No rein-

forcements could arrive at Hazebrouck until the evening,

or reach the scene of action lill late on the 13th. Those

engaged had eitherjust emerged from the ordeal ofthe last

battle or were lads of eighteen, who had been sent out of

England in defiance ofpledgesunder the stress ofimminent

peril.’ It is perhaps true that in the annals of an army,

traditionally famous for dogged defence, no more unyield-

ing and protracted resistance was ever opposed to greater

odds. Most notable of all was the 4th Guards brigade,

which defended more than two miles. Of the Grenadiers

one company was entirely destroyed, fighting for four

hours, a mile within the enemy’s line, twice charging with

the bayonet with a strength of less than twenty; another

was reduced to six, and a third to twenty.^

What G.H.O- thought ofthe situation may bejudged by
the fact that preliminary orders were given for the evacua-

tion and even demolition of Calais, and that preparations

were made for flooding the whole of the country west of

Dunkirk, which, it is said, would have taken fifty years

wholly to repair.

The best record of this great peril is Haig’s General

Order of the day, which in its moving simplicity and
frankness holds a binding appeal:

‘Many of us now are tired. To those I v'ould say that victory

will belong to, the side which holds out the longest. . . . There is

no other course open to us but to fight it out! Every position

must be held to the last man: tliere must be no retirement. With

* The conscription law became operative at the age of 18, but soldiers

were notto be sentoutofthe UnitedKingdomuntil their nineteenth birthday.

This was the only time in the war when the fighting age-limit had to be
lowered. These youths were reported to show extreme bravery and fierce-

ness, butwere quite unable to bear the prolonged strain ofmonths in the lines

ofwhich older men were capable. Under the pressure of these defeats the

conscription age in Great Britain was now raised to 50.
* The 29th and 31st divisions (in the latter of which the 4th Guards

Brigade was included) were especially distinguished in the fighting.
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our backs to the wall and believing in the justice of our cause,

each one ofus must fight on to the end. The safety ofour Homes
and the Freedom of mankind alike depend upon the conduct
of each one of us at this critical moment.’

It may well be asked why the enemy did not exploit so

fair a field, and whyToch allowed the British to come into

such extreme strategical jeopardy.
’

If the Germans had shown as much cleverness and ilan

as on March 21st they would have reached Hazebrouck.
But their powers ofkeeping a moving battle alive were now.
utterly inferior. As has been already stated, discipline was
partially relaxed. The pillaging of Merville on the night

of the nth undoubtedly wasted at least twelve hours of
invaluable time at the very core of the battle. Moreover,
LudendorfF’s control was weak and hesitating. He finally

expended far more divisions (forty-six) than he had ever

intended to use. But he doled them out too sparingly, was
too easily discouraged by signs of tough resistance; he
tapped at too many places with the idea ofrealizing some-
how or other a big success.* It is clear that he had no con-

ception of the extremity to which Haig had been reduced

between the nth and 13th; and he expected that the

French were already coming up in strength. In point of

fact no French^troops came into the line here until the

19th. This long delay was due to Foch’s deliberate act,

and it caused by far the bitterest contention between him
and Haig which occurred during the unity ofcommand.
Foch, as we have seen, was always planning the offensive,

always scraping together reserves to strike at the Amiens
salient. Ever since the first battle ofYpres he believed in

the almost inexhaustible capacity of the British soldier for

hanging-on. Reinforcements must be economized to the

last degree. All units engaged must fight until complete

exhaustion. His motto constantly repeated was: ‘No
‘ His correspondence during the battle with the Ghiefs-of-StafT of the

IVth and Vlth armies was captured by the French and has been published

in La Bataille de Flandres, collected by Tournet and Berthenat. It is very

instruedve, both as showing his constant interference in tactical quesdons

and his pessimisdc nervousness.
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reliefs during a battle.’ He feared that if Haig received

French troops at too early a stage he would put them

into the line in place of his own, instead of using them for

counter-attack.
,

Haig thought this both unfair and dangerous. If

divisions were utterly cut to pieces, they might be per-

manently lost, as at that stage of the war it was difficult to

find the cadre of officers and N.C.O.s necessary for their

reconstruction. Ten in fact had to be reduced to skeletons

at the beginning ofMay. Angry letters and interviews en-

sued. Haigwent so far as toinform his Governmentthrough
Milner that ‘the arrangements made by the General-

issimo were insufficient to meet the military situation’.

Admittedly Foch must be justified on results. He tried the

British to the last ounce of their capacity, but the army
emerged from the battle to fight its last marvellous cam-
paign after no more than a hundred days’ comparative

inactivity.

The remainder of the battle, which continued with

intermittent spurts of extreme violence until April 29th,

seems to have given almost equal anxiety to both sides.

We find LudendorfF constantly making querulous com-
plaints of the strong resistance and, especially after Zee-
biugge (23rd),* exceedingly nervous about the possibility

of a landing on the coast; whilst at the beginning of May
G.H.Q,. reported to the British Cabinet that the retirement

ofour whole left wing was still possible, ‘which, if hastily

carried out and closely pressed by the enemy, might
endanger our hold on the Channel ports’.

So far the struggle had been mainly confined to the Lys
valley. Foiled before Hazebrouck, LudendorfF tried to

force a decision by seizing the great pillars of the north,

the only real hills in Flanders, running north-west from
Bailleul towards Cassel, from which height the old saying

gave a man the view of four kingdoms, France, England,

Spain,2 and Heaven. First, he threatened them from the

south by taking Bailleul. Next, he tried to circumvent
' See Chapter XXXII, pp. 536-542. * Le. the Spanish Netherlands.
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them from the north by driving in the Belgians beyond
Ypres, who counter-attacked in the most spirited fashion,

taking 700 prisoners. Finally, the heaviest assaults were

directed frontally against Mount Kemmel, the great out-

lier, which stands 500 feetabove the plain. With character-

istic thoroughness the principal role was cast for the Alpine

corps, which, as Hindenburg says, had fought victoriously

in the passes of Rumania, the mountains of Transyl-

vania, of Serbia, Albania, and in the Alps of Upper Italy.

The French lost it on April 25th. They were seized with

panic following a violent discharge of a new gas, which

is said to have penetrated their respirators. Their own
historian, Palat, admits that it is difficult to be sure that

there was any resistance.* This lapse did nothing to

improve the relations between the,two armies, at this time

exceptionally bad. The French complained that they

were constantly being hurried up to pull the chestnuts out

ofthe fire for their incompetent allies. The countercharge

ofthe British was that French promises ofconcerted attack

seldom came off and never at the right time. The loss of

Kemmel left a peculiar rankle as it had been handed over

by tired to fresh troops.

The enemy, however, made but one effort to exploit this

great tactical success, and on its failure turned at once to

the defensive.

As far as the tactical position went the chief result had

been to burden the German army with another salient

embedded in a marsh. It became one of the most dis-

agreeable bits of the line, raked by converging gun-fire

and continually bombed. When the enemy evacuated it

in September our men were amazed at the number of

immense cemeteries which it contained.

But all these bulges and protuberances might have for-

warded Ludendorff’s plan, if his man-power had been

improving, and that of his enemies declining; the time

would then have come when not sufficient men were

« Gen.P.L. Palat,£aGra«feCB«rr«fBrfo>ontoeri<fen<fl/ (1917-27), vol.xiii,

p. 223.
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available to fill the ever-lengthening line. This disaster,

however, was to befall the Germans, not the Allies.

At the moment the position ofrival strengths was much
the same on paper as on March 2ist. The General Staff

reckoned the German superiority at about 260,000.

Their gross losses had been considerably larger than those

ofthe British, in round numbers 350,000 against 305,000.^

So far, the reinforcements received by either side were

evenly balanced. But how different was the respective

quality ! The Allies saw arriving vigorous British divisions

from Italy and Palestine, whose intervention in the battle

was usually marked by immediate success, and the pick

of American manhood, full of physical strength and self-

confident eagerness to engage; whereas the German units

now being combed out. of the forces still kept in Russia

were of pitiable quality; timid, spiritless, weary, middle-

aged men, with a dull hatred of military life, and often

vaguely infected with Bolshevism. Rupprecht tells an
extraordinary story of the behaviour of one of these units

on first coming under shell-fire. They threw up their

hands and waved white flags in the direction of the in-

visibk enemy. Such troops were fit for nothing but labour
in thwack areas.

Acute observers realized that the sands of Germany’s
opportunity were rapidly running out. Henceforth until

the end of the war she received no addition of numbers
except for four Austrian divisions, imperfectly trained and
oflow moral The Americans on the other hand were now
arriving at the rate of 250,000 a month, mainly carried

by British shipping, in almost absolute security from the

attacks of U-boats.

IV

LudendorfFwould have preferred to continue his attacks

in Flanders. Down to the very end of the time allotted to

* In net losses there was little to choose as the British prisoners and missing
exceeded those of the enemy by 50,000. These were ^ dead loss, whereas
it was calculated that 88 per cent, of the wounded became, later, available

for service.
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him, he cast his eyes most longingly towards the north.

But he was convinced that his enemy there was too strong

for him. In fact the whole front north ofthe Oise was now
heavily defended. No local attacks towards Amiens had
succeeded. The most ambidous of these, directed against

Villers-Bretonneux {the final ridge from which the city is

distantly visible) on April 24th had been*heavily defeated

by the Australians. It was also notable as the only occasion

on which tank has ever fought tank, three or four machines

on either side engaging in a brisk little action. Ifthe whole
northern front were defensively held for the present, a

great mass of manoeuvre could be directed against some
weakly held point ofthe French line.*

The weakness inherent in Ludendorff’s policy of a suc-

cession ofisolated blows was double. The interval between

each tended to become longer as the quality of the troops

declined. Thus his enemy was allowed an increasing time

for recovery from the last wound inflicted. Moreover, if

one sector only was struck reserves could be sent thither

more whole-heartedly than iffears were entertained simul-

taneously for several vital points. Ludendorff says that it

was now beyond his strength to stage two separate battles

at once. His method stands in a most unfavourabff con-

trast with the sustained skill and magnetism by which Foch

kept a many-headed offensive constantly nourished for

nearly four months. About this time a Swiss military critic

penetratingly described the German situation as ‘brilliant

but hopeless’. The attack which its director was about to

launch added the last lustre to this treacherous glitter.

The point selected was the Chemin des Dames, which had

figured so often in the battle-pictures of the war. As we
have seen, Petain expected the great onslaught here in

March, and indeed considerable preparations had been

made. As it had been left in complete tranquillity it was

supposed that German Head-quarters thought it impreg-

nable. That, unfortunately, was also the belief of the

' At the beginning ofMay both sides maintained over 60 per cent, oftheir

total forces north of the Oise.
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French. They held it very lightly, trusting that their

numerous machine-gun posts would turn the steep ascent

from the Ailette into a deadly glacis. So extreme was
Foch’s confidence that, wherever Ludendorff struck, it

would not be here, that he persuaded Haig to send five

completely crippled British division^ for a rest in these

trenches in order that larger French forces could remain
near Amiens to cement the junction between the two
armies. The British Cabinet tfisliked this system of ‘roule-
ment’, as it was called, believing that it would diminish

the independence of our army, but G.H.Q, accepted it

willingly on the strength ofthe French assurances,

Duchene, the French army commander in this zone,

was not responsible for the enormous front held by his

divisions, for his strength had been ruthlessly cut down.^
But, contrary to all recent experience, he insisted upon
heavy garrisons in the forward zone, leaving scarcely any
reserves for the rear lines to stem the tide.^ Ofa brutal and
arrogant disposition (he too was nicknamed ‘Tiger’, with-
out any of the half-complimentary nuance implied in

Clemenceau’s), he repressed all representations and initi-

ative on the part of his subordinates. The British, for

example, were forced, much against their inclination and
habit, to take over every detail of the system left by their

predecessors, which was handed over in a shocking state

of neglect.

The weakness of the defence alone, gave Ludendorff a
prospect ofgood success, for the position was ofenormous
strength. The attack had first to cross the Ailette and its

shell-ravaged swamps, then to climb 300 feet up the steep,

* Eleven divisions (including three of the British) were spun out over
92 kilometres, i.e. about 5J miles per division.

* Theie were no doubt weighty reasons for giving as little ground as
possible m most of this area for (i) the plateau allows a defence to be co-
ordinated more easily there than on the steep downward slopes towards the
Aisne with their numerous spurs and shoulders; (2) if the defence was to be
north of the river at all, it was obviously desirable to keep the bridges as far
from fire as possible; (3) the Chemin des Dames.had, next to Veidun, the
greatest moral importance for French opinion. It was therefore worth while
making unusual sacrifices to hold it.
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bare slopes to the main position, and then, if successful

there, to negotiate the crossing of the Aisne, some sixty

yards wide, and seize the commanding south bank before

any strong resistance could be organized. The surprise

which was sprung upon the 'French was a triumph ofGer-

man method, and mAy be compared in its classic perfection

'

with the British preparations for August 8th.*

The whole area was subdivided by the Germans into

sections under a number of‘security officers’, whose agents

supervised the civil population with the closest scrutiny

and prevented military gossip in the canteens and soldiers’

homes. No troops beyond the strength ofa battalion were
allowed to march by day. All bivouacs were surveyed by
aircraft to prevent tell-tale traces being left. Ifsuch were

revealed by photographs they were carefully raked over.

Horses were fed and watered in relays. As the forward

areas were approached, all tires were bound with bags of

saw-dust and cloth wrapped round the axles to deaden

noise. In the very foremost lines, the nightly ‘frogs’

chorus’ in the Ailette marshes was found exceedingly help-

ful in allowing the pioneers to collect their great dumps of

bridging material unheard.

The artillery concentration was as usual in the un-

rivalled hands of Colonel Bruchmuller, who made such

excellent use ofthe broken wooded country between Laon
and the front as to assemble unsuspected about 4,000 guns

and a vast array of trench-mortars. As late as May 25th

French Army Head-quarters were so completely deceived

as to state that there was no evidence that the Germans

had made any preparations which would enable them to

attack at short notice. The only warning ofthe impending

storm had come, curiously enough, from the inexperi-

enced American Intelligence, which predicted the attack

a fortnight before, but failed to win Foch’s credence.

On the 26th the curtain of mystery was dramatically

raised so as to allow the French to foresee the fate which it

* The details, which are of intense interest, will be found minutdy given

in the Reichsarchiv’s series StMadUen dts WtUiritgts, Band 32, pp. 12 sqq.
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was now too late to prevent. A German under-officer and
private were captured in a patrol-scuffle. The latter gave

details ofthe attack, while the former denied that anything

was in the wind. They were hurried down to Army Head-
quarters for further interrogation. The under-officer was
threatened with the fate ofa spy, ifcdntrary to the laws of

war he volunteered false information. * With death before

his eyes he collapsed and gave a full account ofthe German
plan. Nothing could be done except to warn the trench

divisions ofthe unsuspected bolt which would fall on them
within twelve hours, and to send preliminary orders to

eight divisions to start at full speed from the northern

reserves.

As dawn broke on the 27th the enemy came out on a

forty-mile front. The feeble counter-preparation which
the French gunners had put down since midnight had
scarcely interfered with the storm-assembly. The Ger-

man bombardment, on the other hand, had been of a

frightful and minutely searching intensity.

On that day the enemy made the longest advance ever

recorded since trenches were first dug in the West. His

centre went forward thirteen miles, and by the evening

German troops were in Fismes, having crossed three rivers,

the Ailette, Aisne, and Vesle. As almost invariably

happened, the pi ogress on the flanks was less marked, so

that another pocket was in process of formation.

Ludendorff was embarrassed by this flying start. He
had designed the attack merely as a powerful diversion to

draw away troops from the north while Rupprecht got his

blow ready. He had meant only to reach the general line

Soissons-Fismes and to halt there. But he could not resist

the temptation to let the battle take its course. It was in

full swing, its impetus was tremendous. It was breaking

‘ No prisoner is bound to give any information, beyond his name and
rank, consequently he cannot be justihed in telling his captors what is false

except under threats. It must, however, be acknowledged that the Intelli-

gence of all armies frequently resorted to ‘third degree’ methods to extort

information fiom privates or N.C.O.s. OfiBcers were generally cajoled,

tricked, or made drunk in order to pick their brains.
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into completely intact country, conquering great stretches

of rich arable land and immense depots of every kind.

When it entered Soissons the German wireless maliciously

recounted that many new and unfinished houses were
found, which proved how#secure their enemy had felt

against another flood of invasion. So the Grown Prince

was fed with fresh troops. By May 30th the Germans were
again upon the Marne after forty-five months, and were
within thirty-seven miles of Paris. Securities, archives,

and many inhabitants flowed away from the Capital.* The
Generalissimowas bitterly criticized in the Chamber. But
Clemenceau showed an iron resolution. ‘I will fight before

Paris, I will fight in Paris, I will fight behind Paris; we
shall be victorious if the public authorities are equal to

their task.’ Wilson was requested to expedite with ever

greater vigour the immediate dispatch of the waiting

American masses.

In reality, as Ludendorjff well knew, Paris was alarmed
rather than threatened. By June 2nd he was definitely

held within the very worst ofthe salients, which had been
so unwelcome a result of all his offensives. Forty miles

deep, it was served by only one railway which ran danger-

ously near its western face. It presented an impossible

shape for defensive security. Yet it was obviously imprac-

ticable immediately to evacuate this trumpeted earnest of

victory. Consequently the cherished northern plans must
be yet further postponed. Hutier was now set in motion

south of Noyon with the object of carrying the line for-

ward through hills and woods to Compiegne and thence

to Villers-Cotterets. This would not indeed wipe out the

salient, but it would greatly broaden it, and would also

involve a more real danger to Paris. For the roads in

this region converge on the Capital, whereas their general

direction in the Marne pocket is southwards.

This time surprise was completely lacking when Hutier

opened on June gth, and there was little disparity in

‘ See Poincare, vol. x, pp. 218 sqq., for the elaborate measures taken to

defend Paris and to evacuate the Government and the civil population.
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numbers. In spite of this the French centre fought badly

on the first day and was driven in six miles. Petain

for once lost his icy calm and rated its commander
violently in the presence ofother generals. This, however,

was the limit of the German success. Mangin, who has

been described as ‘the incarnation of battle’, comes again

upon the scene, which he is now to occupy prominently

until the final victory. Unavailingly sacrificed by Nivelle

as his scapegoat, he had remained under a cloud. Now,
restored to the command of an army, he organized with

extraordinary speed the first deliberate counter-stroke of

the year, powerfully supported by tanks. He struck the

German flank and drove it back two miles, capturing

prisoners and guns. It was not a very big affair, yet a very

evil omen. Not less disturbing to the German Staff was
the intervention of the' Americans at Belleau Wood near

Chateau-Thierry. In their first considerable action they

attacked with the furious vigour which they invariably dis-

played. Though their opponents described their methods
withjustice as clumsy and amateur, these opponents found

the greatest difficulty in warding off their continual

assaults.

Thus the history of this campaign had repeated itself

again. The outward and visible signs of victory made a

brave showing in the newspapers; statisdcs of captured

territory, prisoners, and guns* were truly impressive. Yet
Ludendorff was more than ever entrapped in his own
success. He had created a kind oftriumphant mess, which
had to be cleared up. He had made the pursuit ofhis real

aim in the north more remote, and more contingent on
success in the south, than ever. Most dangerous of all, he
was still using up his best material, which was absolutely

irreplaceable, at a rate which was quite out of relation

with the sacrifices which he exacted of his enemies.* As a

French writer impressivelysaid oftheAmericans at Belleau

' Between May ay and June 13 the numbers taken were about 70,000
and 830 respectively.

2 In rouiid figures the losses were Allies 173,000, Germans 130,000.
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Wood, they were beginning a vast operation oftransfusion

ofblood into the exhausted! body ofFrance. The Germans
could not look for any such reviving and transforming

specific.

V
A long month of suspense followed, the biggest pause

since the spring, eloquent of the enemy’s increasing per-

plexities. The foundations ofGermany’s trust and security

were being heavily shaken. Austria’s despairing offensive

had been cast back behind the Piave with a tale of 1 50,000
casualties. The bitter recriminations which followed in

the Hungarian Parliament witnessed to the growth ofthe

separatist spirit. The disruptive elements were now receiv-

ing decisive support from the Entente; Polish, Czecho-
slovak, and Yugoslav emigrants, deserters, and rebels, had
been recognized as de facto belligerents. The Czechs in

particular were a thorn in the side of the Central Powers.

A great body ofex-prisoners in Siberia were fighting their

way eastward along the railway, taking with them in an
armoured train an immense hoard ofgold which they had
seized from the Bolsheviks. Other regiments of deserters

fought for the Allies in Italy ateven more than the ordinary
soldiers’ risk, for the Austrians naturally shot any who fell

into their handS.

Rupprecht, Prince Max ofBaden, and other far-sighted

persons had entirely lost any hope ofvictory, and implored
the Chancellor to make peace, while the army still held

its last great trump of the threatening military initiative.

Kiihlmann, the Secretary of State, knowing the feeling of

the Reichstag, cautiously echoed these sentiments when
he stated that in view ofthe great coalition arrayed against

Germany a purely military decision could scarcely be
expected. Ludendorff, who favoured peace propaganda
onlyasan additionalweapon for his coming offensive,not as

a substitute for it, contrived Kiihlmann’s dismissal. In fact,

however, it was the propaganda ofthe Entente which was
eating away German confidence like some corrosive acid.

3596 K xn
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Northcliffcj the famous journalist, had been created

Minister ofInformation. A subde and intensive campaign

against the moral of the enemy’s troops was instituted.

Balloons packed with subversive literature were floated

over the lines. By every possible means the ordinary man
was incited against his rulers. By a singular irony a Ger-

man had forged the most deadly weapon against his

countrymen: Prince Lichnowsky, German ambassador in

London before the war (aman ofstainless honour who had
most faithfully served the best interests ofhis country), had
written privately, for his own futurejustification, a memo-
randum in which he placed the blame for its outbreak

principally upon his own Government, and particularly

extolled the just and peace-ensuing character of Sir E.

Grey. He lent a copy to a General Staff Officer, Captain

von Beerfelde, who thought it his duty to have it published.

No more sinister blow could be struck at the conscience

and inner peace of the average German, who had pro-

foundly believed in thejustice ofhis cause, or at the endur-

ance of the over-wrought soldier. Such was the effect of

this and similar pamphlets that Ludendorff offered re-

wards for all brought in, and even threatened the death-

penalty for any man found in unauthorized possession of

them. The army was now beginning to go more rapidly

down the inclined plane ofindiscipline, helped by the first

great influenza epidemic, which broke out inJune and was
far more severe among the Germans, owing to the poverty

of their rations, than with the Entente;

As generally happens in modern armies, the contamina-

tion was creeping from the rear to the front. In the camps
of the interior of the Reich, serious disturbances had
already taken place, and these had not escaped the eye

of our Intelligence. Soldiers were being systematically

incited against their officers, who were reported to live in

luxury and even to embezzle the funds ofregimental can-

teens. The tendency of the German towards envy was
exploited to the full. Agents ofthe Independent Socialists

were busy distributing defeatistpamphlets at German rail-
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way-stations. The Reichstag itselfhad made a concession

to the demands for milder discipline by abolishing the

field-punishmentj which consisted in tying a man for long

periods to a fixed object.* Except on the extreme Right, a

nervous depression was gaifiing ground among all parties

and reflected the fteling in the country. The western

population of Germany was at last being*very sorely tried

by air-raids. The Independent Air Force under Tren-

chard had been established round Nancy and bombed the

Rhenish towns with assiduity both by day and night. The
Allies were beginning to catch up, and were soon to out-

strip, their enemies in the revolting competition for civi-

lian slaughter. Paris since March 21st had been inter-

mittently assailed by the famous long-range gun, which
was ensconced in a quarry seventy-five miles away near

Laon. The shell took more than five minutes to arrive, and
hooters in Paris sounded the warning, as soon as the tele-

phone announced the firing ofthe gun. Its most notorious

holocaust was on Good Friday, when it killed seventy

worshippers in a Parisian church. Its activities ceased for

good in July, partly because it was itself constantly bom-
barded, partly because its bore w'^ore out very rapidly.

For political reasons the enemy, as defeat became more
glaring, gave up attacks on great cities. In particular the

employment of a new incendiary bomb against London
was forbidden. On the other hand, if the war had lasted

another week, British aeroplanes were under orders to

drop giant bombs ofa ton weight upon Berlin.

Meanwhile such minor fighting activity as took place

must have disquieted Ludendorff. For it was the Allies

who kept succeeding in small, neat, cheap attacks. In the

Lys salient, and on the Somme, the Australians had
obtained a superiority over the opposing garrison, which

* This piuiishment known as ‘Field Punishment No. i’ was maintained

in England until igag, when the Labour Government abolished it. Con-

trary to the general belief at the time, it seems certain that British discipline

during the latter part of the war was stricter than German. Rupprecht

expressed his astonishment at the number of death-sentences carried out in

the B.E.F. during igiy.
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seemed to be under a kind of ‘fascination’. They con-

stantly advanced their outposfs in broad daylight, little

patrols bringing in scores of prisoners. On July 4th at

Hamel, east ofAmiens, aided by a few picked Americans,

they co-operated with tanks' in taking 1,500 prisoners

at less loss to themselves. This little action was the true

begetter of the great attacks in the following months, for

it taught most important lessons. It proved that really

systematic co-operation between tanks and infantry (every

detail had been rehearsed beforehand) economizes men to

a surprising degree. Each battalion attacked on a front of

1,000 yards, a space almost as wide as Ludendorff had
allotted for the attacks ofa division on March 2 ist. More-
over, an effective barrage just ahead of the tanks made it

very difficult for the enemy to put these out ofaction (as at

Flesquieres) with his new anti-tank guns and heavy rifles.*

Finally, on the western face ofthe Marne pocket, Mangin
kept nibbling away at tactical points, the possession of

which would greatly improve the Frenchjumping-oflTline
whenthe signal should be given for greaterventures. Foch
indeed was straining at the leash ofcontinued defence, and
the chieffear ofthe cautious Petain was lest the Generalis-

simo should break out too soon. Yet even he delivered

himself of the prophecy; ‘If at the end ofJune we have
held firm, our position is excellent. InJuly we can resume
the upper hand. Then victory is ours.’

Ludendorff, entangled in the net ofhis own partial suc-

cesses, found no option but to go on where he had broken
off. This he decided should be his last diversion. It should
be on the greatest scale possible without denuding Rup-
precht of his treasured reserves. It must on the contrary
drag all the enemy’s troops in haste towards the south.

After that the British could receive a final defeat, and the
Channel ports would fall with their retreat.

Ludendorff, with not unusual candour, described his

immediate plan as clumsy, but could see no alternative.

> This weapon was so heavy (about 35 lb.) that it needed two men to fi«
it. The tanks inspired so mudi fear that it was seldom used.
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Apart from its tactics, shortly to be considered, it had two
fatal defects: it aroused extravagant hopes at home, and
it became known to the enemy. It was described as

the Friedensturm, the last great effort to impose peace.

Neither the soldiers nor civilians thought of it as a diver-

sion, but as the supreme ordeal. Hence, on its failure, the

revulsion was terrible, and the remains of endurance were
irremediably sapped. The German people felt that they

had been unpardonably deceived. Hence also it was
spoken of everywhere in terms of excited gossip, and was
the common talk ofBerlin and Brussels a fortnight before

it was put to the test. Moreover, the actual preparations

were obvious; on June 30th aeroplane photographs

revealed them beyond doubt.

Thus the French had ample time to meet it, both on
the ground threatened, and by concentration of reserves.

Foch brought down ample forces from the north, boldly

taking the risk that Rupprecht’s blow would be delayed.

Among them he requisitioned eight British divisions,

which so much alarmed the Cabinet that General Smuts
was sent over to make certain that Haig did not consider

the danger to his weakened line too great. Ludendorff

was preparing forty-seven divisions and 2,000 batteries*

to strike between Chateau-Thierry and the Argonne.

Except on eith’er side ofRheims, a fortress scarcely to be
taken by direct assault, the attack was practically con-

tinuous. Its object was to reach fipernay and Chalons,

the fall of which would have caused the French front to

collapse all round Verdun. In the confusion thus arising,

German Head-quarters might have found other opportu-

nities to seize. But the immediate object was not, as has

often been stated, to prepare for an advance in force on
Paris.

Where the enemy had to cross the Marne it seemed folly

not to oppose him at an obstacle so formidable, though to

do so meant keeping strong garrisons in the foremost line.

‘ This appears to have been the densest concentration of artillery em-
ployed in die war.
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But where the country for many miles deep was a defensive

web, as in Champagne, it was even more foolish to meet
him on his chosen terms by packing the front lines with

men. Petain insisted that defence in depth should here be
exploited to its uttermost, evtn though it meant volun-

tarily evacuating the great Moronvillers heights, so pain-

fully won last ye!ar. Gouraud, most chivalrous of French
generals, who felt any retreat like a personal stain, was in

command. It is said to have taken seven days to persuade

him to adopt this manoeuvre. But as will be seen he made
a triumphant success of it.

Nor were the French less fortunate in learning the exact

details ofthe plan. As so often before, Alsatians came over

with every scrap ofinformation which they could collect.

On the Marne front a reconnoitring officer,who had swum
across contrary to orders, was taken with all his maps
and papers. In Champagne twenty-seven prisoners taken

on July the 14th proved so talkative and intelligent that

Gouraud was able to piece together the whole time-table

for the morrow. At that same midnight, the day of the

French Fite Rationale, the many Parisians still abroad in

the streets saw great flashes in the east and heard the dis-

tant rumble. They knew the great battle was beginning,

but not that the sound came from their own guns fore-

stalling the German preparation by two hours.

The battle of the next day falls into two halves locally

divided by the enceinte of Rheims. East of the city the

enemy met with a frightful defeat and was stopped dead.

Gouraud had filled his evacuated lines with land mines
and mustard gas. A few posts ofdevoted machine-gunners
were left to promote confusion. The French artillery

rained upon the advancing lines, which rapidly lost touch
with their own barrage and were utterly unable to cross

the three or four kilometres separating themfrom the main
French resistance. They withered away and are believed
to have suffered ten times the losses of the defenders.’

No attempt was made to renew the struggle here.

* The French losses in Gouraud’s army at the close ofthe day were about
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On the Marne, however, between Chateau-Thierry and
Dormans, things at first went very diflferently. The
pioneers, as always, incomparable bridge-builders, threw
numbers ofbridges across, under cover ofan intense gas-

bombardment. The Germans soon had six divisions on
the southern bank. «Their performance was’ splendid. If

one stands on the steep wooded hills whith command the

valley 400 feet above it, the feat ofstorming them against

a fully prepared enemy seems almost impossible. Yet they

not only achieved it but drove three miles beyond the

summit, half-way to fipernay. This was their limit of

advance. TheywereheldbytheFranco-Americans. They
had got too far beyond the river to be properly supported

by artillery from the northern bank, and it was impossible

to get enough guns or even supplies across the river owing
to the hail ofbombs dropped on the bridges. Moreover,
the supporting thrust towards fipernay on their left on
the Ardre had been brought to naught in the diffieult hill-

countiy picturesquely called the Forest of the Mountain
of Rheims. Here an Italian corps, the first to fight in the

West, took a brave share in the defence. Already on the

17th, before the terrible counter-stroke had fallen upon
his armies, Ludendorff had given the preliminary orders

for withdrawing across the river, and breaking off the

attack.

Thus the initiative passed, finally, out of the enemy’s
hand.

I

3,000. No exact figure haa been given for the other side,Jbut 30,000 is the

general computation.
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ZEEBRUGGE AND OSTEND

The possession ofthe Belgiah coast by the Germans gave

them advanced bases for destroyers and submarines

300 miles nearer their objectives than the Frisian river-

mouths. From Zeebrugge to Dover is only sixty-two miles,

and to Dunkirk less than forty. About two submarines a

day issued forth to infest the Channel. Sixteen destroyers

were generally in readiness. Except in high summer the

hours of darkness were always long enough to give them
a wide choice of enterprises, against which it was imposs-

ible to keep concentrated anything approaching an equal-

ity offorce. The enemy might raid the drifters protecting

the barrage, bombard Dunkirk or Dover, attack the great

mass ofshipping always anchored in the Downs, where the

blockade examination took place, or go north against the

mouth of the Thames and the coast towns of Essex and
Suffolk. He could safely fire without warning on any
ship encountered with the certainty that it must be hostile.

Such raids were in fact much less frequent than the Com-
mander of the Dover Patrol apprehended as possible,

though they were well organized and dashingly executed.

Once only were they caught and punished, when in April

1917 Commander Evans in the destroyer-leader Broke

sank two enemy boats, one by ram and the other by
torpedo.

Yet this imminent cloud of danger proved very ex-

hausting to the Dover Patrol, and if the enemy had ever

broken cleaninto the Straits he might have sunkthousands
of soldiers in passing transports. It is therefore clear that

large strategical issues were involved in an attack against

the Belgian coast.

Until the end of 1917, however, the Admiralty always

refused to sanction an expedition, partly because of the

great risk, partly because it was considered only practic-

able in conjunction with an advance against Bruges by
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the Army. It must be remembered that Zeebrugge and
Ostend are in no way natural harbours, but merely the

exits of the two ship canals which branch out from the

inland port of Bruges, As the Admiralty held that it

could not provide for a permanent garrison of the two
exits, while our arrrfy remained in its lines before Ypres,

an expedition was continually postponed. As we have
already seen, the great landing scheme of 1917 was con-

ditional on a military advance oftwelve miles to Roulers.

Still, it seems a feeble policy to refrain from doing any-

thing because you cannot do everything that you desire.

Clearly a surprise might enable demolition parties to blow
up the lock-gates and the docks, and block ships to sink

in the entrance, thus causing damage scarcely to be re-

paired by the labour ofmonths under bombardment from
sea and air. Such a scheme engaged no greater hazards

than the assaults on immense field fortresses against which
the army was daily unleashed without the advantage of

surprise. So argued the daring Sir Roger Keyes when he
took over the Dover Patrol in December 1917.

Definite leave for the attempt had indeed just been
given by Jellicoe, who was on the point of retiring in

favour ofSir R. Wemyss, and it was confirmed by the new
Board of Admiralty. The blocking of fortified harbours

is an ancient expedient with a picturesque history. Yet
the only examples in the Great War are those now to be

described. They came at a moment when German vic-

tories were daily announced in Flanders, when the fate

of Calais and Boulogne hung in the balance. The vivid

and terrible details ofthe midnight struggle, the publicity

so unusually lavished upon romantic individual exploits,

lifted up the hearts and sustained the feeble knees of the

Allied peoples with a sovereign charm altogether out of

proportion to the success which was erroneously believed

to have been gained. It seemed as if the light of the

unconquerable spirit of individual daring shone through

the gloom of mass brganization, where the man counted

so much less than the machine.
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Yet this enterprise itselfdemanded three months of the

minutest and most elaborate preparation during which

complete secrecy was preserved.* The volunteers who
were demanded for an unspecified hazardous service were

trained and rehearsed in a lonely area off the Thames
mouth. In the dockyards many oid ships were being

curiously transformed.

Zeebrugge, against which the principal and more com-

plicated attack was intended, has its canal entrance pro-

tected by a great mole, curving north-east from the shore

just west ofthe harbour. It is about a mile and a halflong,

divided into three parts. A railway viaduct of 600 yards

leads to the mole proper, a powerful mass of masonry

80 yards wide and 1,850 long, itself terminating in a nar-

row mole-head, crowned by a lighthouse. The mole-head

was defended by a battery of light guns, which had an
uninterrupted command over the approaches to the canal

mouth. This area was a self-contained fort, separated from

the mole by barbed wire and sand-bag barricades. There
was also a standing garrison on the mole itself. The whole
coast-line was studded with batteries, several ofwhich, as

the bombarding monitors had found to their cost, were
effective up to a range of twenty-two miles.

Keyes had therefore two main problems. First, to bring

his flotilla unseen within immediate striking distance of

the objective; secondly, to prevent the defences of the

mole from forbidding the passage of his block-ships into

the canal mouth.
The approach was to be made in darkness; and to blind

the illumination of search-lights and star-shells a special

smoke cloud, which could be kindled without a betraying
flame, was manufactured by Wing-Commander F. A.

* The remarkable capacity of the Press for reticence is illustrated by an
incident. The two Mersey ferry-boats Iris and Daffodil, being almost unsink-
able, were requisitioned for the expedition. The whole Press was circu-

larized and asked to see that no mention of this was allowed to appear. Not
only was it kept out of publication, but no rumqur percolated through by
way of private conveisation, though a large number of persons must have
seen the circular.
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Brock, of the famous firework family. The task of the

block-ships was to be lightened by a prior landing on the

mole-head to subdue its battery. This diversion much
narrowed the choice of available nights, for the great

height ofthe mole made it almost impossible to get ashore

except at high water. There were in fact only about five

nights a month when the tide would be full about
midnight without a moon. Finally, for the smoke-screen

to be effective the wind must blow off the sea.

Twice in the first half of April Keyes led his flotilla

towards Flanders, and was compelled to withdraw by un-
favourable atmospherics. The third attempt, by one of

those singular coincidences which rival the height ofplan-

ning, started on the afternoon of April 22nd, the eve of

Saint George. The battle began with the Saint’s day at

midnight. Keyes gave as his signal ‘Saint George for

England’, and the mole is to-day surmounted by a statue

of our patron warrior slaying the dragon.

A motley armada of light craft sailed from Dover, in

all 1 1 6 vessels, ofwhich the large majority were destroyers

and motor-launches. Five ancient light cruisers had been
prepared as block-ships, their masts had been cut away,
and their holds filled with cement to make their removal,
after sinking, the more difficult. Three were for Zee-
brugge, two for Ostend. A larger cruiser, the Vindictive,

was to serve both as a sally port for the mole landing party,

and as a floating fortress for their support. She was
crammed with picked companies of marines, and armed
with the paraphernalia of trench warfare, howitzers,
stokes-mortars, flame-throwers, and machine-guns. In
company were eight monitors, mostly armed with 14-

inch guns.

When the expedition was within twelve miles of the
coast it divided for its two objectives.^ For a preliminary
hour the monitors bombarded the coastal batteries, as they
had done several times previously about the same hour
to allay suspicion. It was hoped that the hostile gun-

> Seventy-three ships attacking Zeebrugge; forty-three Ostend.
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crews would take shelter in their dug-outs and be slow to

realize what was afoot.

Just before the Vindictive reached the mole, the smoke-

screen, ht by motor-launches, which had been a guardian

pall, was driven back from ‘the land by a sudden breeze

from the south. Cbnsequently she was seen coming
along-side, and was raked by shells, and overran her

mark on the outer side of the mole by several hundred
yards.

The swell edged the ship away from the parapet so that

at first instead of eighteen landing brows only two could

be used. Even when the ferry-boat Daffodil pushed the

Vindictive right up against the masonry the roll made land-

ing extremely difficult as the brows bumped several feet

up and down on top ofthe mole. Meanwhile the enemy’s

fire was very accurate and destructive, killing many ofthe

gun-crews and working havoc among the marines. One
shell killed or wounded fifty-six ofthe latter, as they were
waiting their turn to rush forward. The detachment
landed on the mole was cut off from the lighthouse bat-

tery by the barricade, which it vainly endeavoured to take

in ferocious hand-to-hand fighting. Others moved along

in the direction of the viaduct from which continuous

machine-gun fire came. During this phase German atten-

tion was entirely focused upon the mole, where a landing

on the grand scale was thought to be in progress.

At 12.20 a.m. two things happened almost together.

The viaduct went up in a terrific detonation. ,It had been
rammed by an old submarine filled with five tons ofhigh

explosive.* All telephonic connexion with the land was
thus severed. At this moment the block-ships passed

within hail of the lighthouse, and were instantly blasted

by the mole-head battery. One sank before the canal

entrance could be won but the remaining two, Intrepid

and Iphigenia, were steered well within the piers and sunk
diagonally across the fairway. Their crews were taken

< The submarine C 3 was steered right into its objective by Lieut. R. D.
Sandford, who was rescued by his brother in a picket boat.
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off by motor-launches which were flitting about every-

where with efficient heroism.

The Vindictive, riddled through her upper works, but

protected by the mole against vital damage, lay alongside

long enough to take off practically all those left alive on
the quay. Only sixteen men were captured, and except

for one destroyer, no ship was lost. Keyes himself had
flown his flag in the destroyer Warwick, one of those en-

gaged in guarding the harbour entrance.

It was confidendy believed that at Zeebrugge complete

success had been won. At Ostend, however, where there

was no mole, and where no diversion had been planned,

the two block-ships had been deceived in their direction

by the shifting ofanimportant buoyand stranded uselessly

a mile east of the canal.

On May loth the old Vindictive herselfwas transformed

into a block-ship, and in spite of a blinding sea-fog was
beached within the entrance. But unfortunately the angle

at which she lay obstructed only one-third ofthe channel,

though the Admiralty with calculated inaccuracy thought

fit to inform the public that it was blocked.

The ingenuity of the enemy also permitted submarines

to squeeze through the narrow gaps at Zeebrugge almost

immediately in practically undiminished numbers. On
the other hand, the bases were now too inconveniently

restricted for destroyers, and the Dover Patrol was freed

from one ofits most serious cares. * The war ended without
any further attempt upon our Channel defences. The
Flemish coast with all its encircling armament was fated

to fall before King Albert’s attacks in October.

' For an authoritative summary of the consequences of these actions on
the enemy’s dispositions, see Sir J. H. Ncwbolt, Jiaoci Operaiiom, vol. v
(1931). P. 275-
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FOCH’S COUNTER-STROKE AND THE
GREAT REVERSAL OF FORTUNE

a

The blow delivered against the German front between

Soissons and Chateau-Thierry on July 1 8th deserves

a special mention because, in the words of Talleyrand’s

hackneyed epigram, it was the beginning of the end. It

ruined all the enemy’s plans for further oflFence. It was
the forerunner of the greatest and most decisive series of

uninterrupted attacks in the history ofwarfare. Itwas not,

judged by the standards of this bloody year, a very great

affair. It was started with no more than twenty divisions.

The losses which it inflicted, though serious, were not

phenomenal.* But it was conclusive.

It was, moreover, the first visible triumph for the

Generalissimo, whose tenure of command till then had
appeared, to the uninstructed eye of the average citizen,

as hardly distinguishable from uniform failure. Hence it

was appropriate that the battle should itselfexhibit to the

world the real military unity of the Alliance, for French,

British, Americans, and Italians all performed in it to-

gether as members of Foch’s great military orchestra.*

No historian has failed to point out the extraordinary

fact that twice in the war the Germans allowed their open

right flank to be exposed to a disastrous surprise on almost

the same ground. History has consecrated the Marne as

the name given to both these Allied victories, but it is

really round its less-known tributary, the Ourcq, that on
both occasions the real decision lay. Twice, and twice on
this same terrain, the miscalculation of the German Staff

was the same: theyunder-estimated the strategicresources

of their opponent.

' The German casualties, were about 100,000, including 35,000 prisoners.

They also lost 650 guns.
* The metaphor is Foch’s own. *

.
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Foch had indeed gone to the extremity ofrisk to collect

his fighting force. He had left Haig in Flanders with no
more than fifteen divisions to face the thirty-one ofRup-
precht.^ Even so, he agreed with Petain that there were
not enough men to form a reai offensive front on the whole
face of the southern salient. ‘But,’- he said, ‘you must
attack it all the same.’ Petain—the most cautious of any
high commander in the war—^was far from enthusiastic.

By skilful and plausible procrastination he had prevented

Foch from launching Mangin a few days before Luden-
dorffhad shown his hand on the Marne. He still wished

to postpone it when it actually came off, and on visiting

Mangin while it was in progress made the chilly comment,
‘This is all very fine, but would it not be better to break it

off"?’ This attitude was due to his belief that the proper

sequence was first to cut off tlie enemy struggling in the

bottom of the pocket on either side of the Marne before

proceeding to this larger hope.

Probably a further postponement for a few days would
have given even completer success, though not for P^tain’s

reason. Ludendorffhad already, as we have seen, decided
to cut his losses, but by the i8th the programme of trans-
ferring masses ofmen and guns to Rupprecht had scarcely

begun, so that the number of Germans crowded in the

salient was still very large, and sufficient after the first

day’s surprise to prevent any major disaster.

The minor activities ofMangin had led Ludendorff to

expect some kind of attack, and his suspicions had been
quickened byinformation from a deserter on the nth that
it was imminent and would be accomplished by tanks.

When several days elapsed quietly, the weary trench-
divisions, ravaged by influenza,* relaxed their vigilance.

They had done little to improve their defences, which it

* For the coming ofTensive Rupprecht was to have forty-seven divisions
and 1,200 batteries. It was to be on a front of thirty miles with Hazebrouck
and Poperinghe as the immediate objects. H. von Kuhl, Der Weltkrug ( 1 930),
vol. ii, p. 392.

> Company strengths never exceeded 65 and were in many cases between
30 and 40: Kuhl, vol. ii, p. 386.
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must be remembered were very shallow and sketchy as

they had been there for only six weeks.

The ground behind the French lent itself to secret

assembly, especially to the north, where the great forest of

Villers-Gotterets formed animpenetrable screen. As Man-
gin points out, battejries had been moved up and down so

incessantly in this area that it was very difficult for new
arrivals to be speedily located. ‘Surprise’, he had already

written at the end ofJune, ‘is perfectly possible’, and he
kept his word. This was the only occasion in the war on
which the French used tanks on a scale, or with a success,

comparable to that ofthe British.

The 1 8th July broke mistily after a furious thunder-
storm throughout the night. Smoke clouds further con-
cealed the unheralded onfEill of 350 tanks, mostly of the
light Renault design capable ofdoing at least six miles an
hour. Visibility at first was limited to fifty yards. The
break-through for the first three or four miles was exceed-
ingly rapid. Several of the trench-divisions were anni-

hilated, the XVIIIth Bavarian for instance being reduced
to 320 men. The French fought hke men possessed. A

N n
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friend ofthe writer, who was in an English division at their

side, was amazed at their fanatical ardour. Before midday
theywere overlooking Soissons from thewooded hill which

rises above its south-western suburbs. The railway-sta-

tion became useless, and all reinforcements from the north

had to be detrained several miles above the town. Though
these holes had been stubbornly patched by the evening,

the strategical position had been utterly altered in twelve

hours. Ludendorff was actually discussing with Rup-
precht at Tournai the dispositions of his Flemish offen-

sive when the news came through. He ordered its post-

ponement and the immediate dispatch of reserves to the

threatened spot. It was clear that, even if a catastrophe

could be averted, the salient was untenable. Its main rail-

way line was useless, the great road from Soissons to Fere-

en-Tardenois was under distant fire. Unless quantities of

wounded and vast material were to be lost the withdrawal

required to be carried out methodically by stages, on the

assumption that the flanks held. The attacks soon spread

to the south-west of Rheims, where fortunately for the

enemy the Allies found it very difficult to advance up the

Ardre. The German Staffmanaged the withdrawal most
efficiently and their men fought stubbornly. The divisions

south of the Marne were most adventurously placed, but
made their escape on the night of the i8tn. The French
let them go so easily that it seems probable that the local

commanders thought it a good riddance and did not

intend to suffer any loss tlirough interference with their

flight.

By August 2nd the German armies, much harried and
grievously fatigued, still remained substantially intact;

they were out of an awkward trap and safely lodged
behind the Vesle.

Though the Crown Prince now recognized the war as

lost, and addressed a vigorous memorandum to his father

to that effect, LudendorffstiU deluded himself One does

not know whether more to admire or pity this indomitable
man. At the beginning ofAugust the following dialogue
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passed between him and the Kaiser’s confidential aide-

de-camp Niemann. ‘Can I assure His Majesty that your

Excellency will shorten the line? It appears to me that

the positions in which our attacks have left us are awkward
for defence and require tdo many troops.’ ‘Defence!’

replied Ludendorff. 41 hope we shall soon have our attack

on Amiens in full swing, when the men have pulled them-

selves together.’ He actually began to prepare four minor

offensives. This was, even for him, the last wintry gleam
of optimism. In less than a week he had been thrown
completely off his balance.

II

At this moment and for some time after the great battle

had become general, no one, either soldier or statesman,

supposed that the war would end' in 1918. On the con-

trary the autumn campaign was conceived as a mere pre-

liminary for next year’s decision. The utmost expected

was that the enemy, sorely vexed and harried, would be

forced to retire to the Hindenburg line by the coming of

winter. Enormous plans were being laid for the spring.

Ten thousand light tanks were to break through on every

part of the front, to raid the junctions and head-quarters

far in the rear. The infantry, coming behind to secure

possession, were*to be supplied for mobile warfare, in prac-

tical independence of the railways, by 10,000 caterpillar

tractors, each of which was to carry all the battle requi-

sites of a platoon.^

But the soldiers, Foch and Haig above all, were swift

to recognize that the widening cracks in the enemy’s

resistance gave unexpected opportunities for an immediate
decision, ifa supreme call were made upon the spirit and
endurance of the troops. The Allies had indeed learnt

much from the methods of their enemy in the last few
months, and their attacks benefited thereby. The British

had also forged the co-operation ofinfantry and tanks into
* See Winston Churchill, World Crisis igi6-i8 ( 1 927), pt. 2, pp. 468 sqq.

The original credit for this idea should apparently be given to Major S.

Foot, see Stephen Foot, Three Lives (1934) pp. 214, 345 seq.
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an offensive.weapon of incomparable power and terror.

Yet the increasing battle could never have been nourished

and kept alive until it became and remained general, with-

out the astonishing strength ofmind and body which the

exultation ofcertain victory ifhparted to the fighting men
of all the Allied armies engaged. Moreover, now at last

Foch could draw upon an ever-increasing reservoir of

power in the great American army. The British, notwith-

standing the partial quiescence of the last three months,

had suffered most heavily in 1918. Yet it was the British

who took the hardest part in this final contest, whose
‘hammer blows’, in Foch’s own words, battered down the

chiefenemy defences at the vital and decisive spot.

Ill

The openingmovewas alsomade by Haig on August 8th
east ofAmiens. The place and motive are so obvious that

it scarcely seems worth while to settle whether Foch or

Haig was responsible for the selection. To free Amiens
and the main line to Paris must necessarily be a prelimin-

ary for any wider move, just as the reduction of the Saint-

Mihiel salient on the Meuse, and the freeing ofthe Paris-

Nancy railway, must precede any offensive in Lorraine.

The credit lies principally with Rawlinson and the 4th
army Staff for the extreme efficiency and secrecy with
which this model attack was mounted, while Foch ensured
that any local success should be exploited by holding the

French armies to the southward in readiness for a sym-
pathetic advance.

The whole ofthe preparations were completed in three

weeks, a remarkable achievement when it is remembered
that only two railway-lines were available. Tanks to the

number of 450 were assembled and 2,000 guns. The
country is so open that it seemed difficult to suppose that

complete surprise could be obtained, though the enemy’s
aircrafthadbeen completelymastered. One essential point

was to conceal the arrival ofthe Canadians, who, willi the

Australians on the spot, were cast for the principal role.
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The Canadian corps was practically the only unit which
had not been engaged in the defensive battles, so that its

presence was certain to cause alarm to the enemy. There-

fore two Canadian battalions (together with the corps

wireless and hospitals) were ostentatiously, placed near

Kemmel, where their presence was duly noted by their

opponents. No less than 38,006 air pnotographs were

issued to the attacking troops to supplement their large-

scale maps. The German defenceswere known to beweak,

for Ludendorff’s policy of keeping his trench-divisions

in the line without relief made it impossible for them to

have the energy to dig or to put up wire; so theyremained
in much the same primitive state as when they were first

hurriedly constructed at the end of the great German
advance, and every feature in them could be clearly picked

out from the photographs.

The attack at dawn ofAugust 8th broke out through a

dense mist which was even more helpful to us than that

ofMarch 21st to our enemies, for it meant that the tanks

were, in many instances, able to overrun the hostile bat-

teries without a shot being aimed at them. In the centre,

immediately south of the Somme, the Dominion troops

had a triumphant day.* They opened the way at last for

a real cavalry ,irruption. In conjunction with ‘whippet’

tanks they played havoc with the enemy’s rear. Singular

incidents were recorded. The Air Force captured an 1 1-

inch gun by swooping down on its personnel. A divisional

staff was surprised at a hasty lunch. A trainful of troops,

a field hospital with a number of nurses, were taken. By
nightfall the advance achieved was from seven to nine

miles. Thirteen thousand prisoners and 400 guns fell into

our hands.

In the next three days the whole front as far as the Oise

began to flow back under French pressure.

‘ On the north of the Somme, where the 3rd British corps was engaged,

progress was slower owing to the hilly ground, and to the fact that the

enemy had himself been engaged in local attacks. The French on the

right had also broken country before them and few supporting tanks; nor
did they anywhere show great vigour.
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There had been no intention on Haig’s part to make
a strategic breach, for the old ‘German defences of 1916
offered a maze of shelter for a retreating enemy. But
Ludendorff in the most frequently quoted passage of his

Memoirs described August 8t'h as ‘the black day of the

German army’. The actual breach ^as not indeed much
worse than at Gambrai, nor did it immediately threaten

any vital point. Here, however, for the first time whole
divisions had failed, and in many cases allowed themselves

to be captured without resistance. Reinforcements were
met with cries of ‘Black Legs’ and ‘War Prolongers’.

General Head-quarters could no longer build on sound
foundations. The war must be ended. A Crown Council

was immediately called at Spa over which the Kaiser pre-

sided. The Grown Prince was present with the Chancellor,

the new Secretary of State, von Hintze (a sailor turned

diplomatist) and Hindenburg and Ludendorff: the prof-

fered resignation of the latter had been refused. The pro-

tocol of its meetings makes it clear that the assembled
company were all convinced that Germany could not win
the war, but not that she had definitely lost it. The mili-

tary opinion (Hindenburg’s being, perhaps, the most con-
fidently expressed) was that the troops could maintain
themselves on French territory and ‘gradually weaken the
war-will of their opponents’.* Hence the position was not
so desperate as to demand a direct proposal ofpeace to the
Entente, but negotiations should be opened through the
mediation of neutrals (the King of Spain and the Queen
of Holland) as speedily as possible.

This, however, was not seriously done. The aged Chan-
cellor Hertling seemed fascinated into inaction by the
approach ofruin and tried to cheat himselfout ofrealities
by repeating to others what he knew to be untrue. He
actually had the effrontery to tell the party leaders of the
Reichstag on August 21st that General Head-quarters did
not consider that the situation called for serious anxiety

—

‘There is no ground for doubting our victory.’

* Qjioted from the protocol of the Conference.
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Hintze was scarcely less supine, and afterwards excused

himself by falsely alleging that Ludendorff had desired

peace-feelers ‘only when the army has successfully com-
pleted its retreat to lines of security’. This procrastina-

tion lost Germany any chance of a severe hut negotiated

peace, which she nhglit possibly have attained if Prince

Max had become Chancellor as early as August, and had
at once instituted responsible government, and alsomade a
direct peace offer to the Entente in concert with his allies.

Meanwhile the war had to be carried on. It was per-

fectly clear that wide retreats must be ordered. The hues

on which the army now stood were at least seventy miles

longer than those of March, of awkward and dangerous
shape, hastily and thinly fortified. The question to be
settled was: ‘Where is the retreat to end and how is it to

be conducted?’

The Grown Prince advised as swift a retirement as

possible to the Hindenburg line as far as the Oise, and
hence to the ‘Hunding’ line north ofLaon and the Upper
Aisne; and to continue to hold the existing trenches south-

eastward from Vei’dun to the Swiss frontier, except for

cutting off the Saint-Mihiel salient. This, however, was
far from LudendorfF’s view. He was ready eventually to

occupy these positions, but only at the close of the cam-
paigning season. ‘Not a foot’s breadth ofground’, he said,

‘must be given up without stubborn fighting.’ This resolve

seems to show that as so often in his book, he afterwards

exaggerated in exile his impressions of coming disaster.

For though there were exceedingly important reasons for

such a fighting retreat, he obviously could not have under-

taken it without preserving faith in the general quality of

his troops. He now argued that a swift retreat would be
the more dangerous manoeuvre. It would allow no time

for the destruction ofrailways and communications. The
enemy might appear in strength in front of the new lines

before they had been properly occupied and organized.

If these were taken the last state of the army would be
worse than the first. For, contrary to contemporary
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beKefj which credited the Germans with an inexhaustible

capacity for digging, the rearward defences were in a very

rudimentary condition.* Above all, he could not bring

himself to abandon the enormous quantity of every kind

of war-material which had accumulated in the offensive

zone. Foch himsplf said of his adversary at the beginning

of September: ‘The man could still get away ifhe did not

worry about his luggage.’

The success of Ludendorff’s plan obviously depended

upon his ability to parry his enemies’ thrusts and to retreat

at his own pace. This he was unable to do, though his

army never lost a certain cohesion until the first week of

November.

IV

Foch’s immediate plan was to give his enemy no rest,

to keep on widening the battle (though not yet to make it

general) by a series ofconnected punches at sensitive spots

to which reserves must be sent; yet to make each punch
sufficiently hard to compel a local retreat in its neighbour-

hood until a considerable part of the front was in a state

offlux, very favourable for increasing captures ofmen and
material. As far as the British army went, the credit for

the successful development of the plan was due rather to

Haig than Foch.

We have seen that the immediate result of August 8th

was to shake the enemy’s whole front b>ctween the Somme
and the Oise into local dissolution. But the defences which
the enemy was now manning were far stronger and deeper
than those just carried at a bound. Both Foch and Haig
wanted to get the Germans back to the Hindenburg line

with all possible speed, but their conception ofthe method
differed strongly. Foch urged the continuation of frontal

attacks. All local opinion was against this; Monash, the

' These were (i) the ‘Hennann-Stellung’, running from Ostend behind
the Upper Scheldt through Valenciennes to the Oise where it joined the

‘Hunding’, already described; (ii) the Antwerp-Mfcuse, running in front of
Brussels and Namur and then east of the Meuse to Verdun; (iii) the ‘Grenz
(Frontier) Stellung’, from Aix-la-Chapelle south to the Metz defences.
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commander of the Austra^ans, was ‘emphatic’ in his dis-

approval. Finally, the two leaders met on August 15th

and for a time the contention was hot between them.

Finally, Foch gave in and allowed the British plan to be

adopted. This involved the turning ofthe defences round
Roye by an attack rJorth of the river in,the direction of

Bapaume by the British 3rd army. It was rightly surmised

that the enemy in that quarter would prove quite incap-

able of parrying such a blow. The decision was of great

importance, and it is possible to argue that had it been
reversed the war might have dragged on beyond the year.

Foch, who had a large generous nature—at least in dealing

with his fellow soldiers—wrote of the British operations

which followed that ‘they were classic examples of the

military art, perfectly conceived and perfectly executed’.

Haig indeed had grown greatly in stature during the last

few months, and was still growing. He was the first ofany
leader, militaryor civilian, to foresee the possibility offinal

victory as inherent in this autumn campaign. As early as

August 22nd phrases in a letter to army commanders were
to be abundantlyjustified in their prescience, ‘Risks which
a month ago would have been criminal to incur ought now
to be incurred as a duty. . . . The situation is most favour-

able. Let each, one of us act energetically and, without

hesitation, push forward to our objective.’

These three months revezd Haig as a true strategist, as

well as an unrivalled,trainer and inspirer oftroops.

So the battle of Amiens extended its flanks both south

and north. First, the indomitable Mangin with his weary
troops moved between Oise and Ailette, conquering those

wooded hills (called locally ‘la petite Suisse’), where
Hutier had driven the French backwards towards Com-
piegne on June gth. He kept the enemy in uncertainty

by varying the hours of his attacks, one being success-

fully launched at the odd time of 6 p.m.

Then Byng struck on the 21st, placing his principal

weight north of the Ancre, whence he was able to turn

those hills of terrible memory, Thiepval and Poziercs.
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Though the. enemy, copying Gouraud, withdrew from a

deep forward zone, he was not able to stand. By the 23rd

a great front of thirty-three miles from the southern

suburbs ofArras to ourjunctionwith the French was lit up

with battle.
,
By the end of the month, all, and more than

all, the tortured area so painfully nfbbled in 1916 was in

our hands. Bapaume had fallen. Above Peronne, at which

point the river makes its sharp westward turn, the enemy

was already across on the farther bank, having blown up

all his bridges with praiseworthy completeness.

The victory was great and the trophies imposing, 34,000

prisoners and 270 guns. It was the more remarkable be-

cause the tank corps, depleted by its heavy losses in the

earlier fighting, could supply only 100 machines. More-

over, the infantry were- scarcely if at all superior in num-
bers,* and most ofthe divisions were not fresh but already

in the line. But the battle-plan now was such that in

many sectors the troops were attacking over ground which

they knew intimately. This familiarity both economized

men and promoted a smooth business-like progress; and

a similar procedure was followed, wherever feasible, until

the end of the war, which helped to keep the exhausted

men in good heart and confidence. The credit can pro-

bably be given to Sir H. Lawrence, who had been Chief-

of-Staff at G.H.Q,. since the beginning of the year.

The enemy had now been hustled out of his great

salient, and was standing on a line drawn roughly north

to south from Arras to the Aisne. It was fifty miles shorter

and economized some twenty-five divisions. Here he

hoped to delay for a while and to make good the retreat

to the Hindenburg line, if not at leisure, yet without en-

forced precipitancy. All such hopes were immediately

foiled by two brilliant feats ofarms.

The key to the upper Somme is Mont-Saint-Quentin,

‘ Actually twenty-three British fought thirty-five German divisions; the

latter, however, were lilde more than skeletons, and were to go on

diminishing. By the beginning of September twenty-two had been

disbanded, reducing the total to 183.
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the rounded hill just north of the town of Pei'onne, which
it completely commands. It acts also as a strong bastion

linking up the river line witli the down-lands east of

Bapaume. It is one of the few instances of the war where
a tactical feature was really indispensable for the tenure

ofthe surrounding zSne. The enemy knew this well. The
whole eminence had been turned into a great fortified

keep, alive with machine-guns and garrisoned by a divi-

sion of the Imperial Guard, which had orders to hold

it at all costs. The proposals submitted
,
by Monash, the

Australian corps commander, for its capture led Rawlin-

3on to exclaim: ‘So you think that you are going to take

Mont-Saint-Quentin with three battalions. What pre-

sumption! However I don’t think I ought to stop you.’

This great feat was in fact accomplished in a few hours on
August 31st, while other Australian units crossed the

stream and stormed Peronne in face of fierce resistance

from the ancient ramparts by picked regiments who had
volunteered to secure its defence. Thus the river line was
lost and the enemy were again forced into an eastward

move. No effective pursuit could be launched, as all the

bridges had to be repaired. This was an arduous task, for

the marshy bed is at least 1,000 yards wide, and in places

the water flow^ in eight separate streams, each of which
was surmounted by a how broken arch.

Meanwhile, far to the north, on September 2nd, an even
more significant and ominous victory was won by Horne’s

I St army. The Canadians, together with the Lowland
Territorials (52nd) and Royal Naval Divisions, pre-

ceded by a great bombardment of nearly a million shells,

and accompanied by tanks, broke clean through the

famous Drocourt-Queant ‘switch line’. These elaborate

fortifications had been completed for eighteen months and
linked up the Hindenburg line near Bullecourt with the

old German defences east ofArras. Ifthey could be over-

run at a stroke without a great concentration and with
little loss, what bounds could be set to the progress of the,

attacking armies?
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V

The tide of enemy retreat must now obviously flow

back to the Hindenburg line without let or stay. The
chances ofa decision in the aiitumn, towards which every

available man must be used, were daily growing less

remote.

But there still remained one item in Foch’s preliminary

programme to be accomplished: the reduction of the

Saint-Mihiel salient between Meuse and Moselle, to free

the great line between Paris and Nancy. This had long

been ear-marked for the first independent action of the

Americans.

Their organization into a separate army had been long

delayed. It was not brought about until the end ofJuly,
when the Allies could no longer plead the grim necessities

of self-preservation for their dispersion in separate units

between the French and British armies. With wise pub-
licity the number of the punctual and increasing contin-

gents ofthe last four months had been periodically broad-
casted to the world. From Bordeaux to Brest the ports

were swollen with their enormous establishments. At
Saint-Nazaire alone their port-offices covered more than
2,000 acres. The towns of the Loire, Angers, Tours, and
Orleans, were congested with their supply services. Yet
they were very far from being a self-contained army. In-
fantry and machine-gunners were available in immensely
disproportionate numbers, for in response to the Allied

appeals these units had been given a constant priority of
shipment. In many other arms their dependence was com-
plete; they had no guns, no ammunition, no tanks, and
very few aeroplanes (for the immense aviation programme
in the United States was hung up by the prior necessity
of manufacturing the standardized ‘Liberty Engine’ in

sufficient numbers). As more than 6o per cent, of the
troops had been safely borne across the Atlantic in British

transports, it will be seen that the Allies could bring
weighty reasons to support their desire that the Americans
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should continue indefinitely as auxiliaries of the Franco-

British armies, stationed ivhere the Generalissimo con-

sidered they could be most usefully directed to help their

weary comrades.

Now, the American C(9mmander-in-Chief, General

Pershing, was the last man to yield to demands or en-

treaties, however flatteringly expressed'.’' Wilson had
chosen well in sending out this dour, immovable man
immediately after the American declaration of war. He
had been thrown back upon his profession with a singular

intensity, for some years previously his wife and children

had been burnt to death at his country-house. His own
aim was to ensure that the great organization which he
had helped to build from the start should come under his

own undisputed control at the earliest moment. Rigidly

Puritan in morals, censorious and unsympathetic towards

Europeans, he had an absolute faith in the moral and phy-
sical superiority ofthe American. Yet his blunt directness,

simplicity, lack ofself-consciousness, and singleness ofpur-

pose were not unacceptable to the Allied military chiefs,

who were further impressed by the austerity of the dis-

cipline which he maintained with an autocratic hand.

During August the main block of American fighting

troops, some 550,000 in number, were concentrated on the

Meuse. The Saint-Mihiel salient, which thrust a German
prong right across the river, has been described earlier in

this work.2 As a defensive position it had no value, and
much danger. At a time when every man was needed,

it was folly to hold so contorted a line of more than fifty

miles, when it could be straightened out at the base to

something less than twenty. But since the spring of 1915
no attempt had been made against it, and the order for

its evacuation was now delayed too long.

The original plan of assault was ambitious. Both faces

’ He telb us of his attitude of calculated reserve when King George, on
investing him with the G.C.B., pleaded for the continuance of as many
American troops as possible with the British, saying that ‘their presence had
an excellent effect in stimulating the moral of his men’ (J. J. Pershing, My
Exptrimus in ike World War (1931), p. 543). * See pp. 93-4.
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of the salient were to be driven in, the base-line overrun

with all possible speed, and the advance carried, without

limit of objective, to threaten both Metz and the Briey

iron-basin, wliich lies north-west of the great fortress.

Map 31. Plan of Saint-Mihiel.

OnAugust 27th, however, Haig, whose foresight already
envisaged a great series ofconverging attacks from the sea

to the Meuse, urged upon Foch that the main American
effort should be diverted to the Argonne. The object of
both attacks, indeed, was ultimately tire same, to cut the

great lateral railway, which alone provided cohesion and
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safety to all the German armies except the detachment
in Alsace. And it was thought easier to reach Mezieres

than Metz (the strongest fortress in Europe)
;
moreover, the

great bulk of German forces were in the north and might
thus have their rear directlyjcut by a swift advance down
the Meuse. Finally, and this appealed strongly to Foch,

it was hoped to induce the Americans, iF transferred to

the Argonne and Champagne, to act under French orders

or at least direction. Foch eagerly pressed the new plan

upon Pershing. His troops should go north immediately

to fit into their allotted places in the French plan of

attack timed to begin on September 15th. With less

than his usual tact, he suggested that Saint-Mihiel, on
which the American Staff were doting as on a first-born

son, should be abandoned altogether. Pershing stood ada-

mant on the unassailable ground th&t theAmericanswould
fight only as the President had directed, as an independent
army. He would limit Saint-Mihiel, he would even with

grave reluctance abandon it; for Foch was constitutionally

the solejudge of ‘strategy’. But ifhe went to the Argonne
it would be on his own terms.^ Petain, the conciliator,

sided with the American,^ and worked out ways and
means. Finally, Foch, as was his wont, gave way hand-
somely and without recrimination.

It remained therefore to reduce the salient with all

possible speed. The enemy was growing alarmed, for his

garrison was weak and of poor quality. It included a

ragged and dejected Austro-Hungarian division, and
another composed mainly ofAlsatians.

' Here is a part of the dialogue between them as reported by Pershing:

Foch-. ‘Do you wish to take part in the battle?’

Pershing-. ‘Most assuredly, but as an American army and in no other way.’

Foch-. ‘There will not be time.’

Pershing-. ‘If you will assign me a sector I will take it at once.’

Foch-. ‘Where would it be?’

Pershing-. ‘Wherever you say.’

(J. J. Pershing, My Experiences in the World War (1931), pp. 570-1.)
* P6tain was immensely taken with Pershing, who he used to say was

the only man who could surprise him by the naive unconvendonality of his
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The word for evacuation was at last given, but the task

was only beginning when the assault carue early on

September 1 2th. From the south and the west the Ameri-

cans in overwhelming numbers broke through, while the

French hammered at the tip. Within thirty hours the

whole area had been cleared. The confusion ofthe enemy
was very greatj and there seems little doubt that, if the

original plan had been carried out, the base line could

have been secured. It is most improbable, however, that

any great strategic result would have followed. The Ger-

mans still possessed considerable reserves within easy hail.

There was no such concentration ofheavy guns as would
have been required to deal with the Metz forts. Finally,

the complete break-down ofthe American transport in the

Argonne suggests that they would not have been capable

oforganizing a continuous advance through the steep and

narrow lanes leading eastward from the Meuse.

Yet as a limited operation the success, even in those

victorious days, was striking Fifteen thousand prisoners

and 450 guns had cost only 7,000 casualties. The Ameri-
can soldier had shown the greatest boldness and dash; in

fact his chiefdefects arose from over-keenness, such as care-

lessness about liaison, overstepping of boundaries, over-

running the barrage. As further events were to show, in

an army ofsuch self-confident indi’/idualiSts, these defects

could not easily be eradicated. Both Poincare and Gle-

menceau came to congratulate the victors, the former also

to visit his own country-house which had been left deso-

late within the liberated territory.
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TOUT LE MONDE A LA BATAILLE*

I

The stage was now set for the greatest pf all battles.

Events moved "svith an inexorable swiftness seldom

recorded in history. Within three weeks Germany’s two
eastern confederates were utterly overthrown, and she

herself received a blow recognized by her commanders
as virtually mortal. The true relation between Germany
and her allies became manifest. They were not her ‘props’

,

as Lloyd George used to affirm; for as long as she stood

secure they stood also through her strength. But when
her weakness was displayed, a mere push would overturn

them. And with their submissign the great fortress of

‘Mittel-Europa’ could be turned from the rear, so that

the doom ofGermany herselfwas certain. The Emperor
Karl was expressing the feeling of all his allies when he
said with pathetic naivete that the 8th ofAugust had caused

far more alarm and despondency in Austria than the

defeat ofhis own troops on the Piave in June, because the

latter had been expected. His own despair was made
manifest by a futile peace-manifesto on September 14th,

independently pf Germany, which the Entente neglected

with a scornful satisfaction. Though neither Bulgaria nor
Turkey had actually concluded an armistice before the

supreme struggle began in the West (September 26),

they had been so shattered that the issue wasimmediately
certain. The story of Allenby’s triumph in Palestine is

told elsewhere. The collapse of Bulgaria was due to an
utter listlessness and war-weariness which allowed an
attack of no overwhelming strength^ to develop into an
overpowering blow.

We do not yet know in detail how the ground had been

‘ Foch’s motto,
* The German estimate of fighting strength is: Allies 180,000, Bulgars

160,000 to 170,000.

3596 00
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prepared. But when the attack came on September 15th

a pro-Entente ministry had for months been installed at

Sofia. The British, aided by several divisions ofVenezelist

Greeks, were condemned as usual to advance up the bottle-

neckofDoiran against actV^aeofhighmountains elaborately

fortified, andwere resolutelyrepulsed; but farther west the

French and Serbs broke clean through. The ragged and
half-starved Bulgars, many ofwhom had been almost con-

tinuously mobilized for the last six years, and had nothing

left to fight for, ceased to offereven that delaying resistance

for which the rugged and broken country was so ideally

suited. The stiffening ofGerman troops had been mainly

removed—only three battalions, 100 guns, and some
machine-gun detachmentsremained. These strove heroic-

ally to rekindle a fighting spirit by their devoted example,
but with no success. The Bulgars marched stolidly back
as they went forward, getting out oftheirwayon the roads,

sometimes even helping to push their transport out of the

ditch, but completely unmoved by any appeal. The evil

King Ferdinand abdicated and left the country to his

popular son Boris, the present ruler (1934). The Serbian

advance-guards, terrible avengers, were already invading
the frontiers when a surrender at discretion was arranged
on September 30th. Franchet d’Esperey, a happy choice

to succeed Sarrail as Commander-jn-Chiefof this motley
army of five nations,* had thus brought the campaign to

a triumphant close in a swift fortnight. All communica-
tions were placed at the disposal of the Entente, whose
armies occupied the country as a first stage towards Con-
stantinople and the Danube. The Central Powers had to

rake together the last remnants of their available strength
to protect Hungary against the imminent threat of a
winter invasion.

II

Meanwhile Flaig with steadfast confidence was method-
ically working out the stages of approach to assaulting

‘ British, French, Italians, Serbs, and Gredcs.
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distance ofthelabyrinthine field fortress betv^een Cambrai
and Saint-Quentin.

His decision to attack caused the British War Cabinet

great searchings ofheart. They had often in the past been
led, against their judgemeilt, through his optimism, into

sanctioning protracted siege-operations and thus assum-

ing responsibility for the immense unrequited casualties

which followed. Lloyd George has written of the sense

of blood-guiltiness which oppressed him for the slaughter

of Passchendaele, a battle which he had so greatly

desired to avoid. Now, when the precious stream of

reserves was rapidly dwindling,^ it seemed to them highly

dangerous to stake so much on an autumn decision, in

which neither they nor the Chief of the Imperial General

Staffbelieved. Therefore they sei^t, as they were perfectly

entitled to do, a warning to Haig to the effect that heavy
casualties incurred in an unsuccessful attack on the Hin-
denburg line would have grave effects on British public

opinion. This time, however, the soldier had the truer

judgement; he felt the unmistakable waft ofvictory, which
had not yet been carried over to England. He came over

to London, gained his point, and begged the Cabinet to

send out everything which could increase the mobility

of his army for the open warfare which he confidently

foresaw.
’

In 1 9 1 7 the Germans had fallen back to the Hindenburg
line with a deliberate scientific precision. Now they

were cruelly hustled. They could not find a resting-place

in the strong outposts which guarded it, and by September
1 8th had been thrown back upon their last hope ofa per-

manent refuge.

The supreme converging battle was now ready to start.

Its two wings in Flanders and on the Meuse were 200
miles apart. The numbers engaged far exceeded those

of the great opening-clashes of August and September

1914.

^ The British casualties firom August 8 to September i were about

115,000.
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Foch’s Strategy, as has already been pointed out, was

determined by the course of the German lateral railway

of communication; and it was hoped that success in any

of the projected attacks would force a general retirement

to the Antwerp-Meuse line. An advance of ten miles in

Flanders would secure its great northern junction, Lille.

Forty m.iles east ofthe British was Aulnoye, where the line

met those from Brussels and from Aix-Li%e-Namur. A
break-through at either of these points was not wholly in-

compatible with an orderly German retreat. But if the

great Franco-American blow between Rheims and the

Meuse were successful in driving forward twenty-five to

thirty miles, and seizing Mezieres and Sedan, the great

mass of hostile forces, three-quarters of the whole, lying

to the north ofthese places would be in the gravest danger.

For they would be cut offfrom their route to Germany via

Metz and Strasbourg, or by the Moselle Valley. They
would be all compelled to squeeze through the junction

of Namur, with only two lines of safety beyond; either

by Liege to Aix-la-Chapelle, or by a dangerous southern

curve, where the railway comes within fifteen miles of

Sedan, to seek refuge through Luxembourg and Treves.

The effect therefore of the southern prong of ‘Foch’s Pin-

cers’ (to use the popular name for his strategy) might be
catastrophic.

So this attack was timed, to be the opening ofthe closely

connected series, for September 26th.

The American share had of necessity been hurriedly

prepared to the point ofprecipitation. Only ten days had
been allowed for the transfer northwards ofhalfa million

men fifty miles from Saint-Mihiel. Three-quarters of

these had been carried in six nights by French lorries,

but the bare concentration was accomplished only on the

eve of the battle. It had not been possible to bring over

in time the most experienced divisions who had been
engaged at Saint-Mihiel. Consequently the new and
far harder task was mainly allotted to comparatively raw
troops, with the natural results. The Americans have
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given to this, their greatest battle, which lasted almost

continuously for forty-five days,^ the name ofthe Argonne.

In reality most of the fighting took place between that

hilly forest of pine-trees and the Meuse in comparatively

Map 33. Plan of Argonne.

open country. The French similarly started their active

front to the west of that obstacle with the object ofpinch-
ing out an area so ideally fitted for economical defensive
tactics.

The German Staff, nothaving thought so swift a transfer

' During this period their losses were 117,000.
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possible, was badly surprised. Their five weak trench-

divisions were assailed by a fourfold superiority. On the

first day the Americans had good success, far outstripping

the French on their left, ajd by the morning of the 27th

had captured Monlfaucon, seven miles from their start,

the key of the enem^^’s second position, jvhere the Crown
Prince had his forward paste de commandement log-built on
a commanding hill.

But neither here nor in Champagne could the attack

maintain its forward impetus; in both sectors it fell back
into the traditional struggle for a few hundred yards of

mutilated ground.

The enemy had, of course, always been aware of the

crucial importance of the area, and had multiplied his

defensive organizations in deptb. In Champagne there

was one gi'eat continuous zone of obstacles for nine miles:

in Argonne there were, besides intermediate defences, four

prepared positions stretching back for fourteen miles on
four successive ridges. His troops fought magnificently,

and the machine-guns ensconced in the broken ground
and frequent thickets took an enormous toll. But
above all the Americans were hampered by their own
haste ofpreparation, by the exiguity of their communica-
tions, and by their o^n dense numbers. The traffic con-

gestion became fearful. It is said that 700 men were
starved to death in the front-line trenches; many units,

after receiving no rations for four days, returned to the

rear to fetch them. Up and down traffic had been un-

wisely allowed on the same roads, and on one occasion

an absolute block occurred for twelve hours. British and
French officers were hurriedly sent to reorganize the whole
system.^

By the beginning of October it was clear that the

southern pincer was not working prbperly, to the bitter

• The Argonne front was reasonably served by three railway-lines, but

there were only three south-north main roads, one for each corps, on a front

of twenty-five miles. Far more troops were crowded into the area than its

capacity could possibly allow. ^
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disappointment of Foch, who complained of confusion

and lack ofenergy. Had theadvanceproceeded according

to plan, the enemy would have been left utterly without
hope, for very great successes had been won to the north-

ward.

The British w^re now standing infcompleted readiness

before the Hindenburg line from Bullecourt to Saint-

Quentin. Every detail ofitsconstruction, and ofthe system
of communications leading thereto, was known to the

attackers from a memorandum captured on August 8th.

On the other hand, the enemy had effected a vast con-

centration. On the threatened front fifty-seven divisions

were assembled, which, on paper at least, should be more
than a match for the forty British and two American
arrayed against them.*

Moreover, the position was for the most part covered
by formidable water-lines, deep canal-trenches impassable
by tanks. It seemed therefore as if the brutal frontal as-

sault thus prescribed should, on all previous analogy, be
doomed to failure. For the works were the most powerful
ever yet constructed in the field, protected in advance
by acres of the densest wire, arrayed in great overlapping
chequers.^ Consequently the attack could not be launched
suddenly without preparation. The artillery had to be
called upon for a prolonged work of devastating fury,

which owed much of its scientific effectiveness to lessons

learnt from our enemy.
The operation was divided into two parts. The bom-

bardment for both began on the evening of Septem-
ber 26th, but whereas it was required for eight hours
only in the north, it was prolonged for fifty-four in the
Saint-Quentin sector. Altogether over 25,000 tons of

* The G.H.Q_. order-of-battle-map of September 25 (reproduced in
G. A. B. Dewar andJ. H. Boraston, Sir Douglas Haig’s Command (1922), vol. ii,

P* 3*3! Churchill, World Crisis igi6—i8 (1927), pt. ii, p. 534) gives most
vividly the relative denseness of forces on the whole Western Front.

^ See the photographs and sketches in Maj.-Geif. Sir A. A. Montgomery,
The SUny of the Fourth Amty (1919}, pp. 148 sqq., which give a most exact
panorama of the defences north of Saint-Quentin.
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metal were discharged in a million shells. All battery-

positions, all head-quarters, and all the entrances of the

great tunnelled dug-outs were deluged with a continuous

rain ofmustard-gas, now at last produced without stint.

Early on the 27th the ist hnd 3rd British aymies crossed

the Canal du Nord against a half-dazed resistance. Before

nightfall they had securely conquered all the debatable

land of the first Cambrai battle, including the much dis-

puted hill of Bourlon, and were within three miles of

the city.

Next day, while the guns were still thundering around
Saint-Quentin, the focus of battle shifted momentarily to

the north. A third new blow resounded in Flanders, where
the whole Belgian army, commanded by its King, and
supported by both British and Fre/ich, overran at a stroke

the crater-field torn to pieces during the four-months-

struggle of the preceding year, taking Houthulst Forest

and Passchendaele. The mud, however, was as usual a

more effective hindrance than the weak reinforcements

which the distracted German Staff could spare for this

new menace, and the advance died down temporarily on
October 2nd without having reached either Roulers or

Menin. The spoils of victory were 11,000 men and 350
guns.

On the 29th the four-days’ orchestra of battle reached

its climax. The capture of the southern part of the Hin-

denburg line was the crowning glory of the much endur-

ing British 4th army, which had fought victoriously ever

since August 8th. Supported by the French below Saint-

Quentin, it drove a great wedge through the last com-
pleted system of enemy defences.^ The main laurels of

the day were won by the North-Midlanders of the 46th

territorial division. Their passage over the great canal

at Bellenglise was a marvel of combined courage and
organization. They crossed with life-belts, rafts, and port-

able bridges in the teeth ofmachine-gun fire. The steep

‘ A few miles east the Beaurevoir line was fully wired but dug to an
average depth ofone foot only.
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northern bank had been sufficiently damaged by shell-

fire to allow ramps of ascent. By the close of the day
they had gone forward three and a half miles and had
captured 4,200 prisoners and 70 guns with a loss of

800 men.
Farther north,however,success had been largely denied.

Here the canal was carried imder the high ground by a

tunnel 6,000 yards long, and the whole area was honey-
combed with a labyrinth of subterranean galleries and
passages. The main task had been allotted to two Ameri-
can divisions, supported by, and under the orders of, the

Australian corps. They metwith many misfortunes. First,

they had to advance 1,000 yards behind their barrage,

because much of their proper jumping-off ground had
been left in enemy occupation as a result ofan unsuccessful

attack overnight. Additional tanks had been allotted to

them as compensation, but a number of these were de-

stroyed by hostile fire, and twenty-one more were blown
up by old British land-mines laid there last March. Never-
theless the Americans, though ci'uelly punished, thrust

right through to their objective. Then, over-ardent and
careless in their inexperience, they failed to clear the maze
of dug-outs in their rear. The enemy emerged in strength
and drew a cordon of fire between them»and their Aus-
tralian supports. Isolated bodies fought it out for hours,
and nearly 2,000 were taken prisoners.

Thus, though a signal success, this great action did not
fulfil the hope of driving the enemy in confusion through
open country. The cavalry, ‘whippets’, and armoured
cars which had been held in readiness were again denied
their opportunity.

Ill

This same September day was rendered most memor-
able by Ludendorff’s demand that a peace offer coupled
with a demand for an armistice should be immediately
made. He had arranged this move in conversation with
Hindenburg the night before, on the reasonable ground
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that, even iftheWest held, Germany would bq taken in the

rear by the Bulgarian collapse.* On the 29th, however,

under the accumulated blows of continual disaster, his

iron nerve broke completely, ifindeed he did not actually

have a stroke of paralysis,^ the evidence pf some eye-

witnesses suggests. IJe was obsessed by the terror of an
immediate collapse of resistance in France, which events

proved (and he himself fully realized a fortnight later) to

be unfounded. He pictured Germany as utterly helpless

and at the mercy of her enemies. His mind, however,

was curiously confused. He apparently believed that, if

President Wilson were approached with an offer to make
peace on the basis ofhis ‘Fourteen Points’, he would insist

upon Foch’s concluding an armistice at once. Fie also

assumed that the conditions of sych an armistice would
allow a slow methodical evacuation ofFrance and Belgium,
Thus the army would have the rest which it so bitterly

needed, and would be able to fight again in secure positions

on the German frontier, iftheproposed conditions ofpeace

proved unacceptable. It is obvious from his subsequent

correspondence with Prince Max that he had never read

the Fourteen Points, but merely thought them a vague
collection of general principles, about which Germany
could haggle qntil the military situation had been im-

proved. His miscoilceptions were, indeed, most profound.

Wilson was neither willing nor able to dictate policy to the

Entente. Its militajy leaders had not the faintest inten-

tion of allowing an armistice on any terms except such as

would render Germany incapable of further; resistance.

Finally, it was obvious to any one except Staffofficers that,

whatever might be the terms of the Armistice, its conclu-

sion would be the equivalent of preliminaries of peace.

After so frightful and prolonged a nervous strain, no

• Even if an invasion through Austria-Hungafy were delayed for some
months, it might be taken ets certain that the Entente would gain control

over Rumania, whose oil-wells were indispensable for the continuance of

the war. The Air Force, it was calculated, would be crippled two months
after the supplies ofpetrol ceased, and nosupplieswould be leftfor the civilian

population.
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soldier would start again when once the cease-fire had

sounded.

He was, however, perfectly correct in supposing that if

a peace offer were to be made, it could not be undertaken

by the tottering Herding, nor with the existing semi-auto-

cratic constitution inherited from Bismarck. Hence at the

very moment when the Centre party in the Reichstag

had already intimated to the Chancellor that they could

no longer support him, Ludendorff was planning the so-

called ‘revolution from above’. ‘It has never happened
that a dictator took such infinite pains to secure power to

his antagonists as Ludendorff. . . . The parliamentariza-

tion of Germany was not fought for by the Reichstag; it

was arranged by Ludendorff’.^

At the fateful meeting at Spa (September 29) the two

great Captains, with the assistance of Hintze, persuaded

the Kaiser, who remained ‘unusually calm’, to issue the

proclamation which invited the German people to co-

operate more effectively in the destinies of their country

by the establishment of responsible government. Such a

government, they insisted, must be formed within two
days, or they declined to answer for the safety of the

army. Frenzied telegrams arrived in Berlin from Head-
quarters demanding the immediate pul^lication of the

peace offer, if a new Chancellor’s nomination should be

delayed.*

On October 2nd Ludendorff’s emissary. Major von der

* A. Rosenberg: Birth of the German Republic 1871-1918 (1931), p. 342.
* Ludendorft ’s state of mind is vividly depicted in a telegram to the Ger-

man Foreign Office from its representative at Head-quarters on October i:

‘LudendoriThas just asked me ... to transmit his urgent request to issue the

peace proposal at once, and not to hold it back until the formation of the

new government, which might be delayed. The troops stiU held theirground
to-day, and we were in a respectable position, but the line might be broken
at any moment and then wur proposal would come at the most unfavourable
time. He said he felt like a gambler, and that a division might fail him
anywhere at any time.

T get the impression that they have all lost their nerve here, and that, if

things come to the worst, we can justify our action to the outside world by
Bulgaria’s behaviour’—Griinau.
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Bussche, read a statement of the military situation to the

party leaders of the Reichstag. He concluded that there

was no longer any prospect of compelling the enemy to

plead for peace. The two decisive factors were the tanks

and the state ofthe Germaij reserves. ‘Every twenty-four

hours can impair the situation and give tlie enemy an
opportxmity of clearly realizing German^weakness.’

The Major did indeed assert that the army was strong

enough to stand for months and to win local successes, and
concluded with the brave words: ‘Simultaneouslywith the

offer ofpeace, a firm stand must be adopted by the nation,

to give evidence that a firm will to carry on the war exists,

ifthe enemy will grant us no peace, or a peace only under
humiliating conditions.’ Nevertheless the effect was
terrific. ‘The members were completely crushed. Ebert

went white as death, and could r/ot utter a word; Strese-

mann looked as ifhe had been struck. Seyda the Pole and
Haase the Independent Socialist were present. Seyda
came out first, his face beaming—^Haase rushed up to

Ledebour with the words, “Now we’ve got them”.’* After

this the new government formed next day (October 3)
was doomed from the start to the hard road of virtual

capitulation, for its supporters, the so-called Majority

parties,^ were determined to end the war on almost any
terms. “

, .

The new Chancellor, Prince Max of Baden, was the

‘transient embarrassed phantom’ who presided over the

last agonizing days'bfthe Empire, a good man struggling

with hopeless adversity. A pleasant, gracious aristocrat

—

he was the heir to the Grand Duchy—intelligent and
sympathetic, he had long attracted the hopes of moder-
ate men. His own liberzdism was somewhat pompous
and self-conscious, and not without a touch of amiable

* Max of Baden, Memoirs, English Translation^ 1928, vol. ii, p. i2.

* These were the Centre, the Progressive party, and the Majority Social-

ists. The Extreme Right and Left were neither represented in, nor sup-

ported, the new government. The two most influential secretaries of State

were Erzberger, author of the peace resolution of 1917, rq>resenting the

Centre, and Scheidemann the Majority Socialist.
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Pharisaism. He was fond ofmaMngspeechesabout ‘ethical

imperialism’ and ‘moral responsibility’, and was known
to favour a peace of conciliation. His humane efforts on
behalfofprisoners ofwar had also, it was hoped, rendered

him persona grata to the Entente statesmen; to the Entente

peoples he was entirely unknown. But he was not a man
of power or command. He took office most reluctantly,

for he saw clearly that the change ofregime, coupled with

the demand for peace, would be hailed by the Entente as

a death-bed repentance, as a mere uncovering of Ger-

many’s nakedness. He wrestled manfully with Hinden-
burg, who had come to Berlin, for at least a fortnight’s

delay to prepare the ground. He refused, quite correctly,

to believe that the military situation was so desperate; if

it were, the Supreme Command ought itself to raise the

white flag in the field.' But the Field-Marshal, as ever

majestically calm and showing no signs of nervous strain,

was insistent. It seems clear that in his heart he did not

think so ill of the situation as Ludendorff, but could not
bring himself to dispute the judgement of a colleague on
whom he had leaned in the closest intimacy for more than
four tremendous years.

Thus it came about that the first official act of the new
Chancellor was to dispatch the following note:

‘The German Government requests the Presidentofthe United
States of America to take in hand the restoration of peace, to

bring this request to the notice of all belligerent states, and
to invite them to send plenipotentiaries for the initiation of
negotiations.. They accept as a basis for the peace-negotia-
tions the programme laid down by the President in his message
to Congress of 8th January 1918* and in his subsequent

* I. Open covenants ofpeace, openly arrived at, after which there shall be
no private international understandings of any kind but diplomacy shall

proceed always frankly ai^l in the public view.
II. Absolute freedom of navigation upon the seas, outside territorial

waters, alike in peace and in war, except as the seas may be closed in whole
or in part by international action for the enforcement of international
covenants.

III. The removal, so far as possible, of all economic barriers the
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announcements, particularly in his speech of 27th September

1918.

‘To avoid further bloodshed, the German Government re-

quests the President to arrange the immediate conclusion of an

armistice on land, by sea, and in the air.’

establishment of an equality of trade conditions among all the nations

consenting to the peace ana associating themselves fer its maintenance.

IV. Adequate guarantees given and taken that national armaments will

be reduced to the lowest point consistent with domestic safety.

V. A free, open-minded, and absolutely impartial adjustment of all

colonial claims, based upon a strict observance of the principle that in deter-

mining all such questions ofsovereignty the interests of the populations con-

cerned must have equal weight with the equitable claims of the government
whose title is to be determined.

VI. The evacuation of all Russian territory and such a settlement of all

questions affecting Russia as will secure the best and freest co-operation of

the other nations of the world in obtaining for her an unhampered and
unembarrassed opportunity for the indepentjent determination of her own
political development and national policy and assure her ofa sincerewelcome
into the society of free nations under institutions of her own choosing; and,

more than a welcome, assistance also of cverj' kind that she may need and
may herself desire. The treatment accorded Russia by her sister nations in

the months to come will be the acid test of their goodwill, of their compre-

hension of her needs as distinguished from their own interests, and of their

intelligent and unselfish sympathy.

VII. Belgium, the whole world will agree, must be evacuated and
restored, without any attempt to limit the sovereignty which she enjoys in

common with all other free nations. No other single act will serve as this

will serve to restore confidence among the nations in the laws which they

have themselves set<and determined for the government of their relations

with one another. Withodt this healing act the whole structure and validity

of international law is forever impaired.

VIII. All French territory should be freed and the invaded portions

restored, and the wrong dime to France by Prussia in 1871 in the matter of

Alsace-Lorraine, which has unsettled the peace of the world for nearly fifty

years, should be righted, in order that peace may once more be made secure

in the interest of all.

IX. A readjustment ofthe frontiers ofItaly should be effected along clearly

recognizable lines of nationality.

X. The peoples of Austria-Hungary, whose place among the nations we
wish to see safeguarded and assured, should be accorded the freest oppor-

tunity of autonomous development.

XI. Rumania, Serbia, and Montenegro should be evacuated; occupied

territories restored; Serbia accorded free and secure access to the sea; and
the relations of the several Balkan states to one another determined by
the friendly counsel along historically established lines of allegiance and
nationality; and international guarantees of the political and economic
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independence and territorial integrity.of the several Balkan states should he

entered into.

XII. The Turkish portions of the pircsent Ottoman Empire should be

assured a secure sovereignty, but the other nationalities which are now
under Turkish rule should be assured an undoubted security of life and an
absolutely unmolested opportunity of autonomous development, and the

Dardanelles should be permanently b^ened as a free passage to the ships

and commerce of all nations' under international guarantees.

XIII. An independent Polish state shouiU be erected which should

include the territories inhabited by indisputably Polish populations, which
should be assured a free and secure access to the sea, and whose political

and economic independence and territorial integrity should be guaranteed

by international covenant.

XIV. A general association of nations must be formed under specific

covenants for the purpose of affording mutual guarantees of political inde-

pendence and territorial integrity to great and small states alike.
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THE NEGOTIATIONS

For the first time since the*outbreak ofwar the minds of

all the statesmen, soldiers, and peoples were fixed rather

on its ending than on its continuance, thofigh with a more
agonized intensity in Central Europe than in the West.

It is amelancholy reflection that, while one feveredweek
sufficed to break the peace, five times that space of time

was found necessary to arrange the terms ofasuspension of

hostilities. Within this period of the interchange of notes

at least half a million men must have been killed or

wounded;* for the battle raged continually in the West
without ever reaching a decisive victory, and towards the

end ofOctober it flared up again in Italy.

The demand for an armistice did not take Wilson by
surprise, though it was greeted almost unanimously in the

American press as a ‘manoeuvre’ or ‘trap’. The President

himselfnever wavered from his original standpoint: ‘Ifthe

Germans are beaten they will accept any terms, ifthey are

not beaten I do not wish to make terms with them.’*

Consequently, before committing either himself or the

Associated Powers, he had to probe very closely into the

intentions of Germany. Therefore, in his reply he asked

two questions, and laid down one preliminary condition.

He must be clear whether the German Government
accepted the Fourteen Points, and would discuss only the

practical details of their application; secondly, whether
the Chancellor was speaking merely for the constituted

authorities of the Empire who had so far conducted the

> There is no foundation for the statement which has been made that

the negotiations were purposely protracted in order to intensify the existing

military superiority of the Allies. A study of Ctrt. House’s Intimate Papers

(edited by C. Seymour, vol. iv, 1926), the most authoritative account, makes
this point quite clear.

* It must be emphasized that the first three Wilson notes (October 8,

14, and 23) were dispatched without any prior consultation with the

Associated Powers.

3596 sp p
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war. The good faith of any discussion would manifestly

depend upon the consent of the Central Powers immedi-

ately to withdraw their forces everywhere from the terri-

tory of the Entente Powers.

The tone ofhis reply, which was courteous and used no

threatening language, came as a reUef to the Chancellor,

who had been prepared for all the points raised, and

found no difficulty in making what he believed would

be a satisfactory reply. The news from the front was also

considered more cheering. It was clear that the great

quadruple thrust of the Entente had failed to reach any

ofthe vital arteries ofGerman communication. Cambrai
had been so desperately defended that, though the British

had been within three miles ofit on September 27th, they

did not enter the city until October gth. Farther south,

indeed, theywere standing inopen and unravaged country,
and advanced a.s far as Le Cateau in a new attack

(October 8-10), but any immediate break-through

was reported as unlikely. Their losses had in fact been

very great, 140,000 in the last month. They were

hampered in their communications by the thrice-devas-

tated waste of the Somme in their rear, and by the

efficiency of the German demolitions.

In Flanders, King Albert was held up before Roulers,

which important junction he could not enter before

October 14th. The comparative impotence of the

Franco-Americans in the south was arousing the keenest

disappointment. Foch sent a special communication to

Petain complaining of the lack of enterprise and deter-

mination which the insufficient results suggested. He was,

however, wise enough to decline Clemenceau’s proposal

that President Wilson should be summoned to dismiss

Pershing from his command. The Americans were now
almost paralysed by. lack ofmotor-transport. LudendorfPs
confidant, von Haeften,wentso far as to admiton October
8th that the request for an armistice ‘had been from a
military point ofview unnecessary’.

On October 12th the Chancellor dispatched his second
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note. In it he explicitly renounced any rights of negotia-

tion on the principles oftheFourteen Points. Consequently

it was left entirely to the enemies of the Central Powers

to determine what they meant. This was fully realized by
the German Government,»which thereby reconciled it-

self to the loss of Alsace-Lorraine', and of ‘indisputably’

Polish areas. On the other hand, it was believed that

some ofthe conditions, such as the freedom ofthe seas, the

forbidding of economic barriers, and the impartial settle-

ment of colonial questions, however interpreted, must
prove favourable to Germany, and might lead to conflicts

between Wilson and the Entente. The note further stated

emphatically that ‘the Government had been formed by
negotiation, and in agreement, with the great majority

of the Reichstag’, and that the Chancellor spoke both for

tlie German Government and the German People.

On this very day the last of the great submarine out-

rages on passenger-ships was perpetrated. The Leinster,

a packet boat plying between England and Ireland, was
sunk with the loss of more than 400 lives, amongst them
being many well-known persons both British and Ameri-
can. For days the corpses were washed up on the beach

to be identified by waiting relatives.

The tone of the President’s next reply (October 14)

reflected his ahger'^ it was couched in a tone of sombre
menace. He refused to consider any armistice while the

German forces continued ‘illegaland inhuman practices . .

.

acts of inhumanity, spoliation and desolation’, which
the Allied nations ‘justly look upon with horror and with

burning hearts’.*

* Besides the submarine outrages he specified the ‘wanton destruction’

by the German armies in their retreat in France. Though admittedly many
acts of cruelty and pillage were committed by isolated troops, many of

whom were deserters, the evidence does not suggiyt that the Supreme Com-
mand authorized anything which was not in accordance with military usage

(unlike the orders given in 1917). The large towns in particular, where a

stricter control was possible, were spared as far as was practicable. Rup-
precht pathetically noted in his diary that the inhabitants of Lille spon-

taneously offered coffee to their retreating enemies.
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Ifan armistice were to be practicable its terms must be

left to the military commandei’S, and must be such as to

provide absolutely satisfactory safeguards and guarantees

for the maintenance of the present military superiority of

the Entente Powers. <•

Finally, and with great impressiveness, he called atten-

tion to

‘one of the terms of peace which the German Government has

now accepted. . . . “The destruction of every arbitrary power

anywhere that can separately, secretly, and of its single choice,

disturb the peace of the world; or, if it cannot be presently

destroyed, at the least its reduction to virtual impotency.” The
power which has hitherto controlled the German nation is of

the sort here described. It is within the choice of the German
nation to alter it. The President’s words just quoted naturally

constitute a condition precedent to peace, ifpeace is to come by

the action of the German People themselves. The President

feels bound to say that the whole process of peace will, in his

judgement, depend upon the definitenessand satisfactory charac-

ter of the guarantees which can be given in this fundamental

matter. It is indispensable that the governments associated

against Germany should know beyond a peradventure with

whom they are dealing.’

This ‘terrible note’, as the Chancellor described it, was
felt by all to mark the last turning pfthe ways. Ifit were
accepted, Germany would end the war defenceless before

her enemies, with her only hope in the intention and power
of Wilson to conclude a just peace. Ludendorff had now
swung round to demanding resistance d outrance rather

than put his neck under so grievous a yoke. At a con-

ference in Berlin he declared ‘on his conscience that a

break-through was unlikely’; that in four weeks the cam-
paigning season would be over; and that, ifprovided with

the reinforcements promised by the Minister of War, he
could retire to the Meuse line, and startagain in the spring. *

* Nothing can show more clearly both the ruthlessness and the blindness

of Ludendorff than his proposal about Belgium. ‘The territory under the

Governor-General ofBelgium must be made into a military base. We shall

have to tell the Food-Commission''''n9.t to send any more food into the
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Despairing jJlans for a levee en masse were mooted. Max
himself considered the question of breaking off the nego-

tiations, and making a supreme appeal to the People. But
Scheidemann truly expressed the popular feeling when he
exclaimed ‘Better a terrible»end than terror without end*.

The misery in Berlin^was growing apace. Apart from the

chronic semi-starvation, the supply of ail and coal was
growing desperately short as the autumn drew on. An
influenza epidemic was reaching its height. On October

15th, 1,722 people died of it in the Capital.

Moreover, the President’s demand for the destruction

of arbitrary power began to penetrate the popular mind.
Though the abdication of the Kaiser was not yet openly

demanded, the thought ran through countless distracted

minds, ‘Ifwe get rid ofhim we shall get a decent peace’.

Karl Liebknecht and the other leaders of the Extreme
Left, now released from jail, eagerly fomented this feeling.

The Government therefore concluded that only one road
was practicable, and on October 20th replied submissively.

They merely expressed the hope that no demand would
be made ‘incompatible with die honour of the German
people or with paving the way to a peace ofjustice’, and
sought to convince Wilson that no arbitrary power now
existed in Gerpiany.

Three days latei^ hef replied, consenting to take up with

the Entente the question ofan armistice which must give

unrestricted power Jo enforce the terms ofpeace. He again

pointedly expressed his belieftliat responsible government
had not been fully worked out, and that ifhe had to deal

‘with military masters and monarchical autocrats’ he must
demand ‘not negotiations but surrender’.

Wilson’s doubts were indeed fully justified. The
majority ofthe Reichstag, on which the new Government
was based, was out of touch with ijs constituents. The
country . . . Belgium must be told that peace is still far off, and the horrors

which are inseparable from war may befall Belgians once more so that tgi4

will be child’splay compared to it.’ (Author’s italics.) Official Report ofproceedings

of War Cabinet, October 25, igi8, quo^ in Max of Baden, Memoirs (1928),
vol. ii, pp. 131-2.
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Chamber itsqlf, ofwhich the Chancellorwas nAt a member,
was so incredibly supine thatduring this period ofsupreme
crisis it adjourned from October 5th to October 22nd, and
again after a short sitting till November gth. The decisive

powers of the Bundesrat or Tederal Council were un-

altered. Its members were simply
^
the delegates of the

various German'state-governments, and the preponder-

ance ofPrussia gave it a constitutional veto on any reform

of the constitution. Martial law was still enforced inde-

pendently of the civil power. The prerogatives of the

Kaiser as Supreme War Lord were still untouched. All

appointments had hitherto been, and were still being,

made on his own personal unrestricted initiative. On the

receipt of this note the Government felt obliged, with un-
dignified and frantic h?Lste, to pass a series of measures
designed to bring all powers in the state under the control

ofthe Reichstag. It also seized the opportunity to dismiss

Ludendorff who, in a mistaken belief that he was repre-

senting the official view, had issued an order to the troops

calling on them to resist to the last against the dishonour-
able capitulation proposed by Wilson. The fall of this

tremendous personality passed almost unnoticed, as Hin-
denburg remained at his post. Groener, a railway expert,

succeeded as First Quartermaster-General to apply his

great organizing abilities to a hopeless task.

The front still held dourly in the West. The repeated
blows ofthe Entente took more and more the form ofbeat-
ing the enemy back frontally upon his communications in
Belgium. Tlie whole of the Flemish coast had now gone,
and all the enormous guns dug in on the dunes were left

half-destroyed to be the wonder of sight-seers for many
years after the war.

In their retreat the Germans, now almost everywhere
in improvised lines, made use as far as possible of water-
defences for delaying actions to check the tanks . In the
last days of October, resting their right on the Dutch
frontier, they were defending Tournai and Valenciennes.
Farther south the French on the Oise were approaching
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Guise, were Avell north of Laon, and standing on the upper
Aisne by Rethel, but on The northern extremity of the

Argonne they and the Americans were still struggling

desperately to conquer the last portions ofthe last fortified

line. «

The decline in German man-pdwer was now progres-

sively steep. The Allies had a superiority ofabout 40 per

cent. On October 3 ist only one fresh enemy division was
in reserve. Half a million men remained on leave, the

majority because they refused to return, but others because

the congested railways could not bring them back. Nearly

300,000 prisoners had been lost since August 8th, and
thirty-two divisions had been disbanded.

At this moment another broad road of invasion was
being opened in the rear.* The general offensive of the

Italian armies against Austria, which is related elsewhere,

opened on October 24th.

Three days later the Emperor Karl wrote to the

Kaiser expressing his ‘irrevocable decision to issue within

twenty-four hours a request for a separate peace and an
immediate armistice’.^ By the beginning of November

,

it became necessary to deplete the West in order to form
a Bavarian army ofdefence for the Tyrolese frontier.

The general collapse could not be delayed for many
days. » •

‘ The French guns had already been heard on the Danube on October

I g; for the first time, as Fr^nchet d’Esperey grandiloquently reported, for log

years.

^ It should be remembered to the honour of the German Ck>vemment
that on this very day they chivalrously dispatched 12,000 tans of foodstuffi

from their own scanty stores to the starving Austrians.



XXXYI
THE GERMAN REVOLUTION AND THE

ARMISTICE
I«

I

Germany was by now ripe for revolution, which meant

the violent transfer ofpower by the masses to a repub-

lican government directed by the middle class on parlia-

mentary lines. The Bismarckian system had kept the

people in a tutelage which was popular only as long as it

was successful. Even before the war the Socialist vote,

most of which represented what would be called in

England moderate radicalism, had risen to four and a

quarter millions. The glitter of the Kaiser’s flamboyant

and self-advertising personalityhad long since been utterly-

dimmed. Already in May 1917 an official meeting had

been held in the Ministry ofWar to whip up monarchical

sentiment. The programme suggested was singularly Ger-

man in its thoroughness and its complete lack ofhumour.

Lectures were to be frequently delivered by teachers or

‘other suitable persons such as wounded officers’. Articles,

pictures, and films were to illustrate the devotion to duty,

the simplicity oflife,* the sacrifices ofthe Imperial Family.

The Emperor was to be kept in the public eye by visiting

factories, distributing decorations, and so forth. The his-

torian of the republic truly remarks: ‘Attempts to save a

monarchy by such means prove that the monarchy is

already dead.’* The whole regime was lost as soon as the

• Scheidema«n quotes this passage about the stores found in the Palace

after the Revolution. ‘One could not imagine that after four years of war
such colossal piles of food could still be found in store. Meat and poultry

on ice, soups and sauces in big bottles, pure white flour in sacks piled up to

the ceiling. Thousands of eggs, huge tins of lard, coffee, chocolate, jellies

and preserves of every kind. Hundreds of bl'dc sugar-loaves, stone-fruit,

biscuits, &c. One was speechless. The value of the provisions amounted to

several hundred thousand marks. We were told on good authority that

these piles of stores were for the Kaiser’s private household, and not for

the Court.’ {Berliner Tageblatt, November 20, 1918.)
® A. Rosenberg, Birth of the German Republic iSji-igiS (1931), pp. a6o-i.

The full account ofthis meeting is well worth reading.
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people wok :: up to realize that they had been brought by
their autocrats almost without warning from secure ex-

pectation ofvictory to staring imminent defeat.

The moment of dissolution, however, was determined

by two things; Wilson’s denunciation of the monarchical

autocrats with whom he would enter into no negotiations,

and the mutiny of tfie fleet. *

The only hope of saving the monarchical principle in

Germany lay in the application during October ofbrutal

and unrelenting pressure on the Kaiser to abdicate, and
on the Crown Prince to renounce the throne in favour of

his son. As the last-named was a child, a Regency would
have been necessary for several years, during which a
parliamentary regime might have been firmly established.

Prince Max, however, both by birth and character was
the last man for this task. Dynastic considerations, his own
relationship with the Kaiser, and his amiable nature pre-

vented him from exercising anything but the mildest in-

direct influence until it was too late. On October 29th

William, alleging a number of false excuses, furtively left

Berlin for General Head-quarters to seek the protection of

the army, and declined the most pressing entreaties to

return to the Capital. He still lived in his world of un-

reality, surrounded by a knot of ‘Byzantine’ courtiers.

On the day of his departure began the naval mutiny
which set the spark of revolution flying across Germany.
After orders had been giventoabandon submarinewarfare

(October 20) Admiral von Scheer had intimated to the

Chancellor that ‘the fleet should once moreJje accorded

complete freedom of action’. But beyond this cryptic re-

mark the Government had no inkling of the great enter-

prise which the navy was about to launch in a supreme

effort to help the army and to create a more favourable

situation for the negotiation of an armistice. It was not

intended as a ‘death ride’, a heroic gesture ofunreasoning

self-sacrifice, but was a well-designed and carefully pre-

pared operation. Two cruiser squadrons were to make
simultaneous raids on the Straits ofDover and the mouth
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of the Thames, in order to sever communic ations with

France and throw the British krmy’s supplies into con-

fusion. It was supposed that the Grand Fleet would then

steam south from Scapa. All the available submarines

(now of course released from« preying upon commerce)
were to harry its course with torpedoes and mines;

thus seriously crippled before a fleet action, it was to be
engaged by the High Seas Fleet off the Dutch coast.

But as Thucydides wrote: Tt is the men who make the

city, not the strong walls, or the ships.’ The spirit of the

fleet had long been deteriorating, particularly on the

battleships. The partial mutiny of 1917 had been only a

foretaste ofwhat was now to come. Cooped up inactively

in harbour, herded together with monotonous and in-

sufficient food, deprived of their best junior officers and
petty officers, who had been taken on submarine service,

increasingly impatient ofthe precise discipline, and some-
times penetrated by the pacific propaganda of the Inde-

pendent Socialists,* the sailors were in no mood for the

heroism of a forlorn hope. Most of them regarded the

armistice negotiations as equivalent to the end ofthe war,
and were determined not to sacrifice their lives in what
they believed to be a useless battle of prestige. When,
therefore, the crews of two great ships refused to obey the
order to put out to sea, and were iinpu'isoned, the move-
ment shortly became general, and by November 4th the
great port ofKiel was in the hands ofthe mutineers.
Meanwhile both Turkey and Austria had accepted

armistices with terms of pitiless rigour. In the West the
military position was again most imminently perilous.

On November 4th the British east ofValenciennes broke
through their enemybetween the Scheldt and the Sambre,
taking 20,000 prisoners and 450 guns.^ The much endur-
ing German rearguards were for the first time thrown into

* The inquiry held into the mutiny seems to prove conclusively that
political aims had comparatively little to do with its inception.

® An incident of this battle is worth recalling as a picturesque anachron-
ism. The New Zealanders took the walled town ofLe Qpesnoy by escalade^
mounting on ladders upon its ancient ramparts.
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such great cvjnfusion that Haig described the enemy there-

after ‘as capable neither of accepting nor refusing battle’.*

The advance ofthe Americans opened yet more sinister

possibilities. Between November ist and 7th they had
gone forward twenty-fouri miles

^
on either side of the

Meuse, the French ,on their left keeping pace by the

capture of Mezieres and Charleville. Tlie last exploit of

the Americans was the curious race for Sedan, which scene

of French humiliation lay just outside the zone of their

armies. Spurred on by a kind ofirrational sentimentality

the I St division swooped right across the boundary both of

its left-handed neighbour and ofaFrench division in order

to obtain the coveted honour. The commander ofthe ist

American army, Liggett, however, sensibly allowed the

French to have the right ofentry,

Groener, who since his appointment had been straining

every nerve to disengage the army in a rapid retreat to the

Antwerp-Meuse line, now gave up the position as hope-

less. On November 6th he told the Chancellor that ‘we

shall have to cross the lines with a white flag. . .

.

Even a

week is too long to wait. It must be Saturday [November 9]

at latest.’

This despair was not merely due to the events at the

front, but to t^e swift spread ofrevolution at home. The
mutineers at Kiel, Some 40,000 armed men, were moving

by warship, lorry, and rail, all carrying the red flag, over

nprth-west Germany, setting up soldiers’ and sailors’

councils after the Russian fashion. By the 6tb they already

controlled Hamburg and Bremen. Next day Hanover,

Brunswick, and even Cologne had fallen into their hands.

On this day also the insurrection, bom of the fear of in-

vasion, had broken out independently at Munich, where

the King of Bavaria was the first crowned head to be

toppled unresistingly from his throne*

Nor was the revolution stayed by the news now
published that Foch had been authorized to receive

> During the last week the total British casualties amounted to 3,100 as

against 18,000 and 260,00 for the two preceding weeks.
.
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representatives of the German Governmlibnt and to

communicate to them the terrhs of an armistice.

Berlin remained in tense expectation. The roads and
railway-stations in the vicinity were picketed, and isolated

bodies of sailors who arrived 'were successfully disarmed.

But as the Kaiser stayed obstinatelyjat Spa, evasively set-

ting aside all remonstrances, it was clear that this thunder-

ous calm could not continue. The Majority Socialists, who
‘hated the Social Revolution like sin’,* endeavoured to

force the Chancellor’s hand by demanding the immediate
abdication of the Kaiser on pain of withdrawal of their

representatives from the Cabinet. It was labour wasted.

On November gth the crowds came out into the streets,

and the crackJager battalions, whose fidelity was deemed
secure, fraternized with^them instantly.

Meanwhile at Spa the Kaiser was playing his last and
most poignant drama. The Socialist demand was curtly

rejected on November 8th; and instead General Head-
quarters were ordered to prepare for civil war, ‘an opera-
tion in the interior’ as it was delicately described.

William as a young sovereign had told his troops at the

swearing-in ofrecruits that theymust be prepared to shoot
down their fathers and brothers at his bidding. He now
proposed to exact this last test of fidelity to the military
oath. Even the faithful Hindenburg tbld him sorrowfully
that the proposal was impracticable. Groener bluntly
said: ‘In a situation like this the military oath is a mere
fiction.’ Nay more, he told William plainly, that though
the army wiould march back peacefully under its generals
when the armistice was concluded, it would decline the
leadership of its Supreme War Lord. ‘It is no longer
behind you.’

William had just reached the unconstitutional and un-
practical decision ef abdicating as Emperor but not as

King of Prussia^ when he was rung up for the last time on

’ A saying of Ebert, the future President of the Reich, to Prince Max,
* By the Constitution of 1871 the ofBce of Emperor was ins^arably

attached to that of King of Prussia.
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the morninj of November gth by the Chancellor. An
underling replied that thd Kaiser was engaged in writing

down the details of the act of abdication, which would
take about half an hour. The receiver was then discon-

nected to avoid the furthef importunity of the Cabinet.

Prince Max immediajtely announced in Berlin the Kaiser’s

unqualified renunciation* of the throne and handed over

the Chancellorship to Ebert, the saddler’s son, a staunch,

imperturbable, upright man, who worthily filled later on
the position of first President ofthe Reich. At 2 p.m. that

day Scheidemann on his own initiative proclaimed the

Republic from the steps ofthe Reichstag. Very early next

morning the Kaiser fled in his car to the Dutch frontier,

which he was allowed to cross after being detained six

hours in the waiting-room ofa small railway-station.

Hindenburg, that exemplar of duty, remained at his

post to lead the army home.
While all these things were being done, the Armistice

Commission had crossed the lines (November 7), had
been received by Foch, and presented with the terms.

II

It is now necessary to go back a few weeks in order to

trace the stages by which an agreement was reached

between America and the Entente. The President had
been careful not to commit his associates to an armistice,

but had made it clear that, if an armistice were to be

arranged as a result of his negotiations with Germany, it

must be, so far as he was concerned, upon thfi basis ofthe

Fourteen Points. The Allies had therefore to decide both

whether the military position admitted an armistice, and
whether they could agree to adopt the peace terms sugges-

ted. While their military experts were entrusted with

a preliminary formulation of the armistice terms, the

Supreme War Council met in Paris to consider the

‘ No reservations with regard to Prussia bad been mentioned in tbe tele-

phonic conversation.
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political question. The great Allies were rejjresented by
their Prime Ministers, while Colonel House had come
across the Atlantic as Wilson’s plenipotentiar)\ T have
given you no instructions’, said the secret, lonely President

to the one man whom he trusted without reserve, ‘because

I feel that you will know what to do.’

House, whose great merit as a diplomatist was his perfect

mingling offrankness and conciliation, had a difficult task.

An acute English observer wrote afterwards, ‘it seemed for

a time as if it would be utterly impossible to get the Allies

to agree to an armistice based on the Fourteen Points’.

This was natural. They had not been consulted as to their

formulation, nor had they received any authoritative

definition of their meaning. House therefore took care

that they were interpreted point by point, and the com-
mentary upon them, after much debate, was accepted
as the official American version and was cabled to the

President for his approval. To win his victory House had
to go so far as to threaten that America might conclude
a separate peace. Finally, it was agreed that the President
could inform Germany that the Allies accepted the terms
with two reservations,* which ran as follows:

‘They must point out, that clause 2, relating to what is usually

described as the Freedom of the Seas, is opensto various inter-

pretations, some of which they could nof accept. They must,
therefore, reserve to themselves complete freedom on this sub-
ject when they enter the Peace Gonferenre.

‘Further, in the conditions ofpeace laid down in his Message

’ It has been much disputed whether the Fourteen Points applied also

to Austria-Hungary. That Power never received a formal assurance from
the Allies as was given to Germany that an armistice would be concluded
on the basis of the Fourteen Points, and the demand for an armistice was at
last unconditionally made from sheer military necessity. The points dealing
with Austria-Hungary, on the other hand, were not excluded in the final

answer to Germany, as Sennino desired. But the French and British Prime
Ministers seem to have assumed that, in making an armistice with Ger-
many, the Fourteen Points applied only to questions which concerned that

Power (see Col. House, Intimate Papers (1926), vol. iv, pp. 178-9). The
author’s own view is that a moral, but not a legal obligation was involved
towards Austria-Hungary,
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to Congress i n 8th January 1918, the President declared that

invaded territories must be "restored as well as evacuated and
made free. The Allied Governments feel that no doubt should

be allowed to exist as to what this provision implies. By it they

understand that compensatioji will be made by Germany for

all damage done to the civilian population of th’e Allies and to

their property by the Aggression of Germaijy by land, by sea,-

and from the air.’

The first reservation was due to Lloyd George, who said

with the utmost firmness: T could not accept the principle

of the Freedom of the Seas. It has got associated in the

public mind with the blockade. . . . The English people

will not look at it. On this point the nation is absolutely

solid. It ’s no use for me to say that I can accept when
I know that I am not speaking, for the British nation.’

Thus Lloyd George echoed the words of Castlereagh a

century before. He did not go so far as his predecessor in

refusing to discuss it at the Peace Conference, but as a

matter of fact it was never discussed. The other reserva-

tion, which touched the pockets of all the Allies, was

naturally made in common.
The only exceptions to the general agreement that the

request for an armistice should be granted, were those of

Poincare and J*ershing. The dour Lorrainer wished the

bitterness of defeat td be brought home to the German
people by the invasion and laying waste of their territory.

His protest was mo<jt brusquely set aside by Clemenceau.

Pershing, for his part, objected that the military position

was now so favourable that the enemy could Ije compelled

to a speedy capitulation in the field.

There was, however, much division ofopinion between

Foch and Haig as to die terms which should be offered.

The latter, impressed by the weariness of the Franco-

British armies, by their ever-increasing transport diffi-

culties, and by the stoutness of the enemy’s resistance, was

ofthe opinion that the Germans would refuse any harsher

conditions than the evacuation of the occupied territories

and of Alsace-Lorraine, together with the restitution of
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rolling-stocktakenfromFraneeandBelgium. Foch pointed

out that iftheir withdrawal should be successfullyaccomp-

lished, and the artillery and war-material brought back

across their old frontier, the future defensive position ofthe

German army, standing beliind the Rhine, would be more
favourable than at present.* His owni. terms involved com-

plete evacuationj' under pressure of a rigorous time-limit,

the surrender of a large proportion ofevery kind ofequip-

ment, and the occupation of bridge-heads beyond the

Rhine by the Allies. These terms would, in his opinion, be

accepted; and he added, in the spirit of a true soldier, the

servant of the state: ‘We make war only for results. These

terms will give us the desired results. That being so, no man
has the right to cause another drop of blood to be shed.’

With minor modifications his proposals were accepted by

the Supreme Council, and were those set before the Ger-

mans. Thenaval terms, drawnupbythe BritishAdmiralty,
involved the surrender not only of all the German sub-

marines but of most of their ‘super-dreadnought’ battle-

ships and battle-cruisers. Such conditions were considered

by Foch and Clemenceau as unnecessarily severe and
likely to court refusal. The former asked whether the war
should be continued in order to suppress what he called

‘the virtual influence’ ofbattleships that neyer came out of

their ports. Lloyd George retorted that if these had not

existed Great Britain could have supplied far more men
and supplies to the common cause. Ifthey were left with

power to strike, the British navy would have to remain
fully mobilized, under the strain ofwar conditions, until

peace was actually signed. He was ready to substitute

internment in the ports of some neutral Power under
surveillance, but would not go further. This proposal
was accepted (November 4) after Austria had agreed
without a murmur tp the exceedingly harsh provisions of

the armistice offered to her.

Finally, it was agreed on the proposal of Clemenceau,

^ These were in fact the terms which the German Command had alwa^
hoped to obtain.
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although ag linst the desire of the British^ to insert the

words ‘reparation for damages’ into the armistice condi-

tions, where they were obviously out of place. ‘It would
not be understood in France’, he urged, ‘if we did not

make mention of the principle.’ The cunning Klotz,* the

French Finance Minister, insinuated that it would be
prudent to put at thehead ofthe financial section a clause

'

running ‘with the reservation that any future claims or

demands on the part of the Allies remain unaffected’.

Some French statesmen have not scrupled to declare that

this casual insertion overrode the definition ofreparations

expressed in the note to Germany already quoted.

It was now possible for the President to inform Germany
that the application for an armistice could be made
(November 5).

Ill

Erzberger, the Secretary of State, undertook the hard
task ofpresiding over the Armistice Commission. He had
the reputation ofa supple and intriguing politician, but in

this extremity he showed both dignity and courage. Not
many years afterwards he was murdered by so-called

nationalists for this act of duty. On the evening of

November 7th he and his fellow commissioners passed the

lines in cars,whh gr,eat,white flags hoisted, and a trumpeter
sounding, and were conveyed to Rethondes in the forest of

Compiegne, where Foch held his travelling head-quarters

in a railway-train. ’

Their demeanour was such that the Generalissimo

telegraphed after the fii'st meeting: ‘They seem well dis-

posed to accept our conditions.’

With Foch was associated Sir R. Wemyss, the British

First Sea Lord, but no other of the Allies. When the two
parties were facing one another at the table, Erzberger

said that they had come to receive die Allied proposals.

‘I have no proposals to make,’ replied Foch. Another

German member tried an alternative form ofwords: ‘We

* He was some yean later convicted offraudulent banbuptcy.

•fiq
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ask the conditions ofan armistice.’ Foch replied as before:

‘I have no conditions to make.’ When the Germans read

Wilson’s note Foch said: ‘Do you ask for an armistice, ifso

I will make known to you the conditions on which it may
be obtained.’ Thereupon tlie Qermans formally requested

it. The conditions weie then read and it was intimated

that they must be accepted or rejectdd within seventy-two

hours. In vain the Germans begged that hostilities might

be immediately suspended; every day’s fighting, they

urged, increased the peril of a triumphant Bolshevism

sweeping over Europe. Foch answered with chilly com-
mon sense: ‘That is a disease of the vanquished.’ The
terms were sent back to Spa by a courier who had the

greatest difficulty in getting through the German line,

where violent firing persisted. During the interval Erz-

berger tried valiantly tor get some modifications. He piti-

fully explained that if 30,000 machine-guns were sur-

rendered, there would not be enough left to fire upon the

German people. Above all, he protested against the con-

tinuance ofthe blockade. Women and children, he pointed
out, would be the chief sufferers. He tried to enlist the

sympathy of the British admiral by using a favourite

English word and asking: ‘Is this fair?’ He received the

retort: ‘Fair! Remember that you have sunk our ships

without making any distinction of sex,! It'was, however,
promised that the Allies would undertake the provisioning

ofGermany.*
On the loth at Spa the terms were being finally con-

sidered. The reports which poured in from all sides were
desperate. All the crossings ofthe Rhine were now in the

hands ofmutineers. The contagion was spreading rapidly

towards the front. At Liege, Namur, and Brussels mobs of

frenzied soldiers were hoisting the red flag, pillaging and
selling their weapons to the Belgians. When Rupprecht

* This promise was most imperfectly kept, until in the spring of 1919
Plumer, commanding the British army of occupation, telegraphed to the

Supreme War Council that he could not answer for his troops unless ade-

quate supplies were sent to Germany, so angered were they at the priva-

tions of the population.
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saw these t lings he noted in his diary: “We are utterly

without dcifence and without honour. For ‘the first time
in my life I am ashamed to be a German.’

It was not kncfwn whether any government existed in

Germany, or ifso whether ij;had any power. Consequently
the reply sent back by Hindenbui^ to Erzberger, after in-

dicating various arrfendments to be sought, ended with

the conclusive words: ‘Even if you cannot obtain these

points, you must sign nevertheless.’ How are the mighty
fallen and the weapons ofwar perished! From 2 till 5 in

the morning of November’ nth the delegates wrestled

finally with Foch, and obtained some slight ameliorations.

Erzberger read a statement to the effect that the Govern-
ment would loyally do everything within its power, but
that some ofthe clauses were unrealizable. He concluded

with thepoignantandpropheticWords ; ‘Anation ofseventy

millions suffers but does not die’
; to which Foch enigmatic-

ally replied: ‘ bien.’

At 1 1 o’clock that morning the ‘Cease fire’ sounded over

all the front, and the Allied troops stood fast on the line

which they had gained. They had reconquered a third of

Belgium and almost the whole of French territory.* Just

before the hour British troops entered Mons, where they

had fought their first battle on August 23rd, 1914.

The principalconditions oftheArmisticewere as follows:

i. Military. Evacuation ofoccupied territory including

Alsace-Ijorraine within fourteen days, and repatriation of

the inhabitants. Evacuation ofthe left bank of the Rhine
and of the bridge-heads of Mainz, Coblenz, and Cologne

within thirty-one days, a neutral zone bein|; established

on the right bank; 5,000 guns, 25,000 machine-guns, and

1,700 aeroplanes to be handed to the Allies, together with

5,000 locomotives, 150,000 trucks, and 5,000 lorries. All

Allied prisoners-of-warto be immediatelyretumedwithout

reciprocity.

ii. Naval. Surrender of all svbmarines. Internment in

’ Since July 18 they had captured 385,500 prisoners and 6,615 guns, of

which the British share was 188,700 and 2,840.
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neutral or Allied ports of ten battleships six battle-

cruisers, eight light cruisers, and fifty destioyers. Free

access to the Baltic with right of occupation of any forts.

Immediate return ofallAllied merchantmenin Germany’s
possession; no German merchantmen to be transferred to

a neutral flag. The blockade to be continued.

iii. The treaties ofBrest-Litovsk and Bucharest

to be renounced. All German troops to be withdrawn
behind the pre-war frontier, and free access to be given

to the Allies to enter the evacuated territory,

iv. Financial. Apart from ‘reparations for damage, all

valuables and securities which had been removed from
the invaded regions to be immediately returned, and all

gold taken from Russia or Rumania to be entrusted to

the Allies for safeguard.

It is obvious that the German High Command would
not have accepted such terms unless it had been reduced
to the last extremity. In such a war ofnations the power
of resistance is broken as soon as the spirit of the country
snaps under the strain. This had been recognized by the

poilus of Verdun when they exclaimed: ‘Pourvu que les

civils y tiennent’, and by Hindenburg himself when he
said: ‘The side which has the best nerves will win.’ It is

true that the German soldiers at the frontwere still fighting

bravely, but within a few days the chaos ofthe rear would
have deprived them offood and supplies, ifit had not also

infected them with the revolutionary spirit. It is also true
that Foch had only one great card left to play, the attack
in Lorraine on either side ofMetz which had been timed
for November 14th. In view of his overwhelming superi-

ority in numbers this could not have failed ofsuccess, and
the enemy’s evacuation of the great fortress had already
begun. Yet owing to the lack of cavalry Foch could not
have pushed very far beyond Metz; but even this advance
would have greatly increased the congestion of the rail-

ways at the junctions of Namur and Liege. It would
probably have meant that great hordes ofGerman soldiers

would have crossed the Dutch fi:ontier, but it would not
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have led to yny great captures by the Allies. For between

the sea and the Meuse the advance was on the point of

coming to a standstill. It had outstripped the capacity of

the railways for repair, and the devastations effected on

the roads by the enemy had been most efficient. Further,

the effect of delayecj-action mines (some of which were

timed to explode a month later) made the process of

advance exceedingly hazardous. The march forward into

Germany could not be undertaken by the British army
until six days had elapsed after the Armistice, and then

only with a third of its total strength. The greatest diffi-

culty was actually found in providing adequate rations

even for this fraction.*

It is therefore true, as both Foch and Haig subsequently

acknowledged, that, ifthe revolu^tion had not broken out,

the bulk of the German army could have retired behind

the Rhine. The Allies were in no condition to force a

capitulation upon it as the sequel to the heavy and con-

tinuous defeats which they had inflicted. The Germans

have every reason for pride in the steadfast constancy of

their fighting troops. But even had it been possible, from

a purelymilitarypoint ofview, to hold out until the follow-

ing spring, the starving German army, deprived ofpetrol,

vainly endeavpuring to holc^the western, the southern, and

south-eastern frontier against an encircling enemy, who
would still have been increasing in numbers, would have

reserved itselfonly for a worse fate.

The simple truth is thatGermany ended t^ie war because

she had come to the end ofher endurance, and it is doubt-

ful whether any other countrywould have endured so long.

• Sir F. Maurice in The Ijist Four Months (i9 i9}> PP- 2ai-7» gives many
interesting details of the Allied transport-difSculties.
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THE LAST YEAR OF THE ITALIAN WAR AND
THE END OF AUSTRIA-HtlNGARY

I

I

The Italian army was placed under the command of

Diaz, ajunior corps commander, a sensible,hardwork-

ing man who knew far more about the men than his pre-

decessor, but himselfofno great personality or command-
ing stature as a strategist. At least he fulfilled his principal

task ofmaintaining the spirit and increasing the efficiency

of his army. Except for two weeks of intense fighting in

June and October 1918 the whole front maintained an

almost unbroken calm.*

The Austrians, conscious of the progressive decay in

their fighting power, would have been well content to

remain on the defensive. As, however, Karl had refused

to give any help to the spring offensive in France, except

a few heavy batteries,^ it was impossible to evade Hinden-
burg’s demand for a vigorous effort on their own front.

In view of the fact that the opposing armies were
approximately equal in numbers, Arz wished to postpone

the operation as long as possible, and to keep it within

modest limits. He intended to strike on either side of the

Montello, the long guardian hill ofthe middle Piave, and
simultaneously against Monte Grappa. If these converg-

ing blows were successful, the Italians might be driven

back to the Adige with the minimum of effort. He felt

convinced, however, that his resources were insufficient

to compel peace through a decisive victory; moreover, he

* The writer’s battalion, which was in Italy throughout the whole period

and took part in both the June and October battles, lost in all twenty-three

killed and 117 wounded.. Its casualties for the two preceding years in

France were about 600 and 800 respectively.

* These were very ill supplied with munitions and of little service. The
Austrian War Office actually requested payment for these projectiles until

they were informed that a counter-claim for German shells expended in

Italy would weigh down the balance very heavily against them.
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was far from master in his own house, the army com-
manders despising him as»a mere ‘court’ adjutant, Karl’s

pleasant-spoken favourite.

With pitiable cdmplaisance he allowed a plan to emerge
which was simply a botched-up cento of the incompatible

demands of his imperious captaiils. Conrad insisted on
his old idea of a great drive fi'om Asiago. That was’
accepted and the Grappa operation was to be worked in

as a subsidiary. Boroevic declared: ‘If Conrad attacks,

I attack too’; and he was allotted an equal number of

divisions for assaulting the whole line of the Piave. As if

this was not enough, another general was flattered with

the permission to use two divisions in a pet scheme against

the Tonale Pass, near the Swiss frontier.

No attack in the whole war was so uselessly frittered and
dispersed over so wide a front. Failure was made more
certain by the weakness of the artillery preparation, in

theory a slavish copy ofthe latestGerman model. Opposite

the British the gas bombardment was so ineffective that

they were astonished to learn from prisoners that it had
been extensively used. The enemy had no advantage of

surprise, for deserters with tlieir usual regularity had
revealed the plan and hour. Nevertheless the Austrian

troops, in their last offensive battle, pressed bravely for-

ward, and very hopeful messages streamed back to Head-
quarters during the first fewhours. That evening, inTrent,

Karl, A^z, and Conrad held a kind of Belshazzar’s feast

with the General S’taff. As they were dining cheerfully

the telephone rang. Conrad received the hews that the

attack on Tonale had completely failed. Thai was a small

matter. A little later he was called up again to hear that

the great main hope at Asiago had been shattered. The
troops were everywhere back in their lines of departure.

Fortythousand men had been lost, and not a single division

was in a position to renew the fight. The diners were

utterly cast down; a council ofwar was immediately held.

As a forlorn hope it was decided to continue on the

Piave where Boroevic had cut two deep slices into enemy
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territory, on the Montello and on the lower Have. A few
days sufficed to make failure ‘here no less 'patent than

farther west. The .Uvo bridge-heads were isolated and
hemmed in. The stream came down iii a summer flood,

and washed away many of th/; bridges. To demands for

reinforcements Arz replied that he had not a single fresh

division. Boroevic retorted with justification, ‘that is not
the way to wage war’, but he had to withdraw his troops

speedily ifhe were to avoid a catastrophe. Fortunately for

him the Italians felt their way forward with a caution
scarcely distinguishable from timidity, and he got back to

his old lines without major disaster. At least 1 50,000 ofthe
best fighting men had been fruitlessly thrown away, and
the Austrian army was permanently paralysed.^

• II

The Italians, well content with their deliverance,

proved exceedingly unresponsive to the demands of the

Entente when the tide began to set so strongly in its favour
in August.

Diaz had the support of his Government in refusing

action unless he were reinforced by large numbers of
Americans and supplied gratis with every kind ofmunition
ofwar. The importunity ofImperiali, the Italian ambas-
sador in London, so wearied Lord R. Cecil’, then Foreign
Secretary, that at the close ofone interview he expressed
himself more strongly than is usual between statesmen.
Imperiali plaintively replied that ‘he had never been so
spoken to, even by the French !’

But after the collapse ofBulgaria the seeds ofdissolution
began to multiply with extreme rapidity in the body ofthe
Dual Monarchy. The Hungarians turned alarmed and
separatist eyes to their threatened Danube frontier They
had already for months past treated Austria ‘half as a
foreigner, half as an enemy’. The Czechs and Southern

' How crushing this loss was may be gathered from the fact that, by
October 1918, the whole available ride sixenglh' against Italy been
reduced to a bare 300,000 men.
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Slavs, now recognized as belligerents by the Entente,

scenting the“impending min, multiplied their disruptive

activities. The contemptuous neglect with which the

Entente had treated Karl’s peace-note ofSeptember 14th

made it obvious that his opponents confidently expected

the ‘ramshackle Empire’ to comnfit suicide.’

Its destruction was hastened by the despairing procla-'

mation of October i6th, which transformed Austria into

a federal state, granting full autonomy to the various

nationalities. This death-bed manifesto was in itself

grievously incomplete, for the iron resolution ofthe Mag-
yars had assured that the integrity ofall the lands historic-

ally belonging to the crown of Saint Stephen should be
maintained. Thus the Rumanians, the Slovaks, and a
great section of the Yugosla\^ were to be abandoned to

the hateful Hungarian yoke.
’

The Czechs, Poles, and Croats on their part mocked at

so belated a concession; the confession of weakness only

spurred them on to organize their own destinies with re-

doubled energy. The assurance of their coming ‘nation-

ality’ was strengthened by Wilson’s reply to the Emperor
(October 15), in which he stated that he was ‘no longer

at liberty to accept a mere “autonomy” of these peoples

as a basis of peace, but is obliged to insist that they, and
not he, shall *be the ’judge* of what action on the part

of the Austro-Hungarian Government will satisfy their

aspiratievns’.
^

The body politic was thus writhing in its last throes

when the Italians finally plucked up resolution to strike at

its last instrument of unity, the army.

Ill

It had been said ofthe veteran Radetsky in 1848, when
the Empire was riven with manifolc^ revolution, that ‘all

Austria lies in your camp’. Though in 1918 there was no
leader of the same compelling personality, the fighting

army had yet wonderfully maintained its kernel of dis-

cipline. Its sacrifices had been most grievous, nearly two
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million dead and 1,800,000 prisoners. De'sertion had
further thinned its numbers; in Galicia alone it was re-

ported that 40,000 desperate men were wandering about

in great armed bands. And now, apart from scattered

units in France, Albania, Serbia, and Ukraine, its whole
surviving strength was’ waiting, without hope, deep in

Italian soil. ‘We are not heroes, we ate beggars’, cried out

the poor men in the trenches in their tattered equipment,

two-thirds of them without great-coats, half-starved,

racked with influenza and malaria. Much as the Austrians

fell behind their great ally in technical efficiency, it re-

mains to the everlasting credit of their kindly and hard-

working officers that this array ofscarecrows and skeletons

maintained for three days a strong and often desperate

resistance to the utmost efforts ofthe whole Italian power.
Diaz had conceived his plan after the Bulgarian collapse.

There is evidence that his Government feared lest the war
should suddenly end before the army had moved, and that

the results of such inaction would be to prejudice the

Italian cause at the Peace Conference. In fact the attack

came only just in time. Its intention was to break the

enemy front in the region ofthe Grappa, thus isolating his

right in the Trentino from the defenders of the Piave. The
river line was then, in its turn, to be split in tvv’o by striking

at the junction oftwo armies, always a,sensitive point. In
the event, the destruction ofthe enemy was achieved even
beyond expectation, but not by this clean-cut strategy.

The Austrians had massed their finest troops on the
Grappa, and repeated assaults were beaten off without
any important loss ofground. In consequence of this the
crossing of the Piave proved to be decisive, for when the
defences on the middle stream had been finally pierced,

confusion and disarray ran with swiftness everywhere,
converting the whole army within two days into a routed
and hopeless mob.
Thus the first stage of the battle, which started on

October 24th, the anniversary ofCaporetto, answered not
at all to Italian expectations. By the evening of the 26th
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the results were truly meagre; 25,000 men had fallen on
the Grappa, and no lodgement had been made on the

eastern bank of the Piave. The stream was in the usual

flood, which always appeared to coincide with any fighting-

activity. A British divisionj>thc 7th, had indeed occupied

for three days the great island of Papadopoli,* and three

Italian detachments that of Caserta farther down-stream.

This, however, proved to be the end of the Austrian

endurance. Next day the British and I talians broke through

the river front, and thrusting cavalry and armoured cars

far in advance, reached Vittorio Veneto, the enemy’s

Head-quarters, whence the battle was named, on October

30th. On the 27th Karl wrote to the German Emperor the

despairing letter in which he expressed his irrevocable

decision of immediately demanding a separate armistice

without waiting for the result of the pending negotiations

with Wilson. By so doing he vainlyhoped to save the mon-
archical principle. But his Empire was beyond aid. Its

component units were organizing themselves as inde-

pendent states. The Hungarian J^Iinister of War tele-

graphed to the Magyar units to lay down their arms. The
military chancery at Vienna sent to the stricken and fugi-

tive armies on October 31st the singular order to vote for

or against the monarchy ‘without compulsion from their

officers’. But by now the barriei-s so long opposed between

the disintegrating flood from the interior and the front had

been completely swppt awny. Enormous fractions of the

army fell daily into the enemy’s hand, and the remainder

melted away into groups of compatriots intent only on

going home and helping to found their new nations. At
every rail-head Magyars, Czechs, or Slavs fought for the

trains to carry them away. ‘Every man to his city and

every man to his own country.’ Unlike Russia, the Haps-

burg Empire required no formal revolution to destroy

* Lord Cavan, who commanded the three British divisions left in Italy,

had been given a new arpiy of two British and two Italian divisions, which

started the whole river-action by gaitunga footing on the island during di(^

night of October 23-4.
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it, no months ofgradual military disintegration to bring

peace; this ancient and gloriods monarchy simply fell to

pieces like a machine which has been worked out.

The Austrian Staff, inefficient to the last, could not

even conclude an armistice vdthout bungling. The first

emissary who crossed the lines on pctober 29th had no

proper credentials. When these arrived it was noted with

surprise that they were dated October 13th, a commission

having been set up in Trent to study terms immediately

after the dispatch of the first German peace-note. But its

members were in no position to put up even a faint sem-

blance ofbargaining. It was useless for Arz, who had care-

fully kept himself in Vienna throughout these calamities,

to enjoin that no humiliating conditions could be accepted.

The Italian Commandwas naturally in no hurry, for every

hour it was collecting most valuable booty and winning

back territory. The Supreme War Council at Paris was
studying the terms, and finally telegraphed them to Diaz

on November ist. ‘We have left Karl his breeches and
nothing else,’ said Clemenceau cruelly.

Even now three days’ delay was interposed while the

Italian armies hunted the fugitives through the mountains

and over the plains. By November 4th they had taken

500,000 prisoners and 7,000 guns.* They had entered

Trent and Udine, and a naval expedition was landing at

Trieste.

The most essential provision ofthis capitulation was for

the free passage of Allied troops through Tyrol to attack

Bavaria, which kindled the revolution in that country,

and opened the back door of the mountains against Ger-
many. The line of demarcation behind which the Aus-
trians were to retire was drawn, not according to any
military necessity, but in order to meet political claims;

for it was to include, and did include, the territory pro-

mised to Italy by the Treaty ofLondon. By it Istria and

’ The writer’s division (48th) took 25,000 pr-soners and 600 guns, or

about three men for every infantry soldier engaged in the advance. The
total Italian casu^tics were about 37,000.
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Dalmatia were left open to military occupation. The
Austrian Adtniralty hoped by a pitiable subterfuge to

avoid the surrender oftheir fleet, which was on November
1st handed over to the hated Yugoslavs. The Italians, to

whom the new colours werq equally repulsive, torpedoed

one ofthe great battleships in the interim, and placed their

own crews aboard. This was the first of many disputes

which envenomed the relations between Italy and the

‘Succession State’ for years after the war.

Within the territory of the defeated the transformation

was rapid. Vienna would not keep Karl, and German-
Austria, like the rest, created itselfa republic.* The secret

organization of the Czechs bore abundant fruit. The
transfer ofpower was effected with astonishing smoothness

and swiftness, and Professor Masaryk, the exiled head of

the Nationalist movement, sat as President in the Palace

of Prague, to which his father as imperial coachman had
driven FrancisJoseph.

‘ Hungary later on became a Regency, as it still is, and cannot be properly

styled a Republic.
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THE OVERTHROW OF TURKEY
THE CONQUEST OF MESOPOTAMIA

I"

‘Tj'xoRiARE aliQuis nostris ex ossiLus ultor.’ A worthy

Xliavenger ofthe great humiliation ofKutwas not long in

coming. The Turks themselves provided the opportunity.

Despising the squandered and dispirited force, which for

three months they had bloddily repulsed in the marshes,

they detached an army corps to Persia to prey upon such

parts ofthat unhappy and defenceless neutral as the Rus-

sians had not already devastated. So our expeditionary

force was left at least twice as strong as its enemy, and was

to increase yet more.

Robertson provided the man. The elderly relics of the

Indian army were at last passed over by the elevation ofa

junior major-generalin Mesopotamia. Sir StanleyMaude,
who had won his fighting experience in France and Galli-

poli, was a truly great soldier. Austere and exacting in his

conception of duty, rigorous and minute in its perform-

ance, he had a concentrated devotion to his profession, not

always associated with his nursing-mother the Brigade of

Guards. ‘His only holiday’, it might l^e truly said, ‘was to

do his duty.’^ A brother officer declared that he had never

found so happy an admixture of strategical and tactical

genius with capacity for staff work and the internal ad-

ministration ’of an army. He had indeed a weakness for

over-centralization and wore out both himselfand others

by his meticulous handling of unnecessary detail. Yet if

this is a fault in modern war, it is certainly on the right side,

for his methodical preparation, though sometimes verg-

ing on fussiness, led invariaj)ly to far-reaching victories.

Modest and utterly unselfconscious, he had the essential

kindliness so often found in dedicated lives, which was
reflected in his gracious face, and earned him the constant

• Thucydides, i. 70; said of the Athenians.
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affectiqn of the men. Under his inspiration capable sub-

ordinates had every spur to give their best. His Inspector-

General of Communications, MacMunn, entirely trans-

formed the port df Basra,* and multiplied the rearward
transportation system bothjby land and river. Complete
organization was now always to f)recede action, for ‘he

that believeth shall hot make haste’. When the attack

began at the end of 1916 the British outnumbered the

Turks by more than four to one; they were now lavishly

supplied with the scientific ^equipment of modern war,

while their enemies lay in the nakedness of increasing

penury. The result could not be doubtful. Maude first

ejected piecemeal the stubborn limpets who defended the

maze of trenches on the right bank of the Tigris opposite

Kut, and then by subtle feints achieved a crossing above
the town. This success automatically forced the abandon-
ment of the unconquered line at Sunnaiyat thirty miles

farther down on the left bank.

The enemy was thus hustled into a hasty retreat on
Baghdad. The armed river-craft, far outstripping the

cavalry in enterprise and dash, converted it into a head-

long rout. The Turks vainly tried to arrest their progress

as they rounded the heads of the vast loops in which the

Tigris flows. They caught up the retiring mainguard,

which fell into such jmnic that thousands of men ran to

the banks with upraised arms to surrender to four little

vessels, a spectacle perhaps unique in war. The Turks lost

three-quarters of their effectives before making a final

stand for Baghdad, where the Diyala, a broad tributary,

flows into the left bank near Ctesiphon arch, ’the scene of

Townsend’s Pyrrhic victory. The 6th North Lancashires

made an epic crossing, a party ofsixty men holding on to

the farther bank for twenty-four hours without support.

The fabled city ofthe Caliphs fell to a conqueror for (it

is said) the thirtieth time in history ^March 1917). Dis-

tance gave enchantment to its blue and gold mosques and

‘ e.g. the time require'd for tlie turn-rouncl of a ship in harbour was
reduced from thirty days in igi6 to forty-eight hours in igi8.
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minarets standing above laden orange-groves, but it was
mainly a fetid and insanitary slum. To secure his conquest

from attack or inundation Maude pushed farther up the

three streams of Euphrates, Tigris, and Diyala and spent

the burning summer in consolidation.^

The problems of civil administration were vigorously

tackled by the great Political Officer
j
Sir Percy Cox. The

Home Government, which had already staked out a claim

to Mesopotamia by agreement with France,^ desired to

encourage Arab aspiration^ as far as possible without

making any definite commitment. To this end a proclama-
tion written in a kind of bastard biblical jargon had been

prepared for the inhabitants, giving such delusive hopes

to the Arabs as could subsequently be repudiated. At the

same time Robertson with a soldier’s realism urged the

unwilling Maude to drill levies of this most treacherous

people, writing that ‘the Arab movement has been of dis-

tinct military advantage in the past and it would be un-

sound not to continue to encourage it’. These time-servers

had all recognized the new conditions to the extent of

killing, stripping, and mutilating Turkish as well as British

stragglers. They were, however, far from welcoming a

just and efficient government which interfered with their

illicit activities. They viewed with great suspicion the

blessings of the improvements in irrigation and agricul-

tural production which were imposed upon them. Nor
were they convinced ofthe permanent supremacy oftheir
new masters.^ Enver was indeed during the summer of

1917 collecting a large force to drive the invaders out of

Baghdad. But, as is related in the section on Palestine, this

army had to be diverted thither in a futile attempt to stem
Allenby’s attack on Beersheba in September.

• The thennometer attained a dailyheightbetween 1 10° and 1 15° formonths
on end. The rainfall for t{’e ten months March—December was o-og inches.

* The Sykes-Picot agreement of 1916 had arranged (i) an international
zone in Palestine, (ii) a British zone in Basra and Baghdad, (iii) a French
zone in Syria and Cilicia, (iv) an independent Arab state or federation
between areas (ii) and (iii) iQdfdivided into a British and a French sphere
of influence.
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1

After, Maude died in November 1917 of cholera, h!id

successor, Sif William Marshall, carried on His traditions

worthily until the final victory. The triumph of the Bol-

sheviks and the peace concluded by them with Turkey
(March 1918) caused greatsearchings ofheart in London.
It was anticipated that their armies in conjunction with
the great masses ofAustro-German prisoners interned in

Turkestan and Siberia would sweep through Persia, in-

vade Afghanistan, and force its ruler to depart from his

faithful policy of neutrality gind to attack India. Hence
the Mesopotamian force threw out long but slender ten-

tacles through Persia to the Caspian, where the immense
oil-fields proved a powerful magnet.
The adventures of Dunsterville, the principal figure in

these forlorn hopes, were very curious.* To achieve results

by prestige rather than by power was the aim ofthese tiny

columns. They tried vainly to co-operate with a faithless

and rapacious crew of Tsarist Cossacks, called by the

appropriate name ofPartisans, whose brigandage intensi-

fied the bitter famine in southern Persia. In Hamadan
and Kirmanshah hundreds died daily ofstarvation and all

the main roads were littered with expiring victims.* Even
cannibalism was added to the peak of horror. In Baku
no less vain attempts were made to inspire Assyrian and
Armenian levies toi defend the town. The British had to

trail back the seven hundred miles ofthe road to Baghdad,

leaving a fleet of vessels to annoy the Bolsheviks on the

Caspian, and bringingwith them 50,000 Christian refugees

in the last throes ofexhaustion and terror, to be maintained

at our cost in Mesopotamia.
Meanwhile the Turks, whose last reinforcements had

been diverted by Enver toArmeniaand the Caucasus, were

being ever pushed back into the hills ofthe north. On the

eve ofthe Armistice, after the destruction of their armies

in Palestine, Marshall gained a crushing victory over the

* Sec The Adventures of Dunsterforce, by Maj.-Gen. L. C. Dunsterville

(igao).
a See Sir Arnold Wilson, Lenities: Mesopotamia jgi/-jggo (1931), pp< 32-4-

3586 nr
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dispirited remnant south ofMosul, and occupied that city

under his interpretation ofthe conditions ofthe Armistice.

Including the immense throng of camp-followers from

every part of Asia, he commanded ndarly 500,000 men
and by far the biggest river fleet in the world. ^ After the

fall of Kut our widely flung forces were seldom opposed

by more than 20,000 fighting Turks.

To this extent and by its converging direction over the

great spaces of Asia it facilitated the stages of Allenby’s

advance to decisive triumph.

THE FINAL CAMPAIGN IN PALESTINE

II

The second battle ofGaza exasperated theWar Cabinet.

The army, ofwhose capacity they had received such opti-

mistic reports, seemed destined to lie in spiritless inaction

before the fortified gateway of Palestine. Lloyd George

had already envisaged it as the principal instrument by
which Turkey was to be driven out of the war, and was
determined that it should be used offensively for this pur-

pose. Accordingly Murray was recalled (June 1917), and
Allenby brought in his stead from the 3rd army in France,

where his laurels gained at Arras were yet fresh. It was an

inspired choice. There were too many cavalry generals in

the West, many ofwhom never conipi ehended the scien-

tific and methodical elaboration ofsiege warfare. Allenby

proved easily the bestamong them; indeed, it may be well

held that his strategic handling of cavalry is unrivalled in

British military history. He was thoroughly at home in an
independent command, delighting in responsibility, but

accessible and reasonable to his subordinates. Universally

known as ‘the Bull’ from his enormous stature and heavy,

determined face, he was a living personality to the troops

amongst whom he constantl'j^ moved. He abandoned the

Capuan splendours ofremote Cairo and lived as a fighting

• The total number employed in this campaign between 1914 and .1918

was 889,70s: the fleet in igi8 numbered 1,834 ve^ls with^ establishment

43,000 men.
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general near the line. His presence infused energy and,
enterprise. ’ i

’

Lloyd George had told him on departure that he was
expected to bringJerusalem as a Christmas present to the

British nation. So the sujnmer and early autumn were
consumed with the conception and preparation of a plan
of offence. ^

j

It was impossible to make use of sea-power to effect a
landing on the coast ofPalestine. The rocky and turbulent

coast denied access; even Jaffa, a so-called harbour, was
merely an open roadstead. Moreover, even if the great

hazard of isolated landings had been taken, the shipping

crisis, now at its most dangerous height, forbade any
increase in our sea-borne commitments.

The venture therefore must be by land. The Turkish

position extended from Gaza to Beersheba, nearly twenty

miles; the right flank resting upon the sea and the left

scarcely less secure upon the tangledJudaean hills. It was
not a continuous trench-line after the Western pattern,

but consisted of three fortified areas connected by a chain

of outposts. Gaza, the most elaborate, was separated by
some eight miles from the central position ofSheria, which
protected the narrow-gauge railway to Jaffa, the vital

source of supply. Thence eastwards a lightly defended

stretch ofsevfen mjles-led to the strong point ofBeersheba,

the rail-head whence the attack on the canal had been

organized.

At the time of /^lenby’s arrival the bulk of the British

force was ofnecessity tied to the coastal strip, where alone

the railway and pipe-line were available. 'But our new
Commander had no intention of butting against the wall

ofGaza. His plan was to seize Beersheba by a coup de main,

to overrun the central defences by a flanking attack from

the east, and then to entrapthe garrison ofGaza by direct-

ing amountedswarm towards the coast behind their backs.

The fulfilment of this scheme required time; and the

utmost exertion was necessary to-ensure its readiness by
the end of October, when the advent of the rainy season
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was already irhminent. Reinforcements of two divisions

were drawn from Salonika and India, vast quantities of

camels brought fropi Egypt with fellaheen drivers, whose
conscription was an open violation of the British pledge

that Egypt should bear no burden ofthe war. In order to

deceive the enemy, whose aeroplanes held air-mastery

until October, the bulk of troops wa'S kept in the coastal

area till the last possible moment, and the extension of

the railway eastwards was similarly delayed. A famous
ruse was played upon the enemy by a Colonel Meinertz-

hagen with singular success; after seeking contact with a
Turkish patrol, he feigned a wound and dropped a wallet

as he rode reeling away. Its ingeniously faked contents

convinced the Turkish Staffthat Allenby had reluctantly

decided to concentrate upon Gaza; and their dispositions

were taken accordingly.!' The Turks themselves were in

the lengthy throes of organizing an offensive when the

blow fell.

The collapse of Rumania and the staggering of revolu-

tionary Russia had set free some oftheir best troops, which
were being concentrated in Asia Minor under the inappro-
priate code-term of Tilderim or ‘Lightning’, with the

famous Falkenhayn as commander. Enver wished to dis-

patch them against Baghdad, which had already fallen

into British hands, but after Fong wrangling Falkenhayn
secured them for Palestine. It was indeed obvious to the
enemy that this southern flank must be firmly held, or his

force in Mesopotamia would find its only route of supply
cut ifthe British should advance to the Taurus. Moreover,
it was hoped that the defeat of Allenby’s army would
enable the revolt in the Arabian desert to be crushed.
Hussein, the wily Sheikh ofMecca, had already grievously
humiliated Islam by besieging the sacred city. Sustained
by monthly instalments ofBritish gold, by warships in the
Red Sea, and above all by theinscrutable genius ofColonel
Lawrence, his irregulars harried the garrisons on the
Hejaz railway for hundreds of miles. Lawrence, a young
man oftwenty-nine, who had spent some years excavating
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in the East ^fter taking his degree at Oxford, exercised an
astonishing ascendancy oVer the Arabs and scientifically

organized their unrivalled endurance and mobility as

guerrillas. The militaryimportance ofhis exploitswas not
indeed great when weighed in the gigantic scale of the

World War; but no,other figure carried so mysterious a
glamour of romance, enhanced as much by his aloofhess

and wilfulness as by the superb prose in which he has re-

counted his story.

The Turkish concentration, however, was too late even
for defence. Its spear-head, the splendid ‘German Asia

Corps’, a picked force of all arms amounting to some
6,500 men, was itselfheld up for two months till November
1st, 1917, at Haidar Pasha, the terminus on the eastern

shore of the Bosporus, where it ,had the mortification of

seeing the chief ammunition-dump blown up by British

agents.

When the day of battle arrived (October 31) the Turks

were outnumbered by nearly two to one in infantry, and
ten to one in cavalry.^ The unsuspected concentration

against Beershebaproved overwhelming. Itwas captured,

with its vital wells, on the first day, the coup de grace being

given by an Australian mounted brigade, who charged

into the village from the east,at sunset with drawn bayonets

in their hand, as ’they had not yet been supplied with

swords.

The enemy was now driven out ofGaza, which he held

in strength, after a stiff fight, the attack being launched

from the sand-dunes to avoid the dense cactijs hedges and
enclosed gardens of the southern suburbs, and supported

by the fire of warships. Sheria also was outflanked from

the east according to plan, and the whole ofthe prepared

position had been lost. But the Turkish army as a whole,

though cruelly mauled,^ rehaained in being and reorgan-

ized itself on an insecure line some twenty miles farther

* The approximate numbers of fighting .Jroops were—British: infantry

75,000, cavalry 17,000; Ttirks: 42,000 and 1,500.

^ It lost 10,000 prisoners and 100 guns.
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north. The ipounted troops had indeed completed their

coastward sweep, although just"too late to close the net.

They had been hampered by lack of water and by the

omission (now remedied) to arm some units with the

sword, which, made it necessary to dismount for attacks

which could have been speedily pressed home at the

charge. Mo^eo^fer, the Turkish rearguards bristled

stubbornly with fight, and used their machine-guns

cunningly.

The enemy was given no rerpite in his new positions. By
November i6th he had lost the important junction where

the railway from Jaffa to Jerusalem meets that running

south to Beersheba.

The Turkish forces were thus split in two; half retired

northwards along the cqastal plain, half into the hills of

Judaea, the immemorial defences ofjerusalem. The latter

force precariously relied upon one metalled road running

north to Nablus, and on any chance supplies that might be
brought from Trans-Jordan by way ofJericho.

The weather until now had favoured Allenby, but the

rainy season, which lasts until April, was overdue. Still,

he boldly decided to press on against Jerusalem before

Falkenhayn had time to marshal his reinforcements for a
counter-stroke. Maintaining

,
a defensive iji the plains,

where his left rested among the orange-groves ofJaffa, he
swung his right wing east into the almost pathless moun-
tains. The determination to avoid any fighting within

range of possible damage to the Holy City caused him to

aim at its surrender by cutting its communications with
Nablus eight miles to the north. But the cavalry, entangled
in a broken maze ofhills and ravines, made slippery by the

nightly rains, were never able to reach the road. Farther
south his infantry clung desperately to the commanding
height known as Nehi-Samwfeil, whence the city was in

prospect some six miles away. Around the mosque which
marked the tomb ofthe prophet Samuel a ferocious hand-
to-hand struggle endufed for days. Had it not been for

the donkey-transport, providently organized before the
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campaign started, the British could never havcu main-
tained their precarious footing.'

. Allenby’s army was now awkwardly placed, and invited

a counter-attack. Its front was muen lengthened, and
curved from east to north. There were not enough troops

to go round, and a gap five miles wide existed in the north-

ern foot-hills. Fortunately Falkenhayn’s well-directed

efforts to exploit this gap failed, as the few Turkish troops

available had to be brought by such circuitous routes that

their sting was drawn before^they arrived. Allenby’s con-

fidence in the spirit and endurance of his men was now
justified. The assault was renewed round Nebi-Samweil,
while the Holy City was threatened also from the south,

where an unsuspected force appeared before Bethlehem.
The Turkish resistance suddenly collapsed; and they

went while the going was still good, along the still intact

Nablus road. So unsuspected was the climax that the

Mayor ofJerusalem had the greatest difficulty in finding

a responsible officer with whom to arrange the surrender.

The official entry ofAllenby was made on foot; its impres-
sive humility being staged to provide the sharpest contrast

with theflamboyant romanticism ofthe GermanEmperor,
who twenty years before had ridden through a prepared
breach in the wall.

The capture ofJerusalem was the only solid and endur-
ing success of that lamentable year. Lloyd George was
eager to exploit it further and urged upon Allenby the
immediate task ofknocking Turkey completely out ofthe
war; promising reinforcements for that end from Meso-
potamia and from France. He based his calculations on
two assumptions, one of which was doubtful, while the
other proved to be unfounded. The belief that Turkey
couldbeinducedby disasterin Palestine to make a separate
peace, while Germaji power“remained unbroken in the
West, was not shared by Allenby or by his advisers.

Though the Turkish armies had been brought very low,
and had lost an irrepkrable 25,000 men, they were far

from the disintegrated condition which alone rendered
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possible the complete catastrophe of the following

September.
^

The course ofthe war in France seemed indeed to favour
Lloyd George’s latter assumption: that the fortified trench
system there was inexpugnable. The Allies, often in a
superiority of five to^three, had vainly battered for three

years against the hostile wall. He was therefore confident

that, with approximately equal numbers, they would be
able to ward offthe German assault already foreshadowed
for the spring, while time coijld be found to open the back
door into the house ofthe Central Powers by the subjuga-

tion ofTurkey.

But before any effective steps had been taken to put this

unhappy strategical plan to the test the events of March
2 1 St fixed all eyes upon the dqath-stniggle in France.

Instead ofreceivingreinforcementsfrom theWest, Allenby

was constrained during the next two months to send

thither more than 60,000 of his best troops.* He was
therefore reduced to an active defensive. And, being a man
of great foresight and long plans, he looked forward to a

date when he could deliver a decisive stroke by way ofthe

coast. So his immediate endeavour was to alarm the

Turks about their communications beyond the Jordan,

and to pin down as large 5. force as possible in an area

so eccentric from his true direction.

The threats ofthe Arabs against the Hejaz railway had
grown more and mere constant: they kept on settling upon
some lonely bridge or culvert like destructive flies. Their

bands, supported by British technical detachments, were

raiding along the eastern shores ofthe Dead Sea. Allenby

hoped to establish himself in the hills of Moab, and by
cutting the railway at Amman to isolate completely the

long-enduring Turkish garrison ofMedina, which was still

receiving sporadic supplies.'’
,,

However, both the expeditions which he launched

* The excellent worh done by Sir Charjes Monro in expanding the

military resources of India enabled Allenby to receive reinforcements from

thei-e without which his successes in 1918 would have been impossible.
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beyondJordan in tbe spring to attain this objectwere frus-

trated by the Turks, and the second came within a little of

serious disaster, as the enemy defeated his flanking cavalry

in the Jordan Valley, and nearly cut off its one road of

retreat. But his main strategic object was accomplished,

for from henceforward'one-third of all the Turkish forces

were retained eait of the river.

Meanwhile Falkenhayn had been recalled and Liman

von Sanders took his place (March i, 1918). Liman

with his long experience naturally understood the Turkish

soldier better than his predecessor. Gallipoli had taught

him that his great strength lay in defending trenches and

fortified places, not in complicated battle manoeuvres. He
therefore cut down his reserves to a minimum, and held

all important points as strongly as his feeble numbers per-

mitted, retaining his incomparable Germans of the Asia

Corps for the most vital services. But his lot was cast in a

very evil ground. The army was melting away. Already

in June he calculated that the number of deserters

exceeded that of effectives. The troops were in rags; the

summer heat scourged them with malaria and typhus.

British propaganda showered upon them from the air,

contrasting their miserable fate under their German
masters with the well-fed happiness ofprisoners, authenti-

cated by photographs. The horses' and baggage-animals

either died or fell into such poor condition from lack offood

that they could barely crawl a few hundred yards. Worst

ofall, Enver apd the governing military clique in Constan-

tinople had lost all interest in the Palestine front. Any
available men were dispatched to adventures in the Cau-

casus and in Persia, where the peace ofBrest-Litovsk had
opened wide fields for Pan-Turanian dreams of empire.

Enver even endeavoured to take away all the German
detachments to hun^ these shadows. Supplies for Pales-

tine became smaller and smaller; coal and even wood
became so scarce that the olive-yards and vine-yards had

to be sacrificed to provide fuel for the engines. Having

vainly threatened resignation, Liman was left to face the
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catastrophe, which he had constantly prophesied as im-
pending. *

The British, on l^he other hand, with -a superb organizar

tion in the rear, were well clothed and well fed; except in

the pestilential heat of the* dust-choked Jordan Valley,

1,200 feet below sea-]evel, the summer brought no such

epidemics as had devastated Gallipoli. The numbers of

the army had been made up by Indian drafts, who were
brigaded with British battalions to compensate for their

lack of training. Everything jwas being secretly prepared

for a master-stroke in September,

Allenby planned his ‘knock-out blow’ entirely on his

own responsibility, for advice from home now breathed

caution. A constant stream of deserters and spies gave

him perfect knowledge of the nu^mbers, ’disposition, and

moral ofthe enemy. His own absolute air-mastery would

make it possible both to conceal his preparations and to

blind the enemy at the moment of decision.

He aimed therefore at a battle of annihilation. The
astonishingly bold outlines of his scheme displayed com-

plete confidence in the capacity and endurance of his

troops. Its essence was secrecy in preparation and rapidity

in execution. ‘Time’, he told his men, ‘is the enemy, rather

than the Turks.’ ,

The Turkish ccmmunications depended entirely on

Damascus. Only one railway ran south from that city as

far as Dei aa, where it forked. Itssouthern continuation was

the Hejaz line, while its westward branch both fed the front

and also served as a lateral communication^ being pro-

longed across the plain of Esdraelon to the coast at Haifa.

Consequently it is clear that if the junction at Deraa

were cut, no trains could run through to Damascus. Little

importance was attached to south-bound traffic, as Syria

had been so denuded of titoops tha^t no reinforcements

could possibly arrive in time. The destruction ofthe rail-

way at this point was entrusted to the Arabs. The enemy’s
^

rear would thus be dislocated and the eventual retreat of

all his forces gravely compromised.
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And Allenby counted upon even more than this; upon
trapping the whole of the Turkish armies on this side

Jordan long before they reached so distant a point. His

intention was to open the wide coastal plain ofSharon to

his cavalry by rolling up the 'fenemy defences in this area

towards the east. The disorganized^Turks would thus be

pinned against the hills, while a wide and effectual door

was opened for the irruption of cavalry. Everything was
staked upon this mass-ride of 15,000 men, who were to

grasp securely the whole cailway line in the valley of

Jezreel between El Affule and Beisan within an outside

limit of forty-eight hours. The retreating enemy would
then emerge into their grasp from the northward exits of

the Judaean hills, or would be forced to take the perilous

passage across Jordan,, up which stream other British

forces would be advancing.

Such in outline was the plan, and its fulfilment was
exact. Though Liman states that he anticipated an attack

on the coast, he took no such steps to meet it as his depleted

strength might perhaps just have allowed.* The British

Staff, by an elaborate plan of deception, sought to turn

his attention beyond Jordan. His eyes, moreover, were
blinded by lack ofair-reconnaissance; for only four enemy
machines penetrated behind our front in Seotember. The
last hope of averting disaster was taken away when he
refused the request of the local commander to withdraw
his lines in the coastal sector. ^

Very early,on the morning of September 19th over-

whelming forces, accompanied, not preceded, by a hurri-

canebombardment, overrantheweakand dispiritedTurks,
and shepherded the fugitives into the hills. The cavalry
lost no time in exploiting the gap. Liman was cut offfrom
all communication with the two army head-quarters west
ofJordan by the fupious boihbing activity of the British

air squadrons. He had, indeed, only one weak division in

reserve, part of which was en route for Deraa, where the

* His rifle strength was about 30,000 as against 57,000 British. His
cavalry was by now almost negligible.
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Arabs had punctually performed their desttuctive part

two days befdre. He did what little he could. He sent a
detachment of head-quarters troops from Nazareth to

guard the low buf rocky pass by which the cavalry must
emerge into the plain of Esdraelon. But they loitered by
the way, and let the British through unopposed that night.

Early on the 20th Nazareth itselfwas raided. Liman was
almost caught in bed, but helped to organize a heroic

resistance by the German clerks from the balconies and
windows ofthe steep streets, and escaped safely to Tiberias.

By sunset that day the whole Valley-line from El AfFule to

Beisan* was picketed by cavalry waiting for their victims

to emerge from the hills. Within the tangle of these hills

utter confusion reigned; only the German detachment
preserved its cohesion. By the evening ofSeptember 21st

the destruction of the two Turkish armies west ofJordan
had been completed. Their guns and transport were

wrecked in the defile leading east from Nablus to the river.

This was by far the most effective piece ofruinous pursuit

from the air achieved anywhere during the war. The
battle was appropriately called Megiddo, the modern
version of ‘the place which is called in the Hebrew tongue

Armageddon’, where John saw in a vision all the nations

gathered together to battle.^

The fate oTthe JVth army beyond Jordan was even

more grievous because more protracted. Pursued by the

British into the desert ofMoab, it essayed a dolorous march
towards Damascus, and was cut to pieces by the relentless

Arabs. The enemy was in no position to offer any effective

resistance south of Damascus. The British advance was

limited only by questions of transport and supply. The
capture ofHaifa enabled the Navy to turn this port into a

base, from which trains could be run direct to Deraa.

Damascus fell into our hands on October 2nd, the

• The distance covered to reach this point was seventy miles in thirty-four

hours. The division which performed thismarch lost onlytwenty-six horses.

* Revelation xvi. i6. All five continents weJ-e represented in this battle,

America being included with the West Indian detachment.
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motley collection ofnearly 20,000 men who were huddled
together there surrendering after a mere Show of resis-

tance. By now 75,000 prisoners had been taken at a total

cost ofsome 5,600 casualties. ‘

During the last month of the campaign political pro-

blems were more thorliy than military. As the conquest
extended itself, Eeisal, son ofHusseih and Commander-in-
Chiefofthe Arab armies, was insistent that all areas should

be handed over to his administration, in accordance with
the original promise made by the British that a united

Arab state should be created. This promise, however, was
inconsistent with the secret Franco- British arrangement of

1916, known as the Sykes-Picot agreement, by which the

two countries had marked out Syria and Palestine as their

respective spheres of influence. Feisal knew of this, and
was naturally determined to prejudge any final settlement

by entering upon instant possession. Allenby had there-

fore to arrange a workable provisional compromise.* By
the end ofOctober the advance had been pushed a farther

200 miles north. Aleppo came into British possession

at the moment when the Armistice was concluded with
Turkey. With singular appropriateness Mustapha Kemal,
the regenerator and ruler of post-war Turkey, had been
left to keep alive the last dying flicker of resistance. The
Ottoman Empire was without hcpeiSincd the surrender
of Bulgaria (September 30), which cut it off from Ger-
many, and left the Thracian frontier at the me^cy of the
Entente. The disaster in Palestine did little more than
throw into glaring relief the complete military impotence
of Turkey.

Hence the terms of the Armistice were not dictated by
Allenby, but by the Gommander-in-Chiefofthe Mediter-
ranean fleet (Sir S. Calthorpe), who dealt directly with the
Government at Constantinople. The latter attempted
to gain mitigated terms by bringing Townshend out ofhis
luxurious captivity to act as an intermediary, a part which

* The final settlement tiy the statesmen at Versailles falls outside the
scope of this work.
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his vanity led him afterwards to invest with a grotesque

importance.' The conditions actually imposed amounted
to complete surrender. The Dardanelles were opened,

and Gonstantino|ile was speedily occupied by the forces

ofthe Allies.
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f

*

The events of 1914-1918 have proved to demonstration

that war between great s^tes, equipped with all the

resources ofscience, cannot now be regarded as ‘an instru-

ment ofpolicy’. Jt becomes inevitably a struggle for exis-

tence, in which no limit can be placed on the expenditure

of men and money, no objectives can be clearly defined

and no peace by an agreed compromise attained.

Its object gradually became not merely to destroy the

armed forces ofthe belligerents, vastbeyond comparison as

they became, but also to break the war-will ofthe peoples.

Consequently in the latter stages of the war the desire to

make intolerable the lives of all enemies, without distinc-

tion ofage and sex, was limited only by the capacity offul-

filment. As was truly said, ‘the side with the strongest

nerves will win*. Except for the million Armenians
massacred by the Turks, and half that number ofKazaks
(a Turkish-speaking tribe of Central Asia) exterminated
by order of the Tsarist Government, the number of civi-

lians actually killed by weapons ofwar was comparatively
small. But it is probable that the total ofthose who suc-

cumbed to privation, starvation, and the influenza plague
was at least twice that ofthe ten milUoqswho fell in battle*.

The examples of Belgium, Luxembourg, Greece, and
Persia showed that a defenceless neutrality was a mere
invitation to the interested aggressor; while the repercus-
sions of the conflict over the whole world brought into the

camp of the Entente such remote and improbable allies

as China, Liberia, and Brazil. To maintain a secure neu-
trality was to walk on the slenderest of tight-ropes.

Such a conception ofwar inevitably exalted the power
ofthe state beyond all modem precedent by its destruction
of the liberty of individuals, who for the most part de-
manded or welcomed the fetters into which they were cast.

^ In India alone during population was gtiminiahed by
16 millions through the influenza plague.
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It also paradoxically enough limited the power of the

statesman to direct the course ofthe War itself.

The dividing line between politics and strategy in

history has always\been blurred. It was often obliterated

in the last war for the benefit of the soldier. The plea of
necessity in a life and death struggle put forward by the

General Staffs often overrode considerations of the high-

est political expediency. The invasion of Belgium was
accepted by the German Government on the assurance

of the soldiers that the French fortified area on the

Meuse and Moselle could ndt be taken in time to allow

of final victory in the West within the required six weeks.

Similarly the Admiralty, supported by the massive insis-

tence ofHindenburg and Ludendoi'ff, forced the reluctant

Chancellor to embark upon the fatal submarine cam-
paign, ‘How could I be justified’^ he pleaded afterwards

to the Reichstag Committee, ‘in refusing to the German
people a victory promised as certain by tire highest

experts?’

Ministers were apt to find themselves at the mercy of

the idols which they had created. In order to sustain

public cheerfulness and confidence they had been obliged

to use every art of publicity and advertisement to sustain

the great military figures whose mistakes were suppressed

and successes sxaggeraj:ed. Universal service itselfpower-

fully contributed to exalt the prestige ofthe military and to

depress that ofthe civilian leaders. In Germany the Centre

party of the Reichstag actually went so far as to pass a

formal resolution calling upon the Chancellor to be guided

principally in the conduct of the war by the views of the

General Staff (October 1916), Hindenburg indeed was
almost deified by the common voice of his countrymen.

Even in France and Great Britain, where ministers held

the reins with a far firmer hand, we have seen how great

was their difficulty in controlling 01 dismissing generals

in whom they had lost confidence earlier than the public.

Nor could they rely upon support from their Parliaments m

except to a most limited degree, because it was too

3596 SS
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dangerous to' allow such large bodies access to the vital

facts.' 1.

'

Moreover, the extremely technical character ofmodern
War, the vastest and most complicated ofall business enter-

prises, made it possible for soldiers to bury almost any
project ofwhich they disapproved under a statistical mass
of plausible obj.ections, the validity of which could not

possibly be tested. Contrariwise, it was exceedingly diffi-

cult for statesmen to refuse assent to any operation pro-

posed by their military commanders. For where a fortified

line without vulnerable flanks could only be frontally

attacked, strategy itself was reduced to massed tactics. If

the responsible commander declared that his tactical pre-

parations were calculated to ensure success, it appeared
the height of presumption for a civilian to question such

an assurance. Yet the results of failure might prove so

disastrous in casualties and loss of moral as to create a

political question of the gravest moment. Lloyd George
has vividly recorded the intense reluctance and foreboding

with which he sanctioned the desperate campaign of

Passchendaele. Painleve’s Cabinet took every measure
short of a counter-order, which would have involved

Nivelle’s resignation, to discourage the attack in the

Chemin des Dames, which produced an even graver
menace to France than they had, foreseen in the wide-
spread mutinies.

Less easily explicable was the violent hostility often

aroused, particularly in the British military hierarchy,

by the strentious and beneficent efforts of ministers to

improve the weapons atthe disposal ofthearmy. Theindis-
pensable instruments of victory so eagerly offered by
civilian hands were angrily rebuffed. Lloyd George was
regarded as a squandering megalomaniacwhen he insisted

upon the great programme^ of machine-guns and shells

which, when completed, was thankfully accepted by its

* The Commissions of the French Chamber of Deputies exercised a more
important and inquisitive influence over the conduct of the war than the
legislature of any other country.
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bitterest opponents. The history of the tanks is a classic

example ofthe dogged determination with which G.H.Q,
fought against the most fruitful of all modern improve-
ments in the art o£ war. Modern war is truly ‘too serious

a business to be entrusted Jo soldiers’, yet it seems inevit-

able that they should play a part of dangerous prepon-
derance. “

j

A captious and jealous rigidity of outlook, a purblind
psychology, were inevitably common, as a consequence
of their narrow education, among many great captains.

Though most ofthem (except the British) had been trained

to handle vast armies they were unfitted to direct or deter-

mine the paramount political issues involved in the pro-

tracted wrestle ofthe nations, linked up with each other in

jarring coalitions. The example ofGermany shows clearly

that the soldiers were most dangferous where their success

in the field was the most splendid. Falkenhayn alone

recognized that Germany must at all costs avoid ‘over

straining herself within and without’. With his fall went
the last solid chance ofa compromised peace, the only real

victory for the Central Powers after the Marne, for which
Bethmann-Hollweg impotently worked. The great pair,

who succeeded to supreme control at General Head-
quarters, never realized that the military situation at a
given momerrt wa.<!,no>indication ofthe peace terms, which
Germany would be able to obtain. On the contrary they

worked yvith noble devotion and disregard of self to force

the destinies of the country into an unfitting military

frame. They could not understand that no defeat, however
frightful, except that of the British navy, Would compel
their principal enemies to accept ‘a German peace’ as long

as the spirit of the population remained unbroken.

Consequently the achievement of Lloyd George and
Clemenceau in lifting up the hearts of their peoples and
sustaining their resolve was of ’incomparable value.

Ludendorff himself has expressed a wistful and pathetic

surprise at ‘the iron will’ ofthe two democracies, so despisec^

by the pre-war prophets of autocratic efficiency. In
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Strategical conceptions the two differed sharply. If they

had been colleagues throughoyt they would never have

agreed upon how^ or where the war was to be won.

Clemenceau was a stubborn Westerneii, Lloyd George a

passionate Easterner. Yet prpbably the most convinced

partisan ofeither’s strategywould agree that their supreme

importance lay ii?. an unrivalled powbr ofconvincing their

countrymen by example, precept, and the fire ofthe spirit

that the war must and could be won somehow. ‘Faith is

the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of tilings

not seen.’ ‘After every defeat’, as it was written of the

French revolutionaries, ‘they prepared for an impossible

but certain victory.’

Yet while the war could not be won by the fighting

men alone, nothing in history is more astonishing than

the endurance, patiencb, and good humour so generally

shown by the great masses ofhastily trained civilians from

all the great countries engaged. In former campaigns,

except during the comparatively rare incidents of battle,

troops were generally withdrawn from the immediate con-

tact ofthe enemy and immune from danger. In the Great

War a large proportion ofthe total forces were continually

standing over against each other in trenches sometimes a

bare thirtyyards apart. In dangerous sectors such as Ypres

the normal wastage ofa battalion acting as ti-ench garrison

would be at least twenty men a day. Men would five for

long spells under conditions fouler and more horrible than

the beasts that perish. Nor in the latter years did with-

drawal even far behind the lines bring security and relaxa-

tion ofspirit. Ifa billet was beyond the twenty-mile range
ofgreat guns, it was exposed to the more terrifying assaults

of aircraft.

Moreover, the actual losses in battle far exceeded any
proportion known to modem,warfare. It had been calcu-

lated that no unit cofild maintain any fighting efficiency,

if its casualties exceeded 50 per cent. In all the great

battles, however, sucli a loss was often and greatly ex-

ceeded. Battalions would constantly emerge with one or
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two ofl[]cers, and less than a hundred men, to be thrown

after remaking within six-weeks or two months into a no

less consuming furnace. ‘Many are the marvels’, wrote

the tragedian of ancient Greece, ‘and nothing is more
marvellous than man.’^ o

’ T& 2eivdc Ko02iv ^0p<S)7rou Zstvirepov ir^i,—Sc^hocles, Antigone,

332 -
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.
CASUALTIES

The total number of casualties suffered in“the war will never

be accurately known. Some countries, as Russia, Turkey, and

Serbia, kept very imperftct statistical records. In France the

total number of wounded has never been published. In Ger-

many the lightly wounded remaining with their units were not

included in the casualty lists. In order therefore to make an

exact comparison with the British figures it would be necessary

to add about a5 per cent, to the iftimber ofthe German wounded.

In many countries the proportion between missing and prisoners

remains quite uncertain, owing to the revolutions, and changes

in political boundaries which succeeded the war.

It is generally supposed that the total military and naval

deaths amount to betweejU ten and thirteen millions. One
authority* reckons as follows:

Known Deaths . . 10,004,771

Presumed Deaths . . 2,991,800

12,996,571

This total includes deaths from disease, as far as they were

separately recorded from those ofthe civil population, as well as

deaths in action.

Some detailed figures ofthe losses ofthe principal belligerents

now follow. • p
•'

I. British Empire {including India)

Total Enlistments 9,496,170. Total Deaths 947,023.
Total Wounded 2,121,906. Total Prisoners ofWar 191,652.

' Grand Totiil 3,260,581*

Of this total the following proportion came from Great
Britain and Ireland.

Total Enlistments 6,211,427. Total Deaths 744,702.
Total Wounded 1,693,262. 'i’otal Prisoners ofWar 170,389.

Grand Total 2,618,353

* £. L. Bogart, Direct and 'ijidirect Costs of the Gteat World War (1920).
* Hansard Parliamentary Debates, May 5, igai.
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II. Fraj^ce* [incomplete)

Dead and Missing .
*. *>385>30o (including,58,ooo

Prisoners .
^

.

^ coloured troops),

446,300
Discharged owing to Wounis 447,000

j
Total 2,831,600

The total number ofseriouslywounded (‘mudl^s de guerre*) is

commonly given as about 2,000,000.

III. Italy.

Dead .

Wounded . . 947,000
Prisoners . 530,000

Total 1,937,000

IV. Russia [incomplete)
4

Dead . . 1,700,000

Wounded . • 4.950.000
Prisoners . 2,500,000

V. TTwtTPn Statfs
Total 9,150,000

Dead (including died of disease in U.S.A.) 1 15,660

Wounded . 205,690
Prisoners and Missing . . . . 4,526

VI. Germany
^

Total 325,876
>

Dead . 1,808,545

Wounded . • 4,247.^43
. Prisoners 617,922*

Total 6,673,610

VII. Austria-Hungary [partly conjectural)
‘

Dead . . 1,200,000

Wounded . . 3,620,000

Prisoners . 2,200,000

Total 7,020,000

’ These and subsequent figures are mainly taken from Statistics of the

Military Effort of the British Empire during the Great War (1922).

* These are the offici^ German figures but^they arc manifesdy incorrectjw*»

as 774,000 Germans were taken prisoner in the West and nearly 150,000

in Russia, Palestine, and Africa.
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VIIL Turkey {va^ incomplete)

Killed and Died . *
. 325,000

Wounded . . . /oo,ooo

Untabulated . . 1,565,000

•Total 2,290,000
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130, 132, 419; France, 4, ii, 129,
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navy, 200, 338, 386, 388.

Amiens, 97, 257, 408, 509-10, 512,
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Anatolia, 146, 204, 345, 349.
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Ardre, R., 535, 546.
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Argcs, R. 296-7.'
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Arish, El, 353-4, 356.
Arizona, 380.
Armenia, 132, 204, 342, 353, 609.

Armentj,ires, 100, 1 1 1, 150,490, 517.
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Audacious, 307, 335.
Audruicq, 261, 437.
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Aulnoye, 564.
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Australians, 73, 75, 138, 215 sqq.,

349. 408, 523. 53». 548-9. 555.
570,613. Ste. Anzacs.

Austria-Hungary: politics, see alli-

ances,frontiers, Czemin, Karl", milit.,

see battles, Conrad, Arz; peace-
moves, 363, 364, 374, 481,

590-2 -

Austrian Official History, 49, 53.
Auxiliary Services Law, 290.

Avarescu, 296.
Avlona, 236.

Aziziya, 344.

Bacon, 439.
Baghdad, 130, 205, 341 sqq., 607,

612.

Bailleul, 443, 520.
Bainsizza, 454, 458, 463.
Balfour, 145, 192, 371-2, 392-4-
Ballin, 5, 377.
Baltic, 62, 64, 145, 307-8, 326, 337.
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Bapaume, 97, 264, 268, 274, 401,

474, 502, 553-5-
Baranovitchi, 287.
Barrow, 340.
Basra, 339-42, 347, 607.
battles: Western Front—^Mons2i sqq.,

Le Gateau 23, Frontiers 18

(Luxembourg 1^19, Nancy 22,

25, 27, Charleroi 19), First

Marne 31-5; 543, Ourcq 31,-

543, Aisnc 35-7, ist Ypres 93-
”3,‘ 5'9, Yser 99 sqq.; 1915:
1st Champagne 148, Neuve

^ Chapelle 149-51, 2nd Ypres
152-^, Festubert 158; '»6o-i,

Souchez 158-g, 2nd Champagne

164-5, Loos 165-9; 1916: ist

Verdun ch. xvi; ist Sqpime ch.
. xvii; 277, 392, Ancre 275; 1917:

Arras 404, i stChemin des Dames
409-13; .626, Messines 436-8,
Passchendaele (3rd Ypres)—2nd
Verdun—^Ailette 438-42, Cam-
brai 467-77; 1918: 2nd Somme
506-14, Lys5 1

7-20, 2nd Chemin
des Dames 525-6, Compifegne

527-8, 2nd Marne 545-6; 543,
2nd Amiens 548-53, Battle of

France 553 ad fin. including

breaking of Hindenburg line,

568 sqq., Drocourt-Qu6ant 555,
St. Mihiel salient 560, Sedan

587; 2nd Le Cateau 578, Valen-
ciennes 586.
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Tannenberg 46-7, ist Masurian
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52, Limanova 89; 1915: Carpa-
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1916: Lutsk 286-7, battles of

Galicia 287-8; 1917: 2nd battles

of Galicia 428.
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Isonzo' 449, 452-4, Trentino

451-3, Caporetto 461-3, Piave

464, Austrian attack 599-600,
Trentino and Piave 602 ,

Vittorio

Veneto 602-3.
Gallipoli—The Narrows 211-12,

the Beaches 216-20, Krithia

220, Suvla 224-5.
Mesopotamia—Basra 340-2, Amara

343, Kut-el-Amara 344, 607,

Ctesiphon 346, Sunnaiyat 347,
Dujaila Redoubt 348, Diyia
607.

Egypt and Palestine—Suez Canal

35L 354, Romani 354, ist

Gaza 355-^, 2nd Gaza 358; 610,

Beersheba 613-14, Jerusalem

615-16, Jordan 620, Megiddo
621.
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Boers, 73, 12^. .

Bolshevisni, 425-6, 4B2-4, 532.
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150, 158, 166, i 75-6,':^-6, 250,

257, 261, 263, 265-7, 286, 40i
409-10, 436-8, 440, 461, 471, 300,
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Bonar Law, 392-4.
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I Bordeaux, H., 251.
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Bothmer, 287.
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Buchan, 465.
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897 - -
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301; collapses, 561-2.

Bullecourt, 408, 555, 568.

Bulow, 13, 20, 24, 27-8, 32-5, 134,

172, 369.
Burian, 134.

Busigny, 257.
Byng, 223, 468, 476, 502, 508-9, 553.
Bzura, R., 88.

Cadoma, 447 sqq., 458 sqq.

Gaillaux, 278, 414, 496.
Cairo, 354-7.
Calais, 20, 98-9, 518, 537.
California, 116, 120.

Callwell, 37.
Calthorpe, 622.

Cambrai, 23, 468, 502, 508, 563.
See battles.

Caraeroons, 73.

camouflage, 152, 166, 220, 260, 328,

331, 386, 470, 472, 476, 498, 538,

541.545.549-
Canada, 75, 138, 155-7, 394. 407.

441. 473. 5*8, 548-9, 555-
canals: de I’Escaut, 470, du nord,

470, 569-70, Scheldt, 472, 475,
St. Crozat, 493, 508.

Canopus, 1 16 sqq.

Capello, 458-9.
Caporetto, 449, see battles.

Carden, 207 sqq.

Carency, 162.

‘Carey’s Force’, 512.
Carnarvon, 122-3.

Carol, see monarchies.

Carpathians, 52, 79, 89, 92, 134,

139, 172-3, 177, 287, 293, 295-6.
Carso, 448, 453, 461.

Carson, 392.
Caserta, 603.
Caspian, 609.

Cassel, 109, 520.
Castelnau, 57-9, 97, 141, 164, 242-5,

395, 402, 420.

Castreau, 2l.

casualties, see Appendix /; civilian,

201-2, 312, 389, 497-8, 579, 624;
of neutrals, 381; R.A.F<f 407;
navy, iig, 123, 304, 306, 389.

Caucasians, 80-1, 432-3.
Caucasus, 130, 132, 204-5, 482, 487,
. 609, 618. V

cavalry, 21, 34-5, 46, 79, 97-8, 11 q,

150, 163, 465, 167, 177, 184, 264,
268, 270,-348, 354, 356-8, 407-8,

463, 468, 473, 509, 570, 613-14,
620-1.

Cavan, 603.
Cecil, 600.

Cernavoda, 295,
Ch&lons, 533.
Chamberlain, 344.
Champagne, 37, 148-9, 162-3, .243,

409, 534, 567. See battles.

Champagne-pouilleuse, 35, 112.

Chaimel, 63, 509; ports, 37, 84,

490, 514, 520, 532, 536-7.
Chantilly, 28; conferences at, 161,

237, 280,453.
Charleroi, 19, 2i.

Charleville, 587.
Charmes, Gap of, 8, 27.

Charteris, 169, 264, 499.
Ch&teau-Salins, 18.

Chiteau-Thierry, 28, 528, 533, 535,

543-
Chemin des Dames, 19, 36, 402, 410,

412,415-16,523. See battles.

Chester, 326.
Chetwode, 356-7.
Childers, 67.

Chile, 75, 1 16.

China, 256, 389; Station, 73 sqq.,

1 15.

Chiozza Money, 496.
Cholm, 51, 178, 180, 481.
Chunuk Bair, 2

1 7, 224.
church, 49, 178, 369, 371-2, 425,

460. See Islam.

Churchill, 59, 95, 120, 143, 145, 147,

207, 271, 276, 309-10; quoted,

55. 58, 71. 1 17. 196, 209, 222, 226,

265, 324, 329, 547, 568.

Cividale, 457, 461.
civilians, see casualties.

Clemenceau, iii, 368, 414, 486,

495. 500, 510, 527, 560, 591-2.

604, 627-8.
‘Cockchafers’, 269.
Cocos I., 77.
Codroipo, 463.
Cojeul, R., 408.
Colincamps, 51 1.

Colombo, 76.
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Colossus
, 330.

communications: railways, 10, 18,

22, 36, 45-6,^51-2, 82, 90, 94,
109, 130, 145, 148, 150, 177-9,
181, 184-5, 205, 230, 238, 240,

243, 256-7, 260, 287*, 288, 292-6,
35i> 353-5. 397. 399. 410. 4*8,
420’ 439, 446-7, 452, 509, 5H-ii?,

514-16, 527, 546, 548, 556, 558,
564. 567. 595. 6h-i2, Ei7, 619;
aerial

, 451; motors, 87, 243, 247,
35a. 354-5. 452. 457. 508, 513,

564, 578, 595; tractors, 547; camels,
612; donkeys, 614; water, 208, 219,
222-3, 23a, 238, 343-5. 347. 607;,
pipes,

-

water
, 225, 354, 61 1 ;

oil, 204,

339. 343; bridges, 204, 243, 295-6,

351. 449, 457, 463, 524, 535, 592,

595, 600.

Compiigne, 35, 37, 409, 493, 527.
Gond6, 21.

Conrad, 4, 81, 89, 92, 172, 228-9,

233-4. 253, 281, 284, 449 sqq.,

463. 599-
conscription, 2, 9, 41, 126, 142, 235,

238, 414, 459, 489, 518, 625; in-

dustrial, 290, 612.

Consett, 192.

Constantine, see monarchies.

Constantinople, 90, 140, 146, 177,

204-5, 207-9, 214, 222, 228, 344,
361,366,427. 562, 623.

Constanza, 295, 485.

contraband, 188 sqq., 195, 201.

Corbett, 121, 321, 333, 386, 542.
Corfu, 231, 233. J

,
'

Cornwall, 122-3.
'*

Coronel, 119.

Courland,^i77, 283, 480.

Cox, 341,344, 608.
'

Cracow, 51-2, 79-81, 84, 8g, 173.

Cradock, 1 16 sqq.

Cramon, 286.

Cressy, 67, 307.
Crete, 301.
Croats, 601.

Croisilles, 492.
Cromarty, 61, 63.

Crown Prince of Germany, 32, 35.

93, 240-1, 247-51, 254, 368, 492,

527, 546, 550- J, 567-

Ctesiphon, 343, 345, 607.

Cyrene, 352.

Czechs, 49, 125, 282, *529, 600-3,

605; -Slovaks, 364, 529.

Czernin, 5, 282,.365-9, 374, 478-9,
481,484. *

Czernovitz, 52, 28or.

Daffodil, 541.
*

,
Daily Telegraph

, 362, 373, 392. ,
d’Alenson, 41 1.

Dalmatia, 135, 145, 235, 448, 605.
Danbscus, 619, 621.
Dammartin, 29.
Daniel, 192.

Danilo, 235. '

DankI, 52, 81.

d’Annunzio, 135, 465.
Danube, 5, 90, 179, 181, 230, 232,

292, 293, 295-7, 447, 453 485.
562, 583.

Dardanelles, 71-2, 132, 144-6, ch.

xiii, 342, 576, 623.
Dead Sea, 617.
Declaration: of London, 188, 190;

of Paris, 188.

Dffence, 327,
D^uise, 96.

de Lisle, 476.
DelviJle, 269. “

Denmark, 64, 189, 192, 338, 377,
380.

de Prec, 473.
Deraa, 619-21.

Derffiinger, 320-I, 327, 331-2.
de Robeck, 210, 2i2.

de Sails, 371-2.
deserters, 49, 276, 281-3, 288, 424,

454. 462-3, 465, 489. 522, 529,

579, 602; give information, 428,

439. 458, 534. 544. 619.

d’Esperey, see Franchet,

destroyers, see navies.

devastations and denjolitions, 15, 82,

85. 96, 297,^89, 401-2, 454, 463,

508, 5*3, S'S, 551. 554. 57&-9,

597-
Dewar, A. C., 193.

Dewar, G. A. B., 502, 509, 568.

d’Eyncourt, 271.

Diaz, 598, 600, 6o2.

Diego-Garcia, 76.

Dieuzc, 18.

Dixmvide, too, 109.

Diyala, R., 346, 607-8.

Djemal Pasha, 351.
Dmitri, 418.

DmiAiev, 39, 51, 80, 89, 176-7.

Dniester, R., 51, 177.
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Dobell, 356. .

“

Dobrudjo, 292 sqq., 484. .

Dogger Bank, 123, 310-12.

Doiran, 30c 562.
Do^ion, Mt., 112.

Dormans, 535.
Douai, III, 149, 159, 264.

Douaumont, 246, 250, 252.

Dover Patrol, 193, 439, 536-7,' 542.

Dover Straits, 59, 188, 193, 198, 388,

536, 585-
Drave, R., 446-7.
Driant, 242, 245.
Drocourt-Queant, 404, 407, 555.
Dubail, 153.
Dublin, 71.

Dubno, 183.

DuchSne, 524.
Duff, Beauchamp, 343, 347.
Dujaila, 347.
Dumba, 201.

Dunajec, R., 89, 135, 140, 174.

Dunkirk, 23, 99, 109, 518, 536.
Dunsterville, 609.

Dupont, 32.

Durazzo, 236.
d’Urbal, 104.

Dvina, R., 177, 184,431.
Dvinsk, 184.

East Africa, 73-4, 124, 235, 341.
East Prussia, ii, 39-54, 82, 86, 139,

179,480.
Easter I., 1 15.

Ebert, 573, 588-9.
Edmonds, 33, 149, 153, 167, 262,

268, 276, 357.
Egypt, 75 , J30, 204, 209, 237,

349 sqq.

Eiffel Tower, 2j.
Elbe, R., 64.
Elbing, 319.
Elgood, 349.
Elies, 468, 471.
Emden, 74-7, 1 15.

Emin, 131.

Ems, R., 64.

Enos, Gulf of, 223.
Enver Bey, 130 sqq., 289, 608-9,

612,618. 11

Epernay, 533, 535.
Epinal, 8, 27, 1 12.

.Erzberger, 368-70, 573, 593-5.
Erzerum, 347, 353. •

Esdraelon, 621.

espionage, 127, 20 1, 213, 284, 430,
619. See sabotage. -

Esiex, 68, 536. ''

Esternay, 32.

Esthonia, 482.
Euphrates, R-l, 339, 342, 608.

Ewyaltts, 218.
Evan Thomas, 320, 322, 327.'

Evans, 536.
Evert, 283, 287.

Fabek, 103.

Falkenhayn: Chief-of-Staff, 83-5;
Minister for War, 93—4, 97-1-00,

; 139-40, 144, 170-4. 178 sqq., 230,

233. 238-41, 269, 281, 288, 400,

450, 627; dismissed, 273, 289;
commandingTransylvanianarmy,
295-7; commanding in Palestine,

612-18.

Falkland I., 116, 121-2.

Fampoux, 407.
Fanning I., 115.

Fayle, 192.

Fearless, 305.
Feisal, 622.

Ferdinand of Bulgaria, see monar-

chies.

Ferdinand of Rumania, see monar-

chies. •

Ferry, 169.

Festubert, see battles.

Filson Young, 317.
Finland, 64, 480-3.
Firth of Forth, 61, 318.

Fisher, 120, 145, *159, 196, 207,
316.

Fismes, 526.
FitzClarence, 104.

Fiume, 448;’

Flesquiferes, 470, 472, 474, 532.
Foch: commanding corps, 18, 32-3;

co-ordinating armies, loi, 105;

commanding army group, 156,

162, 165 sqq., 250, 255, 260, 265;
‘limoge’, 395; in Italy, 464; su-

preme, 500, 509 sqq., 519 sqq.,

532-3. 544. 547-8. 552 sqq.; at

Armistice, 587, 591-5.
Folkestone, 498.
Fontaine-Notre-Dame, 474.
foodstuffi, 72, 89, 1 13, 128, 191-2,

194. 239, 297, 377, 388, 399, 420,

478, 481, 484, 487, 496, 583.
Forster, 26.



fortresses, see Antiverp, Belfort, Brest-
Litovsk^Bucharest, Dardanelles (206-
7), Douaun^t, Dubno, Epiml,
FroiMerre, Gorizia, Grand Couronni,
Heligoland, Ivangorod, Jaroslaa,
KSnigsberg, Kovno, liangres. Loon,
Lidge, Lovchen, Lutsk

, .
Maubeuge,

Metz,JVamur,Nooo-Georgievsk, Parts,
Przemysl, Rheims, Rovno, Rupel, San,
Sedd-el-Bahr, Souville, l^gliatrunto,
Tolmino, Tout, Turturkai, Vaux, Ver-
dun, Vistula, Volkynian Triangle.

‘Fourteen Points', 489, 505, 571, 574
sqq., 589 sqq.
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est- Gaza, 355-8, 61 1-13.
36- Gee, 476,

^

•

ml, Gerard, 379.
md, German Official History, 98, 306.
'av, Gheluvclt,' 104, 5 1

7. •
ion, Ghent, loi. ,

1^, Gibraltar, Straits of, 199.
rts, Giolitti, 135.
an, Givefichy, 99-102, 109, 1 1 1,269, 517.
I/O, Givet, 17.^
'er- Glasgow, 116 sqq., ia2-2.

Gloucester, 70-1.
*

i74 Gneisenau, 74, 115 sqq.
Goeben, 69-72, 131.

Franchet d’Esperey, 33, 401-2, 562,0 Golitzin, 421. •

583-. Gommecourt, 259, 262, 264, 268.
rrancisJoseph, see monarchies. Good Hope, 75, 1 16 sqq.
Fran90is, 4^7. Goodenough, 305, 321, 323, 329.
rranz Ferdinand, 91. Gorizia, 449, 452, 454.
freedom of the seas, 369, 574, 579, Gorlice, 140, see battles.

590- 1 -

French, Sir J., 20, 23, 26, 33, 97,
101, 103, 105, 147-8, 157, 160-2;
Loos, 166-9.

Fr^berg, 220, 275.
Friuli, 446, 450, 457.
Froideterre, 251.
frontiers, 364-5; Austria-Hungary,

go, 133, 284-5, 446-7, 604; Bul-
garia, go, 132, 228-9, 294, 298,
484; Franco-German, 7-8, 13,
141.363, 366,371,419, 575; Italy,

*33. 446-7. 575. 604; Rumania,
50, 90, i8i, 239, 286-7, 292-4,
484-5; Russia, 41-2, 50, 204, 28^
7, 292-3. 365^, 482.,485^ Serbia,

41. 90, 228; Turkey, 130, 140-1,

204, 228-g, 292, 298, 482, 622.
Fuller, 46^ j

GabaTepe, 215.
Galatea, 319.
Galet, 96, 100.

Galicia, ii, 48-53, 79-81, 89, 134,
139-40, 177, 183-6, 283, 285, 289,
367, 428, 602.

Galli6ni, 17, 25, 29, 242.
Gallipoli, 135, 146, 160, 205 sqq.
GaUwitz, 179^0.
Galway Bay, 307.
Garda, L., 133, 446.
gas, 140, 152-5, 165-6, 244, 249-51,

267, 358, 406, 438, 442, 475. 506,

521, 534-5, 569, 599-
Gasparri, 372.

Gough, 268, 275, 441, 502-3,
^06 sqq., 516.

Gouraud, 534, 554.
Gourko, 292, 297.
Gouzeaucourt, 475.
Grand Fleet, see navies.

Grand Couronn4, 25.

Grand Morin, see Morin.
Grandcourt, 275.
Grappa, Mt. 464, 598, 602,
Greece, 90, 132, 141, 145, 186, 209,

212, 228-31, 233-4, 294, 299 sqq.,

562.

Gregoriev, 181. \
Grey, 58, 95. *36, 148, 188-9, *9*,

229, 361-2, 374, 392, 530.
Griffiths, Norton, 297.
Groener, 582, 587-8.
Gronau, 31.

Grunau, 572.
*

Guise, 24, 27, 5B3.
Gumbinnen, 43, 45.
%nas-. field, 10, 15,.19-20, 38,94,99,

107, 137, *48, 155, 158, 163-4,
242, 244, 249, 260, 284, 410; naval,

56, 100, 117, 123, 206-7, 209,
2II, 217, 219-ai, 314, 320, 335-6;
anti-aircraft, 281; anti-tank, 532;
mortars, loi, 143, 168, 176, 261,

495, *506, 525, 540. See bombard-
ments, registration.

Hague, Conference, 188. •
Hagiite Convention, 153, 187, 195.
Haidar Pasha, 613.
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Haifa, 621.

Haig: commanding corps, 2i, 101;

commanding ist army, 150, 162,

165 sqq.;'- Commander-in-Chief,

169,247 (Verdun), 256-^7, 263 sqq.

. (Somme), 408; 438-43 (Passchen-

dacle), 467-8, 477 (Cambrai),

502, 509-10 (Amiens), 518-20

(Lys), 524 (2nd Chemin des

Dames); counter-att8diis,547,562;

Armistice, 591; relations with

Cabinet and Allies, 238, 255, 399,

416-17, 443, 499, 502, 509, 520,

524. 533. 544. 563-
Haldane, 138, 169, 278.

Halil, 349.
Hamel, 53a.

Hamilton, Lord E., 33.
Hamilton, Sir I., 143, 146, 210 sqq.

Hammersley, 225.
Hampshire, 77, 337.
Hangard, 514.
Hankcy, 210, 386.
Hapsburgs, 140, 390, 603.

Hardinge, 342, 344.
Harington, 437.
Harper, 472.
Hartlepool, 310, 312.

Hartmannweilerkopf, iia.

Harvey, 320.
Harwich, 61, 63, 67, 304, 314.

Hase, 56.

Hausen, 26-7, 32-3.
Havrincourt, 469.
Hawke, 307.
Hazebrouck, 97, 514, 517-19, 544.
HObuterne, 266.

Hejaz railway, 355, 6iq, 617,
619.

Helfferich, 31, 19a, 36a, 370, 376,
378.

Heligoland, 64-5, 304-5, 311, 388.

Helles, 146, 2i7-r'8, a23.
Helsingfors, 64, 433.
Hemingway, 46a.
Henderson, 259, 427.
Henderson, Gapt., 387.
Hendrick, 189, 193, 384.
Henry, Prince, 64.

Hcntsch, 29, 34, 232. *

Hermannstadt, 295.
Herr, 243, 245^.
Herding, 486, 529, 550, 57a.
High Seas Fleet, see tuaus.

'

High Wood, 270.

‘Hill 60’, 15a.

Hindenburg: in East, 44, 53, 79-81;
'Gommander-in-Ghief in East, 83-

92, 98, 139, 172, 178, 181, 183,

185; in joint supremacy with
Ludendorfit’, 289, 400, 550, 570,
58a, 588-9, 627; quoted, 490. See

Ludendorff.

Hindenbqrg line, 156, 397, 400-4,

408, 468, 471, 547, 551-6, 563.

568-9; switch-line, see Drocourt-

Quiant.

Hindenburg programme, 290.

Hintze, 550-1, 57a.

Hipper, 309 sqq., 318 sqq.

Hoarc, 39.
Hoffmann, 43-4, 46, 80-1, 287, 369,

481-2.

Hogue, 67, 307.
Hohenzollems, 5, 90.

Holland, 8, 95, 128, 189, 191, 194,

239. 378, 380, 388.

Honolulu, 1 1 6.

Hood, 328.

Horn, Cape, 116-17, lao-i.

Horn Reef, 65, 333-4.
Home, 516, 555.
Hotzendorf, see Conrad.

House, 191, 200-2, 360 sqq., 577,

590-
Houthulst, forest, 569.
Huguet, 33.
Humber, R., 68.

Humbert, loi, 513.
‘Hunding line’, 551-2.
Hungary, 4, ii, 85, 134, 17a, 181,

446, 562, 605.
Hunter-Weston, 217-18, 225.

Hussein, see monarchies. .

Hutier, 431, 492, 502, 509, 527.
Hymn of Hate, 128.

Ian Hay, 138.

Imbros, 221, 225.
Immingham, 68.

Indefatigable, 320-1.
India, 73, 76, 99, 105, 130, 150,

aio. 339 sqq-. 349. 609, 612, 617,

o 619.

Indian Ocean, 75.
Indomitable, 71.

Iriflexible, 120, 211.
Ingenohl, 66j 305, 307, 31 1, 317.
Innsbruck, 446.
Insterburg, 45, 47.
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Intelligence, 17, 25, 45, 80, 152, 215, Joseph Ferdinand, 282, 286.

a 1 7. aig. 245-4. 247, 250, 259,
264, 266, 269, 351-2, 357. 4^^
499. 502-3, 530, 568, 612; naval,

74. 303-4. 308, 3 1 4. 7 . 32 1 • See
espionage, prisoners, deserters, air,

submarines. Admiralty.
, ,,

International law, see blockades,

civilians, conscription, dej^astations,

gas, neutrality, prisoners.

internment, 126-7.

Invincible, 120, 328.
Invincibles, 326-^.
Ireland, vi, 125, 2C5, 318.
Iron Duke, 323-4. 1

Iron Gates, 181.

Irresistible, 211.

Islam, 130, 204, 340, 349, 351-2,
6i2.

Isonzo, R., 253, 284, 447 sqq., 457.
Istria, 133, 135, 367, 446, 449, 604.
Italy, see alliances, frontiers, Brenner;

140; Salonika campaign, 233-6,

562; Austrian hostility, 253, 282,

284-5, see battles; in West, 466,

535 . 543: Greece, 301 j navy, 233,

464, 604-5.
Ivangorod, 8o-i,

Ivanov, 51.

Jade estuary, 64, 305, 307, 310, 319.

Ja'far Pasha, 352.

Jaffa, 61 1, 614.

Japan, 55, 115, 129, 380.

Jaroslav, 50, 52, 80.
,

Jauris, 125. *
,

.

Jehad, see Islam.

Jekoff, 229.

Jellicoe, 61-3, 65-6, 117, igS, 316,

319 sqq., 337, 381-2, 384, 537.
Jericho, 614.

Jcrram, 331-2.

Jerusalem, 355, 357, 614-16.

Jews, 7, 283, 426.

Jezreel, 620.

Jilinski, 45-6, 48.

Jiu, R., 296.

Joffi-e: a-in-a, 16-17,24-5, sg, 57,

93, 141; battles of Champagne, 14^
163; 209, 226, 243, 245; Verdun,

a47-5>: resigns, 395-6; 397-9; re-

lations with Haig, 97, 161-2, 234,

a55
-
7 . 269.

Jones, 507.
Jordan, 618-21.

Judaea, 61 1, 614, 6aio. ®

Jutland, see battles.

Jutland dispatches, 329. j

*

Kaiser, see monarchies. ,

Kaiser Wilhelm der Crosse, 67.

Kaledin, 286.

Kamenev, 424.
Karl, see mahtrchies.

Karlsruhe, 74, 117, 124.

Karun, R., 343.
‘

Kavalla, 300.
Kelly, J., 71.

Kelly, W., 71. ®

Kemball, 348.
Kemmel, 109,521, 549.
Kent, 75, 122-3.

Kenworthy, 386.

Kerensky, 422, 424, 427, 429 sqq.

Keyes, 227, 304, 313, 438, 537 sqq.

Kl\edivc, 349.
Kiel, 586-7.
Kiel Canal, 64.

Kiggell, 499.
Kirkwall, 193.
Kitchener, 20, 23-4, 37, 126, 129,

137-8, 143-4, >53. 161-2, 208-10,

212, 214, 223, 226, 238, 337, 345,

35 >-2 . 390-1.
Klageniiirt, 228.

Klotz, 593.
Kluck, 13, 19, 21-3, 26-32, 34-5.
Knobelsdorf, 249.
Knox, 82, 84-5, 170, 179, 181, 186,

280-1,422,428.
Koch, 382.

Koln, 306.
Konia, 205.

Kbnig, 328.
'*

Konigin Luise, §5.

Konigsberg, 42-3, 45-6.

Konigsberg, 74, 124.

Kornilov, 430, 432-3.
Kovel, 286.

Kovno, 48, 180, 184.

Krafft von Delmensingen, 297, 457,
462.

Kragujevatz, 91.

Kressiaistein, 351, 354.
Kreuzfr-Krieg, 12 1.

Krithia, 218, 220.

Kronstadt, 64, 429, 435. •
Kubtt, 34, 253, 297, 443, 467, 513,

544*
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Kiililmann, 372, 479, 481, 529.

Kum K&le, 2 i6._

Kut-el-Amara, '343-4, 346-8, 352,
607. t

Kuwait, 339.

I

La Bassre, 98-9, 105, 162, 167.

La Boiselle, 266, a€g.

La Ffere, 36, 490, 492.
La Ferte-Gaucher, 32ir:*'''

La Ferte-Milon, 34.
Laibach, 447, 454.
Lancken, 374,
Langemarck, 152, 155.

Langres, 8.
'

Lanrezac, 17, 19, 20, 24-6.

Lansdowne, 362, 373-4, 392.
Laon, 36, 398, 40a. 5a5> 53 1 . 55L 583-
La Plata, 120.

Lassigny, 97.
Lawrence, Col., 612.

Lawrence, Sir H., 554.'

Leachman, 348.
Le Gateau, 21-2, 578.
Le Havre, 21, 24.

Leinster, 57^9.

Leipzig, 74, ii6sqq.
Lemberg, 48-54, 177, 183, 286.

Lemberg, Archbishop of, 49, 178.

Lemnos, 212, 221.

Lenin, 424-6, 429-30, 478, 482.
Lens, III, 162, 166, 404, 438.
Le Quesnoy, 586.
Letts, 283.
Levant, 353.
Lichnowsky, 530.
Liddell Hart, 33, 513.
Liege, 8, 13 sqq., 372, 564.
Liggett, 587.
Lille, lo, 100, ill, 113, 149-51,469,

516,564,579.
Liman von Sandeij, 131, 208,

213 sqq., 618, 6ao.

Limanova, 89.

Limoges, 395, 413.
Lion, 314 sqq., 320 sqq.
Lithuanians, 7, 283, 480.
Livonia, 64, 482.
Lloyd George, 143, 145, 148, 160,

207, 237, 272, 298, 354, 362, 366,

386, 390 sqq., 398, 416, 443, 453,
486, 499-501, 563, 591-2, 6IO-II,

^,616-17, 626-8.

Lochow, 149. •

Lockhart, 421.

Lodz, 86-8.

Loire, R., 24. c
Lombardy, 284.

‘

London, 128, 497-8; Declaration of,

188, 190; Treaty of, 135, 366, 372,

445. 604.

^one Pine Trench’, 224.

Loos, 166, 397. See battles.

Lorraine, 9, 10, 18, 22, 26-7, 34, 94,

548.
Lotzen, 47.

Lough Swilly, 307.
Louis, Prince, 120.

Lovchen, 235.
Lowestoft, 318.

Lublin, 51-2, 80, 178, 180, 481.

Ludendorff, Chief-of-Staff to Ilnd
army in West, 15; in East, 44-7,

53. 8a, 85, 139, 172, 173, 273-4;
First Q,.-M.-G., 289, 400 sqq., 440,

456, 475. 479. 486 sqq., 519 sqq.,

532 sqq., 546-7, 551; dismissed,

582; politics, 290-1, 370, 372,

480, 529-30. 570, 580; quoted,

42-3, 48, 81, 88, 178, 252, 275,

399, 406, 443, 550, 627. See
Hindenburg.

Lusitania, 200-1, 359.
Lutsk, 183, 282, 286.

Lutzow, 328, 331, 335.
Luxembourg, 7-8, 13, 18, 25, 113,

564.
Lvov, 432.
Lyautcy, 395-6, 403-
Lyons, 450.
Lys, R.; 100, 49(fj 520, 531. See

battles.

Macedonia
. 132, 228, 23^, 300.

machine-guns, 19, ui, 109, 139, 158,

168, 265-6, 268, 271, 410, 440,

476, 495, 534, 567.
Mackensen, 80-1, 83, 85-6, 173 sqq.,

230 sqq., 295-7.
MacMunn, 607.
Madras, 76.

Magdeburg, 308.
Magellan Straits, 1 16.

Magyars, 485, 601, 603.

'Klahon, 223.

Maidos, 214, 216-17.
Mainz, 305-
Malaya, 334.
Maldives, 78.

Malta, 72, 133.
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Malvy, 413-14, 496.
Mangin, ^252, ajr6, 402, 404, 412,

509. 528. 532, 544- ^

Margate, 498.
Maricourt, 264.

^
Marienburg, 44.
Marmara, Sea of, 207, an, 222.,

226.

Mame, R., 15, 28, 527, 533-5;
potket’, 532. 543-5- Sec ialt/es.

Marshall, 609.
Marwitz, 33, 97, 474, 509.
Mane, 424-5, 435.
Mas a Fuera, 116, 118, lai.

Masaryk, 49, 282, 605.
Masni^rcs, 472.
Masurian Lakes, 42, 47, 139, 170.
materials of war, 238, 450; coal, 37,

113, 381, 496, 514, 581, 618;
copper, 190; cotton, 190, 239; gas,

442; grease, 513; iron, 37, 62, 68,
1 13, 240, 558; munilions, 40, 145,
150, 160, 170, 201, 205, 227-8,
280, 301, 598, 600; oil, II, igo,

204, 239, 294, 297, 485, 513, 571,
581, 609; petrol, 513, 597; rubber,

5*3; 177; tvood, 283,
381,618.

Maubeuge, 17, 21, 23, 26, 36.
fflaude, 606-g.
Maud’huy, 97, loi,

Maunoury, 25, 28 sqq.

Maurice, 597.
Max, Prince, 370, 374, 529, 551, 573,
577 sqq-i 580, 589-

Maxwell, 213, 35f^3.
,

Mecca, 205, 352, 612.

Medina, 205, 617.

Mediterranean, 69-70, jgg, aog,

235, 380-1, 386, 447.
Megiddo, 621.

Meinertzhagen, 612.

Memel, 113, 178.

Menin, 98, loi, 104-5.

Mensdorff, 374.
Mermeix, 367, 374.
Merville, 519.
Mesopotamia, 204-5, ch. xx, 606-23.

Messimy, 403.
Messina, 70.

Messines, 104-5, 149, 269, 436, 517.

See battles.

Metz, 8, 13, 17-18, 112,240, 558-60,

564, 596.
Meurthe, R., 7.

Meuse, R., 8, 9, 10, 13 sqq.,^93, 1 12,

149, 161, 241 sqq., 254, 548, 556-
60, 563-6, 580, 587; C6tes de, 240.

Mexico, 2op, 379-80. ’

M&ifercs, 17, 148, 559, 564, 587.
’

Michael, 422. •

Michaelis, 370, 372, 486. •

Michfl, 10.

Micheler, 4'M-3, 412.
Michelsen, 3®.
Middlesbrough, 68.

Miliukov, 427.
Milne, 70-2, 300.
Milner, 420, 510, 520.
mines; naval, 56, 65, 188-9, *93,

195-6, 198, 210-12, 306-7, 309-
10, 313, 318, 329, 333, 337, 352,
381, 383, 388; land, 265, 401,
436-8, 534, 570.

Minsk, 184.

Moab, 617, 6^1.

Mohammedanism, see hlam.
Mohammerah, 339.
Moldavia, 484.
Moltke, 4, 8-^, 22, 25-3 j, 34, 37,

42-4, 48, 50, 66-7, 93, 297.
MoftAe, 315, 331.
monarchies: Albert (Belgium), 100,

542, 569, 578; Alexander (Greece),

302; Alphonso (Spain), 366, 550;
Bavaria, 587; Boris (Bulgaria),

562; Carol (Rumania), 5, 132;
Constantine (Greece), 230-2,
299 sqq.; Edward (Great Britain),

66; Feisal (Arab), 622; Ferdinand
(Bulgaria), 132, 228-9, 562; Fer-'

dinand (Rumania), 484; Francis

Joseph (Austria-Hungary), 50, 81,

90, 290; George (Great Britain),

95, 393, 557; Hussein (Mecca),

349, 352, 3%, 612, 622; Karl
(Austria-Hungary), 236, 290,

365-8, 390, 452, '456-7, 463, 479,
561, 583, 598-9, 603-5; Nicholas

(Montenegro), 235; Ottoman
Empire, 364, 622; Peter (Serbia),

92; Pope (Vatican), 369, 371-2,

460; Sophie (Greece), 186; Tsar
(Russia), 39, 85, 179, 182-3, a8i,

285, 4*8 sqq.; Victor Emmanuel
(Italy), 235, 285, 447; WiUiam
(Germany), 5, 22, 26, 42, 66, 81,

123, 125, 128, 130, 139, 178-9^
185,“ 186, 231, 289-90, 302, 307,

3”, 336, 367-8, 370, 37a, 400,
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monarchies {eont.),

457, 4‘8o, 486, 514, 547; 550, 572,

581-2, 584-5, 588-g. See Crown

Prince qf*3ermany, Rupprecht, Sixtus.

h&nash, 552, 555.
Monastir, 300.

Monchy-le-Preux, 407, 492.
Monfalcone, 462.'

,

Monmouth, 75, iiSsqq. _•

Monro, 161, 226-7.

Monro, Sir G., 617.

Mons, 19, 486, 595. See battles.

Montauban, 266, 268.

Montdidier, 51 1.

Monte Grappa, 464, 598, 602.

Montello, R., 598, 600.

Montenegro, 4, 129, 235-6, 364,

575-
Montfaucon, 567.
Montgomery, 568.

Mont-Saint-Quentin, ,554-5.

Moore, 316. ,

Moravian gates, 51, 90-2, 230.

Moreuil, 514.
Morhangp, 18.

Morin, Grand, 32-3; Petit, 33.

Mormal forest, 23.

Morocco, 5, 395.
Moronvillers, 412, 534.
‘Mort Homme’, 248, 250.

Moscow, 421, 43I-3
j 435-

Moselle, R., 8, 1 12, 241, 244, 556.
Moser, 476.
Mosul, 610.

Mousquet, 76.

Mudros, 212, 221.

Mukden, 46, 129.

Miilhouse, 16.

Muller, Lieut., 472.
Muller, Capt., 75-7.
Muller, Commandwnt, 29.
Munich, 587. “

munitions, see rftaterials ofwar.
Murmansk, 418.
Murray, 353 sqq., 610.

Mustapha Kemal, 217, 224, 437,
622.

mutinies, &c., French army, 413-
15; German army, 522, 530, 550,

594; German navy, 33®, 585-8;
Italian army, 454, 459-60, 462;
Russian army, 421, 429, 434;
Russian navy, 429, 433, 425. Sec
strikes. ’•

Myasoyadov, 40.

Nablus, 205, 614-16, 621.

Namur, 20, 564. q

Nancy, 18, 22, 27, ^4, 1 12, 531, 548,
558.

Napoleon, 17, 64, 98, 126, 334, 355,
464.

^

^Narew, R ., 50-1 , 1 79-80.

Narotch, L., 283. See battles.

Narrow^, The, 2io, 214, 216, 223,

225.
Nasiriya, 342-3.
Nasmyth, 222.

Naumann, 131.

navies, 55-77, ii5-24> 304-38, 536-
42; British, importance of, 12,

57-8; use of, 145-7. 193. ao6, aai,

35'. 355. 385. 438, 6x2, 621, see

battles; Grand Fleet, disposition of,

61-4, 307; use of, 1 17, 120, 123,

199. 304. 319 sqq., 338, 383;
cruisers and destroyers, 67, 74,

304-6, 31 1, 330, 333-4, 383, 387,

536; small craft, 222, 340, 343,

607, 609-10; see bombardment;

German: bases, 73-4, t2i; use of,

304. 306, 318, 336, 387, 433,
585-6; interned, 592, 597, see

battles, Muller, mutinies, Spee, sub-

marines; American, 200, 338, 379,

386, 388; Austrian, 55, 235, 605;
French, 55, 69, 76, 210, 358;
Italian, 233,464,604-5; Japanese,

55, 1 15, 120, 386; Russian, 55, 64,

78. 307, 435, see mutinies.

,
Nazareth, 621.

Nebi-Samweil, 644.
Nithe, R., 95-^.
neutrality, 8, ai2, 231, 233, 299,

3oa-3..-349. 359. 380, 575, 612,

625. See casualties.

Neuve-Chapelle, 149-51.
Neva, R., 435.
New Zealand, 73, 1 15, 138, 586. See

Anzats.

Newbolt, 386, 54a.
Newfoundland, 265.
Nice, 133.

Nicholas, Grand Duke, 39, 49, 79-
8j, 87, 172, 179-82.

Nicholas, King, see monarchies.

Niemen, 48, 53, 139.
Nieppe, 517.
Nieuport, too.

Nile, R., 354.
Nish, go, 230.
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NiveUe, 157, 249-51, 395 sqq.
Nixon, 34(5 sqq.

North Sea, 63-5, 69, 73-4,
188-9, 195-6, ch. xviii, 465.

Northcliffe, 530.
Norway, 59, 189, 192, sS'i.

Novo-Qeorgievsk, 180. ..

Nowak, 282.

Noyon, iii, 149, 161, 401, <is^.

Nun’s’Wood, 106.

Numberg, 74, 115 sqq.
Nur-ud-Din, 344, 346.

Ocedn, 211.

Odessa, 297, 428, 484.
Official German Documents, &c.,

376-
Official Histories, see Austrian —

,

German —
, Edmonds.

Oise, R., 24, 27, 29, 93, 297, 491-2,

523. 549. 551-3. 58a.
Oliver, 57.
Olympic, 308.
Orkneys, 6i, 63, 337, 3O8.

Orlando, 465.
Orsova, 181, 296.

Ostend, 20, 23, 94, 98, 147, 383, 388,

439. 540-2.
Otranto, Straits of, 388.

Wircq, 31, 543.
Oxfordshire Light Infantry, 106.

Pacific, 73-4, 1 14 sqq.

Papadopoli, 603.

Page, 189, 193,201, 361.

Painleve, 403-4, 4^7, 500. •

Pakenham,3io.
Palat, 246, 409, 521.

Paleologue, jiSB, 420. .

Palestine, 205, 349 sqq., 443,
610 sqq.

Panama Canal, I20.

Papeete, 115.

Papen, 203.

Pares, 82.

Paris, 9, 24-5, 27, 94, III, 128, 149,

498. 509. 527. 53'. 533; conference

at, 416; declaration of, 188.

passes, 1 1, 295, 621; see Brenner, Car-

pathians, Iron Gates, Moravian Gates,

Pusterthal, Tonale, Val Sugana,

Vulcan.

Pathfinder, 307.

peace moves; Austria-Hungary, 140,

172, 186, 561; Rumania, 484;

Russia, ,179, 406, ' 427^ 478 sqq.;

main belligerents,, 354, 360 sqq.,

488, 529. 550-'. 570 sqq-. 578-83.
Peiraeus, 301. J

Penang, 76.’ >

Perciij, 10, t

Peronne, 257, 274, 402, 493.* 508,
554-5.

Pershing, 512, 557-9, 578, 591.
Persia, 339, 347, 606, 609, 618.

Persian Gulf, 13 1, 204, 339.
Perth, 1 17.

retain, 158, 240, 245-9, 395. 398.
402-3. 413, 415-16, 494, 500, 502,
509-10, 513, 523, 528; 532, 534,

544. 559. 578.
Peter, King, see monarchies.

Petit Morin, see Morin.

Petrograd, 39-40, 125, 177-8, 238,
421 sqq.

Pflanzer-Balltin, 236.
Piai;p, R., 133,“ 452, 463-4, 598 sqq.
Pierrcfcu, 409.
Pilsudski, 49.
‘Plan 17’, 9, II, 16.

Plate, R., 1 16.

Plchve, 87.

Plezzo, 457, 459, 461. »
Plumer, 157, 437, 464, 502, 517, 594.
Pohl, 66, 317.
Po, R., 450.
Poincare, 130, 256, 366-8, 434, 509-

'o, 527, 560, 591,
Pola, 133, 140.

Poland, 10, 49, 52, 54, 79-92, 185-6,

361, 364-5, 367, 371, 418, 427,
480-1, 576, 579.

Poles, 7, 49, 186, 283, 529, 601.

politics, internal, 625; British, 125,

160, 298, 362, 39o-4;'German, 1 25,

369-70, 37274, 57a. 584 sqq-;

French, 22(4 278, 298, 394-6;
Austrian, 605; 'Greek, 299-300;
Italian, 465.

Polivanov, 281.

Polk, 192.

Pomerania, 6, 145.

Pommern, 334.
Pondicherry, 76.

Pope, seS: monarchies.

Poperinghe, 544.
Portland, 59.
Portuguese, 516-17. «
Posen,"! I, 41.

Potio^, 51, 90-1, 230.
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Poziferes, 553. •

Prassn)^ch, i8q.

Pregel, R., 42.

Princess R^’al, 120.

R-ess, the, 127-8, 172, 260, 251, 298,

300, 308, 362-3, 373, 4I4-«5. 4I9»

44E. 538, 577-
Prijpet, 178, 287.

prisoners, see Appendix^ batltes\ in-

formation given 67^*152, 406, 526,

534; treatment of, 76-7, 185, 233,

238-9. 250. 276. 295. 300 (cp- 302),

348, 400, 526, 574, 595; Australian,

408; Siberian, 529, 609.

Prittwitz, 4'3. ‘

propaganda, 75, 282, 349, 369, 413,

423. 433. 454. 460, 529-30. 808,

618.

Protopopov, 419.
Pruth, R., 293, 485.
Przemysl, 50, 52, 80, 89, 134, 139.

Punjab, 342. ,

Pusterthal, 446.

Q.ships, 198.

Queen Elizabeth, 209, 218, 221.

Queen Elizabeths, 320-2, 326.

Queen Mary, 321.
Queenstown, 382, 386.

Qurna, 342.

Radoslavov, 294.
Rafah, 355, 357.
railways, see communications.

Rapallo Conference, 466.
Rasputin, 182-3, 418-19.
Rava Russka, 52.
Rawka, R., 88.

Rawlinson, 98, loi, 260, 263599.,
502, 548, 5^5.

Raynal, 250.
Recouly, 509. J

RedSea, 6 i2. ^

Redl, 50.

Redmond, 125.

‘registration’, 38, 107, 151, 175-6,
2 1 1 , 26 1 , 280, 470, 507.

Regnault, 19.

Rennenkampf, 43, 45-8, 86-8.

Repington, 57, 160, 499. c

Rethel, 10. 583.
revolutions: Greek, 301; Irish, vi,

o 318. See Russia, mutinies.

Rheims, 35, loi, in, 148, 3^,409,
412.415. 469, 494. 509, 533-5. 546.

Rhine, R., 7-9, 17, 141, 595, 597.
Rlrondda, 496. f
Ribot, 366, 403, 4f7.

Riga. 64, 177, 184, 431-3, 456.
Rintelin, 203.

River Clyde, ‘2 tg,

Robeck,^de, 210, 212.

Robertson, 142, 160-1, 238, 255,

257. 292, 300, 355, 357, 398-9,
417.441.443.500-1,608.

Rodzianko, 182, 421-2.

Romani, 354.
Rome, conference at, 453.
Ron’arch, 100.

Rosenberg, 572, 584.
Rostock, 335.
Rosyth, 61, 63, 316, 318.
Roulers, 439, 537, 569, 578.
Roubaix, 113.

Rovno, 183.

Roye, 97. 553-
Rumania, see alliances, battles, fron-

tiers-, 135, 140, 146, 194, 390, 418;
at war, 289, 291 S99.; makes
peace, 484; in peace negotiations,

364. 575; as supply centre, 205,
228-9, 399. 571-

Rupel, Fort, 299.
Rupprecht, (Sown Prince of Ba-

varia, 22, 25-7, 97, 269, 436, 470,

492. 526, 544; politics, 369, 402,

529; quoted, 167, 239, 254, 259,

277. 406, 467, 507, 509, 51 1, 517,

522, 531. 594-
Russia, see alliances, battles, frontiers,

navies-, relatioits with Bulgaria,

228, 292, 295; with Greece, 209,

301; troops in West, 413; in peace
negotia,tions, 364, 36^. 5755 makes
peace, 478 sqq., Russian revolu-

tion, 253, 288, 337, 369, 374-5,

377. 413. oh- 460.
Russky, 39, 51.

S beach, 218.

Saar, 366, 419.
sabotage, 40, 127, 203, 293, 351,

613. See strikes.

Saint-Crozat Canal, 493, 508.
' Saint-Cyr, 18.

Saint-Laurent, loi.

Saint-Mihiel Salient, 94, 112, 148,

240, 548, 551, 556-9.
Saint-Nazaire, 24.

St. Petersburg, 238. See Petrograd.
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Saint-Pol, 509, 51 1.

Saint-Queytin, 501-3; 563, 568,
mount, 554; B^y, 1 a i

.

Salandra, 133, 135.
Salisbury, 307.
Salonika, 90, 141, 145, a36, 333 sqq.,

237. 291-2, 298 sqq., 6ia,
Sambre, R., ao, 586.
Samoa, 73, 115.

Samsonov, 43-7.
*

San, R., 50-a, 80, 173, 177.
Sandford, 541.
Santerre, 374.
Sarrail, 35, na, aa6, 334, aga,
298 sqq., 56a.

Sarrebourg, 18.

Save, R., 90, 330, 447.
Savoy, 133.
Sazonov, a88, 418.
Scandinavians, i8g, 191.

Scapa Flow, 61, 63, 307, 318, 586.
Scarborough, 313-13.
Scarpe, R., 407.
Scharnhorst, 74, 117.

Scheer, 66, 195-7, 317-18, 38a, 585.
Scheffer, 88.

Scheidemann, 573, 581, 584.
Scheldt Canal, 47a, 475; R., 95-6,

586.
SiWeswig coast, 64.

Schleswig-Holstein, 6, 145, 307.
Schlieffen, 8, g, 27, 43.

Schoultze, 337.
Sedan, 564, 587. See battles.

Sedd-cl-Bahr, 206, 218-20.

Seeckt, 173, 234. •« .

Seely, 141.
’

Seine, R., 24, 27, ag, 31.

Scnussi, 352._ j

Serbia, see alliances, frontiers, 294,

50-3; atwar, gi-2, 145, 173, 183,

aog, 226-36, 239, 300; in Bulgaria,

562; in peace negotiations, 361,

364, 366, 575; Serbs, 292, 295.

Sereth, R., 297, 428.

Serre, 264, 275.
Seven Communes, The, 451.

Seydlitz, 315. 317-^8, 321-2, 332.

Sharon, 620.

Shatt-al-Arab, 339.
shells, see materials ofwar,

Sheria, 611, 613.

Shetlands, 59.
Siam, 389.
Silesia, 1 1, 84-5, 88, 367.

;
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Silistria, 294.
Sims, 384, 388, ,

'

Sinai, 351-2, 354.
Sixtus, Prince, 365-8. J

Slavs, 49-50; 125, 292, 364, 448, 52^,
601,. 603. j

Slovak's, 49, 364, 529, 601. m
Smith-Dorrien, aij 23, 150, 15a,

156.'" -

Smuts, 374, 5^, 533,
Smyrna, 367.
Socialism, 125, 127, 226, 298, 369,

373-5, 413, 423, 426-7, 478, 487,
530, 573, 584, 586, 588.

•Soissons, 28, 34-5, II I,* 149, 41a,

415-16, 509, 526-7, 543, 546.
Solf, 374.
Somaliland, 366.
Somme, R., 24, 97, iii, 161, 257,

269, 398, 493, 502, 508-9, 531,

549, 552, 554- See battles.

Sonijino, 134, 366, 590.
Soucnez, 162, 168. See battles.

Souchon, 71-2, 131.

South Africa, 270, 394.
South America, 1 15-17, 389.
Southampton, 321.
South Seas, 115.

S.W. Africa, 73, 120.

Souville, 251.

Sparrow, 506.
Spears, 25.

Spee, ch. vii, 195, 310.
Spincourt, 261.

Spring Rice, 200.

Staffs: Austrian, 27, 45, 48, 599, 604;
British, 104, 150, 167, 169, 208,

212-13, 218, 221, 224-5, 267-8,

275, 347, 353-4, 356, 441, 476,

554, 610; French, ro, 246, 301,

395, 409, 4«2,^19; German, 25-7,

34, 44, 549, 567; Italian, 458-9,

461; Rumanian, 295; Russian, 40,

44, 170, 176, 282, 285-6.

Stalin, 424.
Statistics of the Military Effort, fife.,

278, 631.
Stoddart, 117, lao.

Stopford, 223-4.

'Strasbourg, 18.

strikes, 125, 203, 487. See sabotage,

mutinies.

Struma Valley, 234, 300. «
Sturdee^ lai-a.

StOigkb, 29, 81.
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Stunner, c3 i, 288.

submaNnes: development, 56; at-

tacking fleets, 66-7, ao6, 307, 318,

329, 5^6; protecting fleet, 306,

•313. 3*5: sowing minds, 337; land-

0 ing agents, 352; reconnaissance,

30^^310; campaign, fgi sqq.,235,

239. 289, 3I7--'8, 336, 362, 364-5.

368-9, 376 sqq., 39.1, 416, 496,

536, 625; surrendp^' of German,

595; bases, 145, 147, 397, 436,

536-7, 542; Allies’, 222; depth-

charges, hydrophones, 387; nets,

222, 388.

Suez CansS, 204, 339, 349, 352-3 - f

Sukhomlinov, 39-40.
Sunderland, 318.

Sunnaiyat, 607. See battles,

Sussex, 202, 318.

Suvla Bay, 214, 223 sqq.

Sweden, 62, 189, 192.

Swinton, 271-2, 4o8,'467-8.

Switzerland, 7, 13.
'

Sydngi, 77.

Sykes-Picot Agreement, 608, 622.

Sylt I., 6^4.

Syria, 354, 608, 619, 622.

<•>

Tagliamento, R., 457, 461-3.
tanks, 143, 150, 154, 270 sqq., 358,

407-8, 416, 438-9, 467-77, 51 1,

523. 528, 532, 545 . 547-9. 554-5.

568, 570, 573, 627.
Tannenberg, 47-8.
Tara, 352.
Tarnopol, 287.

Taurus, 612.

Tees, R., 68.

telephones, field-, 19, 151, 266,268,
507-

"

Territorials, 68, 137.
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